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ABSTRACT

The importance of a critical understandingof spacein contemporarysocial scientific
enquiry is increasingly recognised as fundamental for the analysis of the development,
enlargementand experienceof modem capitalism.In particular, the concentrationof forces
and relations of production, circulation and consumption, of people, commodities and
services,is progressivelyappreciatedas achievedthrough the creation and exploitation of
urban space.The thesis presentsa critical examinationof a variety of theoriesof spaceand
spatial theories as a foundation for the analysis of urban modernity. These include the
works of Henri Lefebvre, David Harvey, Michel Foucault, Michel de Certeau and Georg
Simmel. The syncretic adaptation of these formative theoretical analyses provides a
conceptual framework for the subsequentsubstantiveanalysisof a casestudy of specific
forms of modem urban social space.That is, an exploration of the processesby which the
origins and development of what came to be integral features of the landscapeof the
modem city were produced,namely,the creation of the social spacesof public parks.
The growth and increasingimportance of the city in the 19thcentury had important
social as well as economic and political consequencesfor the development and
administration of the infrastructure and experienceof the urban environment.The physical
and mental, medical as well as moral consequencesof city developmentled to campaigns
to improve the condition of the urban population that provoked a responseby the local
state. One prominent aspectof this municipal commitment was the developmentof urban
public parks as an ameliorative response.Glasgow's experienceof rapid industrialisation
and urbanisationin the 19thcentury and the particular conditions that aroseled to a specific
form of municipal governmentthat produced a network of public parks that was unrivalled
by any other city. The investigation and analysis of the production of municipal public
parks in the city of Glasgow in the period from the early 1850s to the late 1970s gives
detailed considerationto a large number and variety of empirical sourcesto deliver an
historical, sociological and geographicaccount of the complexity involved in the analysis
of such commonplaceeverydayspacesas public parks. As such,the investigation of parks
as social spacesconstructed,depicted and usedfor leisure and recreationcontributesto the
understanding of the development and experience of urban modernity, as well as to
contemporarysocio-spatialanalysis.
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INTRODUCTION: THE SPACE OF PUBLIC PARKS
As a boy growing up in a small Fife village, despite being surrounded by coal
mining, shipyards and engineeringworks, accessto nature and spacesto play was easy.
The shore was minutes away and one could as easily walk amongstthe farmlands,lochs
and reservoirs into the deeperrural countryside. The parks that existed were in the towns
and were reserved for special occasions,for events,or a family day out. It was not until
one becamea city dweller, particularly in Glasgow, and as a traveller and visitor to cities
across Britain and Europe that the extent and variety of public park provision became
evident as a fundamental feature of the landscape of the city. It was this dawning
understanding,appreciationand use, long before I returned to the stimulation of learning,
which was the genesisfor this researchproject, an attempt to make senseof the origins of
the urban public park and its variable role as a location for a host of leisure and cultural
activities.
Increasingly, contemporary social analysis necessarilyinvolves a consideration of
the importance of spaceas a fundamentalfactor of most aspectsof modem existenceand
experience.That is, knowledgeof the reciprocal role of spacein forming and being formed
by such processes as circulation, exchange, production, consumption, conflict, etc.
enhancesunderstandingof these fundamentaland characteristicareasof the social enquiry
and investigation of modem societies. In the historical development of the `space' of
capitalism,the city and the urban are key sites for the location of this modernity. It is in the
city that production and consumptionare concentrated,where circulation of commodities,
goods, services,and people reachesits apex, and where the density of population and the
intensity of experienceare at their greatest.The city is the location for the organisationand
administration of government,of law, of centresof learning, culture and entertainment.In
short, the city sits at the centre of a web in and through which innovation, invention and
novelty flows and is communicatedto other places.There is a large literature on particular
aspectsof city space:the street has been a focus for much of this researchon the city in
modernity and much work has been conducted on domestic commercial institutions and
architectureand the role and function of planning in the city. However, there is a distinct
lack of literature on public parks in the analysisof the city and the urban in modernity.
Public parks are an inherent and integral feature of the landscapeof any modem
town or city. They are now commonplaceand everyday, taken-for-grantedspacesin the
experienceand consciousnessof most modern urban citizens. Urban public parks come in
many shapesand sizes,designsand layouts, are dispersedthroughout the city and located
within or near to almost every community, regardlessof their class, statusor power, and
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may contain simple or multiple features and facilities that are designed to perform a
for
functions.
They
all
play
and
plurality of
are popular places of relaxation, recreation
classes,ages,and genders.They are fora for the display of monumentsto greatnessand
achievement.They may contain museumsand galleriesfor the educationand entertainment
in
built
designed
`islands
They
the
the
the
of
nature'
citizens of
city.
of
are aesthetically
environment of the city. They may be sites for protest and conflict as well as emblemsof
dominant power writ large on the landscapeof the city. However, this ubiquity and almost
historically
familiarity
development
their
specific
as
obscures
universal
origins and
planned and created spacesof the urban sphere.This thesis looks at what are now takenfor-granted social spacesthat are prominent features and facilities in the landscapeand
experienceof the city in modernity.
Urban public parks are products of a particular time and experience,that of the sociois
It
dominant
increasingly
thus
modernity.
urban
spatial realm of a rapidly expandingand
is
that
to
that
appropriate propose
any analysis of public parks must apply an approach
responsiveto the need to adopt and adapt a number of theoreticalperspectivessensitiveto
the cultural and historical specificity of their production. Such complexity requires the
from
heavily
borrows
inter-disciplinary
that
epistemology
syncretic application of an
sociology, human geography, economic and social history as well as urban studies.
Therefore the structure of this work is predicated on the need to provide a conceptual
framework for an analysis of public parks as social spaces that acknowledgesthe
forms,
be
functions,
that
can
attachedto them as
of
meanings
and
values
multiplicity
in
involved
Recognition
the production of
the
complexities
social
spaces.
of
produced
form
fundamental
for
is
foundation
the
the
of
specific
of
analysis
space a necessaryand
knowledge'
`body
is,
is
That
the
this
thesis.
the
of
of
a
application
of
subject
space,which
of spaceis an essentialrequirement for the subsequentsubstantiveanalysisof Glasgow's
public parks. Such an approachhas a contribution to make to the theoretical analysisof
is
its
because
its
but
importance
theory
the
to
theory
of
any
social
also,
value
spaceand
application to empirical social reality, the specific subject of enquiry, conductedas a case
both
historical
informs
detailed
that
substantive
contextualisation
a
provides
study,
sociology and historical geography.
There are many theoretical lenses that can be applied to space, but any analysis of the
space of the public parks must address the complex interaction of a multiplicity

of

elements, features, functions and discourses and uses that exist in the actuality of the park
in
importance
The
Lefebvre
Henri
to
the
social
space
of
considerable contribution of
space.
for
framework
for
for
analysis.
this
a
analysis provides an appropriate starting point
quest
Specifically, his triadic model of the dynamic interaction of necessary elements for the
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'Production of Space' provides a critical structure for the analysis of public parks as social

spaces.Chapter 1 "Henri Lefebvre and the Production of Space:An Initial FrameworkFor
Analysis" will consider Lefebvre's contention was that for a `true' understandingof space
there is, in the first instance,a need to consider the production of spatial structuresand
forms indicative of a mode of production and society at a specific time. Secondly,how
knowledge of spaceis acquiredand represented,through the work of specialists,planners,
geographers, urbanists or architects, etc., is implicated in the creation of dominant
hierarchiesof meaning concerning the manipulation and regulated use of space.Thirdly,
how spaceis ultimately used and understoodin everydaylife is subjectto popular practices
that can subvert suchabstractunderstandingsand createalternativemeaningsand symbols,
which are essential to our understanding of its production. Thus, for Lefebvre, the
quotidian actions in the material world can reappropriate spaceand potentially resist its
delimitation and delineationas formal and functional.
The examination and illustration of Lefebvre's establishmentof a triadic theory for
the production of spaceprovides the basisfor a theoretical structurethat acknowledgesthe
fundamentalreciprocity betweenspaceas a product and a determining factor in the social
relations of historically specific epochs and societies. Each `necessary'element of this
structurewas examinedand illustrated using a variety of perspectives.The intention is the
creation of a meaningful understandingof the objective and subjective qualities of space
with particular referenceto the social, political, and economic context of urbanisationand
industrialisation in the city of the 19a`century. However, the somewhatabstractquality of
Lefebvre's conceptualisation requires clarification through specific examples of its
applicability in social reality. Chapter 2 "Flesh on the Bones - Beyond Lefebvre's
'Skeleton"' will build upon and go beyond Lefebvre's initial framework by an examination
and syncretic adaptationof other, more concrete,and substantiveanalysesof space.Thus
aspects of David Harvey's political economy of space will be used to explore the
production of Glasgow'snetwork of municipal parks within the developingframework and
processesof urban capitalism. Michel Foucault's analysis of `disciplinary spaces'will be
considered as providing an essential understanding for the development of various
representationsof public parks as being multi-functional `disciplinary' spaces.Foucault's
concept of `heterotopias' will also be considered, as will Georg Simmel's `aspectsof
space' and Michel de Certeau's assertionof the potential subversivenessof everydaylife,
as a means for examining the potential conflicts inherent in the popular use of, and
practices in, space.Whilst all these theories provide valuable insights into the analysisof
public parks as produced spacesin which discoursesand representationscontrast, and
potentially conflict, with everyday uses and practices,none examineparks specifically in
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their social analysis of space.In essence,then, a conceptualframework is neededthat is
historically and culturally sensitiveto the economic,social and political `logics' underlying
the production of an urban spatial structure that includes the creation, maintenanceand
regulation of public parks as social spaces.
The first two chapters construct a theoretical framework that expands Lefebvre's
conceptualisationof the production of space through consideration of valuable insights
from other theoretical perspectivesin order to provide a comprehensiveunderstandingof
the plurality of forms, meanings, discourses and practices that inhere in, and can be
associatedwith public parks. Such an approach,it is argued,will necessarilyprioritise the
historical and social context of the development and use of such social spacesin an
increasingly urbanised and industrial society. The use of Glasgow as a case study, as a
means to extrapolate from the specific to the general, is appropriate for a number of
reasons, not least in its role as an exemplar of the experience of those twin forces
indicative of modernity, rapid urbanisationand industrialisationas well as the development
of a particular form of local governmentand administrationthat createda publicly-owned
urban parks network unrivalled in Britain and in Europe. In Glasgow the production of
such a large number, variety and acreageof parks spacesfor the population of the city
provided accessto urban open spacesthat was unequalled by any other city. Thus, the
examinationof the local context for the developmentof such a comprehensivenetwork as
was constructedin Glasgow is essentialto contextualisethe historical experienceof rapid
growth and its consequencesand will explore the demographic,social and spatial growth
of the city.
Such a local response to the conditions and consequences of rapid industrial and
urban development occurred in a climate in which society as a whole was undergoing
dramatic

changes in

the

production,

consumption,

reproduction,

communication,

administration and regulation of economic, social, cultural and political relations. The
consequences of these dramatic changes of the new urban experience was the focus for the
development of a public debate and consciousness amongst a number of individuals,
organisations and official

bodies whose enquiries and investigation

formulated

an

awareness of the need for open spaces in cities and towns. Thus the `public parks
movements' promoted the creation of public parks at public expense as a necessary
ameliorative measure in the modem city. Chapter 3 "The Historical Context for the Origins
and Development Of Glasgow's Public Parks"

will address the inter-connectedness

between the development of a movement advocating the need and benefits of open spaces
and public parks for in cities and towns and the particularity of the Glasgow experience as
an explanation of how the conditions for the establishment of public parks in Glasgow
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were part of a concertedmunicipal responseto the perceivedand real consequences
of the
rapid growth of the city in the 19thcentury. This combination produced a commitment to
public park provision that was unmatchedby any other city in Britain or Europe.
The construction of a system of public parks implies their location within a
structuredsocio-spatialurban environment.That is, the administrationand arrangementof
necessaryand appropriateplaces and functions within a spatial entity such as the city is a
prerequisitefor the organisationof social relations. The production of Glasgow'sextensive
and diversenetwork of municipal parks will be examinedin Chapter4 "The Production of
the Public Parks in Glasgow" through the application of three inter-relatedtypologiesthat
explore and illustrate the chronology, distribution and designsinvolved in their production
within the developmentof the city. These inter-related typologies explore the variety of
sizes and types of parks, their location and distribution, their developmentover time, as
means of describing the production of an extensive public parks network within the
processesof urban capital inherentin the organisationand administrationof the developing
urban landscapeof the city.
The historical origins of urban public parks are grounded in a complex of
complementaryand antagonisticperspectives- medical, moral, economic,political, social
and geographic- surrounding the development,organisation and control of an urbanised
and industrial society. Thesediscourseswill be analysedand discussedin Chapter5, "The
Diversity of Discourses in the Representationof Public Parks" through an exploration of
the developmentof parks as representationsof functionalisedspacein which a hierarchyof
meaningswas applied to the parks through their creation as delimited and delineatedforms
of regulated space. The dominant representationsof the parks as useful and beneficial
spaces,as breathing spaces,`lungs in the city', and for leisure and recreational activities
identified them as `licensed' spacesassociatedwith appropriatepracticesand activities as a
for
disciplining the urban population into more acceptableleisure habits, customs
means
and behaviours. Thus some leisure activities were privileged over others. These
disciplinary discourses,the medical, the moral, cultural, political, competitiveness,and
gender,will be addressedand consideredin relation to the Glasgow parks as a meansof
identifying the dominant representationsassociatedwith the investment and commitment
of the local statein providing suchan extensivenetwork of parks and open spaces.
The dominant representationsof the parks associatedthem with specific functions
and uses,for the reproduction of social relations and the benefits of a `healthy' city and its
population, and which the local state and park authoritiesprovided facilities. As such,the
spaceof the parks was consideredby the local statein the city as socially necessarybut not
without the dangers of their prospective misuse. The parks as public spaces,relatively
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accessibleto the mass of the population and with strong associationsas placesand times
for leisure, recreation and play, offered the potential for conflict between official,
sanctioneduse of the parks and the popular practicesof the population at play. This was a
recurring featureof their regulation and control. Chapter6 "Walking on the Grass - (Mis)
Using The Parks" will consider the everyday usesand practicesto which the parks have
been put. The parks are complex spaceswhere their meaning, value and symbolic worth
can exist in different groups and different times. Challenges to the dominant spatial
structuresand forms imposed on the planned organisationand regulation of the designed
spacesof the parks is possiblethrough the imaginative use of parks as social spaces.The
need for play, entertainment and recreations, can challenge and subvert the rules that
regulate the spaceof the parks. Such resistancedoes not usually occur in open rebellions
and organisedprotest but through the everyday activities and practicesthat challengethe
hegemonic organisation and administration of the social spaces of the parks. Such
reappropriation of public spacetakes place through the mundaneand prosaic actions of
people seekingtemporary escapefrom the stressesand strains of work and home through
play or recreation, or through more direct contact with nature than that normally allowed
by the park authorities, or through the imaginative use of the featuresand facilities within
them or more intimate social interactions that areas in the parks allowed provides an
understandingof the parks as `lived' everydayspace.This analysisof aspectsof `park life'
will consider the contradictions and potential conflicts betweenthe meaningsand ideals
associatedwith dominant representationsof the parks as fulfilling disciplinary functions
and the different significance and values which the population of the city at play imposed
through their popular uses,activities and practices.
The emphasisand focus of this researchis on the historical origins and development
of public parks as a particular form of urban space,produced at a time when the progress
of urban enlargementand influence was reaching the point of domination over what had
until 1850 still been a predominantly rural society. The concomitant developmentof the
shift to an urban society with the increasing need for and creation of urban parks was
marked in Glasgow by the development of a form of municipal admintration and
organisationthat demonstratedan unrivalled commitment to the creation of public parks
and open spacesin the city. This commitment is well demonstratedin the archives and
recordsof by the Corporation of Glasgow.
The substantiveinvestigation of the production of the Glasgow parks network, as
well as the representationsapplied to them, and the usesto which they have been put as
leisure spaces,necessarilyinvolves the detailed study of a variety of historical sourcesand
materials. As John Unry emphasises,"[flaking place seriously means taking writing,
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architectural designs, paintings, guide books, literary

texts, films,

postcards,

advertisements, music, travel patterns, photographs and so on seriously."' The
methodology used in the researchprocesshas involved a comprehensiveinvestigation of
all of the above historical sources and material. Whilst this has unearthed a wealth of
primary and secondarydata it is impossible to conclude that this is a definitive and final
uncovering of all that exists relating to the historical developmentof Glasgow's parks.
Whilst official sourcesand materials are effectively cataloguedin archives, all of which
have been consulted and scrutinised in a meticulous and rigorous manner, there exists a
wealth of informal and unofficial resourcesin a population of the city that has experienced
and used the public parks as their own playground and pleasureparks for over 150 years.
The only claim that can be accuratelymade in the context of historical researchsuchas this
is that a diligent and methodical searchhas been conductedin as many ways and means,
areasand spheresas was possibleand appropriate.
It must be statedthat the definition of a public park that is scrutinisedhere is that of
the municipal park. There are other forms and descriptionsof a `park' that have a longer
historical legacy and whose actuality informs the spatial developmentof other cities and
towns. The most obvious is the Royal Parks in for example London, or the aristocratic
garden or estate taken over by the local or national state and opened to the public as a
garden. Whilst these are found in many cities both in Britain and in Europe, Glasgow's
public parks are wholly the result of a municipal commitment to the provision of public
spacesand, despite the gift of land from wealthy benefactorsand philanthropists, the
Glasgowpublic parks network developedas a necessityand as a result of the experienceof
19P century economic, political and spatial growth. As such, the parks in Glasgow are
examplesof the local state'sactive involvement in the creation of the landscapeof the city,
including the design of places for play and recreation, and are representativeof the
experienceof industrial towns and cities, not necessarilycapital cities. Other recent studies
have primarily focussedon the imperial and aristocraticinheritanceof parks and gardens',
singular parks,' or generalhistorical descriptionsof park development" This thesisis the
first historical sociology of parks in Glasgow and the first attempt to illuminate the
developmentof urbanpublic parks through the application of social theories.
One last point is concernedwith presentation.The extensiveuse of pictorial material
in the substantivesectionsis indicative not only of Urry's emphasison taking suchsources

1J. Urry, 1995,ConsumingPlaces,Routledge,London, 30.
p.
2 SeeP. Rotenberg,1995,Landscaoe Powerin Vienna.JohnHopkinsUniversityPress,London.
and

3 See R. Rosenzweig
and E. Blackmar, 1998, The Park and the Peogle: A History of Central Park. Cornell University Press,New York.
4 See G. F. Chadwick, 1966, The Park
and the Town. The Architectural Press,London; FL Conway, 1991, Peop)esParks: The Design and
Development of Victoria Parks in Britain. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge; G. Cranz, 1982, The Politics of Park Design: A
History of Urban Parks in
erica. Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press.
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seriously. There is a plethora of photographs of Glasgow's public parks and the activities
that go on within them, some of which are of a higher quality and reproduce better than
others. The use of photographs throughout the substantive sections of this work seeks to
demonstrate the multifaceted existence of public parks as produced social spaces and
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light, they are an invaluable source of material for understanding the uses and practices
involved in the consumption of the parks as leisure and pleasure spaces. The photographs
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dynamism through the recording of the active use of the space of the parks for a variety of
practices.
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CHAPTER 1: HENRI LEFEBVRE AND THE PRODUCTION OF SPACE: AN
INITIAL FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS

1.1: Introduction
Henri Lefebvre's project, culminating in TheProduction of Space,was the result of a
long process in which his analyses of various aspects of modernity resulted in the
reprioritisation of spaceas fundamentalto understandingcapitalism.His analysisof spaceis
complexand challengingand, it will be argued,significant for the analysisof public parks as
social spaces.Lefebvre's analysisof spacewill be presentedin the context of his work on
nature,the city, the urban,and the everyday.Lefebvre's ultimate aim wasto demonstratethat
spacewas political. The assertionthat "[a]uthentic knowledge of spacemust addressthe
question of its production"' locates his analysis as concerned with the fundamental
importanceof social relationsin historically specific epochsand societies.For Lefebvre,this
is an important point: spaceand time are inextricably linked in processessubsumedunder
modesof production.2
Spaceis nothing but the inscription of time in the world; spacesare the realisations,
inscriptions in the simultaneityof the externalworld of a seriesof times, the rhythmsof
the city, the rhythms of the urban population '
...

Lefebvre's theory understandsthe production of spaceas emphasisingthe need to
consider spaceas both a product (a thing) and a determinant(a process)of social relations
and actions.This applicationof dialecticsto spaceand the triad of necessaryand inter-linked
elements (spatial practices, representationsof space and spaces of representation)in
understandingspacewill be consideredin detail. Similarly, the centrality of everydaysocial
attitudesto andpracticesin spacewill be exploredin relation to the importanceof the spatial
in the social organisationof Lefebvre's conceptionof the developmentof the city and the
urban. This, it will be argued,has significancefor the analysisof public parks as everyday
landscapesin the environmentof the city. Such landscapes,which we commonly shareand
create through our social relations, inter-actions, practices, hopes, imaginations and
aspirations,are also subject to more totalising forces whose rationalising influence holds
more negative consequences.Space, as Lefebvre makes clear, is also the product of
ideological, economic, and political forces (the domain of power) that seek to delimit,

H. Lefebvre, The Production of Spa Oxford, Blackwell, 1991, p. 111.
2"Rather than
simply discussing the philosophical status of space-'how many dimensions exist', or is spacea `thing' or `void between
things'? - Lefebvre investigates social attitudes towards space, all the while not neglecting to emphasise the integral importance of
physical dimensions and spatial categories such as boundaries and regions in everyday life. "R. Shields, Lefebvre. Love and Stru¢¢le
London, Routledge, 2000, pp. 5-6.
3 H. Lefebvre, Du Rural I'urbain, Anthropos, 1970,
a
cited in "Introduction: Lost in Transposition - Time, Space and the City", by E.
Kofinan and E. Lebas to H. Lefebvre, Writines on Cities. Oxford, Blackwell, 1996, p. 17.
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regulate and control the activities that occur within and through it. Lefebvre offers an
accountof spacethat demonstratesthe complexity of just such a plurality of meaningsthat
can be associatedwith suchinherently social spacesas the public parks. The intention here,
is
in
Lefebvre
developed
his
that
contexts,
ofyears
and
various
given
analysisover a number
to presentan analysis of his theory of `the production of space' which takes accountof a
numberof aspectswhich were essentialto its formulation. The insights of other perspectives
on spacewill, in the following chapter,be used to emphasiseand illustrate Lefebvre's thesis
with the intention of developingthem for application in the subsequentsubstantiveanalysis
of Glasgow'spublic parks.
What follows will be a considerationof Lefebvre's dialectic approachto the analysis
of the production of space.The definition of his triadic elementswill be clarified by linking
spatial practicesand socio-spatialorganisationto an analysisof planning as an exampleof
the operation of power and ideology in creating representationsof space and by the
consideration of everyday life as intrinsic in the conceptualisation of spaces of
representations.However, a considerationof Lefebvre's analysisof spaceas a processof
developmentwill begin with his work on the rural and the urban. As Lefebvre was well
aware, the historical context must be considered as fundamental in any analysis of the
developmentand production of space:
In space, what came earlier continues to underpin what follows. The preconditions of
social space have their own particular way of enduring and remaining actual within that
describe,
The
his
is
[as
described
Lefebvre
task
to
space ...
of architectonics
project]
analyse and explain this persistence, which is often invoked in the metaphorical
shorthand of strata, sedimentary layers and so on. '

1.2: The Country And The City: Lefebvre's History Of Space
For Lefebvre, space is at the centre of a continuing social and historical process,
involving conflict and struggle over meanings and values. His analysis, his `history of
space',may be understood as a process,in which different modes of production produce
their own space.' Many of the essentialconceptsthat Lefebvre usesin his understandingof
the developmentof the city, the urbanand spaceshowindebtednessto the work of Marx. For
example,Lefebvre's useof the conceptof production as appliedto spaceis an extrapolation
of Marx's concept to encompassall of human activity and historical developmentunder
capitalism basedupon the divisions betweentown and country, one that Marx saw as the

4 Lefebvre, 1991,
op. cit, p 228.

"Whatwe areconcerned
with, then,is thelonghistoryof space,eventhoughspaceis neithera'subject' nor an'object' but ratherasocial
asalsofrom
reality- thatis to saya setof relationsandforms.Thishistoryis to bedistinguishedfromaninventoryof thingsin space...
for
but
their
ideasanddiscourses
above
all
space,
of
aboutspace.It mustaccountfor bothrepresentational
and
representations
spaces
interrelationshipsand their links with socialpractice.The historyof spacethus hasits placebetweenanthropologyand political
" Ibid. p. 116.
economy.
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basisof every division of labour.' Lefebvre arguesthat,
For Marx, the dissolution of the feudal mode of production and the transition to
capitalism is attachedto a subject,the town. The town breaksup the medieval system
(feudalism) while transcendingitself
is a `subject' and a coherentforce, a
the
town
...
partial system which attacks the global system and which simultaneouslyshows the
existenceof this systemand destroysit. '

Raymond Williams illustrates how such distinctions produced real and symbolic
representationsand expectationsof life in the city and the country.
On the country has gatheredthe idea of a natural way of life: of peace,innocenceand
simple virtue. On the city has gathered the idea of an achieved centre: of learning,
communication,light. Powerful hostile associationshave also developed:on the city as
a place of noise, worldliness and ambition; on the country as a place of backwardness,
ignorance,limitations.'

This concern with the distinctive qualities that made the industrial city a new phenomena
for the individual and for the organisation,maintenanceand regulationof
with consequences
modem society was presentedin contrast to the country, which was viewed as an idyll in
much anti-urbanrhetoric. As Urry states:
Nature resided in the countryside not in the monstrous wens of industrial society...
Rural communities, it was felt were organically related to the physical environment and
so closer to nature than urban and industrial life. Towns and industry were `outside' of
nature, literally unnatural. 9

Lefebvre's analysisof the town and the country divide makesmanifestthe distinctions
betweenold and new orders,modesof production, ways of life etc. They are representedas
having symbolic resonanceboth with the romanticisationof nature as a lost idyll and of the
idea of the city as a model of enlightened,rational progress.10Nevertheless,the distinction
betweentown and country, for Lefebvre, becomesincreasinglyerroneousfor understanding
the produced spaceand experienceof modernity, that is, the spaceof the capitalist mode of
6 "The foundation of every division of labour which has
attained a certain degree of development, and has been brought about by the
exchangeof commodities, is the separation of town from country." K. Marx, Capital Vol. 1. Harmondsworth, Penguin Books, 1976, p.
472.
"The greatest division of material and mental labour is the separation of town and country. The antagonism between town and country
begins with the transition from barbarism to civilisation, from tribe to State, from locality to nation, and run through the whole historyof
civilisation to the present day... The existence of the town implies, at the sametime, the necessity of administration, police, taxes,etc.:in
short, of the municipality, and thus of politics in general. Here first becamemanifest the division of the population into two greatclasses,
which is directly basedon the division of labour and on instruments of production. The town is already in actual fact the concentrationof
the population, of the instruments of production, of capital, of pleasures,of needs,while the country demonstratesjust the opposite fact,
isolation and separation. The antagonism between town and country can only exist within the framework of private property... It is the
most crass expression of the subjection of the individual under the division of labour, under a definite activity forced upon him -a
subjection which makes one man into restricted town-animal, the other into a restricted country-animal, and daily creates anew the
conflict between their interests. Labour is here again the chief thing, power over individuals, and as long as the latter exists, private
property must exist. The abolition of the antagonism between town and country is one of the first conditions ofcoatununallife, a condition
which again dependson a mass of material premises and which cannot be fulfilled by the mere will, as anyone can seeat the first glance
The separation of town and country can also be understood as the separation of capital and landed property, as the beginning of the
...
existence and development of capital independent of landed property - the beginning of property having its basis only in labour and
exchange." K. Marx & F. Engels, The German Ideology. Moscow, ProgressPublishers, 1964, pp. 64,65.
7 H. Lefebvre, "La PenseeMarxiste
et Is Ville", Paris, Gallimard, 1972, in Shields, 2000, op. cit., p. 21.
s R. Williams, The Country
and the City. London, The Hogarth Press, 1973, p. 1.
9 J. Uny, `Nature
and Society. the Organisation of Space", in R.J. Anderson et al (eds.), Classic Disputes in Sociology. London, Allen &
Unwin, 1987, p. 214.

'o "The countryside,both
practicalandreality andrepresentation,
will cant' imagesof nature,of being,of theinnate.Thecity will cant'
imagesof effort, of will, of subjectivity,of contemplation,without theserepresentations
becomingdisjointedfrom real activities."
Lefebvre,1996,op.cit., pp. 87-8.
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production, whoselocus is the city. The city, as the site of modernity, is whereurbanisation
and industrialisationhave the fullest effect on the production of spaceunder capitalismbut it
would not be limited to the city." However, a consequenceof modernity, the `progress'of
scientific rationalism, was not to be viewed as an altogether welcome and positive
development:
It is impossible to escape the notion that nature is being murdered by `anti-nature' - by
abstraction, by signs and image, by discourse, as also by labour and its products. Along
with God, nature is dying. `Humanity' is killing both of them - and perhaps committing
suicide into the bargain. "

Thus,our alienationfrom natureis, for Lefebvre,evidentin our ambivalentunderstandingof
ourselvesand our relationship with the environment in which we live. Modem society is
createdout of our needs,desires,and ability to conquerand use `Nature'. Yet, the `need' to
understandour place in the world involves an appreciationof the `natural', which we are
destroying.
On the one hand it points to the `human being', the `human nature' which will emerge
and is already emerging from history, which will never be able to separateitself
completelyfrom nature as a given. The human being is forced to dwell with anti-nature
(abstraction)painfully and long, and is already trying to return to nature, to put down
roots, to find meaning in it, and peaceof mind. On the other hand,naturedesignatesthe
origin, what history has emergedfrom, something which both transforms and reveals
itself in the successionof forms taken by action, by abstraction, by the signs that
underpin and facilitate action, and by human power.13

This understandingis reminiscentof Weber's argumentconcerningthe consequences
of the
dominance of formal means-endrationality leading to disenchantment.There is also
evidenceof a distinctly Nietzscheantone in Lefebvre's warning of the destructionand denial
of nature. The domination of nature by narratives of scienceand humanismis viewed as a
necessaryelement in understandingthe progress of rational capitalism in the industrial
world. However, this new `commonsense'hidesthe `will to power' that limits opportunities
and possibilities for human practices within a rationalist objectifying ethic. Nature is
`understood',exploited and `used' as a consequenceof this project of rationalism." Lefebvre
investigatesthe apparentcontradictions that exist in relations betweennature and culture.
The first is that,
" "The inevitable urbanisation
of society would not take place at the expense of whole sectors, nor would it exacerbate unevennessin
it
development;
would successfully transcend the opposition between town and country instead of degrading both by turning
growth or
them into an undifferentiated mass." Lefebvre, 1991, op. cit., p. 55.

12Ibid. p. 71.

13H. Lefebvre, Introduction to Modernity. London, Verso, 1995, 134
p.
14Katz
and Kirkby argue that this is a fundamental feature of capitalism itself. "Since the Enlightenment, the narrativesof sciencehavebeen
embedded in the social relations of capitalism within which projects are constructed in particular ways, unmistakably tied to the
manipulation of nature. The exploitation and domination of the latter by agents of capital is continuous with the social relations through
which labour is exploited and subaltern groups are dominated. Embracing the separation between societyandnature,capitalist hegemony
is predicated as much on the notion of external or primordial nature as it is on the decisions of class, gender, race, ethnicity and age.Our
comprehension of this link is muddied by our invocation of objective scienceand romanticised conceptualisation of nature and society,
but also by the fact that human beings exist in contradictory relation to nature. At the basis of the contradiction lies the recognition that
humans are 'of nature' but are also capable of objective reason and thus possess"second nature". C. Katz and A. Kirkby, "In the Nature
of Things: The Environment and Everyday Life", Transactions of the Institute of British Geoganhers. 16,1991. p. 263.

13
In culture and civilisation, there is an initial `given' - profound, primordial and yet
ungraspable as such, obscure, fertile - from which nothing can emerge without being
transformed by praxis, which in truth remains part of it. The `given' we call nature;
human power constantly reinvests the abstract forms it has extracted and the structure it
has erected from it.
Labour, technology, knowledge, concepts - these do not cut the
...
human off from nature, except perhaps when, consciously or not, thought copies
understanding and makes the separation analytically. On the contrary, it is through
praxis - that is, in everyday life - that particularities and differences which have emerged
in art, in symbols, and images, in cultures, in physical fulfilment via the transformation
of needs into desires, become explicit... 's

The second is that, despite this apparentnegation of the cycles of the `natural' and our
understandingof our place in the `grand schemeof things' beyond our making, there are
times and events which persist or survive the process of modernisation. An example
Lefebvre uses is the perpetuationof a philosophy of nature that dates back to an ancient
conceptionof natureas a fundamentalpower that operatesin cyclesof time or partial cycles,
which havean importancein the everydaylives and activities of peoplethroughoutthe ages.
Lefebvre uses the survival of Dionysian springtime into modem cultures and cities. In a
passagereminiscentof Gurevitch's and Bahktin's analysisof the Carnival as `world-upsidedown', Lefebvre describesthe survival of the month of May as significant in festivals and
fairs to arguethat the ancientconnection"... in which the spring festival disruptsthe human
order of praxis, joining forces with nature to act out a game,a seriousgame,repeating the
initial gesturesof basic needs(eating, lovemaking) reanimating the divine and the cosmic
logos
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order than in the past. It is constituted within and around the partial re-constructionof a
sanitised,malleableand useful depiction of nature.
And now men - the most `cultivated' men at first, people from the towns, and then the
masses - rediscover the spring. They are amazed by it. They rediscover nature, long
forgotten by their ancestors and their fathers. But this spring is no longer the springtime
which breaks the laws of the city. It is springtime which has already been controlled and
appropriated. The life of nature no longer unfolds before their eyes, something beyond
them, an absurd and ludicrous spectacle, its exuberant blossoms threatening death, a
dangerous, turbulent, elemental disorder, a wild bestial frenzy. At the same time as it
resumes its place in the cycle of nature, spring - though still ruled by the law of cycles becomes subsumed in the cycle of social living. It regains a meaning, but slowly; a few
ancient traditions live on - notably despite the contradiction, the consecration of the
month of May to virginity. Bit by bit a symbolism will be imposed upon this new-found
springtime, a system of meanings and significations it does not possess as a fact of
nature. Through songs and poetry, popular or scholarly, culture re-establishes contact
with nature, thus resolving a partial but deep-rooted conflict. People use these songs and
poems to appropriate nature again, and to reconstitute a lost symbolism. Nature and
history are not made to coincide, but they are no longer separate. Springtime is a festival
again, a meeting point, a moment of accord. Nature and history have not become fused,

Lefebvre, 1995, op cit p. 144.
ýaIbid. p. 146.
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but they are not dissociatedeither."

This is an important point in positing an understanding of public parks as socially
constructedsites in which a tamed and idealised `Nature' is createdto fulfil desirableand
necessaryfunctions. Modernisation is concentratedin the city and the subsequentnegative
consequencesfor individuals (alienation, disenchantment,anomie etc.) and groups (class
exploitation, disease,overcrowding etc.) inherent under capitalism are thought ameliorated
by access to and enjoyment of a designed and regulated pseudo-nature.Culture and
civilisation emergeas being acquiredor won from nature,albeit a naturetransformedby the
application of knowledge, technology and labour, whilst at the sametime recognisingthat
we, as part of nature, are not totally detachedfrom it. As Lefebvreputs it, the consequences
in modernity of thesecontradictionsand conflicts are that
Nature, destroyed as such, has already had to be reconstructed at another level, the level
The town, antinature or nonnature and
of `second nature', i. e. the town and the urban
...
yet second nature, heralds the future world, the world of the generalised urban. Nature,
as the sum of particularities which are external to each other and dispersed in space,
dies. It gives way to produced space, to the urban. 18

What developsthen, for Lefebvre, is a new order of being, of social reality, of space
inextricably linked to the growth, development,and eventualdomination of the urban over
all other forms of organisationof socialrelations.However,Lefebvreis keennot to overplay
any apparentdivision or distinction betweennature, country and the environmentand the
town, culture and the social within an analysisof how forms of urban domination operate
within the mode of production.19Thus, the developmentof the city takesa more accelerated
and central role under capitalism.The city is not only the site of political power (as it has
beenfrom antiquity) but alsobecomesthe pivot for all economicactivity, whetherdirectly as
the site of industrial production and consumption, or indirectly as the centre for the
circulation and manufactureof ideas,knowledge and ultimately decisionson the conductof
life outwith the purely economicsphere.It is the city that Lefebvre views as the locus for the
developmentand perpetuationof capitalismas a mode of production, for the socialrelations
of production and their reproduction, for organisation and administration. Lefebvre asks
what it is that constitutesthe city and the urban and how it cameto dominate.For Lefebvre,
The urban is not a certain population, a geographical size or a collection of buildings.
'7Ibid. p. 148.

is Lefebvre, 1991,
op. cit. p. 15.
19"A theme
which has been used and over-used,hyper-inflated and extrapolated, namely, `nature and culture', originates&an the relations
between town and country and deflects it
What is important is the complex movement by which the political city uses this sacred...
damned character of the ground, so that the economic (commercial city) can desecrateit. Urban life included the original mediations
between town, country and nature. As the village, whose relationship with the city, in history and in actuality, is far from being well
known. As are parks, gardens, channelled waters. These mediations cannot be understood as such by the city dwellers without
symbolisms and representations (ideological and imaginary) of nature and the countryside In industrial countries, the old exploitation
by the city, centre of capital accumulation, of the surrounding countryside, gives way...to more subtle forms of domination and
exploitation, the city becoming centre of decision-making and also apparently of association. However that may be, the expanding city
attacks the countryside, corrodes and dissolves it" Lefebvre, 1996, op. cit, pp. 118-9.
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Nor is it a node, a trans-shipment point or a centre of production. It is all of these
together, and thus any definition must search for the essential quality of all these aspects.
The urban is social centrality, where the many elements and aspects of capitalism
intersect in space, despite often merely being part of the place for a short time, as is the
case with goods or people in transit. `City-ness' is the simultaneous gathering and
dispersing of goods, information and people
The city was the seat of intellectual
...
development and administration
by
necessity given the growing, restless population,
given the wealth generated by urban trade, and given the plagues and contagions, which
demanded the development, administration and enforcement of forms of quarantine and
regulation. All these gave the city-based governments an advantage over those based in
the rural hinterlands. From the cities, financial, ideological and governmental control
spread out to regiment the countryside. -'

To describeand analysethe modem urban it is essentialto begin with industrialisation,
as it is industrialisation that characterisesmodem society, and by extensionmodem cities.
Cities have beenin existencebefore industrialisation and modem rational capitalism.They
were
centresof social and political life where not only wealth is accumulated,but knowledge
(connaissances),techniques,and oeuvres (works of art, monuments).The city is itself
`oeuvre', a feature which contrastswith the irreversible tendencytowards money and
commerce,towards exchange and products. Indeed, the oeuvre is use value and the
product is exchangevalue. The eminentuseof the city, that is, of its streetsand squares,
edifices and monuments, is la Fete (a celebration which consumesunproductively,
without other advantagebut pleasureand prestige and enormousriches in money and
objects).21

The city should not be viewed as a simplematerial product. It is the locus for production, for
social relations and thus "production and reproduction of humanbeings by human beings,
rather than a production of objects". 11They containmonumentsand edificesrepresentingthe
production and consumption of materiality but also have spacesfor entertainment,play,
leisure,festivalsetc. This illustratesan important point both in Lefebvre's analysisof the city
and the urban but also in his considerationof space.That is the "... urban doesnot simply
representthe transformation of spaceinto a commodity by capitalism, but it is also the
potential arena of play (festival)".' Capitalism needs spacesfor the reproduction of the
relations of production aswell asthose for production. Designsand planningpracticesmust
not, for Lefebvre, ignore this dual quality of cities, that of the market but also a placeof play,
leisure and festival. To do so is to risk the consequences
of a rational organisationof the city
that loses its human scale and the necessaryspacesfor social interactions beyond those
purely necessaryfor the accumulationof capital. The consequencesfor the physical, social
and moral health of cities and their populations when rapid economicgrowth outstrips the
20Lefebvre, 1991,
op. cit. pp 145,148
21Lefebvre 1996,
op. cit p. 66

22Ibid. p. 101

23H. Lefebvre, "An Interview
with Henri Lefebvre", Environment and Planning D: Socieet+and ,a .er5: (pp. 27-38), p. 27. It is this double
role or function of cities that Lefebvre uses as a rejoinder to criticisms of his own theoretical perspective on spaceand the city. For
example, "... Castells does not understand space.He sets aside space.His is still a simplistic Marxist schema,as is Preteceilles'.They are
very reductionist becauseall they see is land speculation, the price of land They aren't wrong -what they say isn't absolutelyUse -but
is only one part of a new and immense reality, that one more or less examines." Ibid. p. 31.
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necessaryinfrastructureto sustainit will be a theme developedin the analysisof Glasgow's
public parks as social and leisure amenities, that also served an ideological role in the
perpetuation of a hegemonic conception of appropriatenessin terms of recreations and
leisure time. For Lefebvre,
The city must be a place of waste, for one wastesspaceand time; everythingmustn't be
foreseenand functional, for spendingis a feast.You can't reducethis concept,eitherthe
festival disappearsand becomesa simple commercial market, or it is somethingwhich
goes beyond it ... But for a festival, you need a rich and free society ... The city is
secondnature; it is a work, a product, which is superimposedon the first nature and
which usesthe sameelements,such as water. Water as urban material borrowed from
first nature,and becomeknown and opening out through secondnature.'

In the processesof industrialisation and urbanisation,there is an apparentcontradiction and
conflict between what Lefebvre identifies as exchange value (growth, development,
economicproduction) and use value (social and cultural life) .21Lefebvrepoints to this crisis
in the city as the result of the rise of industrial capitalismin which the city as a work of art,
unique and able to take accountand make spaceand time for play, festival, and celebration,
was submergedbeneaththe demandsof capital. The `crisis' of the nineteenthcenturycity as
a result of industrialisation and urbanisationis a well-known phenomenon.Glasgow's story
and the consequencesfor welfare of its burgeoning population will be discussedin some
detail later. What is interestingin Lefebvre's writing on the city, in relation to the production
of spaceis the distinction he makesbetweenthe city as a work, as of nature or art, unique
and the reproducibility of the urban form as an industrial commodity or product.
We should perhaps introduce here a distinction between the city, a present and
immediate reality, a practico-material and architectural fact, and the urban, a social
reality madeup of relationswhich are to be conceivedof, constructedand reconstructed
by thought Urban life, urban society,in a word cannotgo without a practico-material
...
base,a morphology. I

The development of an urban system under capitalism, for Lefebvre, representsa
fundamentalaspectof his analysisof the city, and of space:"We now come to a basic and
idea:
capitalism is maintainedby the conquestand integration of space.Spacehas
essential
long since ceasedto be a passivegeographicalmilieu or an empty geometricalone. It has
become instrumental." This instrumentality was evident in what Lefebvre saw as the
developmentof capitalism as a systemin which spaceitself cameto be viewed as a scarce
resourceand a treatedasa homogenousand quantifiablecommodity,with an exchangevalue
to be traded,like any other commodity on the market.
24Ibid.
p. 36
u "The basic

contradiction in the production of spaceis between the necessity for capital to exploit it for profit mid the socialrequirementsof
those who consume;in other words, the contradiction between profit and need, exchangevalue and use value. The political expressionof
this contradiction is found in the constant political struggle between individualistic and collectivists strategies.It is this contradictionand
this struggle that lies at the heart of Lefebvre's concern with the urban question." P. Saunders,Social Theory and the Urban Oiestion.
London, Hutcheson, 1981, p. 154

26Lefebvre,1996,
op. cit. p. 103.
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`Space, e.g. volume, is treated in such a way as to render it homogenous, its parts
comparable, therefore exchangeable ... The subordination of space to money and capital
implies a quantification which extends from the monetary evaluation to the
Space now becomes one of the
commercialisation of each plot of the entire space
...
new `scarcities', together with its resources, water, air and even light. '

Saunderssumsup Lefebvre's approachto the city and the consequences
of urbanisationand
industrialisationunder modem capitalism.
It is apparent from Lefebvre's concept of an urban revolution that he does not intend to
equate the concept of the urban with the physical object of the city. It is precisely his
argument that the urban revolution creates an urban society, in which case the physical
separation of city and countryside becomes of less and less significance. Rather, the
urban for Lefebvre consists of three related concepts, namely space, everyday life and
reproduction of capitalist social relations. The urban, that is, the global spatial context
through which the relations of production are reproduced in people's everyday
experience. Capitalist social relations are reproduced through the everyday use of space
because space has itself been captured by capital and subordinated to its logic
The
...
logic of capitalism is the logic of the social use of space is the logic of everyday life. The
class that controls production controls the production of space and hence the
reproduction of social relations.

It is in the senseof the logic of capitalism in which ownership,control and organisationof
spaceis achievedthrough concepts,plans and practices concomitantly affecting everyday
life that gives space,for Lefebvre, a highly political character.
It is also evident that in so-called modem society, simultaneity is intensified and
becomes more dense, that the capacities for encounter and assembly become
strengthened. Communications speed up to quasi-instananeity. Ascendant or descendent
circuits of information flow are diffused from this centrality. This aspect of the
`socialisation of society' has already been emphasised (reservations having been made
about the `reformist' nature of this well-known formulation). It is evident that under the
same conditions dispersion increases: the division of labour is pushed to the extreme
segregation of social groups and material and spiritual separations. These dispersions
can only be conceived or appreciated by reference to the form of simultaneity. Without
this form, dispersion and separation are purely and simply glimpsed, accepted,
confirmed as facts. Thus form enables us to designate the content, or rather, contents.
Movement in its emergence reveals a hidden movement, the dialectical (conflictual)
movement of content and urban form: the problematic. The form in which is inscribed
this problematic asks questions which are part of it. Before whom and for whom is
30
life
the
contents
simultaneity established,
of urban
assembled?

Theseelementswill be exploredbelow after considerationis given to Lefebvre's analytical
approachto the production of space.
1.3: Lefebvre's Dialectics of Space

The importanceof Lefebvre's conceptualisationof the production of spaceis that it is
presentedas a critical analysisof the significanceof spacein modern capitalist society,that

27Lefebvre, 1970, Op.
cit p. 262, cited in Shields, 2000, op. cit., pp. 154-5.
28Ibid.
pp. 261-2.
29Saunders, 1981,
op. cit. p. 15
30Lefebvre, 1996,
op. cit p. 138
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is, it is not to be separatedfrom social relations. Lefebvre's understandingand use of the
" His thesis
term production detailedin TheProduction ofSpace is also expressedelsewhere.
is that spacemust be consideredalongside raw materials, instruments of production and
labour power as belonging to the set of productive forces that are the basisfor the capitalist
mode of production.
What constitutesthe forces of production, according to Marx and Engels?Nature, first
of all, playsa part, then labour, hencethe organisation(or division) of labour, and hence,
also the instrumentsof labour, including technology,and ultimately, knowledge.'

Ownership or control of spaceconfers a position in the economic structure by its
ability to be used,more or lessproductively over time (with someshapesof space,volumes
etc. having different usesand thereforemarket value). Spaceis not consideredas being used
up, nor is it reproduced and may be consideredas developing, for example,through the
conquestof new spacesor the improved use of existing spaces.There is, therefore,a unique
quality to spacethat must be consideredin any analysisof capitalistrelations of production.
As Gregory puts it:
Lefebvre wants to elucidate the specificity of the capitalist mode of production of space,
to understand how the production of space came to be saturated with tonalities of
capitalism. He attempts to do so by sketching out, in different but overlapping texts,
what he eventually called "the long history of space" ... The task of his genealogy is
thus to provide a history of space that will show how this constellation of powerknowledge - this supposedly `true space' is an artificial construction that privileges
mental space, marginalises social space and compromises lived experience. "

Lefebvre's approachwasto apply the dialectical methodto space.34Dialecticsis both a
statement about what the world is, an ontology, as well as epistemology, a theory of
knowledge,a critical study of validity, methodsand range,by which one organisesthe world
for the purpose of study and presentation. There is a fundamental dynamism in this
dialectical approach as movement, interconnection and interaction of money, people,
commoditiesetc. occur in and through space.Therefore,how changeoccurs in the material

31"ne termproductionacquiresa moreforcefulandwider significance,
wheninterpretedaccordingto Marx's earlyworks(thoughstill

bearing Das Kapital in mind); production is not merely the making of products: the term signifies on the one hand 'spiritual' production,
that is to say creations (including social time and space),and on the other material production or the making of things;it alsosignifiesthe
self-production of a 'human-being' in the process of historical self-development, which involves the production of social relations.
Finally, taken in its fullest sense,the term embracesre-production, not only biological (which is the province of demography) but the
material reproduction of the tools of production, of technical instruments and of social relations into the bargain." H. Lefebvre,
y
Life in the Modem World. London, Allen Lane, 1971, p. 31.
32Lefebvre, 1991, 69. Cohen
p.
also makes the samepoint. "Space deservesmembership in the set of productive forces.Ownecshipofspace
certainly confers a position in the economic structure. Even when a piece of space is contentless, its control may generate economic
power, becauseit can be filled with something productive or becauseit may need to be traversed by producers. He who ownsa hole, even
exclusive of its material envelope, is a man to reckon with if you must reach the far side of the hole, and cannot feasiblytunnel beneathit,
fl y above it, or make your way round it. " G. Cohen, Karl Marx's Theory of History. Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1978, p. 51.
33D. Gregory, Geozranhical Imaginations. Oxford, Blackwell, 1994,
pp. 359,36S
34"As for dialectical
materialism, it is also amplified, verified - and transformed. New dialectics make their appearance:work veraas
production, repetition versus difference, and so on. The dialectical movement immanent to the division of labour becomesmorecomplex
when viewed in the light of an exposition of the relationship between productive activity... and a specific product,unique in that it is also
itself a tool - namely space. The alleged 'reality' of space as natural substance and its alleged 'unreality' as transparency are
simultaneously exploded by this advance in our thinking. Spacestill appearsas 'reality' inasmuch as it is the milieu of accumulation,of
growth, of commodities, of money, of capital; but this 'reality' loses its substantial and autonomousaspectonce its development- i. e. its
production - is traced." Lefebvre, 1991, op. cit. p. 129.
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and social world is fundamentalto Lefebvre's project. For Lefebvre,authenticknowledgeof
space must address the question of its production and "... must account for both
representationalspacesandrepresentationsof space,but aboveall for their interrelationships
and their links with social practice"." Lefebvre's spatial dialectic involves the thesis that
spaceis a material thing (defined, analysed,and quantified according to its fixity, that is its
geographicallocation as defined by Cartesianco-ordinatesthat locate an object in space).
The antithesis is that space is a process involving social relations between people and
betweenpeopleand things in space.His synthesisis that capitalistspaceis produced,it is an
object, a thing, whilst simultaneouslya process,a means,a tool through which and in which,
social relations, and therefore change,can occur. Spacethen
is not a thing among other things, nor a product among other products: rather, it
...
subsumes things produced, and encompasses their interrelationships in their coexistence
and simultaneity - their (relative) order and /or (relative) disorder. It is the outcome of a
sequence and set of operations, and thus cannot be reduced to the rank of a simple object
Itself the outcome of past actions, social space is what permits fresh actions to occur,
...
whilst suggesting others and prohibiting yet others. Among these actions, some serve
production, others consumption (i. e. the enjoyment of the fruits of production). Social
space implies a great diversity of knowledge. '

For Lefebvre, the fundamentalflaw with most theories of spaceis that spaceis conceivedas
in
his
frame
be
filled
fundamental
by
Lefebvre's
Thus,
to
concern
a receptacleor
contents.
analysis of spaceis to try to reconcile what he identified as two distinct and competing
conceptionsof space.The first was that of a mental or ideological space,the domain of
intellectual disciplines, and secondly the physical or natural space in which we live."
Lefebvre developsthe conceptof social spacewhich
is revealed in its particularity to the extent that it ceasesto be indistinguishablefrom
mental space(as defined by the philosophersand mathematicians)on the one hand, and
physical space(as defined by practico-sensoryactivity and the perceptionof `nature') on
the other ... such social space,is constituted neither by a collection of things or an
aggregateof (sensory)data, nor by a void packed like a parcel with various contents,
and that it is irreducible to a `form' imposed upon phenomena,upon things, upon
physical materiality ... social spaceis producedand reproducedin connectionwith the
35Ibid. p 116.
36Ibid.

p. 73. As Merrifield puts it: "Capital is an inexorably circulatory processdiffusive in spacewhich alsofixates itself asa thing in space
and so begets a built environment The fixity nature (the thing quality) of the geographical landscapeis necessaryto permit the flowand
This 'thing' and 'flow' feature of reality implies, too, an inextricable interconnection
diffusive nature of capital; and vice versa
...
The
between time and space since one takes on meaning only through the other and they cannot effectively be distinguished.
...
production ofspace is thus the processas well as the outcome of the process(i. e. the produced social space); it is the totality ofthe'flow'
'thing' qualities of capitalist material geographical landscape." A. Merrifield, "Place and Space: A Lefebvrian Reconciliation",
Transactions of the British Institute of Geographers. 18,1993, p. 521.
37"In his view, the production activity of capitalism resulted in
a space- that is a materiality. Furthermore, this 'space' possessedits own
dialectical moment. Like the other categories of Marxian thought - money, labour power- it was a concrete abstraction. That is, space
was both a material product of social relations (the concrete) and a manifestation of relations, a relation itself(the abstract It was asmuch
a part of social relations as was time ... He proposesa unitary theory of spacethat ties together the physical, the mental and the social...
He focuseson how various societies have particularised spacein both form and meaning over time: Lefebvre accomplishesthis task by
considering distinction between abstract spaceand social space.Abstract spaceis constituted by the intersectionofknowledgeandpower.
It is the hierarchical spacethat is pertinent to those who wish to control social organisation, such as political rulers, economic interests,
and planners. Social space,in contrast, arises from practice - the everyday lived experience that is externalised and materialisedthrough
action by all members of society, even the rulers. Personsworking from the model of abstract spacecontinually try to reign in andcontrol
the social spaceof everyday life, with its constant changes,whereas social spacealways transcendsconceived boundaries and regulated
forms. " M. Gottdiener, "A Marx for our Time: Henri Lefebvre and the Production of Space", Sociological Theorv. 11(1), 1993,1993,
pp

132.
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forces of production (and within the relations of production). And these forces, as they
develop, are not taking over a pre-existing, empty or neutral space, or a space
determined solely by geography, climate, anthropology, or some other comparable
consideration. There is thus no good reason for positing such a radical separation
between works of art and products as to imply the work's total transcendence of the
product. A social space cannot be adequately accounted for either by nature (climate,
site) or by its previous history ... Mediators and mediations, have to be taken into
consideration: the action of groups, factors within knowledge, within ideology, or within
the domain of representation. 311

Lefebvre's thesismay thus be articulatedas a spatialisedrendition of Marx's conceptionof
fetishism. He considers that the social relations necessaryfor the existence,that is the
production, of spacearemaskedor hidden by the emphasisgiven to spaceas simply existing
outwith the meansand mode of capitalist production. For Marx, commodity fetishism was
the processby which commoditiesas materialthings maskthe underlying and specific social
relations that createthem by the dominanceof the market and the emphasison exchangeas
opposedto use value." Therefore,commoditiesare processesthat takematerial form, in that
"... unlike other commodities or products, spacehas both a material reality and a formal
property that enables it to constrain other commodities and their social relations. It
continually recreatesor reproducesthe social relations of production".40Social relations are
thus hidden in the reified world of material goods, as space itself becomes fetishised.
Lefebvre seeksto make clear this application of Marx's conceptto social space.
The ideologically dominant tendency divides space up into parts and parcels in
accordancewith the division of labour. It basesits image of the forces occupying space
on the idea that space is a passivereceptacle.Thus, instead of uncovering the social
relationships (including class relationships) that are latent in spaces, instead of
concentratingour attention on the production of spaceand the social relationshipsthat
are inherentto it - relationshipswhich introduce specific contradictionsinto production
so echoingthe contradictionbetweenthe private ownershipand the meansof production
and the social characterof the productive forces - we fall into the trap of treating space
as space `in itself', as such. We come to think in terms of spatiality, and so fetishise
spacein a way reminiscent of the old fetishism of commodities, where the trap lay in
exchange,and the error was to consider `thing' in isolation, as `things in themselves'."

Lefebvre's aim is to uncover the social relations involved in the production of spaceand the
significancethis has for a comprehensiveknowledge of space,that is the consequencesfor
our understandingof spaceas fundamentalfor understandingmodernity and the possibility
or potential for liberation from the alienationinherentin modem rational capitalism.
3sLefebvre, 1991,
op. cit., pp. 27,77. "Lefebvre strove fora unity theory of space,a rapprochementbetween physical space(nature),mental
space (formal abstractions about space) and social space (the space occupied by 'sensory phenomena, including products of the
imagination such as projects and projections, symbols and utopias". Merrifield, 1993, op. cit. p. 522.
39 Lefebvre's
emphasis on the unique qualities of space must be considered as holding the potential not only for radical spatial
reconceptualisation of the mode of production in modernity, but also for having practical and political significancein contestingdominant
categorisations or representations of space. "Space is not merely economic, in which all parts are interchangeable and have exchange
Space remains a model, a
value. Space is not merely a political instrument for homogenising all parts of society. On the contrary
...
perpetual prototype of use value resisting the generalisations of exchange value in the capitalist economy under the authority of the
homogenising state. Spaceis a use value [similar to]
time to which it is ultimately linked becausetime is our life, our fimdamentaluse
...
H.
Lefebvre,
de
Contradictions
L'Etat
"Les
Moderne
LA Dialectique de L'Etat", Vol. 4,1978, p. 291, cited in Shields,2000, op.
value".
cit. p. 168.

40Shields,2000,op. cit. 159.
p.
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Once brought back into conjunction with a (spatial and signifying) social practice, the
concept of space can take on its full meaning. Space thus rejoins material production:
It also rejoins the productive
the production of goods, things, objects of exchange
...
process considered at a higher level, as the result of accumulated knowledge ... Lastly,
it rejoins the freest creative process there is the signifying process, which contains
within itself the seeds of the `reign of freedom'. °2

Michel de Certeaumakesa distinction betweenspace(espace)and place (lieu) that is
useful in characterisingLefebvre's insistenceon the interplay of elementsin the production
of spaceas necessarilyincluding social relations, activities and movement. Place is the
delimited order of inter-related elementsthat are prescribed in a distinct location, which
defines that place through theseinter-relationshipswhere no two elements,objects, things
can therefore exist in the same place/location. A place for de Certeau is "... thus an
instantaneousconfiguration of positions. It implies an indication of stability." A space,on
the other hand, exists only when mobile elements(implying direction, velocity and time)
intersect,and it is this relationship of movementsthat producespace.
It is in a sense actuated by the ensemble of movements deployed within it. Space occurs
as the effect produced by the operations that orient it, situate it, temporalise it, and make
In
it function in a polyvalent unity of conflictual programs or contractual proximities
...
short, space is a practised place. Thus the street geometrically defined by urban
planning is transformed into a space by walkers. In the same way, an act of reading is
the space produced by the practice of a particular place: a written text, i. e., a place
constituted by a system of signs. 41

De Certeau'scareful qualification of spaceand place is a reminder that abstractednotions
needto be groundedin the everydayworld of social practiceswhich are conceivedas taking
place in the material landscapeas produced,localised place. Theselandscapes,for example
public parks, becomeimbued with meaning,both symbolic andreal. This highlights to some
extentthe dialectical analysisof spaceitself by exploring the contradictionsand conflicts that
exist in relation to social practicesin place.
Consequently, space internalises conflictual and contradictory social forces and social
conflict is thereby `inscribed in place'. This conflict arises from the inextricable tension
between the usage and appropriation of place for social purposes and the domination of
place (and space) as a productive and commercial force through private ownership ... It
follows here that place is not merely abstract space: it is the terrain where basic social
practices - consumption, enjoyment, tradition, self-identification, solidarity, social
support and social reproduction etc. are lived out. As a moment of capitalist space, place
is where everyday life is situated. And as such, place can be taken as practised space. "

The implications of this for the analysisof public parks will be demonstratedlater but
will be shown to reside in the control, organisation, and design of space for different
4'Lefebvre,1991,op. cit p. 90
42Ibid. p. 137.As Merrifield
states,

"Lefebvre's maverick non-dogmatic spatialised reading of Marx's materialist dialectic (a project he termed spatiology) offers the most
fruitful route for broaching the problematic of place... that of reconciling the way in which experience is lived and actedout in place,and
how this relates to, and is embedded in, political and economic practices that are operative over broader spatial scales." Me rifield, 1993,
op. cit. p. 517.

43M. de Certeau,ThePractice EverydayLife. London,University CaliforniaPress,1984, 117.
of
p.
of
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functions and practices.Who owns and ultimately regulatesthe activities that can occur or
are allowed in spaceis rooted in a processthat enhancesthe contradictions and conflicts
inherent in its production. The public parks arejust such social spaceswhere the conflicts
and contradictions between different conceptions and practices are focussed in specific
locations. The contradictions betweennotions of spaceas neutral and objective and those
that consider spaceto be the product of historically situated processes(including that of
ideology and power) is, as Lefebvre argues,fundamentalfor understandingits production:
there is no getting around the fact that the bourgeoisie still has the initiative in its
...
for
institutions
for
in)
its
(and
The
call
struggle
space ...
state and each of
constituent
spaces - but spaces which they can then organise according to their specific
requirements ... here we see the polyvalence of social space, its `reality' at once formal
and material. Though a product to be used, to be consumed, it is also a means of
production; networks of exchange and flows of raw materials and energy fashion space
and are determined by it. 45

The underlying nature of Lefebvre's project, which is exposedby his emphasison the
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understanding of space, to provide a theoretical analysis that can contribute "to the
dismantling of existing society by exposing what gnaws at it from within." There is in
Lefebvre's analysisthe attempt to produce a theoretical analysisof spacethat haswithin it
the potential for radical political action. His aim is to presentan understandingof spacethat
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involves the interrelation between three spatial elements, a threefold dialectic within
spatialisation.Form, structure and function individually cannot provide a comprehensive
understandingor knowledge of space.The dynamic interaction betweenall three showsthe
complexity and polyvalenceof the conceptof social spaceas simultaneouslya meansof the
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consumed,an elementof social strugglein which spaceis a political instrument.Knowledge,
of social space, that is its full meaning, for Lefebvre "... must account for both
representationalspacesandrepresentationsof space,but aboveall for their interrelationships
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will be presentedbelow and will relate them to following chaptersthat developthe relevance
M Merrifield, 1993,op.cit., p. 522.
45Lefebvre,1991,op. cit., pp. 56,85. Lefebvregoesevenfurtherin his criticismof perspectives
on spacethatdo not considertherole of
dominantideologiesin our understanding
of how spaceis producedandused:

that is apparently 'neutral', objective', fixed, transparent, innocent or indifferent implies more than the convenient
a
space
..
establishment of an inoperative system of knowledge, more than an error that can be avoided by evoking the 'environment', ecology,
nature and anti-nature, culture and so forth. Rather, it is a whole set of errors, a complex of illusions, which can even causeus to forget
completely that there is a total subject which acts continually to maintain and reproduce its own conditions of existence,namelythe state
(along with its foundation in specific social classesand fractions of classes)" Ibid. p. 94.

46Ibid. p. 420.
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of eachpart of Lefebvre's triptych for the investigation of Glasgow'spublic parks as social
spaces.The dynamic interaction betweenall three of Lefebvre's triad will demonstratethe
by
how,
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conceptof
understandingof
production of space
whom, for whom, and why they cameabout.
1.4: The NecessaryElements For The Production Of Space
(a) Spatial Practices
Spatial Practicesrefer to the physical and material flows (of individuals, groups, or
commodities), circulations, transfers and interactions that occur in and across space,
is,
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places and spatial compositions or arrangementsare necessaryand appropriate to the
organisationor structuring of social relations. This includes the use of particular types of
buildings, the form and structure of the urban landscapeand areasset-asidefor specific
purposesor functions: for example, sites for housing, industry, commerce, shopping or,
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the particular locations and spatial sets
embraces
production
and
reproduction,
and
...
characteristic of each social formation. Spatial practice ensures continuity and some
degree of cohesion. In terms of social space, and of each member of a given society's
relationship to that space, this cohesion implies a guaranteed level of competence and a
specific level of performance ... The spatial practice of a society secretes that society's
space; it propounds and presupposes it, in a dialectical interaction; it produces it slowly
and surely as it masters and appropriates it. From the analytical standpoint, the spatial
practice of a society is revealed in the deciphering of its space... It embodies a close
association, within perceived space, between daily reality (daily routines) and urban
reality (the routes and networks which link up the places set aside for work, `private' life
and leisure). This association is a paradoxical one, because it includes the most extreme
separation between the places it links together. The specific spatial competence and
performance of every society member can only be evaluated empirically ... A spatial
practice must have certain cohesiveness, but this does not imply that it is coherent (in the
sense of intellectually worked out or logically conceived). "

In other words, people's understandingof their social reality conditionstheir usageof space,
in respect of how they interact with others in specific placesfor particular reasons(i. e. for
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Spatial practice is the experienceof the circulation of goods,people,money, labour power,
information, etc. which associatesthe ownership, use and designation of land within a
47]bid. p. 116.
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hierarchy of administrativeand organisationaldivisions of space,with an intrinsic elementof
social control (policing and surveillance). This link between spatial practice and the
cohesivenessof social organisation will be developed later. However, it is clear that
Lefebvre's use of the term `spatialpractices' refers to the production of spatial forms and
structuresand, specifically in the urbancontext of spatialrelations,is implicated in processes
of habituation, of people, places and practices.49Therefore, for conceptualclarity in later
discussionsof Lefebvre's `necessary'elementsI will refer to this factor/experienceof space
as `production'.
(b) Representations Of Space
Representationde 1'espaceis the dominantspacein societyandis "tied to the relations
of production and to the `order' which those relations impose,and henceto knowledge,to
signs,to codesand to `frontal' relations".50It may also be thought of as discourseson space,
regimes of analysis,and they are "the logic and forms of knowledge, and the ideological
content of codes, theories, and the conceptual depiction of space linked to production
relations."" As Lefebvreputs it, representationsof spaceare
Conceptualised space, the space of scientists, planners, urbanists, technocratic subdividers and social engineers, and of a certain type of artist with a scientific bent - all of
whom identify what is lived and what is perceived with what is conceived. (Arcane
speculation about Numbers, with its talk of the golden number, moduli and `canons',
tends to perpetuate this view of matters.) This is the dominant space of any society (or
mode of production). "

This is the realm of expert knowledge in which spaceis conceptualisedand discursively
constructed by "professionals and technocrats such as planners, engineers,developers,
architects, urbanists,geographersand those of a scientific bent. This spacecomprisesthe
various arcanesigns,jargon, codifications, objectified representationsusedand producedby
theseagents... it is alwaysa conceivedand abstractspacesinceit subsumesideology within
its practice."" Thosewho control how spaceis represented,it may be argued,control how it
is produced,organised,and used. The developmentof planning as a professionaldiscipline
with an inherent ideology of space,Lefebvre views as significant in terms of control of
representationsof spaceand, concomitantly,the applicationof spatialpracticesthat impinge
upon everydaylife. Planning,as an ideology and a practice will be explored later in relation
to Lefebvre's conceptionof the politics of space.

481bid.pp. 33,38.
49"Spatialpractices
structuredaily life anda broaderurbanreality and,in sodoing,ensuressocietalcohesion,continuityanda specific
" Merrifield, 1993,op. cit p. 524.
spatialcompetence.
SoLefebvro, 1991,
op. cit p. 33.
51Shields, 2000,
op. cit p. 163.

32Lefebvre,1991,
op. cit. pp. 38.9.
53Merrifield, 1993,
op. cit. p. 523.
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(c) SpacesOf Representation
Espacesde la representationsmay be describedas discourseson spacein that they
"are mental inventions (codes, signs, `spatial discourses', utopian plans, imaginary
landscapes, and even material constructs such as symbolic spaces, particular built
environments,paintings, museums,and the like) that imagine new meaningsor possibilities
for spatial practices."-14Spaces of representation embody "... complex symbolisms,
sometimescoded,sometimesnot, linked to the clandestineor undergroundsideof sociallife,
as also to art (which may come eventually to be defined less as a code of spacethan as a
)"" RepresentationalSpace,asNicholson (1991) translatesit,
codeof representationalspaces.
is directly lived space,the space of everyday life in contrast to the domination of the
conceived,ordered, regulated spaceof hegemonicforce. Spacesof representationthen are
subject to rationalisation, codification, measurement, intervention, and usurpation.
Nevertheless,they also contain the potential for challengingdominant spatialpracticesand
perceptionsby the imaginative useof space.For Lefebvre,representationalspaceis:
Spaceas directly lived through its associationsand imagesand symbols,and hencethe
spaceof `inhabitants' and `users',but also someartistsand perhapsof those,suchas a
few writers and philosophers,who describeand aspireto do no more than describe.His
is the dominated- and hencepassivelyexperienced spacewhich the imagination seeks
to change and appropriate. It overlays physical space, making symbolic use of its
objects.Thus representationalspacesmay be said,though againwith certainexceptions,
to tend towards more or lesscoherentsystemsof non-verbal symbolsand signs.'

Spaces of representation, then, are the spaces of everyday life where a complex of
dichotomous factors, mental and social, interact (attraction/repulsion,access/denial,fear/
desire, familiarity/unfamiliarity,

open/closed, public/private). They are thus the
imagined/utopianspacesproducedfrom cultural and social forcesandassociatedwith ritual,
symbol, tradition, myth, desire,dreamsetc. Everydaylife is a fundamentalfactor, one leg of
the stool, in which Lefebvre's conception of the production of space rests. As such
Lefebvre's use of everydaylife will be consideredbelow.
1.5: Spatial Practice and Social Organisation
Lefebvre's argument is that the"[a]uthentic knowledge of space must addressthe
question of its production"" and therefore must take "... account for both representational
spacesand representationsof space,but aboveall for their interrelationshipsand their links
with social practice."" A dynamicrelationship,a simultaneity,existsbetweenmaterial form,
54D. Harvey, The Condition
of Poste odernity. Cambridge, Blackwell, 1990, pp. 218-9.
ss Lefebvre, 1991,
op. cit. p. 33.

56Ibid. p. 39.
57Ibid.p. 111.
58Ibid. 116.
p.
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social function and hierarchical structuresthat recognisesthe fundamentalimportance of
social activity or practiceswithin space.It is recognition of the multiplicity of meaningsthat
can exist in relation to social spaces.This inter-dependence,in which the relative dominance
of one aspect over the others at any one time, has the potential for liberating, that is the
appropriationof differentiated spacesby popular use and practice,or for the domination of
sitesby the hegemonicforces of capital.
Once brought back into conjunction with a (spatial and signifying) social practice, the
concept of spacecan take on its full meaning. Spacethus rejoins material production:
the production of goods, things, objects of exchange It also rejoins the productive
...
processconsideredat a higher level, as the result of accumulatedknowledge ... Lastly,
it rejoins the freest creative processthere is - the signifying process,which contains
within itself the seedsof the `reign of freedom'... 59

This dynamic relationship of all three aspectsin which one dominatesrelative to the others
was for Lefebvre the meansby which the historically specific spatialisationswere socially
produced:
in
spatial
practice,
representations
of
space
representational
and
spaces
contribute
...
different ways to the production of space according to their qualities and attributes,
according to the society or mode of production in question, and according to the
historical period.60

Lefebvre's project is to presentspaceas a meansas well a medium through which different
historical periods and modesof production have createdspacesindicative of and necessary
for their survival and expansion.Indeed,TheProduction ofSpace may be readasan attempt
by Lefebvreto understandand explain the role of spacein the perpetuationof and expansion
of the capitalist mode of production:
hashappenedis that capitalism hasfound itself able to attenuate(if not resolve)
what
...
its internal contradictionsfor a century,and consequently,in the hundredyearssincethe
writing of Das Capital, it has succeededin achieving `growth'. We cannot calculateat
what price, but we know the means:by occupyingspace,by producing a space.61

The importanceof Lefebvre's analysisin relation to parks as social spaceslies in the
considerationof spaceas neither a `subject' nor an object but is a social reality of relations
and forms that include possibilities and potentials for social interaction as, "... any space
implies, containsand dissimulatessocial relationships- and this despitethe fact that a space
is not a thing but rather a set of relations betweenthings (objects and products)."62Spaceis
part of the social relations of production as well as one of the forces of production, and
therefore the need to consider the spatial organisation of society is essential.Lefebvre is
emphaticin this: "The main point to be noted, therefore,is the production of a social space
S9Ibid. p. 137.
60Ibid. p. 46.
61H. Lefebvre,TheSurvival Capi11ism.London,Allison & Busby,1976, 21.
of
p.
Lefebvre,1991,op. cit pp. 82-83.
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by political power - that is by violence in the service of economicgoals. A social spaceof
this kind is generatedout of a rationalisedand theorised`form' serving as an instrumentfor
the violation of an exiting space."61 There is then in Lefebvre's work the attempt to
synthesisethe urban and everydaylife, through his conceptionof the production of space,as
experience,conception and practice in which `nature' has been colonised and put to use,
leading to its virtual destruction.As Shieldsemphasises:
Because Lefebvre is referring to not only the empirical disposition of things in the
landscape as `space' (the physical aspect) but also attitudes and habitual practices, his
metaphoric l'espace might be better understood as the spatialisation of social order. In
this movement to space, abstract structures such as `culture' become concrete practices
and arrangement in space. Social action involves not just a rhythm but also geometry
and spacing. Spatialisation also captures the processual nature of ! 'espace that Lefebvre
insists is a matter of ongoing activities. That is, it is not just an achieved order in the
built environment, or an ideology, but also an order that is itself always undergoing
change from within through the actions and innovations of social agents. In short, all
`space' is social space... I

Lefebvre aims to uncover using his conceptof social space,how this hascomeabout,how it
exists and operatesin the world." The spatial structure and social relations within urban
industrial societymust be viewed as a dynamic processin which "... spatialstructureis now
seennot merely as an arenain which social life unfolds, but rather as a medium through
which social relations are produced and reproduced".mMassey sumsup the importanceof
the interaction of the spatialin analysingthe organisationof society:
Understanding the spatial organisation of society, then, is crucial. It is central to our
understanding of the way in which social processes work out, possibly to our
conceptualisationof some of those processesin the first place, and certainly in our
ability to act on them politically ... If the spatial is not autonomousfrom the social, can
the social be theorised autonomously from its spatial form, requirements and
implications? Part of what is fundamentallyat issuehere is the reassessmentof our
...
definition of necessaryrelations within the social sciences.67

The spatial organisation of society is for Lefebvre a fundamentalsocial factor. As
arguedpreviously, spaceis part of the forces of production, the meansby which the mode of
production functions, but it is also a commodity to be used for various functions. It can be
compartmentalisedand `designed' for various planned functions, suchas housing,industry,
leisure.
To that extent spacecan be come a scarceresourcewith potential for
or
commerce
conflict over control" Lefebvre argues that potentially a political economy of space is
63Ibid. p. 151-2.

64 Shields, 2000,
op. cit. p. 155.
65 "What
The study of spaceoffers an answer according to which the social
exactly is the mode of existence of social relationships?
...
relations of production have a social existence to the extent that they have a spatial existence; they project themselves into a space,
becoming inscribed there, and in the processproducing that spaceitself. Failing this, these relations would remain in the realm of 'pure'
abstraction - that is to say, in the realm of representations and hence of ideology: the realm of verbalism, verbiage and empty words."
Lefebvre, 1991, op. cit p. 129.
67D. Gregory
and J. Urry, (eds.), Social Relations and Spatial Structures. London, Macmillan, 1985, p. 3.
67D. Massey, "New Directions in Space°, in Gregory
and Urry, 1985, op. cit pp. 17,18.

65"Alsothreatened destruction the 'elements',
with
are
astheywerecalledin classicalphilosophy,water,air anddaylight... Now,not in
everycountry,but virtually on planetaryscale,thereis an abundantproductionof theseformerlyscarcegoods.Nonetheless,
new
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possible, in which the spatial organisation of social relations represents a physical
manifestation of social hierarchies through which power is displayed, oriented and
organised.This is evident in the organisationand processof government:
The state and each of its constituent institutions call for spaces but spaces which they
can then organise according to their specific requirements ... here we see the
polyvalence of social space, its `reality' at once formal and material. Though a product
to be used, to be consumed, it is also a means ofproduction; networks of exchange and
flows of raw materials and energy fashion space and are determined by it. " 0

The hegemonyof capitalismis carried out in and through spaceto ensurethe segregationand
the ordering of society by the intervention and control of the structureand design of urban
spaces.Therefore,it is possibleto view classand other social segregationand control as the
operation of a dominance of spatial structure and organisation. It is in this skewed
relationship,where abstractperceptionsof spaceis prioritised over the practicesand spaces
of representations,that hasled to the spaceof the everydaybecomingconstrained,regulated,
framed, ordered and thus dominated by the economy and the authority and power of the
state. This then becomes normalised and elite representationsof space function as
technologiesof control, of discipline, of power.
It is in the realm of the body that Lefebvre considersthis exerciseof the power of
spatialtechnologiesand conceptionsto operatein the everydaylife of the inhabitantsof the
modern urban world. Lefebvre, it may be said, prioritises the body in his analysisof how
power is effected in the spatial organisation of society: not only economic and political
power creating,ordering and using space,but also the dominanceof male power in space.70
Sucha perspectiveposits a readingof spaceaspart of a political and geographicalproject in
which the interaction betweeneachelementin his triad of perceived- conceived- lived is
emphasisedand illustrated.
Dominated space and appropriated space may in principle be combined - and ideally at
least, they ought to be combined. But history - that is to say the history of accumulation
is
history
the
also
of their separation and mutual antagonism. The winner in this
contest, moreover, has been domination. ... [and] ... the reappropriation of the body, in
association with the reappropriation of space ... [is] a non-negotiable part of its agenda"
71

scarcities, such as water, air, daylight and space,emerge and there is an intense struggle over them." Ii Lefebvre, "Reflections on the
Politics of Space", in R. Peet, (ed.), Radical Geogranhv. London, Methuen and Co., 1977, pp. 344-5. A point Shields also stresses:
"Space... is treated in such a way as to render it homogenous,its parts comparable, therefore exchangeable The subordinationof space
...
to money and capital implies a quantification which extends from the monetary evaluation of each plot of the entire space Spacenow
...
becomes one of the new 'scarcities', together with its resources,water, air, and even light. " Shields, 2000, op. cit. p. 180.
69Lefebvre, 1991,
op, cit. p. 85. This political element to the production and control of space is repeated elsewhere by Lefebvre.
"Space has become for the state a political instrument of primary importance. The state uses spacein such a way that it ensues its control
of places, its strict hierarchy, homogeneity of the whole and the segregationof parts. It is thus an administrati vely controlled and even
policed space." Lefebvre, "Les Contradictions 1'Etat Moderne, Is IAalectique de l'Etat", 1978, p. 288 cited in M. Gottdiener,Ilie Social
Production of Space-Austin, University of Texas, 1985, p.46.

7°"Metaphorically,it
force,malefertility, masculineviolence.Hereagainthepartis takenfor thewhole;phallicbrutalitydoes
symbolises
Phallicerectibility
not remainabstract,for it is the brutalityof political power,of themeansof constraintpolice,army,bureaucracy.
bestowsa specialstatuson the perpendicular,proclaiminga phallocracyas the orientationof space,as the goalof the process
...
Lefebvre,1991,op. cit. p. 287.
71Ibid.
pp. 167,168.
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The dominance of abstract conceived space,in which capital, money, commodities and
phallocentricity are the fundamental forces, over the social space of everyday lived
experiencedenies or subjugatesthe sensualexperienceand traditions of play. Therefore,
Lefebvre sees class and social struggle as central to this domination of homogenising
abstractspace.The emphasisreturns to Lefebvre's political analysisand project of viewing
spaceas the medium and meansfor social struggle:
As for the class struggle, its role in the production of spaceis a cardinal one in that this
production is performed solely by classes,fractions of classesand groups representative
of classes.Today, more than ever, the class struggle is inscribed in space.Indeed, it is
that strugglealonewhich preventsabstractspacefrom taking over the whole planet and
papering over all differences.'

For Lefebvre, the body is "... at the very heart of spaceand of the discourseof power is
irreducible and subversive.It is the body which is the point of return."" Spatial practices
function as technologiesof power, as disciplinary technologiesfor producing useful and
docile bodies.
A discussionof Foucault's conceptionof disciplinary spaceswill follow later, but the
intention hereis to highlight the similaritieswith Lefebvre's perspectiveon the production of
spacewithin socio-historicalprocessesandregimesof power. The everydaylived experience
in social spaceis thus repletewith the operationand representationof technologiespower, in
and though space.Thus, "[l]iving bodies,the bodies of `users' are caughtup not only in the
toils of parcelisedspace,but also in the web of images,signsand symbols.Thesebodies are
transportedout of themselves,transferredand emptiedout, as it were, via the eyes." Again
the similarity with Foucault's `Eye of Power', and the temptations and tyranny of
surveillance,the visualisationand actualisationmanifest in public art, designbut also in real
and symbolic displaysof power, will be discussedin relation to his conceptof heterotopias.
Spacemay thus be viewed as produced or created,organisedand regulatedto facilitate the
needs and demandsof capitalism: the good, moral ordering of the city and society for the
benefit of accumulation of surplus value. To paraphraseHarvey," spatial practices derive
their effect on social life only through how the structure and organisation of the social
operates.That is, they take on their meaningsunder specific socialrelations(of class,gender,
community, ethnicity, or race etc.) that are historically specific. In relation to the Victorian
parks in Glasgow and elsewhere,it may be said that they were produced according to the
`habitus', that set of `classificatory practices' and `ultimate values' belonging to the
dominant political and social order of the day, namely the political, mercantile and

72Ibid. p. 55.
73Ibid. p. 89.
74Ibid. p. 98.
75Harvey.1990,
oP"cit pp. 223-4.
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administrativeelite.' There is within thesedominantspatialpracticesan inherentexerciseof
power through the operation of procedures that seek to limit, regulate and control
movements,choices,behaviours,etc through their designand ornamentation.The aim is to
imbue the landscapeof the parkswith symbolsof power so that thosewho usethem cometo
internalise the civilising bourgeois values of those who designedthem. Thus the flow and
circulation of peoplethrough the park is producedby accommodatingpracticeswithin areas
and by controlling movement along allowed routes. The interconnectednessof spatial and
social practicesand the potential for the former to destroythe latter are for Lefebvre part of
the inter-relatednessof the three elements:
For everything (the `whole') weighs down on the lower or `micro-level, on the local and
the localisable - in short, on the sphere of everyday life. Everything (the `whole') also
depends on this level: exploitation and domination, protection and
inseparably
repression. The basis and foundation of the `whole' is dissociation and separation,
maintained as such by the will above; such dissociation and separation are inevitable in
that they are the outcome of a history, of the history of accumulation, but they are fatal
as soon as they are maintained in this way, because they keep the moments and elements
of social practice away from one another. A spatial practice destroys social practice;
social practice destroys itself by means of spatial practice. "

The attempthere is to link Lefebvre's first elementof his triad to the relationship between
for
both
is
The
this
an
practice
and
social
organisation.
obvious
spatial
concept
relevanceof
appreciationof Lefebvre's dialecticsof spacebut also for understandingthe parks asspecific
urban spacesthat originatedat a particular time in the developmentof the city. The following
by
draw
Lefebvre's
to
an
space,
similarly
seek
out
of
secondelement,representations
will
examinationof planning as an ideology.
1.6: The Politics and Power of Space
There is in Lefebvre's work a clearunderstandingof the historicity of the development
of concepts of the city and his criticisms of other urban theories bemoan their lack of
acknowledgementof the ideological elementin theseconcepts.For example,he stressesthat
"[a]ny representationis ideological if it contributeseither immediately or `mediately' to the
76"Bourdieu
provides a clarification. He explains how' a matrix of perceptions, appreciations and actions' can at one and the sametime be
put to work flexibly to 'achieve infinitely diversified tasks' while at the same time being `in the last minute' (Engel's famous phrase)
engendered out of the material experience of'objective structures', and therefore 'out of the economic basis of social formations in
question'. The mediating link is provided by the concept of 'habitus' -a 'durably installed generative principle of regulated
improvisations' which 'produces practices' which in turn tend to reproduce the objective conditions which produced the generative
principle of habitus in the first place." Ibid. p. 219.
"Because the habitus is an endless capacity to engenderproducts - thoughts, perceptions, expressions,actions - whose limits are set by
the historically and socially situated conditions of its production, the conditioning and conditional f eedan it securesis asremotefrom the
creation of unpredictable novelty as it is from a simple mechanical reproduction of the initial conditionings. "P. Bourdieu, Outline ofa
Theory of Practice, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1977, p. 95.
n Lefebvre, 1991,
op. cit p. 366. Lefebvre "... argues furthermore, that those spacesmost effectively appropriated are those occupied by
symbols: spatial practices are profoundly affected by the perceived, symbolic landscape.The symbolic naming, for example,ofparks and
gardens(that emphasisean absolute nature), religious buildings (that symbolise absolute wisdom, reverenceandpower), and monuments
charged with psychological power, representing desires, past events and battles waged or to come etc.) are legion. The landscapeis thus
impregnated with symbols and imagery that have an explicit and insidious impact in spatial practices of everyday life. To this end, for
Lefebvre, the symbolic landscape is fecund with myths and legends and hence remains a formidable means of appropriating space."
Merrifield, 1993, op. cit p. 526.
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reproduction of the relations of production. Ideology is therefore inseparable from
practice"." Thus ideologies have the practical effect of maintaining the dominance of
particular classinterests:"It is the role of ideologiesto securethe assentof the oppressedand
exploited".19The definition given by Williams" of hegemonyas a lived process,involving
resistance and conflict over meanings and values (ideology) as well as practices and
expectationsover the whole of the experienceof life, not only a static structuredsystemof
domination betweenstatesor social classesis useful in this context. Thus, hegemonyis a
dynamic relationship in which the `dominant' must continually strive to maintain their
position in the faceof opposition and alternatives.Hegemonyis thereforenot simply outright
domination or coercion, but involves an elementof leadershipin attemptingto inculcateor
educate those values, meanings and `norms' that are considered important to the
reproduction of relations of capital. It is in this sensethat Lefebvredescribesplanningaspart
of the hegemonicpracticeof power and politics of, in and over space.
The ideology of planning became expressedin the development of practices that
conceivedurban spaceas a meansby which it could be represented,homogenised,divided
up for saleasa commodity, andparcelledout for specific functions.Lefebvreviews concepts
of the city as
made up of facts, representationsand imagesborrowed from the ancient pre-industrial
and precapitalist city, but in a process of transformation and new elaboration. In
practice, the urban core (an essentialpart of the image and the conceptof the city) splits
open and yet maintains itself: overrun, often deteriorated,sometimesrotting, the urban
core does not disappear... Until now we have shown how the city has beenattackedby
industrialisation The ruling classesor fractions of the ruling classesinterveneactively
...
and voluntarily in this process, possessingcapital (the means of production) and
managingnot only the economicuse of capital and productive investments,but also the
whole society, using part of the wealth producedin `culture', art, knowledge, ideology.
Beside, or rather in opposition to, dominant social groups (classesand classfractions),
there is the working class: the proletariat, itself divided into strata, partial groups,
various tendencies,according to industrial sectorsand local and national traditions."

Lefebvre views the developmentof planning as an ideology, and as practices,as originating
at a particular time in history that is in the late 19thand early 20thcentury., This he views as
the result of a process,the progress of an instrumental rationality (Zweckrational to use
Weber's tenn) into urban organisationas it had into all other spheresof society. However,
Lefebvre concedes,"there is in fact no single or unitary approachin planning thought, but
78Lefebvre,1976,op. cit p. 29.
79H. Lefebvre,The Sociologyof Marx. London,Allen Lane,1968, 76.
p.

so"Cramsci made distinction between 'rule' (dominio)
a
and 'hegemony'. 'Rule' is expressedin directly political forms andin tunesofaisis
by direct or effective coercion. But the more normal situation is a complex interlocking of political, socialandcultural forceswhich are its
necessaryelements ... What is decisive is not only the conscious system of ideas and beliefs, but the whole lived social process as
practically organised by specific and dominant meanings and beliefs. " R. Williams, Marxism and Literature, Oxford, OxfordUniversity
Press, 1977, pp. 108-9.
t1 Lefebvre, 1996, op. cit. p. 7.

82It is importantto
Clearly,planning
clarify thepoint thatLefebvreis hereconcerned
andinstituteddiscipline.
with planningasanorganised
as designedinterventionsin the physical,socialandspatialinfrastructureof theurbanspherehasa longerhistorythanthatto which
Lefebvrerefers.
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severaltendenciesidentifiable accordingto this operationalrationalism":"
It begins from a most detailed methodical analysis of elements - productive operation,
social and economic organisation, structure and function. It then subordinates these
elements to a finality ... Finality is an object of decision. It is a strategy, more or less
justified by an ideology. Rationalism that purports to extract from its own analyses the
The city as chaotic confusion in
aim pursued by these analyses is itself an ideology
...
which organisational rationalism seeks to solve. This is not a normal disorder. How can
it be established as norm and normality? This is inconceivable. This disorder is
unhealthy. The physician of modem society sees himself as the physician of sick social
space. Finality? The cure? It is coherence. "

Lefebvre considered town planning to be subsumedby an implicit but rarely expressed
ideology that was composed of three elements. Town planning approximated to (a) a
consistentactivity with a scientific and technical approachthat, (b) engagedin a methodical
examination of the discipline with the aim of establishingan epistemologyfor it that (c)
could use this body of knowledge,to claim to be a scienceof spaceinvolved at the micro or
macro level of social activity. The developmentof planning asideology developedmore and
more precise definitions," and for Lefebvre "... the object `par excellence'of this science
was spacenot time.'I The hidden understandingbehind this ideology was that
`pure'; it was a scientific object and hence had a
planned
space
was
objective
and
...
neutral character. Space, in this sense,passesas being innocent or, in other words,
apolitical ... Indeed, if this science is the science of formal space,of spatial form, it
implies a rigid processand this sciencewould consistof nothing more thanthe sum total
of the physical constraintsplaced in the living environmentof the affectedpopulation."

In a sense Lefebvre's critique appears directed at the element of environmental
83 "1. The
planning of men of good will (architects and writers). Their thinking and projects imply a certain philosophy. Generally they
associatethemselves to an old classical and liberal humanism. This is not without a good dose of nostalgia. One wishes to build to the
'human scale', for'people'. These humanists present themselves at one and the sametime as doctors of societyandcreatorsofnewsocial
relations. Their ideology, or rather, their idealism often come from agrarian models, adopted without reflection: the village, the
community, the neighbourhood, the townsman-citizen who will be endowed with civic buildings etc. They want to build buildings and
cities to the 'human scale', 'to its measure', without conceiving that in the modern world 'man' has changedscale and the measure of
yesteryear(village and city) has been transformed beyond measure.At best, this tradition leads to a formalism (the adoption of models
which had neither content or meaning), or to an aestheticism, that is, the adoption for their beauty of ancient models which are then
thrown as fodder to feed the appetites of consumers... 2. The planning of these administrators linked to the public (State) sector. It sees
itself as scientific. It relies on a science, sometimeson studies which call themselves synthetic (pluri or multidisciplinary). This scientism,
which accompaniesthe deliberate forms of operational rationalism, tends to neglect the socalled'human-factor'. It divides itself into
tendencies.Sometimes though a particular science, a technique takes over and becomesthe point of departure; it is generallya technique
of communication and circulation... 3. The planning of developers. They conceive and realise without hiding it, for the market, with
profit in mind, What is new and recent is that they are no longer selling housing or buildings, but planning. With or without ideology,
planning becomes an exchange value. The project of developers presents itself as opportunity and place of privilege: the place of
happiness in a daily life miraculously and marvellously transformed. The make-believe world of habitat is inscribed in the logic of the
habitat and their unity provides a social practice which does not need a system." Lefebvre. 1996, op. cit. pp. 83-4.

Ibid. p. 82

85"To
study the circulation, of the conveying of orders and information in the great modern city, leads to real knowiedge and to technical
applications. To claim that the city is defined as a network of circulation and communication, as a centre of information and decisionmaking, is an absolute ideology ... This ideology has two independent aspects, mental and social. Mentally, it implies a theory of
rationality and organisation whose expression date from around 1910, a transformation in contemporary society ... It is then that socially
the notion of spacecomesto the fore, relegating into shadow time and becoming. Planning as ideology formulates all the problems of
society into questions of spaceand transposesall that comes from history and consciousnessinto spatial terms. It is an ideology which
immediately divides up. Since society does not function in a satisfactory manner, could there not be a pathology of space?Within this
perspective, the virtually official recognition of the priority of spaceover time is not conceived of as an indication of social pathology,as
symptom among others of a reality which engenderssocial disease.On the contrary, what are representedarehealthyanddiseasedspaces.
The planned should be able to distinguish between sick spacesand spaceslinked to mental and social health which are generatorsof this
health. As physician of space, he should have the capacity to conceive of an harmonious social space, normal and normalising. Its
function would then be to grant to this space(perhaps identical to geometrical space,that of abstract topologies) pre-existing social
realities. " Ibid, pp. 98-99.

86Lefebvrein Peet,(ed.), 1977,op.cit. p. 339.
1Ibid. p. 340.
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determinismhe identifies in the ideology of planning as a discipline and of conceptsof the
city. The lack of engagementwith or acknowledgementof ideology denies the politics
inherent in space. This is a central argument in his understandingof the production of
space." Spacecannotbe thought of or understoodas a passive,neutral, objective object. It
does not exist in a vacuum but is part of the history of society in which processesand
interactionsexist betweenvarious spheres.Thus, the social, the economicand the political
act on, in and through spaceand vice versa.For Lefebvre, what is necessaryis to place the
political elementof space,what the ideology of planning sublimatedor denied,at the core of
his understandingof the production of space.Spaceas both a product and a processmeans
that Lefebvre emphasiseshis critique of apolitical theories of space,such as those of the
planning profession, as a recognition that spatial forms are politically created and serve
political functions:
Space is not a scientific object removed from ideology or politics; it has always been
political and strategic. If space has an air of neutrality and indifference with regards to
its contents and thus seems to be `purely' formal, the epitome of rational abstraction, it is
precisely because it has already been occupied and used, and has already been the focus
of past processes whose traces are not always evident in the landscape. Space has been
shaped and moulded from historical and natural elements, but this has been a political
process. Space is political and ideological. It is a product literally filled with ideologies.
There is an ideology of space. Why? Because space, which seems homogeneous, which
seems to be completely objective in its pure form, such as we can ascertain it, is a social
product. The production of space can be likened to the production of any given
particular type of merchandise. "

Planning therefore representsa profession in which ideologies are acted out, explicitly or
implicitly, in representationsof space.How a spaceis perceived,subjectedto logic, codes,
theories,etc. is the realm of expertknowledgein which it is abstractedand put to use.Space
for
be
has
implications
because
how
is
to
as
political
considered
space
needs
a
represented
how it is to be used: for what purposes,by whom, when and why. Gregory refers to
representationsof spaceas "constellations of power, knowledge, and spatiality - in which
the dominant social order is materially inscribed (and, by implication, legitimised)".' This
hasimplications thereforefor the control and dominationof onegroup by anotherby limiting
contact or interactionsby segregationor isolation. The potential for conflict over control of
representationsof spaceis thus in the arena of potential conflict betweensocial classesor
classfractions. Mitchell, in his analysisof the conflict over different understandingsof what
constitutes a public park, is clear in his assessmentof the ideological element of
representationsof spaceasusedby plannersand developers:

As Saundersputs it "It is precisely becausespaceis a product of capitalism, and that it is therefore infused with the logic of capitalism
(production for profit and exploitation of tabour), that the urban ideology of space as a pure and non-political object is so crucial. "
Saunders, 1981, op. cit. p. 154.
Lefebvre, in Peet, 1977, op. cit. p. 341.
90Gregory, 1994,
op. cit. p. 403.
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Imposing limits and controls on spatial interaction has been one of the principal aims of
the urban and corporate planners during this century. The territorial segregation created
through the expression of social difference has increasingly been replaced by a
celebration of constrained diversity. The diversity represented in shopping centres,
`megastructures, corporate plazas and (increasingly) in public parks is carefully
constructed... a space of social practice that sorts and divides social groups according to
The
the dictates of comfort and order rather than to those of political struggle
...
strategies of urban and corporate planners classify and distribute various social strata
and classes (other than the one that exercise hegemony) across the available territory,
keeping them separate and prohibiting all contacts these being replaced by signs (or
images) of contact. 91

1.7: The Everyday in Lefebvre's Production of Space
Lefebvre is concernedwith investigatingthe significanceand details of everydaylife.
In many aspectsof his works on the city and space,he examineshow changeswrought by
modernisation have affected the patterns and routines of daily life. What he seeks to
emphasiseis the loss of control and senseof belongingto a communitythat hasaccompanied
the transition to a more materialistic, individualistic society. Shieldsconsidersthis concern
with alienation as the unifying themethroughout Lefebvre's work:
What unites all his work - from his first to his most mature works - is his deeply
humanistic interest in alienation.
It is not technological progress, the absence of war,
...
or ease of life, or even length of life, but the chance for a filly lived life that is the
measure of a civilisation. The quality of any society lies in the opportunity for the
unalienated and authentic life experience that it gives all its members. Grounded in
anything else, democracy falls short of what it could be. In cultural terms, this quality
supersedes historically imposed measures of beauty or elegance. In political and
economic terms, it is an index of liberty. 91

Lefebvre's analysis of the production of spacecentres on the interplay of everyday
experienceand interactions within historical modes of production, specifically capitalism,
with the development of technologies and conceptions of space (spatial practices and
representationsof space). This dynamic equilibrium between three complex compounds
(combinationsof elements)producesspace.Ownershipof spaceis not only the exerciseof
monopoly rights over a physical territory. It also involves how space is conceived and
represented,which reflects the dominant, hegemonicforces operative within and over it.
Thereis then an inherentelementof control andregulation of spaceand concomitantlyof the
practicesthat are allowed or sanctioned,permitted or prescribedwithin it. But, as Lefebvre
emphasises,space is produced and shaped for economic production and for social
reproduction, and as "[s]pace is permeatedwith social relations: it is not only supportedby
social relations but is also producing and produced by social relations." There is thus a
91D. Mitchell, "The End Public Space:People's Park, Definitions
of
of the Public and Democracy", Annals of the Association ofAmecican
Gcoera hers, 85(l), 1995, p. 120.
93 Shields, 2000,
op. ck p. 2.
93Lefebvre, 1991,
op. cit p. 286.
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reciprocal relationship betweenthe elementsinvolved in its production. That is, everyday
practices are not only dominated by spatial practices and the representationsof space
preferred or imposed by practitioners such as planners,state officials, academics,etc., but
imposetheir own meanings,valuesand understandingsof spaceby the routine practicesand
techniquesof everydaylife. Commandover space,for Lefebvre, is thus a fundamentaland
ubiquitous basis of power in everydaylife and in society. Those who createand define the
meanings,forms and practicesin space(as well as time) can setthe rules by which that space
is used: when, by whom, for what purposes. The ideological and political forces that
constitute hegemony in society seek to control the material context of everyday social
experience.In this context the control over the representationsgiven of space and the
meanings attachedto them are significant for understandinghow power employs and is
employed in and through space, how it manifests and inscribes in spacemeaningsand
ideologiesthat belong to the dominanthegemony.Harvey eloquentlysumsup the point: "If a
picture or map can paint a thousandwords, then power in the realms of representationmay
end up being as important as power over the materiality of spatial organisation itself."94
Lefebvre defineseverydaylife as:
madeof recurrences:gesturesof labour and leisure,mechanicalmovementsboth human
and properly mechanic, hours, days, weeks, months, years, linear and cyclical
repetitions, natural and rational time, etc.: the study of creativeactivity (of production,
in its widest sense)leadsto the study of reproductionor the conditions in which actions
producing objects and labour are reproduced, re-commenced, and re-assumetheir
componentproportions or, on the contrary, undergogradual or suddenmodifications. 95

Shields attempts to clarify Lefebvre's use of the term `everyday life', 96distinguishing
between le quotidien (everydayness)as the banal repetitive routinisation of life under
capitalismand la vie quolidienne (daily life) the ordinary, habitual,routine natureof day-today living. Lefebvre's use of la vie quotidienne is an attempt to `marry' daily life to the
alienatedconcept of everydayness.Lefebvre is proposing that there is a needto reconsider
the symbiosis of the two ideas. They are not separatedinto one alienated,bad, everyday
in
is
`moments'.
The
that
the
two
overlap
other
special,
good,
meanings
unalienated
whilst
the alienatedeverydayhas the potential for extraordinariness,and therefore his use of the
conceptof everydaylife is to encompassthis potential for unreservedparticipation. The aim
of Lefebvre's use of the term is to highlight how consciousnesscan be transformed by
94Harvey, 1990, op. cit,
p. 233.

95Lefebvre,1971,op. cit. p. 18.As Katz andKirkby put it:

"Everyday life is where everything takes place - it is the domain of social reproduction, which includes both biological reproduction and
Social reproduction is not ensured, for neither the
the social relations of production, reproduction, exploitation and domination
...
in
both
theory and practice is that they are grounds for struggle in which active historical subjects
mundane practices of everyday life
reproduce themselves, their labour power, and the contradictory social relations on which production depends. Reproduction is a
conscious and often contested process, change is immanent and ongoing." Katz and Kirkby, 1991, op. cit p. 264.
96 "It is
worth distinguishing carefully between everyday life and the concept 'the everyday' in order to clarify its meaning. The term
'everyday life' in Lefebvre's books means 'banal and meaningless life', not daily life. In French, there is a certain interchangeability
between the idea of banal activities and daily tasks. While 'everyday life' in the senseof daily tasks is an amorphous set of more or less
usual and unremarkable activities, 'the everyday' always means the ordinary, banal and repetitive. " Shields, 2000, op. cit p. 69.
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changing the material componentsand everyday routines of daily life. " In this Lefebvre
views the body, as previously argued,as at the centreof a web of
images, signs and symbols. These bodies are transported out of themselves,
...
transformed and emptied out, as it were, via the eyes: every level of appeal, incitement
and seduction is mobilised to tempt them with doubles of themselves in prettified, smiling
and happy poses; and this campaign to void them succeeds exactly to the degree that the
images proposed correspond to the `needs' that these same images have helped fashion.
So it is that the massive influx of information, of messages, runs head on into an inverse
flow constituted by the evacuation from the immanent body of all life and desire. "

Lefebvre attempts to present an understanding of modernity through this concept of
`everyday life' in which knowledge of the meanings and practices of the experienceof
modem urban life under capitalism is crucial. ' Central to this concept, in Lefebvre's
definition, is how ideologies are constructedand applied to and within everydaylife. The
importanceof Lefebvre's concernwith the ideological contentand control of everydaylife is
extendedto his understandingof the production of space.Knowledge of spacemust account
for the socio-historicaland the economicbasisby which it is produced,and this includesan
ontological perspectivebasedupon ideology but also a focus on the means,practicesand
usesof space:101
Thus everydaylife, the social territory and place of controlled consumption,of terrorenforced passivity, is established and programmed; as a social territory it is easily
identified, and under analysis it reveals its latent irrationality beneath an apparent
rationality; incoherence beneath an ideology of coherence, and sub-systems or
disconnectedterritories linked together only by speech."'

Therefore,views of the city, landscapes,facades,plans,etc., that is, representationsof space,
becomethe essentialcondition or requirementfor the superiority of ruling elites(whetheras
sovereigns,the local or national state,or planners)is their control over space,over the city
demonstrate
highlights
dominance
in
Lefebvre
the
to
this
order
over
people.
visual
and
For example,he cites the selectiveconstruction of
hegemony of elite views of the city.102
97 "The

significance of daily life was that it alone was a measure of the balance between human realisation as 'l'homme total' and its
dialectical antithesis, alienation. Lefebvre contrasted modem life with the festival of everyday life as be perceived it in the Dionysian
form, in Ancient Athens and it's medieval festivals, where norms were periodically inverted or suspended... Lefebvre's 'total person'
reconciled thought and life, mind and body, by li ving life as an oeuvre, a work of art that required the full investmentandreconciliationof
both body and mind. Thus, 'whereas a work has something irreplaceable and unique about it, a product can be reproducedexactly,andis
in fact the result of repetitive acts and gestures." Ibid. pp. 70- 71. Lefebvre's emphasis on the importance of play underpins his
understanding of everyday life as, potentially, a counter to domination and alienation. Again, Lefebvre's insistence on viewing play as a
necessaryelement in the self-production of the whole human appearsNietzschean if not in origin at least in sentiment

98Lefebvre,1991,op cit. p. 98.

99 "... everyday life and
modernity, the one crowning and concealing the other, revealing and veiling it. Everyday life is a compound of
insignificances united in this concept, responds and correspondsto modernity, a compound of signs by which our society expressesand
justifies itself and which forms part of its ideology." Lefebvre, 1971, op. cit. p. 24.
100"Ideologies
are made of understanding and interpretations (religious or philosophical) of the world and knowledgeplus a certainamount
of illusion, and might bear the name of 'culture'. A culture is also a praxis or a means of distributing supplies in a society and thus
directing the flow of production; it is in its widest sensea meansof production, a source of ideologically motivated actions and activities
Everyday life emergesas the sociological point of feedback; this crucial yet disparagedpoint has a dual character,it is the residuum(of
...
all the possible specific and specialised activities outside social experience) and the product of society in general;it is the point of delicate
balance and that where imbalance threatens." Ibid p. 32.
For an analysis of the interplay of ideology, culture and hegemony see Williams, 1977, op. cit.
101Lefebvre, 1971,
op. cit p. 197.
102"To put
art at the service of the urban does not mean to prettify urban space with works of art ... Rather, this means that tine-space
becomesworks of art and that former art reconsiders itself as source and model of appropriation of spaceand time. Art brings casesand
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monumentsand other public sculptureto representthe ideologiesof the dominatinghistories
of a specific, that is elite, culture. They thus representin material form a privileged spatial
practice.Who selectswhat subjector historical eventasworthy of public representation,and
where it is located, is politically incumbent. Monuments and public art carry with them,
whetherimplicit or explicit, meaningsand messagesfrom thosewho havethe power, capital
or authority to erectthem. As Harvey makesclear: "Spatial and temporalpracticesare never
neutral in social affairs. They alwaysexpresssomekind of classor other social content,and
both
Time
focus
intense
than
the
get
space
and
not
social struggle ...
are more often
of
defined through the organisation of social practices fundamental to commodity
production."103
But there is the possibility of other aspectsof the experienceof spacethat have the
dominating
De
Certeau
this
to
presents
picture.
subvert
and
or
planned
undermine
potential
the possibility of reconstituting the regulated `plan' of the city through everydaypractices,
for
have
the
that
that
trajectories
potential
and routes
create new
such as walking,
empowerment.De Certeauwill be consideredin detail later along with a considerationof
Benjamin's assertionof the existenceof mythic spaces,`dreamhousesof the collectivity',
and Foucault's concept of heterotopiasin relation to the public parks as public spaces.
Lefebvre counterposesthe bases of social needs as between the need for security,
freedom
desire
for
to
the
the
and
adventure,unpredictability
predictability and certaintywith
for
is
the
Thus,
there
that
themselves
a
need
present
as open.
explore possibilities
interaction.
for
time
as
and space
self-reflection as well
organisation of work, of play,
Lefebvre emphasisesthe fundamental need for play as an essential quality of human
in
has
been
that
concepts of and
something
overlooked
or
underestimated
wellbeing,
attemptsto organise,plan and regulatethe city:
The human being has the need to accumulate energies and to spend them, even waste
be
To these anthropological needs which are socially elaborated
them in play.
can
...
...
added specific needs which are not satisfied by those commercial and cultural
infrastructures which are somewhat parsimoniously taken into account by planners. This
refers to the need of creative activity, for the oeuvre (not only of products and
consumable material goods), of the need for information, symbolism, the imaginary and
play. Through these specified needs lives and survives a fundamental desire of which
knowledge
are
and
activities
such
sport,
creative
art
sexuality,
as
activity,
play,
physical
particular expressions and moments, which can more or less overcome the fragmentary
division of tasks. Finally, the need of the city and urban life can only be freely expressed
within a perspective which here attempts to become clearer and to open up the horizon.
Would not specific urban needs be those of qualified places, places of simultaneity and
encounters, places where exchange would not go through exchange value, commerce
and profit? Would there not also be a need for a time for these encounters, these
landscapes
in spaces Letusnotforgetthatgardens,
inscribed
`topics'of temporal
were
parks,
and
of appropriate
qualities
examples
...
Leaving
fine

aside
arts, or that the landscape around cities were the works of art of these cities ...
part of urban life as much as the
representation, ornamentation and decoration, art can becomepraxis andpoiesls on a social scale: the art of living in the city as work of
art. Coming back to style and to the oeuvre, that is, to the meaning of the monument and the spaceappropriated in thefete, art can create
'structures of enchantment"'. Lefebvre, 1996, op. cit. p. 173.
toi Harvey, 1990,
op. cit. p. 239.
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exchanges?

Without specifically mentioning them, Lefebvre here could almost be providing an `ideal'
descriptionof parks asthese`qualified places', essentiallysocial spacesof exchangedefined
by their use value. The parks were conceived and built in Glasgow and elsewherein
recognition of their value over a whole range of justifications that will be consideredin a
later chapter on park discourses.This will illustrate Lefebvre's argument concerning the
satisfactionof social needsasexisting outwith thosespacesdesignedandplannedfor overtly
commercialor production purposes(spacesof exchange).Lefebvre is alertingus to the need
for a more holistic understandingof everyday life in which the production of spacefor
purposesnot specifically concernedwith the production of capital, but with the reproduction
of the relation of capital in which, for Lefebvre, play is an essentialpart. Lefebvre's
argumentis an appealfor the continuanceof the need for spaceswithin the modem city for
activities that do not servestrictly productive functions:
Fairs, collective games of all sorts, survive at the interstices of an organised consumer
society, in the holes of a serious society which perceives itself as structured
systematically and which claims to be technical. As for the old places of assembly, they
are largely devoid of meaning: the fete dies or leaves it. That they should find a meaning
again does not preclude the creation of places appropriate to the renewed fete
fundamentally linked to play... The space of play has coexisted and still coexists with
spaces of exchange and circulation, political space and cultural space. Projects within
quantified and accounted `social space' which lose their qualitative and differentiated
spaces relate to a schizophrenia which is concealed under the veils of precision,
scientificity and rationality. Thus, conceived social spaces are related to social times and
rhythms that are prioritised. One understands more clearly, how and up to what point in
urban reality elements distribute themselves over a period of time. It is the truth of urban
time which lucidly reclaims this role. To inhabit finds again its place over habitat. The
quality which is promoted presents and represents as playful. By playing with words,
one can say that there will be play between the parts of the social whole (plasticity) - to
the extent that play is proclaimed as a supreme value, eminently solemn, if not serious,
overtaking use and exchange value by gathering them together. 105

Lefebvre's understandingof the importanceof everydaylife in the production of space
has broad implications for providing a theoretical framework for analysingspecific urban
places,suchas the public parks. The public parks in Glasgow,it will be demonstrated,came
into existenceasthe result of national and local debatesconcerningthe healthof the cities as
the result of industrialisation and urbanisation.They were conceived,designed,produced,
and built with specific practices,usesand populationsin mind. They were a responseby a
ruling civic elite to the perceiveddangersinherentin the rapid growth of the city. The form,
structure and function of the parks were intimately related to everyday life but not
necessarilywith production per se, as in `work', but in the reproduction of the relations of
production through the regeneration,the re-creation,of the labour force through the healthy
104Lefebvre,1996,
op. cit p. 147-8.
105Ibid. pp. 171,172.
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use of leisure time. The parks were viewed asjust such an intervention in the structureand
organisation of the city and in the everyday life of its population. The need for such
interventionsbecamemore essentialasthe consequences
of modernisation,urbanisationand
industrialisation took their toll on the physical environmentas well as the physical, mental
and moral health of the population. As Lefebvre writes, "[t]he stressof `modernlife' makes
amusements,distractionsand relaxation a necessity....""" This is neatly echoedby Harvey:
"[t]he social spacesof distraction and display becomeas vital to urban culture as the spaces
This has implications for understandingthe public parks as social
of working and living. "107
function
form,
They
structure
and
a
obviously
constructed,
spaces
spaces.
are
produced
with
that operatein the reproduction of relations of production. More specifically,the use of the
parks raisesquestionsasto their `ownership':that is, they are obviously public spacesowned
by the public in the form of the local authority and as such may be consideredas `open' in
terms of their use. However, the regulation and control of `appropriate' activities is a
fundamentalfeature of the parks themselves.Therefore what is allowed, prescribed,when
and whereand by whom are essentialquestionsasto the real, as opposedto the hypothetical,
`freedom' that a public park implies. This question of public spacewill be discussedlater,
but at presentit would seempertinent to highlight Lefebvre's plea for opennessas a `right'.
Lefebvre considersthat the `right to the city' becomesmore essentialin modern cities as it
"... manifests itself as a superior form of rights: right to freedom, to individualisation in
socialisation, to habitat and to inhabit. The right to the oeuvre, to participation and
right
in
from
(clearly
distinct
implied
to the
the
to
the
right
property),
are
appropriation
city. " '°aThe right to the city is defined as:
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natural
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...
the rights of citizens and city dwellers, and of groups (on the basis of social relations)
constitute, to appear on all the networks and circuits of communication, information and
exchange. This depends neither upon an urbanistic ideology, nor upon an architectural
intervention, but upon an essential quality or property of urban space: centrality... To
exclude the urban from groups, classes, individuals, is also to exclude them from
civilisation, if not from society itself. The right to the city legitimates the refusal to allow
oneself to be removed from urban reality by a discriminatory and segregative
organisation. This right of the citizen (if one wants, of `man') proclaims the inevitable
crisis of city centres based upon segregation and establishing it: centres of decisionmaking, wealth, power, of information and knowledge, which reject towards peripheral
spaces all those who do not participate in political privileges. Equally, it stipulates the
right to meetings and gatherings; places and objects must answer to certain `needs'
generally misunderstood, to certain despised and moreover transfunctional `functions':
the `need' for social life and a centre, the need and the function of play, the symbolic
function of space (close to what exists over and above classified functions and needs,
which cannot be objectified as such because its figure of time, which gives rise to

106Lefebvre,1971.op. cit p. 53.

107D. Harvey, Consciousness
and the Urban Experience_Oxford, Blackwell, 1986, p. 256.
J08Lefebvre, 1996,
op. cit pp. 173-4
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rhetoric and which only poetscan call by its name:desire). 109

However, as Lefebvre indicates the `right' to the city, and therefore to its parks as public
spaces,implies the potential for conflict betweendifferent groups over meaningand values
as well as uses and practices.Thus, Lefebvre's plea is for knowledge of the production of
space that includes understanding and acknowledging the ideology subsumedwithin
concepts, plans and designs, but also the rights of the urban public to `own' by use,
attachment of meanings, symbols and understandingsof space. That is, to replace the
prioritisation of spacefor exchangewith that of the use value of space.
1.8: The Significance of the Production of Space for the Analysis of Public Parks
Lefebvre's central thesis in The Production of Spaceis that spaceis a fundamental
elementin the operation and organisationof society within historical modes of production.
However, spacemust be consideredas a unique factor in that it is at the sametime, one of
the forces of production and alsothe medium through which social relationsoccur and is the
outcome of this process. It is a causal element in the relations of production but also
producedby the relationsthat occur within and through it. Space,for Lefebvre,
is not a thing among other things, nor a product among other products: rather, it
...
subsumes things produced, and encompasses their interrelationships in their coexistence
and simultaneity - their (relative) order and/or (relative) disorder. It is the outcome of a
sequence and set of operations, and thus cannot be reduced to the rank of a simple object
Itself the outcome of past actions, social space is what permits fresh actions to occur,
...
whilst suggesting others and prohibiting yet others. Among these actions, some serve
production, others consumption (i. e, the enjoyment of the fruits of production. ) Social
space implies a great diversity of knowledge. "'

Lefebvre's concept of social space encompassesa critical analysis of urban reality and
everydaylife, an inseparableconcatenation,which simultaneouslyis a product and a process:
The analysis is concerned with the whole of practico-social activities, as they are
entangled in a complex space, urban and everyday, ensuring up to a point the
reproduction of relations of production (that is, social relations). The global synthesis is
realised through this actual space, its critique and its knowledge... At the centre,
recognised here and elsewhere, is the process of reproduction ofrelations ofproduction,
which unfolds before one, which is accomplished with each social activity, including the
most ostensibly anodyne (leisure activities, everyday life, dwelling and habitat, the use
of space) and which has yet to be the subject of a global study. "'

His approach to understandingthe production of space, `true knowledge of space', is
outlined in his triad of necessaryelements.Thus, spatialpractices,representationsof space
and spacesof representationmay be said to provide a framework for understandingsocial

"' Ibid. p. 195.
3'° Lefebvre,1991,op. cit 73.
p.
111Lefebvre,1996,op. cit
pp. 185,187.
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spacesin the context of their production within particular societiesand historical periods."'
His analysistakes accountof the need to produce spacesfor economicproduction and for
social reproduction. The significance of Lefebvre's conceptualisationof the production of
spacewill be demonstratedas useful for the analysisof public parks as spacesspecifically
involved in the processesof social reproduction."' Merrifield makesa useful link between
Lefebvre's analysis of the production of space and particular places such as, it will be
argued,the public parks.
The space-relations identified by Lefebvre, then take on meaning through, and are
permeated by, historically defined social relations (and vice versa)
space
represented
...
the realm of flows of capital, money, commodities and information, and remained the
domain of the hegemonic forces in society. From this viewpoint, place comprises the
locus and a sort of stopping of those flows, a specific moment in the dynamics of spacerelations under capitalism. Place is shaped by the grounding (the `thingification' if you
will) of these material flows, though it concomitantly serves to shape them too by way
of social and class struggle over place necessitating, for example, that abstract space
It is the realm of dispassionate
takes a particular physical and social form in place.
...
`objects' rationally `ordered in space'; a deracinated space where representation is
simply the representation of the ruling groups, just as ruling ideas were for Marx. Here
knowledge and power attempt to reign supreme and impose what they know onto lived
sensual and sexual experience. Correspondingly, everyday life becomes a practical and
sensual activity acted out in place ... Place is synonymous with what is lived in the sense
that daily life practices are embedded in particular places. Social practice is place bound, political organisation demands place organisation. Life is place-dependent, and
hence the Lefebvrian struggle to change life has to launch itself from a place platform
...
everyday life in place is `the supreme court where wisdom, knowledge and power are
brought to judgement'. "'

The public parks, it will be argued, are cultural landscapesthat are composedof
"humanpatternsimpressedupon the contoursof the natural environment the story of how
...
places are planned, designed, built, inhabited, appropriated, celebrated, despoiled and
discarded. Cultural identity, social history, and urban design are here intertwined"."'
Lefebvre's warning is that, "[s]o far as the concept of production is concerned,it does not
becomefully concreteor take on a true contentuntil replies havebeengiven to the questions
that it makespossible: `Who produces?', `What?', `How?', `Why and for Whom?"'16 This
would seeman appropriateand essentialset of questionsnecessaryfor the analysisof parks
as social spaces in which a complex of factors has contributed to their production,
representationand the usesto which they were put. The various discoursesusedin justifying
112,1tis

reasonableto assumethat spatial practice, representations of spaceand representational spacescontribute in different ways to the
production of spaceaccording to their qualities and attributes, according to the society or mode of production in question, and according
to the historical period. Relations between the three moments of the perceived, the conceived and the lived are never either simple or
stable... " Lcfcbvre, 1991, op, cit. p. 46,
113Lefebvre's
understanding of social reproduction"... ranges over dif Brent scales, including the spacein and around the body (biological
reproduction), the space of housing (the reproduction of the labour force), and the public spaceof the city (the reproduction of social
relations). Here he links the physical to the social in decisive ways.... Lefebvre suggeststhat spaceis a medium throughwhich sociallife
is produced and reproduced." D. Hayden, "Urban LandscapeHistory: The Senseof Place and the Politics of Space," in P.B. Groth and
T.W. Bressi, Understandings
Landscapes,London, Yale University Press, 1997, p. 114.

t 14Merrifield, 1993,
op.cit. p. 525.[Lefebvrequotefrom, Critiqueof EverydayLife 1991,Vol. 1 Verso,London,pg. 6.1
ils Hayden,1997,
op. cit. p. I 11.
116Lefebvre,1991,
op. cit pp. 111,69.
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the construction of public parks at public expensewill be consideredin detail later, but
Lefebvre's analysis provides a valuable framework for understandingtheir origins in a
milieu, a specific urban context, in which a spirit of the age, a Zeitgeist, included concerns
about the consequences
of industrial capitalismon the quality and quantity of life in modem
expandingcities and towns. The public parks in Glasgowwere createdat particular sites,in
different designs,under the auspicesof the local state with specific rationalesfor different
communities in mind. They did not all spring fully formed within a short period of each
other. There were distinct phasesof developmentin which designs,forms and contentswere
included to meet the concernsof authority, both with the needsof the population for such
social spacesand also the needsof plannersto accommodatethe expansionof the city in
times of political, economicand social flux. They were, and are, consideredessentialto the
infrastructureof healthy cities and their populations,andrepresentedvisions of `nature' that
were pragmatic and appropriateto the context of the modem city as well as the dominant
conceptionsof their value and use."' They are complex spacesthat provide a variety of
features,facilities and experiencesthat may competewith or contradict the representation
and designof power:
The best public places of cities may be `impersonal' in the neighbourhood sensewithout
being cold or alienating in the broader social sense. On the contrary, freedom from
social pressure and release from the boredom of the familiar and near, however dear, can
be exhilarating precisely because one is surrounded by strangers who are not
threatening, who may even be cordial, who can be companionable without being in any
emotional sense demanding. Probably many an individual has felt less lonely alone in a
crowded park than at home in a hostile family ... Of all urban spaces, parks are perhaps
the most congenial and the most civilised. A park almost by definition is a public place,
but parks can be public on the proximate scale and be largely the territory of a
neighbourhood ... For urban residents of all ages and classes, small and large parks offer
contact with nature, animal, vegetable and mineral. They provide the opportunity to
have a good time just being alive in an approximation of our original environment of
earth and sky, plants and water, with space to run in or simply reflect in. ""

As public spaces,designedand usedfor inherentlysocial practicesin which the reproduction
of relations of production emphasisedthe necessityof healthyrecreationfor a healthylabour
force, the public parks may be consideredat the forefront of the developmentof strategiesof
space managementand control."' Thus, the need for some access to `nature', albeit
constructedand highly managed,was consideredessentialto the well being of the labour
force. Therefore,it is crucial to reclaim parks as social constructionsin everydaylife, and to

117As thenaturalenvironmentis explored,mapiled, documented, taxonised and analysed, so too is it
Romanticconstructions
mythologised.
of nature accompanyits systematicplunder, exoticism servesexploitation; romance and rapacity are familiar partners.... While we have
been primed to appreciate parks as restorative preservesof nature,, not as remnants or fabrications of what was, the aestheticisation of
natural environments is fast creating a global museum in which everything from speciesthrough land-usesystemsare 'preserved',asthey
are elsewhere threatened, transformed, erased." Katz and Kirkby, 1991, op. cit p. 265.

118B.B. Greenbie,Spaces:
Dimensionsof theHumanLandscape.
London,Yale UniversityPress,1981,pp. 220,251.

119"Symbolic
orderings of spaceand time provide a framework for experience through which we learn who orwhat weare in society... The
common sensenotion that `there is a time and a place for everything' gets carried into a set of prescriptions which replicate the social
order by assigning social meanings to spacesand times." Harvey, 1990, op. cit. p. 214.
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recognisetheir explicit connectionswith the social relations ofproduction andreproduction:
If national parks are simulacraof primordial natureand city parks a form of intemalised
Again the
'other', both are made to representescapefrom urban industrial order
...
positioning of natureis part of a larger processof social control propelling and propelled
by capitalist relations of domination... Urban parks were establishedin concertwith the
rise of industrial capitalism, a corrective to denseurban settlement...1-11

However, the parks also have the potential for `unintendedconsequences'asplacesin which
everyday practicesand usesmay subvert or directly challengethe dominant ideologies of
spacethat are inherent in their design. Mitchell makesclear, in his analysisof the role and
function of contemporarypublic parks, that potential conflict resideswithin competingand
often mutually exclusivevisions of what is public space:
Public space often, though not always, originates as a representation of space, as for
example, a court-house square, a monumental plaza, a public park, or a pedestrian
become
district.
But
they
these
also
representational
as
spaces,
shopping
people use
spaces, appropriated in use. ... Whatever the origins of any public space, its status as
`public' is created and maintained through the ongoing opposition of visions that have
been held, on the one hand by those who seek order and control and, on the other, by
those who seek places for oppositional political activity and unmediated interaction...
Public space is the product of competing ideas about what constitutes that space - order
and control or free, and perhaps dangerous, interaction - and who constitutes the
. Public'. "'

The parks then must be consideredas specific placeswhere the spatialpractices,the social
become
the
manifest through
environment
population,
of
urban
and
organisation
forces
hegemonic
ideologies
imbued
themselves
the
that
of
of
space
are
representations
with
of society as an attempt to impinge upon and control everyday life. Lefebvre provides a
theoretical foundation for the analysisof public parks as `produced' spacesof `naturein the
city' that take into accountthe interplay betweena numberof crucial elements.This complex
form
design,
framework
for
interactions
how
dynamic
over
conflicts
provides a
analysing
of
if
`true
However,
become
function
and
segregation.
entwinedwith social class
spatial
and
knowledge of space' is to be achievedby a considerationof the dynamic triad of necessary
is
how
is
investigate,
illustrate
there
to
produced,
space
a
and
need
substantiate
elements,
how it is representedin diverse discourses,as well as how everyday meaningsand uses
affect and are affected by it. Therefore the social spaceof public parks must be addressed
and understoodin the historical context of an increasinglyurbanised,industrial capitalism.
This requires an appreciation of how popular practices and uses resist, appropriate and
contestthosehegemonicprocessesand representationsthrough conflict and contestation.
Lefebvre's Production Of Spaceis a complex analysisof the fundamentalimportance
of space in the survival and perpetuation of capitalism. In short, it provides essential
The
insights
for
space.
social
of
concepts,
and perspectives
a meaningful understanding
120Katz
and Kirkby, 1991, op. cit p. 266.
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interlinked necessaryelementsof his triadic analysisof spatialpractices(production asI will
term it), representationand useprovides a structurefor the analysisof the spaceof the public
parks that combines a rigour with flexibility that is essential for incorporating an
understandingof the diverse factors salientin their creation:that is, their production within
the socio-economicand spatial expansionof the city; the dominant discoursesrepresenting
thejustifications for their production; and the usesandpracticesto which the parkswereput.
However, Lefebvre's analysisdoes not provide sufficient illustrative and substantive
detail of the operation, the workings, of each of his dynamic elements.It is an abstract
theoretical analysis that identifies a number of macro and micro social factors without
specific considerationof the implications and application of each of his elements.What is
required, therefore, and what will be addressedin the following chapter, through the
application of `other lenses' on space,are perspectivesand insights that are essentialfor
`putting flesh on the bones' of Lefebvre's theoretical skeleton: that is, the political,
economic, social and cultural context of the origins and developmentof the production,
representationand use of urban space.What will be consideredis the political economyof
spaceunder urban,industrial capitalism,the exerciseof power inherentin representationsof
space through the analysis of `disciplinary discourses', and finally the meanings and
symbolic valuesattachedto spacethrough the routine use and practice of everydaylife.

121Mitchell, 1995.
op. cit p. 115.
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CHAPTER

2: "FLESH

ON THE BONES - BEYOND LEFEBVRE'S

`SKELETON'"

2.1: Introduction
Lefebvre's developmentof an analytical framework for the reprioritisation of space
hasbeendetailedandposited asthe basisfor understandingthe multi-facetedelementsin the
creation and developmentof the social spaceof public parks. Whilst Lefebvre's triadic of
necessaryelementsprovides a totalising and somewhatoverarchingholism to the production
of space, it does not flesh out the details of each element nor the dynamic interaction
between them. In his attempt to provide an explanation and understanding of `true
knowledge of space',Lefebvre's analysisseeksto combineformal, structuraland functional
perspectivesto the everydayexperienceof life in the urban realm. This chapterwill take the
`spirit' of Lefebvre's triadic approachand illustrate eachelementby introducing and using
other perspectives,theoreticalinsights on spacewhosefocus includesthoseof both the micro
and macro social world. The need to synthesisea number of critical insights on spaceis
predicated by the ambiguities, conflicts and contradictions that inhere in the creation,
organisation,maintenance,representation,promotion, experienceand use of what are now
taken-for-grantedeveryday spacesin the urban landscape.The syncretic approachthat is
adopted here does not claim that the theoretical approachesand investigationsconsidered
belong to a unified corpus of knowledge of the problematic of space.Rather,it is one that
identifies, combines and applies a variety of explorations and examinationsof specific
aspectsof the mutual interplay betweenthe social and the spatialto provide an adequateand
competent analysis for understanding the specific historical context, processes and
conditions in and through which urban public parks cameto be created.Therefore,David
Harvey's analysisof the political economyof spacewill develop Lefebvre's first necessary
element,that of the production or spatialorganisationof the urban.The secondelement,that
of representation,will consider the power of disciplinary discoursesto frame, delimit and
prioritise spatial form and organisation. The third element, that of everyday uses and
practices, will be examined by a combination of theoretical lenses supplied by Simmel,
Foucault,Benjamin and De Certeau.
2.2: Space,Capitalism and the Urban Process:Harvey and the Political Economy of
the Production of Space.
David Harvey's long contribution to the analysisof space,his project to establisha
historico-geographicalmaterialism,' is founded on the recognition that capital accumulation
"Historical materialism has to be upgraded, I insist, to historical-geographical materialism. The historical geographyofcapitalisn hasto be
the object of theorising", D. Harvey, The Urbanisation of Capital. Oxford, Basil Blackwell, 1985, p. xii.
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takesplace in an historical and geographicalcontextthat engendersspecific spatialforms. At
the core of Harvey's analysisis an accountof space(and time) in which material processes
and social relations are consideredessentialto the questionof urbanisation2and, it will be
argued,supplementsand illuminatesLefebvre's first elementof 'production/spatialpractice'
in understandingthe fundamentalprocessesunderlying the spatial form and organisationof
modern, industrial, urban capitalism.For Harvey, both spaceand time are consideredbasic
categoriesof humanexistence,and neither
can be assigned objective meanings independently of material processes, and that is only
through investigation of the latter that we can properly ground our concepts of the
former... From this materialist perspective we can then argue that objective conceptions
of time and space are necessarily created through material practices and processes which
serve to reproduce social life... Each distinctive mode of production or social formation
will, in short, embody a distinctive bundle of time and space practices and concepts?

For Harvey, a seemingconsensusnow exists, as Durkheim pointed out in The Elementary
Forms ofReligious Life (1915), that spaceand time are socially constructed:
different societies produce qualitatively different conceptions of space and time
...
...
[for Harvey highlight two features]
First, the social definitions of space and
that
...
...
time operate with the full force of objective facts to which all individuals and institutions
necessarily respond.... Secondly, the definitions of space and time are deeply implicated
in processes of social reproduction.... A particular way of representing space and time
guides spatial and temporal practices which in turn secure the social order ... [therefore]
formation constructs objective conceptions of space and time sufficient
each
social
...
unto its own needs and purposes of material social reproduction and organises its
material practices in accordance with those conception. '

Emile Durkheim's analysis of the transition from mechanicalto organic solidarity
introducesspaceasan important elementin the organisationand structureof the modem city
and society. Durkheim emphasisestwo causal factors as fundamental to the increased
division of labour: that of the increase in `material and moral density'. They are, for
Durkheim, interlinked and associatedwith the growth and developmentof urban centres,
where
[s]ocial life, instead of being concentrated in a multitude of little centres, distinctive and
alike, is generalised. Social relations - more exactly intra-social - consequently become
more numerous, since they extend, on all sides, beyond their original limits. The
division of labour develops, therefore, as there are more individuals sufficiently in
contact to be able to act and react upon one another. If we agree to call this relation and
the active commerce resulting from it dynamic or moral density, we can say that the
progress of the division of labour is in direct ratio to the moral or dynamic density of
society But this moral relationship can only produce its effect if the real distance
between individuals has itself diminished in some way. Moral density cannot grow
2 "The

question 'what is space?' is replaced by the question 'how is it that different human practices create and make use of distinctive
conceptualisations of space?'... An understanding of urbanism and of the social process- spatial form themerequiresthat meunclerstand
how human activity createsthe need for specific spatial concepts and how daily social practice solves with consummateeaseseemingly
deep philosophical mysteries concerning the nature of spaceand the relationships between socialprocessesand spatialforms." D. Harvey,
Social Justice and the City. London, Edward Arnold, 1973, p. 14.

3D. Harvey,TheCondition Postmodemity.
Cambridge,Blackwell, 1990,p. 204.
of
4D. Harvey,"BetweenSpace Time:Reflections theGeographical
Imagination",in T. Barnes. D. Gregory,(eds.) ReadingHuman
and
on
f&Q ah

London, Edward Arnold, 1997, pp. 256,257,258. (Italics in original. )
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unless material density grows at the same time, and the latter can be used to measure the
former. It is useless to try to find out which has determined the other; they are
inseparable
But cities always result from the need of individuals to put themselves in
...
very intimate contact with others. They are so many points where the social mass is
contracted more strongly than elsewhere. They can multiply and extend only if the
moral density is raised. '

The material density of a population is viewed as the increasein the density of society as a
result of the growth of towns and cities, the meansand speedof communications.Moral
density refers to the increased concentration and intensity of social interactions and
relationships within a given population. Spatial proximity leads to a concentration of
interaction and increasedcompetition for resourcesand opportunitiesin the market. Indeed,
Durkheim emphasisesthe causalnature of material and moral densitiesboth for the increase
in the division of labour and as being a limiting factor on the progressto civilisation. Thus,
Durkheim's analysisof the spatialdimensionto humaninteractionsandthe real andpotential
consequencesof new spatial and social arrangementsprovide an insight into the city as the
site of modernity:
There remains no other variable factor than the number of individuals in relation and
their material and moral proximity, that is to saythe volume and density of society.The
more numerousthey are and the more they act upon one another,the more they react
with force and rapidity; consequently,the more intensesocial life becomes.But it is this
intensification which constitutescivilisation... To seekto realise a civilisation superior
to that demandedby the natureof surroundingconditions is to desireto turn illness loose
in the very society of which we are part, for it is not possible to increasecollective
activity beyond the degree determined by the state of the social organism without
compromisinghealth... Sinceprogressis a consequenceof changesin the socialmilieu,
there is no reasonfor supposingthat it must ever end. 6

Spacethen is understoodasproduced,shaped,moulded and usedwithin specific epochsand
societies.The forms that spacetakessymbolisethe cultural aspirationsof a given societyat a
specific time as well as the existing social order. Geographicalspaceis thus not separated
from society but is the product of social relations and historical practices,as they become
focus,
internalised
forms
Harvey's
and
and
original
within
spatial
and
embedded
structures.
one that remains in his later work, the project of historical geographicalmaterialism,is to
investigate
the way in which markets conceal social (and we should add, geographical)
information and relations.We have to penetratethe veil of fetishism with which we are
necessarilysurroundedby virtue of the systemof commodity production and exchange
and discover what lies behind it. '

It is fundamentallya Marxist analysisof the role of spacein the processesof accumulation
and circulation of capital. That is, it is a considerationof the spatial dimension of Marx's

s E. Durkheim,TheDivision Labourin Society.New York, TheFreePress,1933, 257,258.
of
pp.
61bid. 339,341.
pp.
7lbrvey, 1997,
oP" cit pp. 262,263.
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analysisof capitalism as a mode of production.' The production of spaceand specifically,
the creation of the built environmentof the city are consideredas necessaryconditions for,
and product of, the processesof accumulation, circulation and consumption of capital.
Harvey's project then is to develop Marx's `paradigm of production'' to include the
production of spaceas an essentialelementin the production and reproductionof social life.
As Harvey puts it:
Capital is a process and not a thing. It is a process of reproduction of social life through
commodity production, in which all of us in the advanced capitalist world are heavily
implicated. Its internalised rules of operation are such as to ensure that it is a dynamic
and revolutionary mode of social organisation, restlessly and ceaselessly transforming
the society within which it is embedded. The process masks and fetishises, achieves
growth through creative destruction, creates new wants and needs, exploits the capacity
for human labour and desire, transforms spaces, and speeds up the pace of life. It
produces problems of overaccumulation for which there are but a limited number of
possible solutions. "

In essence,Harvey provides a political economy of spaceunder capitalism that has
important insights for the analysisof the production, location and distribution of Glasgow's
parks within a specific era (industrial capitalism) and rise to dominanceof a form of spatial
organisation and administration (urbanisation). It serves as a means for analysing the
production of Glasgow's parks as public spacesin the expandingcity of the 19thcentury
because,as Harvey puts it, "[ildeas about environment,population, and resourcesare not
neutral. They are political in origin and have political effects."" Harvey's concern is to
investigate the production and use of the physical and social landscapeof the city that is
shapedand formed within the urbanisingprocessof capital accumulation.This has obvious
resonancewith Lefebvre's `spatial practice' or production of specific places and spatial
arrangementsfor the organisationand structuring of the necessarysocial arrangementsof
industrial
capitalism.
urban
Crucially, for Harvey, the needsof industrial capital (to minimise circulation costs,but
to maximise the availability of labour, accessto marketsand raw materials,etc.) promoted
the concentrationand `rational' location of production, and all associatedactivities within
Harvey's theoretical orientation, throughout his works, is rooted in a Marxist theory that, as Smith puts it,
to explain the specific economic, political and social structure of society in a given period as the result not of supposedly
attempts
...
It is notjust that competition
universal forces (for example, human nature), but as a result of historically specific and contingentprocesses.
and the market, economic growth and the profit motive are historically contingent, but that the form they take changesand develops
within the history of capitalism itself. A further strength of Marxist theory is its relational perspective which treats capitalist societyasa
coherent (if not always consistent) whole, rather than as an agglomeration of fragments." N. Smith, UnevenDevek ie t Nature. Capital
and the Production of Snare, Oxford, Blackwell, 1984, p. x.
9 "The more production comesto rest on exchangevalue, hence
on exchange,the more important do the physical conditions of exchangethe meansof communication and transport - become for the costs of circulation. Capital by its nature drives beyond every spatial banier.
Thus the creation of the physical conditions of exchange- of the means of communication and transport - the annihilation of space by
Thus, while capital must on the one side strive to tear down every spatial barrier to
time - becomesan extraordinary necessity for it
...
intercourse, i. e. to exchange,and conquer the whole earth for its market, it strives on the other side to annihilate this spacewith time, i. e.
to reduce to a minimum the time spent in motion from one place to another. The more developed the capital,therefare,the moreextensive
the market over which it circulates, which forms the spatial orbit of its circulation, the more does it strive simultaneously for an ever
greater extension of the market and for the greater annihilation of spaceby time ... There appearshere the universalising tendency of
capital, which distinguishes it from all previous stage of production. " K. Marx, Grundrisse. London, Allen Lane, 1973, p. 539110.

to Harvey,1990,
op. cit p. 343.

ltD. Harvey, "Population Resources
and the Ideology of Science", in R Peet, (ed.) Radical Geogrýavhv.London, Macmillan, 1977, p. 237.
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large urban centres.12That is, industrial capitalism dominatesurbanism by producing the
space and the spatial structures necessary for the creation of surplus value that,
concomitantly,leadsto the constructionof the built environment." Harvey's analysisof the
production of spaceemphasisesthe investmentlogic of industrial capital as the key causal
function of urbanisation in that "... [i]n certain important and crucial respectsindustrial
society and the structureswhich comprise it continue to dominate urbanism."'" Through
crises of over-accumulationcapital invests not only in the `primary circuit' of production
but, necessarily,must also invest in the secondaryand tertiary circuits of capital to promote
and achievemore beneficial conditions for the production of surplusvalue.Harvey's point is
that investmentin the secondaryand tertiary circuits becomesadvantageousfor capital, that
is for capitalistsas a class,to invest in areasthat havethe potential for producing conditions
that will aid accumulationand subsequentprofits, as well as ensuringtheir reproduction as
the dominant classin society.15
Capitalist society must create a physical landscape, specifically the `built
environment', for the purposesof production and reproduction of capital and the social
relations of capital. In other words, "... the totality of physical structures:houses,roads,
factories, offices, sewagesystems,parks, cultural institutions, educationalfacilities, and so
on ... fixed capital itemsto be usedin production (factories,highways,railroads,offices, and
so on) and consumptionfund items to be used in consumption (houses,roads, parks,
sidewalks, and the like)."" The built environment of the city is viewed as a physical
framework within which production or consumption(or in some cases- such as transport
facilities - both) takesplace:
A distinct spatial form therefore emergesthat is associatedwith the rise of industrial
capitalism in that spatial structuresare createdwhich are embeddedin the landscapeof
the city. Thesespatial structures(for example,transportfacilities, factories, offices etc.
i. e. the means of production, reproduction, circulation, and consumption) as they are
fixed and immobile cannot be moved without their destruction and thus may act as

12"Vast
concentrations of capital and labour have come together in metropolitan areas of incredible complexity, while transport and
communication systems, stretched in far-flung nets around the globe, permit information and ideas as well as material goods and even
labour power to move around with relative ease.Factories and fields, schools, churches, shopping centres and parks, roads and railways
litter a landscape that has been indelibly and irreversibly carved out according to the dictates of capitalism" D. Harvey, The Limits to
cnitaL Chicago, The University of Chicago Press, 1982, p. 373.
13The creation of built environments in the service of capitalism means"a growth that
of
portion of social wealth which, instead of saving
as direct means of production, is invested in means of transportation and communication and in the fixed and circulating capital required
for their operation." K. Marx, Ca2ita Volume 2, London, Penguin, 1979. p. 251, and cited by Harvey in Feet, 1977, op. cit pp. 273-4.
14Harvey, 1973, op. cit p. 311.
15For Harvey's definition of the 'circuits of capital' see D. Harvey, "Tbe Urban ProcessUnder Capitalism: A Framework for Analysis",
International Journal of Urban and Regional Research. 2.1978, pp 106-108.
"The understanding that I have to offer of the urban process under capitalism comes from seeing it in relation to the theory of
accumulation... Whatever else it may entail, the urban processimplies the creation of a material physical infrastructure for production,
circulation, exchangeand consumption ... The reproduction of labourpower is essential and requires certain kinds of socialexpenditures
and the creation of a consumption fund. The flows we have sketched, in so far as they portray capital movements into the built
environment (for both production and consumption) and the laying out of social expenditure for the reproductionoflabour power.provide
us, then with the structural links we need to understand the urban processunder capitalism" Ibid. pp. 113-4andHarvey, 1990,op cut p.
343.
16D. Harvey, "Labour, Capital
and Class Struggle Around the Built Environment in Advanced Capitalist Societies", in K. Cox, (ed. ),
Urbanisation and Conflict in Market Societies. London, Methuen, 1978, pp. 9-10.
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barriersto the further expansionof the capital accumulationprocess."

This is a point Harvey emphasiseselsewhere:
The built environment comprises a whole host of diverse elements: factories, dams,
offices, shops, warehouses, roads, railways, docks, power stations, water supply and
sewage disposal systems, schools, hospitals, parks, cinemas, restaurants - the list is
endless.... The whole question of the spatial ordering of the built environment has then
to be considered; the decision where to put one element cannot be divorced from the
`where' of others. The built environment has to be regarded, then as a geographically
ordered, complex, composite commodity. The production, ordering, maintenance,
renewal, and transformation of such a commodity poses serious dilemmas. The
production of individual elements - houses, factories, shops, schools, roads, etc. - has to
be co-ordinated, both in time and space, in such a way as to allow the composite
commodity to assume an appropriate configuration. 18

Capitalism, for Harvey as for Lefebvre, required not only the production of spacebut also
the means to have command over it. The geographic concentration of the processesof
accumulationdemandedthe spatial ordering of the meansof production and necessitatedan
extensivespaceeconomyin which land and the improvementson it becomecommodities."'
As Harvey puts it,
The conquest of space first required that it be conceived as something usable, malleable,
and therefore capable of domination through human action... Builders, engineers, and
architects for their part showed how abstract representations of objective space could be
combined with exploration of the concrete, malleable properties of materials in space.
But these were all just islands of practice, light chronological nets thrown over a totality
of social practices in which all manner of other conceptions of place and space - sacred
and profane, symbolic, personal, animistic - could continue to function undisturbed. It
took something more to consolidate space as universal, homogenous, objective and
abstract in most social practices. That `something' was the buying and selling of space
as a commodity. The effect was then to bring all space under the single measuring rod of
20
value.
money

The production of spaceis therefore both political and economic and, as such, cannot be
consideredindependentlyof social relations. The market in land and what is built upon it
becomecrucial meansby which the processesof capital accumulationdevelop,organiseand
createspatialforms? Space,homogenisedby its `pulverisation' into piecesto be bought and
17Harveyexpresses
in similarvein his indebtedness
to Marx's formulationof theproblemof theanalysisof spaceundercapitalismthat
the creationof spatialformsandarrangements
that servethe interestsof capital.
emphasises

"The elimination of spatial barriers and the struggle to `annihilate spaceby time' is essentialto the whole dynamicof capital accumulation
and becomesparticularly acute in crises of capital over-accumulation ... A revolution in temporal and spatial relations often entails,
therefore, not only the destruction of ways of life and social practices built around preceding time-space systems, but the `creative
destruction' of a wide range of physical assets embedded in the landscape
The Marxian theory of capital accumulation permits
...
insights
in
in
to the contradictory changesthat have occurred the dimensionality of spaceand time in Western capitalism."D.
theoretical
Harvey, "Between Spaceand Time: Reflections on the Geographical Imagination°, in T. Barnes & D. Gregory, (eds.) Reading Human
Geo¢avhv, London, Arnold, 1997, p. 266.

is fie,,

1982,op. cit, p. 233.

19A
spaceeconomyhas tobe created and maintained if urbanism is to survive as a social form. Expanded reproduction andchangingscale
in urbanism also require an expanding (geographically) or intensifying spaceeconomy.The flow of goods and servicesthroughout this
Harvey.
spaceeconomy area tangible expression of that process which circulates surplus value in order to concentrate more of it.
1973, op* cit. pp. 237-8.
20Harvey, 1985,
or it is alsoexchmge
op.cit p. 13.As Marx put it in the Grundris "circulationis merelya specific,momentof exchange,

regardedin its totality".

21"Space
can be overcome only through the production of space,of systemsof communication and physical infrastructures embeddedinthe
land. Natural landscapes are replaced by the built landscapes shaped through competition to the requirements of accelerating
accumulation. The 'pulverisation' and fragmentation necessaryto homogenise spacehave to take definite forms... " Ibid. pp. 27-8.
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sold on the market, as real estate,as private property, operatesas a commodity but one that
has specialfeatures.It is a containerof social power but also the framework through which
power is organisedand maintained.It createsa tensionbetweenownershipand use of space
for private or collective purposes,and the domination of spaceby the state,classor social
power. There is potential conflict betweenappropriationof land by individuals or groupsfor
social purposesand the domination of land as private property, by the state,classor power
interests.
For Harvey, the analysisof the role of spacein the accumulationprocess,the creation
of the specific spatial form of the modern city, and investment in the built environment
revealsthe meansby which capitalismhas survived and prospered.11Harvey definesthe city
as an urban systemthat "... containsa geographicaldistribution of createdresourcesof great
economic, social, psychological and symbolic significance."" Capitalism createsa physical
landscape,it producesspace,a material physical infrastructure for production, circulation,
exchangeand consumption, in its own image through the urbanisation of capital' whilst
social relations simultaneouslybecomeincreasinglyurbanisedto meet the needsof capital.
Exchange value and use value in relation to land take on their meaning in special
circumstances. Dominant institutions and individuals use space hierarchically and
symbolically in that spaceis created,organisedand manipulatedto emphasiseand reflect
status, prestige and social relationships.21Hierarchical structures of authority, status and
privilege aretransmittedthrough forms of spatialorganisationandthe symbolsandmeanings
attachedto them:
The land market sorts spacesto functions on the basis of land prices and does so not
only on the basis of ability to pay, which, though clearly differentiated, is by no means
differentiated enoughto etch clear classand social distinctions into the social spacesof
the city. The responseis for eachand every stratumin societyto usewhateverpowersof
domination it can command (money, political influence, even violence) to try and seal
itself off (or seal off others judged undesirable) in fragments of spacewithin which
processesof reproduction of social distinctions can bejealously guarded.'

The dynamic of capital investmentin the different circuits is not a one-wayprocess.
=In language
reminiscent of Lefebvre, Harvey highlights the importance of urbanisation both for the survival of capitalism and for the
creation of a new form of consciousnessand relationship to nature. "We know that capitalism has survived into the 20a century in part
through the production of an increasingly urbanised space.The result has been a particular kind of urban experience, radically different
quantitatively and qualitatively from anything that preceded it in world history. Capitalism has produced a `secondnature' through
urbanisation and the creation of the built environment of extraordinary breadth and intricacy. It has also produced a new kind ofbuman
nature through the urbanisation of human consciousnessand the production of social spacesand a particular structure of inter-relations
between the different loci of consciousnessformation.
The urban process then appears as both fundamental to the perpetuation of
...
capitalism and a primary expression of its inner contradictions now expressed as external constraints." Ibid. p. 273.

23Harvey,1973,op. cit p. 69.

u"

the urbanisation of ca ital is primarily concernedwith bow labour, working under capitalist control, createsa"secondnature"ofbuilt
environments with particular kinds of spatial configurations... [it is)an objectification in the landscapeof that intersection between the
productive force of capital investment and the social relations required to reproduce an increasingly urbanisedcapitalism" Harvey, 1985.
op. cit. pp. xv-xvi.

25"The signs,symbols
andsignalsthat surroundus in theurbanenvironmentarepowerfulinfluences(particularlyamongtheyoung).We
fashionoursensibilities,extractoursenseof wantsandneedsandlocateouraspirationswith respecttoageographical
thatis
environment
in largepartcreated Neithertheactivityof spacecreationnorthefinal productof createdspaceappearto bewithin ourindividualor
...
collectivecontrolbut fashionedby forcesalien to us." Harvey,1973,op.cit. p. 310.
26Harvey,
1985, op. cit p. 14.
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Urban processesthemselvescan have reciprocal effects on primary circuit investmentand
activity as well as wider social, economic and political activity. Thus, the modem city is
createdby the needs of capital but there are inherent conflicts and contradictions in the
process.' However, the dynamics of the market and the needs of industrial capital can
produce the uneven development of the built environment as well as unintended and
's Harvey thus considersurban strugglesas a
extremely negative, for some, consequences.
form of class struggle in that the nature of the built environment involves issues and
questionsthat relate to capital investmentas a form of surplusvalue extraction,but also to
concernswithin labour for a redistribution of income,resourcesand quality of life:
Public facilities, recreational opportunities, amenities, transportation access, and so on
are all subjects of contention. But underlying these immediate concerns is a deeper
struggle over the very meaning of the built environment as a set of use values for labour
Capital in general and its faction that produces the built environment seek to define
...
the quality of life for labour in terms of the commodities which they can profitably
produce in certain locations. Labour, on the other hand, defines quality of life solely in
use-value terms and, in the process, may appeal to some underlying and fundamental
conception of what it is to be human. Production for profit and production for use are
often inconsistent. The survival of capitalism, therefore requires that capital dominate
not simply in the work process, but with respect to the very definition of the quality of
life in the consumption sphere... Capital
to draw labour into a Faustian
seeks
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bargain: accept a packaged relation to nature in the living place as just and adequate
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Crises of capital over-accumulationprovided the impetus for investmentin the built
environment to ensure the efficient organisation and control of the physical and social
infrastructurein the industrial city for the purposesof production, circulation, exchangeand
consumption.The producedspaceof capitalismis also the spaceof social reproduction,and
therefore control over the production and organisation of spaceis a crucial factor for the
reproduction of labour and of power relations. The state, urban developers,financiers or
landownersetc. often masktheir power over the processesof social reproductionbehindthe
seeming neutrality of space. Whilst the urbanisation of capital is seen as an essential
human
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maximisethe transformativepotential ofnew forms and structuresin the spatialorganisation
of the city:
27"Capital representsitself in the form of the physical landscape
created in its own image, created as use values to enhancethe progressive
accumulation of capital. The geographical landscapewhich results is the crowning glcay of past capitalist development But at the saute
time it expressesthe power of deadlabour over living labour and as such it imprisons and inhibits the accumulationprocesswithin a setof
specific physical constraints. And these can be removed only slowly unless there is substantial devaluation of the exchangevalue lacked
up in the creation of these physical assets.Capitalist development has therefore to negotiate a knife-edge path between preserving the
exchange values of past capital investments in the built environment and destroying the value of theseinvestments in order to open ap
fresh room for accumulation. Under capitalism there is, then, a perpetual struggle in which capital builds a physicallandscapeappropriate
to its own condition at a particular moment in time, only to have to destroy it, usually in the course of a crisis, at a subsequentpoint in
time.. Harvey, 1978, op. cit p. 124.
28 "The
evolution of the urban system, whether we like it or not, can lead to large scale sensory deprivation with respect to certain
phenomena(such as clean air, wilderness etc.) and over-exposure to others (such as suburban vistas, air pollution, etc,)." Harvey, 1973,
op. cit p. 85.
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The formation

of physical and social infrastructures adequate to support the
reproduction of both capital and labour power while serving as efficient frameworks for
the organisation of production, consumption, and exchange surged to the forefront of
political and managerial concerns. Such problems had to be approached with an eye to
efficiency and economy because that was the way to assure growth, accumulation,
innovation, and efficiency in interurban competition. Public investments also had to be
organised on an increasing scale and on more and more long-term basis and in such a
capitalists under-producing collective
way as to compensate for individual
infrastructures. '

It is the state,and particularly the local state, viewed in classicalMarxist analysis"... as a
committee for managing the common affairs of the whole bourgeoisie"," that plays a
prominent role in mediating strugglesover the built environmentby interveningon behalf of
capital.32That is, the state rationalises the production of the built environmentin ... the
interest of keeping the costs of reproduction of labour power at a minimum, the capitalist
class,as a whole, may seekcollective meansto intervenein the processesof investmentand
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Individual capitalists find it hard to make such investments as individuals, no matter
how desirable they may regard them. Once again, capitalists are forced to some degree
to constitute themselves as a class - usually through the agency of the state - and
thereby to find ways to channel investment into research and development and into the
quantitative and qualitative improvement of labour power. We should recognise that
capitalists often need to make such investments in order to fashion an adequate social
basis for further accumulation. But with regard to social expenditures, the investment
flows are very strongly affected by the state of class struggle. 's

Two themes related to Harvey's analysis of the dominating influence of industrial
capital in the production of spacein the 19thcenturycity requiremention. The first concerns
the transformation of the `bourgeois public sphere' from a mediating influence between
29Harvey, in Cox, 1978,
op. cit pp. 14,29.
30Harvey, 1985, op. cit p. 198.

31K. Marx andF. Engels,TheManifestoof the CommunistParty.1848,Peking,TheForeignLanguagePress,1975.p. 35.

32 Harvey echoes this perspective: "One overwhelming feature does cry
out for special attention. The state provides the single most
important channel for flows of value into social infrastructures... State involvement arises in part becausecollective means have to be
found to do what individual capitalist cannot reasonably do and in part because class struggle requires the mediations of the state
apparatus if any kind of investment is to be made at all in socially sensitive areas. The involvement took on a new shapewhen it was
recognised that such investments could be both productive (in the senseof improving the social conditions for surplusvaluecreation)and
stabilising (in the senseof managing effective demand over a long period)". Harvey, 1982, op. cit p. 404.

33Harvey,in Cox, 1978, cit
op.
pp. 14,17.
35Harvey,1985, cit 31.
op. p.
35Harvey, 1978,
op cit p. 108.
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societyand the state.Secondly,and intimately connectedto this transformation,is the role of
the urban bourgeoisieas primary agentsfor the hegemonicinterest of industrial capital. An
analysisof the role and function of Habermas's`literate bourgeoispublic', "... as a specific
domain - the public domain versus the private
`civil society"'
a
of
specifically
part
...
provides a basis for understandingthe significanceof the role of the production of public
spacein the city of the 19thcentury. The private sphereis composedof the family and the
necessary relations for their reproduction whilst the public sphere is the space of
participation, debate,informed and influential opinion formation and becamea dominant
conceptual division for understandingthe growth and influence of the emergenturban
bourgeoisieand modem industrial capitalism.31The distinction betweenprivate and public
spheres became significant when an increasingly powerful, educated and literate urban
gentry, critical of aristocratic power and privilege, used their ability to representpublic
opinion as their own in an era of enormoussocio-economicchange.11As Habermasputs it:
The bourgeois public sphere arose historically in conjunction with a society separated
from the state. The `social' could be constituted as its own sphere to the degree that on
one hand the reproduction of life took on private form, while on the other hand the
private realm as a whole assumed public relevance. The general rules that governed
interaction among people now became a public concern, in which private people soon
enough became engaged with the public authority, the bourgeois public sphere attained
its political function. Private people gathering to constitute a public turned the political
sanctioning of society as a private sphere into a public topic. '

Historically, the bourgeoispublic sphereemergedin the late 18" century with the widening
of political participation and the developmentof idealsof citizenship.40That is, the rise of the
bourgeoispublic spherereflectedthe needto representthe moral and critical authority of an
emergentand economicallyimportant fraction of power in urban and industrial society.The
rise in mid-14thcentury Glasgow and other cities of an increasingly interventionist Town
Council was a significant developmentin the transformationof the bourgeoispublic sphere.
Therefore,in
36J. Habetmas,The StructuralTransformation
Cambridge,ThePolity Press,1992,pp. 2,3.
of the PublicSphere
.
37
in
for

"Included the private realm was the authentic `public sphere',
it was a public sphere constituted by private people... The private
spherecomprised civil society in the narrower sense,that is to say, the realm of commodity exchangeand of social labour,imbeddedin it
was the family with its interior domain (Intimsphare). The public spherein the political realm evolved from the public spherein the world
of letters; through the vehicle of public opinion it put the state in touch with the needs of society". Ibid. pp. 30-1.
38A
point that Ely contextnalises within the development of a predominantly urban 19° century, within which the social and cultural
consequencesof industrialisation were profoundly experienced. "The public spherepresupposedthe larger accumulationof socio-cultiald
change. It was linked to the growth of urban culture -metropolitan and provincial - as the novel arena of a locally organisedpublic life
(meeting houses,concert halls, theatres, opera houses,lecture balls, museums), to a new infiwwwture of socialcommunication(the press,
publishing companies, and other literary media; the rise of a reading public via reading and language societies; subscriptions publishing
and lending libraries; improved transportation; and adapted centres of sociability like coffee-houses,taverns, and clubs), and to a new
universe of voluntary association." G. Ely, "Nations, Publics and Political Culture: Placing Habermas in the Nineteenth Century", in C.
Calhoun, (e(L) liabermas and the Public Sphere. Cambridge, Mass, MIT Press, 1992, p. 291.
39 Habermas, 1992,
op. cit. p. 127.
40"The public sphere is a sphere
which mediates between society and the state, in which the public organises itself as the bearer of public
opinion. It has its origins in the late 18" century ideals of citizenship and of a wider, informed and educatedpublic, of representativeand
participatory government, and above all in the new forms of political action that these enshrined. Historically then the public sphere is
particular and specific to a time and a place, and also to certain social transformations. It is linked to the demand for political reforin,
principally on the part of an emergent but increasingly self-confident bourgeoisie, and it depended on and presumed the prior
transformation of social relations, their condensation into new political arrangements and the generation of new social, cultural and
political discourse around this changing environment" P. Howell, "Public Spaceand the Public Sphere: Political Economy and the
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terms, the nineteenth-century growth of local government owed much to
very
general
...
improvised grappling with the problems of an urbanising society (poverty, policing,
amenities like lighting and sewage, commercial licensing, revenue creation, and so on),
to the extent of the local state being actually constituted by the practical associational
initiatives of a new citizenry in the making, as the unintended, rolling effects of
structurally invited interventions, as opposed to the strategic result of a coherent design.
41

The local characterof statepower and the local `provincial' basisof industry, and the
inter-relationshipsbetweenthe two, form the basis for understandingthe developmentof
'
`urban
formation
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the
the
crucial.
gentry'
were
roles
of
which
processesof urban spatial
For Gramsci, "... the supremacy of a social group manifests itself in two ways, as
`domination' and asintellectualand moral leadership"'." The developmentof self-conscious
and organisedbourgeoisstratainvolved in a numberof voluntary associations,societiesand
philanthropic endeavourswas transmitted into the organisation and administration of the
local state:
The industrial bourgeoisie constituted the hegemonicfraction within the power bloc whose interestspreponderatein the exerciseof statepower, and whose particular social
relations figure in dominant ideological representations ... Various overlapping
intellectual and literary cadresstrongly committed to utilitarianism and free trade, staffed
key new branchesof the Stateapparatus.Moreover `divinity and economics'ran together
and the laws of political economy were closely entangled with moral, and often
religiously sanctioned,norms of `rational conduct'. "

Thus the bourgeoispublic spheredevelopedits influence in civil society,as a realm of wider
in
influence
and
public
participation
considerable
and constitutedan arenaof
social relations
the developmentof the ethosof municipal administrationand, concomitantly,infrastructural
investment in the physical and social environment of the city. The adherenceof the
municipal elites, those electedrepresentativesas well as officials, throughout much of the
period was basedon the principle of public service,soundand prudent administrationand a
commitmentto providing for the `commongood'. They were "... an elite of men of culture,
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a great movementof interrelatedparties (which in reality are fractions of one and the same
organic party"." Therefore, the urban bourgeoisiewere implicated in the organisationand
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puts it, "hegemonyover its historical developmentbelongsto private forces,to civil society-

Historical Geography of Modernity", Environment and Planning D- Space and Society, 11,1993, p. 309.
41Ely, in Calhoun, 1992,
op. cit, p. 292.
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T. Bennettet al, Culture.IdeologyandSocialProcess.Milton Keynes,OpenUniversityPress,1981,p. 237.
43A. Gramsci,Selectionsfrom thePrisonNotebooks,London,Lawrence Wishart,1971, 57-58.
and
pp.
'a Gray,in T. Bennettet al, 1981,op. cit. p. 239.
43Gramsci 1971,op. cit. pp. 149-50.
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which is `State' too", ` and amongthese `private forces' industrial capital dominatedin the
expandingurban areas.There is then a clear connectionbetweenHarvey's thesisconcerning
the dominanceof industrial capital in producing spatial forms and structuresappropriateto
the accumulationof capital and the transformationof an urban bourgeoispublic sphereinto
agents of hegemonic organisation and administration of the city. However, it is also
necessaryto be mindful that the bourgeoispublic spheredid not exist in isolation or without
pressurefrom other sectionsof the population,a point that Habermasis at painsto recognise:
It is important to acknowledge the existence of competing publics not just later in the
indeed,
in
history
but
the
the
and,
public
sphere
of
nineteenth century ...
at every stage
from the very beginning
The emergence of the bourgeois public was never defined
...
solely by the struggle against absolutism and traditional authority. Also, it necessarily
addressed the problem of popular containment as well ... Consequently, the public
sphere makes more sense as the structured setting where cultural and ideological contest
or negotiation among the variety of publics takes place, rather than as the spontaneous
"
bourgeoisie
in
the
sense.
and class-specific achievement of
some sufficient

It is in this context of competingpublics that the production of new public spacesmust
be viewed. The streets,public squaresand parks of the industrial city provided arenasfor
contest and conflict over cultural and ideological forms, representationsand uses and
provided the backgroundfor the democratisationof power."
Laws passedunder the `pressureof the street' could hardly be understoodany longer as
embodying the reasonableconsensusof publicly debating private persons ... The
competitive order no longer lent sufficient credibility to its promise that, along with the
alleged equality of opportunity to accumulateprivate property, it also maintainedopen
accessto the public sphere in the political realm. The principle of the latter, rather,
demandedthe direct admittance of the labouring classes,of the uneducatedmasses
without property - precisely through the extension of equal political rights. Electoral
reform was the topic of the nineteenthcentury: no longer the principle of publicity as
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but
the
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the
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as
eighteenth
of
such,
century,
of
enlargement

State involvement in the organisation and provision of necessaryservicesand amenities
(such as housing,health care,education,sanitation,etc.) was in part a responseto campaigns
for the amelioration of the moral, physical and medical dangers perceived as having
for
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making labour more efficient, virtuous, willing and able workforce. There was an attemptto
it,
Marx
to
through
puts
as
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and
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use moral
`raisethe condition of the labourer by an improvementof his mental and moral powers and
to make a rational consumerof him'S°As Harvey says:
46lbid. p. 261.
41Ely, in Calhoun, 1992,
op. cit. p. 306.
48 "The liberal desideratum
of reasonedexchangealso became available for non-bourgeois, ... That is, the positive values of the liberal
public sphere quickly acquired broader democratic resonance,with the resulting emergenceof impressive popularmovanents,eachwith
its own distinctive movement and cultures (i. e., form of public spheres)". Ibid. p. 304.

49Habermas,1992,op. cit pp. 132-3.

50Marx, 1978,
op. cit. p. 516. For Harvey, after Marx, "... the 'rational' consumption of commodities in relation to accumulation of capital
implies a certain balance between market purchasesand household work. The struggle to substitute the former for the latter is significant
because its outcome defines the very meaning of'use values' and the 'standard of living' for labour in its commodity aspects.The
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The socialisation and training of labour - the management of `human capital' as it is
usually called in the bourgeois literature - cannot be left to chance. Capital therefore
reaches out to dominate the living process - the reproduction of labour power - and it
does so because it musts'

The possibility for alliancesbetweenlabour and capital exist in that consumptiondemands
by the working class,for examplefor affordable housing,may coincide with the economic
and political interestsof capital. As Saundersmakesclear:
Working class demands for a variety of consumption provisions may also be consistent
with the interest of capital so long as the resources in question (schooling or health care
for example) can be made available in the commodity form, and even struggles over
questions concerning `community' and the `quality of life' may reinforce capitalist
domination by attempting to re-establish in the sphere of consumption some spurious
relation to nature (as in municipal parks) that the very process of capitalist production
has torn asunder."

Elements of environmental determinism are evident in some of these strategies:better
housing makesbetter workers, a better environmentin the city makeshealthierworkers, etc.
The `spatialenvironmentaldeterminism' of city planners,designersand administratorswasa
recognition that the spatial form of a city may act on human behaviour and thus on social
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times and places where workers live and play, to instil the work ethic and civilising
bourgeois values over all spheresof life. To this extent, Harvey's concernwith explaining
the production of the built environment of the city as a product of the needs of capital
provides an insight into the production of social spacesin the city, suchas the public parks,
that serveno immediateproduction, circulation or exchangeend,but havea function aspart
of the consumption fund that is intimately involved in the processof the reproduction of
labour:
The social spacesof distraction and display become as vital to urban culture as the
spacesof working and living. Social competition with respectto life-style and command
over space,always important for upper segmentsof the bourgeoisie,becamemore and
more important within the mass culture of urbanisation,sometimeseven masking the
role of community in processesof classreproduction.33

The parks must be consideredas an exampleof investmentin the built environment
that gives accessto and a relationship with nature in the consumption sphere,as well as
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bundle of resources which comprise it - streets and sidewalks, drains and sewer systems, parks and playgrounds - contains many
elements which are collectively consumed.The public provision of thesepublic goods is'natural' form of collective consumption*which
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capital can easily colonise
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therefore almost certain to be a primary field of struggle between capital and labour over what is good for people and what is good for
accumulation". Harvey, in Cox, 1978, op. cit. pp. 19,20.
st Harvey, 1978,
op. cit, p. 126.
52Saunders, 1981,
op. cit p. 227.
53Harvey, 1985,
oP" cit. pp. 256-7.
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having advantageouseffects for capitalism. However, there is a clear relationshipbetween
the provision of public servicesand amenitiesin the built environmentand attemptsat the
social organisationand control of labour. Public spacein the modem city, as in the ancient
city, reflects the dominant ideology of ruling groups and institutions as well as giving
direction and meaning to everyday life. The location, design and activities allowed within
them suggestsan ideological motive whereby the built environmentitself becomesimbued
with dominant ideologies and thus attempts at controlling the use value and meanings
attachedto them. The municipal parksrepresentedan attemptto amelioratethe worst effects
in
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versions
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nature
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of
restedon a sanitised,mystification of nature:
Faced with the brutalising and degrading routine of the work process in the factory, the
workers themselves sought ways to ameliorate it. In part they did so by resorting to the
same mystification as the bourgeoisie and, thus came to share a common Romantic
image of nature... The response rested on a mystification, of course, for it reduced,
`nature' to a leisure time concept, as something to be `consumed' in the course of restful
in
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seek to procure for their workers reasonable access to 'nature'.... 54

The production of amenitiesand artefactsin the city, that is the social and physical
infrastructure of the built environment, was coupled with another, not necessarily
antagonisticelementin the urbanisationof capital and the creation of the urban environment
of the industrial city. The principle of `gilding the ghetto' involved "... a commitment to
community improvement and a commitment to those institutions, such as the church and
civil government, capable of forging community spirit". 55Thus, a newly empowered
bourgeoisie,along with architects,plannersand social theorists soughtrational solutions to
the problems that threatened the health, order, economy etc. of the new industrial
metropolises:
[A]l] rode forth as saviours of the modem city, bursting with ideas as to what it might
...
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needs ... it is undeniable that the aggregate effect was to make cities work better, to
improve the lot not only of urban elites but also of urban masses, to radically improve
basic infrastructures (such as water and energy supply, housing, sewage, and air quality)
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54Harvey, in Cox, 1978,
op. cit. pp. 27,28,29.
55Harvey, 1978,
op. cit p. 128.
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desired.-'6

Harvey makes clear his admiration and appreciation of what was achieved in the 19th
centuryby a mix of moral reform, civic solidarity and municipal organisationto improve the
quality of life in the urban environment.The public parks were, at least in Glasgow,a very
public manifestationof direct investmentin the social andmaterial infrastructureof the city
that carried with them elementsof attemptsat the social engineeringof the population and
the instillation of civilised, bourgeoisvalues:
Was it not, after all, a central aim in the work of Olmsted and Howard, to try to bring
together the country and the city in a productive tension and to cultivate an aesthetic
sensibility that could bridge the chronic ills of urbanised industrialism and the
supposedly healthier pursuits of country life? It would be churlish to deny real
achievementson this front. The marks of what were done in those years - the park
systems,the garden cities and suburbs,the tree-lined streets- are now part of a living
tradition that define certain qualities of urban living that many (and not only the
bourgeoisie) can and do still appreciate.But it also undeniable that this ecological
vision, noble and innovative though it was at the time, was predominantlyaesthetic(and
very bourgeois)in its orientation and was easily co-optedand routinised into real-estate
developmentpracticesfor the middle classes.57

Harvey's focus on the political-economic imperativesof the production of space,and
particularly the creation,organisationand administrationof the built environmentaspart of
the processof capital accumulation,has relevanceto the analysisof the production of the
parks. The politics inherent in the construction of prestige Glasgow parks such as
Kelvingrove, Alexandria and Queens may be presented as merging with the economic
necessitiesof suburb construction. The economic, social and cultural aspirations of an
increasingly powerful bourgeois civic and municipal elite, whose desire for an improved
quality of life led the way to the expansion of the city beyond its historic centre, also
demandedthe provision of amenities for leisure and recreation within the new suburbs.
There were also financial benefits both to the residentsof surroundingproperties by park
construction: it preserved the seeming natural beauty of undeveloped parkland whilst
limiting the location of industry or less salubrioushousingin close vicinity. The acquisition
and subsequentdevelopmentof the estatesthat formed Kelvingrove Park and the sale of
portions for private development will, it is hoped, demonstratenot only a municipal
prudence in the use and administration of public finances but a sense of what Harvey
describesas a commitmentto the rational improvementof the industrial city. Domination by
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new methods of representation.These four dimensionsare not mutually exclusive of each
56D. Harvey,Justice.Nature
andthe Geoeranhy
of Difference Oxford,Blackwell, 1996,op. cit p. 406.
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" Harvey's argument,which he
other but exist in a relationshipof dynamic inter-dependence.
attributesto the work and ideasof Lefebvre, is that commandover spaceis one fundamental
elementin an interconnectingnexusof sourcesof social power that also includesmoneyand
time. Therefore,whoever defines the meanings,forms and material practicesof spaceand
time (aswell as money) haspower over the fundamentaloperationof the social,political and
economicconditions, organisationand operationof society,a point that Harvey emphasises:
ideological and political hegemony in any society depends on the ability to control
...
the material context of personal and social experience. For this reason, the
materialisations and meanings given to money, time and space have more than a little
significance for the maintenance of political power. '

Therefore, spatial and temporal practices and discoursesbecomeestablishedthat serveto
achieve,preserve,perpetuateand expand the distribution of social, political and economic
power. However, these practices and discoursesare not unchallengedor unproblematic.
Social and political struggle can, over time, alter the meaning,value and power inherentin
spatialconfigurations,forms and structures,and thus effect social change.Injustice, Nature
and The Geography of Difference Harvey returns to what is a leitmotif in his works:
considerationof the social construction of spaceand time, but with the emphasison their
relationshipto the social constructionof place:
Political struggles over the meaning and manner of such representations of place and
identity abound, most particularly over the way in which places, their inhabitants and
The
their social functions get located, named and discursively represented
...
assignment of place within some socio-spatial structure indicates distinctive roles,
capacities for action and access to power. Locating things (both physically and
metaphorically) is fundamental to activities of valuing as well as identification. Placing
and the making of places are essential to social development, social control, and
empowerment in any social order. The processes of place construction therefore
interrelate
the social construction of space and time. 6°
with
...

Placecanbe defined simply as a position or location, a geographicallydelineatedarea.
It can also be consideredas a thing, an object or entity that solidifies relationshipsof space
and time in that it is the institutionalisedobjectification of social relations of spaceand time,
as material practices, as forms of power and discoursesthat come to be embeddedin the
landscape.The social constructionof particular placesthen may be consideredasrelatively
permanentphysical and social structureswithin the social, cultural and physical landscape.
That is, they become fixed capital entities embeddedin the landscapeas configurations of
organised social relations. This

57Ibid. 427.
p.
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of distance is implicit in any understanding of the domination and appropriation of space,while the pe sist mt approp iatiOn
of a space by a particular group ... amounts to a de facto domination of that space.The production of space,insofar as it reduces the
friction of distance (capitalism's annihilation of spacethough time, for example) alters distanciation and the conditions of appropriation
and domination. " Harvey, 1990, op. cit. p. 222.
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construction/production of parks as fixed places within the urban processesof capital
accumulation,exchange,circulation and consumptionthat manifest relations of power and
capital fixed in place. It is in this context of the public parks as constructedwithin such
historical urban processesthat the substantiveanalysisof the production of the public parks
in Glasgow will be analysed. A number of pertinent typologies are instructive in
characterisingthe production of Glasgow's parks, as a network of physical, social and
cultural spaceslocated and distributed within the developmentof the expandingcity will be
considered.The typologies that will be consideredin relation to the production of the parks
are as follows. A chronological typology relates the construction of the parks to a
developmentalframework associatedwith the demographic,geographic,social, economic,
is
design
The
the
typology,
that
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of
of
parks,
growth
city.
and political
of
second
concernedwith the possibility of making distinctions betweendifferent kinds of park spaces
and the spaceswithin them. For example, parks as Gardens(that is formal, decorative,
essentiallypassivespaces):parks as recreation grounds (sports fields, bowling greens,golf
courses,and active spaces):parks as `naturein the city' (as semi-wilderness,naturereserves,
zoos,or asidealisedrepresentationsof nature):parksaspleasureandplaygrounds(children's
play spaces,boating ponds, fair grounds and bandstands).Someparks may contain within
them any or all of these features or be restricted to a particular form that does not easily
allow their use for other purposes.The third typology is that of the distribution and location
of the parks network operating in tandem with that of the city's demographicgrowth and
geographical expansion. These typologies seek to locate park construction within the
historical, political, economic and social context of infrastructural intervention and
investment in the socio-spatial organisation and development of the city, and will be
addressedin Chapter4. How space(and place) comesto be analysed,understood,depicted,
describedand enclosedby the application of `expert', privileged and powerful, regimesof
knowledge is a fundamentalelementof both Lefebvre's Production of Spacethesisas well
as Harvey's political economyof space.It is Lefebvre's seconddimensionof space,that of
representation,that will now be consideredby an analysisof disciplinary discoursesof space.
2.3: The Power of Representation - Foucault and Disciplinary Discoursesof Space.
Michel Foucault did not proposea generaltheory of spaceor of power. However, his
proposition of a `disciplinary society' as emergingin the 19thcentury through a number of
inter-related professionsand activities, provides the opportunity for investigating both his
in
dimension
importance
the
the
the
social
useof
of
spatial
conceptof power/knowledgeand
relations. What will be explored and given particular emphasis are those `disciplinary
discourses' that illuminate the dispersed practices of power operative and inherent in
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representationsof spacethat expandsupon and illustratesLefebvre's secondelementof the
Production ofSpace. Thesediscoursesarepertinentto the historical origins anddevelopment
of public parks as `disciplinary spaces'for the cultivation, instillation and propagationof
`civilised', bourgeois values. In particular, Foucault's assertionof the role of the medical
professions ('the first specialistsof space') will be analysedto investigate the power of
disciplinary discoursesfor the investmentof public faradsin constructing `open-spaces'for
the medical and moral benefit of urban society. The following necessarilyselectiveusageof
Foucault's array of conceptsand works is one that heedsFoucault's own advice for the
treatmentof `original' thinkers:
The only valid tribute to thought such as Nietzsche's is preciselyto use it, to deform it,
to make it groan and protest. And if commentatorsthen saythat I am being unfaithful to
Nietzsche,that is of absolutelyno interestto me.b'

(a) Power, Knowledge And Space
`Power-knowledge'is an essentialconcept in Foucault's work and is an attempt to
embody the inextricably linked dynamic relationship betweenpower and knowledge as a
process.Poweris distributedthrough and in the constructionandapplicationofknowledge in
particular and localised arenas. Concomitantly, power is established, maintained and
presupposedby knowledge.As Foucault states:
it is not the activity of the subjectof knowledge that producesa corpusof knowledge,
...
useful or resistant to power, but power-knowledge, the processesand strugglesthat
traverseit and of which it is madeup, that determinesthe forms and possibledomainsof
knowledge.62

Thereis, for Foucault, a whole rangeof endeavoursandpracticesin which the acquisitionof
knowledge and the exercise of power are inextricably and intimately inter-linked. He
identifies what is consideredas a fundamentalhistorical transformation in the exerciseof
power that was intimately relatedto forms of knowledge,and technologiesof understanding,
that were basedupon the discernmentof local, `micro-terrains' of power. Power is effective
though its penetrationand knowledge of a variety of relationships,from the most personal
and intimate to the professional.How thesemicro-powersare constructedand effective in a
numberof local fields, domainsor territories is essentialfor understandingthe very existence
and operationof large, centralisedor global power concentrations.
Once knowledge can be analysedin terms of region (a fiscal administrative, military
notion), domain (juridico-political notion), implantation, displacement(what displaces
itself is an army, a squadron,a population), transposition, one is able to capture the
61M. Foucault,Power/Knowled¢e SelectedInterviews
1980,pp.534andotherWritings(1972-1977)London,HarvesterWheatsheaf,
62M.Foucault,Discipline
based
on
areladomship
andPunish.London,Penguin,1977,p.28.A pointArmstrongreiterates:`Powerassumes
some knowledge which creates and sustains it. conversely, power establishes a particular regime of truth in which certain knowledge
becomesadmissible or possible". D. Armstrong, The Political Anatomy of the Body. Cambridge, Cambridge University Press. 1983, p.
10 in N. J. Fox, "Foucault, Foucauldians and Sociology", British Journal of Sociology. 49, (Sept.), 1998, p. 416.
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process by which knowledge functions as a form of power and disseminates the effects
of power. There is an administration of knowledge, a politics of knowledge, relations of
lead
knowledge
if
them,
tries
to
transcribe
one to
power which pass via
one
and which,
consider forms of domination designated by such notions of field (an economicojuridical notion), region (fiscal, administrative, military notion) and territory (juridicopolitical notion, the area controlled by a certain kind of power). And the politicostrategic term is an indication of how the military and the administration actually comes
to inscribe themselves both on a material soil and within forms of discourse.'

Foucault's analysisof power is primarily concernedwith understandinghow power is
exercisedin different historical periods, provinces, domains, and spheresand thus has a
certain relevanceto understandingits operation in and through space.Rather than asking
what is power, who holds it and what is its source,it is the relation of forcesin the operation
and exerciseof power that is the focus of investigation.For Foucault,power is understoodas
dispersedthroughout society as a heterogeneousensembleof strategiesand techniques,an
open-ended`clusterof relations' that exist in its exercise." Power,is thus not the possession
(legitimatedin juridical relations of contracts,codes,and laws) of any particular group, class
or institution. Since power is presentedas having many forms it cannot be derived solely
from the spheresof circulation or of production, and it is not confined to key institutions
such as the state. Foucault's focus is upon how these micro-powers invade our everyday
lives and relationshipsand constitutethe conditions and meansof power for the stateand its
apparatus.As he states:
I believe that anything can be deducedfrom the generalphenomenonof the domination
of the bourgeoisclass.What needsto be done is somethingquite different. One needsto
investigate historically, and beginning at the lowest level, how mechanismsof power
have been able to function
We must escapefrom the limited field of juridical
...
sovereigntyand stateinstitutions, and insteadbaseour analysisof power on the studyof
is simply
the tactics and techniquesof domination... What makespower hold good
...
the fact that it doesn't only weigh on us as a force that saysno, but that it traversesand
'
producesthings, it inducespleasure,forms knowledge, producesdiscourses.

The exerciseof power, for Foucault,occursin a variety of places,through a numberof
individuals, institutions, and organisationsat different times and placesand in a number of
forms. Therefore,despitespacebeing relegatedin importanceto time in conventionalsocial
analysis,it is a crucial factor in the social, economicand political operationand organisation
of society.66This is a point on which Foucault is categorical:"Space is fundamentalin any

63Foucault, 1980,
op. cit. p. 69.
64'Power for Foucault is
enabling, exercised rather than possessed,relational and immanent, neither institution nor shucturenor strengthbut
"a complex strategical situation" which is constantly and locally shifting. ' M. Foucault, The History of Sexuality Vol. 1. London,
Penguin, 1981, pp. 92-4, in D. Matless, "An Occasion for Geography:Landscape, Representation and Foucault's Corpus", Enviravnent
and Planning D, 10 (1)1992, p. 46.
65Foucault, 1980,
op. cit. pp. 100,102,119. A point that Foucault emphasisedelsewhere: "We must ceaseonce and for all to describe the
effects of power in negative teens, power produces; it producesreality, it produces domains of objects and rituals of truth. The nidividwil
and the knowledge that may be gained of him belong to this production. " Foucault, 1977, op. cit. p. 194
66"Space
was treated as the dead, the fixed, the undialectical, the immobile. Time on the contrary, was richness, fecundity, life, dialectic...
(which led to it being]
dismissed as belonging to 'nature' -that is, the given, the basic conditions, 'physical geography',in other
either
...
words a sort of'prehistoric' stratum; or else it was conceived as the residential site or field of expansion of peoples, of a culture, a
language or a State." Foucault, 1980, op. cit pp. 70,149.
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form of community life; spaceis fundamentalin any exerciseof power... " 67As a recent
work puts it:
through
out
across
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relations
spun
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are
really,
crucially
unavoidably
power
and
...
the material spacesof the world. It is within such spacesthat assemblagesof people,
activities, technologies, institutions, ideas and dreams all come together, circulate,
conveneand reconvene."

In other words, Foucault is suspiciousof `total' explanationsthat sought to resolve the
complexity of the social world into a single `spirit' or `principle', theory or ideology, he
he
is
Thus
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idea
totalising
theories
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power.
any
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or
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such as Marxist conceptionsof power, that give it an `epiphenomenal'status,that consider
institution
belonging
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one group
power as unitary, sovereign or centralised,
body. That is, as only immanentin classrelations. However,he doesnot dismissentirely the
contribution of Marx's work in understandinghistorical processesfor the operationof power
in modem societies.7°Thereforethe understandingthat Foucaultpresentsof the diffusion and
dispersion of power throughout society by economically dominant class interests, as
analysedby Marx, is one that servestheir own interests.
The bourgeoisie is perfectly well aware that a new constitution or legislature will not
suffice to assure its hegemony; it realises that it has to invent a new technology ensuring
the irrigation by effects of power of the whole social body down to its smallest particles.
And it was by such means that the bourgeoisie not only made a revolution but succeeded
in establishing a social hegemony which it has never relinquished. "

Foucault's proposition of a dispersedsystemof spatial sciencesthat emergedin 18th
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power which is constantlyexercisedby meansof surveillancerather than in a discontinuous
manner ... it presupposesa tightly knit grid of material coercions... one of the great
inventions of bourgeois society".n It is an analysisthat puts knowledge of, and command
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67M. Foucault,"Space,KnowledgeandPower",in P. Rabinow,(ed.) TheFoucaultReader.Harmondsworth,
Penguin,1986,p. 25268J. Sharpet al, Entanglements
London,Routledge,2000,p. 24.
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69"Nothing is fundamental. That is what is interesting in the analysis of society. That is why nothing initates me asmuch as theseinquirieswhich are by definition metaphysical - on the foundations of power is a society or the self-institution of society, etc. These are not
fundamental phenomena.There are only reciprocal relations, and the perpetual gaps between intentions in relation to oneanother..."M
March, 1982, p. 18.
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Foucault, 1980, op. cit. p. 53. Driver succinctly makes the point that: "Put simply, Discipline and Punish is about the advent of a new
'economy of power'. It is quite unthinkable without someaccount of the social, economic, and technical development of capitalism. "F.
Driver, "Power, Spaceand the Body: A Critical Assessmentof Foucault's Discipline and Punish", Environment andPlannhtai). 3,1985,
p. 436.
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consent as well as methods of physical control and subserviencewere constructed and
maintained.It is therefore an approachthat provides an important understandingof how and
by whom representationsof spaceare constructedand to what end.
The developmentin the 18thcentury of an awarenessand understandingof spatial
forms was, for Foucault, an expressionof how power cameto be articulatedand exercised.
For example:"Architecture begins,at the end of the [18th] century, to becomeinvolved in
problemsof population,healthand the urbanquestion [it] becomesa questionof usingthe
...
disposition of space for economico-political ends."" It is in such assemblages,in their
distribution and arrangement,of activities and people, in and around the architectureand
environment of the city that the spatial dimension of the operation of power becomes
concretised.Space,for Foucault, is where discoursesabout power and knowledge become
actual relations of power rather than merely residing in abstract notions and ideologies.
Foucault arguesthat
in the eighteenth century one seesthe development of reflection upon architecture as
...
a function of the aims and techniques of the government of societies. One begins to see a
form of political literature that addresses what the order of a society should be, what a
city should be, given the requirements of the maintenance of order; given that one
should avoid epidemics, avoid revolts, permit a decent and moral life, and soon ... from
the eighteenth century on, every discussion of politics as the art of the government of
men necessarily includes a chapter or a series of chapter on urbanism, on collective
facilities, on hygiene, and on private architecture
The city was no longer perceived as
...
a place of privilege, as an exception in a territory of fields, forests, and roads. The cities
were no longer islands beyond the common law. Instead, the cities, with the problems
that they raised, and the particular forms that they took, served as the models for the
governmental rationality that was to apply to the whole territory. "

Foucault echoesmany early investigatorsof the shadowside of urbanlife whenhe statesthat
behind theseinterventionslay a concernabout the consequencesfor civilised societyof the
onrush of urbanisationand industrialisation.
A fear hauntedthe latter half of the eighteenthcentury: the fear of darkenedspaces,of
the pall of gloom which preventsthe full visibility of things, men and truths. It soughtto
break up the patchesof darknessthat blocked the light, eliminate the shadowyareasof
society,demolish the unlit chamberswhere arbitrary political acts,monarchicalcaprice,
religious superstitions, tyrannical and priestly plots, epidemics and the illusions of
ignorancewere fomented...The new political order could not be establisheduntil these
placeswere eradicated.'S

The control and division of spaceand of time thus becamea fundamentalmeansby which
knowledge and power cameto be exercisedincreasinglyover all spheresof society.
Once knowledge can be analysed in terms of regions, domains, implantation,
displacements,transposition, one is able to capture the processby which knowledge
functions as a form of power
[one can]
decipher discoursethrough the use of
...
...
72Ibid. p. 105.
73Ibid. 148.
p.

74Foucault, in Rabinow, 1986,
op. cit pp. 239,240,241.
75Foucault, 1980,
op. cit. p. 153.
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spatial, strategic metaphors [that] enables one to grasp precisely the points at which
discourses are transformed in, through and on the basis of relations of power. 76

Knowledge and power thus becameoperativein and through a number of diverseand interlinked `disciplines', what Foucault defined as forms of practice - "small acts of cunning
endowed with a great power of diffusion" - not as institutional structures.For Foucault
space needs to be related to the functional requirements of power; thus, what is
conceptualisedis the emergenceof a new set of specifically spatialpracticesand procedures
that is closely linked to the developmentof the city and what he terms `governmentality'.
The need to create,define, manage,organiseand control spacefor particular functions, for
example, sites for the medical supervision of diseases,becameinseparablefrom a whole
seriesof other military and `police' duties78
Particular places were defined not only by the need to supervise, to break dangerous
communications, but also to create a useful space... Hence the need to distribute and
partition off space in a rigorous manner... Gradually, an administrative and political
space was articulated upon therapeutic space; it tended to individualise bodies, diseases,
symptoms, lives and deaths; it constituted a real table of juxtaposed and carefully
distinct singularities. Out of discipline a medically useful space was bom. '9

(b) Disciplinary Discourses of Space
What arises from the early experienceof the consequencesof industrialisation and
for
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understandingand thus controlling and organisingspaceand, concomitantly,the individuals
and groupsthat inhabit it. Foucault describeshow this was achievedin different ways. First,
discipline begins from the organisationof individuals in spacein which severaltechniques
are applied, and which he terms `the art of distinctions'. Sometimesspaceneeds to be
enclosedto specify that it is a placeof discipline, for examplein the barracks,the school,the
prison or the factory. Sometimes space must be partitioned with the aim of knowing,
mastering and using spaceso that each individual can be assignedand know their place
within the enclosedorder of the institution or disciplinary sphere.As Foucaultputs it:
Disciplinary space tends to be divided into as many sections as there are bodies or
elements to be distributed. One must eliminate the effects of imprecise distributions, the
uncontrolled disappearance of individuals, their diffuse circulation, their unusable and
dangerous coagulation; it was a tactic of anti-desertion, anti-vagabondage, anticoncentration. Its aim was to establish presence's and absences, to know where and how
76Ibid.p. 69,70.
77Foucault,1977,
op. cit. p. 139.

76Foucault defines
what he means by 'police'. "At the outset, the notion of police applied only to the set of regulations that were to assure
the tranquillity of a city, but at that moment the police became the very type for the government of the whole territory ... In the
seventeenthand eighteenth centuries, 'police' signified a program of government rationality. This can be characterised as a project to
create a system of regulation of the general conduct of individuals whereby everything would be controlled to the point of self-sustenance,
without the need for intervention. " Foucault, in Rabinow, 1986, op. cit. p. 241.

Similarly,"Down to the endof theancienregime,the term 'police' doesnot simplysignify,at leastnotexclusively,theinstitutionof
growthof wraithand
policein themodernsense;'police' is theensemble
of mechanisms
servingto ensureorder,theproperlychannelled
the conditionsof preservationof health'in general'." Foucault,1980,op. cit, p. 170.
79
Foucault, 1977, op. cit. pp. 143.4.
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to locate individuals, to set up useful communications, to interrupt others, to be able at
each moment to supervise the conduct of each individual, to asses it, to judge it, to
calculate its qualities or merits. It was a procedure, therefore, aimed at knowing,
mastering and using. Discipline organises an analytical space.$0

The meansof supervisionof correct training could be most efficiently organisedand
administeredso that "... the perfect disciplinary apparatuswould make it possible for a
single gazeto seeeverything constantly."" Thus, Bentham'sPanopticonwas consideredthe
ideal apparatusfor the most efficient organisation of disciplinary space. However, as
Foucaultmakesclear, `panopticism'representeda generaldiagram for the disseminationof
disciplinary technologiesthroughout wider society. The panoptic schemaas appliedto the
12Thedisciplinary gaze,the
prison could be adaptedand adoptedto other spheresand spaces.
`systemof surveillance',the `Eye of Power', thus becamean essentialand fundamentalpart
of the machinery of production, a specific mechanismfor the exercise of power as the
division of labour increasedin developingindustrialisedeconomies.It was also adoptedand
applied by professionalexpertsand by bureaucraticofficials to monitor andregulateall sorts
of private and public spaces,behaviours,and activities." Bureaucracyis the dominantmode
of operation of the stateand of the economy,but as with Foucault's conceptof power, it is
neither a classin itself nor is it the power of the state.It can serveany organisation,scheme
or plan as the most efficient meansof applying operativeproceduresfor the goals and ends
that are specifiedasuseful, fortuitous or beneficial. ONeill presentsan interestingaccountof
how Foucault's studies of the disciplinary spaces of the prison, hospital or school
complementsWeber's analysis of the processesby which bureaucratictechniquesfor the
organisationand administration of society came to be diffused and establishedthroughout
society, by presenting an analysisof the rational accountingof the body, subjectivity and
behaviour. "It is not far fetched to consider Weber as an archaeologistof the power man
exerts over himself, and thus to see him as a precursor of Foucault's conception of the
disciplinary society Modem societymakesitself rich, knowledgeableand powerful but at
...
the expenseof substantive reason and freedom." Regulation and instruction was to be
achievedwithout recourseto physical domination:
There is no need for arms, physical violence, material constraints. Just a gaze. An
inspecting gaze, a gaze which each individual under its weight will end by interiorising
HeIbid.p. 143.

Ibid. p. 173.
sZ"The
panoptic schema,without disappearing as such or losing any of its properties, was destined to spread throughout the whole social
body, its vocation was to becomea generalised function. The plague-stricken town provided an exceptional disciplinary modeleperfect,
but absolutely violent; to the diseasethat brought death; life inside it was reduced to its simplest expression; it was, againstthe powerof
death, the meticulous exercise of the right of the sword. The panopticon, on the other hand, has a role in amplification; although it
arranges power, although it is intended to make it more economic and more effective, it does not do so for power itself, nor for the
immediate salvation of a threatened society: its aim is to strengthen the social forces to increase production, to develop the economy,
spread education, raise the level of public morality, to increase and multiply. " Ibid. pp. 207-8. Indeed, Foucault quotes Bentham to
highlight the universal applicability of the panopticisni. "Morals reformed health preserved- indushy invigorated-instcucüondiffused
it
burthens
lightened
Economy
seated
as
were, upon a rock, - the gordian knot of the Poor-Laws not cut, but untied -allby the
-public
simple idea in architecture." J. Bentham, "Works", 1843, p. 39, in Foucault, 1977, op. cit. p. 207.
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to the point that he is his own overseer, each individual thus exercising this surveillance
over and against himself. H'

Foucault's analysisof power/knowledgedescribedhow "massive,compactdisciplines
are broken down into flexible methodsof control which may be transferredand adapted"."
Thus, disciplinary knowledgeand techniquescould be appliedin the industrial era to a range
of activities, people,and circumstances.As Foucaultputs it:
In reality, power in its exercise goes much further, passesthrough much finer channels,
and is much more ambiguous, since each individual has at his disposal a certain power,
and for that very reason can also act as the vehicle for transmitting a wider power. The
reproduction of the relations of production is not the only function served by power
The individual, with his identity and characteristics, is the product of a relation of
...
power exercised over bodies, multiplicities, movements, desires, forces. "

In addition to the control of space,disciplinary techniquesalso required the control of the
individual in time. For example, the instigation of the timetable from the practices of
religious institutions such as the monasteryand convent, and the army, could be adopted,
transferred and adaptedto the school, the prison, the workhouse and the factory.87Thus,
working, learning and paying one's dues for transgressionwere all regulated by and
associatedwith the passage,monitoring and articulation of time in supervised space.
Foucault exploredthe conceptof the 'docile-body' asthe subjectof the power, authority and
practicesof a numberof disciplinesthat constructedan 'anatomopoliticsof the body'.88What
Foucault emphasises,despite the historical precedents," is that the aim of disciplinary
technology, wherever and in whatever form it operates,is the moulding of a "docile body
that may be subjectedto, used,transformedand improved to meet a desiredend".' That is
power is administeredand applied in and through a variety of disciplinary technologies,
themselvesthe result of knowledge,its accumulationand dispersalto ensurethat
body in depth. Without dependingeven
the
power
relations
can
materially
penetrate
...
on the mediation of the subject's own representations.If power takeshold on the body,
this isn't through its having first to be interiorised in people's consciousness...91

The body in its every act, gestureand movementmust make the best,most and efficient use
90Foucault, 1980, op.
cit p. 155.
ss Foucault, 1977,
op. cit p. 211.

Foucault,1980,op. cit, pp. 72,74.

"The new disciplines had no difficulty in taking up their place in the old forms; the schools and poorhouses extended the life and
regularity of the monastic communities to which they were often attached. The rigours of the industrial period retained a religious air... "
Foucault, 1977, op. cit. p. 149.
88"The historical
moment of the disciplines was the moment when an art of the human body was born, which was directed not only at the
growth of its skills, nor at the intensification of its subjection, but at the formation of a relation that in the mechanismitself makesit more
obedient as it becomes more useful, and conversely ... Thus discipline produces subjected and practised bodies, 'docile' bodies.
Discipline increasesthe forces of the body (in economic terms of utility) and diminishes these sameforces (in terms of obedience)... If
economic exploitation separatesthe force and the product of labour, let us say that disciplinary coercion establishes in the body the
constricting link between an increased aptitude and an increased domination. " Ibid. pp. 137-8. SeealsoJ. We and C. Philo, (Fds.), 1998,
Body Cultures: Essayson Snort. Spaceand Identity. London, Routledge.
89"The
classical age discovered the body as object and target of power. It is easy enoughto find signs of the attention then paid to the bodyto the body that is manipulated, shaped,trained, which obeys, responds, becomesskilful and increasesits forces". Foucault,1978,ap. cit
p. 136.
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91Foucault, 1980,
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of time:
The act is broken down into its elements; the position of the body, limbs, articulation is
defined; to each movement are assigned a direction, an aptitude, a duration; their order
of succession is prescribed. Time penetrates the body and with it all the meticulous
controls of power... In the correct use of the body, which makes possible a correct use of
time, nothing must remain idle or useless; everything must be called upon to form the
support of the act required... A disciplined body is the prerequisite of an efficient
gesture ... The principle that underlay the time-table in its traditional form was
essentially negative: it was the principle of non-idleness; it was forbidden to waste time,
which was counted by God and paid for by men; the time-table was to eliminate the
danger of wasting it
dishonesty.
Discipline
moral
on the other
offence
and
economic
-a
hand, arranges a positive economy, it poses the principle of a theoretically ever-growing
use of time: exhaustion rather than use; it is a question of extracting, from time, ever
more available moments and, from each moment, ever more useful forces... In becoming
the target of new mechanisms of power, the body is offered up to new forms of
knowledge. It is the body of exercise, rather than of speculative physics; a body
manipulated by authority, rather than imbued with animal spirits; a body of useful
training and not of rational mechanics, but one in which, by virtue of that very fact, a
number of natural requirements and functional constraints are beginning to emerge.'

The body was thus exercised,drilled, trained and manipulatedin time and through spaceby
the application of disciplinary power. The movements,gesturesand activities that made up
the working day were correlated to a strict time-keeping which aimed to create socially,
economically and politically useful, docile, orderly, punctual, responsible, obedient, fit,
healthy,educated,temperate,pious andthrifty productive bodies.E. P. Thomsonidentifies in
the mode ofproduction and the relationsof production "... all theseways- by the division of
labour; the supervisionof labour; fines, bells and clocks; money incentives;preachingand
schoolings;the suppressionof fairs and sports - new labour habits were formed, and a new
time discipline was imposed."" What was createdwas a new `moral geography'repletewith
all those `civilising' virtues and good habits deemedappropriate for the maximisation of
in
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analysisgoes
the diffusion of disciplinary discoursesfrom institutional settings of work, punishment,
schooling, the military etc. to all social spheresand arenasidentifies the meansby which
bourgeoishegemonytried to constructand manipulatemoral consentas well as methodsof
physical control and subserviencefor its own ends.The imposition of the `Eye of Power' to
the spatial entity of the urban is, for Foucault,one of the first and most explicit examplesof
the operationof disciplinary discoursesof space.
(c) The First Specialists Of Space- The Medical Discourse

in stressing
Foucaultis unequivocal
therole of doctorsfromtheendof the 18thcentury
as being fundamentallyinvolved in the analysisand organisationof space.The operationof
medical disciplinary discoursesillustrates and emphasisesthe exerciseof knowledge and
92Foucault,1977,
op. cit. pp. 152,154,155.

93E.P. Thompson, 1978, The Making
of the English Working Class London, Penguin, p. 90.
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power in creatingrepresentationsof space.
Doctors at that time were among other things the first specialists of space. They posed
four fundamental problems. That of local conditions (regional climates, soil, humidity
and dryness: under the term `constitution', they studied these combinations of local
determinants and seasonal variations which at a given moment favour a particular sort of
disease; that of co-existences (either between men, questions of density and proximity,
or between men and things, the question of water, sewage, ventilation, or between men
and animals, the question of stables and abattoirs, or between men and the dead, the
question of cemeteries); that of residences (the environment, urban problems); that of
displacements (the migration of men, the propagation of diseases.) Doctors were, along
with the military, the first managers of collective space. But the military were chiefly
concerned to think the space of `campaigns' (and thus of `passages') and that of
fortresses, whereas the doctors were concerned to think the space of habitations and
towns. `

What Foucaultis proposingis that from the 18thcenturyonwardsmedicineandpolitics came
to be inter-linked in the consideration of and necessity for action in the increasingly,
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populous cities.
interventionsthat were closely related to political developments,aims and objectives.
What the 18thcentury shows, in any case, is a double-sidedprocess in short, the
...
progressiveemplacementof what was to becomethe great medical edifice of the 19th
century,cannotbe divorced from the concurrentorganisationof a politics of health,the
consideration of diseaseas a political and economic problem for social collectivities
which they must seekto resolveas a matter of overall policy. 95

Foucault's proposition is that doctors were at the forefront of the diagnosisandtreatmentof
the perceived problems of industrial society. New methods of surveillance for collecting
information on populationscameto be developedout of the needto produce,understandand
control the spacesand populations of the newly industrialised and urbanising towns and
cities. It cultivated new ways of seeing,the `Eye of Power', and of calculatingand ordering
the social, economicand political existenceof society.That is:
The great 18`" century demographic upswing in western Europe, the necessity for coordinating and integrating it into the apparatus of production and the urgency of
controlling it with finer and more adequate power mechanisms causes 'population', with
its numerical variables of space and chronology, longevity and health, to emerge not
only as a problem but as an object of surveillance, analysis, intervention, modification,
etc. ... Within this set of problems, the `body' - the body of individuals and the body of
populations - appears as the bearer of new variables, not merely as between the scarce
and the numerous, the submissive and the restive, rich and poor, health and sick, strong
and weak, but also between the more or less utilisable, more or less amenable to
profitable investment, those with greater or lesser prospects of survival, death and
illness, and with more or less capacity for being usefully trained. "

Medical disciplinary discoursesmay be said to be concernedwith how knowledge,
techniquesand practices,of populations and individuals, involved medical personneland
institutions in the development of a modem form of government in which political
94Foucault, 1980,
op. cit pp. 150-1.
93IN&
p. 166.
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authorities (the local and national state) worked in alliance with experts in order to
administera variety of perceivedproblems. The medical professionwas thus implicated in
the operation of power and the exercise of political initiatives within the context of the
developmentof a new understandingof the problems faced by the growth of cities, new
technologies and the movement and behaviour of populations. That is, urbanisation and
industrialisationbrought with them problemsand consequences
that neededto be addressed
by the statein tandemwith the developmentof new techniquesandmethodsof analysis.The
aim was to promote public health and private well being within a realm that was considered
inherently social as a means whereby knowledge about the population could be used to
construct a more healthy, fit and able, efficient, obedientand docile population.
A `medico-administrative' knowledge begins to develop concerning society, its health
and sickness,its conditions of life, housingand habits,which servesasthe basic corefor
the `social economy' and sociology of the 19'hcentury.And thereis likewise constituted
a politico-medical hold on a population hedged in by a whole series of prescriptions
relating not only to diseasebut to generalforms of existenceand behaviours(food and
drink, sexuality and fecundity, clothing and the layout of living space)... The doctor
becomesthe great advisor and expert, if not in the art of governing, at least in that of
observing,correcting and improving the social `body' and maintaining it in a permanent
stateof health'

Foucault singles out the role of the `medical police' as being fundamental in the
constructionof a social model of societyand of positivist social sciencein just suchpractices
as were developed and applied by the medical profession in the 19thcentury." Certainly,
there is ample evidence for the fundamental role that medical personnel have played in
collecting information on populations that was instrumental in advising social policy and
' As
political strategies for ameliorating urban `problems', conditions and experiences.
Foucault puts it, "... the doctor becomesthe great advisor and expert, if not in the art of
least
in that of observing, correcting and improving the social `body' and
at
governing,

96 Ibid. pp. 171,172.
97 Ibid.

pp. 176,177. Rose identifies in Foucault's various analyses of medical discourses five great apparatus of health- the medical
administration of public space, the hygienic regulation of domestic life, the curative clinic, the medical staffing of the population, the
instrumental mitigation of suffering - as being involved in different relations between experts and those subjectto theirinterventicn. The
medicalisation of public spaceevolved in tandem with the intervention of medical personnel in the private life and spaceof the family.
The social body was to be reconstructed through the intervention of town planning that would invade those areaslong perceivedasbeing
the worst examples of disease,immorality and ill health with the purifying object of introducing light, air and education (both moral and
hygienic).
"This medico-administrative government of public spacewas not merely a matter of medical officers ofbealth, sanitaryreform= and the
policing of food and drink. It also entailed the development of spatial technologies of health, in the form of a new setofrelations between
medicine and architecture. In the schemesof planning space,at the macro-level of the towns and the micro-level of the designof buildings
- prisons, asylums, schools, homes, bathrooms, kitchens - one seesthe desire to make spacehealthy. Architects and planners seek to
enact a medical vocation organising the relations between persons, functions, objects, effluents, activities, in order to minimise all that
would encouragediseaseand to maximise all that would promote health. The dream of the healthy body - the healthy city, the healthy
home - has, perhaps done more than most to embody the medical aspiration within the territories upon which we manageour individual
lives. " N. Rose, "Medicine, History and the Present", in C. Jones& R. Porter, (eds.), ReassessingFoucault: Power. Medicine and the
13giy London, Routledge, 1994, p. 64.
% "Sociological knowledge (savoir) is formed
rather in practices like those of the doctors In fact if the intervention of the doctors was of
...
importance
capital
at this period, this was because it was demanded by a whole new range of political and economic problems,
highlighting the importance of the facts of the population. " Foucault, 1980, op. cit p. 151.
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maintaining it in a permanentstateof health."'°° Anatomical modelswere an attractivebasis
for social theorists,and for the formation of social policy for the new urban environment,in
that they provided a familiar epistemology as well as empirical means and statistical
evidence.Societywas given as an organic form and thought of in medical terms: that is as a
social body afflicted by illness andneedingto be restoredto health.Thus,medicalpersonnel
becomeinvolved with other authorities,such as the stateand voluntary bodies,in relations
whose concern is with issues of individual and population's health, sickness and the
developmentof techniquesfor surveillance,segregationand discipline. As Roseputs it:
thought and medical activity, through the rationalities that unified the
medical
...
inhabitants of geographical space as a social body, through the compilation of statistics
of birth, death, rates and types of morbidity, through the charting of social and moral
topographies of bodies and their relations with one another, played a key role in
`making-up' the social body and in locating individuals in relation to this dense field of
relations bearing upon the individual body. Medicine, that is to say, has played a
formative role in the invention of the social. Medicine was to engage itself with one of
the most fundamental sets of questions that troubled and provoked governmental
thought during the 19" century and which inspired the invention of the basic
administrative knowledge and techniques of modernity. This set of questions concerned
the regulation of life in towns. Over the first half of the 19th century, the role of the
medical police was to problematise the life of populations in towns in terms of health,
and to devise a whole variety of schemes for its improvement. The diversity of tactics
adopted ranged from grand schemes of architectural renewal of public space in the name
of health and civility to a host of more mundane projects of social hygiene, sanitary
reform and sewage arrangements, pure air and pure water, paving of streets and controls
on burial of the dead. Of course, in one sense it was a concern with particular problems
of illness that energised these campaigns of police. The epidemics that ravaged
European cities in the 18`hand 19`scentury struck terror into the inhabitants of the towns
and those who would exercise government over them - cholera, typhus, what the 1842
Report on the Sanitary Conditions of the Labouring Population of great Britain simply
called `fever'. "I

The miasmicconceptionof epidemics,that is, that stagnantair breedsdisease,of which there
were many in the 18thand 19thcenturies,was primarily concernedwith the spatialisationof
diseases.They wereunderstoodas occurring aroundand circulating in certaintypesof social
spacesand cameto afflict those of certain characters,habits and behaviourswho inhabited
them. Thus a geographicdisposition of diseasecould be constructedthat could be appliedto
and analysedin relation the geographyof the town or city and the rate and level of infection
could be equatedwith certain areasand classes.'I
The analogy of the human body and social organisation was, in the 19thcentury,
adaptedto suit the new conditionsthat were emergingin the industrial towns and cities. The
100Foucault, 1980,
op. cit. p. 177.

101Rose,in Jones Porter,1994,
and
op cit. pp 55-6,

102Whilst some doctors
and public health officials such as Glasgow's Medical Officer of Health, J. B. Russell were perhaps not firm
believers in miasmatic theory, they did believe that the city could be made as healthy as the countryside and that this could be achieved
through intervention in the spatial organisation of the city. "He wanted broad passagesleft for the entranceof air from the open country.
He wanted the slums replaced with decent buildings and wide streets. He called for parks and squaresandgreenspacesso that devitalised
air could be renewed and the children would no longer be pent up in back courts and stairheads."E. Robertson, Glascow's Doctor -J B
Bussall, East Linton, Tuckwell Press, 1998, p. 112.
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role of scientific medicine in the apparent objective, minute investigation of the urban
environment is a theme that Foucault credits to the medical profession's concern with
spatialisation.Poovey and Driver credit J.P. Kay with a pioneeringrole in this development
in Britain. The Moral and Physical Condition of the Working Classes was a detailed
investigation of urban space that combined eyewitnessreports and statistical tables to
representstrategiesfor understandingthe urban population and for suggestingremedies.
Kay's analysisof the social body emphasisedthe significanceof the `good' partsrather than
focussingexplicitly on the diseasedareas- those aggregationsof the poor andimpoverished
who were already spatialised.'°' The investigation of the urban population became an
body'
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models, representedsociety as a unified whole with groupsand individuals characterisedby
having specialised functions. But public health was not only a matter of sanitation, it
involved the moral and physicalregulation of public spacesand private behaviours.A point
that Kay makesexplicit:
licentiousness capable of corrupting the whole body of society, like an
There is
a
...
insidious disease, which eludes observation, yet is equally fatal in its effects. Criminal
acts may be statistically classed - the victims of the law may be enumerated - but the
number of those affected with the moral leprosy of vice cannot be exhibited with
mathematical precision. ... The social body cannot be constructed like a machine, on
abstract principles which merely include physical motions, and their numerical results in
the production of wealth. The mutual relations of men is not merely dynamical, nor can
the composition of their forces be subjected to a purely mathematical calculation.
Political economy, though its object is to ascertain the means of increasing the wealth of
nations, cannot accomplish its design, without at the same time regarding their
happiness, and as its largest ingredient the cultivation of religion and morality. 10`
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103"The dense
massesof the habitations of the poor, which streets and their arms, as though to grasp and enclosethe dwellings ofthe noble
and wealthy, in the metropolis, and in our huge provincial cities, have heretofore been regarded asmighty wildernessof building in which
the incurable ills of society rankled, beyond the reach of sanative interference. The good despaired that their individual efforts could
relieve the miseries, which, in their errands of mercy, they beheld ... One fact alone becameprominent, that the united exertions of the
individual membersof society were required to procure a moral and physical change in the community, and it was evident that some
circumstances was wanting to disturb the apathy which paralysed their energies." J.P. Kay, The Moral and Physical Condition of the
Working Class. 1832_Manchester, Morton, 1969, pp. 11-12.
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classes as a whole. Kay may thus be described as an early advocate of those disciplinary
social practices that Darner argues were employed by the municipal housing authorities in
Glasgow from the late 19thcentury to the beginning of WWII. The disciplinary function of
inspection teams (The Factor, Sanitary Inspector and the Nurse Inspectresses `the Green
Ladies'), sent to monitor the working classes in their habitations, effected fear and loathing
by their midnight raids on `ticketed houses'. Through surveillance and relentless patrolling,
public health officials acted as `social hygienists' constantly supervising the moral and
physical `cleanliness' of the poor. Darner is unequivocal in his opinion that:
The discourseof Public Health was a well-worked out exerciseof hegemonicpower in
the classstruggle,or in Foucaultianterms, `a technologyof control,' or a 'mechanismof
subjection.' It was indeedall about surveillanceand control, but surveillanceand control
in the interestsof one classas againstanother.tos

Two aspectsof Foucault's conceptof `bio-power' illustrate how techniquesof power
were constructed around the medico-administrative necessity of government and were
concernedwith the exerciseand effect of relations of power on humans,asindividuals and as
aggregates.That is, how they could be managed,controlled and maintainedto enhancetheir
capabilitiesand capacitiesfor specificpurposes.This notion of bio-powerreflects an interest
in the accumulationof knowledgeof individuals and populationsthat hasa specificpurpose:
to maximise the health (moral and physical) of individuals and populations to ensuretheir
maximum efficiency and productivity, to minimise the negative consequencesfrom the
development of new industrial techniquesin the economy, and to limit the threat from
potentially revolutionary conditions through the surveillance,managementand control of
individual and communalactivities.
The first aspect,that of the `docile body', has alreadybeenalluded to. In spacessuch
as the prison, factory, hospital, workhouse and school, the individual movements,gestures
and actions of the body were studied and controlled to produce `better' efficient workers,
prisoners, students, patients, etc. Architecture was one disciplinary discourse in which
knowledge of spaceproduced spatial forms that servedto concretisepower relations. The
medical professions were directly involved in developing new forms of architecture.The
sanatorium, for example, was an institution by which the beneficial and health giving
properties of fresh air and sunlight could be maximised for those suffering from the
debilitating effects of respiratorydiseasessuchas TB. 10'Therewas almost inevitably a class
elementto the form, designand decorationof suchbuildings:
105S. Darner, "Patrolling the Poor. the Social Practice Council House Management in Glasgow, 1885-1939", Urban Studie V01-3äl1.
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The treatment of working-class patients in gorgeous palaces was not only wasteful, but
confusing to the patients, for they would come to regard their cure in some way
associated with the facilities and luxuries enjoyed in the institution, and return home
feeling that it was impossible to keep well. Thus the architecture should be `of the
simplest kind capable of being imitated in all essentials in the average home of the
industrial classes'. Education was important in treatment: `The patient treated in a
sanatorium under the natural methods there adopted is taught not only how to live most
healthily under his new conditions, but is also taught the whole routine of right living... '
The likely success of sanatorium treatment (for the working classes) was therefore
`inversely proportional to the magnificence of the buildings and surroundings'. 107

Official concernwas not only with the physical problemsassociatedwith urbanliving, such
as overcrowding, poor sanitation, dirt and diseasebut also with the moral impact on the
working classesof poor urban environments.Children were a prime target for moral and
physical training and one held up as a symbol for a future, more civilised city and society.1°
Teach them the benefits of open air and the consequence of bad habits. Teach them to
protect themselves from dirt. Hygiene in living, hygiene in the house. Air, light,
cleanliness - the human flower is of all the flowers the one that needs the sun the most.
Give your children health, that most precious of possessions! It is a social duty from the
point of view of national interest and general well-being. Prevention is better than cure.
Remember those words, `Too late, ' for then the science of medicine is powerless. Go
and teach the truth: The Fate of Each Man is in his own Hands'. 109

Social reformers,religious campaignersand public healthofficials united in their attemptsto
mould the characterof city children sufferingwhat were viewed asthe vitiating tendenciesof
urban life.
Independent of the physical evils to the working classes from the causes before adverted
to, Your Committee are desirous to express the strong opinion they entertain, that the
dirt, damp, and discomfort so frequently found in and about the habitations of the poorer
people in these great towns has a most pernicious effect on their moral feelings, induces
habits of recklessness and disregard of cleanliness, and all proper pride in personal
appearance, and thereby takes away a strong and useful stimulus to industry and
exertion. no

The principle of bodily discipline as a means of moral training is epitomisedby official
attitudes that came to prominence by the late 19th century of the benefits of structured
rational recreationand educationand the following:
107Kelynack,(ed.) "TuberculosisYearbook,1913-14",p. 227,in Bryder,1988, cit 52.
op. p.

108See L Maver, "The Quest for Purity in the Nineteenth Century Scottish City", Paedaacoeica
Historica. International Journaloftt+l Histcy
of Education. X3,1997,
pp. 802-3.
"Children becamepolemical devices in the crusadeto create a purer environment, becausethey could representsucha potentialmetaphor
for urban deprivation
While urbanisation and industrialisation drastically cut acrossthe integrity ofthis idealisedand intrinsically rural
...
society. Evangelical Presbyterianism was wholly positive in the conviction that it could be restored, and that the most unsavoury city
centres could be rendered wholesome and healthy. The quest for purity thus took on a deeper meaning,becauseitreprentedthe spiritual
as well as the physical cleansing process that was deemed so vital for reversing the vitiating tendencies of urban life".
109"National Association for the Prevention of TB (NAPT) Council Annual Report 1924", (pp 29-31)
cited in Bryder, 1988, op. cit. p. 147.
This instructive method of prevention and treatment was also attempted in Glasgow early in the 20a century."An importantnew departure
in 1903 was the opening of a country branch at Dtumchapel There were two large wards, eachwith 12 cots, and much importancewas
...
attached to 'giving the patients all the fresh air and sunshinepossible'. Patients could be taken from the lower roof into a large suruoom,
and from the upper ward on to the sunroom roof, which was surrounded by a parapet. But it was not entirely a life of leisure; soon it
occurred to the ladies' committee that a 'little regular work' would do the patients no harm, and arrangementwere madefor two teachers
to visit the branch twice a week." E. Robertson, The Yorkhill Story. Glasgow, Robert MacLehose, 1972, p. 66.
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In giving the child an erect and manly gait, a firm and regular step, precision and
rapidity in his movements, promptitude in obedience to commands, and particularly
neatness in his apparel and person, we are insensibly laying the foundation of moral
habits most intimately connected with the personal comfort and the happiness of the
future labourer's family. We are giving a practical moral lesson, perhaps more powerful
than the precepts which are inculcated by words. "'

The formation and operation of schools thus became a principle arena for the training,
disciplining and inculcation of appropriatebodily practicesfor the enhancementof children's
physical and moral health. 12 The emphasis in Glasgow was to combine the practical
instruction and education of institutionalised techniqueswith the proselytising efforts of
religious and charitable institutions with schemes that would improve the physical
environmentof the city. Thus, in schoolsthe emphasis
be thoroughly religious, in which the heartmay be addressedaswell asthe head
must
...
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street `out of harmsway', and from corrupting influence, but enabledfor severalhoursa-dayto breathea moral atmosphere.' 13

The secondaspectof bio-power concernsthe study, control and manipulation of the
`species body', that is, populations as aggregatesof individuals."' This intervention
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"Reportfrom the Poor LawCommission on the Training of Pauper Children", London, 1841, p, 217 cited by Driver, inJanesandPorter,
1994, op. cit p. 126.
12For
example, Driver shows how children were the focus of techniques and practices that led them to be isolated and removed from the
spacesand institutions that were identified as having negative effects.
"It was the disciplines themselves, the techniques for division rather than association and contagion. Children were a prime target for
training. They were to be rescued not only from the city streets, those crucibles of crime and pauperism, but also from other
'inappropriate' institutions, such as prisons and workhouses, where they could inevitably be in contact with adults and irredeemably
'immoral' elements. Registers of conduct, systemsof rewards, careful allocation of times and spaceswould accomplish all that forceful
confinement could, and more. The ultimate aim was self-control and self-regulation... " Driver, 1985, op. cit p. 434.
Indeed, what is emphasisedis the strict control and regulation of children's bodies in spaceto provide education and instruction only in
what were considered positively beneficial actions and behaviours.
"The children are not allowed to read any combinations of letters which are not real words, and are instructed in the meaning of wary
word.... Gymnastic apparatus has also been erected in the exercise ground, where the boys are daily trained in exercises calculated to
develop their physical strength and activity, to secure prompt obedience to the direction of the teacher, and to maintain personal
cleanliness and propriety ... The moral training pervades every hour of the day, from the period when the childrenare marchedfrom their
bedrooms to the wash-house in the morning, to that when they march back to their bedrooms at night. " J.P. Kay, 1839, `The Training of
Pauper Children" in the Fifth Annual Report of the Poor Law Commissioners for England and Wales British ParliamentaryPapers,1839.
Volume XX pp 91-99". cited in Driver, 1985, op. cit pp. 433-4.
113D. Stow, Infant Training: A Dialogue Explanatory of the System Adopted in the Model Infant School. Glasgow, 1833, p. 17. Thomas
Chalmers, a well-known and influential evangelical Christian social reformer in Glasgow, made the case for the need to redress the
unhealthy balance in the city:
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little more elevated in rank than themselves, a far more purifying and gracious operation can be made to descend upon them." T.
Chalmers, The Christian and Civic Economy ofLarse Towns. Glasgow, 1821, p. 27.
Another solution proposed was the combination of both moral and physical regulation and the beneficial aspectsof accessto freshair and
exercise in the provision of open-air schools: "... local authorities also organised open-air classes in their schools. Forty out of 221
schools in Glasgow, as well as portions of 2l others, had been constructed on 'open air principles', with classroomsdesigned with open
verandas and sliding-doors; it was reported in 1935 that all new schools were being constructed in this way. Glasgow also had two
'preventoria' for children'with the stigmata of tuberculosis'. "NAPT Handbook, 1935, in Bryder, 1988, op. cit. p. 95. SeealsoR. Lowe,
Proceedingsof the Conferenceof the Hlstorv of Educatiat
The Early Twentieth Century Open Air Movement: Ori 'ns and Implications.
Society of Great Britain. 1983.
110"When Foucault
mentions the problems ofpopulations, health and cities, it is clear that he is referring to ourmodem form ofpower, what
he calls 'bio-power'
of'bio-power' political intervention takes place at the level of the speciesasa naturalpopulationto
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be known and controlled. This manipulation is exercised through an ever-expanding complex of social institutions, and thereby in a
widening number of building types: hospitals, prisons, workplaces, schools, street plans, housing and so forth." G. Wright & P. Rabinow.
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labour and industrial society as a whole and thus influence the aims and direction of
governmentpolicy."' As Foucault states:
Urban spacehas its own dangers:disease,such as the epidemicsof cholera in Europe
from 1830to about 1880,and revolution, such as the seriesof urban revolts that shook
all of Europe during the sameperiod. Thesespatial problems, which were perhapsnot
new, took on a new importance... The major problems of space,from the nineteenth
century on, were indeed of a different type. Which is not to say that problems of an
architecturalnaturewere forgotten.16

19thcentury public health was primarily concernedwith administrativediscipline and
efficiency and as suchit was closelylinked with the growth of local andnational government
intervention in the surveillanceand managementof the healthof the populations,asopposed
to individuals. A medico-administrativeknowledge of national and local populations was
constructed through the observation and collection of information and statistics on the
population, on areas, households, etc. Dangerous classesand dangerouslocations were
identified asneedingsomeform of remedialaction. New techniquesandpracticesdeveloped
and were employedby the growth to ensurethat a fit and healthy working classwould be
sufficiently able to satisfy the requirementsof the nation's armed servicesas well as the
needsof the (industrial) economy.This entailed a number of interventionsby the local and
national state, and by charitableand voluntary organisations,that soughtto understand,in
order to regulateand control in the most efficient andbeneficialmanner,the population.This
aspectof the governmentof whole populationsis a complex task in which issuesof national
policy and power are interconnectedwith individual sexual, reproductive, physical and
moral, behaviours and attitudes. The role of Medical Officers of Health were especially
effective in promoting and achievinga numberofimportant changesin sanitaryorganisation,
diseaseprevention and treatment.Similarly, they played a vital role in the organisationand
provision of a whole host of servicesthat sought to improve the vitality and health of the
urban environmentand its populations. The practice and organisationof medicine and the
institutions that delivered it becameoriented around the goal of creating, managing and
maintaining a fit, healthy and efficient industrial population."'
Foucault's analysisof knowledge,power and spaceillustrateshow representationsof
spacewere developed,diffused and appliedby disciplinary discoursesand techniquesin the

"Spatialisation and Power", SSkyline.March, 1982, p. 14.
"s S. Sturdy
and C. Cooter, "Science, Scientific Management and the Transformation of Medicine in Britain, c. 1870-1950 ", isto 0
Science. 36 (part 4), 1998, in an explicitly, if unacknowledged Foucaultian analysis, examine how medicine, both as an institutional
organisation and as a profession, was transformed through the expansion of medical disciplines and the invention, dissemination and
increasing prominence of scientific procedures,techniques and skills. There was an increasing professionalism in the administration of
hospital services, which saw the managementof hospitals less philanthropically organised with the importation of new managersfrom
industry and finance to promote the efficient managementof hospital resources.
116Foucaults 1992,
op. cit. p. 17.
117Indeed, this
aim was explicitly made in 1921 in a report by the Industrial Fatigue Research Board commenting that "... the word
'efficiency' is not to be interpreted as equivalent merely to productive efficiency, but as the physiological quality that results from
favourable conditions of work. The word is in fact almost equivalent to'fitness'. ""Industrial Fatigue ResearchBoard,Annual Report,14
1921, p. 17", cited in Sturdy and Cooter, 1998, op. cit. p. 448.
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context of the origins and expansionof increasinglyurbanisedand industrialised societies.
Foucault is concerned to present the operation of power not merely as intrinsically
repressive,negative,prohibitive or universallydominating.Disciplinary techniquescould act
as a positive force in the creation,shapingor moulding of subjects.What is clear is that the
expressintention was not to exact punishment for its own sake,but to createa reflective
subject who would internalise the knowledge, norms and values of bourgeois society
promulgated through education and training to create more useful, orderly and civilised
productive individuals and populations.Knowledge of space,and commandover it, was a
primary and fundamental means by which it was analysed, designed and used for the
purposes of maximum functional efficiency to ensure the regulated movement and
accumulation of wealth, in the burgeoning urban and industrial economy of 19a' century
capitalist society.Thus, architectureand designwere employedin an attemptto instil a sense
of self-discipline,the internalisationof `normalisingvalues' in miscreantsand deviants(the
criminal, the undeservingpoor, the delinquentetc.) but alsoin the generalpopulation, and in
particular the working classes.The developmentof a medical discourse,as an inherently
spatial analysisfor the identification of the individual body and the body of populationsas
the object of study, illustrates both the power of disciplinary knowledge and its diffusion
throughout society. Social discipline becamea techniquefor the control of spaceand time in
all spheresof society through a network of inter-relateddisciplines.Thus, charities,reform
organisations,religious and temperancemovements,housing and health organisations,as
well as local and national government,were all implicated and active in this movementof
disciplinary diffusion.11 The disciplines and their discoursesinvaded and colonised the
private as well asthe public sphere.Attempts were madeto control, manageandpromote the
most effective, that is the most `beneficial', use of leisure and recreationtime and space,as
well as that of work, prison, school, etc. Rest, purposeful distraction and exercise,of the
mind and body, ensuresthat the worker and the family unit that maintainsand sustainsthe
reproduction of the next generation of labour, is fit, willing and able to resume their
economic duties and responsibilities. Foucault's account of disciplinary discoursesis an
analysis of the power inherent in representationsof space that substantiatesLefebvre's
secondelementof space.It also provides a meansfor investigatingthe discoursesinvolved
in the representationof the public parks as disciplinary, albeit humane,spaces,regulated,
ordered, designedand controlled for the purposesof the moral and physical training and
educationof the population outwith the institutions or the regulatedframework of work.
11s"Most
writers on civil society agree,however, that civil society has an institutional core constituted by voluntary associationsoutsidethe
sphere of the state and the economy.Such associationsrange from, for example, churches,cultural associations,sportsclubs,anddebating
societies to independent media, academics, groups of concerned citizens, grass-roots initiatives and organisations of gender, race and
sexuality, all the way to occupational associations,political parties and labour unions."Habermas, in Calhoun (a ), 1992,op. cit p. 453
and B. Flyvbjerg, "Habermas and Foucault: Thinkers for Civil Society", British Journal of Socioloev. 49 (2), 1998, p. 210.
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There are a number of discoursesthat representedthe parks that illuminates the
complexitiesinvolved in their construction,as well as in their subsequentmaintenanceand
regulation It is appropriate to understand these discoursesas not necessarilymutually
exclusive or without overlap. However, it is evident that there may be conflict and
contestationbetweendominantvaluesandmeanings,attachedto particular spacesandplaces
and the everyday uses and practices to which they are put. The public parks may be
consideredas `new' spaceswhere architecture and design were employed as a meansby
which disciplinary technologies sought to directly intervene in the social and material
infrastructure and environment of the city, of its population and of individuals. The
disciplinary discourses involved in the production, representationand use of the parks
emphasisedtheir role as leisure spacesdesigned,organisedand managedto ensurethe most
effective, rational use of `free' time for the benefit of a more orderly, healthy and civilised
society.Thesediscourseswill be addressedin chapter5 and include the following.
The first is that of the medical and has been alluded to in Foucault's proposition of a
dispersedsystemof spatialsciencesthat emergedin 18th centuryEuropeaspart of a general
system of knowledge basedon medical and administrative necessity.It provides a useful
insight into the creation of the 19thcentury parks as part of what he termed the `modem
disciplinary society'. The mental and physical health of the city's population was seenas a
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in the senseof parks as both landscapesthat manifest the hegemonicexerciseof power and
sites for conflict and contestation,as focal points for collective or individual appropriations
of space. The need to regulate and proscribe against such a possibility witnessed the
development of byelaws proscribing meetings, orations, lectures, services etc. unless
previous permissionhad beengranted.Thus there was an attemptto permit somegroupsand
uses of the parks for collective activity whilst others were banned.The possibility of the
parks being used as a focus for public disorder and indecency,for political assemblyand
activity, was viewed with alarm by the civic and police authorities.The parks actedas sites
for popular culture and political activity that had the potential for conflict with authority over
what was permissibleand what was not. A fifth discourseis that of gender.The public parks
as social spaces were perceived and represented as arenas where the potential for
inappropriate, deviant or immoral activities could occur. Fear of such activities was
considereda limiting factor to women's use and accessto the parks, making their presence
`out of place' at particular times. Women were also perceivedas having the potential for
`civilising' the male usersof the parks. Therefore, the need to provide specialfacilities for
women's comfort and enjoyment of the parks as well as specific sports deemed `more
suitable' for women were also considered as necessaryprovisions. The final discourse
concernsthe statusof the city as `Workshopof the World' and `SecondCity of Empire', and
it was advertisedthrough the use of the parks as sites for the international exhibitions and
eventsthat soughtto establishthe reputationof the city as a good placeto live, invest and do
business.
2.4: Everyday Practices And Mythic Spaces
For the most part, the precedingpresentationof Foucault's analysisof the power of
representationand its exercisethrough disciplinary discoursesthat were spatiallymanifested
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analysis of disciplinary discoursesas the power and practice of representationthrough an
inter-connectednetwork of public and private organisationsand bureaucraciesis reminiscent
of Weber's warning of the `unintendedconsequences'of competing rationalities. Whilst
Foucault warns againstthe use of Weber's conceptof rationalisationasthe underlying force
in modernity,"9 what is proposedis the potential and possibility of resistanceto dominating
discourses and disciplinary practices that exists in the interstices of meanings,actions,
places, and rationalisations. Foucault's analysis is not necessarilyentirely negative in its
operation of the totalising, all pervasive dominance of people and of space in modem
119"I think that the
word rationalisation is dangerous.What we should be doing is to analyse specific rationalities rather than ceaselessly
invoking the progressof rationalisation in general." Foucault cited by D. Janicaud, "Rationality, Force and Power ", in T. J. Mnstrm?,
Michel Foucault: Philonher, London, Harvester, Wheatsheaf, 1992 p. 285.
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society.He statesthat:
We must ceaseonce and for all to describethe effectsof power in negativeterms,power
produces; it producesreality; it producesdomains of objects and rituals of truth. The
individual and the knowledge that may be gained of him belong to this production.120

Lefebvre's third necessaryelementfor understandingthe production of spaceis that of
spacesof representationin which `new meaningsor possibilities for spatial practices' are
imagined and invented in the directly lived spaceof everydaylife. The imaginative use of
space in everyday life is where cultural and social relations are associatedwith ritual,
symbol, tradition, myth, desire,dreamsetc. That is, representationalspaceis:
Space as directly lived through its associations and images and symbols, and hence the
the imagination seeks to change and
space of `inhabitants' and `users'
space
which
...
appropriate. It overlays physical space, making symbolic use of its objects. Thus
representational spaces may be said, though again with certain exceptions, to tend
towards more or less coherent systems of non-verbal symbols and signs. 12'

Whilst these spacesof representationare also subject to the domination, rationalisation,
codification, measurement,intervention andusurpationasthe orderedandregulatedspaceof
hegemonicpower, neverthelessthey also havethe potential for challengingdominantspatial
perceptionsand representationsby the everydayactivities that occur within them. What will
follow will be an examination both of the potential subversionof dominated,disciplinary
spacesby everydayusesandpracticesaswell asthose spacesin which the ritual, mythic, and
symbolic status of specific spacesconfers a power to inhabit, appropriateand own them
through everydayactivities.
(a) Michel de Certeau and the Practice of Everyday Life
Michel de Certeau in The Practice of Everyday provides an antidote to the potential
oppressiveness and domination ofFoucault's disciplinary society. De Certeau illuminates the
potential that exists in the actions and practices of everyday life for subverting the dominant
discourses of the technocrats, bureaucrats and planners etc. of the urban domain. These
disciplinary discourses are applied and diffused throughout society by the surveillance,
control and regulation of activities, behaviours and space. He proposes that everyday
practices, uses and behaviour have the power to undermine and allow an escape from the
potential limits that are placed on individuals and groups by the `grid of disciplines' in the
modem, planned, designed and regulated city. As such, de Certeau defines everyday
practices as "... `ways of operating' or doing things, [that] no longer appear as merely the
obscure background of social activity", " but are "... tactics of consumption, the ingenious
way in which the weak make use of the strong, [and] thus lend a political dimension to
'ZO
Foucault,
1977,
194.
op.
cit.
p.
121H. Lefebvre,

The Production of Space.Oxford, Blackwell, 1991, p. 39.
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everydaypractices."121It is in `popular' culture, in the ordinary language,games,activities,
usesand practicesof the everydaylife of the massesthat de Certeaufinds the potential for
the subversionof dominant discoursesand representationsof the disciplined spacesof the
city's social world. As such,de Certeauarguesthat theseeverydaypracticesare:
More generally, a way of using imposed systems constitutes the resistance to the
historical law of a state of affairs and its dogmatic legitimations. A practice of the order
constructed by others redistributes its space; it creates at least a certain play in that order,
a space for manoeuvres of unequal forces and for utopian points of reference. That is
where the opacity of a `popular' culture could be said to manifest itself -a dark rock that
[i]nnumerable ways of playing and foiling the
resists all assimilation ... [in which]
...
other's game characterise the subtle, stubborn, resistant activity of groups, which, since
they lack their own space, have to get along in a network of already established forces
and representations. People have to make do with what they have. In these combatants'
stratagems, there is a certain art of placing one's blows, a pleasure in getting round the
rules of constraining space.124

Thus, for de Certeau, there exist conflicts and tensions between those that produce and
representspaceand the expressionand articulation of popular culture through the actions,
gestures,and languageof everydayusesand practicesof and in space.De Certeauidentifies
a distinction betweenwhat he terms `strategies'and `tactics'. Strategiesbelongto thosewith
power and are associatedwith spacethat is ordered, regulatedand manipulatedfor given
ends,whilst tactics are the meansby which the weak use space:
I call a strategy the calculation (or manipulation) of power relationships that become
possible as soon as a subject with will and power (a business, an army, a city, a scientific
institution) can be isolated
As in management, every `strategic' rationalisation seeks
...
first of all to distinguish its `own' place, that is, the place of its own power and will,
from an `environment'... By contrast with a strategy
tactic is a calculated action
a
...
determined by the absence of a proper locus
The space of a tactic is the space of the
...
other. Thus it must play on and with a terrain imposed on it and organised by the law of
determined by the
a foreign power ... ... In short, a tactic is an art of the weak
...
absence of power just as a strategy is organised by the postulation of power. 'u

What de Certeaupostulatesis that, despitethe diffusion of the `scatteredtechnologies' that
Foucaulthasidentified, there existsin everydayactsthe potential to re-appropriatespacesby
investing them with meaningsand valuesthat resistthe instrumentalapparatuses,
techniques
and mechanismsof disciplinary discourses.The production, organisation,and administration
of the city and its public spaces,suchas the parks, squaresand streets,were and are subject
to the exerciseof power. Despite the panoptic vision of the `Eye of Power', the world of
everydaysocial relations and actionsexist asfragments,of individual acts,that challengethe
ideologies that underpin planned space. Public spaces, for all their regulation and
organisation,are also the realm of the masseswho, through their actions,their movements,
the associations and the stories they tell, create meanings and values that resist the
122M. de Certeau,The Practice EverydayLife. London,TheUniversity CaliforniaPress,1994, xi..
p.
of
of
123ibid.
p. xviii.
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environmental determinism of rationalised space. What is planned for space is not
necessarilyhow spacecomes to be used: the weak and the less powerful also have their
momentsin spacewhen it is colonisedand appropriatedthrough the everydayactivities and
practices.This aspectof de Certeau'sanalysisof the everydaywill be used in Chapter7 in
relation to popular practicesin the public parks.
Foucault's analysisof the exerciseof power presentsspaceas colonisedand usurped
by the application of the knowledge, techniquesand discoursesof the disciplines. Space
becomesa tool, delimited, categorisedand under surveillance,a meansin and through which
individuals and groups are inculcated,educatedand trained in the values,norms and beliefs
is
dominant
hegemonic
ideology.
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concretised. It is in the city as planned space, rationally organised, administered, and
representedthat a universally anonymoussubject,is `constructed',and whosemanipulation
and control is the functional goal of its scheme.As de Certeauputs it: "`The city', like a
basis
the
thus
of a
space
on
provides a way of conceiving and constructing
proper name,
finite number of stable, isolatable, and interconnected properties... Administration is
combined with a process of elimination in this place organised by `speculative' and
classificatory operations."" The rationalised `concept-city' of plannersand administrators
thus privileges discoursesof functionality, utility and organisation,but, for de Certeau,
beneaththis ideological operationalismthere exist the tactical rusesand combinationsof the
everydaylife and practicesof the masses:
The city becomes the dominant theme in political legends, but is no longer a field of
programmed and regulated operations. Beneath the discourses that ideologise the city,
the ruses and combinations of powers that have no readable identity proliferate; without
points where one can take hold of them, without rational transparency, they are
impossible to administer
try another path: one can analyse the microbe-like,
one
can
...
singular and plural practices which an urbanistic system was supposed to administer or
suppress, but which have outlived its decay; one can follow the swarming activity of
these procedures that have reinforced themselves in a proliferating illegitimacy,
developed and insinuated themselves into the networks of surveillance, and combined in
accord with unreadable but stable tactics to the point of constituting everyday
frantic
by
the
that
are merely concealed
regulations and surreptitious creativities
mechanisms and discourses of the observational organisation. 'Z'

The discourses of the planned, designed and ordered city are essentially visual
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representations:maps,
ordinary, everydaypractices.De Certeauconsiderswalking in the city as a spatialtactic that
is a significant everydayact for understandinghow the use of the public spacesof the city
may undermineor conflict with the intentions of design.Routescanbe traced,measuredand
analysedto plot movements,trajectories and circulations, identifying the most heavily or
'25 Ibid.
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under-used routes, short cuts, logjams, etc. However, this spatial syntax says little or
nothing of the different meaningsthat are associatedwith the mere act of walking. For de
Certeau:
form one of these `real systems whose existence in fact make
pedestrian
movements
...
up the city'. They are not localised; it is rather that they spatialise ... The operation of
walking, wandering or `window shopping', that is, the activity of passers-by, is
These
transformed into points that draw a totalising and reversible line on the map
...
fixations constitute procedures for forgetting. The trace left behind is substituted for the
practice. 128

Therefore `pedestrianmovements', by the very fact of not being localised, bound to a
specific place, give meaningto the city, by spatialisingthe relations within it, by the links
that people make traversing routes and fashioning pathwaysmaking connectionsthat are
imbued with significance in the everyday life and biography of the individual. It is by
walking in the city, by actualisingand implying relations betweendifferent points, that the
geographyof the city's landscapeis appropriatedby an ordinary act:
Walking affirms, suspects,tries out, transgresses,respects, etc. the trajectories it
`speaks'... To walk is to lack a place. It is the indefinite processof being absentand in
searchof a proper. The moving aboutthat the city multiplies and concentratesmakesthe
city itself an immensesocial experienceof lacking a place - an experiencethat is, to be
sure,broken up into countlesstiny deportations(displacementsand walks), compensated
for by the relationshipsand intersectionsof theseexodusesthat intertwine and createan
urban fabric, and placed under the sign of what ought to be, ultimately, the place but is
only a name,the City.'

The significance of de Certeau's argumentis that it empowersan everyday activity
such as walking with the potential to challengethe rationalising and disciplinary discourses
involved in the production and representationof space.Thus, if walking can subvert the
dominating ideologies of planners,landscapedesigners,municipal administrators,etc. by
creating alternative meanings and understandings,both of the city as a whole and of
particular spacesand placeswithin it, then other everydayactions and practicesmay have
similar effects.The small acts of disobedienceand denial of authority that occur in everyday
for
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regulated
spaces
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make
such
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spaces
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usage
and appropriation that challengeacceptedrepresentationsof space.As de Certeauputs it:
"One thus hasthe very relationshipbetweenspatialpracticesand the constructedorder. The
surface of this order is everywherepunchedand torn open by ellipses,drifts and leaks of

'27 Ibid.
pp. 95,96.
128Ibid, 97. Indeed, de Certeau
p.
privileges walking as an action that gives meaning to the structured whole of the city. 'The act of walking
is to the urban system what the speech act is to language or to the statements uttered. At the most elementary level, it has a triple
`enunciative' function: it is a process of appropriation of the topographical system on the patt of the pedestrian (just as the speaker
appropriates and takes on the language): it is a spatial acting-out of the place (just as the speechact is an acousticacting-outof languagek
and it implies relations among differentiated positions, that is among pragmatic 'contracts' in the form of movements (just as verbal
enunciation is an 'allocution', `posits another opposite' the speaker and puts contracts between interlocutors into action). It thus seems
possible to give preliminary definition of walking as a space of enunciation. " Ibid. pp. 97-8.
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meaning: it is a sieve order."10 It is this puncturing of privileged discourses by the
construction of alternative meaningsthrough everyday practices that makes possible the
establishmentof a distinction between spaceand place. This offers the possibility for an
analysisof both the practicesthat transform places into spacesand, once transformed,the
distinguishing featuresand characteristicsof such spaces.For de Certeau:
A place (lieu) is the order (of whatever kind) in accord with which elements are
distributed in relationships of coexistence. It thus excludes the possibility of two things
being in the same location (place). The law of the `proper' rules in the place: the
elements taken into consideration are beside one another, each situated in its own
`proper' and distinct location, a location it defines. A place is thus an instantaneous
configuration of positions. It implies an indication of stability. A space exists when one
takes into consideration vectors of direction, velocities, and time variables. Thus, space
is composed of intersections of mobile elements. It is in a sense actuated by the
ensemble of movements deployed within it. Space occurs as the effect produced by the
operations that orient it, situate it, temporalise it, and make it function in a polyvalent
In short, space is a practised
unity of conflictual programs or contractual proximities
...
place. Thus the street geometrically defined by urban planning is transformed into a
space by walkers. "'

It is then though the action and movement of figures that places become more than
abstracted,qualified, delimited spaces.It is this movement,circulation and use of everyday
space that allows the potential for its reappropriation from disciplinary discoursesand
planned practices.Thus de Certeaureminds us of the Lefebvre's insistenceof the need to
consider the production of spacein its entirety as a balancebetweenforms of socio-spatial
configurations,functional representationsand everydayusesand practices,suchaswalking.
(b) Benjamin And The `Dreaming Collectivity'

It is impossibleto consider walking in the city as an everydayactivity, investedwith
meaningand resonance,without referring to thefldneur as perhapsthe most celebratedand
most studied of urban pedestrians.The flaneur, the self-conscioussecret spectator, the
`undiscoverable,hidden man' of the crowd, as opposed to merely being in the crowd,
perambulatesthe streets,the spacesand places of the city in searchof new sensationsand
experiences.To ventureforth with no destinationand no deadline,but to wander,immersed
in the spectacleof everydaymetropolitanlife, challengesthe plannedand orderly circulation
of the street.To promenadewithout purposeis the highestambition of the flaneur. Walking
in the city is its own reward. Walter Benjamin's contribution to the analysis of the
ambiguous figure of the flaneur as the sometime dandy and bohemian "urban stroller,
observer, even idler"12 is set within an analysis of the mundaneexperiencesof the urban
population, that is, the everyday life of the city. As Benjamin observes:"an intoxication
comesover thosewho wanderthrough the streetsfor a long time without any particular goal.
130Ibid. p. 107.
131Ibid. 117.
p.
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The activity of walking itself grows in power with each step taken.""' The streetsand the
movementsand activities that occur there take on a new meaningand perspectivethrough
the creativeeye of the flaneur. They becomerepresentativeof the masses'private as well as
public sphere.As Benjamin writes:
Streets are the dwelling place of the collective. The collective is an eternally unquiet,
eternally agitated being that - in the space between the building fronts - experiences,
learns, understands, and invents as much as individuals do within the privacy of their
own four walls. For this collective, glossy enamelled shop signs are wall decoration as
good as, if not better than, an oil painting in the drawing room of a bourgeois; walls with
their `Post No Bills' are its writing desk. Newspaper stands its libraries, mailboxes its
bronze busts, benches its bedroom furniture, and the cafe terrace is the balcony from
which it looks down on its household. The section of railing where road workers hang
their jackets is the vestibule, and the gateway which leads from the row of courtyards
into the open is the long corridor that daunts the bourgeois, being for the courtyards the
entry to the chambers of the city. Among these latter, the arcade was the drawing room.
More than anywhere else, the street reveals itself in the arcade as the famished and
familiar interior of the masses."

It is in the spacesand structuresof the modern metropolis that Benjamin sought to
investigate, the `invisible threads' of social reality as `diverse momentary' images or
`snapshots'of the `fleeting,the fragmentaryandthe transitory' experienceof modernity. The
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Benjamin saw evidencefor the continuanceof myth, surroundingand envelopingthe social
relations of the city of modernity with illusions. For Benjamin "all collective architectureof
132D. Frisby,"The Flaneurin SocialTheory",in K. Tester,(ed.) The Flaneur.London,Routledge,1994,p.86.
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the 19a' century provides the home of the dreaming collectivity"137in as much as "... the
buildings, spaces,monumentsand objects that composethe urban environmentare both a
responseto, and reflexively structure, patterns of human social activity. Architecture and
Most significantly, this mythological
action shape each other; they interpenetrate.11138
landscape was expressed through the architecture of the `dream-houses' of the
phantasmogoriccity. Whilst Benjamin focused,most famously on the ParisianArcades as
being at the centreof the `dreamworld' of the 19thcenturymetropolitan experience,he also
identified other sitesof the dreamingcollectivity. As Frisby argues:
in the Arcades Project, it is not individual dreams that Benjamin seeks to excavate
...
but those of the dreaming collectivity. They are often to be found in the architectural
configurations that retain the traces of mythology. These are the "dream houses of the
collectivity: arcades, winter gardens, panoramas, factories, waxworks, railway stations",
and the like. Such remains, such monuments are all located within one of the central
labyrinths of modernity - the city. The city is the crucial showplace of modernity and is
[in which Benjamin]... sought to read the
crucial to Benjamin's Arcades Project
...
hieroglyphics of the spatial and social configurations of the city's landscape in order to
discover its past. 139

It is in such constructionsthat Benjamin postulatesthe population of the city experiencing
the full effects of the phantasmagoriaof the metropolis. These`dream-houses'represented
the "primal, even auratic, threshold to the dream world of the 19th century [whose]
...
...
entrance was a threshold to the waking dream".'°° The key, according to Frisby, to
understandingthe central experiencesof modernity of this 19`hcenturydreamworld were to
be found in the "... commodity form which envelopedthe environmentin its spell [and]
...
transformsevery product of labour into a socialhieroglyphic".'4' If suchplacescontained
...
the key to decipheringthe `hieroglyphics' of the experienceof the phantasmogoricdream
world of the 19thcentury,it is possibleto seekother `lessobvious' placesand constructions
with similar mythic characteristics.The urban public parks originated as products of 19th
century urban experience in which myth and ideology were interspersed in their
construction. The topography of the public parks representedan ideological landscapein
which it is possibleto `readthe hieroglyphics' of their social and spatialconfiguration. They
were public spacesin which the crowd had accesslike the streets,arcades,railway stations
etc. However, the threshold of these `dream-houses'signalled the entering of a domain
where the tempo and speedof circulation of the city was temporarily relaxed. They were
produced and representedas public spacesfor rest, relaxation and recuperationfrom the
consequencesof urbanmodernity, offering the opportunity to re-enter,re-experienceandre137Benjamin, 1999,
op. cit. p. 1007.
138Benjamin, "Gesammelte Schriften, V",
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createa mythic relationship,with nature,albeit a naturemoulded,formed and shapedto suit
particular ends, functions and ideals. They may thus be understoodas `dream-houses'of
play, rather than the primary focus being the celebrationand display of the commodity. The
opportunitiesfor the transgressionof authority manifest in this orderedspaceoccur through
the everydaygames,activities, actionsand practicesof the massesat play. As Gilloch states:
Playfulnesscontainswithin it utopian impulses,eschewingthe division betweensubject
and object and creating reciprocal and non-hierarchicalrelationshipswith the world of
things. Play is spontaneousand creative, a counterpoint to the tedium and exploitation
inherent in instrumentallabour. It is the domain of freedom from compulsion. ""

The parks are landscapesthat are both material and cultural product. Although the
product of humanlabour, a direct intervention in the urban environment,they resonatewith
symbols and meaningsrepresentedin their form and in the social activities and interactions
that occur in them. Such symbols and meaningsare a result of a reciprocalreinforcementin
which their statusand value is reflected in the everydaysocial uses,practicesand activities
that becomeprioritised there, and also from their mythical statusas `natural' spacesin the
manufacturedenvironmentof the city. The parks as `mythic' spacesimbued with meaning,
symbol and significance suggeststhe potential for conflict and contestationover their role
and value by everyday use and practice. A considerationof how the physical and spatial
characteristic of the parks as public spacesand their subsequentappropriation through
popular and everyday usageimpinges on the intentions of hegemonic,disciplinary design
therefore needs to be addressed.The conception of the public parks as examples of
Benjamin's `dream housesof the collective' postulatesthem as different, `other' spaces.
They thus becomerepresentedasdifferent, as `other', as specialfrom the surroundingspatial
forms and organisationof the city.
(c) Foucault and `Heterotopias'
Foucault's analysisof the spaceof the modem era emphasisesthose spacesthat are
produced, designed,constructed,controlled and regulatedby disciplinary technologieswith
specific functional aims whose general goal has been the creation of docile bodies, as
individuals and as agglomerationsof people, as populations. In contrast, his concept of
heterotopiasprovides an analysis of how mythic forms of spaceexist, have meaning and
value, and are special despite the prevalenceof disciplinary knowledge of and command
over space. It provides an analysis that complements Benjamin's identification of the
persistenceof myth in modernity. Modem understandingsand discourseson spacecannot
totally dispensewith forms of spacethat have a ritualistic and sacredcharacter.As Foucault
declares:
142Gilloch, 1996,
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Our epoch is one in which space takes for us the form of relations among sites [but]
...
...
despite all the techniques for appropriating space, despite the whole network of
knowledge that enables us to delimit or to formalise it, contemporary space is perhaps
not entirely desanctified ... our life is still governed by a certain number of oppositions
that remain inviolable, that our institutions and practices have not yet dared to break
down. These are oppositions that we regard as simple givens: for example between
private space and public space, between family space and social space, between cultural
space and useful space, between the space of leisure and that of work. All these are
nurtured by the hidden hand of the sacred... we do not live in a homogenous and empty
space, but on the contrary in a space thoroughly imbued with qualities and perhaps
The space in which we live, which draws us out of
thoroughly fantasmatic as well
...
ourselves, in which the erosion of our lives, our time and our history occurs, the space
that claws and gnaws at us, is also, in itself, a heterogeneous space. In other words, we
do not live in a kind of void, inside of which we could place individuals and things. We
do not live inside a void that could be coloured with diverse shades of light, we live
inside a set of relations that delineates sites which are irreducible to one another and
absolutely not superimposable on one another. 143

Foucault's categorisation of heterotopias provides a useful analytical tool for
understandingthe role, function and experienceof parks as produced social spaceswhose
is
character special,and different, that is `other' from the `normal', manufacturedspacesof
the city. This `otherness'implies a separation,but not one that is completeor total, from the
rest of the urban environment.They have a privileged statusin which time and actions are
perceived as occurring at a slower rhythm and tempo. Those who use as well as those who
describes
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statusand experience.
heterotopiasas real spaces,in contrastto utopias that are fundamentallyunreal places,sites
of the imagination with no real place. He describes the prevalence of heterotopias as
probably universal social phenomena:
There are also, probably in every culture, in every civilisation, real places- places that
do exist and that are formed in the very founding of society- which are somethinglike
counter sites, a kind of effectively enactedutopia, in which the real sites, all the other
sitesthat can be found within the culture, are simultaneouslyrepresented,contested,and
inverted. Placesof this kind are outside of all places,even though it may be possibleto
indicate their location in reality. Becausetheseplaces are absolutelydifferent from all
the sites that they reflect and speak about, I shall call them, by way of contrast to
utopias, heterotopias... there is probably not a single culture in the world that fails to
constitute heterotopias.That is a constantof every human group. But the heterotopias
obviously take quite varied forms, and perhapsno one absolutelyhumanform would be
found
They are a sort of simultaneouslymythic and real contestationof the spacein
...
which we live. '«

Heterotopias,then, exist in a variety of forms but must be permanent,real and commonplace
first,
The
heterotopias.
Foucault
two
types
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within any culture or society.
presents
`heterotopiasof deviation', may be generallyconsideredasplaceswherepower is exercised
to control or mould the behaviourof thosedeemeddeviantin relation to the requiredmeanor
norm. These norms are inscribed on the topography of cities and filled with meaningful
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emblems of the state and society's dominant ideologies through the use of architecture,
landscapedesign and planning. Cosgrove makes clear that all landscapesare the social
products of collective human interventions that transform nature. These transformations
occur in historically specific epochsin which a symbiotic relationship exists betweenthe
creation of symbolsand meaningand the material production of goods:
Within the apparentlyseamlesshabit of any social formation the economyconceivedas
the production of material goods, and culture conceivedas the production of symbols
and meaning, coexist and continuouslyreproducesocial relationsthrough the action of
living human beings. Economy and culture, structural necessitiesand human actions,
interpenetrateand relate dialectically, eachstructuring the other as it is structuredby the
other. Thus each must be given equal weight in social and historical explanation ...
Culture as ideology must be broadenedto incorporateculture as an active force in the
reproductionand changeof social relations. 145

Landscapesthus enshrineand manifestpower relationsthrough planningand designand are
used to shapethe relationship betweenthe individual and the state and the individual and
nature.Landscapeis an essentialarenawhereabstractnotions of ideology becomephysically
inscribed. The secondgeneraltype of heterotopiais that of `crisis heterotopias'.Theseare
privileged, sacredor forbidden placesreservedfor individuals who are,in relation to society
and to the human environment in which they live, in a state of crisis. They include places
such as seclusionhuts for menstruation,ritual ceremonialsites, honeymoonsuites,etc. in
which the individual or group is isolated, that is physically removed from society, for a
period of time, whilst they undergo sometransitional phasebefore re-enteringsociety.They
may be termed `recuperativespaces'in which some form of treatment,whether ritualistic,
physical or psychological is effected within the site. They are thus mythic spaces,full of
symbolic value and meaningthat embody and manifest social relations directly through the
activities that occur within them. This description is reminiscent of the concept of
`liminality' developed by Van Gennep in his analysis of the activities associatedwith
ceremoniesthat accompanyindividuals' `life crises', in what he termed rites de passage.
Van Gennepdefinestheserites of passageas thosethat mark a transition or changeof state,
social position or age.He identifies three distinct phases:separation,margin (or limen, from
the Latin meaning`threshold'), and reaggregation.Separationcomprisesthe detachmentof
the individual or group from an earlier point in the social structure,from a set of cultural
conditions (a `state'), or from both. The `liminal' period is when the characteristicsof the
ritual subject (the `passenger')are ambiguous.They are in a cultural or social realm that is
distinct from the past or coming one. The initiation phaseis the suspendedstatus/realityin
which the supplicantexistsin a limbo betweenstagesin their lives. Only by ritual (initiation)
can they take on their full role in society and become part of it again. Turner describes
145 D. Cosgrove,SocialFomation
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peoplein this transitional phaseas allowed to
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positions in cultural space. Liminal entities are neither here nor there: they are betwixt
and between the positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention, and
ceremonial. As such, their ambiguous and indeterminate attributes are expressed by a
rich variety of symbols in the many societies that ritualise social and cultural transitions.
146

The third phase,reaggregationor reincorporation, is when the passageback to `normal'
society is achieved by the completion of ritual practices in space and time. Whilst the
expansionof industrial and urban society hasled to increasedsecularisationand the decline
of religious ceremonyassociatedwith rites of passage,the needfor someform of expression
of transition, and regenerationis still necessary.In a passagereminiscent of Foucault's
introduction to heterotopiasVan Gennepposits that the only valid distinction left in modern
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distinction betweenprofane, everyday activities and sites and those that are related to the
sacred:
Each larger society contains within it several distinctly separate social groupings. As we
move from higher to lower levels of civilisation, the difference among these groups
becomes accentuated and the autonomy increases. In contrast, the only clearly marked
social division remaining in modem society is that which distinguish between the
secular and religious worlds - between the profane and the sacred.1"

Van Gennep'santhropologicalinvestigationsconcentrateon the `what', the `how' and
the `why' of specificrituals that mark the rites of passagefrom one level of existence,status,
order etc to another.However, it is also important to considerwhere theseactivities occur.
Sacred or significant sites are bounded and accessedonly by specific gatewaysand ritual
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phantasmagoricmythic spacesof urban modernity.
categorisation of heterotopias is that they always presupposea system of opening and
closing. They are neither fully open nor permanentlyclosed, neither freely accessible,nor
inaccessible.They are enclosedor boundedso that accessis restrictedthrough approvedand
sanctionedentrancesat specifiedtimes. Van Gennepconsidersthe magico-religiousnature,
as well as the economic, political and legal formalities and proscriptions that exist on
enteringprovinces,regions,areas,rooms, buildings, etc. Theseboundarieshavebeenmarked
using, obelisks,walls, statues,and the like. He also considersthe door as
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boundary between the foreign and domestic worlds in the caseof an ordinary
the
...
dwelling, between the profane and sacredworlds in the caseof a temple. Therefore to
crossthe threshold is to unite oneself with a new world ... In order to understandrites
pertaining to the thresholds,one should always rememberthat the threshold is only a
part of the door and that most of theserites should be understoodas direct and physical
1'
rites of entrance,of waiting, and of departure- that is as rites of passage.

Simmel also emphasisesthe magico-religious meaning, use and significance of the
door for social relations in human cultures and societies that parallels van Gennep's
insistenceon the importanceof the thresholdfor the boundednessof sacred,liminal spaces:
By virtue of the fact that the door forms, as it were, a linkage between the space of
human beings and everything that remains outside it, it transcends the separation
between the inner and the outer. Precisely because it can be opened, its closure provides
the feeling of a stronger isolation against everything outside this space than the mere
unstructured wall. The latter is mute, but the door speaks. It is absolutely essential for
humanity that it set itself a boundary, but with freedom, that is, in such a way that it can
When the masonry
also remove this boundary again, that it can place itself outside it
...
openings in Gothic or Romanesque cathedrals gradually taper down to the actual door
and one reaches it between rows of semi-columns and figures that approach each other
more and more closely, then the significance of these doors is obviously meant to be that
of a leading into but not a leading out of somewhere - the latter existing rather as an
unfortunately unavoidable accidental property. This structure leads the person entering
with certainty and with a gentle, natural compulsion on the right way. 149

One is confrontedwith a portal in which to be allowed entry, andthe individual is compelled
to assumea demeanour,make placatory gestures,submit to rites and purifications, to be
permitted ingress. One is usheredover the threshold into another spacein which different
rules apply. This assumesthe imposition and acceptanceof both the significance of the
special statusof the place one is entering and also of the rules, rituals and regulationsthat
pertain to it as sacred,other space.The barrier of the boundaryand the controlled accessto
the sacredmythic spaceof the heterotopiais applicableto a considerationof public parks as
heterotopic spaces.Parks have a system of opening and closing that makes them both
isolated and penetrable.The boundary excludes/isolatesthe park and the park user from the
urban environment.Indeed,the Indo-Europeanroot for garden,gher, refersto a specialised,
enclosedspaceand a park is, in part, a public garden.Accessis not denied,merely restricted,
and funnelled through appropriategatesthat have a symbolic and security function. They
allow for the scrutiny of those entering and leaving, whilst also creating an aura that
inculcatesthe user with the senseof entering a specialplace where appropriatebehaviour,
rules and regulationsapply. Theserules and regulationsmay be said to be secularsubstitutes
that seekto permit, as well as to prescribeand restrict the body and its behaviour,in similar
fashion to what Van Gennep describes as effected in those `sacred' spacesof rites of
passage.
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For Foucault, heterotopiasas extraordinary, other places must have an identifiable
function. As disciplinary spaces,they serve as containers for permissible actions, what
Lefebvre called "the social order function of spatial practice."'" Thus a relationship exists
betweenthe formal elements(the produced designof space),the meaningful content (what
the space contains) and the planned function (what the space permits). This mirrors
somewhat Lefebvre's triad of necessaryelementsin the production of social space:the
perceived(the producedspatialstructureand organisation),the conceived(representationsof
space)and the lived (representationalspace).
In somesense,park spacesmay serveasan allegory of the ritual process,andthus may
be consideredas examplesof thesemythical, marginal, transitional or liminal spaces,in the
city, deified by codification, worthiness,and usefulness.One leaves,is isolated,from urban
society through entering the gatesof the park where `reality' is suspendedin the `special'
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enforce discipline). One is `re-created'and refreshedby accessto the rarefied and purified
air of contact with the beneficial aspects of nature before re-entering urban society.
Recuperation and regeneration through the purificatory function of `Nature' in the recreation of the individual fit, able and willing to return, to `reaggregate',into the everyday
life, tempo and responsibility of the `normal' ordered,circulatory, regulatedtime and space
in
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`special', quasi-sacredspaceof the public parks are fundamentalaspectsof their production,
design and management.Thus, a functional prerequisiteof public parks as produced social
spaces and their conception as heterotopias is their historical and social contingency.
However, as a society unfolds, historically existing heterotopiascan function in different
ways. Thus, through time, a society can change an existing heterotopic function to an
entirely different one.
In relation to parks as designedlandscapesthat model social relationshipsin society,
their leisure and recreative function may be maintained within a disciplinary ethos but
changing fashions and habits, as well as social norms and values, emphasiseand prioritise
somepracticesover othersthrough time. As an effective didactic fantasy,the parks serveas
both meticulously ordered representationsof naturethat inform and instruct us in knowing
our place in society, the state or the universe. Heterotopiascannot be reducedto a single
meaning. They are polyvalent, multivocal symbolic artefactsthat mean different things to
different people,at different times in that there is a capacityfor thejuxtaposition, in a single
himself
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uses the contradictory site of the garden as an example of a social and cultural product
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investedwith symboliccontentandsacredmeaning:
The traditional site of the garden of the Persians was a sacred space that was supposed to
bring together inside its rectangle four parts representing the four parts of the world,
with a space still more sacred than the others that were like an umbilicus, the navel of
The garden has been a sort of happy, universalising heterotopia
the world at its centre
...
since the beginnings of antiquity. "'

Similarly, ornamentalgardensaccumulate,represent,display and arrangein the sameplace
collections of plants from all areas of the world that could not exist without designed
intervention. They are, as symbolic, aesthetic and botanical constructions, imbued with
meaningsthat representvarious intellectual, spiritual, political and social traditions that can
be linked to slicesof time as well as of space.That is, heterotopiasare heterochronicsitesin
that the meaning of a place is an aggregate, an accumulation of past meanings in
combination with contemporary associations. As Foucault puts it: "From a general
standpoint, in a society like ours heterotopias and heterochronies are structured and
distributed in a relatively complex fashion". "I They constitutea breakwith the continuity of
time in that as spaces,they can accumulatetime in a general archive in which epochsor
forms are collected and displayed, for example, in libraries, art galleries, and museums.
Parks and Botanical Gardensmay also be said to have this heterochroniccapacitythrough
their collection and display of specimens,which representthe form, taste,fashion,etc.that is
particular to a specific time. A prime example would be a rose garden that displays the
myriad of changing variations on a theme, which recreatesthe `ideal' of the rose through
time. By contrast, a heterotopia may also be a site of the most fleeting and transitory
experienceof time. For example,the fair, carnival or Exhibition is associatedwith a specific
place but is limited in duration. Its scope, however, encompassesand compressesa
concentratedexperienceof time in space.The final characteristicfeatureof heterotopiasis
that they have a function and relationship to all of the remaining places in society. They
inform and illuminate them, either by being an illusion that exposesother real spaces/sites
of
human activity as also illusions or as a spacethat is ordered,meticulous,perfect and thus
exposes the messy, ill-made jumble of other spaces.That is, they may be viewed as
compensatoryin that the heterotopiais "... anotherreal space,asperfect, meticulous,aswell
arrangedas ours is messy,ill constructed,andjumbled." 151
Space,like time, involves the considerationof the production and representationof
social, cultural and symbolic meanings.Foucault's criteria for heterotopiasprovides a useful
conceptualtool for understandinghow the spatialisationof planning and designasdominant,
hegemonic discoursesand techniques,incorporates meaningsand uses which give some
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spacesa mythic, sacred,specialstatus.By incorporating conceptssuch asthat of liminality,
it is possibleto view Foucault's categorisationof heterotopiasas providing a useful analysis
for investigating the form, function, role and experienceof parks as `specialplaces'." A
differentiated form of Benjamin's `dream-houses'of urban modernity presentsthe public
parks, as extraordinaryplaces,intrinsic to but somewhatisolated from the rest of the urban
environment. They resonatewith polyvalent symbolic significancethat is, in part, derived
from their ancient associationwith gardens as sacred enclosures.However, they are the
product of a particular epoch and societal experiencein which their role and function as
specific social spacesimplicates them in the discoursesand techniquesof disciplinary
society. The parks provide an opportunity to define spaceand createsymbolic landscapesas
interpretations of nature that express ideological and utopian ideals whilst also serving
disciplinary functions. Commenting on the historical applicability of Foucault's conceptof
heterotopias,Teyssotarguesthat:
Briefly and in the most schematic fashion; the re-planning of the city and the
developmentof urban servicesin the 10 centuryfollowed a coursethat can scarcelybe
taken for granted by present-dayresearch
These `practices' went to make up a
...
'democratic strategy,laid down the techniquesof realisation and establishedthe `rules
of the game', by which modem spaceshave beenstructured."'

Parks were representedin discoursesand practicesof power, as having physical and moral
benefits to the city and its population and were an attempt to provide a forum in which to
instil `civilised' valuesto leisure time and recreations.However, they were also new public
spaceswhere social and political conflicts could becomemanifest whetherin collective and
organised demonstrationsor in the obvious social and economic divisions that were ever
more obvious in the mixing of the classesduring leisure time. Everyday activities, of both
individuals and group, can conflict and contest the values, norms and meaningsof lived
spaceprecisely becausethey are arenasof creative social and cultural interaction. What is
deemedas appropriateactivities within particular produced spaces,what thesespacesmean
to different people and groups at different times and how some come to representideals of
culture and of society, is the result of processesof contestation,conflict and transgression.
Everyday activities such as walking have the potential, as de Certeauargues,to undermine
the authority of orderedand disciplined space.This dynamicrelationshipbetweenspaceas a
cultural and material product, between popular meanings and values and elite
representations,and betweeneveryday practices and intended uses,reinforces Lefebvre's
15° Rotenberg's
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applicationof Foucault'sconceptof heterotopias
parallelwith myownunderstanding.
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assertion of the need to consider the lived, imaginative use of space as a fundamental
elementfor knowledge of the role of spacein modem capitalist society.
The distinction betweenwhat people actually do in the parks and their design and
representationreflects the conflict betweencultural and political elites, with their dominant
ideological and hegemonic influence over the use of public spaces versus vernacular
traditions and the popular cultures of the city's population. The permissionand restriction
given to certain political, leisure and recreationalpracticesand social groups over others,
made the public parks a potentially contestedarenawherenormalising valueswere pursued
through the disciplining, ordering and regulation of spaceagainstthe exuberanceof many
popularpracticesand pursuits.As such,the parks cameto representan everydayarenawhere
the production of spaceinvolves relations ofpower, materially inscribedon the landscape.A
dynamic process in which conceptions, perceptions and experiencesmay conflict with
differing values,meaningsand uses.The form, structureand function of public parks were
intimately related,not necessarilywith production per se, as in `work' or `labour', but with
the reproduction of the relations of production through the regeneration,that is the recreation, of the labour force by the healthy use of leisure time. As Lefebvre writes, "[t]he
stressof `modem life' makes amusements,distractions and relaxation a necessity..."'- A
point that is echoedby David Harvey when he statesthat "[t]he social spacesof distraction
and display becomeas vital to urban culture asthe spacesof working and living. ""' Parksas
spacesof leisure, pleasureand relaxation offer the potential for a respite from the stresses
and strains of everyday city life, that is, from the myriad pressuresof over-crowding,
pollution and the functional perquisitesof work-time. The need is for placesin which the
humanbeing can be re-created,to be fit, able and willing to return to the seriousbusinessof
work. Historical substantiationof suchperspectivesrequiresan investigationofthe everyday
uses to which the parks were put and the ongoing negotiation over the permission and
prescription of popular leisurepractices.
Lefebvre seeksto establishthe basison which an analysisof a distinction betweenthe
urban and the city could illuminate the relationship betweenforms of produced spaceand
their contents.He usesthe exampleof the contract to explore how many different contents
may exist within a generaljudicial form demonstratinga common feature. All contents
exhibit a socially constitutedreciprocity within an establishedformal arrangement.Lefebvre
presentsa number of forms (logical form, mathematicalform, form of language,form of
exchange,contractual form, form of the practico-materialobject, written form, and urban
form etc.) that he contends exhibit a double existence as both mental and social
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constructions:
Form detachesitself from content, or rather, contents.Thus freed it emerges,pure and
None the less, philosophy brings the theoretical elementsto
transparent:intelligible
...
There is no form without content. No content without form. What
this knowledge
...
offers itself to analysisis always a unity of form and content.Analysis breaksthis unity.
It allows the purity of form to appear,and refer back to its content... Thus, form has a
double 'existence'. It is and is not. It has a reality only in contents,and yet detaches
itself from them. It has a mental and a social existence.Mentally the content is defined
by a form quite close to logic: reciprocity. Socially, this form regulates countless
situations and activities; it confers upon them structure, it maintains them and even
valorisesthem, including, as form, an evaluation and involving a `consensus'.Asa

This formulation is, for Lefebvre, both significant and fundamentalfor the analysisof both
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the language, concepts and theoretical approach bear a remarkable similarity to Georg
Simmel's work and illustrates an infuriating tendencyof Lefebvre, in that he seldom cites,
quotesand referencesother sources,apart form his own. It is appropriate,then, at this point,
to considerGeorg Simmel's early contribution to the socialtheory of spacein the context of
his better known contributions to the investigation of the city and of modernity, and more
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considerations,
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elsewhereby later, perhapsbetter known, theoristsof space,that are particularly relevantto
the subjectiveexperienceof specific forms of space.My purposeis not necessarilyto dispute
Soja's claim that, in the last decadesof the 19a'century, spacewas submergedin critical
social theory by the rising dominanceof historicism,"" or that there is a need to reassess
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it to social theory and a reinvigoratedgeographyof social space)° Nor is it to confound the
"... new orthodoxy which holds that sociologists `havepaid insufficient attentionto spatial
variations in social phenomena"'."' The intention here is to acknowledge the early
sociological contribution madeby Simmel on the importanceof spacein social relation and
to propose that Simmel's `aspectsof space' provide insights that are important for the
substantive investigation of parks as specific social spaces,where leisure, recreational,
is,
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constructed,delimited, structured forms of spacethat condition and shapesocial activities
and vice versa.Simmel's analysisof spaceprefiguresother work on the significanceof space
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historicism as an overdevelopedhistorical contextualisation ofsocial life and social thereythat actuallysubmergesandperipheralises
identifies historicism with the creation of a critical silence,an implicit subordinationofspam to
the geographical or spatial imagination
...
time that obscures geographical interpretations of the changeability of the social world and intrudes upon every level of theoretical
discourse, from the most abstract ontological concepts of being to the most detailed explanations of empirical events." E.W. Soja,
Postmodern Geographies - The Reassertion of Space in Critical Social Theory. London, Verso, p. IS.
um "We
must be insistently aware of how space can be made to hide consequencesfrom us, how relations of power and discipline are
inscribed into the apparently innocent spatiality of social life, bow human geographiesbecomefilled with politics and ideology". Ibid. P.
6,
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for social relations but also, it will be argued, illuminates Lefebvre's triad of inter-linked
conceptsof the production of space.As such,the considerationof Simmel's `Sociology of
Space' is intended as an introduction, a bridge, between Lefebvre's conceptual abstract
structure and the prismatic treatment of each of his elementsthrough the perspectivesof
other theorists and the substantiveinvestigation of the public parks of Glasgow that will
follow.
2.5: Simmel's 'Sociology Of Space': An Introduction to Substantive Enquiry
The city, for Simnel as for Benjamin, was the `site of modernity' and provided a rich
source of material for investigating the everyday `web of interactions' that for him
constituted society. Simmel's concern was with establishingthe object of sociology as the
"... investigation of the forces, forms and developmentof sociation, of the co-operation,
association and co-existenceof individuals", '61and includes an early contribution to the
social theory of space as a fundamental feature of the analysis of modernity. The
investigationof apparently,mundane,everyday,interactionsandthe subjectiveexperienceof
them was, a fundamentalpart of Simmel's approachto sociology and his conception(s)of
society as a `web of interactions.' As Frisby contends, "[p]robably unique among his
sociological contemporaries,Simmel explored time and time again the world of everyday
social interactions and their cultural manifestations.""' Simmel's sociology of the city,
stressing the consequencesand effects for the individual of the rapid growth and
intensification of modem city living, is rooted in his analyticalperspectiveon the importance
of everyday, however seemingly inconsequential,forms of `sociation'. Again, as Frisby,
states:
[a]long with time, quantity and mass, all of which receive varied treatment by
...
Simmel during various stagesof his career,it is the studyof spacewhich constitutesone
of the most extensivechaptersof his major sociological work Soziologie ... The studyof
social spaceas a crucial dimension of social interaction and also of cultural formations
constitutesone of thoseprojects in which it can be said that Simmel, in many respects,
was a pioneer.164

Simmel's exploration of micro-sociological phenomena,forms of sociation, takes
place within the everyday life and spacesof the city and involves a considerationof the
spatial dimension of humaninteractions:their concentration,circulation and exchange,and,
by extension, the need to escapefrom it. 161
In 'The Metropolis and Mental Life' Simmel
provided a socialpsychological analysis of the consequencesin modernity, of the
increasinglytransitory, fragmentedand contingentexperienceof urban social relations,that
162Simmel,in D. Frisby,Simmel
andSince.London,Routledge,1992,p. 12.

'63 D. Frisby, "Introduction
to the Texts", in D. Frisby and M. Featherstone(eds.), 1997, pp. 8-9.
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p. 8-9.
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lead concomitantly to the creation of a self-preservingblase, urban personality. Simmel's
analysisappearsremarkablysimilar to Lefebvre's understanding" of the consequencesand
experienceof the modem metropolis.
The psychological basis of the metropolitan type of individuality consists in the
intensification of nervous stimulation which results from the swift and uninterrupted
change of outer and inner stimuli ... With each crossing of the street, with the tempo and
multiplicity of economic, occupational and social life, the city sets up a deep contrast
with small town and rural life with reference to the sensory foundation of psychic life.
The metropolis exacts from man as a discriminating creature a different amount of
consciousness than does rural life. Here the rhythm of life and sensory mental imagery
flows more slowly, more habitually, and more evenly. Precisely in this connection the
sophisticated character of metropolitan psychic life becomes understandable - as over
"
life
deeply
felt
town
against small
and emotional relationships.
which rests more upon

Simmel emphasisedthe speed, variety, quality and quantity of sensory and social
experiencesand interactionsin urban life that marksa distinction betweentown and country.
This experiential distinctiveness was recognised and reiterated by Raymond Williams'
analysisof The Country and the City in which he writes, "[t]he exploitation of man and of
Again
in
'"
in
is
the
takes
the
as
city".
nature,which
place
country, realisedand concentrated
Frisby puts it;
The sphere of consumption and the circulation of individuals as customers or as
commodities is also concentrated in the metropolis ... Not surprisingly, the impact of this
reified world of the metropolis and the money economy upon individuals is all the
greater because human subjects are themselves compelled to respond to their
`particularly abstract existence' only by attempting to distance themselves from it.
Above all they must respond to the shock of `the rapid and unbroken change in external
and internal stimuli' that is experienced `with every crossing of the street, with the speed
and diversity of economic, professional, and social life', as `the rapid crowding of
changing images, the sharp discontinuity in the grasp of a single glance, and the
unexpectedness of onrushing impressions'. '

The spatial dimension of existenceis combinedwith the dynamic and creativepotential of
human interactions.Both carry meaning and significancefor activities in spaceand for the
be
form
itself
Space
"10
therefore
the
understood as a
of
characteristics of
space
may
`necessarythough not sufficient' condition of sociation. Thus in the interest of ascertaining
the forms of sociation we must enquire into the significancethat the spatial conditions of
sociationpossesssociologically for other factorsin their expressionand development.Whilst
sociation `fills in space'...
[t]he spatial embeddedness of social configurations should not be confused with the
actual causes of social processes. And yet, while he shows how space is in some ways
socially formed, he does not treat space as simply a social construct. It retains a reality
'66Seepg. 12,Lefebvre,1996,op. cit p. 138
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central aspectsby which 'nature' constrains social activity". J. Urry, "Nature and Society. The Organisation of Space",in R.J.Anderson,
et al (eds.), Classic Disputes in Sociology. London, Allen and Unwin, 1987, pp. 215-6.
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of its own. Simmel's overall position, then, lies somewherebetweenspatialdeterminism
and social constructionism."'

The increasedrhythm of life and `the rapid and unbroken changein external and internal
stimuli' that is the everyday experiencesof life in the modem metropolis engendersthe
`blase personality' as a self-preservationmechanism.The spatial dimension of forms of
sociation suggeststhere is also a need for spacesand places where the rapid circulatory
system of the city operatesat a slower tempo, allowing a temporary withdrawal from the
pressureand strainsof `work' time. Thus,public parksmay be conceivedasdistinctive urban
spaceswithin the city, where the tempo of `leisure' time is acknowledgedas beneficially
restrained.What follows is a brief examinationof eachof Simmel's aspectsof space,those
`fundamentalqualities' he identified, andtheir significancefor the substantiveanalysisofthe
production, representationand use of the social space of Glasgow's public parks. The
relevanceof Simmel's `aspectsof space'for a substantiveanalysisof the public parkswill be
highlighted as will their relevance to Lefebvre's necessary`elements' and the preceding
illustrative theoreticalanalysis.
Simmel's Aspects Of Space
The first aspectis that of `exclusivity'. For Simmel, every portion of spaceis unique.
That is no two objects, states,municipalities, parks, etc. can occupy the sameportion of
spacesimultaneously.
This uniqueness of space communicates itself to objects, so long as they can be
conceived of merely as occupying space,and this becomesparticularly important in
practicefor thosewhose spatialsignificancewe tend to emphasiseand put to spatialuse.
This applies especiallyto land, which is the condition for fulfilling and fructifying the
three-dimensionalquality of space for our purposes.To the extent to which a social
formation is amalgamatedwith or is, as it were, united with a specific extensionof land,
then it possessesa characterof uniquenessor exclusivity that is not similarly attainable
in other ways... The type of associationamong individuals which the statecreates,or
which createsit, is so much connectedto the territory that the conceptof a secondstate
on the sameterritory cannotbe sustainedat all. `n

Therefore, sociological forms such as state,city, or municipality exist in an exclusivespace
that forms and is formed by the particular associationswithin its territory and which may
precludethe existenceof anotherform, within that space.Thus spatialexclusivity conferson
someforms of associationa unique and,potentially, dominantexistence.As Lechnerputs it,
"... social configurations vary in the extent to which they require exclusive occupation of

171J. Lechner, "Simnel
on Social Space", Them. Culture and Society. 8(3), 1991, p. 196. As Simmel puts it "Space always remains the
actually ineffectual form, in whose modifications real energies are manifested, but only in the way that language expressesthought
processes,which occur in words but not through words ...... space in general is only an activity of the mind, only the human way of
connecting sensoryimpulses that are unrelated in themselves into uniform interpretations. " 0. Simmel, "The Sociology of Speie", inD.
Frisby and M. Featherstone, 1997, op. cit. p. 137-8.

172Ibid. p. 138-9.
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`their' space.""' Dominant social associationsmay require for their continuedexistencethe
exclusiveuse of space,as a commodity, a public amenity,town, state,territory, domain, etc.
The creation and maintenanceof such material or ideological exclusivenessrequires the
creationand disseminationof dominantdiscoursesthat define the particular functions,roles,
uses and practices to which it is put. This aspect thus relates both to Harvey's political
economy of socio-spatialorganisationand Foucault's analysisof the spatial embeddedness
of disciplinary discoursesthat were consideredpreviously asillustrating Lefebvre's first and
secondelements,that of the production and representationof space.The discoursesinvolved
in the production andthe location of the parkswithin the urbancomplexrequiressubstantive
investigation to illuminate the relationship betweenboth forms and contents of parks as
social spaces.
The secondof Simmel' aspectsis concernedwith boundariesof space."° The social
construction of space acts by delimiting it and this structuresthe spatial relatednessof
objects, features,social relations within it (its contents)and the humaninteractionsthat can
be manifest there (forms of sociation). The boundary servesa dual purpose.It limits the
potential and possibility of social formations under the aegisof someunderlying principle,
function, value etc. whilst at the sametime it structuresthe inter-relatednessof its contents.
The extent to which spacecan be framed or bounded is significant in that not only does it
close that space off from an `outside' giving it a more `real' and concretised spatial
character, it also constructs an inner cohesivenessthat is subject to its own, localised
regulations. The boundary in Simmel's analysis infers that space itself is not solely a
physical or material fact, but insteada social constructionthat frames,relationshipsbetween
individuals and betweengroups.Thereis then the realisationthat thereareinside and outside
perspectives,understandings,and readings of space.The social construction of spacesets
real and potential limits on that spaceand its contents.The boundary acts to structurethe
spatialand social relationsthat canoccur betweenobjectsand humanactions.By delineating
its form and spatialarrangementobjects and actions can be ordered andregulatedunder the
aegisof a plan or of functional prerequisitesbaseduponsomeoverarchingvalue,principle or
purposewhich also structuresthe inner-relatednessof its contents.
The boundaryis not a spatialfact with sociological consequences,
but a sociological fact
that forms itself spatially. The idealist principle that spaceis our conception, or more
precisely, that it comes into being through our synthetic activity with which we give
form to sensorymaterial, is specified here in such a way that the formation of space
which we call the boundaryis a sociological function. "s
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Lechnerdemonstratesthat the quality of spacethat Simmel conceivedof asboundednesshas
ramifications for who, how, why, when and where spaceis delimited in an increasingly
urban society,in which ownershipand useof land as a relatively scarcecommodity signifies
the creation of a spaceeconomy.
Even more important from a social point of view is the partitioning of space, since
boundaries contribute to the integration, or `centripetality', of a society. Bounded space
makes any social order more concrete and intensely experienced. But spatial ordering
not only reinforces social order, it also lends greater clarity to conflictual relations.
Partitioning thus influences relations within and across boundaries (which can be drawn
more or less narrowly). 16

The partitioning of spaceprioritises and createsthe potential for social hierarchiesto be
created and maintained by the spatial structuring of the landscapeof the city. The spatial
for order and for control
framework that an individual or a group occupieshasconsequences
in and of spacethat feedsback into the social relationsand actionsof groups.This reciprocal
effect, a dominant themein Simmel's sociology, of the social constructionof spacebeing a
determining factor or condition for social interaction has important implications for
it,
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Within the confinesof the parks specific rules and regulations(the byelaws)formalised and
legitimised certain social relationshipswithin them. Set apart from the rest of the city, they
conform to their own aestheticand social parameters.The writings of park designersclearly
demonstratetheir awarenessof and attempt to create,by the use of landscapefeaturesand
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them as special,`other', mythic or heterotopicspaces.
The subdivision of the spacesand areaswithin parks is also an important elementin
the considerationof boundaries.Parks are internally delimited and defined by boundaries
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times, has parallels therefore with Foucault's concept of `disciplinary spaces'.Indeed,the
public park itself may be conceivedas similar to other 19thcentury disciplinary institutions
such as the barrack, school, prison and factory in which monitoring, controlling and
disciplining work and leisure time was planned through the organisationand regulation of
space.Finally, the public parks and squaresof the 19thcentury city provided the possibility
for the emergenceof crowds in novel, and potentially dangerousspace.Simmel is conscious
of the potential disorder that inheresin crowded spaceswhen he considered:
[t]he often emphasised character of an assembled crowd
its
impulsiveness,
its
enthusiasm, its susceptibility to manipulation - is certainly connected to some degree
with the fact that the crowd in the open, or at least in a very large space, compared with
the spaces that its members normally occupy. The greater breathing space gives people a
feeling of freedom of movement, of an ability to venture out into the unknown, of an
indefinite ability to set broader goals which would be decidedly more difficult to
The suggestive and stimulative effects of a great mass of
achieve in enclosed rooms
...
people and their overall psychological manifestations. In whose form the individual no
longer recognises his or her own contribution, increase in proportion to the crowdedness
and, more significantly, the size of the space that the crowd occupies. A locality that
offers the individual a breathing space of an unaccustomed size through a dense crowd,
necessarily favours that feeling of an expansion extending into the unknown and that
heightening of powers which is so easily instilled in large masses, and which occurs
only occasionally among exceptional individuals in the narrow, easily surveyed confines
of an ordinary room. "s

Simmel's socio-psychologicalconceptionof the collective `mind' of the crowd, of the
latent disorder that inheresin large crowds is married here to an appreciationof spaceas a
factor in its potential for disorder, as with control and regulation. The public parks in
Glasgow, particularly Glasgow Green, have long beenused for a large number of political
and social gatheringswherethe potential for disorder was well recognisedby the police and
civic authorities. This will be considered in a following chapter. The aspect of the
boundedness of space contains elements that reflect Foucault's concern with the
developmentof disciplinary discoursesthat soughtto `know' spacein order to control what
occurredwithin it. Boundednessalso reflects the potential for conflict and contestationover
the meaning,value and use of space.As de Certeauwould have it, how everydayactivities
have the potential for re-appropriating space by undermining its ordered and prescribed
regularity. In relation to the parks,conflicting notions of what they could and shouldbe used
for, when and by who is an important areafor investigation.
Simmel's third significant aspectis the capacity for social forms to becomefixed by
space.For Simmel, "... whether a group or certain of its elementsor essentialobjects of its
interest are completely fixed or remain spatially indeterminatemust obviously affect their
structure".'" The fixednessof objects and social relationshipsin spaceis an important and
'78 lbib
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fundamentalelementof capitalrelationsin that thereare obviousrepercussionsfor economic
arrangementsand relationships.
By making such unstable objects, that existed only in mere interactions between people,
once more the object of economic interactions would have led to even more unstable
and precarious conditions if all these rights and relationships had not had the distinctive
feature of being immovably fixed at the place where they were exercised This was the
stabilising factor which gave so much solidity to their purely dynamic and relativistic
nature that it was possible to group additional economic interactions around them. Their
spatial determinacy was not like that of a substantive object, which one would always
find at the same place, but akin to the abstract stability of a pivotal point, which keeps a
This fixed
system of elements in a specific distance, interaction and interdependence
...
point in space becomes a pivotal point for the relationships and the cohesion of the
faithful, so that communal, rather than isolated, religious forces are developed
The
...
significance of fixed spatiality as a pivotal point for social relationships emerges
whenever the contract or union of otherwise independent elements can only occur at one
particular place. 110

The relevanceof parks as fixed spatialelementslies, not in themselvesascommodities
in the market of the space economy, but in the economic repercussionsthey have for
surroundingland. The economicvalue of fixed parklandmay be saidto inherein the valueof
surrounding properties rather than in itself as an exploitable resourcewith a high market
value. As spatial elementsthat cannotmove, or be sold, the land adjoining the parks, as real
estate,has a higher value than that in more denselybuilt areas.Open aspectsand views of
green space are as important, if not more so in the urban real estatemarket than mere
location or proximity to parks as social amenities. They could, in Simmel's terms, act as
`pivots' for land speculation and economic relations by the organisation and location of
objects in space.Simmel considersthe fixity of spaceas a defining characteristicof social
forms.
The typical contrastbetweenforms of social dynamismis whether they merely signify a
striving beyond that which exists socially and objectively, like the cycle of alternating
pasturesof pastoral peoples, or, on the other hand, whether they move around fixed
points. Only in the latter case are they actually formed and only there do they gain a
crystallisationpoint for the commencementof lasting values, even if theseonly exist in
the persistingform of relations and movements."'

This fixedness quality of spacereflects Harvey's concern with establishinga historicalgeographicalmaterialistic analysisof the political economyof space,andillustratesLefebvre
first element of the production of the socio-spatialorganisation of urban capitalism. The
parks may also be viewed as pivotal points for leisure,cultural and social activities. That is,
they act as spatial `nodes' for the social cohesionof urban populationsby providing a fixed
point around which communal,familial and individual social activities and interactionsare
's0Ibid. p. 147.
"'"The

typical contrast between forms of social dynamism is whether they merely signify a striving beyond that which exists socially and
objectively, like the cycle of alternating pasturesof pastoral peoples, or, on the other hand, whether they move around fixed points.Only
in the latter caseare they actually formed and only there do they gain a crystallisation point for the commencementof lasting values.even
if these only exist in the persisting form of relations and movements". Ibid. p. 148.
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arranged,allowed and accommodated.The parks may be said to have functioned as urban
`crystallisation points', around and through which, in the form of entertainment,cultural
expression and education social, moral and aesthetic values were disseminated and,
potentially transferred.Park spaceactsto stabiliseinterdependentinteractions,e.g. work and
leisure,and as communalmeetinggroundsin which disparateandpotential conflict could be
amelioratedthrough some abstractedideal such as `the common good', the city, nation or
empire. The parks may well be viewed as places where collective ideals, values and
aspirations,of the city and society,could be displayed,paradedand celebrated.
Simmel characteristically, returns to seemingly mundane, everyday interactions to
postulatespaceas of fundamentalsignificanceboth for sociology and for humanactors.For
Simmel,
"... the rendezvousas a specifically sociological form, whose spatial determinacyis
characterisedlinguistically through the ambiguity of the word: it signifies both the
encounter and its location ... Because it is more vivid to the sense,place generally
exhibits a greater associativeeffect for recollection than time ... the place remainsthe
focal point around which the remembrance weaves individuals into the web of
interactionsthat have now becomeidealised. "'

The parksmust be consideredas one significant locale in which the rendezvous,traditionally
of an amorousnature,(not to mention the site of that most popularisedand secretivemeeting
of spies,informants, secretagentsand 'dead-letter' drops), hasoccurred.In his presentation
of the rendezvous,Simmel considersthe spatial elementto be of fundamentalimportance
both to the event and to its survival as a sentimentalmemory. Indeed, Simmel arguesthat
spacerather than time is paramountin the memory. The nostalgicbiographyis written in the
spaceand memory of thoseimportant, pleasurableor eventful encountersthat have become
investedwith meaning.The spaceof the parks is repletewith symbolsand manifestationsof
memory through the statues,memorials and public art that records and immortalisespast
deeds and individuals. The park is a manifestation of socially constructed symbolic
landscapeswith the potential to be considered as examplesof those `mythic' spacesof
modernity that Benjamin consideredas collective `dreamhouses.' Similarly, as Foucault's
heterotopic spacein which the creationof meaningand value is dependenton the interactive
associationbetweenform and everydayactivities.
Mobility in spaceis a relatedaspectto that of fixity. If an object, suchas a museum,art
gallery, recreationfacility, etc., is immobile in spacethen social actorsmust haveto travel to
it to useit or accessits resources.The parksare fixed in location therefore,socialinteractions
must necessarilyoccur in, aroundand through it. Whetherthe park as social spaceis defined
as a material artefactor cultural object, it exists (in and of itself) in an exclusivelocation that
182Ibid.
pp. 148,144.
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requires mobility on the part of the population to accessits potentiality as a site of
interaction, framed and fixed for this purpose. Thus, there is a return to the figure of the
`wanderer', the aimless,idle stroller, whose interaction with `nature' or with fellow park
usersis enhancedor mitigated by their mobility within the confines of the spaceof the park.
It is, in Simmel's terms `immovably fixed'; around which various elements - whether
material, economic, social - are kept spatially segregatedin interactive interdependence.
Whether a material object is mobile or immobile offers the possibility for explaining how
social and cultural activities and formations can be given stability by their permanent
location in a physical world that contextualisestheserelations through their interdependent
arrangementand structure.
The immobility of a material object relevant to action thus obliges agents to go to it if
they wish to utilise it in achieving a goal. This means that certain social relationships
must be ordered around immobile material objects. The spatially defined location of the
immobile material object thus becomes a socially important pivot of human interactions.
Such a pivot may be represented by a single building or a whole town, according to the
observational scale used. At all events it is clear that this fixed spot in the physical world
becomes a `pivot for the relationship and the social context' for all agents integrating
this immobile material object into their actions. '$'

Thus, a spatialpivot, suchas a park, may acquirereal and symbolic contentsand meanings,
which actsas a unifying force for social cohesionin an increasinglycompetitive,fragmented
and transitory existence.That is, they may in a secularsense,`... awakena consciousnessof
belonging amongmembersof the denominationwhosereligious consciousness
haslong lain
dormant in their isolation'. "' In other words, parks act as arenasor fora wherebynational,
civic, class or communalsolidarities can be displayed,expressedor promulgatedin public.
This has obvious similarities with Benjamin's conceptualisationof `dream housesof the
collectivity'.
The final aspect of Simmel's sociology of space is that of spatial proximity and
distance. Whether social interactions take place at a distance or in close proximity has a
qualitative and perhapsquantitative aspectto them. If face-to-faceinteractions are limited
becauseof the distancebetweenactors,or actorsand objects,spacesetc., then the quality as
well as quantity of social relations may be affected. If particular spaceshave an exclusivity
in terms of them being demarcatedas sanctionedplaces for certain social interactions,
activities and formations to occur then proximity and distanceis clearly a factor in accessing
potential opportunities for interactions.Indeed, Lechner postulatesthat the potential exists
for the operationalismof this aspect of Simmel's for the analysis of featuresand spaces
within the landscape:"His [Simmel's] analysiscould possibly be adaptedto the relationship
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of agents to immobile objects and artefacts relevant to action.""' Harvey's analysisthe
location of objects,featuresandthe socio-spatialorganisationof the infrastructureof the city
supportsthe assertionthat proximity and distanceare significant when consideringaccessto
and use of amenitiesas well as for the circulation costsof economicproduction. As regards
Glasgow's public parks network the proximity or distanceaspectwill be demonstratedas a
significant argumentused by the campaignsof medical and social reformers, to spreadthe
potential benefitsof parksand open spacesin the city to working-classpopulations.Distance
from the original three municipal parks for the majority of working-classcommunitieswas
cited as a problem of accessto the perceivedmedical and moral benefits of fresh air and
exercise,cultural and educationalexperiences.
Simmel, in keeping with his conception of society as reciprocal interaction, presents
his five `aspects'as a meansfor investigating the significanceof spacefor social relations
and forms of interaction. It provides important insights into the manner in which space
shapesand is shapedby the forms of social interactionsthat occur within it. That is, social
forms effect and are effected by the spatial conditions in which they occur and therefore
many forms of sociation then can only be understood by a considerationof their spatial
context. This is a dynamic symbiotic relationship between social construction and
environmental, that is geographical, determinism, which has significance for subjective
experienceas well as the structural and spatial organisationof the city and specific spatial
forms, such as the parks, within it. Simmel's `aspects'therefore suggestconceptualavenues
for the developmentof the substantiveanalysisof the public parks as specific spatial forms
within the metropolis. That is what social relations and interactionsaremoulded,shapedand
given form by the quality and arrangementsof parks spacesas delimited, and defined
recreationalspacesby the landscapedesigns,features,facilities, monumentsand symbolsof
power that representthem as such.But this is not a one-waystreet.Space,particularly forms
ofpublic and social spacesuchasparks,and their contents,accruemeaning,significanceand
value through the forms of interaction and experiences,the popular activities and habitual
usagethat occur in and through them. Simmel's early contribution to the social theory of
spacecharacteristicallyemphasisesthe reciprocal interactionbetweenkey `aspectsof space'
this has for subjectiveexperience.Simmel proposes
and social forms and the consequences
and illustratesthe importanceof everydayinteractionsand experienceof social life, which as
Lechner puts it "... emphasisesthat in principle spaceis one of the most `concrete' features
of social life, one that helps to make social life `real' in terms of human experience.'"
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2.6: Conclusion
This chapterhas soughtto expandand illustrate Lefebvre's conceptualframework by
illustrating his `necessaryelements' in the production of space,through the work of other
theoreticalperspectives.That is, to ground Lefebvre's abstractapproachthrough an analysis
of more substantiveexamplesof the application each of his elements.The complexities
involved in understandingthe reciprocal role, function and use of spacein which and from
social relations are formed, it is proposed,requiresjust sucha syncreticand fluid analytical
foundation. The analysisof public parks as particular forms of urban social spacetherefore
similarly needs to addresstheir production, representationand use in the context of their
historical origins and developmentwithin the specificity of the city of Glasgow. What is
suggestedby the precedinganalysisis a treatmentof the investigationof the public parksthat
follows the structure presented in Lefebvre's thesis and developed in the illustrative
investigation of eachof his necessaryelementsof the production of space.The socio-spatial
and geographicalmaterialism of Harvey's analysis of spacesupplementsLefebvre's first
element and suggesteda number of typologies for the substantiveinvestigation of the
chronological, design and location of the origins and developmentof the parks network in
the city. The representationof spaceas understood through Foucault's perception of the
operation of knowledge and power presentsa number of pertinent discursivediscoursesfor
the exploration and demonstrationof public parks as regulateddisciplinary spaces.Finally,
the usesand practicesof the social spacesof the public parks manifeststhe potential conflict
and contestationthrough the everydayactivities that may conflict and contestthe dominant
representationsand configurationsof andwithin suchcommon-placeurban spaces.Simmel's
early contribution to the sociology of space contained aspects for understandingthese
featuresand details of the substantiveanalysisof public parks as inherently social spacesof
interaction and social relations within the particularity of urban modernity. The need to
addressthis particularity, eachepochproducesits own spaces,in respectof the public parks
system of Glasgow necessitatesthat the historical context for their development is
of
considered.The following chapterwill addressthe developmentof a public consciousness
the need for public parks and open spaces as one potential solution to the negative
consequencesof urbanisation and industrialisation as well as the specific conditions and
experience of Glasgow that led to the development of a widespread commitment to
providing suchnecessaryurban spaces.
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CHAPTER

3: THE

HISTORICAL

CONTEXT

FOR THE

ORIGINS

AND

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PUBLIC PARKS
A city is not built wholly for the sake of Shelter, but ought to be so contrived, that
besides mere civil conveniences there may be handsome space left for squares, courses
for chariots, Gardens, places to take the Air in, Swimming, and the like, both for
Amusement and for Recreation. (L. B. Alberti, 1484)1

3.1. Introduction
The preceding two chaptersintroduced and establisheda conceptualframework for
the analysis of space.Lefebvre's theoretical triad of necessaryelements,spatial practices
or what I have termed production, representationand use, prioritised the assertionthat the
specific historical context of particular epochs was consideredan essentialcondition for
the characterisationof the production of space.The subsequentchapter expandedupon
Lefebvre's framework through the illustrative analysis provided by Harvey, Foucault,
Simmel, de Certeau,Simmel et al, and provided essentialadditional insights on spacefor
the analysis of public parks as specific examplesof urban social spaces.That is, urban
public parks are products of particular historical processesin which dominant discourses
representedthe functionalisation of space as a fundamental aspect of the growth and
expansion of modern urban society. Inherent in these analyseswere conceptions and
perceptions that represented understandings of the historical (spatial, demographic,
economic, political, social, etc.) development of the city that had both negative and
positive consequencesfor the experienceof everyday life. It is necessarytherefore to
in
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Glasgow. This chapterthen will introduce and describetwo overlapping and inter-related
elementsthat were crucial in this processof public park creation.
The first concernsthe growing public consciousnessthat came to acknowledgethe
medical, moral, political and social consequencesof the effects of urbanisation and
industrialisation on the environment, and on the populations of cities and towns. Such
knowledge soughtto identify public parks as a meansthrough which the deleteriouseffects
of urban and industrial developmentcould be assuagedor ameliorated.The investigations
and publications of the public parks movement represents a campaign in which the
identification of the need for and benefits of public parks representeda spirit of the age in
which arguments, analyses and principles were established within the context of the
growing dominanceof urban and industrial society. This identifies and exploresthe origins
and developmentof representationsof the parks, indicative of Lefebvre's secondelement
1 B. Whitaker
andK. Brown,Parksfor People,London,SeeleyService& Co., 1971,p. 6.
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for the production of space,within discourses,as analysedby Foucault, that promote and
perpetuatethe perceivedbeneficial aspectsof urbanpublic parks development.
The second element to be addressedis the particular experienceof Glasgow, in
which its rapid expansionand developmentas a major industrial and commercial city in
the 190'century was phenomenal,and made it fertile ground for the enthusiasticadoption
of the ideas and argumentsof the public parks movement.This then is the local context in
which the consequencesof such growth engendereda responsethat embracedboth civil
society and the local state. `Municipal socialism' was a concerted and comprehensive
commitment to local authority intervention in the city on behalf of the welfare of its
citizens and to the public provision of a whole range of services and facilities. The
developmentof a large number and variety of municipal public parks in Glasgowwas part
of this commitment. This historical contextualisationof Glasgow provides the necessary
background for the analysisof the production of the parks within the socio-spatialgrowth
and enlargement of the city and reflects the first of Lefebvre's elements, that of the
production of forms and networks of spacewithin particular historical epochs,as explored
through Harvey's analysisof processesof urban capitalism and the role of the local state
and civic society.
Both thesefactors, the particularity of the Glasgow experienceand the development
of a public debate and consciousnessof the need for open spacesin cities and towns,
combined to create a commitment to public park provision that was unmatchedby any
other city in Britain or Europe. No other city had as many and as large acreageof parks
interis
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Glasgow.
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of population
addressed
spacesper
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connectednessbetweenthe developmentof a movementadvocatingthe need and benefits
of urban public parks and how the public parks in Glasgow were part of a concerted
municipal responseto the perceived and real consequencesof the rapid growth of the city
in the 19thcentury. A combination of local context and the beliefs and practices of `the
spirit' of the Victorian agewere at the root of the evolving strategyof public park and open
spacesprovision in the city.
The economic, moral, medical and social motivations behind the comprehensive
developmentof such a large network of parks in the city were informed by the arguments
of the public park movement within the specific context of the 19thcentury experienceof
Glasgow. This intermingling of the local and the national, micro and macro processes,
structuresand activities is of significancein the production of public parks in the city. The
chronology of park acquisition and creation, the designs employed in their construction,
the spatial distribution of their development,the conceptionof appropriateusesand users,
and the actual everyday practices that occurred within them illustrate salient factors and

III
pertinent discoursesin the origins and developmentof a system of parks in Glasgow in
respect of the city's expansion. These factors will be addressed in the subsequent
substantivechapterson the production, representationand use of Glasgow's public parks.
However, the historical context for this analysiswill be provided below.
3.2: The Public Parks Movement
The disparateelementscollectively known as the `public park movement' were not
an ordered body of individuals and organisationsbut rather an umbrella under which a
public debate was created and informed from a variety of sourcesover time, concerning
the need for public parks. These included landscape gardeners and designers,
parliamentary reports, official enquiries and legislation, medical, moral and social
reformers, as well as early pioneers of town planning. The role of the public park
movement in the creation of Glasgow's municipal parks is difficult to establishwith any
certainty. However, the argumentsproposed for the need for public parks has resonance
development
factors
inherent
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led
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by
to
the
that
with
and
early social reformers
of the park network in Glasgow. It is thus important to recognise the influence of this
movement as one that representeda developing public consciousnessand critique of the
causes,consequencesand possible solutions to the emergenceof, particularly industrial,
urbanism in the 19thcentury. That is a concern that the city as the increasingly dominant
locus of modernity had deleteriousconsequencesfor people and for society.
What follows is a brief description of important and influential voices from the
public parks movement who were key proselytisersof the need for public parks and open
spacesand who advocatedthe intervention of the state in their provision. A number of
important and recurring themes will become evident in the following arguments,which
were used to promote the causeof public parks. These include the medical, moral, social
and economic benefits of public parks. These will be considered in their specific
relationship to Glasgow's situation and experience.That is, whilst pleasuregardens,Royal
Parks and public gardens were relatively commonplaceand found in many British and
Europeancities, this was not the casein Glasgow.In 1850 Glasgowhad a single accessible
open space, Glasgow Green, but developed, in less than a century, a network of public
parks and open spacesfor the recreation and enjoyment of all communities across the
expanded space of the city. These parks were created, owned and maintained public
spaces.Therefore what will be under discussionin relation to the public parks movement
and Glasgow are those interconnectedand accumulatedargumentsand opinions expressed
in the public parks movementthat specifically relate to municipal parks. This includes the
distinction that needsto be assertedthat municipal parks being publicly owned,maintained
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and regulatedare designedand organisedfor the `public' to use.As Conway emphasises:
is a public park and its advantageover all other forms of public
the
municipal
park
...
park is that complete control rests with the local authority and the unalienableright of
public accessfor recreationis secured.The term implies that it was an achievementof
the municipal corporation.'

They were not conceivedof as private spacesto be accessedby a limited numberof
privileged individuals, as in private estates,gardens,squares,commercialpleasuregardens
or `institutional' botanic gardens.They had to encompassa variety of functions and uses
that required sensitivity and reflexivity in their design, maintenanceand regulation. As
such,there is no considerationof the aestheticsof landscapedesign or the developmentof
particular types and `fashions' of layout, featuresand facilities except in terms of how they
were applied, adoptedand adaptedto the municipal park. The meaningof a `park' hashad,
therefore, a variety of interpretations and meanings, some of which changedover time
whilst others have had a surprising longevity. Theseincluded, as will be shown below, the
associationof public parks as medical, moral, and political spaces,as having economicand
socially beneficial attributes and functions. That is, the following analysis of the public
parks movement will illuminate different dimensionsof the understandingof public parks
as complex multi-functional social spaces. What will be emphasisedin the following
analysis of the development of the public parks movement are those themes and
perspectivesthat were promoted as justifications for the investment of public money in
urban open spacesand therefore will relate both to the theoreticalanalysisof social spaces
as well as the substantiveanalysisof the production, representationand use of Glasgow's
public parks that will follow in later chapters.
(a) Early Voices
The origins of the 19"' century public park movement as an active and public
campaign advocating the need and desirability of public parks to be created at public
expenseis credited to John Claudius Loudon, (1783-1843), the Scottish born landscape
gardenerand architect and the most influential horticultural journalist of his time? Loudon
moved to London in 1803, whereafter he published prodigiously on various aspectsof
gardening,horticulture and landscapedesign, amongstwhich is the first published appeal
for public parks. Loudon was a friend of JeremyBentham and supportedmany utilitarian
causeswhich sought to provide the `greatest good for the greatestnumber'. Loudon's
`Gardenesque'style, advocatedirregular, picturesquegardensthat had the moralistic aim
2 H. Conway,TheDesign Development VictorianParksin Britain. Cambridge,CambridgeUniversityPress,1991, 16.
p.
of
and
3 "... it does
appearthat hewasthefirst British authorto advocatethecreationof publiclyownedrecreationalparks,andthefirst British
designerto lay outplacesof this type.Theseactionsearnhim anhonouredplacein thehistoryof thepublicparksmovement".T.H.D.
Turner,"JohnClaudiusLoudonandthe Inceptionof thePublicPark", Tandcaoe Design.140,1982,p. 35.
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of combining instruction with pleasure.This pedagogicideal in which the control of space
was viewed as a crucial elementin his concernwith the health and well being of ordinary
working people and how they could be `improved' by the act of caring for and appreciating
gardens,is clear from the following extract:
Convinced as we are that the only effectual and permanent mode of benefiting the lower
classes of society is by raising their intellectual character; rendering every man, who has
a wife and family, above absolute want, by a garden or piece of ground of at least a
quarter of an acre attached to his cottage; and by preventing early marriages by a
prohibitory law; we would earnestly recommend attention to what has incidentally
dropped from us on these subjects, and in the articles on education, the labouring
Population, the Cultivation of Waste Lands, Parish Gardens in our different towns. `

Loudon recognisedthat the burgeoningpopulationsof the Britain's towns and cities
coupled with the loss of common lands through enclosurenecessitatedthe provision of
public parks from public funds. In this he proposedthat the perceivedmoral and medical
benefit afforded by accessto undevelopedland for recreationalpurposeswould offset any
potential loss from lack of their economic development.His recognition that the growth of
towns and cities may need to be controlled and planned in a more ordered and regulated
his
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prototype
`breathing zones', around cities and towns.
Whenever a country town is likely to extend beyond a diameter of half a mile, we think
a zone of breathing should be marked out as not to be built upon, for the sake of the
health of the poorer part of the inhabitants. It is much to be regretted, we think, that in
the numerous enclosure acts which have been passed during the last fifty years,
provision was not made for a public green, playground, or garden, for every village in
the parishes in which such enclosures took place. We hope the subject will be kept in
it
in
further
legislative
bills,
think
hope,
that
the
not
may
view
enclosure
also,
and we
unworthy of their attention to take into consideration the subject of breathing places, on
some systematic plan, calculated for the benefit of all ranks in all parts of the British
metropolis .5

Loudon distinguished between scientific gardens, pleasure gardens and private
gardensand estatesbut also provided a definition of public walks as promenadesor roads
among trees "and such other verdant sceneryas the situation may afford, heightenedand
by
"varied
interesting
by
large
made more
art" and parks as relatively
enclosed spaces
wood, water, rocks, building, and other objects".6 This distinction betweenpublic walks
and public parks is still evident in contemporary descriptions of recreational open-air
amenities afforded to urban populations that define canal banks and riversides as linear
parks. Such walkways provided the opportunity to take exercise by strolling and to
appreciatethe views and life of the city whilst accessingaspectsof `nature'. This function
4 J.C. Loudon,TheGardeners
Magazine,Vol. V, 1828,introduction.
3 J.C. Loudon,

Hints For Breathing Places For The Metropolis And For Country Towns And Villages On Fixed Principles Vol. V. No.23,
Article VIII, 1829, p. 689.

6 J.C. Loudon,"Remarks
Gardeners
Magazine.Vol. 2,1835, p. 646.
on the LayingOut of PublicGardensandPromenades",
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was also provided by pathways and carriage-drivesin the parks that were designed to
encouragewalking and the promenade,and the appreciationof strategicallyplaced public
art, statuary fountains and ponds, as well as the ornamental flower beds and specimen
trees. However, the availability of larger spacesthat is offered in Loudon's definition of a
park as an enclosedspaceoffered opportunitiesfor recreationother than simply walking.
Loudon was not only a proselytiser for public parks, he was also responsible,under
the patronageof the philanthropic industrialist, JosephStrutt, for laying out the first public
park in Britain, in Derby (1839-41). The Arboretum was specifically conceived for the
for
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cultivated
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recreation
and a place where
observationand study as well as for the pleasureof the public. Loudon was an early ardent
proponent of the need for public parks in the increasingly industrialising and urbanising
Britain of his time, and the argumentsconcerningtheir virtues and beneficial effect on the
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later debates.Loudon thus beganthe debate for public parks through the public forum of
his magazinebut also in the creation of the designsand layouts for the first public park in
Derby. However, it would be other voices than Loudon who would more forcefully argue
for the need for a more interventionist approachon the part of the state in creating public
parks, rather than relying on the benevolenceof wealthy individuals.
The need for public parks was first officially recognisedthrough the investigations
and recommendationspublishedin the Reportfrom the SelectCommitteeon Public Walks,
27 June 1833. The committee was chaired by Robert A Slaney MP, a well-known social
reformer of his day who had previously campaignedon the woeful stateof educationof the
poorer classesand their need for moral training. Slaneyhad published a treatise detailing
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Report that was an extremely important and significant developmentin the debate over
public parks. It provided official recognition of the needto preserveor createopen spaces,
especially in or near industrial towns and cities, and it was an acknowledgementof the
desire and need of the population for relatively purer air and places for exercise,leisure
and recreation,and for placesto socialise,all in a moral and harmoniousmanner.Although
evidence was collected only from London, Birmingham, Sheffield, Wolverhampton,
Manchester,Salford, Bolton, Wigan, Blackburn and Bury, the similarity of some of these
towns and cities to Glasgow, in terms of the consequencesof industrialisation and

RA Slaney.Essayon theBeneficialDirectionofRuralFasnenditure
Landon.Longman.] 824.in whichChapter)2 wasccmcemed
with
PublicWalksandGardens.
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urbanisation,is analogousenough to serve as comparativeevidencefor the promotion of
parks in Glasgow. The Report is unambiguousin its recognition of the need for `Public
Walks' and the consequencesfor the health, moral and physical, of the lack of such open
spacesfor the inhabitantsof Britain's expandingindustrial towns and cities.
Your Committee venture to state that whilst they consider Public Walks of the first
consequencein the vicinity of PopulousTowns think that somemode might be devised
of reservingspacesfitted for affording placesof Exerciseand Recreationto the humbler
classes,especiallyto the younger part of them. Whether this could be accomplishedby a
small payment for admission they will not determine; but they cannot but consider it
important, and are fully persuadedif no such facility for regulated amusementbe
afforded, great mischief must arise Your Committee feel convincedthat someOpen
...
Spacesreservedfor the amusement(under due regulations to preserveorder) of the
humbler classes,would assistto wean them from low and debasingpleasures.Great
complaint is made of drinking houses,dogfights, and boxing matches,yet, unlesssome
opportunity for other recreations is afforded to workmen, they are driven to such
pursuits. The spring to industry which occasional relaxation gives, seems quite as
necessaryto the poor as the rich: it is possiblethat if somesuch placeswere openedon
payment of a small sum, that enough would be receivedto defray the expense,which
"
individuals
for
lay
Public
either a companyof
or the
out
such a purpose.
might

The Report is unequivocal in its expressionof the expectedmoral and physical benefits,
particularly for the lower classes,that could be achievedby the provision of open spaces,
specifically set aside for relaxation and recreation.The Committeewere convincedthat by
providing public spacesthat were well regulatedthey could combat someof the dangerous
habits of the lower orders and provide the opportunity for the betterment,the `civilisation'
of both man and of society.This aspectof regulatedspacesfor recreationis a key themein
public park developmentby the local state.
It cannot be necessary to point out how requisite some Public Walks or Open Space in
the neighbourhood of large Towns must be; to those who consider the occupation of the
Working Classes who dwell there; confined as they are during the week-days as
Mechanics and Manufacturers, and often shut up in heated Factories: it must be evident
that it is of the first importance to their health on their day of rest to enjoy the fresh air,
and to be able (exempt from the dust and dirt of the public thoroughfares) to walk out in
decent comfort with their families: if deprived of any such resource, it is probable that
their only escape from the narrow courts and alleys (in which so many of the humble
classes reside) will be those drinking shops, where, in the short-lived excitement they
may forget their toil, but where they waste the means of their families, and too often
destroy their health. Neither would your Committee forget to notice the advantages
which the Public Walks (properly regulated and open to the middle and humbler classes)
give to the improvement in the cleanliness, neatness and personal appearance of those
who frequent them. A man walking out with his family among his neighbours of
different ranks, will naturally be desirous to be properly clothed, and that his Wife and
Children should be so also; but this desire duly directed and controlled, is found by
experience to be of the most powerful effect in promoting Civilisation, and exciting
Industry; and your Committee venture to remark that it is confined to no age, or station,
or sex; few persons can fail to have remarked the difference usually observant in the
general character and conduct of those among the Working Classes who are careful of
personal neatness, as contrasted with the habits of others who are negligent or indifferent
on this point. It is by inducement alone that active, persevering and willing industry is
8 Report from
the Select Committee on Public Walks. 27 June 1833, p. 8.
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promoted; and what inducement can be more powerful to any one than the desire of
improving the condition and comfort of his Family.9

What is unmistakablyevident from the SelectCommitteeReport is the emergenceof
an authoritative, official voice in support of the moral and medical argumentsfor `natural'
public spacesand the contribution they can make in the civilising of a society,struggling to
come to terms with the effects of industrialisation and urbanisation.This developmentof
the idea of the functionalisationof spaceis inherentin descriptionsof the city by many 19th
century social and religious reformers in which the disciplining of the body, the mind and
the spirit through the organisationand rationalisation of the spaceof city and the activities
that occur within them is a crucial element of their diagnosis of social and medical
problems and of their solutions.10These aspects will be considered in detail in the
following substantive chapters on the production, representationand use of Glasgow's
public parks. The Report from the Select Committee on Public Walks is an important
contribution to the debateon the need for open spacesin Britain's towns and cities, as well
as a criticism of their woeful provision. It is also significant for proposing solutions as to
how more public spacescould be achieved.The recognition that public parksmay have to
be provided at public expense is a critical factor in the subsequentdevelopment of
municipal public parks in Glasgowas elsewhere.
A certain fund (however obtained) in many casesmay be necessaryand it must either
arise from Public Grant, or from Voluntary Subscription, or by a low Rate, in some
casesthesemay all be combined ... When no Subscriptionor Donation can be raised,it
seemsthe duty of the Governmentto assistin providing for the Health of the Peopleby
whose efforts they are supported. From the Evidence adduced, however it seems
probablethat, in many instances,the liberality of individuals, if properly assisted,would
furnish all that is necessarywhen their attention is directed to the importance of the
"
subject.

The concernto establishpublic parks at public expensefor the expressedaim of their
beneficial effects on all sections of the population was a theme that was vigorously
promoted by landscapedesigners as well as social reformers in the decadesafter the
publication of the 1833 Committee's report. Whilst the developmentof municipal parks
was still an unrealiseddream,the consequencesof rapid industrialisation and urbanisation
on the quality of life of the poorer sections of the population of towns and cities was
investigated and detailed in further official investigations.In the section entitled "Effects
of Public Walks and Gardens on the Health and Morals of the Lower Classesof the
91bid. 9.
p.

to "During
the 1940s. while the pioneering parks were being developed, the sanitary reformers were making systematic reports of urban
conditions... These reports, which formed part of many official investigations, indicated that the higher the populationdensity,the higher
the mortality rates. Clean water, adequatesewagedisposal and fresh air to ventilate the crowded cities wereprime essentials.Parkshad a
role to play as lungs, in the provision of fresh air, for it was thought that 'noxious vapours' were one source of disease and it was
important for air to circulate. " Conway, 1991, op. cit. p. 53.

tt Repo from the SelectCommittee PublicWalks 27 June1833, 10.
on
p.
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Population" in the famous 1842 Report on the Sanitary Condition of the Labouring
Population of Great Britain, Edwin Chadwick collected evidence from a number of
sourcesincluding the committee of physicians and surgeonsof Birmingham who stated:
"The want of some place of recreation for the mechanic is an evil which places very
heavily upon thesepeople, and to which many of their bad habits may be traced"." Similar
to Slaney's earlier Report, Chadwick commented on the lack of spaces for outdoor
recreation and relaxation and the moral consequencesthis had, through the lack of healthy
choices upon the lives of the working classes of the industrial towns and cities. For
example,describingManchester,he stated:
There are no public walks or placesor recreationby which the thousandsof labourersor
families can relieve the tedium of their monotonousemployment.Pent up in a close,
dusty atmospherefrom half-past five or six o'clock in the morning till sevenor eight
o'clock at night, from week to week, without change,without intermission,it is not to be
wondered at that they fly to the spirit and beer-shops,and the dancing-houses,on the
Saturdaynights to seekthose,to them, pleasuresand comforts which their own destitute
and comfortlesshomes,deny.13
These social reformers and early advocates of public parks clearly identified the
working classes as most in need of the beneficial effects of public parks and open spaces in
the increasingly dominant urban landscape of the first half of the 19th century. Not only
were the working classes at risk from the effects of pollution, over-crowding, insanitary
conditions and exploitation in the factories and mills, but their recreations were also
perceived as physically, socially and morally deleterious, if not downright reprehensible.
Thus, public parks were identified as a possible means through which healthy, moral and
physical pursuits could be introduced to and adopted by the working classes and thus
provide an alternative, a `cure' for their bad and dangerous habits. They were also viewed
by some as providing the possibility of diffusing class tensions by the beneficial effect of
class mixing which would imbibe the working classes with the middle-class virtues of
thrift, industriousness, docility, and moral propriety. The parks would thus serve as a
spatial system in and through which the `protestant ethic' could be introduced through the
`positive' and beneficial effects of `rational recreation' and moral pursuits that were to be
provided in the public parks. There is then a sense that what was being developed in the
ideas surrounding these early reports was an element of environmental determinism, linked
to understandings of what was required in the new cities and towns of increasingly urban
Britain. The role of public parks as `lungs' was increasingly emphasised in articles and
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essentialsto human existencein crowded cities are pure water, pure air, through drainage
and thorough ventilation".14Similarly, by 1841 it was consideredthat public opinion "... is
gradually awakeningto a senseof the importanceof open spacesfor air and exercise,as a
necessarysanitary provision, for the habitants of all large towns"." This social, medical,
moral benefit of public park provision will be consideredin detail below but what must be
emphasisedis that from the mid-century the acceptanceof the desirability of public park
provision was increasinglyacceptedby national and local government.
(b) Pioneering the Municipal Public Park
The first public parks to be developedwith the involvement of the community were
in Manchester and the neighbouring town of Salford. Mark Philips, a local businessman
and MP was the driving force behind the developmentof the ManchesterParks. He had
given evidence concerning the need for open spacesto the Select Committee on Public
Walks in 1833, and was largely responsiblefor organising a seriesof public meetings in
1843 and 1844 to promote the cause of public parks in Manchester at which the
increasingly familiar emphasison the need and benefits of public parks was expressed:
health, rational enjoyment, kindly intercourse,
to
the
would
contribute
greatly
...
and good morals of all classesof our industriouspopulation".16At anothermeeting held in
the Free Trade Hall attendedby 5,000 working people, the addressthat was later adopted
They "

as a manifesto again emphasisedthe advantagesthat parks would have on the health and
well-being of the poor. In a remarkableanalogycomparingthe body to a machine,fresh air
is given the lubricating attributesof oil:
it prevents the friction and corrosion of parts [and] removes impurities from the
...
blood Bad air fills the body with impurities, and impedesits proper action;just asbad
...
oil clogs and hindersthe progressof machinery... A greateramountof vegetation,open
spacesfor ventilation, active recreation and exercise,so as to oblige us to breathethe
greatestamount of oxygento purify the blood ... The advantagesof open public walks
would to the operative be very great. What a delightful scenefor contemplationis the
group of the husbandwith his life's partnerleaning on his arm, and his children prattling
around,and asking strangequestionsabout everynovel object! But the pleasureof such
a sceneis much deteriorated,when combinedwith a dusty turnpike road, insteadof the
fresh and blooming pastureor meadow ground, the poetry of nature is destroyed,when
the view is bounded by a dead wall insteadof the richly clothed woodland, the cloud
crowned hills pf the blue horizon. Parks must be established,life preserved,health
confirmed or restored,intellect cultivated and morals improved, and working men and
women must each casttheir mites and work heartily in the cause."

Land for the parks in Manchesterwas acquiredin 1845 and Philips Park and QueensPark
14 'The Lungs
of London", Blackwoods Ma azine. Vol. 46 August 1839, pp. 213-4, in Conway, 1991, op cit. p. 55.
t6 'Parks
and Pleasure Grounds'; The Westminster Review. January 1841, p. 418 in Conway, 1991, op. cit. p. 55.
16 Report
of the Proceedingsof a Public Meeting, Manchester, 18432 '; in Conway, 1991, p. 50.
17 "An Address
to the Working Classesof Manchester and Salford, adopted at a meeting of the Operatives ofBoth Towns "Sept. 101844
cited in G. F. Chadwick, The Park and the Town Public Landscapein the 19° and 201 Centuries. London,TheAn hiteett¢alPnss, 1966,
p. 98 and Conway, 1991, op. cit. p. 51.
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in Manchesterand Peel Park in Salford were officially openedto the public in 1846. The
idea of the public park was at this time almost synonymouswith that of the public walk
where promenadingwas consideredthe primary if not sole activity that was provided for.
Joshua Major, a well-known landscapedesigner, was employed to design the parks in
Manchester,where he introduced a revolutionary idea, which would eventually become
adopted as a standard in municipal park provision in Glasgow only by the end of the
century. This was that facilities for games, sports and playgrounds should be provided
where possible in public parks. Major describeshow this was approachedin laying out the
Manchesterparks:
In order, therefore, to make the most of the ground we had to operate upon, we designed
the pleasure ground as near as practicable to the skirts of the plot, and then took
advantage of every nook or recess which was to spare for the different playgrounds, - for
archery, quoit alley, skittle ground, bowling green, climbing poles, gymnasium, marbles,
see-saws etc. for males; and see-saws, balls, skipping rope, the Graces etc. for females.
A general playground was formed in the centre of the whole plot, of about 12 or 15
acres, for cricket, knor and spell, leaping poles, football, and foot races, etc., and also for
the additional purpose of large public meetings. "

No discussionof the movementfor public parks would be completewithout mention
of Sir JosephPaxton. Paxton is now best rememberedfor the Crystal Palacein London but
he was a significant landscapearchitect who made a major contribution to the design of
parks in many cities and towns throughout Britain. 19The first park Paxton designedwas
Prince's Park in Liverpool, which he laid out for Richard Vaughan Yates in 1842.
However, Paxton's Birkenhead Park is notable not only for the designshe employed,for
which he was paid a fee of £800, but also it was the first time that land for a public park
was acquired by an Act of Parliament. Paxton's Birkenhead Park was also pioneering in
the considerationgiven to the economics of park production. Initially 185 acres of land
were purchasedin 1844 from the Birkenheadestateof a Mr B. E. Price. 125 acreswere set
aside for the park with the remaining 60 acres being used to build houses around the
outskirts of the park; the moneyraised for the saleof thesehouseswasto be usedto recoup
the costs of land purchase and park construction. In his later designs for parks at
Birkenhead, Dundee, Dunfermline, Liverpool, Halifax and London, as well as for
Kelvingrove and Queens Parks in Glasgow, the use of part of the acquired lands for
housing development to offset the costs of acquiring and laying out the parks was
incorporated within the economic arguments that were used to promote municipal
involvement in park development.As will be shown later, this economic argument was
applied in the production of public parks in Glasgow. The attractivenessof property

is J. Major, TheTheory Practice Landscape
Gardening.1852,in Chadwick,1966,op. cit p. 99.
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19"Paxton
couldalmostbe saidto havehadthemonopolyof layingout urbanandmunicipalparks".Conway,1991,op. cit. p. 85.
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overlooking a preservedor createdopen spacesuch as a public park is recognition of the
aestheticsof capitalism where land values and prices are, at least in part, determinedby
somevalue placed on their location. The value of domesticpropertiessurroundingparks is
enhancedby the aestheticappealof the vista provided by the image of a greenand pleasant
land, albeit in a bourgeois vision of nature, in the heart of the city. Thus the hegemonic
internalisation of bourgeois values associatedwith park landscapesis combined with
economic interestsin the desire to enhanceor maintain property values.BirkenheadPark
was officially opened on the 5th April 1847 by Lord Morpeth, and was an immediate
successand attractedover 10,000 visitors on its first day.
The growth and achievementsof the public park movementin the 1840sand 1850s
was the result of this public commitment and recognition of the need for public parks that
increasingly acknowledgedthe concern with recreation,particularly of the urban working
classes.As a result of changesto the length of the working day introduced in the Ten Hour
Act of 1847 and the growing influence of the SaturdayHalf-Holiday Movement, increased
opportunities for recreation brought with it alarm concerning the popular practices and
perceived immoral pleasures that would be engaged in during the increased hours
available. Thus, the public parks increasingly becamethe target of the social and religious
reformers such as the TemperanceMovement, Sabbatariansand reformers concernedwith
rational recreation.Paxton, addressingthe Annual Soiree of the Huddersfield Mechanics'
Institution in 1855 makes clear his commitment to the idea of the public park as placesof
rational recreation,where educationand instruction was to be combinedwith play:
I hope to see in all theselarge towns placesof instruction and amusementcombined.I
hope to see a handsomepark sufficiently large to contain mechanics' institute, and
music hall, and schoolsof art, where young men may receiveinstruction, and placesof
recreationand amusement,where children and girls and women may congregateand be
both instructed and amused.I believe it would tend much to the advancementof our
social condition to have all theseadvantagesbrought into focus.20

The recreationalvalue of public parks was also promoted by CharlesH.J. Smith, Fellow of
the Royal Scottish Society of Arts, memberof the CaledonHorticultural Society, Highland
and Agricultural Society and Edinburgh Botanical Society. Smith was an influential author
and landscape designer who eloquently presented the case for public parks that have
previously been made but his work reads as a manifesto and check list of features and
facilities that were later to be incorporatedin the production of Glasgow'spublic parks.
Public parks are large enclosedpiecesof ground in the vicinity of cities or towns, partly
covered with trees and shrubs, partly consisting of pastures, lawns, and pleasuregrounds,with their usual decorations,and provided with other meansand appliancesfor
the recreation and amusementof the inhabitants. We adopt the common title Public
Park, though some recent examples seem to partake as much of the characterof the
20J. Paxton,"Address
to theAnnualSoireeof theHuddersfieldMechanics'Institutionin 1855",in Chadwick,1966,op. cit. p. 80.
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pleasure ground as of the park. Their utility and importance in social and sanitary points
21
beginning
be
to
of view are only
adequately appreciated.

Smith made clear his belief in the universal benefits to be had by accessto and use of
public parks by all sectionsof the population:
in the public park, the pale mechanic and the exhausted factory operative might
....
inhale the freshening breeze and some portion of recovered health; the busy shopkeeper
and the more speculative merchant might enjoy relaxation and bracing exercise in
temporary seclusion from their toils and cares; and that the family troop, the children
with their nurses, or the sportive juveniles in the company of their staid seniors might
take their walk or spend their play-time apart from the bustle of the streets, and secure
from the accidents to which, in crowded thoroughfares, they are necessarily exposed.
Without doubt it is also good for the mental health of those who are habituated to the
wear and tear of the busy haunts of men to be brought face to face with the tranquillising
as well as the suggestive works of God in the world of nature ... Looking to the
metropolitan parks of the United Kingdom, we find all classes of the community, the
day-tasked official, the night-worn senator, the slaves of business, and the votaries of
fashion, even royalty itself, all availing themselves of the air and exercise, and scenes of
gaiety and opportunities of social intercourse and enjoyment which these much
frequented places afford. Nor is it to be overlooked that the public parks, and even the
smaller streets, are fitted, if skilfully distributed, to lessen the condensation of our large
cities, to extend their crowding buildings over a wider surface, to rarefy the thick, black
clouds of smoke which rise from them, and so increase their light, and to provide a
larger supply of salubrious air for all the inhabitants. In short, they are, as it were, the
lungs of the cities and towns: and as such they are breathing places to thousands who
may never wander from the streets within their actual precincts. 22

Smith's promotion of the causeof public parks also led him to considerthe economicsof
parks provision, and how the costs could or should be met, that reiteratesthe arguments
expressedabovein relation to Paxton's parks at Birkenheadand elsewhere:
Certainly it would be no misappropriation of the public funds were a commission
authorised to purchase, in the suburbs of many large towns, land sufficient for the
formation of a park; thus doing what might be within the power of the local
corporations: and putting sanitary considerations out of the question, we do not believe
that, in most cases, the concern would be a losing one, for the ground rents of the houses
contiguous to the park would be higher, and the sites would be more readily occupied by
the wealthy citizens than elsewhere in the neighbourhood. '

Smith was also awarethat the parks that had beenprovided at the time of his writing had
shortcomingsin terms of their suitability for those,who had most needof them, that is, the
poorer sectionsof society. The following statementputs forward the casefor smaller,local
parks, nearer to the homes of those who had most need of them. J.B. Russell, Glasgow's
Medical Officer of Health from 1872-1899, made the same criticism of the lack of
accessibleand suitably furnished local parks for the working classesof the Glasgow that
will be addressedin the following substantiveanalysisof Glasgow's public parks network.
Similarly, Smith was well aware of the need to incorporate within parks not only a
Zl CharlesH.J. Smith,Parks PleasureGrounds PracticalNotes CounttyResidences.
Villas. PublicParksandGardensLondon,
or
and
on
ReeveandCompany,1852,p. 155.
u Ibid. 156-7.
p.
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landscapedgardenfor passiveenjoyment,but also facilities for active recreation.
If insteadof enlarging the parks to the extent of 150 to 270 acres,and placing them at
considerable distances,they had confined them to 80 or 100 acres at one-half the
distance, and had multiplied them proportionally, they would have easily procured a
sufficient quantity of ground nearerand more accessibleto all classesof the inhabitants
Separategymnasiumsshould be constructedfor the youth of both sexes(it is always
...
well to give loiterers somethingto do), andbowling greensshouldbe formed for persons
24
of more advancedyears.

Smith's contribution is important in the developmentof a conceptionof what a public park
should be and what its purpose and function was. Smith cites the recurring themesof the
medical, social, economic,cultural and moral benefitsof publicly provided and maintained
parks. That many of his suggestionswere employedin Glasgow'sparks can be ascertained
by considering the facilities and designs that came to be commonplaceand acceptedas
necessaryfor the active and passive recreation of all sections of the city's population.
Smith puts forward a vision for public parks whose suggestions were, it appears,
eventually,however gradually, adoptedby park designers.
Throughout the remainder of the 19`h century there would be unflattering
comparisonsmade betweenthe provision of public parks and open spacesin British cities
and those on the Continent. In particular, the sweepingredevelopmentof Paris undertaken
by Baron Haussmannfor Napoleon III included a number of parks and boulevards.JeanClaude Adolphe Alphand, a French engineer and landscapearchitect, was invited to join
Haussmannin 1853 and contributed to the developmentof The Bois de Boulogne,the Parc
Monceau, the Buttes-Chaumontand the Parc Montsouris. Alphand was advisedby a young
landscapearchitect, Edouard Andre, who subsequentlyintroduced Parisian principles of
in
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Liverpool in 1872. W. Robinson, in 1869, contrastedthe layout of the `new' Paris under
Haussman's schemewith what he consideredthe inadequaciesof Britain's cities. Paris
with its new boulevards, gardens, parks and tree lined streets afforded, according to
Robinson, a more efficacious solution to the problemsbesetby large cities of his time. He
had
to
to
what
the
with
was categorical of
need provide access open spaceson a parallel
beenachievedin Paris.
There is no need to expatiate on the necessity of a thoroughly good system of public
gardening in the great cities of the wealthy and civilised race; nor to describe the want of
it in our own case - this is painted but too plainly on the faces of thousands in our
densely-packed cities, in which the active brain and heart of the country are continually
being concentrated. 25

Robinson was critical of the provision and design of parks, particularly concerningaccess
u Ibid.
pp. 159,162.

25W. Robinson,TheParksPromenades
And GardensOf Paris DescribedAnd ConsidcredIn RelationTo TheWantsOf OarOwnCities
London,JohnMurray,1869,pp. xvii - xviii.
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for the working classeswho had most need of the benefits of fresh air, and displayedthe
faith of the Victorian reformer in the application of rational solutions to society's
problems.
Parks we have, it is true; yet they but partially supply the necessities of large cities. They
would serve all our wants if the population breathed only as often as they put on holiday
attire or have time to walk, it may be several miles, to a park, ... There is no human
want or wrong that cannot be remedied by human wisdom and energy; and the most
crying evil of this period of change, when the mass of workers are steadily deserting the
country for the city, is that our towns are still built upon a plan worthy of the dark ages,
26
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Robinson's characterisationof Paris as at the forefront of developinga plannedcityscape
as a solution to the problems facing all rapidly expandingcities and towns, that of the need
to create an environment which would improve the health and well-being, and perhaps
more importantly the good order, of all sections of its population, is perhapsa romantic
and charitable interpretation. In comparing Paris with Britain, Robinson was holding a
mirror up to Victorian society in an attempt to promote what he consideredthe necessary
developmentof a systemof parks and open spacesthat would breathenew life and vigour
into British cities. He sought to combine a claim to the universal right of all to fresh air
with the social reformer's call to alleviate the suffering of the poorest in society in the
name of efficiency and civilisation. As such his plea was for the commitment of the
political classesto provide the meansby which the cities and towns could be redesignedto
suit the needs and requirementsof a modem, civilised society. There is, in Robinson's
promotion of Haussmann's Paris as the city of modernity, an explicit call for the
developmentof some form of town and city planning, which could create the necessary
environmentalconditions for the continuing successof British civilisation.
To hope to attack the mass of diseaseand dirt that exists, without first giving men an
opportunity of enjoying pure air and light, is in vain. These are the cheapestas well as
the greatest of blessings; they are naturally the property of all; but civilised man
completely annulsthem by his muddling and stupid arrangementsof our cities. To make
them once more the property of all should be the aim of everybodywho wishes well to
his country. It should be one of the first and most important `questionsfor a reformed
parliament'. For what is the use of all our present efforts towards ameliorating the
conditions of the massesin our cities, if health and all its consequencesbe impossiblein
them. Of none indeed,except it be in perpetuatingmuch of the misery and squalidness
that occur amongstus by ministering to them.27

As well as influencing decision-makersat local and national level the argumentsof
the public parks movement also had an international dimension. Frederick Law Olmsted
travelled extensively in Britain and visited Paxton's park at Birkenhead and was so
enthusedby what he saw that, on his return to America, he promoted the idea of a park for
26Ibid.
pp. xviii-iv.
27Ibid 117.
p.
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New York.' He eventually becamethe chief architect for Central Park in 1858, and later
went on to advise and inspire the creation of other parks throughout the US. Olmsted
promoted the benefits of public parks in a way identical to those in Britain. He was
concernedwith establishinga park in New York that would be as good as any in Europe,
and which would provide the same benefits to the city and its population. The following
statement emphasises the beneficial effect of nature on the quality of the urban atmosphere
and its concomitant invaluable contribution to the physical and mental condition of the
urban resident that is reminiscent of the arguments of the public parks movement in
Britain:
is disinfected by sunlight and foliage. Foliage also actsmechanicallyto purify the
air
...
air by screeningit. Opportunity and inducementto escapeat frequent intervals from the
confined and vitiated air of the commercial quarter, and to supply the lungs with air
screenedand purified by trees, and recently acted upon by sunlight, together with
opportunity and inducement to escapefrom conditions requiring vigilance, wariness,
and activity toward other men if these could be supplied economically, our problem
"
be
solved.
would

Olmsted was concerned that parks should be designed to provide a place in which the
people could partake of the benefits of exercise, relaxation and recreation that again
mirrors those in Britain advocatingthe samecause.He was however awareof the need to
make the park accessible,in terms of design as well as location for all sections of the
population and wanted nothing to stand in the way of the people making full use of parks
as a resourcefor their cultural, social and physical betterment.
We should undertake nothing in a park which involves the treating of the public as
prisoners or wild beasts.A great object of all that is done in a park, of all the art of the
park, is to influence the mind of men through their imagination,and the influenceof iron
hurdles can never be good. 30

Olmsted also reflected the concerns of many municipal authorities for the prestige and
statusof the city. The park could have economicbenefits by promoting a popular image of
the city as a good place in which to live and do business.The park was thus, for Olmsted,a
most important elementin assuringthe commercialsuccessof towns and cities. Civic pride
and status could be made manifest through the design and embellishment of parks as public
spaces that reflected the `positive' values of civic leadership. The words of Olmsted below
emphasises public parks as important tourist attractions for cities, and is another feature
which has a resonance with the image and promotion of Glasgow both in the present day
28R.,Rosenzweig,E.Blackmar,
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park that arose in relation to its potential use and misuse by the population as well as the benefits that Ohnstedforesawfor thepeopleand
the city of New York. In this there is a distinct correlation in the hegemonic representations and disciplinarydisuses providedearlier in
that the production, representation and uses of space is reflected in the argument and justifications given by park planners, designers,
social religious reformers concerning the necessity for 'natural' public spacessuch as parks in cities and large towns.
29 F. L. Olmsted,
City Parks and the Enlargement of Towns (Read before the American Social ScienceAssociation at the Lowell Institute,
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and in the past 31
The Park, moreover, has had a very marked effect in making the city attractive to
visitors, and in thus increasing its trade, and causing many who have made fortunes
elsewhere to take up their residence and become tax-payers in it -a much greater effect
in this way, beyond all question, than all the colleges, schools, libraries, museums, and
art galleries which the city possesses. It has also induced many foreigners who have
grown rich in the country, and who would otherwise have gone to Europe to enjoy their
wealth to settle permanently in the city. 32

Olmsted sought to demonstrate,through the example of Central Park, that not only was
public disorder a problem that could be easily managed and controlled, but that the
public's accessto the park had a truly beneficial and civilising influence on all sectionsof
the population, but, particularly those from the lower classes,who could be investedwith
virtues which were of benefit to all of society aswell as to themselvesas individuals.
Here we touch a fact of more value to social science than any other in the history of the
Park; but to fully set it before you would take an evening by itself. The difficulty of
preventing ruffianism and disorder in a park to be frequented indiscriminately by such a
population as that of New York, was from the first regarded as the greatest of all those
which the commission had to meet, and the means of overcoming it cost more study
No one who has closely observed the conduct of the people who
than all other things
...
visit the Park, can doubt that it exercises a distinctly harmonising and refining influence
upon the most unfortunate and most lawless classes of the city - an influence favourable
to courtesy, self-control and temperance. "

The commonthemesand argumentspropoundedby the various figures consideredso
far stress the benefits arising from park development - medical, moral, environmental,
landscape
influence
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most needy section of the industrial urban population, the working classes.The emphasis
given to the opportunity provided by regulated open spacesin improving the `culture' of
influence
`civilising'
of parks,
the
class
recreations
working
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educative and
particularly when they were associatedwith cultural events and institutions such as music
and art galleries and museums. The `rough' element was to be smoothed out of the
working class by providing them with the opportunity to mix with their social superiors
and be influenced by their social practices and habits. Similarly, the provision for games
and sport would provide healthy recreations that would not only improve their physical
health but also the moral well being of the population. Thus, the sensethat the city was
31Certainlyin Glasgow importance
the
of the prestigiousparkssuchas Kelvingrovewasnot lost on the municipalauthoritiesin their

attempts to promote the city as successfuland the paragon of municipal service provision. They were also used,in the caseof Glasgow,as
will be discussed in detail later, to provide a forum in which the city could be promoted on an international level through the staging of
hugely popular and successfulexhibitions. Kelvingrove Park was the venue for The International Exhibitions of 1888and 1901, aid the
Scottish Exhibition of Natural History in 1911. Bellahouston Park was also the venue for the Empire Exhibition of 1938.
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improved by the construction of public parks was not limited to the betterment of the
physical environment and hencethe health of the population. They were also promoted as
a meansby which the population could be educatedand instilled with the civilising habits,
virtues and aspirationsof the increasingly important urban bourgeoisie.The ethos of the
public park movement's propagandawas one in which public spaceswere promoted as a
meansby which the urban landscapecould be used to provide the opportunity for passive
and active recreations.The parks were representedas oasesof relative natural purity in the
urban environmentthat had a number of interconnectedand important functions and uses.
As the ideas and argumentsproposedand propoundedby the advocatesof the public parks
movementbecameacceptedin town councils and in Parliamentthey also proved important
for prominent pioneersof town planning.
(c) Public Parks And The Development Of Town Planning
An influential pioneer and the most significant early Scottish advocateof town and
regional planning was Sir Patrick Geddes,who combined his biological and sociological
studies to produce a belief that human communitiesdevelopedby the interactionsbetween
people, the environment in which they lived and the activities which they carried out. As
Mellor states:
Above all, Geddes wanted to change the perceptions of his contemporaries about city
life. What he was writing was not a town-planning manual, a historical or geographical
analysis of town growth, or a new educational theory. It was a rationale of town life for
all those who lived in cities and for all nations where the majority of the population
dwelt in cities. It was a polemic on civilisation and what cities had to offer for their
citizens, which for Geddes was the chance for `cultural evolution', in the way that he
specially interpreted it. "

Geddesclearly demonstrateda knowledge and awarenessof the aforementionedrecurring
themes,argumentsand achievementsof the public parks movementand incorporatedthem
in his vision for public parks as essentialto the health and well being of modem society:
From this standpoint the case for the conservation of Nature and for the increase of our
access to her, must be stated more seriously and strongly than is customary. Not merely
begged for on all grounds of amenity, of recreation, and repose, sound of the
maintenance and development of life; of the life of youth, of the health of all, which is
surely the very foundation of any utilitarianism worth the name; and further of that
arousal of the mental life in youth, of its maintenance through age, which must be a
main aim of higher utilitarianism, and is a prime condition of its continued progress
towards enlightenment. "

Geddes showed a magnanimity and generosity of spirit towards those who had the most
need of accessto parks and open spaces:those who by circumstancewere forced to spend
34 H. Mellor, Patrick
Geddes- Social Evolutionist And City Planner. London, Routledge, 1990, p. 190. Seealso V. W. Welter,
Patrick Geddes and the City of Life. London, MIT Press, 2002.
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most of their working lives and leisure time in the congestedand polluted environs of the
town or city, without accessto the beneficial aspect of communing with nature in the
country.
But the children, the women, the workers of the town can come but rarely to the country.
As hygienists, and utilitarians, we must therefore bring the country to them. While our
friends the town planners and borough engineers are adding street beyond street, and
suburb beyond suburb, it is also for us to be up and doing, and `make the field gain on
the street, not merely the street gain on the field', 36

Whilst awareof the achievementsof the municipal authoritiesin the towns and cities of the
Victorian era, he was also aware of the limitations and inadequaciesthat were inherent in
their design, maintenanceand regulation. Geddeswanted to include and prioritise in the
public parks a new civic culture that would allow more direct experienceof their benefits
through active recreation and participation in the spaceof the parks rather than the visions
or versions of `nature' that had been presented previously, as primarily for passive
appreciationor contemplation.This, as Geddesproclaims,would help combatthe potential
that youthful exuberancewould deviateor degenerateinto `hooliganism'.
The city parks, which are among the best monuments and legacies of our later
nineteenth century municipalities - and valuable, useful, often beautiful though they are have been far too much influenced by the standpoint natural to the prosperous city
fathers who purchased them, and who took them over, like the mansion-house parks
they often were, each with its ring-fence, jealously keeping it apart from a vulgar world.
Their lay-out has as yet too much continued the tradition of the mansion-house drives, to
which people are admitted, on holidays, and by courtesy; and where the little girls may
sit on the grass. But the boys? They are at most granted a cricket-pitch, or lent a space
between football goals, but otherwise are jealously watched, as potential savages, who
on the least symptom of their natural activities of wigwam-building, cave-digging,
stream-damning, and so on - must instantly be chevied away, and are lucky if they are
It is primarily for lack of this touch of first-hand rustic
not handed over to the police
...
experience that we have forced young energy into hooliganism; or, even worse,
depressed it below that level. Whereas the boy-scout movement triumphantly shows that
even the young hooligan needs but some living touch of active responsibility to become
a Hermes; and with similar openings and vigorous labours, we shall next make of him a
veritable Hercules.; '

Geddeswanted to take the experienceand designsof the past and expandthem to make the
parks of the twentieth century a combination of all the possibilities that could, or should,
be included. Thus, they were to include gardens,a zoo, botanical garden,recreationground
and open-air gallery and museum, all combined in one place. His ambitious plan for
PittenweenPark in Dunfermline for the CarnegieTrust in 1903 is a utopian vision of an
ideal public park that would combine the virtues of relaxation, recreation and instruction
that was evident in the works and words of his park designerpredecessors.His plan shows

36 Thiel
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a bipolar concern with making the whole city a park" in which the function of a pleasure
ground was augmentedby its role as a meansfor the promotion of social reform, through
educationaland cultural institutes. His plan displayshis evolutionary perspective,basedon
a sociological and ethical understandingof the nature and necessityof urban planning and
city design.
At every point, therefore, from park, playground and garden to museumsand palaces,
theselarger human and social usesmust dominateour constructivetasks we now see
...
the modern town evolving anew towards the culture city - city of realising ideals and
thus again becoming sacredin a new sense,yet which may havewithin it much of what
39
in
best
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was
old.

Geddes' writing displaysa wonderful vision of the possibilities by which park design
could be used as a central focus for the bettermentof the experienceof living in urban
areas.In this, Geddesviewed public parks as a fundamentalelementin the promotion and
responsibility of civic culture. It was through the central construction of a park that would
provide all the leisure, recreational and educationalfacilities of the town that Geddessaw
the possibilities for the rejuvenation of urban living. He envisagedthe needsof old and
young, men and women,passiveand active recreations,cultural and educationalpursuitsto
be encompassedwithin a park which would inspire the visitor and lead them to a better
quality of life, experienceand opportunity.
More generally, any comprehensive park design, such as the present, has to satisfy as far
as may be not only all sorts and conditions of men, all occupations also, but all phases of
life - childhood, youth, maturity, old age; childhood in it's innocence and play, in that
admiration and that questioning, too, which are its true self-education; youth in its hope
and aspiration, its ambition and energy; maturity in its strenuous life of labour and
service, and its need of rest, refreshment and repose; age in its power and influence, its
calmer and broader outlook... For as the modem park is becoming the Cathedral of the
People it must express, as this did in its various chapels and their altars, the various
ideals to which individuals and their classes are devoted: must be adapted to their group
interests and activities as to their general collective and civic functions. In short, then,
our laying out of roads and paths is also one of routes for visitors and these not only
practical and convenient but suggestive and educative, and even individually emotional
festival and triumph, its Processional
and collectively dramatic
routes
of
symbol,
...
40
Road, its Sacred Way.

The park, his `Cathedral of the People', for Geddeswas a spaceelevatedto the statusof
sacred space, reminiscent of Foucault's heterotopias, that must offer opportunities for
distraction, entertainment and education for people of all ages. It was also similar to
Benjamin's descriptions and analysis of `Dream Houses of the Collectivity' which
included railway stations, the arcades of Paris as well as The International Trade
38There
areechoeshereof le Corbusier'svisionof thecitiesof thefuture,in whichhighrisehousing,his 'Machinesfor Living',wouldbe
setwithin thelandscapeof the city asonegiganticpark.
39
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Exhibitions, those `folk festivals of capitalism'. Geddesin his vision displayedthe zeal of
many of the social and religious reformers of the 19t century and conceivedthe use of
town planning and landscapedesign to improve the quality of urban existenceby giving
human
in
beneficial
to
the
the
or
natural
whether
access
effects of
environment,
construction. He characterisedto some extent the concern of many earlier proponentsof
public parks of the need to bring `nature to the city', to provide a meansof communing
in
benefits
social
the
experiment
as
an
creator,
a
mysterious
metaphysical
with
of
and
engineeringthrough environmentaland cultural opportunity and education.
We thus appreciatemore fully His conceptionof our goodly environment- the park, the
4'
development
itself
the
city,
world
- as a vast open-air museumof social

Geddes'swork at the Outlook Tower in Edinburgh had internationaladmirers.Geddeshad
for
42
long
town
Lewis
Mumford,
the
need
of
relationship with
a
whose own conceptions
late
in
in
America
by
in
influenced
the
Olmsted's
turn,
work on public parks
planning was,
19thcentury. Mumford is clear in his appreciationof Olmsted's influence on his ideas for
town and city planning:
by 1870 Olmsted had carried his thinking about parks beyond his original conception
...
better
He
big
landscape
lying
in
that
the
the
saw
even
the
city.
growing
of
park,
midst of
tracts of land might be destroyed on the outskirts, and that by the time the urban mass
had reached these outlying areas they might be just as badly needed. Hence he outlined
This conception of a continuous
the conception of the complete park system
...
environment of public greens and open spaces as an essential element in urban planning
important
to
contribution
an
and
an
not
afterthought
was
or
a
mere
embellishment
form
it
developed
highly
design;
in
sound contemporary city
a more systematic and
a3
the
must still govern every rational conspectus of
new city.

This recognition of the need to plan for the future park needsof the population as the city
development
in
below,
be
beyond
its
boundaries
the
shown
expanded
was evident, as will
of Glasgow's park system.Mumford continuedthe tradition of the 19thcentury proponents
of public parks in his conceptionof the `civilised city' as one that provides parks and open
This
for
health
the
the
echoedearlier
as
of
population.
spaces necessities
and well-being
Slaney,
Smith,
Robinson,
Louden,
advocates of public parks mentioned above, such as
Chadwick, et al. The recurring themes of the medical, physical, moral and educative
benefits of public parks are clearly evident in the following extract.
Hygiene demands,finally, that the quality of air, even when freed from noxious fumes
filled
by
be
improved
the
open
spaces
and smoke, must
simplest meansof renovation:
with verdure and shrubbery,which not merely tend to equalisethe temperatureand
freshenthe air, but which provide the necessaryrelaxation for body and mind. Gardens
are for delight, and delight by itself is an important factor in the maintenanceof health
From the standpointof hygiene,parks and gardensare not luxuries for the fortunate
...
41 Ibid.

p. 204.

42SeeF. G. Novak(ed),Lewis Mumford
London,Routledge,1995,
andPatrickGeddes:TheCorrespondence.
43L. Mumford,TheCulture Cities.London,Seeker& Warburg,1940, 220.
p.
of
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minority: they are essentialif the city is to becomethe permanenthabitat for man. The
city that adequatelycommandsthe resourcesof modem civilisation is not the city of
stretchedwharves and ships bringing goods from the endsof the earth: it is not the city
of skyscrapingtowers that darken and congestthe streets:it is not the city of the widest
concrete roadways, the longest double-decked automobile drives, and the most
overcrowdedsubways- it is the city in which everyquarteris ribboned with gardensand
`
parks.

A further exampleof the adoption of the principles of the public parks movementin
the development of town and regional planning is that expressedin EbenezerHoward's
vision of the Garden City. Howard's plans and ideas concerning Garden Cities are well
known as an idealised solution to the problems associatedwith the rapid expansion of
towns and cities. Howard reflected to some extent the anti-urbanrhetoric that had existed
throughout the 19a'century, and his Garden Cities was an attempt to rescuepeople from
the deleterious consequencesof life in the urban industrial age by an abandonmentof
attempts to reform the city that had occupied previous generationsof advocatesof parks
and open spacesby starting afresh in building new cities. Central to Howard's ideas was
that open spacesand parks were fundamentalfactors in providing for the health and well
being of all people and his Garden Cities plans provided extensiveparks and open spaces
for his new communities. Despite Howard's intentions, the Garden City was an elitist
solution in that it could only provide escapefor a very limited few whereasthe intention
behind urban public parks was an attempt to provide accessto the benefits of `natural'
open spacesfor as many as possible. Howard's plans eventuallywere tried, in limited and
adaptedform, in Welwyn GardenCity, where they bore little resemblanceto his ambitious
dreams.The GardenCity schemewas a utopian dream but it symbolisedan acceptanceof
the need for public parks and open spacesprovision as essentialelementsin the planned
developmentof new towns, suburbs,and housing schemes.For example,in Glasgow the
Knightswood suburb beganby the Corporation in the 1920sincluded extensiveparklands
Garden
house
layout
the
the
resembled
open
streets
and
spacesand
cottage
style and
of
Suburbdesigns.

There were no Garden Cities built in Scotlandbut there was an interesting
experimentattemptedin Glasgowwith the building of Westertonas a GardenSuburb.The
`Co-partnershipEstate' based on Howard's principles that was built in Westerton as a
GardenSuburbwas a combination of the philanthropy reminiscentof the donation of lands
for public parks by wealthy and benevolent individuals that had become relatively
commonplacein Glasgow and elsewhereby the turn of the 19thcentury and a new type of
Glasgow's
blighted
had
in
housing
that
the
venture as an experiment solving
problem of
history. Indeed, many of the individuals involved as trustees and office bearers of the
"Ibid.

p. 428.
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schemehad been active in the promotion of parks in the city or had donated lands for
parks."' Raymond Unwin was appointed as the consulting architect for the Westerton
Garden suburb and was pleasedto have the chance to expand the principles of Garden
Cities north of the border. Unwin had beenclosely involved in Howard's first GardenCity
at Letchworth in 1904 and was responsible for designing the first Garden Suburb at
HampsteadHeath. The opening ceremony for the new garden suburb of Westerton took
place on the 19th April 1913, and by May the first phase of 45 houseswas completed.
Despite, the intervention of World War I that brought a prematureend to the scheme,with
only 84 of the planned 300 houses built, the following extract from the Prospectus
produced by the Glasgow Garden Suburb TenantsLtd in 1913, illustrates the high ideals
and expectationsinvestedin the scheme.
The idea arose from the Housing Problem, and its real purpose is shown in its name The Garden Suburb. It is a successful attempt to establish, on the outskirts of large
towns, carefully and beautifully planned estates, where the number of houses to the acre
is limited. The congestion of industrial centres is thus relieved, and the worker finds a
home in beautiful and healthful surroundings, where he and his family enjoy better
health and in consequence become better citizens
The co-partnership estate at
...
Westerton will be kept clear of all that goes to deteriorate a neighbourhood. It is being
built as a Garden suburb not in name only but in reality with open spaces, bowling
greens, tennis courts and Playgrounds for children, and it is contiguous to a beautiful
golf course already in existence. Much might be said as to the amenity of its situation, its
The Co-partnership Estate
splendid air, its fine surroundings and magnificent outlook
...
at Westerton will be for all classes, but particularly the working classes; small houses
will be built, such as never have been built in a suburb of the kind around Glasgow, to
Of course there will be houses
suit those who toil in the workshop or the warehouse
...
large and houses small, each size grouped separately in different parts of the suburb. '

The need to provide parks and open spacesas necessarypublic amenitieswill be
consideredin relation to Glasgowin the following section.However, the acceptanceof the
ideas and argumentsput forward by the public parks movementby urban plannersas well
as city authorities is evident in Glasgow.In 1945 the Corporation was concernedto ensure
that future residential developmentswould have a basic minimum open spaceprovision in
any new developments.
A feature of the residential portions of community areas would
disposition of playgrounds, open spaces, amenity spaces, and
provided. The basis of providing open spaces should be that of
related to population and not to houses. Thus, where tenement

be the number and
recreation grounds
area of open space
flats are provided,

43 These included John Stirling-Maxwell MP for
the College district who was instrumental in forming the Garden Suburb scheme after
attending a lecture on Garden Suburbs in Glasgow and had donated lands for the following parks: Maxwell Park (namedafter the MP) in
1878, Titwood Park in 1895, the lands of Dumbreck forming part of Bellahouston Park in 1901, Newlands Park in 1913,and Auldhouse
Park in 1918. Sir Archibald Campbell of Succoth who donated the land that the suburb was built on would gift 10 acres to form
Dawshohn Park in 1920. Other members of the Committee of Management were Sir Samuel Chisholm, Lord Provost of the city from
1889-1902 and well known sanitary and social reformer as well as Temperance advocate, William Collins a fellow Temperance
campaigner and publisher, William Russell, Conservative member of the Corporation from 1902, William Martin ISbe i memberof the
Corporation for 6 years and President of the Glasgow Ruskin Society.
Extract from the Prospectus produced by the Glasgow Garden Suburb Tenants Ltd in 1913, in M. Whitelaw, AGarden Suburb For
as w Glasgow, Gilfillan Press. 1992, p9 and Westeton's Women's Group (K. Barrett, M Campbell, V. Donaldson.E. Forrester,M.
Gibson, E. Grimes, E. Howie, A. Kidd), Westerton
1993, p. 17.
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containing a larger number of personsper net housingarea,correspondinglylarge areas
of open spacewould be provided, the basis being as stated, population and not the
number of houses.A large numberof small playgrounds,within easyreachof the homes
of the children using them, is preferredto a fewer number of larger playgrounds... As
much green land as possible should be provided. The lay-out of the residentialparts of
community areas should include for the provision of walk or footways centred on
narrow strips of open space leading to the areasof undevelopedland which should
`contain' the replanned areas (so far as this is possible with the existing continuous
developmentswhich have alreadytaken place).47

By the 1950s the Corporation had begun to develop a commitment to the preservationof
open spaces,protecting them from future building developments.Whether the quality of
open spaces within new residential areas lived up to the expressedintention of the
Corporation, it was a recognition that the argumentsof the advocatesof public parks,
playgrounds and open spaceshad been acceptedand were consideredan intrinsic part of
the planning process. In the post-war boom in house-buildingin Glasgow after the slum
clearancesit is clear from reports such as The Clyde Valley Regional Plan48and various
subsequentCorporation reports49the local authority's continuing commitment to open
spacesprovision for the purposesof recreation.
The developmentof an awarenessof the necessityand benefits to be had from access
to open space and public parks in industrial towns and cities was promoted and
promulgated by the advocates of the public parks movement. This was an important
19th
life
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the
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consequencesof
with
and manufacturing towns created an appeal to create or preserveopen spacesand public
parks as necessaryspaces.In this the public parks movementprovided a valuable service
for those having to managethe changing urban landscapeof the 19t' century. What also
Glasgow's
be
is
local
to
rapid
the
the
of
needs
specific experience
considered
context,
growth. This context was the background the foundation for the development of the
municipal authority's power and knowledge, which combined social and religious
reformism with fiscal prudence,to intervene in and administer the problems of the city.
This intervention includes, it will be argued, the developmentof a comprehensivepublic
parks systemunrivalled in Britain and Europe.
3.3: The Glasgow Experience of the 19thCentury
The story of Glasgow's phenomenalgrowth in the 19thcentury is one that is written
47Bruce,R, MasterOf WorksAnd Civil Engineer,
Of The City Of Glasgow. Community Planning And Open Spaces, March 1945, p. 41.

48P Abercrombie,& R.H. Mathew,19A6ClydeValley RegionalPlan Edinburgh,HMSO, 1949.

49 See Corporation Of The City Of Glasgow, Office OfPublic Works, City Chambers,Glasgow, Develomnent Plan. 1951; A. G. Jury. City
Architect and Planning Officer, First Ooinquenial Review of the Development Plan. The Survey Report. Corporation of the City of
Glasgow, 1960; J.H. Rae, Director Of Planning, Planning Policy Report - Oven SpaceAnd Recreation, Glasgow Corporation,May 1975.
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on the landscape of the city: in its streets, its buildings and its public spaces. The
demographic, economic, political and spatial development of the city formed and was
formed, by the social and cultural practicesof its population, as they adaptedto the needs
and consequencesof industrial capitalism. It is necessaryto describe this process,as an
unfolding text of the history of the city in modernity, through the presentationof a number
of salient features, as the historical context, in which public park developmentoccurred.
Therefore, brief considerationof the demographicand spatial expansionof the city will be
presentedalongsidecontemporaryaccountsof the consequencesthesehad on the physical
and social environment, as well as the everyday experiencesand living conditions of the
inhabitants of the city. These consequenceswere high population growth, pollution,
inadequatehousing and sanitation and the concomitant threat from diseaseand ill health,
not to mention the perceived moral and physical dangersof and from the poverty-ridden
and exploited masses. The particular experience of Glasgow in the 19`h century is
perceived and represented as particularly subject to these consequencesand is a
fundamental condition for understanding the historical context of the origins and
development of a comprehensivepublic parks network in the city. These factors were
important in creatingthe conditions for the developmentof a form of civic governmentthat
took an interventionist strategy in the provision of servicesin an attempt to createa more
healthy and attractive city. What will be demonstrated is that the response of the
administrative, political and civil elites to the perceivedthreats from disease,social unrest
and moral degradation,entailed a concertedattempt on the part of the municipal authorities
to fashion a new social, physical and moral landscape.The city was at the forefront of the
developmentof a form of civic administration and organisationthat has had a significant
and lasting legacy. `Municipal Socialism' in Glasgow will be describedand demonstrated
as underpinned by a reforming zeal and a religious ethos that sought to ameliorate the
worst effects of the city's growth, under industrial capitalism, whilst seeking to educate
and instruct the massesin the `proper' values and habits of civilised, that is, bourgeois,
society. The conception, promotion and administration, of utilities, facilities and services
by civic, social and religious reformers, was an integrated strategy of developmentfor the
`good of the city' and was inherently involved in a processof social control. The provision
of a comprehensivenetwork of parks and open spaceswas an intrinsic and very public
manifestation of the developmentof such an extensiveframework of servicesprovided for
the `common good' that was used to promote the image and reputation of the city as `the
Workshop of the World' and `Second City of Empire'. As Ruskin is reputed to have
commented,"The measureof any great civilisation is its cities and a measureof a city's
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greatnessis to be found in the quality of its public spaces,its parks and squares."30
A place for nature, and for places to play, in the city, had long been considereda
necessaryattribute for a civilised society, but the necessityfor new public spacessuch as
parks becameincreasingly important when towns and cities were no longer small enough
to permit easyaccessto the seemingpurity of the countryside." Until the middle of the 19th
century, Glasgow had a single open grassy space,Glasgow Green, a medieval remnant of
Episcopal benevolencethat was threatenedwith coal-mining and building development.
By the mid-20th century the city had more parks and open spacesfor the leisure and
pleasure,recreation and relaxation of its citizens than any other city in Europe. The public
parks provided an escape,albeit temporarily, from the stressesand strains,the dangersand
hazards of the new urban industrial experience. They became an increasingly
acknowledged requirement through the 19a`century, coupled with an ideology of their
moral benefits that has been demonstratedas a fundamentalelement in the argumentsof
the advocatesof the public parks movement.This, then, is the local historical context from
which the developmentof a comprehensivenetwork of public parks must be framed and
which will be describedbelow.
(a) Growth, Expansion And Development

The rapid expansionof Glasgow in the nineteenthcentury was the result of the city
being at the forefront of the two most formative forces in the developmentand experience
of modem capitalism,namely industrialisation and urbanisation.Glasgow,in the spaceof a
hundred years, grew from a relatively small city with long established Cathedral and
University, whose economywas basedon commercialtrade with the colonies,primarily in
sugar, cotton and tobacco, to become a manufacturing and industrial powerhouse.No
detailed considerationwill be given here to the economyof Glasgowexceptin the broadest
sense.Whilst it is the fundamental base for the growth of the city, it is the indices of
growth and expansionthat are most relevant to this discussionof the social, medical and
moral consequencesof industrialisation and urbanisation.'2 The following three tables
30 J Ruskin, J.
quoted in Avnendices To The Minutes Of Evidence Submitted to the Environment Sub-Committee of the Environment.
Transport and Regional Affairs - Twentieth teoort Town and Country Parks. 27 October 1999, }IMSO-HC 477-I
(http: /Avww. publications. parliament. uk/... 199899/emselect/cmenvtra/477/47706.htm. ). However, no citation appearsin the document
and a rigorous attempt to track down the original source has proved impossible.
51P.F. Wilkinson, "The Historical Roots Urban Open SpacePlanning", in Leisure Studies 7,1988, pp. 125-143, gives a brief acmmt of
of
the development of parks from ancient times (Mesopotamia, Egypt, Greece and Rome), through the Renaissance,to 19ihcentury urban
park construction. W. Theobald, "A History of Recreation ResourcePlanning: the Origins of Space Standards", in Leisure Stwiies. 3
1984,pp. 189-200, covers similar ground but focusesdirectly on the creation of spacestandardsto be applied to populationsof townsand
cities.

52There
area largenumberof textsthatgiveaccounts
of theearlyhistoryanddevelopment
of Glasgow.Thefollowingis onlya verybrief
selection,someof whichprovidedetaileddiscussionof the rise anddeclineof Glasgow'sheavyindustries.

J. Pagan, Sketch of the History of Glaseow. Glasgow, Robert Stuart, 1847; Senex, Old Glasgow and its Environs. Glasgow, David
Robertson, 1864; The History of Glasgow (from the earliest to the present time). Glasgow, John Tweed, 1872; J. Bell. & J. Paton,
GGlasgow,Its Municipal Organisation and Administration, Glasgow, James MacLehose and Sons. 1896; 0. Eyre-Todd,
to
las ow Glasgow, Blackie and Son, 1911; J.G. Kerr, (ed. ), Glasgow - Sketches by Various Authors. British Association for the
advancementof Science,Glasgow, McElhose & Co., University Press, 1928; C.A. Oakley, The SecondCity. Glasgow, Blackic and Son,
1946; R. Miller. J. Tivy (eds.) The Glasgow Region
J.R. Kellett, Glasgow. A Conte es
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Survey.
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detail the growth of population

in Glasgow, as well as indicating the sources of

immigration that led to such a rapid increase in population.
TABLE 3.1: Population of Glasgow 1560-1831 53
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sto , London Blond Educational Ltd., 1967; A. Gibb, Glasgow: The Making ofa City, London, Croom helm, 1983; 1'. Reed, (ed. ),
Glasgow: The Forming of a City, Edinburgh, Edinburgh University Press. 1993; M. Pacione,Glasgow: the Socio-spatial Ikvelopmentof
the Ci ', Chichester, Wiley and Sons, 1995.
5; Source: J.Cleland,
Statistical Facts Descriptive of the Former and Present State of Glasgow, Glasgow, Bell & Bain, 1936, pg. 5.
54 Source:
J. Cunitison & J.B. S. Gilfillan, The Third Statistical Account of Scotland (Glasgow) Glasgow, Collins, 1958, p. 808.
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The dangerous potential that was considered as existing in the city, as a result of such
a rapid increase in population, that of overcrowded and insanitary conditions was a concern
for a number of professional observers of the city. " Many medical, religious and social
reformers

sought to develop an awareness of the inadequate physical and social

infrastructure by detailed observation and study of the new urban landscapes. Arguably the
most famous official account of the conditions to be found in the towns and cities of the
19th century was that of Edwin Chadwick's 1842, Report, as previously cited. Chadwick
wrote of what he found on his visit to Glasgow in the September ofl 840 and described the
low wynds and dirty narrow streets and courts, in which, because lodging was there
...
It might admit
the cheapest, the poorest and most destitute naturally had their abodes
..
of dispute, but, on the whole, it appeared to us that both the structural arrangements and
the condition of the population in Glasgow was the worst of any we had seen in any part
of Great Britain. S7

Such views of the appalling conditions in Glasgow were not uncommon. Dr Sutherland

55 Source: HMSO Census Returns.
56

Foremost among the early collectors

of data on the city was

J., Cleland, Statistical Facts Descriptive of the Former and Present State of Glasgow, Glasgow, Bell und Bain, 1836.
This work was continued by other medical figures: J.13.,Russell, the Vital Statistics of the City of Glasgow, Glasgow, MacDougall,
1886, A. K. Chalmers, The Health of Glasgow, 1818-1925, Glasgow, Corporation of Glasgow, 1930. More modem sourcesinclude: J.
Gunnison and J.B. S. Gilfillan, The Third Statistical Account of Scotland (Glasgow), Glasgow, Collins, 1958,A. Gibh, 'Ilx, Ikanographic
Consequencesof Rapid Industrial Growth: A case study of Glasgow, 1801-1914, Occasional Papers Series No.24, DLpartnicltt of
Geography, University of Glasgow, 1988.
57 Chadwick, 1842,
op. cit. pp. 97,99.
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from the General Board of Health of Glasgow eloquently provided a description that
characterisesthe appalling conditions that he observedin 1848:
It is in those frightful abodes of human wretchedness which lay along the High Street,
Saltmarket, and Briggate
that all sanitary evils persist in perfection. They consist of
...
ranges of narrow closes, only some four or five feet in width, and of great length. The
houses are so lofty that the direct light of the sky never reaches a large proportion of the
dwellings. The ordinary atmospheric ventilation is impossible. The cleansing until
lately, was most inefficient, and, from structural causes, will always, under existing
arrangements, be difficult and expensive. There are large square midden-steads, some of
them actually under the houses, and all of them in the immediate vicinity of the
windows and doors of human dwellings. These receptacles hold the entire filth and offal
of large masses of people and households until country farmers can be bargained with
for their removal. There is no drainage in these neighbourhoods, except in a few case;
and from the want of any means of flushing, the sewers, where they do exist, are
The interior of the houses is in perfect keeping
extended cesspools polluting the air.
...
with their exterior ... dark and without the means of ventilation. The walls are filthy,
and in many cases ruinous. 38

Similarly, Robert Perry MD, the President of Physicians and Surgeons and Senior
Physician to the Glasgow Infirmary expressedwhat were common official fears of the
effects and experienceof the new industrial conurbationson the humancondition when, he
stated:
It is in the large cities where the greatest amount of misery is to be found, and the
darkestpractice of the effects of man's cupidity is exhibited. There, the human species,
more vicious than their inferiors, or more preying upon eachother, eachin his own way,
from the monopolist down to the commonthief, the former with the sanctionof law, the
latter by stealthand violence. S9

Such investigations and reports emphasised the consequencesof large-scale
migration to the city, that, when combinedwith an inadequatehousing stock and poverty,
led to an inevitable over-concentrationof population in some districts. Table 3.4 below
indicates the density of population in various years as well as deathrates.However, whilst
it demonstratesthe trends in population, density and death rates in the city as a whole it
does not reveal the incredible disparities that existed betweenthe worst effected and the
more prosperousareas. For comparison, Table 3.5 details population, density and death
rates in the Districts of Blackfriars, in the city centre and the relatively new bourgeois
suburb of the West End in 1860 to demonstratethe relationship between morbidity and
over crowded locality. The deathsof children were emphasisedas a particular calamity by
medical professionalsand social reformers and causefor concern.For example,Dr Strang
in his Report on the Mortality Bills of the City of Glasgowand Suburbsfor 1851 expressed
his distressat the high ratesof child deathin the city:
ssDr Sutherland,
"Appendixto a Reportof GeneralBoardof Healthon theepidemicCholeraof 1848-9"in J.B. Russell,TheEvolutionof
theFunctionof PublicHealthAdministration-Glasgow,William HodgeandCo., 1893,p.21-2.Russellcollectedandpublishedsimilar
dirt anddisease.
darimess,
descriptionsof theconditionof thehouses,closesandstreetsthatprovidea recurrentthemofappallingsqualor,
39R. Pent', Facts Observations
and
on the SanitaryStateof Glasgow.1844,(GU SpecialCollectionsMu22-b.s).
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That Glasgow should have lost by death, during the last four years, 14,371 children,
under two years of age, or 32.14 per cent of the gross annual mortality, is fearful to
contemplate,and loudly calls for somethingto be effectively done for the preservation
of the infants of the poor, amongwhom this high mortality exists.60
TABLE 3.4: Population, Density and Death Rates in Glasgow, 1841-191161
Year
1841
1851
1861
1871
1881
1891
1901
1911

Population
(000s)
274
329
395
477
511
565
761
784

Density
per Acre
50
65
78
94
97
84
93
60

Death Rate
(per 1000)
31
38
30
33
28.5
25
21
17

Death Rate Under 5
(per 1000)
156.8
171.3
137.8
160.6
104.9
95.9
83.8
61.2

TABLE 3.5: Population, Density and Death Rates, 1860, Blackfriars and West End Districts 62

Population
Density per acre
% population under 5
Birth rate (per 1000)
Death rate under 5 (per 1000)
Death rate over 5 (per 1000)

Blackfriars
10,577
328
13.6
44
213
95

West End
2,972
34
9.11
17
34
5.3

The lack of adequate sanitation and sewerage arrangements,for the working classes
inevitably causeddiseaseand mortality on a massive scale.The evidenceof the appalling
consequencesand cost in human lives and misery is indicated in Table 3.6 detailing the
deathsfrom major diseasesin the period. The middle decadesof the 19thcentury witnessed
epidemics of smallpox, cholera, diphtheria, typhus, scarlet fever, measlesand whooping
cough reap a terrible toll on the most vulnerable section of the city's population. Table 3.6
details the death rates from epidemic diseasesand also highlights the death toll from
diseasesand afflictions of the lungs. Someattentionmust therefore be paid to the question
of pollution as the result of the rapid speedat which capital brought industrial production
to the centre of cities (see figures 3.1,3.2 and 3.3). However, the initial concern of many
with smoke as an obvious pollutant was with the aestheticrather than health consequences
of major industrial manufacturing production in the city. For example, in a pamphlet,
entitled, The SmokelessCity: A Retrospectand a Prospect the author, Hugh A. McLean
refers to a report From the Dean of Guild of Glasgow for 1st November 1849 in which the
effects of smoke pollution in the city, and in particular on Glasgow Green was described
60J. Strang,"Report
Obsur 1.
on theMortality Bills of theCity of GlasgowandSuburbsfor 1851"in S.Bent' & II. Whyte(eds.) G1as¢ow
Edinburgh,JohnDonald,1987,pg. 92.

61 Source:

A. Gibb, The Demoeranhic Consequencesof Rapid Industrial Growth: A casestudy of Glaseow. 1801-1914.OecasimialPapers

SeriesNo.24, Departmentof Geography,
Universityof Glasgow,1988,p.22.
62J. Strang,"Report
on the Vital, SocialandEconomicStatisticsof Glasgowfor 1860",in Gibb, 1988,op.cit. p.28.
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thus:
For years, the public throat has been tickled by the actual smoke, and the public fancy
has been tickled by the notion and hope of its removal, but we are still smoked as before
But the breathing of smoky vapour is not the only grievance of which the public
...
complains; it is at length damaging, if not destroying, the only green spot which the
citizens can claim as their own patrimony. 6'
TABLE 3.6: Quinquenial Deaths from Major Diseases,1855 - 1914 64
Diarrhoea
Dysentery

Typhus

Cholera

Enteric

Fever

Scarlet

Fever

Diphtheria

Measles

Whooping

Bronchitis

Cough

Pneumonia

Phthisis +
Pulmonary

Smallpox

Tuberculosis

757

1,657

3,163

4,355

6,493

1,043

1,570
1,154

1,817
2,020

3.214
3,262

5,984
6,323

8.298
9,665

1,115
167

3,397

1,557

2,001

3,083

6,721

9,560

775

1.097
1,032

1,622
1,862

1.388
1,475

1,449
1,880

3,362
6,437

6,777
5,866

9,118
6,335

25
23

97
61

497
617

1,161
1,163

1,302
999

1,677
2,654

3,144
2,985

5,360
5,298

7,048
8,290

8
38

49

883

878

590

2,949

3,205

4,797

7.229

30

1900 - 04
1905 - 09

44

430
483

521

2,805

4,824
3,592

6,960
6,415

424

820

1,990
2,540

3,115

10

599
395

1910 -14

13

271

807

862

2,815

3,156

3,206

4,464

1855-59

2,179

2,333

1860 - 64
1865 - 69

1,330
2,083

3,225
3,607

2,343
1,140 3210

1870 - 74

2,092

1,191

1,111

1875 - 79
1880 - 84

1,968
1,885

352
194

1885-89
1890 - 94

1,440
1,609

1895 - 99

2,500

Figure 3.1: Chimneystack
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in Govan, April

1912 Figure 3.2: Solway Street, Dalmarnock

Sept. 1910 65
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Nuisance' in which it was reported that a Mr. F.W. Harris after conducting experiments
"with soot-collecting boxes in different parts of the city during four winter months,
calculatedthat 45 tons of soot fell each day upon Glasgow's area of 12,796 acres or at a
rate of 16,410 tons per annum, or 820 tons per square mile per annum"." The
consequencesfor the health of the population of such extensivepollution was recognised
by medical authorities much earlier as indicated in table 3.7 below. It details the numberof
personsper 100,000 who died in and near Glasgow in 1880 as a result of non-tubercular
lung diseases.Table 3.7 illustrates that in the more densely populated areasin the city
more people suffered from lung and other diseases,understood as aggravatedby higher
levels of smokepollution, than those in rural districts who benefited from the relative purer
and less polluted air of the countryside.An impassionedplea for action on the nuisanceof
smoke pollution is given below and is couchedand expressedin languageand sentiments
in which comparisonsbetweenthe city and the country reflects many of the points and
argumentsmade by campaignersfor urban public parks. That is, public parks act as `lungs
of the city' and have a purifying action on the tainted air of the polluted city and that the
benefits of pure air are not only medical and physical but also moral:
If we can bring it home to every man, woman, and child that a smoke-ladenand foggy
atmospheremeans directly catarrh, nasal and bronchial, sore throats, cough and colds
and indirectly means an insidious process of so weakening our various respiratory
organs,& c., as to predisposeto undueliability to disease,undoubtedlymaking it more
difficult to live for the best of us, and sendingmany othersto an untimely grave, surely
this can be changed- and this is no class or party question- every man, woman and
child is concernedhere - it is well worthy of a great enthusiasticunited effort to make
the change and to get all the health and wealth which anotherfour or five hundred
...
hours of extra sunshinewould mean,when plot and garden and public park would be
gay again with the bloom of healthy flower, the verdure of bush and tree adding
immensely to the sum total of the citizens' pleasure,making the dear old city worth
living in, making our citizens,young and old, capableof living a better life, morally as
well as physically, and forever destroying that wicked superstition that industrial
supremacyis synonymouswith dirt, darkness,and disease,and ensuringthat all should
have not only pure food and pure water, but what is possiblythe most important of all,
""
pure air in rich abundance.
TABLE 3.7: Death Rates per 100,000 in and near Glasgow, 1880 6s
Contagious

Lung

Other

Diseases

Diseases

Diseases

Rural Districts

289

354

996

1639

City of Glasgow
Thinly Populated part of
Glasgow, 36 persons per acre
Densely Populated part of
Glasgow, 512 persons per acre

773

1024

1232

3029

450

600

870

1920

1020

1860

1600

4480

66In J.B. Cohen A.G. Ruston,Smoke Study Town
Air, London,EdwardArnold, 1912,p.15.
a
and
of
67McLean,1911,
op.cit p. S.
68Ibid. 73.
p.

Total
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Figure 3.3: Glasgow Smoke 69

The rapid population growth of the city and the problems detailed above was
accompanied by its spatial expansion. The development of new suburbs away from the
medieval centre and the subsumption of neighbouring burghs, previously under their own
sovereign authority, saw a dramatic increase in the total acreage of the city. Table 3.8 and
the accompanying map (figure 3.4) detail and illustrate the acquisition of new lands and
the extension of the city through various Expansion Acts that increased the size of the
city's area from 1,786 acres in 1800 to 39,725 acres in 1938. Stich an expansion would
have implications for the production of the public parks network, particularly in relation to
the location and chronology of development. This aspect will be discussed in the following
chapter.
Figure 3.4: Boundary Extensions and City Growth
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fig View

of Glasgow by an wwwnul artist, c. 1880, showing the profusion ofsmoke-emitting chimneys in the city, Picture No. IW407i9,
Mary Evans Picture Library (http: //online. inepl. co.uk/old-biii/dwsrwt).
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TABLE 3.8: Extension of the City of Glasgow, 1800-1935 70
Area
Date

Districts Incorporated

City's Total
(acres)
acres)
1,768

1800
Partof the Greenandpart of thepresentcentreof the City betweenRamshorn
1800
ChurchandSt Enoch's Burn
Ile Necropolisandthelandsof Blythswood,andlandsof EasterandWester
1831
Craig
Ilie portionof the city betweenCarlyleStreetandGarscubeRd., Southof the
1843 Canal
Burghsof Anderston& Carlton,the majorportion of theBaronyof Gorbalsand
1846 partsof the adjoiningcounties:MunicipalandParliamentaryBurgh(createdin

96

1,864

317

2 181
,

192

2,373

2,690

5,063

Springburn,andlandsat Broomhill,PortDundas,HundredAcreHill,

970

6,033

Coplawhillandthe remainderof Baronyof Gorbals
Burghsof Govanhill,Crosshill,Pollockshields,
HillheadandMaryhill; the

78

6,111

5,750

11,867

1832) now coincide

1872
1878
1891

Keppochhill, Cowlairs: lands at Wester Kennyhill, Gilmorehill, Donaldshill

districts of Mount Florida Langside, Shawlands, Kelvinside, Springburn and
,

extensionof Belvidere

1896

Bellahouston Park, Craigton.

450

12,311

1899

Blackhill andShawfieldareas

377

12,688

1905

Burgh of inning Park
Moss Park and Henderston

108

12,796

179

12,975

Lanarkshire-ShettlestonandTollcross:Renfrewshire- CathcartandNewlands

6,208

19,183

Itenfreshire- Mansewood,
Kennishead,
Nitshill, Hurlet, Crookston,Cardonald,

10,326

29,509

535

30,044

9,681

39,725

1909

Burghs of Govan, Partick and Pollockshaws and several suburban districts

1912

1925

and portion west of Particle Dunbartonshire - Dawsholm, Temple and North
Knightswood
Lanarkshire - Lambhill, Robroyston, Millerston, Carntyne and Aikenhead.
Scotstoun and Yoker. Dumbartonshire- Knightswood

1931

Hogganfield,Carntyne(east)
Lanarkshire- Balmuildy,Auchinairn,Carndowan,Gartloch,Easterhouse,
and
Q°eenslie: Renfrewshire - Linn Park, Jenny Lind, Darnley, and Penilee:

1938 DunbartonshireDrumry,Drunichapel Summerston
and
-

(b) The Shadow Side of the City
Whilst the statistics presentedabove provide detailed evidenceof the demographic
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and spatial growth of
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population density through the lack of facilities and infrastructure, it does not adequately
depict the social conditions that existed for the massof the population, and what Durkheim
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slums
Scenesand Social Photographs, originally published anonymouslyunder the pseudonym
Shadow, in 1858.'' In his wanderingsinto the nooks and cranniesof the backcourtsand
wynds of the city, Shadowexposedthe living conditions of the massof the population to
70 Table S
l Glasgow. It's Evolution and Enterprise Corporation of Glasgow, 1914, p. 21: Cunnison, & Gilfillan,
adapted from unicipap
The Third Statistical Account of Scotland (Glasgow). Glasgow. Collins, 1958: Facts and Heures for Members of the Council.
Corporation of Glasgow, 1949, p. 70. Map adapted from Historical Fact Sheet 3, City of Glasgow Council, 1999.
71 Shadow, Midnight Scenes
by
and Social Photographs being sketchesof life in the Streets Wvnds and Dens of the City and illustrated
George Cruikshank, Glasgow, Thomas Murray and Son, 1858. J.F. McCaffrey republished it in full, with an introduction, in 1976.
Glasgow University Press. Shadow was identified as a pseudonym for Alexander Brown, a letterpress printer in businessat 108Argyle
Street. The book, is presented as "... facts and observations not without value on a subject of great and increasing interest, viz., the
condition of the poor, and the classesgenerally inhabiting the lower depths of society ... the'night side of the city'... 'Life in the Streets,
Wynds and Dens of the City'", p. v.
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the glare of the literate public. ThomasAnnan, a commercialphotographerwith a studio in
Hope Street who was commissionedby the Trustees of the Glasgow City Improvement
Schemeof 1866 to documentthe slum conditions before they were demolished,provides a
near contemporary photographic record of Shadow's literary descriptions, his `social
photographs'. Some examples of Annan's photographs will be provided below to
accompanyShadow's descriptions. Shadow's nightly walks through the city over a oneweek period documentsthe people, scenesand impressionsthat he encounters,in a not
unsympatheticlight. He does not romanticisethe ordinary people but neither doeshe shirk
from describing in detail the conditions that he encounters.
'Z Shadow's work is in many
ways comparablewith Friedrich Engel's 1845 description of working class life in The
Condition of the Working Class in England.73,though without the political analysis or
revolutionary rhetoric, Behind the facade of the wealthy streets and houses of the
bourgeoisie,out of site of the everydayexperienceof the `respectable'citizens of the city,
lay a nether world, the `night side', of appalling poverty, suffering and moral depravity.
For example,Sundaynight in the Briggate is describedthus:
An immenseconcourseof men,women and children, with numbersof policemen,areto
be seenlounging about in idle groups,preferring the openair to the vitiated atmosphere
of their pestilential dwellings ... Yet, despite this, and the occasionaldrunkard who
staggersacrossour path,the generaldemeanourof the peoplebespeaksrevelry subdued;
the poor attemptsat face-washingand dress,on the part of someof them, even in their
filthy rags, seemto elevatethem a shadeabovethe sensualitiesof the week In a few
...
momentswe grope our way, in an inclined posture,through the entranceto one of those
low narrow closes. A small stream of impure water flows on the right, and with the
odour of putrefying animal substances,it smells of putrefaction ... The close now
becomesmore open, and we breathe more freely. A score of eyes from almost every
point - staircase,window and pavement- fall upon us, aswe look through the hazygrey
of the night. The impression at once felt is that of intrusion. No nautical explorer ever
fell among savageswho looked with greater wonder at his approach Of the six or
...
eight families we visit, each occupies but one apartment,in size about 8 feet by 12,
containing from four to five inmates,without regardto age or sex.The bedding, placed
in the corner of the room, usually consistsof a little straw, and the bed-clothesof a few
old rags. In two casesonly do we seea chair -a stool, or someother article is used....
Reader,fancy a small room, not more than 8 feet by 9 feet or 10. In it, on a handful or
two of straw, scatteredin different corners sleep three poor women. One of them old,
blind, and deaf with age. Another confined with a child but twent'-four hours or so
before. She is alreadyup, and commencesher work on the morrow.7

Shadow's descriptions,vivid as they are, are not unique or isolated accounts.Despitesome
limited attempts at slum clearanceby the City Improvement Schemeof 1866, in 1886 a
third of families in Glasgow lived in one room, in conditions, as the following extract
The languageof his 'explorations' is reminiscent of other later Victorian investigations into the conditionsof the working classesifnOt his
remedies as to the causesof their impoverishment See General William Booth, In Darkest naland and the Way Out, Salvation Army,
London; Mearns, A., 1883, The Bitter Cry of Outcast London: An Inquiry into the Condition .of the London Poor, London, 1890., (GIJL
Sp. Coll. Mu 61-b.4).
73 F. Engels,
The Condition of the Working Class in England, translated and edited by W. O. Henderson and WE Chaloner Oxford,
,

Blackwell, 1958.
74Shadow,1858,
op. cit pp. 16,18,29.
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testifies, almost identical to that described by Shadow in 1858. It would not be until well
into the 20`h century that council housing was provided in any significant numbers to make

an appreciabledifference to the `housingproblem'.
No one will dispute that the social condition of a large part of the population is deplorable
in the extreme. The dwellings are wretched. The families are surrounded by an
environment of squalor and degradation which renders it impossible for the children to
thrive. Science and art have done much to change the face of the world; they have done
but little to transform the social aspect of our great cities
We cross several
...
thoroughfares, and at length turn aside along a narrow close or ally, which one may have
passed hundreds of times without dreaming that it leads to lands and tenements, largely
consisting on innumerable one-roomed houses where many poor families consistently
reside. At the foot of the stair a dungstead stands constantly reeking with unwholesome
odours. It is being replenished almost without intermission. If the day is sloppy and wet
the lower steps get the benefit of the overflow, and a filthy pig-sty entrance is the result.
Up one, two, three, or four stairs, you find long, dark passageswith no end of doors, each
one opening into the wretched apartments where a whole family dwell, and whither this
little group of children are finding their accustomed way. If you would follow them into
the room provide yourself with a lump of camphor, that you may not run the risk of
fainting away after leaving the fresh air of the street. The passage is dirty; the house is
filthy; no whitewash has come near these walls for many a long day. One miserable bed
occupies a dark recess, another made up of some old bedclothes is seen in a corner, and a
third -a shakedown -may be found under the first to be drawn out as night approaches.75

Figure 3.5: Closes, Nos. 97 and 103 Saltmarket

Figure 3.6: Close, No. 37 High Street 76
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The impression left upon the mind of a visitant to these worst of low places, is
analogous to approaching the most ferocious of wild beasts. The contour of their heads
is unmistakable, and the fierce animal expression of their countenance still less so.
Every feature bears the impress of crime. When they quarrel, which they frequently do
Among the wynds of the Trongate, Argyle
among themselves, the scene is appalling
...
Street, the Gallowgate, the Calton, the Gorbals, even extending to the suburbs of the city
hundreds
dens,
inmates
if
looked
in
the
their
thousands
of
same
of
upon,
with
now
would present scenes not to be imagined, far less described. Riot, drunkenness, theft,
profligacy of every kind - it may be murder itself - are the pastimes in which they are
77
Friday!
this
the
engaged, and all on
very quiet night of
week,

The languageand allusions to phrenology, was typical of his time and betrays his
own social status, but it does not detract from the attempt Shadowmakes to shed some
light on the impoverished experienceof many Glaswegians.He makes it clear that, for
him, there exists in Glasgow a level of poverty and deprivation that is all too easily hidden
from the eyes and minds of `respectable'society. The moral consequencesfor the poor
forced to endureexposureto the worst excessesof the sameprocessesthat had createdthe
wealth of the city was explicit. Either a descentinto sensuousdepravity and criminality or
a moral and spiritual torpor in which the few opportunities for healthy activities and
pastimesare spurnedor dismissedfor the limited comforts and anonymouspleasuresto be
clutched at out of sight in their lairs and hovels, free from the dismissive eyes and
judgementsof the `decent'.
The virtuous and the vicious, the halt and the blind, the motly-condiditioned of the
poorer classesgenerally are here - but alas! True to the words of the old verse, "the
nearerthe Kirk, the further fae grace".... Pent up in their hovels all day, they come out
just to breathea mouthful of fresh air before laying themselvesdown on beds of rags
and straw. It is a pity that thesepoor people have not the moral courageto venture out
during the day, while the sunmight rejoice their hearts,and ventilatetheir unwholesome
garments- for basking in God's sunshine,and thereby giving increasedhealth to body
and mind, is surely better than wallowing in low pestiferouscellars.And while the poor
have beendriven from the streetand the public house,comparativelyno effort hasbeen
madeof a practical kind, by the Christian community, to fill the vacuumtherebycreated
in the social habits of the people. The choice lies betweenchurch and home. With the
former, personsof vicious habits have no sympathy;nor can they be expectedto have.
And so betwixt their shabby garments, and an outward prejudice all too prevalent
against a Sunday walk, or other innocent enjoyment, the poor are cooped up in their
dirty pestilential dwellings, consigned to sleep, or drink, or smoke away the day in
peacefulindolence.How much better it would be to seethe poor creaturesbreathingthe
fresh air on our lovely Green, inhaling the ruddy glow of health to the faded cheek! or,
why not, saysa sensiblewriter on the samesubject,"sanctify the Sabbatheveningto the
poor, who have only heard the street ballad and the street organ during the week, by
making it the occasionfor hearing Handel and Haydn, or the Massesof Mozart set to
Scripturewords, or any other amongthe great achievementsin church music, which our
poorer brethren have ears to listen to - yes, and hearts to feel - if you give them a
chance". On a fine summerevening in our public parks, it would be difficult to realise
by
God
heavenly
to
than
the
anything more
or exalting
effect of such praisesoffered
78
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What is revealed in the above extract are the commonly held conceptions of the
benefits to be had from access to the medicinal action of fresh air, exercise, and sunshine,
that clearly resonates with the arguments and themes propagated by the public parks
movement. The call for the 'uplifting'

experience of music in the public parks is an early

appeal for what was to become a popular and extensive pastime and use of the parks later
in the century. This will be considered in a later chapter but it represents here an example
of bourgeois social reformers at that time. Not only did they campaign for more pay, safer
workplaces, better homes, adequate sanitation, education etc., but for the beneficial
exposure to `high' culture rather than the dubious politics and sensuousness of popular
songs. Social reform of the physical conditions of the poor was perceived as advanced
alongside moral reform, to be achieved by education, instruction and healthy alternatives to
popular cultural and leisure pursuits. This hegemonic strategy of social control and
engineering through the environmental

improvements and rational recreations is a

recurrent theme in the development of the public parks.

Figure 3.7: Close, No. 139 Saltmarket

Figure 3.8: Old Vennel, off High Street

For Shadow, to ignore the evidence of his investigations would be to ignore a `social
evil' that contained moral dangers. It was also an appeal to the consciences and claims to
moral superiority of the `worthy'
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citizens. The need for action, for missionary work in the slums, to create a healthier, more
civilised and moral society would benefit all classes in Glasgow. For, if the poor were left
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to fester in the back alleys and closesof the city, there was not only a threat to the health,
wealth and general `good' of the city but to its status and competitivenessas a major
industrial, manufacturingand trading centre:
That social evil exists in Glasgow to a most sorrowful extent, is only too apparent to the
most common observer who walks our streets, and truly horrifying it is to him who
would take the trouble of descending into the lower depths of society, who would visit,
whether by night or day, the dens of the vicious, or the pestiferous dwellings of the poor.
Statistics however exact, and description however vivid, can give no idea of the
deplorable condition in which these classes are placed. We are sure that the Christian
community of Glasgow are comparatively ignorant of the physical and moral destitution
of their fellow creatures, and as a class for liberal benevolence, they will stand most
honourable comparison with any other city
Either these neglected people are our
...
fellow-creatures, `the children of God' in reality, alike with ourselves, or they are not. If
they are, then all simpering sympathy and mere lip-profession of love for them is a
mockery. An earnest practical effort to elevate them needs to be made. 8°

Those who had benefited most from economic successunderstoodthat it was basedon the
new opportunities in manufacturingand commercewrought by industrial organisationand
technological innovation. For Shadow,the sameprocessesthat had brought wealth to the
city created physical impoverishment and were perceived as being compoundedby an
ignorance of basic health measures.Therefore, the poor neededto be provided with the
meansto increasetheir standardof living through the acquisitionof knowledgewith which
to counteracttheir unhygienic and inadequateliving conditions as well as the improvement
of the necessities.The poor, therefore, should be instructedto better themselvesas well as
provided with the means and the circumstancesin which to apply the benefits that a
modem industrial economy could supply. For Shadow,the improvement of the condition
of the poorest in the city was only a possibility if moral benefits were allowed to grow in
the hearts, minds and bodies of the people. This evangelical ethos will be shown to
underpin underpinnedthe reforming zeal of both voluntary associationsand the institutions
of the local state as will be discussedpresently in relation to the developmentof a vast
range of municipal services.
One great cause, we believe, will be found in their effective knowledge of the laws that
regulate health, and their general existence as rational beings. The whole of the external
circumstances of society are against them. The capitalist, in his haste to make rich,
demands from them longer hours of labour than are either needful for the respectable
subsistence of their families, or for the requirements of society generally, in these days
of increased production by machinery. From a niggardly parsimony, again, workmen
have nearly all the complaint of the poor tailor who is consigned to a pit, exposed to the
fever-exhalations of sewers, or a low roof, or a crowded workshop, which subject them
to the exhausting effect of a vitiated atmosphere
The closes and wynds - the damp
...
cellars and fever nurseries of the poor, falsely called `homes', have been pointedly
spoken of, and described in these sketches. The presence of such places in the centres of
princely wealth, surrounded by monuments of art, and all the elements of outward
civilisation, is a libel upon the city, and upon her high professions of Christianity in
soShadow.1858,
op.cit pp. 116-7.
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particular. The total ignorance of the unhappy occupants respecting everything like
organic law, which requires for the preservation of health, pure air, light and cleanliness,
precludes the possibility of their ever being able to exercise the slightest control over the
unfortunate circumstances in which they are placed. Hence the almost constant presence
of disease in these wretched localities. Hence the inordinate number of public houses in
these afflicted neighbourhoods. Morally and physically prostrated by an open
antagonism to all that is morally and physically healthful, these poor creatures have
become the easy prey of intemperance and every description of vice
The mere fact of
...
the people being exposed to more light and purer air would, in spite of their old habits,
better their moral and physical condition. Accustom the poor to better houses, and more
a comfortable existence, and, like the world in general, there will follow an effort to
keep and maintain these advantages. By this process has civilisation advanced. x'

Figure 3.9: Close, No. 75 High Street

Figure 3.10: Close, No. 46 Saltmarket

Shadow's illumination of what he called the `night side' of Glasgow of the 1850's is a
powerful demonstration of the conditions in the city that the municipal authorities had to
contend with. The following section will discuss the civic ethos, the social and religious
idealism that permeated the creation, organisation and administration of a form of
municipal authority in Glasgow that in the second half of the 19'h century displayed a
zealous commitment to direct intervention in the social, material and moral landscape of
the city.
(c) The Civic Ethos And The Role Of Evangelism In Municipal

Administration

Shadow's appeal to the Christian community to recognise and accept their duty and
responsibility was expressed within a climate and tradition of religious participation in
Scottish civil society. As Morton describes it,
xI Ibid.
pp. 119-20,122,123.

R2Plates 12 and 28 in awan, 1977,
op. cit.
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By the time we reachnineteenthcenturyScotland,civil societyexistsas a balanceto the
state,and is createdby it, but also that civil society is, as Toqueville would have it, the
necessaryresistanceto tyranny of the majority. For this counterbalanceto achieve
successful hegemonic power, the self-interested motivations which drive the
heterogeneoussociety of individuals becomesimbued with an ideology of civic virtue.
If there wasno `community' to maintain `social order' then conflicting socialnorms will
result from a civil societydivided along religious, ethnic, regional or classlines.83

Gramsci's concept of hegemony, that is, "... the supremacy of a social group
84,
itself
in
`domination'
intellectual
leadership"
two
manifests
ways, as
and as
and moral
predicatesan examinationof how, in any society a class is able to establishits leadership
of other classes,as distinct from outright coercion, using specific political, cultural and
ideological forms and practices. This concept of ideological and cultural leadership is
useful in the context of Victorian Glasgow in that it assumesan important relevancewhen
considering the motivations by the bourgeoisiebehind the organisationand administration
of public services, charitable schemes,and religious missions in the city. The role of
bourgeois civil society, particularly that of the evangelical interventionists in municipal
organisation, was one of inter-linked and interwoven initiatives and motivations. As
Gramsciputs it, "... hegemonyover its historical developmentbelongsto private forces,to
civil society - which is `State' too". " The need to addressthe moral, medical and social
consequencesof the demographic,spatial, economic and municipal expansionof the city
and how best it should, or could be organisedfor the benefit of the `common good' was
mitigated by fiscal constraintsand political concernswith good order. In the cities of the
nineteenth century the role of a particular group, the `urban gentry', were prominent in
their influence in civic affairs. They were
[p]articularly concerned with the administrative and ideological organisation of
...
society, they were to be found as members of statistical societies and Royal
Commissions,writers and readersof the quarterly press,organisersof charity and social
discipline They played a crucial role in the organisationof hegemony.86
...

The historical evidencefor the influence of this group has already beenalluded to both in
the analysis of the public parks movement and in the description of the Glasgow
experienceof the 19thcentury. Such an hegemonicintelligentsia,as Gramsci defined them,
were "... an elite of men of culture, who have the function of providing leadershipof a
cultural and generalideological nature for a great movementof interrelatedparties (which

83 G. Morton, "Civil Society, Municipal Government
and The State:Enshrinement, Empowerment and Legitimacy. Scotland, 1800-1929",
Urban History. 25.3.1998, p. 251.

94A. Gramsci,Selectionsfrom
the PrisonNotebooks.(translatedandedited)Q. }Ioare and0. Nowell-Smith,London,Lawrenceand
Wishart,1971,p. 57-58.
Ssmid. 261.
p.
86R. Gray,"Bourgeois
Milton Keynes,
Hegemonyin VictorianBritain", in T., Bennettet al (eds.) Culture.IdeologyandSocialProcess.
OpenUniversityPress,1981,p. 237.
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in reality are fractions of one and the sameorganic party)"" The concern of civil society,
whether the local state, charity or religious organisations, worthy, `respectable' and
predominantly bourgeois, was with the threat to the political, moral and physical well
being of the city's population as a consequenceof the growth of industrial, urbanised
society. In fact, the local state, operatedand maintainedby the social and political elite,
was, in large part, the samepeople and classwho played such a crucial and important role
in the establishmentand evangelismof many organisationswhose aims and ideology was
concernedwith the value of instruction and `self-help'. This classrepresented,in Glasgow
[v]arious

intellectual and literary cadres strongly committed to
overlapping
...
utilitarianism and free trade, who staffed key new branches of the State apparatus.
Moreover `divinity and economics' ran together and the laws of political economy were
closely entangled with moral, and often religiously sanctioned, norms of `rational
conduct'. 88

Foucault echoesthis, when he states,
The bourgeoisie is perfectly well aware that a new constitution or legislaturewill not
suffice to assureits hegemony;it realisesthat it hasto invent a new technologyensuring
the irrigation by effects of power of the whole social body down to its smallestparticles.
And it was by suchmeansthat the bourgeoisienot only madea revolution but succeeded
in establishinga social hegemonywhich it has never relinquished.""

The collection of statistical information on the city, reports concerning the sanitary and
housing situation as well as the morals and habits of the population were observedand
of the rapid growth of
published as part of an over-archingconcernwith the consequences
the city. The "... prevailing political orthodoxy in Glasgow tended increasingly towards
liberalism'" for most of the nineteenthcentury in which the conceptof the `commongood'
was held to be more important than any sectarianor political partisanship.
Humanitarianism, or welfare capital operating at municipal level, soughtto enablethe
deservingto help themselves:the undeservingcould be taken in hand and given suitable
treatmentand assistance.Liberalism with a large injection of Christian duty forced the
considerationof urban problems."

The evangelicalChristian philosophy of the likes of ThomasChalmers,who led the
Disruption of the establishedChurch of Scotland in 1843, saw social reform and sanitary
81 Grainsci,
99

1971, op. cit pp. 149-50.

(fray, 1981, op. cit. p. 239. Gray specifically dates the rise of the evangelism as as ideological response to the consequencesof
Urbanisation and industrialisation and details the interlinked 'remedies'as an attempt to ensuresocial order amongstthe urban working
classes:
"One responseto the social crisis of the 1830sand 1840swas an 'evangelistic' (in both a specifically religious and general metalilarical
senseof the term) drive to assert control over the urban masses Social unrest was seenas the result of indiscipline, the lack of moral
...
by
control
social superiors, and'ignorance'. Remedies were believed to include poor law reform, the beginningsofelementaryeducation,
religious evangelism, propagandaagainst dangerous economic heresies', the fostering of more acceptableexpressionsof wotking. class
Common to all of themwasthe attempttop xPte
self help (friendly societies, co-ops, etc.) and of safe forms of'rational recreation'
...
an ideology common to the ruling class as a whole, but also certain traits specific to the urban gentry. Economic, moral and religious
concerns were fused into a single image of urban social danger." Ibid. pp. 244-5.

89M. Foucault,Power/Knowledce.
London,HarvesterWheatsheaf,
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improvements of the industrial city as integral to Christian philanthropy. The following
demonstratesthe style and content of the appealsto action that featured in many such
commentarieson the condition of the industrial city. The languageand self-identification
of the author as a Sundayschool teacheris intendedto add authority to his descriptionsof
the `moral statistics' of the city and the need for middle classaction to remedythis `social
evil'.
The working classes are the foundation of society. Upon them all higher orders rest, and
by them are supported
No nation can be prosperous whose working population is
...
diseased, ignorant or immoral: and no working population can be healthy, intelligent, or
virtuous, whose homes are built in defiance of the laws of nature, where light, sunshine,
and air are excluded, and where no room whatever is given for the moral nature of man
to develop itself. It is impossible for the decencies and virtues of social life to thrive in a
kennel. Let the rich ask themselves this question How could they attend to all the
proprieties and delicacies of domestic life, if their washing-house, water-closet, kitchen,
bed-rooms, parlour, dining-room, their very ample accommodation for the necessities of
home existence, were suddenly restricted to a single, dark, dingy apartment, less than
twelve feet square? And yet in such hovels the poor have to live - in such dens are
millions of children reared from infancy. The wonder is not that there are recklessness
and immorality among the labouring classes, but that there is a spark of virtue left at all
for working men, and we see no hope for them but in the middle classes
weep
we
...
speaking to them as brothers, and yet with fidelity, and then helping to provide them
by
kicked
is
football.
He
is
dwellings.
The
labouring
a
with proper
a
man at present
feeling of unhappiness from the slaughter-pen to the public house, for relief, and there
he is robbed of money, of health, of the power of will, and then kicked back to his den.
There
And by robbing him, the public house prevents him ever getting out of his den
...
are Christianity and philanthropy enough in Glasgow to get this evil remedied. Glasgow
is not an imitator, she can strike out a path for herself. We entertain no Utopian scheme.
We wish to see every married man with a comfortable home, of not less than one room
and kitchen, with proper conveniences and plenty of air to breathe. Glasgow enterprise
can supply him with this and that without a loss. 92

Within this context, the reforming zeal that permeatedthe institutions and organisationsof
the city's civil society and of the local state were motivated by the same considerations.
What developed in Glasgow, in the 19thcentury, as an explicit acknowledgementof the
appalling conditions and consequencesto be found in the city, was an adherenceto the
principle of public service, a civic ethos, of sound and prudent administration and a
commitmentto providing for the `commongood'.
The great evangelisation scheme of Victorian Glasgow was linked to the creation of a
`city of God' through the ballot box. The basis of municipal work was the town council,
Its
formed
it
Victorian
the
society.
to
urban
and
core of evangelical attempts
reform
work covered both material improvement and behavioural control of the citizens ... The
mixture of philanthropic and municipal action was the key to the work of the civic
93
gospel

Whilst the Town Council had pressingmattersto deal with in the form of improvementsto
92TheMoral Statisticsof GlasgowBy A SabbathSchoolteacher.
Glasgow.1864,pp. 21,25 - 26.(GUL Spec.Coll. Bg. 53-C.17).
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sanitation, poor housing, crime and disorder, and the provision of public utilities the
feature
influence
in
was
a
prominent
administration
religious
council policy, strategy and
of municipal politics in the city. The personnel of various voluntary and charitable
ideology
inspired
by
the
social
which
organisationswere
same religious, political and
in
developing
involved
in
the
the
people
were
motivated
sameclass,and many cases, same
the municipal programme of city improvement, sanitation measures,policing and the
regulation of leisure and cultural activities.
[I]nterestingly, town councillors were almost always church elders, and they applied a
strongly religious policy to the improvement of the urban environment.. Indeed,
Victorian social policy rested heavily on evangelical foundations with church
committees and pressure groups fostering public debate about civic government. Such
was the influence of evangelical thinking on social policy that it can be argued that
evangelicals dictated when and in what manner state intervention was necessary ... town
councils had played a crucial role in the early stages of rapid urban growth and
industrialisation. They brought together ecclesiastical, educational, philanthropic and
medical agencies to develop and adapt civil administration to the rapidly changing
environment ... However, as already noted, Presbyterians of all denominations
continued to seek the support of town councils in enforcing religious morality upon the
citizens. The Free and U. P. churches in particular strove to implement Chalmers vision
`agency'
democratic
be
in
to
of
towns,
a
of a godly society
wanting civic government
evangelicalism. The town council was to be one agent of a wider evangelical movement
based on the moral and religious preoccupations of the new urban middle classes The
...
demanded
separate
urban middle classes, products of city prosperity and opportunity,
recognition: the extension of the franchise, the reform of government policy on the basis
of laissez faire, and equality with the landed classes in matters of religion... The
distinguishing feature in the social identity of the new middle classes was
evangelicalism. It was not so much a theological system as a framework of response to
the emergence of modem urban society. 94

Thus, the reforming zeal of the local statein Glasgowwas informed by those religious and
A
conditions.
material
as
much
charitable organisations concerned with moral as
missionary zeal that distributed the word of God directly into the slums, and which
identified a `culture of poverty' that deprived their inhabitantsany hope of living a moral
life. Religious evangelicals,medical campaigners,and social reformerswere united in their
The
found
in
be
their
solution.
the
the
to
of
and
city
condemnation
of
explicit
evils
following is an explicit illustration of this understandingof the moral dangersto be found
in the city.
We must confine ourselves to those distinctly lower in the social scale who, to a casual
observer, are all sullied and degraded, so rampant are vice and crime, thriftlessness, dirt
and drunkenness. But it is a mistake to denounce without qualification, the
improvidence and profligacy of the masses. The slums contain a strain of goodness and
below
lump
broadly
is
in
the
leaven
There
two
the
therefore,
there
classes
purity;
are
...
skilled artisan: the first, the industrious but poor folk, really very poor, with low
earnings, but respectable and decent - each household through depression of trade,
irregularity of work, illness, and inefficiency, earning in the average about twenty
shillings per week; and, second, the ill-doers, disreputable, vicious and criminal, often
94 CO. Brown, Religion
and Society in Scotland Since 1707. Edinburgh, Edinburgh University Press, 1997, pp. 98,100-

101.
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earning greater than twenty shillings a week, aye, double twenty shillings a week, but
lazy, drunken and imprudent, destructive and disorderly in their habits, quite able to
afford fairly high rents but making the gratification of their animal instincts the first
consideration."

To cure the ills of the city the masseswere to be brought to enlightenmentby a programme
of education,instruction, and `rational alternatives'to the iniquitous practicesand habits of
the dangerous classesin the city who threatenedthe stability and successof the city.
Indeed this dangerousresiduum, as distinct from the deservingpoor, threatenednot only
the order and prosperity of society with their immorality, criminality and vice but the hope
of salvation for the `respectable'working class. Such a view was combined with a strong
Temperancemessagethat believed that alcohol consumptionwas a fundamentalcauseof
the misery of the poor. Drink was a major part of the social life of nineteenth century
society, in all classes,but was perceived as being particularly iniquitous and damagingto
the "lower orders". The Temperance message spawned a movement that included a
number of associations,groups and societieswho offered as well as tracts, opportunities
for recreationthat did not involve alcohol, consumedat home, in licensedpublic housesor
illegal dens and shebeens.The influence of the TemperanceMovement in the public life of
Glasgow, and in particular within the Town Council illustrates the close connection
between voluntary and evangelical organisations and the municipal authorities. For
example, the development of the Loch Katrine Water Supply scheme,whilst being an
essential sanitary measuredesignedto combat the threat from water borne diseases,was
also symbolic of Temperanceendeavoursto provide alternativesto alcoholic beverages.
The Temperancemovement had many adherentsin all sectionsof society, including such
working-class leaders of `Red Clydeside' as John MacLean and David Kirkwood who
were convinced that drunkennessamong the working classwas a formidable barrier to the
political organisation and effectivenessof the working class. Similarly, Damer's analysis
of two leading figures in Glasgow public life in the period, Samuel Chisholm, Lord
Provost from 1899-1902,and ThomasLipton, the famousentrepreneurialgrocerymagnate
who pioneered retail advertising, representedthe liberal ethos of self-made men who
soughtto make a contribution to the city that they cherished.As Darneremphasiseswhat
both exemplify is a pride in a city in which the route to the top was wide open, a
they
...
city with such self-confidencethat it municipalised everything in sight for the ultimate
benefit of its citizens - citizens like themselves,that is, morally scrupulous, hardworking, hard-headed,teetotal exemplars of the Protestant ethic. The immoral, the
undeserving, the drinkers - the Catholic Irish, that is - were to be controlled and
disciplined for their own good. The benefits of municipal socialismwere not really for
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them: they were for the city's middle-classand `respectable'working class.96

In nineteenth century Britain, the state legitimised its authority by protecting,
empoweringand nourishing civil society, as a liberal compromise,which sought to bolster
and support the operationsand initiatives of local authorities.The Corporation of Glasgow
acted as the policing and administrative authority for the moral and medical reformers
whose clubs, societies and associationsformed the basis of the city's civil society. The
voluntary sector will be shown later to be of great importance in the organisation of
`rational recreation' in the parks as a means of curbing the working classesof the worst
excessesof their leisurepursuits.
By 1900, the involvement with public health was leading to sophisticated linkages
between health, housing, social habits and poverty, with strong doubts emerging about
the ability of the market mechanism to secure the desired level of improvement....
Using a mass of detailed knowledge as ammunition key councillors and bureaucrats
were able to build up the case of successive modifications of policy which aided a
In Glasgow, there was a consensus on
remarkable improvement in health standards
...
the need to implement policies effectively. Councillors and the new bureaucracy took
pride in achieving better results, and `progressive' goals were subtly adjusted to reflect
the social priorities forged by combining a Christian `social gospel' with extensive
"
data
bureaucratic
statistical
and
experience of the changing nature of problems.

That a pragmatic and reforming liberal ethos would grow into the form of municipal
organisationthat it did in Glasgowwas through a combinationof patronage,religious zeal,
medical proselytising, and fear of the consequencesof rapid industrialisation and
urbanisation.The fear of popular revolt, as had happenedin Europe in 1848, was a factor
in the developmentof a systemof local authority provision of services.While the Reform
Acts openedup the council to middle-classand later skilled working classparticipation in
elections, the role of evangelicalsin the Council was a continuing elementthroughout the
19thcentury. This role of the Corporation as fundamentalin providing for and encouraging
the successof the city was promoted vigorously by proponents of the interventionist
approach.Robert Crawford, a city councillor and memberof the museumsand art galleries
committee expressed,to one such reforming and educational voluntary association,the
Ruskin Society of Glasgow,what was his understandingof the Corporation's role, function
and responsibility as a local authority.
From simply ministering to the elementary necessities of public life and social
organisation,we have gradually discoveredthe inclination and ability to rise to higher
things; from mere police and repressive functions, from dealing mainly with the
delinquent and the defaulter, we have risen towards treating with the man and the
citizen. We havefound that, municipally, we can in somewayshelp the feeble,lift many
obstruction form the paths of virtue and rectitude of personal life; that we can even
throw some gleams of sunshineinto the grey life of the massof the people, and offer
% S. Darner,
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By legislation and by active
them some opportunities of enjoyment and happiness
...
enterprises we and all other municipalities have earnestly striven, and do yet strive to
secure for the people decent, clean and healthy homes; we have provided them with
ample means of cleanliness in their person and clothing, we defend them with success
against the ravages of epidemic disease, we see that the food supplied to them is sound
and wholesome in quality; in fact, we touch the citizen beneficially in his whole round
of physical existence. But rising still higher, we cater for the recreation and enjoyment
of the citizen, we lay out and we decorate for him such parks and pleasure grounds as
could only be privately obtained by the expenditure of a princely income, and in these
and in other places we provide the free enjoyment of excellent music. The demand in
most instances has not come from the outside, and only rarely has it come from those the
provision is chiefly intended to benefit. We have not only had to provide agencies for
social amelioration, but we have had to devise means to encourage those for whom they
are intended, to avail themselves of their advantages. It was by no means from the dirtier
part of the population that the demand came for baths and wash-houses; and,
unfortunately, it still is the fact, that those who stand in need of their purifying influence
most resolutely keep away from them. The hospitals for treatment of infectious diseases
began with the rooted dislike of the people whose free use and benefit they were
intended. And have only won their way into the peoples entire confidence, by such
careful and attractive management as would have ensured success to a private venture
established for private gain. 9S

The Corporation, it appears,had a responsibility to lead as well as to serve.It had a duty
and a responsibility to provide the meansby which self-improvementcould occur, even if
those who would most benefit were not the prime movers calling for such services.There
is in this an explicit self-imposed role for the municipality to provide, from its more
informed position and guardianship of the city and its people, a pioneering path to the
moral and social regenerationof the city, its environmentand its population's well being.
This paternalism and moral leadership function emphasisedin Crawford's speech, is
clearly intended as a justification for the Corporations involvement in the provision of a
whole range of servicesand activities for, as Durkheim made clear, the state is "... above
all, supremelythe organ of moral discipline"? The particular form of civic government
that developed in Glasgow, that of municipal socialism will illustrate the extent of
participation in the provision of servicesand facilities by the local state,and the underlying
civic ethosthat underpinnedit.
(d) Municipal Socialism
The growth of Glasgowin the nineteenthcenturywas marked by a commitmentto,
at least in the secondhalf of the century, a particular form of public serviceprovision as a
response to the consequencesof a huge population increase, social and physical
infrastructural inadequacies,disease, epidemics, an increase in crime and fears of a
potentially insurrectionaryurban population. There was an increasingacknowledgementof
the need to develop the city as a safe environment in which to live and to do business.
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Throughout the nineteenth century the political and social elites of Glasgow's showed a
degreeof continuity in their commitment to intervention in the social, moral and material
life of the city that may be viewed as a pragmatic and dynamic responseto the changing
circumstancesand experiencesof the city. However, this cannot be consideredas wholly
altruistic benevolence.As was recognised by contemporary commentatorsthere were
elementsof self-preservationin what was done.
All sanitary organisation, it is true has its foundation in enlightened selfishness.If
infectious diseaseshad in them no more menace and danger to the community than
pleurisy and bronchitis, then it is no doubt that to the presentmoment the poor would
have been left to battle with their ailments unaided by legislation and municipal
"'
organisation,

What came to be known in and of Glasgow as `municipal socialism' had nothing to do
with what is generally understood as socialism as either a revolutionary or Labour
tradition. Socialistshad little representationon the Council in Glasgowuntil 1890 and only
gainedcontrol of GlasgowTown Council in 1933.
Municipal socialism
born in the town halls, of liberal and even conservative
was
...
administrationswith hardly a socialistin sight... To add to the paradox,the heroic period
of this socialism without socialists was between 1885 and 1905, just before labour
gained a real foothold in the town halls and with the adventof labour power municipal
socialism seemedto decline. 101

As a form of civic organisation,`municipal socialism' was an exampleof liberal Victorian
philanthropy which sought the organisation,control and provision of serviceswhich were
considerednecessaryfor the good governanceand managementof an increasingly urban
societybesetwith problemscausedby rapid growth.
Perhaps the words `municipal socialism' should have preliminary interpretation. They
are not used here with any reference to controverted theories or political doctrines, but
rather as a convenient term under which to discuss certain of the numerous and
increasingly complex functions of the large modern town. To speak in a popular and
unscientific way, the word `socialism' as here used might be defined to mean the sum
total of all those governmental activities which have been superimposed upon the
negative or strictly necessary functions. But in practice it is extremely difficult to
classify public functions and activities upon any logical scheme which proposes to set
individualism over against socialism
The development and progress of all those recent
...
and varied activities of municipal governments undertaken for the welfare of
communities and their constituent members, may conveniently be termed `municipal
102
socialism'.

Table 3.9 details the development of municipal health and sanitation measures
alongside outbreaksand deathsdue to epidemic diseasesin Glasgowfrom to illustrate the
chronology of powers and serviceprovision taken on by the Corporationin the period from
1800-1910.Whilst this is extensiveit doesnot representthe totality of municipal socialism
100J. Bell.
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at work in the city. The following quotation cleverly puts the range of municipal services
availableto the citizen of Glasgowat the end of the 19thcentury.
[In Glasgow a citizen] may live in a municipal house: he may walk along the municipal
street, or ride in the municipal tramcar and watch the municipal dustcart collecting the
refuse which is to be used to fertilise the municipal farm. Then he may turn into the
municipal market, buy a steak from an animal killed in the municipal slaughterhouse,
and cook it by the municipal gas stove. For his recreation he can choose among
municipal libraries, municipal art galleries and municipal music in municipal parks.
Should he fall ill, he can ring up his doctor on the municipal telephone, or he may be
taken to the municipal hospital in the municipal ambulance by the municipal policeman.
Should he be so unfortunate as to get on fire, he will be put out by a municipal fireman,
using municipal water; after which he will, perhaps, forego the enjoyment of a
municipal bath, though he may find it necessary to get a new suit in the municipal old
clothes market. 103

Whilst the author mentions a host of servicesthat were municipally owned and provided
they do not cover them all. Gas was municipalisedin 1869, the electricity supply in 1890,
telephonesin 1900, as well as libraries in 1900. Whilst the first tram routes were provided
in 1872 the systemwas fully municipalisedin 1894, whilst other municipal servicescame
to include public halls, golf courses,tennis courts, bowling greens,alcoholic rehabilitation,
food and drink inspectors, female health visitors, tram construction, washhouses(the
`steamie'),schools,and cemeterieswere also part of the gamut of Corporation services.
Glasgow Town Council's administration of various civic services was, prior to
1895, developedthrough a number of different capacitiesand legislative arrangementsthat
empowered their activities. They acted as the Corporation of Glasgow to manage the
Property of the Common Good, Tramways, Municipal Buildings, Libraries etc., and as
Trustees they administered the Acts which gave the city parks, City Improvementsand
Markets, and as Commissionersthey operated and controlled the servicesof the Police,
Fire Brigade, Lighting and CleansingEstablishments,public baths and streets,sewersand
purification, public Health and Sanitary services.Under the Local Government(Scot.) Act
1879, Education, Parish Councils and District Boards of Control transferred to the
Corporation and the local authority becamethe sole administrator of all Local Services.
After 1895 the control and managementof these various civic serviceswas transferredto
the Corporation with the exception of the Police Commissionersthat was mergedin 19045 under the control of the Corporation.104

103T.C. Smout,A Centtuy
London,FontanaPress,1986,p. 45.
of the ScottishPeople.1830-1950.
104Frommotion
FactsAnd Figuresfor Membersof the Council.TheCorporationof Glasgow.1949,p. 3.
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The relative merits of Glasgow's municipal organisation were the subject of
investigation and commentby a number of interestedparties at the end of the century.
Whilst it was clear that the need for some form of civic organisationin the growing
metropolitan areas of the industrialised world, the search for a form of municipal
organisation of service provision that took account of the changedcircumstancesand
the increasinglycontentiouspolitical debateled many to considerGlasgowas a model.
But it is quite foreign to my present purpose to speculate upon the new monopolistic
services of the future, and to construct imaginary municipal utopias. There is nothing
dreamy or doctrinaire about the Scotch treatment of these matters. A certain school
in
have
the
the
of
commodities
supply
various
of socialists would
community assume
order to make the supply free. They would tax the provident and industrious in order
that the rest of the community might have free water, free light, free fuel, and free
rides ... This is not the Scotch idea. There are good financiers in Scotland. Each one
fully
its
basis,
its
is
to
these
to
way
pay
of
own
monopoly services made
stand upon
and completely, and to provide for its own maintenance and extension. Beyond the
diminishing
form
in
distributed
the
of
point of complete self-support, profits are
charges as the relative cost of services diminishes. Thus water and gas charges have
'o'
down
but
injustice
to
the
gone
ratepayers.
steadily,
without

The `success'of Glasgow's municipal organisationand administrationof services,
it is claimed, owed much to its strong economy during the period."' The dominant, if
not sole, view of the city and its administration was one in which enlightened
pragmatism, fiscal rectitude, and an applied social conscience in a difficult and
follow.
for
to
cities
other
changing economic and political climate, was an example
Glasgow by the end of the nineteenth century was the most municipalised city in the
world and was depicted internationally as the model for progressiveurban intervention
and administration.
The people of Glasgow are accustomed to claim for their city the second place in the
British Empire. If by the words `city, `burgh', or `borough', there is meant merely a
populous place, - an aggregation of houses and people with a concentration of
London
industrial
interests,
then
metropolitan
various commercial,
and social
would assuredly rank first and without rival. But if by these words is meant a distinct
and complete municipal organism, the people of Glasgow may claim not the second,
but the first place among the communities of Great Britain. 107

Glasgow's reputation as the prime exemplarof `municipal socialism' incorporated
the perception of the city as one in which liberal reform was a reflection of the steady
progress the Town Council had made in the efficiency and scale of its municipal
organisation and administration of publicly provided services. This efficiency was
motivated not by a profit incentive but by the desire to reinvest any monies raised to
105Shaw, 1889,
op. cit. p. 45-46.
106SeeHart, 1982,
op cit.

107A. Shaw,Muni iipalGovernment
in GreatBritain-New York,The CenturyCompany,1895,p. 69.
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provide more or cheaperservicesthat would benefit the citizens of the city.
Clearly, the initiatives to strengthenthe police force and to improve the city streets
were progressive. They maintained law and order while improving the transport
system.The Municipalisation of water, gas, tram and electricity serviceswas also
strongly influenced by the practical desireto retain effective control over the public
streets and by the more theoretical view that direct operations of unified public
utilities could yield savingsand allow pricing to be adjustedto meet municipal, not
commercial, priorities. los

The increasingpowers, duties, and responsibilitiestaken on by the Corporation of
Glasgow did not go unchallenged.The efforts of the Corporationto deal effectively and
efficiently with the problems that beset the city in the 19th century were open to
criticism that despite very obvious improvements,the conditions experiencedby many
in the city continued without respite. The municipal ethos of reform expressedin the
Corporations strategy of civic intervention was underpinned by an ethos of public
service that exemplified the Victorian era. The role of the municipal authority in the
provision of public services led to the following detailed and vigorous responseto an
article that had been published in the Times newspaperthat criticised the extent,
efficiency and operation of the council's enterprises and undertakings. Samuel
Chisholm, the city's Lord Provost, is clear in his rebuttal of the allegationsthat the City
was being slanderedand unfairly reported. The label of `socialist' it appearswas one
that Chisholm found particularly irksome when applied to himself and his vision of the
Corporation. The Town Council and its enterpriseswas, according to Chisholm, the
model of fiscal rectitude, run for the benefit of all its citizens which included reducing
charges but also contributing substantially to the moral and physical health of the
population, somethingthat the free market could not, or would not, do.
I am not going to raise any objection to your title, though surely you do not mean to
contend that in dealing, for example, with the city sewage or the city refuse, in
purchasing and holding public parks, in letting or feuing (i. e. leasing in perpetuity)
ground on which other people have erected, or other people are carrying on, either a
church, a theatre, a studio, or a pawnshop, the Corporation has entered on a socialist
course. If, however, your definition of socialism includes these things, then it appears
to me that a civic corporation cannot exist, it cannot discharge its primary and most
elementary duties, without in that very act entering on a course of socialism. It might
have been well to have defined your term. 109

What is interestingin Chisholm's defenceof the Corporation is the emphasisplaced on
the role of publicly accountable,albeit one not basedon universal suffrage,electedlocal
authority in providing for the moral andphysical welfare of the city's population.
We have bought land, and on it have erected a large infectious diseases hospital 108Hart,1982,
205.
op.
cit
p.
109

S.Chisholm,MunicipalSocialism.A LetterTo TheEditorOf TheTimes.October221902, p. 1.(GUL Spec.Coll., Mu 61-b.4,).
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one of the finest in the kingdom. We have provided in the most crowded parts of the
city eleven, open spaces or children's playgrounds, one of them consisting of 11,802
square yards, and costing £25,425. We have equipped these playgrounds with
athletic equipment and appointed a caretaker at each to see after the children and
protect them from accident. Does your correspondent desire the hospital, abolished,
the open spaces sold, and the proceeds applied to reduce the rates? Are these things,
in which lie the explanation of that added taxation as well as that added liability
which he deplores - are they the worst which can be selected in order to show how
viscous a thing Municipal Socialism is? "o

Chisholm stressesthe necessityof the Corporation in the provision of public servicesas
part of an overall strategyto combatthe negative effects of the city's rapid growth and
economic prosperity. In this justification the parks were to feature prominently: "The
parks, the open spaces,the hospitals,the sewageschemeare all individual operationsin
a grand generalattack on the sicknessand deathrate of the city." "'
The direction, ethos and strategy of Glasgow Town Council throughout the
nineteenth century may be viewed as representativeof the struggle of the municipal
authorities and civic society's concern and responseto the changing demographic,
social, economic, political and spatial realities of the city. Municipal initiatives were
founded on the growing acknowledgementand experienceof the potentially deleterious
effects of rapid industrialisation and urbanisation on the physical and social
infrastructure of the city as well as the medical, moral and social condition of the
population of the city. Such coordinated interventions and initiatives representeda
concerted strategy that was accommodatedwithin a framework of liberal politics and
religious evangelismthat marked the dominant hegemonyof the urban bourgeoisiein
the 19th and early 20th century city. Chisholm's spirited defence of `municipal
socialism', even if he did not like the term, is an indication of the commitment to the
ideals of his age, a civic ethos in which paternalism,philanthropy and good works and
exhibits an obvious pride in the local authority's achievements.
By the end of the nineteenthcentury the Corporation of Glasgowwas considered
the foremost example of the efficient bureaucraticadministration of a whole range of
services,facilities and utilities provided for the benefit of the `godly commonwealth'of
the city and society. The Corporation was given, through permissive legislation, the
power to initiate urban reconstruction, organise, raise finance and invest in public
utilities, land speculationand building, and produced a very public manifestationof the
potential a municipal administration could achieve in the city of modernity. The
municipal buildings, the Art Galleries,Museums,public art, architectureand of course,
1101bid

p. 8.
III Ibid.
p. 10.
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parks, declaredto the world that Glasgow was the very model of modem major city, so
much so that "Glasgow came to be depicted as the model of civic excellence,and in
1888 the opening of the new City Chambersand the successfulinaugurationof the first
International Exhibition did much to impress the municipal presenceon the public
"' 12The origins of the parks must be consideredwithin this context of the
consciousness.
wholesale developmentand public ownership,provision, organisationand maintenance
of the city as a responseto the city's experience.The public parks were a very visible
and integral element of this process of intervention by which municipal munificence
promoted and celebratedthe city's image and status as `Workshop of the World' and
`Second City of Empire', an image that contrasted somewhatwith the harsh reality
experiencedby many of Glasgow's citizens.
3.4: Conclusion
This chapterhas provided in somedetail the historical context of the development
of a public debate and consciousnessand the particular experienceand conditions, in
which the origins of Glasgow's public parks were set. The developmentof what would
eventually become a comprehensive,municipally provided, owned, and maintained
public parks system was the result of a complex of motivations. The production of
Glasgow's network of municipal parks was founded on the experienceof the growth of
the city as the major industrial, manufacturingand commercialcentrein Scotlandin the
nineteenth century. The number and variety of publicly owned and managedparks and
open spacesis a legacy of the economic, spatial and demographichistory of the city as
well the concerted response of the local state and civic society to address the
consequencesof such rapid growth to the physical and social infrastructureof the city.
The public parks were depicted as a means, by which the blight of rapid
industrialisation and urbanisationwas offset, to some degree,by the introduction of a
variety of designedopen spacesfor its citizens to enjoy. The civic squaresand public
parks of industrial towns and cities were consideredas `humanespaces',for pleasure,
leisure, relaxation, and recreation, for all classesof the population, not only those who
were privileged with accessto exclusiveprivate gardensand squaresand were presented
as a pragmatic and beneficial responseby the state and civic society, through the local
authority, to the deteriorating conditions of urban life. The constructionand acquisition
of sucha large number,variety and acreageof parks was, in part, an attemptby the local
authority to forge a physical and social landscapeout of the developing industrial city
112SceMRycr,1994,
op. cit p. 120.
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that would serve a number of functions. They were a meansin the expandingcity, by
which, open spaces,in the form of parks, recreationand playgroundscould be createdin
tandemwith building developmentand urban regeneration.
The arguments and contributions made by the advocates of the public parks
movement as it arose and progressedthrough the 19thcentury was gradually adopted
and acceptedby local and national governmentand by various professionaland expert
bodies such as the medical profession,sanitaryand social reformers,and town planners.
The ideals of the original promoters of public parks in the nineteenthcentury was an
appeal to recognisepublic parks as essentialfor the health of the populations of the
expanding and increasingly polluted towns and cities. The themesof medical, moral,
environmentaland economic benefits of public parks, at least from the 1850sonwards,
eventually becamefirmly establishedwithin the municipal ethos of civic intervention in
Glasgow. These disciplinary discoursesand dominant representationsunderpinnedthe
production, design and regulation of the public parks as necessaryspacesin the city.
That is, the application of expert knowledge of the spaceof urban public parks was
inextricably linked to control of those spacesand the social activities and practicesthat
were to be allowed, encouragedor permitted in them. Such knowledge increasingly
functionalised the space of public parks through dominant representations that
in
hegemonic
their
usefulness
prioritised
value and
conceptions and perceptions of
processes of social control, supervision and regulation. Thus the creation and
by
hegemonic
ideals
is
perpetuation of
and practices reinforced and administered the
operation of power in and through the local state.
The parks were thus conceived,promoted and ultimately constructed,within a
multi-functional conceptualframework. They would serve as `fresh-air reservoirs', the
`lungs of the city', to counteractthe consequencesof industrial pollution. They served
as emblemsof civic pride, a real and symbolic manifestationof municipal progressand
achievement.They provided much-neededamenitiesand were a meansthrough which
the state sought to instil and inculcate bourgeois ideals through the regulation and
control of the behaviour and culture of its burgeoning population. The parks in
Glasgow, in common with other similar cities, were perceived as `humane' spaces
containing the possibility for `civilising' the masses.They were
designedto satisfy different agendasand they were financed in a variety of ways,
...
reflecting motives which included personaland civic pride, private gain and political
responsibility ... which were intendedto offer to the urban population opportunities
for fresh air, healthy exercise, education and pleasurable diversion. There is
absolutely no doubt, too, that these parks were seenas a meansof `civilising' and
cementinga societywhich was viewed as threateninglyunstablein its diversity and
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its explosive growth. 113

In this sensethe need to provide public parks to counteractthe deterioration of
the physical environmentof the city and concomitantly the health of its inhabitantswas
intermingled with argumentsconcerning the control of practices and behaviours by
sectionsof the population which were deemedanti-socialat best,or a threat to the `good
governance' of the city, at worst. It was the working classeswho were identified as
being in most need of the benefits of public parks as forums for healthy alternativesto
the popular entertainments,amusementsand recreationalpastimesof the majority of the
population. This `environmentaldeterminism' viewed the nature of the environmentas
creating the personality; degenerationbreedsdegenerates,deprivation causesdepravity
and immorality. Such conceptionsof the environmentas having intrinsic propertiesthat
influence the behaviour and quality of life is promoted by the operation of expert
knowledge that createand perpetuatedominantperspectivesand disciplinary discourses
on its spaces are essential to understanding the production and representation of
Glasgow's public parks. However, they only tell part of the story. Public parks have an
appeal, attraction and a use value that provides opportunities for popular practicesand
activities that can conflict with such dominant representations.It is the usesto which
such intrinsic social spaces as parks are put in everyday life that the potential for
conflict betweenthose promoting the seemingadvantagesof parks and those for whom
they were intended becomes evident. The appropriate uses of public spaces is
inextricably linked to ideas of social control. Those `dominant' perceptionsof the parks
as beneficial, for the `good of the city' prioritised those activities that were deemed
more morally, culturally or educationally beneficial. The potential for conflict between
the designed and intended uses and practices and those everyday activities that were
regulated through the imposition of the prohibitions and prescriptionsof the byelawsis
a key elementin the experienceof public parks. Thesethemeswill be consideredin the
following three chaptersthrough the substantiveanalysisof the analytical framework of
the production, representationand use of Glasgow's municipal public parks network in
which critical issues raised by the argumentsof the public parks movement and the
particular experienceof the city will be reflected.

113H.A. Taylor,"Age
andorder: ThepublicParkasa Metaphorfor a CivilisedSociety".WorkingPaperNumber10fromtheNational
Study,park Life: UrbanParksandSocialRenewal.Stroud,Comedia(in association
with Dcxnos),1994,p. 4.
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CHAPTER 4: THE PRODUCTION OF THE PUBLIC PARKS IN GLASGOW -A
SUBSTANTIVE ANALYSIS
4.1: Introduction
The preceding chaptersprovided a detailed accountof Lefebvre's reprioritisation of
space as fundamental to the understanding and analysis of modernity, through a
considerationof the developmentof his theoretical triad of inter-related elementsfor the
production of space.A complex interaction exists betweenproduction, representationand
use. Lefebvre's analytical framework of necessary elements was then explored and
extrapolatedthrough other illustrative theoretical lensesto inform this abstractconceptual
approachwith concreteand tangible investigations,and to demonstrateits applicability to
the analysis of the particular space of urban public parks. The intention is to adopt an
analysis that is sympatheticto Lefebvre's abstract `knowledge' of space,but that is also
sensitive to a variety of perspectives, concepts and insights afforded by a range of
investigations that provide a more comprehensiveand concrete understanding of the
complex and dynamic interaction of elementsand processesinvolved in the production of
space.It is essentiallya syncretic approachthat is necessarilyadaptive to the substantive
investigation of urban public parks, as specific examplesof produced social spacesin the
city of modernity. The following three chapterswill be structured within this analytical
framework through which historical and empirical evidence will be detailed and
considered.
Given this approach, the professed historical contingency of specific forms of
produced space,in which `each epoch produces its own space', the public debatesand
arguments assertedby the loosely affiliated public parks movement were consideredin
Chapter 3 as representativeof a developing historical consciousnessand awarenessof the
need for public parks as a consequenceof urbanisationand industrialisation.Similarly, the
local context and experienceof the production of Glasgow's public parks was presented
through an account of the interventionist municipal ethosof Glasgow's Town Council as a
responseto the changing demographic,social, economic, political and spatial realities of
the city. Municipal initiatives, such as the public parks, were founded on the growing
acknowledgementof the deleteriouseffects (medical, moral and social) on the population
of the city and were accommodatedwithin the framework of liberal politics and religious
evangelismthat marked the dominant hegemonyof the municipal authoritiesin the second
half of the 19' century. The developmentof the parks was an exampleof direct municipal
intervention in the physical and social infrastructure of the city as a responseto the
changingneeds,circumstancesand experienceof the city.
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This chapter will address the production of Glasgow's public parks within the
framework of Lefebvre's first necessaryelement, that of spatial practices, and refers to
specific places and the spatial arrangementsfor the organisationand structuring of social
relations. Harvey's analysis of the political economy of urban space emphasisesthe
creation of a physical landscape,the built environmentof the city, as a product of the needs
of capital to produce, structure and arrangespacefor the purposesof the production and
reproduction of the social relations of capital. The urban landscapeis a human organised
and administeredspatial realm in which the forms of featuresand facilities are structured
to maximise the potential for capital accumulation, growth, innovation and efficiency.
However, this produced space of the built environment for the benefit of the needs of
capital is also the spaceof social reproduction, in which the local statetakesan active role.
Public investmentin those necessarymeasuresto improve the physical and material social
conditions act as a meansfor effecting more stable classrelations, improved amenitiesto
benefit the health and welfare of the population, and thus enhancethe conditions for
surplus value creation. The production of social spaces such as public parks serve
necessaryfunctions in the reproduction and control of labour and are formed within this
political economy of capitalist urban space production. Therefore, the origins and
developmentof the parks network need to be understoodas a processwithin which their
location, constructionand designis tied to the developmentof the city, its organisationand
administration.
What this chapter will explore is the construction of a large number and variety of
public parks that constitute a network of physical, social and cultural spaces.The parks
were produced over an extendedperiod, in different locations and areasof the city, and in
various forms and designs.That is, they did not spring fully formed in a short intensive
period of construction but involved a prolonged commitment to the investmentof public
funds in the municipal provision, ownership and maintenanceof a variety of designed
recreationalamenity spaces.This processof park production, a developmentalprogression,
will be analysedthrough the employmentof a number of typologies. Thesetypologies are
analytical devices used to explore and to interpret the characterisationof the public parks
as specific social spaceswith individual features,functions, locations,datesof construction
and design within the historical, political, economic and social context of infrastructural
intervention and investment in the socio-spatialorganisationand developmentof the city.
The chronological typology demonstratesthe periodicity of park construction; the location
and distribution of the parks reveal their production within the spatialand temporalprocess
of city enlargementand growth; finally, the design of the parks reflects the changing
policies and priorities within the municipal authority over time in respect of appropriate
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uses and users of the parks, as well as their location within particular areas and
communitiesof the city. Whilst the typologies are presentedhere individually, they are not
to be consideredas mutually exclusive.Rather, they are usedto elucidateand to exemplify
the complex of processesand elementsinvolved in the production of the parks in Glasgow,
and to recogniseand to describethe diversity and variety of spacesthat have been, can be
and are consideredpublic parks. As such, details presentedin one typology are applicable
to and relate to the others. The typologies are therefore a meansby which the details of
park production (the when, where, who, how and what) can be investigatedto illustrate the
multiplicity of forms of public parks developed over time and in different geographical
locations that constitute Glasgow's network of parks. The details of such production
necessitatesa degreeof description: of their physical characteristics,their date of opening,
their location, cost, design, facilities etc. to demonstratethe number, diversity and spread
(chronological and geographical)of the parks. The juxtaposition of text, photographsand
maps used in this investigation illustrates the variety of sourcesof data, forms of parks,
features and facilities included, as well as the processesof construction, design and
location within the city. Whilst some attention is paid to the activities representedwithin
the photographs,they are primarily used in this chapterto illustrate the production of the
parks as forms of social space within the spatial framework of the city. The following
chapterswill also use pictorial evidenceto consider the representationof the parks within
disciplinary discoursesas well as their useas everydayspacesof urbanmodernity.
4.2: The Chronological Typology
The first typology for describing the production of the parks network is
chronological. Periods of park construction can be identified and associatedwith the
historical demographic,geographic,social, economic and political expansionof the city. It
is possible to illustrate this periodicity by highlighting those parks that were constructed
within distinct phases.Five periods have been identified as significant for the analysisof
the chronology of park production. These are pre-1850,1850-1870,1870-1914,19151945, and 1945-1980. The first period covers those spacesin the city that have their
historical origins prior to the 19thcentury, depite their statusas municipal parks not being
confirmed until later in the century. The secondstageis distinguishedby the initial public
investmentin and production of parks in the developing suburbs.The third period seethe
extension, after a considerable delay, of parks production into working class areas and
communities of the city and covers those years leading up to World War 1 in which
considerableprogress in park developmentwas accomplishedthrough public investment
supplementedby a civic-minded philanthropy on the part of wealthy benefactors.The
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inter-war period is justified

as a distinct phase of park development due to the

consequences of economic fluctuations and consequent investment in social conditions and
urban infrastructure. The post-war period witnessed urban regeneration and large-scale
investment in the infrastructure of the city and in social and leisure facilities and amenities.
Each period will be discussed though the description and detailed presentation of public
parks produced in each era. Appendix 2 provides details of each park, and together with
the Map in Appendix 1, is intended as a descriptive device for understanding the detailed
actuality of the process of production of the parks.
(a) Pre-1850
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Figure 4.1: Plan of the Green in 1760
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purposes of recreation". ' It was described in 1894 as extending to 136 imperial acres.
Various features and facilities have been developed on the Green and these will be
presented below when considering the various designs of the parks.
The Botanical Gardens also falls within this pre-modern period as their origins and
subsequent existence was directly related to their operation as the Physic Garden of the
medieval University. Originally located in the centre of the city, the Gardens were forced
to move to ensure the viability of its specimens, due to increasing pollution and population
density in the centre of the city. They temporarily resided in the Sandyford area before
urbanisation and industrialisation again took their toll and they were moved to their now
permanent home on the banks of the Kelvin at the junction of Great Western Road and
Byres Road. The Gardens were constituted by the Royal Botanic Institution and were
maintained as a private facility and as a teaching and research resource for the Botany
Department of the University for the study of native and exotic flora. They were opened to
members of the Institution on the 30`x' April 1842 and the general public was allowed
admittance on Saturdays at a cost of I shilling. On certain days entry of the "working
classes on payment of I penny each"' was allowed, and the Gardens were "... open free to
the operatives in the week of the Glasgow Fair in July, Mr Camphill of Tillichewan Castle
having given £500 for this yearly boon. "4 However, despite this philanthropic gesture, the
cost of entry must have been prohibitive and would thus have limited the accessibility of
the Gardens for ordinary citizens for most of the year.

Figure 4.2: Kabble Palace in the Botanic Gardens

The Kibble Palace (figure 4.2), an immense conservatory with an area of 20,000
square feet, was transferred and erected in 1871 in the `Botanics' as a winter garden. Its
2 P. Reed, Glasgow:

The Fonuniu of the City, Edinburgh, Edinburgh University Press, 1993, p. 72.
3 Corporation Glasgow Parks Dept. A Guide Glasgow Botanic Gardens, 1970s, 3.
to
of
p.
4 Oliver
and Boyd's The Scottish Tourist', Edinburgh, 1860, p. 100. (GUI. Special Collection Mu3-f 19).
5 W. Gilmour, Keep the Grass, Ochiltree, Ayrshire, Richard Stehlake Publishing, 1996, 27.
of
p.
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previous location was at Coulport on the shores of Loch Long, at the residence of a
wealthy Glasgow businessman.Further details of the Kibble Palace and its use are
provided in the appendix concernedwith museums.The Institution had to borrow money
from the Corporation to move and to erectthe conservatoryand to build new plant-houses.
With increasing indebtednessand inability to repay the sums owed, the City Council
promoted a bill in 1887 to acquire the Gardensas a public park and took possessionof
them in that year, thus ensuringtheir survival and new status as a public park maintained
by the parks department of the Corporation. The gardenswere formally opened to the
public in 1891 after difficulties arising from their inclusion in legislation concerningthe
expansionof the city boundaries.The steeply wooded sloping banks of the River Kelvin
behind the Gardenswere addedbetween1892-6making the total acreagein 1900 43 acres.
(b) 1850 -1870
Whilst the Town Council had pressing matters to deal with in the form of
improvementsto sanitation, poor housing, crime and the provision of public utilities, this
by
Corporation.
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the
the
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concerted effort at municipal park
The developmentof the three parks of Kelvingrove (1854), Queens(1862) and Alexandra
(1872) representedthe first acknowledgementof, and municipal commitment to, the
specific need for public parks in the city beyond that provided by the historical legacy of
the Green. All of these parks involved the investment of considerablesums of public
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Anderston, and the denselypopulateddistricts of the north-west and south-westof the
city; and it shouldbe kept in view that the daily extensionof the town westwardsrenders
the acquisition of sucha fine openspaceis highly desirable...It is a well known fact that
the property in Manchester,in the vicinity of the Parks,hasdecidedlyimproved in value
since they were formed; and, in addition to this, the extensiveand beautiful view from
the high grounds of Woodlands and Kelvingrove cannot fail to secureto the housesa
permanentattraction.6

However, if the provision of sucha park was to be regardedas of benefit to the population
and part of an overall provision of Corporation servicesthere were those in the Council
who sought an explicit acknowledgmentof municipal investmentby assuringaccessto the
park for ordinary citizens.
The mixture of philanthropic and municipal action was the key to the work of the civic
gospel ... in 1851, Kelvingrove Park was initiated with the key support within the
council of William Bankier, a U. P. evangelical, who insisted that in return for the
council's ten per cent funding of the proposal there should be free entry for the working
classes on certain days of the week. '

When the private scheme for the park foundered the Corporation stepped in to
finance the project in its entirety and the questionof free accessbecamea moot point. As a
municipal park it was open, if not readily accessible,to all classesof the population. The
landscapedesignerand architect JosephPaxton, famous for designing the Crystal Palace
for the 1851 Great Exhibition in London as well as a number of parks, was asked to
produce designsfor Kelvingrove Park. Paxton's designsincorporatedthe need to use part
of the acquiredlands for housing developmentthat offset the costsof acquiring and laying
out the parks. He had used this technique before in his earlier parks, for example at
Birkenhead. The development of Kelvingrove Park can be explicitly related to the
arrangementsmade for minimising expenditureby recouping costs through the feuing of
adjoining lands on the hills above the park. The combination of park and housing
development illustrates the economic arguments that were used to promote municipal
involvement in the acquisition of land for as well as the constructionof public parks.' It is
clear that the desire of the affluent residents, expressedin their 1851 petition to the
Corporation for a New Public Park (reproducedas figure 4.3 along with the plans for the
West End Park, figure 4.4), that accessto the health and aestheticbenefits afforded by
open space could be combined with the property interests of an increasingly powerful,
articulate and professional middle-class through the potential for increasing the value of
properties surrounding the park. The Plan of Ground to be Feued adjoining Kelvingrove
Park produced by the Corporation in 1855 (seefigure 4.5) illustratesthe acceptanceof the
6 ProposedNew Public Park,
appendix to plans submitted to the Corporation on 28" February 1851. (Glasgow CityAn: hive, D-TC 13/655}
v C. G. Brown, "To ße Aglow With CivicArdours:
The 'Godly Commonwealth' in Glasgow 1843-1914", Scottish Chi ch listory Vol. 26.
1996, pp. 181-2.
SeeL Maver, "Glasgow's Public Parks and the Community, 1850-1914: A Case Study in Scottish Civic Intervention", Urban llistorv. 25,
3,1998 pp. 328-329: G.F. Chadwick, The Park and the Town. London, The Architectural Press, 1966, pp. 66.68: H. Conway, Peoples
Parks. The Dealen and Development of Victorian Parks in Britain. Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1991, pp. 85-95.
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the annual period when the toil remitting lends it turn to play
by day as well as by
...
...
night ... At times the scene on the Green is perfectly bewildering, at least to the ears and amidst the blowing of trumpets, the skirling of the bagpipes, the crashing of the
drums, the ringing of bells, the groaning of the showmen through their speaking horns,
the discharge of musketry, and the hum of the crowd, one might almost think that the
peeling of a thunderstorm would pass unnoticed. The `stands' for the shows and booths
were free until 1815 when a charge was introduced for pitches on the Green that by
1870 these netted revenue of £590 for the Corporation. "

Figure 6.1: Glasgow Fair, 1825 "

The Fair as a festival appears to have gone into decline somewhat during the mid-19`t'
century due to a combination of factors. As the l 91hcentury progressed, the criticism of the
behaviour of those attending the Fair, as well as of the quality of the entertainments on offer,
was raised by the press, religious groups and the municipal authorities. The growth of
alternative attractions to spending the annual summer holiday in the city at the `Fair on the
Green', as well as changing official attitudes to the perceived immorality and vice that was
on offer, was evident in press accounts of the dangers that were associated with it. For
example, crime was considered a common feature of the experience of those who ventured to
take in the dubious pleasures on offer. Under the heading of Thieving at the Shows, the
Glasgow Herald in 1855 issued dire warnings of what to expect:
Saturday night last appears to have been a productive one for the group of idle
blackguards infesting the vicinity of Jail Square, and preying upon those who are foolish
enough to congregate at this spot to gaze upon the tomfoolery of the show men. No
fewer than six tradesmen were relieved of their watches on this occasion, not to speak of
numerous petty thefts and attempts that occurred, and which, to save the parties trouble
were never reported to the police. Truly, cautioning people against wasting their time at
14Glasgow herald, 10 July 1844.
15"Cartoon
of the Glasgow Fair from the Roof of the Court I louse" in Northern Looking Glass Vol. I noIllustration for F. Wordsall, A Glasgow Keck Show, Glasgow, Richard Drew Publishing, 1981

1825: also used as the Cover
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Figure 4.4: The 1851 Residents' Proposal for the West End Park and, below, the
accompanying Plan
for the West End Park
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Figure 4.6: The Corporation's
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The location and design of the original municipal park of Kelvingrove in the
developing suburb of the West End of the expanding city was presentedas a business
investmentin which the opportunity of securingthe availableland for the amenity value of
a public park could also offer the means for controlling further developmentwithin the
area through the feuing of adjacent lands. The Corporation could restrict the type of
building developmentthat occurred on feued land, thus preserving for the adjacent land
and property around the park scenic views and the appearanceof a `green and pleasant
land' within the city. Such park developmentcould thus combine the self-interestedneeds
and aspirationsof the residentsof the new bourgeoissuburbswith economicbenefits: then
as now the value of residential real estate is determined in large part by location. This
combination of parks and housing developmenteventuallyproved an attractiveproposition
for the financially prudent and expansionistaspirationsof the Town Council, and would
later becomea common featureof park development.It is also an exampleof what Harvey
describedas the role of the state in taking an active role in the appropriationof spaceby
"... planning the location of industry and population, of housing and public facilities, of
transport and communications,of land uses,and so on, through which it createsan overall
spatial frame to contain and facilitate the innumerable and fragmented decisions that
otherwise shapeurban developments."" The local state as `an agentof capital' investedin
social spaces,such as Kelvingrove Park, `necessary'for the reproduction of the social
relations of production, which included both the needs and aspirations of bourgeois
residents as well as the need to provide healthy and beneficial spacesfor leisure and
recreation.
The successof the developmentof the West End Park led to similar proposalsand
plans being developed and achieved for Queens Park" to the south of the city and
Alexandra Park in the north. Theseparks were similarly constructedin developingsuburbs
and both attractednew developmentand raised the value (both financially and as desirable
residential locations) of the areas, particularly the properties in close proximity to the
parks. They may be viewed as part of the process of gradual evolution by which the
boundaries of the city were expandedto accommodatethe increasein population and the
housing demandsof the middle-classes.The developmentof these municipal parks was
part of the production, organisationand control of the spatial form and structureof the city.
The Corporation of the City of Glasgowacquired from Mr. Neale Thomsonthe 143
12D. Harvey,TheUrbanisation Capital Oxford,Basil Blackwell,1985, 31.
p.
of

13"Kelvingrove having
proved such a boon for the western district, and the fact that the city was extending almost as rapidly southward,
were the dominating influence that decided the purchase.The opposition to the schemewas very strong and feeling at the time ran high
The authorities were accusedof being in a `burry', and the ground was said tobe too far outwith the city bounds tobe serviceable to the
inhabitants. The Council was very evenly divided. and it was only by the casting vote of the Lord Provost that the purchaseof the Tannof
Pathheadwas ultimately carried." Noremac, 1908, op. cit p. 56.
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acres for Queens Park in 1857 for a price of £30,000. Sir Joseph Paxton was again invited
to prepare plans for the laying-out of the Park. (Paxton's Plan for Queen's Park is
reproduced as figure 4.7). However, the Corporation's Master of Work, John Carrick, to
ensure the fullest possible return from the feuing of adjoining lands, amended Paxton's
scheme and the grand design for a crystal palace in the park was never realised due to
prohibitive costs. Baillie Gemmill, Convenor of the Parks Committee, opened Queens Park
to the public on 11`hOctober 1862.
Queens Park existed outside the City boundary for thirty years and "the various small
neighbouring burghs enjoyed the full advantage of the park without contributing anything
toward its maintenance"" until The City Boundaries Act of 1891 absorbed the burghs and
the park into Glasgow. Nevertheless the development of a park on the south side of the
river helped to stimulate the development of the surrounding areas. The Park was named
her
defeat
Queen
had
Victoria
but
Queen
Scots
Mary,
the
of
not after
watched
who
of
army in the Battle of Langside in 1568. Monies raised by public subscription in 1887
erected a monument to the battle. In 1894 the patrons of Hutcheson Hospital offered the
whole of the Camphill property to the City at a price of £63,000. This extended the acreage
of the park by 58 acres to make a total of 191, although 50 were set aside for feuing
purposes. The mansion house of Camphill was also acquired and altered to provide a
museum in the park that was inaugurated by a Photographic Exhibition (see details of
Camphill House Museum in Appendix 7).

Figure 4.7: The Esplanade, Queens Park where Paxton's `covered Promenade',
Hall and Refreshment Rooms were intended to be built.

Music

The City of Glasgow Improvement Trust was established in 1866 specifically to
develop the urban infrastructure of the city by direct intervention in the built environment
density
decrease
and
to
the
the
population
as an attempt
city,
change
physical structure of
^ Ibid.p.57.
5

Gilmour, 1996, op. cit. p. 75.
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thus improve the `moral and physical' living conditions of the population. "' The Preamble
to the Act was explicit in its aims:
it would be of public and local Advantage if various Houses and Buildings were
...
taken down, and those portions of the said City reconstituted, and new Streets were
constructed in and through various Parts of said City, and several of the existing Streets
altered and widened and diverted, and that in connection with the Reconstruction of
these portions of the City Provision was made for Dwellings for the Labouring Classes
who may be misplaced in consequence thereof. "

Under the Act, twelve old streets were to be altered, 39 new streets were built, and
the ground that was cleared was to be sold off or leased to private developers for the
construction of houses for the working class. It was not until the second quarter of the 20th
century that social housing built by the state would become a fundamental part of urban
regeneration schemes. This Act was a significant

development in the local state's

intervention in the built environment and significantly also included powers to acquire land
and construct a public park, Alexandra Park, by the purchase of 79 acres of Wester
Kennyhill, land lying between the Monkland Canal and Cumbernauld Road, from the
Haghill estate. Unemployed labour was used in part to landscape the park under a scheme
of public works. During the depression years of 1867 and 1868 "... several hundred
unemployed and starving artisans and labourers were used.... to convert an old quarry to a
swimming pool, and construct a miniature lake.""

Figure 4.8: The Main Entrance to Alexandra

Park l'

1'A description the
of
conditions that the Improvement Act was attempting to addresswas provided in the pnwiouschapter,sptZiliadly with
reference to Shadows Midnight Scenesand Thomas Annwt's photographs.
17Preamble
19

(iibb,

to the Glasgow Improvements

1991, op. cit, p 16.

19Gilmour, 1996,
op. cit. p. 6.

Act, 1866.
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The provision of a park on the northeast of the city was intended to serve the
inhabitantsof this areaof the expandingcity. The park was seenfor sometime to be rather
isolated and it was not until Alexander Dennistoungifted 5 acresto the park that it became
connectedto the newly built road of Alexandra Parade.This provided the main entranceto
the park (see figure 4.9), in turn attracting new building developmentin neighbouring
areas,and the park was consideredconvenientlylocated for the populatedresidentialareas
of Townheadand Dennistoun.Alexander Dennistoun'sgift of land was the first to be made
for the purposeof park developmentand wasnot altogetheraltruistic in that he `recognised
that the proximity of a public park would greatly enhancethe value of his estate".20The
park was in close proximity to industry and thus suffered from the blight of pollution. It
was "... in the direct line in which prevailing winds drive the great smoke canopy of the
city, and on its north-west boundary Blochairn Steel Works belch forth huge volumes of
denseblack smoke"." Alexandra Park was home to the GlasgowGolf Club until it moved
its clubhouseto Ayrshire in the 20thcentury. The extent of the park was set at 101 acresby
the end of the 19thcentury when the Council acquiredfurther land in 1874-7 and again in
1891: 15 acres were used to build houses for the working classes under the City
Improvement scheme,6 '/2 were sold to the Gas and Housing Departmentsand 9 '/2 were
set asidefor feuing purposes.The park eventuallyextendedto 101 acres.
The production of thesethree public parks in this period representsthe beginning of
municipal involvement in the creation of public parks as social amenity spaces and
specifically acknowledgedinterventions in the built urban landscape.Their production and
development in the expanding suburbs of the city also identified them with particular
populations and communities, as well as being for the seemingbenefit of the city as a
whole. The fiscal arrangementsfor park and housing developmentin the suburbsindicate
the inter-relationship of different forms, features,and facilities in the spatial organisation
and structure of the expanding city. There was also something of a far-sighted and
expansionist vision in the approach of the municipal authorities in acquiring land,
designing and laying-out parks such as Alexandra and QueensParks which, at the time of
their initial acquisition and construction, were both situated outwith the boundariesof the
Council's administrativearea.
(c) 1870 -1914
The next stage of park development continued the Corporation's interventionist
strategyof municipal investmentin the provision of social spacesfor leisure and recreation
20Noremac, 1908,
op. cit. p 68.

21J. Bell
andJ. Paton,Glasgow.Its Lmici 1Organization
andEntcroiise.Glasgow.JamesMacElhopeandSons.1896.p 339.(Mu 25c.2).
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for the population of the city. Various Acts of Parliament from the late 1850s to the 1870s
provided the Corporation of Glasgow with the necessary powers to raise money to acquire
and to regulate lands for the purposes of public parks. The Glasgow Public Parks Act of
1859 (see figure 4.10), enabled the Magistrates and Council of the City to levy an annual
assessment for expenses to `lay out, maintain and improve' the Kelvingrove and Queens
Parks along with the Galleries of Art and Corporation Halls for the "purpose of promoting
the Health, Recreation and Improvement of the Inhabitants of the City". " The Glasgow
Improvement Act of 1866 empowered the Trustees to acquire and layout "ground for a
public park or playground suitable and convenient for the inhabitants of the north-eastern
district of the City", 23what became Alexandra Park, at a cost not exceeding £40,000. This
inner ring of parks (see Appendix 1) formed by these three municipal parks and Glasgow
Green and the Botanic Gardens had given some of Glasgow's citizens' access to open
spaces for recreation and leisure. For many others, the accessibility of these parks was
limited because of their distance from residential districts.
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Figure 4.10: Glasgow Public Parks Act of 1859
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Figure 4.11: Glasgow Public Parks Act of 1878

The legislative foundation that underpinned the Corporation's eventual strategy of
public park provision across the whole of the city and its disparate communities was to be
found in the Public Parks Act (Glasgow) of 1878 (figure 4.11). It provided the powers by
which the Corporation could establish a network of parks and playgrounds and to provide
the facilities which it deemed necessary and appropriate for their maintenance and for the
'''` Glasgow Public Parks Act 1859, 1.
p.
'; Glasgow Improvement Act, 1866,
cited in "Report and Opinion by the Town Clerk, J. Lindsey" in (: i ncru1Finance Catnttitts*' Minul,
Glasgow Corporation, 1914, p. 8. (Mitchell Library Archives DTC 14/2/12).
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recreationalneedsand requirementsof the people. The preambleto the Act of 1878 gave a
clear indication of the powers that the Corporation was given: "... to purchaseor take in
lease, layout, plot, improve, and maintain lands for the purpose of being used as parks,
public walks, or pleasuregardens,and may supportor contribute to the supportof parks ...
provided by any persons whatsoever."20 It also allowed the Council to open disused
graveyardsand cemeteries:
in a way and mannerconduciveto the health and comfort of the inhabitants,and to
...
the amenity of the city And where it is expedientthat the Lord Provost, Magistrates
...
and Council should be empoweredto lay out, maintain and extend other public parks,
recreationgrounds, and open spacesin the said city, and also the open spacecalled and
known as Glasgow Green, and for these purposes to purchase, acquire and hold
additional lands.'

The 1878 Act was also important becauseit enabledthe Corporation to ensureeventual
access for the people of Glasgow to the grounds and greenhouses,walks and flower
gardensof the Botanic Gardens,an important educationaland leisure amenity spacethat
had had severe restrictions on access, given its ownership by the Royal Botanical
Institution.' This Act unquestionablygave the Council the powers to expand its parks
provision throughout the city," and the period of the 1870s-1914 saw a concertedeffort on
the part of the Corporation to acquire land for park construction. It was during this time
that the necessityof municipal park provision beganto have not only an expressedbut also
a realised egalitarianismthat becamefirmly establishedin the public as well as the civic
authorities' mind. It was in this period that parks beganto be constructedin working class
areasand provided much needed and appreciatedaccessto open spacesand recreational
facilities. There is then an extension of the production and organisationof a network of
forms and structures in the landscapeof the city specifically designedand regulated as
social spaces.The need for the local stateto extendits authority and power over the whole
of the city was in part to create an urban infrastructure that would facilitate the needsof
industry and commerce.In the last quarter of the century, Glasgowwas competingnot only
nationally but also internationally for markets. The city's image and status,as well as the
health and efficiency of its workforce, were prime factors in its ability to sustain its
competitive edge. Therefore,the creation of parks and open spacesin and for the working
classesdemonstratedthe logic and practical expediencyof other capital investmentsin the
24Glasgow Public Parks
Act, 1878, Preamble.
25Ibid.
p. 2.

26TheAct
gavepowerto "... transferto theLordProvost,MagistratesandCouncilof thesaidRoyalBotanicGankris,andall right,titleand
interestthereinor connectedtherewith,and for the maintenance
and improvementof the saidgardens,in all time coming,for the
recreationandbenefitof the inhabitantsof the saidcity." Ibid. p. 3.
r
"The Lord Provost, Magistrates, and Council may from time to time lay out, improve, maintain, and extend thepublic parksin or adjaeau
to the city, known respectively as the Kelvingrove Park, Queens Park, and the Alexandra Park, and also the Glasgow Green. and the
Kelvingrove Museum and the Galleries of Art and Corporation Halls, and the public parks which may be hereafter acquired by them
from time form and maintain swimming ponds in such of the samepublic parks, green,or open spacesasthey
under this Act
and
may
...
may consider expedient, with all the needful buildings, approaches,walks, and conveniencesconnectedwith suchparks,green,muveums,
galleries, open spacesand gardens." Ibid. p. 7-8.
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urban landscape.
The need to provide public parks for ordinary working people, to give "... space in
which the populace could look on green grass, growing trees and shrubs, and which they
could call their own", 28was one that had been recognised and promoted in much of the
literature emanating from the public parks movement as detailed previously. Various
officials within the Corporation had appreciated the importance of more widespread park
provision for some time. For example, a report dated 22T November 1877 stated "the
importance of finding free space for amusements within a moderate distance of their
dwellings is yearly increasing for the poorer classes",'

a point that was still being

emphasised in respect of Ruchill Park eight years later:
It would be a matter of lasting regret if the opportunity was lost of securing some land
on the summit of the surrounding hills as fresh air reservoirs for the dense population
which crowds the valley, and is compelled to breathe a smoke-laden air and otherwise
tainted atmosphere. "

Figure 4.12: The view of `smoke-laden

Glasgow' from Ruchill Park "

The continued expansion and development of the parks network in the 20th century
was built, in large part, on the foundations laid down by the municipal authorities in this
period. However, at the turn of the century there was still criticism that, despite the
considerable achievements of the Corporation in providing parks and open space, still
more needed to be done. For example, Dr J.B. Russell, the Medical Officer of Health for

the City, commentedthat:
in this period systematic efforts were for the first time made to provide Children's
...
Playgrounds. The city has always been supplied with suburban parks. The historic
28Bell & Paton, 1896,
op. cit. p 335.
29 Dr. J. B. Russell
and Mr J. Carrick, Re")
Glasgow, Corporation of Glasgow, 22 Nov.
30Prof. J. Carrick
and A. B. MacDonald, tort
Glasgow Corporation Parks Dept. (Mitchell
31Gilmour, 1996,
op. cit. p. 84.

On Sanitary Aspects of the Proposal to Awuire A Public Park in the lands of Ruchill.
1877. (Mitchell Library Archive I)-Pk 1).
on the Desirability of a Public Park at Ruchill issued to the Parks subýtnunittue, 1/5/1885,
Library Archives I)-Pk 1).
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Glasgow Green was purchased at various times in the 17thand 18'hcenturies. It remained
the sole park until 1854, when the West End Park was obtained, and several new parks
and large additions to old ones have since been acquired from time to time. Still no
provision had been made near to tenement houses in the shape of pro indiviso gardens or
pleasure grounds. George Square, St. Enoch Square and St. Andrews Square are
examples of spaces left near the houses of the wealthy of former generations which
remain for the use of the many.... Power was obtained in 1878 to lay out and throw
open the graveyards which had been closed. Six of these now furnish attractive spacesin
the midst of crowded localities in the oldest parts of the city, and make one thankful that
the necessity of `the provision of a burying place' preserved from the builder of former
generations some space for the living now to enjoy the reversion. Since 1892 the
Committee on Health has made it a part of its ordinary business to secure, as opportunity
offers, play places for the children of the poorer and more crowded localities. There is a
special Sub-committee for the purpose. '2

The following gives some details of those parks acquired by the corporation in the period.
Springburn Park (figure 4.13) was bought in 1892 at a cost of £20,710 and was described
as "... a most excellent health resort for the daily toilers of that important and busy
manufacturing district". " The original extent of the park was 53 acres but additions were
house
in
1900
1904
Council
the
and
the
and
made
and
when
was gifted adjacent property
gardens of Mr. A. Reid, bringing the total to 75 acres. The high point of the park is 351
feet above sea level and continuous readings for the Meteorological Office in Edinburgh
have been made since 1896. The park was equipped with a bandstand, model yacht pond,
three bowling greens, six tennis courts, putting green, cricket pitch, four football pitches,
two hockey pitches, paddle boats, Old Men's Shelter, Winter Gardens and pony riding.

Figure 4.13: Springburn

Park"

Maryhill Park was purchased in 1892 and, like Springburn Park, was essentially for
the working classes. It was described as "... a quiet retreat for the old and young of the

"` J.B. Russell, The Evolution
of the Function of Public licalth Administration, Glasgow, William I lodge and Co, 1995, p. 4748.
33 Noremac,
1908, op. cit. p. 78.
34Corporation Glasgow, Municipal Glasgow: It's Evolution
of
and Entemrise, Glasgow, Robert Anderson, 1914, p. 174.
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district". " Ruchill Park was also purchasedin 1892 and extendedto 52 acres.In a Resume
of New Work undertaken in the year 1895-95 the "... wisdom of the Committee in
providing this breathing spacefor the populous North-western District is justified by the
increasingextent to which it is being taken advantageof by the citizens." The 9-hole golf
course (2208 yards, scratch score 30) acquired in 1928 added 41 acres. The park also
included two bowling greens, two football pitches, and an Old Men's Shelter. Some
clarification of this latter featureof the public parks is required.
In Glasgow, and in other similar cities, these Shelters were provided as meeting
places and communal resources for workers and ex-servicemenwho, due to old age,
infirmity or disability could no longer be employed productively. The Shelters were
usually equippedwith a stove, tables and chairs and provided the opportunity for company
and comradeship,card and other games, in an environment that offered more than the
cramped conditions of the home but less temptation than the public house. They were
unquestionably exclusively male establishments.The location of these shelters in parks
provided a supervisory mature adult influence on the behaviour and activities of some
young people in the parks. Whilst they still exist as buildings in some parks, they are no
longer used for their original purpose as changing habits of and attitudes to pensioners
have provided alternative roles and places for social activities. They have in many
instances suffered from neglect and vandalism, but there are signs of them being
refurbished and put to other uses.In Dowanhill Park, for example,the Shelteris currently
undergoing renovation that will see it transformed into a nursery and play group for
residentsof the local area.
Bellahouston Park was acquired in 1895 from the Trusteesof Elizabeth and Grace
Stevenson the condition that " the property should be held and used exclusively,and in
...
all time coming as a public park for, and on behalf of, and for the use of citizens of
Glasgow."37 Conditions were also imposed on the Corporation concerning the selling,
feuing, gifting or building on the land. Additions to the park were made in 1901 by the
purchaseof part of the neighbouring lands of Dumbreck from Sir J. Stirling Maxwell at a
cost of £2,824. In 1903 the lands of Ibroxhill were addedat a cost of £40,222 bringing the
total area of the park to over 185 acres,one of the largest in Glasgow, room enough to
accommodatean 18-holegolf course.With smaller additions of land the park now consists
of 209 acreswith a large centralhill, surroundingslopesand areasof level ground.
Due to the size of the park and its location in the city, BellahoustonPark has been
used for a number of large events including the 1938 Empire Exhibition, various
33Noremac,

1908, op. cit p. 80.

36Resume
p. 16.(W25-, -16).
ofNewWork Und* kenor carriedout1wtheCop[orationDurinctheYear 1895-6GlasgowCorpcratiai,
37Bell& Paton,1896,
op. cit p. 343.
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international pipe-band festivals as well as the visit of Pope John Paul II in 1982. It now
housesa version of CharlesRennie Macintosh design, `The Art Lovers House'. The park
was provided over the years with the following facilities: four bowling greens,six tennis
courts, pitch and putt course, I eleven football pitches, an Old Man's Shelter,and running
track. An artificial ski slope was openedin 1968. The BellahoustonSportsCentre,opened
in 1967 andjointly administeredby the Corporation of Glasgow and the Scottish Council
of Physical Recreation, cost £216,000 to complete. Its aim was to provide facilities for
active participation rather than a stadium for spectator events. The Hall measures
120f xl2Ofb(25fi and can accommodatecricket and golf practice, up to nine badminton
courts, tennis, basketball, netball, volleyball, indoor hockey and 5-a-side football. Two
squashcourts have also beenaddedas well as an outdoor Activities Centreopenedin 1970.
Tollcross Park was considereda solution to the "difficulty in securinga suitablesite
for the immenseand growing population of the `far east"'31of the city and consistedof 83
acres of the mansion and grounds purchased in 1897 for £29,000 from a Mr. James
Dunlop. Further land was acquired for the park in 1921. The park was provided with two
bowling greens, pitch and putt course, putting green, eight tennis courts, four football
pitches, cricket and hockey pitches, children's playground and an Old Men's Shelter.
Richmond Park on the south bank of the Clyde opposite GlasgowGreenwas named after
Sir David Richmond, the then Lord Provost, who openedit to the public and consistedof
44 acres bought in 1898 at a cost £44,000. Facilities included 2 bowling greens,cricket
pitch, 2 putting greens,children's playground and paddling pool, Old Men's Shelter,model
yacht pond and paddleboats.Richmond Park was consideredas providing further open
spacein the still congestedareasof the East End, and its acquisition recognisedthe need
for suchpark developmentin working classareas.
This `large lung' adequatelymeetsthe wants of residentsin the southeasterndistricts,
such as Polmadie and the wide and populous Hutchestown areas, and forms an
important feature in the park systemof the city. The ground is largely availablefor all
forms of sport, and it contains the largest pond in any of the city parks. The future, no
doubt, holds in its hand many improvementsin the way of adornments,and this park
will be ultimately madean ideal one for the district in which it is placed."

A number of public spirited and philanthropic individuals gifted estates,as well as tracts of
land, to complementthe efforts of the Council. Of the 27 parks identified as constructedin
this period, eleven involved gifts from individuals whilst the rest involved purchasesof
land as well as transfers from other Council Departments.These gifts were highly prized
and encouragedby the Corporation:
There are few methods in which philanthropists can better serve the citizens than the
38Noremac,1908,
op. tit p. 83.
39Ibid. 87.
p.
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presenting,or equipping, of Public parks. Next to the Infirmaries they are undoubtedly
the most noble institution in the possessionof the city.'0

The following details someof the most important gifts. Maxwell Park was presentedby Sir
I Stirling-Maxwell to the Burgh of Pollockshieldsin 1878 whose Commissionerslaid out
and enclosedits 20 acresand erecteda Burgh Hall at its south-eastcorner. Maxwell Park
became the responsibility of Glasgow Corporation's Parks Department when the
Annexation Act of 1891 absorbedthe areainto the city. Mr. JamesDick purchasedCathkin
Braes, familiarly termed `Gutta Park', in 1886 and immediately handed it over to the
Corporation, on the condition that "it should be held in perpetuity as a place of resort for
the community and the inhabitantsof the City of Glasgow"," and that "... as far as possible
the natural featuresand configuration of the ground should be maintainedor preserved."n
The park consistedof some 49 acresand afforded some views of the city despite "... the
pall of smoke which fills the valley but seldom lifts, and it is only in snatchesthat the
landscapeis revealed."43The park was a semi-wildernessand it was intended to be a rural
retreat for the people of Glasgow, and therefore sports such as football and cricket were
strictly prohibited. Rouken Glen was originally owned by the Montgomeriesof Eglinton
Castle and gifted to the City in 1906 by Mr. A. CameronCorbett, later Lord Rowallan, for
the use and benefit of its citizens. The 135 acresof the park included landscapedgardens
and semi-wildernesson the southernedge of Glasgowas well as a pitch and putt course,a
once very popular boating pond, running track and cricket pitch.
Somemention must also be made of the gift of the Ardgoil Estate.It is not a `park'
as such, but 14,659 acres in Argyll situated at the head of Loch Goil, 40 miles from the
city. Mr. A. CameronCorbett MP gifted it to the city in 1908 whereuponan afforestation
schemewas initiated that provided work for existing estate staff and some unemployed
farm labourers. The George SquareXmas tree, as well as those in other public buildings
and many churches,traditionally camefrom the city's `Highland Estate', of Ardkfnglas, as
it was also known. Each summer, for a fortnight in July, the corporation arrangedfor a
steamerto take mothersand children from the more deprived areasof the city to the estate
for a day trip (figures 4.14 and 4.15). A report by the Town Clerk, J. Lindsay dated6`hJuly
1913 atteststo the popularity of thesetrips:
The number of mothers with their children under school age who participated in the 12
excursions was 11,608, and including 3,353 infants in arms made a total of 14,961 ... It
was a natural delight to watch the young children, many of whom have rarely an
opportunity of leaving their back courts, playing games and romping on the deck of the
steamer, -enjoying the swings and other amusements, and sporting themselves on the
40ibid. P. 78.
41D. McLellan,Glasgow'sPublicParks.
Glasgow,SmithandSon,1894,p. 95.
42Noremac,1908,
op.Cit.p. 65.
43Bell & Paton,1896,
op. cit p. 341.
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recreationfield of `Glasgow's Highland Estate'.

Figure 4.14: Steamer Trip to Ardgoil

Figure 4.15: Annual Picnic at Ardgoil °`

Another important factor in the acquisition of public parks in this period was the
absorption of the outlying burghs, such as those of Govan, Partick and Pollockshields.
Victoria, Elder, Plantation and Dowanhill Parks all came under the authority of the city's
Parks Department due to this extension of the city's boundaries. The two largest and most
important are detailed here. Elder Park was gifted to the burgh of Govan by Mrs. John
Elder in memory of her husband and his father, founder and director of Randolph, Elder
and Company that later became the Fairfield Shipbuilding Company. It was opened by the
Earl of Roseberry in June of 1883 and comprised an area of approximately 35 acres. Mrs.
Elder had clear instruction as to the use to which the park should be put. She made
provision for the prohibition of all games and stipulated that the park should be used "...
principally for the use and enjoyment of the inhabitants in the way of healthful recreation
by music and amusements."° The Parks Department, on acquiring the park as a result of
°° C. Whitton, Report
on Ar oil Estate. Glasgow, Glasgow Corporation. (Mitchell Library Archives 1)TC 14/2/12 p. 591).
45Figures 4.14
and 4.15 from Gilmour, 1996, O. cit. pp. 13,11.
46Noretnac, 1908,
op. cit. p 84.
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the boundary extensionsof 1912, produced a report that highlighted the biggest problem
associatedwith the Elder Park.
The worst feature of the caseis that workmen from the shipyardsuseof the ladies' room
in which to take their meals,and they are not particular asto the mannerof their disposal
There seemsto have been a
of slops and crusts, and as to the use of the lavatory
...
laxity in the observanceof Park Regulations,as many partsare disfigured by misuse."

Despite Mrs Elder's restrictions on games and sports the park did eventually come to
include two bowling greens,two putting greens,a children's playground and paddling pool,
tow Old Men's Shelters,model yacht pond, paddleboats,and five multi-purposecourts for
basketball,netball and tennis.
Victoria Park was begun by the Burgh of Partick when they feued land from J.
Gordon Oswald of Scotstoun in 1886. It was named to celebratethe Queen Victoria's
Jubilee and opened to the public on the 2ndJuly 1887. Many workers in the shipbuilding
industry had been laid off in 1886 as the result of a periodic downturn in trade and were
used in much of the work of laying out the park. In the Quarry Knowe area of the park a
Mr. T. Morrison discoveredthe fossilized remainsof treesand the areawas coveredover to
protect the unearthedspecimens.The resultant Fossil Grove becamea visitor attraction,
details of which are provided in Appendix 7. A miniature lake, rockeries,a small deer field,
two public bowling greens,and open spaceswere provided for sports and recreation. A
bandstandwas built by the Burgh and opened in 1908 and the park was absorbed into
Glasgow in 1912. Facilities provided in the park came to be as follows; three bowling
greens,cricket pitch, croquet lawn, three football pitches,rugby, shinty and hockey pitches,
model yacht pond and paddle boats, pony riding, children's playground, an Old Men's
Shelter, eight multi-purpose courts for basketball,netball, and tennis. Someparkland was
lost in the 1960's due to the constructionof the Clyde Tunnel.
(d) 1915 -1945
This period, despite the intervention of two world wars, saw the further expansion
both of the city and its number of parks. Severe overcrowding in the city's tenements
meant that in 1921 approximatelytwo-thirds of the city's population lived in one or two
bedroom houses.The death rate due to diseasessuch as bronchitis and tuberculosisat the
time testify to the dilapidated stateof the city's housing.Therefore,the pressureto increase
the city's housing stock was the dominant influence on Glasgow's landscapein this period.
The Housing Acts of 1919,1923, and 1924 testify to attemptsmadeto addressthe problem
of substandardhousing provision in the city. The growth of new residential suburbs
47 Memorandum
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produced a concomitant investment in parks as socially necessary amenity spaces for the
burgeoning population that reached its apex just shortly after World War II. The pattern of
land acquisition for park development was a mixture of transfers and purchases from other
Departments to the Parks Department as well as purchases and gifts.
The majority of the large number of parks and recreation grounds developed in this
period can be associated with the provision of recreational amenity space near to or in new
housing developments. These were of various sizes and facilities and were distributed in a
variety of locations, the details of which can be found in the table and map 1 in the
appendix. One feature of park production in this period was the use of unemployed labour
to level the land for laying-out as parks. The picture below (figure 4.16) is of Dawsholm
Park in the north west of the city, which was opened in 1920 and shows the removal of
shale bings on the site.

Figure 4.16: Unemployed

Labour

Digging-Out

Dawsholm Park, c. 1920 48

Two exceptions to this were the semi-wilderness parks of Linn and Hogganfield
Loch. The 212 acres of ground for Linn Park were acquired between 1919 and 1933, and
eventually included an 18-hole golf course with 2 putting greens. Linn Park was originally
part of Hagtonhill Estate belonging to the Maxwells of Pollock and, as a seini-wildscape
on the city's southern periphery, it was ideally located for the establishment of the first
Nature Trail in the city in 1965. Hogganfield Loch was acquired between 1920 and 1932
and consisted of 124 acres of semi-wilderness on the eastern edge of the city. The large
loch (see figure 4.17) was constructed in part using unemployed labour, a common practice
in the period, and was primarily intended to be used for boating.

48Gilmour, 1996,
op. cit. p. 30.
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4.17: Excavating

Hogganfield

Loch circa 1920s"

The most exceptional acquisition in this period was undoubtedly that of Loch
Lomond or Balloch Park. Loch Lomond Park was acquired by Glasgow Corporation for
the Common Good at a cost of £30,000 in 1915 after a protracted investigation by the
General Finance Committee into the purchase of the Estate of Balloch for "permanent
public right of access to Loch Lomond and the formation of a National Park". In March
1914 it was suggested that the Corporation contribute £ 10,000, the rest to be raised by
public subscription, towards the cost of acquiring Balloch Estate from the trustees of the
late Alexander Dennistoun Brown. The General Finance Committee and the Town Clerk
performed a thorough investigation of the feasibility of the scheme before recommending
that the corporation should buy the 812-acre estate in its entirety for the sum of £30,000.
At a `Special Meeting of The General Finance Committee' on the 9th July 1914 the
acquisition of Balloch Estate was approved by a majority of 17 to 6. Of the 812-acre estate
only 200 acres was appropriated for use as a public park. The majority of the rest was
made up of farms and feued properties. Parliamentary permission for the purchase of
Balloch Estate had to be granted to the Corporation because the terms of the 1878 Glasgow
Public Parks Act stipulated that land acquisition for the purpose of public park formation
had to be in or near the vicinity of the city. The Glasgow Corporation Parks, Harbour,
Tunnel, Gas Etc., Order Confirmation Act of 1915 granted the Corporation the power to
purchase the Estate for a price of £30,000. The terms of this act gave the Corporation the
power to
lay out the estate, or such portions thereof, as they may think proper, as a public park,
...
to be called Loch Lomond
Park, and in the establishment
and maintenance,
feu,
lease,
[and]
excamb, or
management, and administration
sell,
of such park ...
...
convey such portion or portions of the estate as may be used for the purposed of a public
park. 50

49[bid.
p. 54.
50Cited in T. C. F. Brotchie, Loch Lomond
and the Braes of Balloch. Official Guide, Glasgow, Glasgow Corporation, 1920, pp 47-8.
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The main features,the woodlands,plantations,the lawn and gardenssurroundingBalloch
Castle, were left unchangedin the formation of paths and walkways of the park. Loch
Lomond Park was initially used for convalescingarmed forces personnelrecovering from
injury and the trauma of the trench warfare of World War I. Glasgow District Council
leasedBalloch Park to Dumbarton District Council after local governmentreorganisation
in 1974. In 1981, the park achieved Country Park status and thereafter was known as
Balloch Castle Country Park. Balloch Park is included in the new arrangementsfor Loch
Lomond that hasbecomeScotland's first National Park.
(e) 1945 -1980
The post-war era of reconstruction that took place in the city involved the
development of a new transport infrastructure as well as the large-scaledemolition of
substandardhousing. New parks such as Sighthill were developedfrom reclaimedland as a
result of demolition. In the 1950s,Auchinlea, Barlamack and Cranhill Parks were created,
landscapedthen passedon to and managedby the ParksDepartmentfor the benefit of the
surrounding population with the completion of the housing schemes.Examplesof those
parks provided alongsideperipheral estatesare Castlemilk Park, 4 acresacquiredin 1961,
opened by Lord Provost Meldrum on the 1' of June 1963, and including two bowling
greens, three tennis courts, and a children's playground; Drumchapel Park, 11 acres
acquired in 1961 and including three bowling greens,four tennis courts, a putting green
and two football pitches, described as "a great boon to mothers"; ' South Pollock
Recreation Ground, 46 acres acquired in 1950 and including a children's playground,
sixteen football pitches, with a Pavilion providing hot and cold showers. Other parks
acquired in this period include the following: Penilee and Dalmarnock Recreation
Grounds, acquired in 1947; Rosshall Estate purchased by the corporation in 1948;
Househill Grounds, 1950; Greenfield Park, acquiredin 1950 and openedin 1958; Milton
Park and Danes Drive Bowling Greens, acquired in 1954; Newfield SquareRecreation
Ground, 1955; Croftcroighn Park, 1959; Lochar and Blairtummock Parks,openedin 1967.
It was also in this period that one of Glasgow's most revered and popular parks,
Pollock Park, was gifted to the city. The Stirling-Maxwell family held Pollock Estate for
700 years until the Maxwell-McDonalds family gifted it to the city for the use of a park in
1967, although 121 acreshad been open to the public since 1911. Pollock Housein 1752
was designedby William Adam and is now in the custodianshipof the National Trust. The
park extends to 361 acres and consists of formal gardens, open grassland,an animal
enclosure,woodland walks, and the Burrell Collection, gifted to the city by wealthy shipSi IP72lre theNit
%O ciai PyoWimmeGlasgow,GlasgowCocporation,1970,p. 27. (Mu Add. 164).
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owner and eclectic art collector Sir William Burrell and now housed in a purpose-built
museum. The Burrell collection is today one of the most visited tourist attractions in the
city.

StrathclydeCountry Park, on the easternfringes of the city, is the largestand last of
Glasgow's parks to be produced. The original idea for creating a park on the site for the
purposesof recreation is credited to ProfessorPatrick Abercrombie in 1946 to serve as a
resource and amenity for the population of the city, as well as for those of surrounding
areasof the west central belt of Scotland. Some work was undertakenin the 1960sby the
local authorities, but the main multi-million pound project involving the reclamationof the
low haugh land that had been used for the dumping of colliery and other waste was
adopted and completed by Strathclyde Regional Council. It was openedto the public in
1979. StrathclydeRegional Park is on a different scalefrom all the other parks. The 1601
acresconsistsof a large areaof open grassland,plantedtrees and shrubsand incorporating
surviving woodland and hedgerowsthat surround the human-createdloch constructedto
provide for a wide variety of water basedsports activities.12It also has an extensiverange
of outdoor activity facilities for team gamesincluding changingareasand floodlit pitches
for rugby, football, hockey, tennis, cricket and bowls and putting. There is a municipally
owned 9-hole golf course and a camping and caravanpark on site, as well as loch side
footpaths, picnic areas,and car parks. Parts of the park have SSSI statusand the extensive
nature reserve consists of flooded land beside the Clyde that attracts large numbers of
waterfowl to over-winter.
The chronological development of the network of public parks in Glasgow may be
viewed as a progression of parks and open spaces being acquired, constructed and laid out
within distinct periods. The early parks up to 1870 were few in number but the importance
of these spaces to the city cannot be underestimated. Glasgow Green, the Botanic Gardens,
Kelvingrove, Queens and Alexandra Parks were, and remain, hugely popular leisure spaces
and are also important in terms of their status and profile to the local authority that uses
them to promote the city as an attractive locale for business and tourism. The period of
1870-1815 marked the high point of municipal socialism and the civic ethos previously
discussed is evident in the large number of gifts of land for public parks by wealthy
individuals. This period also marked the development of public parks within working class
areas as well as their provision and equipping with sports and play facilities. The period
1915-1945 and 1945-1980 saw the entrenchment of public parks and open spaces within
the planned expansion of the city with their inclusion within new residential suburbs and
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housing schemes.Whilst the impressionis of the gradualextensionof both the numberand
acreageof parks since the 1850s to 1980, it must be recognisedthat some parkland has
been lost due to urban regeneration and, in particular, to new road and motorway
development.Phoenix Park, for example, a popular small park at the junction of Great
Western Road and Maryhill Road, was completely lost due to the M8 motorway being
driven through the heart of the city. Smaller portions of parkland have beensimilarly lost,
for examplein Victoria Park, due to the excavationof the Clyde Tunnel and adjacentslip
roads. In more recent years,the extensionof the M77 motorway sparkedcontroversyand a
vociferous campaignbecauseof the loss of areasof land in Pollock Park. However, the
number, variety and acreageof parks that Glasgow did produce substantiatesthe claim not
only to be the `Dear GreenPlace' but also to having more parklandper headof population
than any other city in Europe.
4.3: The Distribution Typology
The secondtypology is that of the spatial distribution and location of the parks. Map
1 (in Appendix 1) illustrates the link between the chronological development and
distribution of the parks network that arose in tandemwith the city's demographicgrowth
and geographical expansion.It demonstrateshow this distribution was effected through
time, since the distribution of the parks is inextricably linked to and mirrors the periodicity
of park construction referred to in the chronological typology in the previous section.
Many details of the parks have already been presented,and so what will be emphasised
here is the location and distribution of the parks as illustrating processesof city growth
with concomitant park development.That is, the expansionof the city is reflected in the
distribution and location of its public parks.
The processof city expansionand growth encompassedthe bourgeoissuburbsof the
West, North and East of the medieval centre of the city and included the first three
municipal parks of Kelvingrove, Queensand Alexandra. The movement of the Botanic
Gardens, previously referred to, mirrors this exodus from the centre to avoid the
consequencesof pollution and population explosion. The inclusion of parks as part of the
developmentof thesesuburbshas alreadybeendetailed,and it representsnot only the need
to provide open spaceas a social amenity for the residentsof the bourgeois suburbsbut
also an elementarymeansof controlling planned development.The link with the feuing of
parts of the purchasedland for park developmentin these suburbswas a meansby which
the Corporation sought to proscribe the type of development and use to which land
surrounding the parks could be put. Implicit was the intention to limit or to prevent the
developmentof industrial enterprisesor of high concentrationsof working class housing
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that would affect property valuesas well as the openaspectsof the parks.This proscription
in developing land surrounding parks employed in the first instancein these three parks,
was adopted and applied to parks in other areas serving different communities. For
example,the benefit of park constructionto surroundingresidential property development
wasmade explicit in the caseof Maxwell Park:
Visitors to Maxwell Park will at the sametime seeone of Glasgow's best and thriving
suburbs.In the eastof the burgh the height of the buildings is restricted,and in the west
feus are only availablefor villas; so that leading to and surroundingthe park are rows of
beautiful houses,all built on similar lines. The effect of this wise arrangementon the
part of the superior makesPollockshieldsone of the most desirableresidentialdistricts
to be found anywhere.53

Whilst the Corporation had been given the necessarypowers in the act of 1878 to
provide parks in all areas of the city and for all of its population, it took some time to
achievea comprehensivenetwork of parks, playgroundsand open spaces.Criticisms of the
bourgeoisparks were directed in part due to their location at somedistancefrom working
class residential areas.The location of the majority of the newer parks in or near densely
populated areaswas important, in that it recognisedproblemsassociatedwith accessibility.
J.B. Russell, Medical Officer of Health from 1872-1899,was one such prominent critic.
Russell was a zealouscampaignerfor public parks for the relaxation and recreationof the
masseswas a recognition of the medical benefitsof parks and open spacesthat repeatsthe
arguments used by earlier social reformers. Russell's campaign to improve the public
health of the city had to persuademiddle-classopinion and the municipal authoritiesof the
need to invest in measuresthat would provide health benefits for all the population of the
city, and he considered "... every public park, and the flowers and music which attract
people thither, every open space and children's playground, every cricket and football
field, every gymnasium and drill ground, is a precaution against Consumption".' His
criticisms of park design and departmental policy led him to question the Council's
investment in the neatly laid out and purely decorative suburbanparks of Kelvingrove,
Alexandra, and Queens,which were 11 useful for the cultivation of aestheticsenserather
...
than the improvementof health".n He was an ardent campaignerfor more accessibleopen
spacesfor the working classesof the city that included sports pitches for gamesand play
equipment that would promote healthy exercise. As such, Russell's criticisms were
fundamentalto the revision of policy that sought to provide parks and playgroundsin the
poorer parts of the city. His concernwith the quality of the city's air as a consequencesof
smoke and pollution from the city's many industries on the health of the city's poorer
53Novemac,1908,
77.
op.
p.
cit
54J.
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population in the form of lung diseaseled him to advocatemeasureswhich he believed
would help makethe city ashealthy,he hoped,asthe countryside:
We must purify that vast canopy of smoke which envelops our towns and even invades
the country, not only directly injurious to the lungs but perhaps even more injurious
indirectly by cutting off the sun."

The further extension of the city in this period included the construction of a large
number of parks. The absorption of outlying Burghs (e.g. Partick, Govan, Pollockshields
etc.) also included their parks as detailed in Table I (Appendix 2). Map 1 (Appendixl)
showsthis significant increasein the number of parks at this time and illustrateshow they
were largely distributed geographicallyoutwith areasof previous park development.The
location and distribution of parks within specific communitieswith perceived needs and
aspirations, different from those associatedwith the bourgeois parks, is a significant
development in the production of the parks network but also has repercussionsfor the
design, maintenanceand regulation of all the parks. This will be consideredin following
chapters.The exceptionsto the distribution profile of parks in this period are Rouken Glen
and Cathkin Braes, both gifted to the city by wealthy benefactors,which were well beyond
the then southern boundaries of the city. The acquisition of Cathkin Braes at such a
distancefrom the city wasjustified by an explicit acknowledgementof the future needsof
the city and its population and representedthe expansionistaspirationsand ethos of the
Corporation. In the caseof `Gutta Park' this was madeexplicit:
Already the citizens of Glasgow are being rapidly attracted to the vicinity of this park,
and the pretty little suburb Burnside, to which the Corporation cars will shortly run, is
steadily gaining in popularity. In a year or two, it will undoubtedly have become an
important residential district The value of such gifts to the Corporation of ground
suitable for public parks is inestimable, no matter the position appears at the time a
distance form the city centre. The usefulness of the open spaces and recreation grounds
is now so fully recognised that outlying burghs, not already provided, very often, if not
always, make the acquisition of such a fundamental condition in their agreement to
annexation. It is not an easy task to purchase such a large tract of ground when such is
absolutely required, as the cost of the land naturally rises when it can be seen that the
city is gradually extending in the direction where the site is required. "

The processof expansionin the period from 1915-1945 saw both the city and the
number of parks continue with the developmentof new housing estates.Knightswood in
the west of the city is an exampleof a new style of large suburbwith cottagestyle housing
and an openuncongestedstreetplan designedto accommodate25-30,000people.The park
was viewed as an integral element of the housing project's social and amenity provision,
one that included shops, libraries, public halls, schools etc. Knightswood Park begun in
1929 was an extensiveopen spacecovering an areaof 141 acresthat featureda number of
M Ibid.
pp. 3404.
SINoremac,1908,
op. cit p. 66-7.
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municipally provided sporting facilities. Theseincluded a 9-hole golf course,two bowling
greens,four tennis courts, cricket pitch, pitch and putt, three football pitches,croquet lawn
running track, putting green, hockey pitch, children's playground and an Old Men's
Shelter.It was describedin the following terms:
The comprehensive nature of the park makes it an attraction to all age groups. It is
hoped that future developments, particularly for children, will further enhance it and
make it more advantageous and attractive to the family group. The male members of the
family can turn their attention to the excellent pitch and putt course or the 2412-yard
golf course... "

The period from 1945 saw the development of the peripheral housing schemesand
accompanying parks, open spaces and recreation grounds for the communities and
population who had been re-housed after the demolition of sub-standardinner-city
tenementhouses.Again, the distribution of the parks in this period as illustrated in Map 1
(seeAppendix 1) demonstratesthe expansionof the city. What is also demonstratedis that
post-war infrastructural development resulted in the acquisition and construction of a
number of parks within areasnot previously well servedby parks or amenity open spaces
and thus consolidatedpark provision acrossthe whole city.
The outlying parks of Loch Lomond, Strathclydeand Ardgoil operatedat different
times and in different ways as regional resourcesfor the city. They also illustrate changes
in attitudes as well as meansof providing accessto thesemore far-flung open spaces.For
example,the distanceand location of the Ardgoil Estatemeant that only limited numbers
of the population could benefit from speciallyarrangedand seasonalmunicipally organised
trips. The location of Loch Lomond Park at such a distancefrom the city could only be
justified if sufficient peoplecould make use of it. This necessitatedthe Corporationgaining
the assuranceof the General Directors of the North British and Caledonian Railway
Companies that reduced fares would be available for visitors between Glasgow and
Balloch during the months from May to October inclusive and on the city's public
holidays. StrathclydeRegional Park not only reflects the needto provide different facilities
for changing patterns of outdoor recreation through the provision of facilities for a wide
range of sporting activities, but also the awarenessof increasedaccessto the countryside
by increasedownership and use of private motor cars. These outlying parks located at a
distancefrom the city reflect strategiesof open spaceprovision that acknowledgesboth the
benefits of such `rural' parks as well as accommodatingproblemsof transportation,access
and different uses.Loch Lomond Park was originally a private estateand little landscaping
was done in its transformationto a public park. The location of Balloch Park on the shores
of what is one of Scotland's most visited and famous scenic locations emphasisedthe
saCorporation Glasgow,1970.
of
op. cit p. 41.
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attractivenessof the park as a municipally owned rural resourcefor the city's population to
use for walking and the appreciationof nature and the countryside. StrathclydeCountry
Park, located at the oppositeeasternfringe of the city's boundaries,was almost completely
a wholly manufacturedpark including a large lake designed for water sports. Although
there are areas within the park that are semi-rural or important sites for nature, it was
designed predominantly for the purposesof active recreation. Aspects of the design of
different parks and parks spacesfor different purposeswill be addressedin the next and
final typology.
4.4: The Design Typology
The third typology is concerned with the distinctions between different kinds of
parks based on landscapedesign and the facilities and features that are included within
them, and reflects the variety of spacesthat can be identified and labelled as a `park'
Dictionary definitions of a park variously describethem as large areasof land preservedin
a natural state for recreationaluse by the public and/or a piece of open land in a town with
public amenities.For example,the entry in TheEncyclopaediaBritannica statesthat it is a
large area of ground set aside for recreation
An area devoted simply to green
...
...
landscape, a salubrious and healthful breathing space as a relief from the densely
The primary purpose
populated and industrialised city of the mid-nineteenth century
...
was to provide for passive recreation - walking and taking the air in agreeable
What primarily differentiates
surroundings reminiscent of the unspoiled country
...
Almost universally, there
modem parks is their accommodation for active recreation
...
is recognition of the creative possibilities of leisure and of community responsibility to
provide space and facilities for recreation. S9

What this entry suggests,and what will be explored in this typology through description
and reference to particular examples, is that, far from being simple areas of uniform
design,parks are complex spaceswhose form and function and the facilities and amenities
provided within them vary both through time and in relation to their location. Therefore,
many forms and features can be included in the design and construction of parks as
`ground set aside for recreation'. The relationship betweenthe form (design and layout)
and content (features and facilities) is intimately related to how parks are representedas
fulfilling desirable or necessary social and environmental functions. This creates the
potential for conflict betweenpopular and elite notions of how the space(s)of the parks
should be used,maintainedand regulated.This relationshipwill be exploredin detail in the
following chapters.However, it is clear that the different designsemployed and features
and facilities provided reflects the understandingof the need for the provision of a variety
of parks to fulfil different functions and to serve different communities or classesat
59hi
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different times. Such an understandingwas recognisedby the municipal authoritiesin the
city, as the following statementindicates:
The parks of the city are of an exceedingly varied description, comprising as they do
such distinctive types as the flat and somewhat bleak Glasgow Green, right in the heart
of the town, and the heather hills of Ardgoil estate, some 40 miles distant from the city.
In large industrial cities like Glasgow the importance of possessing an adequate number
of parks to meet the necessities of the various districts cannot be overestimated. These
open spaces are the one great deterrent to physical deterioration consequent upon city
life. In the smoke laden air of a great manufacturing city they are welcome breathingspaces, and afford a pleasant change from the unending pavements of the busy streets60

It is possible to identify a variety of public park designs that are portrayed and
administeredin various forms, suggestiveof the organisationand structuring of spaceto
meet or to fulfil functional requirements. There are public parks that are laid out as
`gardens',which are more or less formal, essentiallypassive,decorativespacesand include
aspectsthat have featured in the history of landscapedesignin private gardensand estates.
Such spacesare essentiallyaestheticrepresentationsof artistic or cultural interpretationsof
`beauty' and/or `nature'. The privately owned gardenor estatesignifies and is symbolic of
power by the strict limitations imposedon access.Only immediatefamily or workers, such
as gardeners,are allowed to view and to appreciatethe private garden. The public park
designedas a formal garden is `open' and though, designedto be viewed and appreciated
by a `public' audience. However, it is still symbolic of power through the creation of
designsand arrangementof the space,features,facilities, trees,shrubs,flowerbedsetc that
are included within them. They are created to be viewed from particular vantagepoints
only, one must keep to the paths, only sit on the benchesprovided, and are policed to
ensurethat no one interferes with them. Similarly, the use of specimenplants, shrubsand
trees as well as classic examplesof `municipal gardening', suchas the `floral clock' that is
still to be found in some public parks, is indicative of the application of designs to be
appreciatedin a passiveand `approved' manner.Parks may also be understoodas cultural
spaces in which particular artistic, social, educational and political values, ideals and
beliefs are representedin the aestheticforms, in the institutions and in the public art that is
located in and distributedwithin the spaceof a park.
A different design,which may also be consideredas a park, is that of the `recreation
ground' or sports field. The inclusion of bowling greens, golf courses, tennis courts,
football, rugby and cricket pitches,etc gives emphasisto their operation as `active spaces'.
Such delimiting and organisationof spacewithin parks or of whole parks designatesand
characterisestheir use as well as their status.The associationof parks or areaswithin them
with particular activities, functions and uses,as well as their strict regulation, implies an
60Corporation Glasgow.Municipal
GlasgowASEvolutionandEnterpci GlasgowCorporation,
Glasgow,RobertAnderson.1914,p.
of
162.
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order and control over their structure,arrangementand relationship with other featuresof
both parks and the built environment. For example, one can only create sports pitches
where the topography allows and where their useby large number will not adverselyaffect
neighbouring land use. Similarly, parks or areaswithin them may be designedas pleasure
or playgrounds, with children's play equipment,boating ponds, fair grounds, bandstands
etc. bestowing the impression of the park as a spaceof entertainment,fun and play. This
acknowledgementof the need to provide for the recreative benefits of `fun' and play,
entertainmentand the distraction of amusementsin the open-air requiresthe organisation
and ordering of space within the parks. Other parks and park spaceshave also been
designed or incorporated as examples of `nature in the city', as remnants of semiwilderness or as specifically designatednature reserves,which may also include animal
enclosures. It may be said that such parks are symbolic manifestations that provide a
highly stylised and idealised representationof natureproduced or preservedfor the urban
population denied accessto the `real' nature of the countrysideby the expansionof the
city. Such examples of park designs will be described and considered in relation to
Glasgow's parks. However, it must be emphasisedthat a public park may contain within it
any or all of thesefeaturesor be restrictedto one particular form, designor expressionthat
doesnot readily allow or permit its organisationto embraceor to use a variety of functions.
The need to accommodatesuch variety necessarilyrequiresthe power to structure,order,
define and control spacefor and through its form and functional prerequisites,within the
social and spatialprocessesof the landscapeformation under urbancapitalism.
Until the West End Park was formed, Glasgow Green was the only open spacein
which the citizens of the city could escapethe closenessof the narrow streetsand alleys of
the old town. Thereforeit is appropriateto begin with the oldest of Glasgow'sopenspaces.
A description of the historical origins and development of the Green was provided
previously. What follows is an account of how the needsof the population for the open
space of Glasgow Green has required or necessitatedthe construction or provision of
featuresand facilities to accommodatethem, and how this has required the organisation
and delimiting of it a social space.The Green was originally simply a grassysward, liable
to flooding in places and used for a variety of commercial and domestic chores and
activities, as well as those of leisure. The reproduction ofAm's Well on the Green(figure
4.18) illustrates some of the activities and featuresof the Greenin the 1830s,including the
boating,
liaisons,
bleaching
washing and
of clothes, walking, social gatherings,romantic
etc. It was also used for a variety of other activities including sport, play, meetings of
various sorts and horseriding.
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Figure 4.18: Arras Well on the Green, 1830s "'

A colourful description from Tweeds Guide to Glasgow illustrates how important this
space was for the poorest inhabitants of the congested East End of the city in 1872, whilst
the photograph of bodies strewn on the grass in the 1920s (figure 4.19) demonstrates the
continuing importance of this outdoor `sleeping apartment'.
As we draw nearer the city, we find numbers of loafers both men and women, lounging
on the railings, or sleeping on the sward. It is to this part of the Green that the inmates of
the dens in the Saltmarket and Bridgegate come to breathe the caller air, or make up by
prolonged slumbers the rest which their characters as nightbirds deny them at the proper
season. Especially on a Sunday is the Green converted into a vast sleeping apartment,
where men and women, provided the weather is good, snore the livelong day away. "

Figure 4.19: Sleepers on the Green in 1920 "'

The functional requirements of the population were essential to the development and
characterisation of the Green as the People's Park, a point that was well recognised by
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historical accounts.For example,
In acquiring the Green our seventeenth century ancestors had no thought merely of
providing an open space, a lung or a pleasure ground for their little city. These purposes
were little understood, nor did great necessity for them exist at that time. The place was
primarily in the Scottish sense, a green, a grassy sward on which the population could
wash and dry their clothes in accordance with the practices of the country. `

According to McLellan

had existed on the Green from at least 1730.
a
public
washhouse
'61
The Council constructed near the site where the Nelson Monument (erected 1806) now
stands, a washhouse for the convenience of the population, which included the installation
of wooden pipes in 1803 to bring water directly from the Clyde. It was abandoned in 1822
when a new building was erected in William Street in 1878 (the precursor to the famous
`Steamie') by the Baths and Washhouses sub-committee of the Council. The historical
practice of washing and drying clothes on the Green, as the photographs (figures 4.20 and
4.21) illustrate, continued well into the 20'h century.

Figure 4.20: `Scotch Washing'

on Glasgow Green "

Figure 4.21: Washing and drying clothes on the Green, circa 1910 ''
(A Bell & Paton, 1896,
op. cit. p. 329.
65McLellan, 1896,
op. cit. p. 33.
`A Illustration
on lid of Glasgow Washing House Snuff Box, E. King, U'laseow Gretheail the Pcoolc's Palace,Edinburgh, Chruntxxs Ltd.
1985, p. 24.
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The first permanentbuilding to be constructedon the Greenwasthe HumaneSociety
House founded in 1709 to co-ordinate rescue efforts on the river. Suicides, accidental
deathsthrough drink, dares,misadventureor mischief kept the officers of the society busy
rescuing unfortunates,or their corpses,caught up in the currentsand eddiesof the Clyde.
In 1826 private subscription and Corporation funds (£400) were used to construct a 2%r
mile carriage drive around the Green at a total cost of £2050. Unemployedweaversand
other trades were employed to undertake the work and the roadway was opened for
in
1857,
April
fees
in
May
1828.
Originally
Road,
Toll
as the
abandoned
vehicles
were
a
for
Green
However,
the
resort
was always a popular
scheme never proved profitable.
been
has
Green
Glasgow
by
horse
foot,
promenading,whether
or carriage,and a stroll on
credited as the venuefor the birthplaceof the industrial age:
building of that new world which was to begin on a Sabbathafternoon in the
the
...
spring of 1765when JamesWatt walked over the Glasgow Greenoccupiedwith sinful
week-day thoughts. The new age began sinfully on that Sabbath,for JamesWatt had
solved the problem of the separatecondenser,and as he walked over Glasgow Greena
changed world lay pregnant in his brain: a world of steel and iron, tall chimneysand
speed."

In 1866 drinking fountains were erectedin the Green by the Corporation to replace
the old spring wells that were found to have become contaminatedand unfit for use.
Various gifts of fountains were made by leading citizens (Baillie Sir JamesBain erected
one at the entrance to the Green on Charlotte Street) and in commemorationof them
(friends of Sir William Collins erected a drinking fountain at the main entranceto the
known
June
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for
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In
in
Temperance
a
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the
cause).
green recognition
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Hugh
fountain
in
`Rambles
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Round
of
to
memory
a
as
was given permission erect
Macdonald who popularised many beautiful walks and places in the city. The original
location had beenon Gleniffer Braes,near Paisley,but it had becomesubjectto `bad usage
from the public' and had to be relocated. The Doulton Fountain originally located in
Kelvingrove for the Exhibition of 1888 was re-erectedin the Green and formally handed
over to the city on 29thAugust 1890. The most prominent permanentbuilding on Glasgow
Green remains the People's Palaceand Winter Garden,openedin January 1898. The role
of the PeoplesPalaceand other cultural institutions locatedin the parks will be considered
later, specifically in respectof the moral and cultural representationof the parks. A full and
detailed descriptionis included in the appendixon museumsin the parks.
67GlasgowMuseums,
op. cit. 1998,p. 14.

H. V. Morton in Search of Scotland. London, Methuen and Co., 1929, p. 251.
the
In Watts own wards: 'One Sunday afternoon, I had gone to take a walk on the Green of Glasgow, and when about half-way betty
Herd's House and Am's Well, my thoughts having been naturally turned to the experiments I had beenengagedin for saving heat in the
cylinder, at that part of the toad the idea occurred to me, that steam was an elastic vapour it would expand, and rush into a previously
exhaustedspace;and that ifI was to produce a vacuum in a separatevessel, and open a Canmunication between the stemsin the c lind
and the exhausted vessel, such would be the consequences.' Oliver and IM Xs The Scottish Tourist. Edinburgh 1860, pp. 96-7 (GUI.
Special Collection Mu3-f. 19).
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The need for facilities for physical exercise and recreation was acknowledged when
Mr. D. S. Fleming from Manchester erected the first `open-air gymnasium' in the city in
1860 in remembrance of his native city. An illustration of an `old-style' gymnasium is
reproduced in figure 4.22. In 1894, the original gymnasiwn was
in an improved and substantial manner, and the area laid with tar-macadam,
renewed
...
which has enhanced the appearance of the place, and the children have been making
much use of it. A new gymnasium for children has been laid out adjoining Greendyke
Street, and it, like the similar places of recreation in other quarters of the City, is the
scene of much healthful merriment. '

Figure 4.22: A Gymnasium

70
Green
Glasgow
on

The importance of sport on the Green is emphasised by the origins of both Celtic and
Rangers Football Clubs being linked to it, clubs who represent an important element in
popular perceptions of the culture and mythology of the city as driven by sectarian
limited
its
is
Yet
Green
to
`people's
the
the
the
only
not
rivalries.
status of
park'
as
influence on the `people's game', but is also based on the freedom and accessibility with
which sport was enjoyed versus the restrictions and bans placed on sport in some of the
other parks. Other features and facilities on Glasgow Green include those provided for
sport include Glasgow Golf Club which originally played there until the club moved to
Alexandra Park in the late 19`scentury: numerous football pitches and a Pavilion with 460
lockers and hot and cold showers for players were subsequently provided, as well as tennis
courts, bowling greens, a paddling pool and the aforementioned gymnasiunm,now replaced
by more modern, and safe, children's play equipment.
The above descriptions of the features and facilities that have been added to the
Green have been presented to highlight its special status as the oldest park in the city but
also its role as `the people's park'. Many of these elements will be shown to be shared with
other parks, but it must be emphasised that the central location, the antiquity and affection
69 Resume New Work Undertaken
of
or carried out by the Corporation During the Year 1894-5, op cit p 25
n' Gilmour, 1996,
op. cit p. 42.
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with which the Green has been held by the ordinary citizens of the city, has been
influential in its survival and in the development of other parks. These factors will be
discussedin the following chaptersin respect of how different needsand different parks
have been representedthrough a diversity of discoursesand how different groups have
usedthem over time.
Details of the construction and developmentof the original three municipal parks of
Kelvingrove, Queensand Alexandria have beendescribedpreviously. The design of these
parks is markedly different from that of Glasgow Green and, it will be shown, from the
vast majority of parks that were subsequentlyconstructed.Thesethree parks were highly
designed landscapes containing formal arrangementsof paths, flowerbeds and water
features.They were laid out with a degreeof sophisticatedplanning to adhereto accepted
standardsand traditions of garden design that would satisfy the aesthetictastes of the
bourgeois suburbs in which they were located. The layout of Kelvingrove Park, for
example, consisted of pleasant walkways and cultivated flowerbeds, trees and shrubs
which took advantageof the River Kelvin to provide a water backdropto someof the paths
and features.It was not designedfor the enjoymentof games,being describedas "... more
of a garden than a playground'm and " The Park has little, almost no spacedevoted to
recreation as distinguished from pleasure - no ground for cricket or football."72
Kelvingrove Park, in the 20thcentury, did eventuallycome to have five bowling greens,six
tennis courts, a putting green, a croquet lawn, children's playground and paddling pool, a
skateboardrink and two Old Men's Shelters.
Queensand Alexandra Parks were also laid out in developingsuburbsand included
highly formal designs similar in intention and practice to Kelvingrove Park. They were
also latterly equippedwith sport and recreational facilities. QueensPark came to include
five bowling greens,pitch and putt course,two putting greens,model yaught pond, paddle
boats, children's playground, seven football pitches and two Old Men's Shelters.
Alexandra Park was provided with a 9-hole golf course,three bowling greens,six tennis
courts, putting green, pitch and putt course, model-yacht pond, three football pitches,
children's playgroundand an Old Man's Shelter.
The municipal buildings, the Art Galleries, Museums, public art, architecture and, of
course, the parks declared to the world that Glasgow was the very model of a modern
major city. An important element in the establishment of these original municipal parks
was the prestige and status that they were perceived as giving to the image of the city. This
was manifested in two ways and had 11 dual significance: they may be seenas artistic
...
" Noreinac,1908,op. cit p. 31.
72ZwoedsGuideto Glasgow 1872,1972, ©t 42.
op. p.
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forms

they may be assessedin social and ethical terms". " The use of the parks for
and
...
the location of public art, statuary and exhibitions and for the permanent location of
municipal collections of an, culture and history served this dual purpose. They were
intended to demonstrate and to instruct the visitor, by their judicious and aesthetic
positioning,

in the `correct' virtues and values of society, (that is, the work ethic,

temperance, thrift,

self-improvement, modesty etc.), and they were an attraction for

discerning visitors to the city. The significance of the design, organisation and regulation
of the parks as social spaces reflected the hegemonic practices and concerns of the social,
political and cultural elite of Glasgow society, and reflected too their concerns with the
leadership as well as the domination of the urban masses. As the city authorities strove to
promote its economic and municipal achievements to a local, national and international
audience, the parks operated as a very public demonstration of a commitment to civic
progress, as a model of civic government and of civilised citizens. The major municipal
parks represented the outward success and prestige of the city itself It was built into their
design, their architectural features and in the public art they displayed, which represented
the aesthetic and cultural values writ large on the landscape of the parks, of dominant

groups and virtues within Glasgowand society.

Figure 4.23: The Stewart Memorial

Fountain in Kelvingrove

Park 74

As an illustration, Kelvingrove Park came to include a large number of public art
works such as statues and memorials that were located in appropriate settings to attract the
attention of promenading couples and families. These emphasised the reverence to be paid
to highly selective figures and events, celebrating a vision of municipal, colonial, martial

73 J. Cane, "The Public Park in Victorian
Britain", in B. Ford (ed. ), T'
Cambridge University Press, 1989, p. 77.
74Gilmour, 1996,
op. cit. p. 61.

unbr dac Cultural History Of Britain. Vol 7. Cambridge,
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or intellectual achievementand will be discussedin detail in Chapter 5 concerning the
representationof the parks as cultural spaces.However, The StewartMemorial Fountain,
for example,pictured in figure 4.23 in Kelvingrove Park with the University buildings in
the background, was erected in 1872 to commemorateLord Provost Stewart who was
instrumentalin bringing the Loch Katrine water supply to Glasgowin 1859. The fountain,
60 feet in diameter and 40 in height and topped by a statueof the Lady of the Lake from
Walter Scott's famous poem, also included a portrait of Lord Provost Stewart with the
following inscription:
To commemorate the public services of Robert Stewart of Murdostown, Lord Provost of
the City of Glasgow, from Nov. 1851 to Nov. 1854, to whose unwearied exertions the
Citizens are mainly indebted for the abundant water supply from Loch Katrine. This
Fountain was erected 1872, James Sellers, Architect.

Kelvingrove, Alexandra and QueensParks were built in the burgeoningsuburbsand
were laid out to reflect the aesthetictastesas well as the recreationalhabits of its middleclassresidents.An awarenessof the classdistinction in landscapedesignwas prominent in
critiques of Corporation policy for the provision of parks and open spacesfor the majority
of the population of the city. As will be shown below, there were powerful voices calling
for a more egalitarian commitment on behalf of the Council to all sections of the
population of the city. The development of what would eventually become a
comprehensive,municipally provided and maintainedpublic parks systemwas the result of
a complex of motivations. It was a pragmatic responseto the deteriorating conditions of
urban life and a meansby which the state, through the local authority, sought to regulate,
control and mould working class behaviour and culture through the creation and
maintenanceof `civilised' spaces.The recognition of the need for parks for the working
classeswas also recognition of the needto define thesespacesfor particular purposes:
The public park was perceived essentially as an empty space,as vacant land in the
middle of intenselybusy towns where each squarefoot had a preciserole, whether for
housing, trade, industry or administration.When the need for such recreationgrounds
was identified, the question of their significance in the urban context had to be
answered;in such a utilitarian-minded society, the layout of the park had to serve an
in
Clarke
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the
The
the
explicitly
purpose.
coined
late 1850s neatly sums up the social function of public parks: `Recreationis the Recreation, the creationanew of fresh strengthfor tomorrow's work'. "

Parks that were designed for and located within working class communities displayed a
more functional and utilitarian ethos. The emphasiswas on the necessaryprovision of
playing fields, playgroundsand entertainmentsrather than ornamentation,decoration and
complicatedfloral beds interspersedbetweenhighly organisedand formal promenadesand
pathways.They were provided with facilities and featuresthat emphasisedand encouraged
75Came,1989,
op. cit p. 79.
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the active participation in sport and other healthy physical activities that were deemed to be
suitable and appropriate leisure time activities for the working classes- It is possible
therefore to identify some parks as designed open spaces where the provision for games
and play was the principal objective or primary aim of their layout. For example, Maryhill,
Ruchill, Springburn, Bellahouston, Plantation and Dowanhill Parks were designed as
playgrounds or as playing fields. Similarly, the recreation grounds of Holmlea, Temple,
Yoker, Springfield Road, Smeaton Street, Westhorn, Langlands Dalmarnock, Newfield
Square, Petershill, Penillee, South Pollock and Barlia Drive are self-explanatory in that
their names are recognition of the functionalism behind their design and the features and
facilities to be found within them. This functional element is also to be found in the parks
that were provided for the new housing schemes such as that of Knightswood and
Drumchapel.

Figure 4.24: Cambuslang Park "

Figure 4.25: Waterfall

in Rouken Glen Park "

Whilst it may be possible to view all urban public parks as symbolic representations of
nature constructed in the city, it is apparent that some parks were more overtly represented,
regulated and maintained as such. For example, Cathkin Braes on the southern edge of the
city was specifically gifted to the people of the city on the condition that it was left in its
semi-wilderness state and explicitly forbade all sorts of games and activities. Rouken Glen,
Cambuslang Park, Hogganfield Loch and Linn Park are also examples where, despite some
landscaping and the creation of water features, the design and the activities that were
M Gilmour, 1996,
op. cit. p.28.
77Municipal Glasgow, 1914,
op. cit. p. 180.
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promoted specifically emphasised the natural elements and features to be appreciated
within

them. Similarly,

Pollock Park was a large private estate with many highly

landscaped design elements within it. Its subsequent operation and maintenance as a
municipal public park stressed the `natural' beauty of the woodland and riverside walks. In
addition, the inclusion of animal enclosures with examples of faun and working beasts
illustrates the representation of nature within the city. Parks such as Bellahouston,
Tollcross, and Linn Park all had animal enclosures as part of their facilities and attractions
for park visitors (see figure 4.26).

Figure 4.26: Feeding the deer in Tollcross Park circa 1920s"

Loch Lomond Park and the Ardgoil

Estate, whilst still being representations of

nature, are somewhat exceptions to this understanding of parks as designed and
manufactured simulations of nature in the city. There is no doubt as to the appeal and
attraction of Loch Lomond as a `natural' wonder with beautiful scenery that was well
known and used by tourists and visitors. 79Their location well beyond the city boundaries,
situated in the rural countryside was problematic for an urban council to justify purchase
and ownership of parks so far from the city. However, the access that was afforded to them
by the frequent and subsidised transport links to Loch Lomond and the organised
municipal trips to the Ardgoil Estate gave these municipally owned `parks' a particular
resonance as highland retreats and daytrip `escapes' for the city's population. If nature
could be brought to the city, then some at least could also be brought to the 'true' nature of
Glasgow's Highland estate of Ardkinglas and the romantic vistas of the bonnie banks of
Loch Lomond (see figures 4.27 and 4.28).

78Gilmour, 1996,
op. cit. p. 92.
79 The
use of the Glasgow's public parks as tourist attractions and resources, including that of Balloch Park at loch Lomond, will he
discussed in Chapter 6.
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Figure 4.27: Loch Lomond at Balmaha, 23 May 1889X0
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Figure 4.28: The Islands of Loch Lomond 81

A universal feature of the design of all parks is the manner in which they are
distinguished, separated from other structures and forms of the built environment. The use
of iron railings and the judicious planting of hedges and trees achieved this definition of
park space as separate from and therefore different to the streets and buildings of the city.
Similarly, areas within the park were delineated according to facilities and functions by the
use of railings or fences. This delimitation

of space, which has significance for

understanding the space of parks in this instance, was, as Simmel stressed, an `aspect' that
had consequences for its subsequent representation and use:
80 Old Pictures Around
the Loch, Vol. 1, at gyp: //www. loch Lomondnet/im
of o es(2 ina.
81Old Pictures Around
i
the Loch Vol. 2, at hitp1/www. loch-lomond.netJimaQea/oldpics/52.
.
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A further quality of space,which has a fundamentaleffect on social interactions,lies in
the fact that our practical use of spaceis divided into pieceswhich are consideredunits
and are framed by boundaries- both as a causeand effect of the divisions. t2

The power to frame space and create boundaries allows for the potential for social
hierarchiesto be createdand maintainedby the spatial structuring of relationshipsbetween
form, structure and function. For example, the boundary provides for the inclusion and
exclusion of people and of activities, both within the spaceof the park and also the times at
which it is permissibleto be used. Thus the boundary of the park achievesthe purposeof
separation,but also allows for the control of routes into and out of the parks and the times
in which the park was open and closed. This aspect of opening and closing, of
boundednessand separation,is also an important feature in Foucault's definition of his
concept of `heterotopias'.The significance of some spacesas `other' is containedin part
by this separationthat distinguishesand characterisestheir potential as specialspaces.This
was considered earlier in relation to the survival or production in modernity of `mythic'
spaceswhich, through entering, provided an intensification of experienceor accessinto a
symbolic realm of ritual, of recuperationor recreation.The delimitation of areaswithin the
parks again achievesthe structuring function of use and meaningattachedto defined areas.
This would include those areasconsideredout of bounds('keep of the grass', do not pick
the flowers, `no ball games', no smoking, no drinking, no picnics, etc) as well as those
specified and designed to serve particular functions (playgrounds, sports fields, band
stands,boating ponds, etc.). There are numerousexamplesfound in Corporationreports of
the necessityand benefitsto be had from the enclosureof parks and areaswithin them:
Very considerable progress has been made during the year in the formation and
adornment of the new Parks recently acquired by the City. At Springbum, the plots have
been fenced
At Ruchill Park the boundary fences are nearly completed
At
...
...
Govanhill, a children's playground is being formed on ground acquired from the Patrons
of the Hutchesons Hospital, at a cost of £12,200. Streets have been made along its
boundaries, and the space, 14,788 square yards in extent, will be fenced and laid out
(At the Botanic Gardens] It
accordance with a plan approved by the Parks committee
...
has consequently been found possible to complete the new railing, and to have the
handsome new entrance gates hung
The new boundary walls on the west side of the
...
Gardens have been completed, as also at the entrance gate at Kirklee Station. In the
Alexandra Park
fence has been erected round the swimming pond
the
a
new
...
...
Govanhill Ground
has been enclosed with a neat malleable-iron fence
It has been
...
...
arranged that the lower portion of the ground be set apart as a playground for children,
and that the upper portion of the main area should not be used for games, but be
available for the general public. '

McLellan, the Superintendentof Parks makes a similar point in the 1882 Report Upon the
Public Parks and Squaresof Glasgow,when he commentsthat

82G. Simnel, 'The Sociology Space',Frisby,D
M. (eds.), Simme!on Cultnrc.London,Sage,1987,p. 139.
of
andFeatherstone,

83Resume New Work Undertaken
of
or carried out by the Corporation During the Year 18934 op. cit. p. 93-4; ditto 18945, p. 24-3.26;
ditto 1895-6, p. 15. (GUL Special Collections Mu 25 c. 16,
-
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It would be of advantage to erect in several places over the Green a few hundred yards
additional iron fencing, so that the general appearance of the Park might be improved,
by preventing track or footpaths being made through the grass plots
The laying out of
...
the grounds connected with the University and the Western Infirmary has been planned
and carried out so as to harmonise with the general features of the [Kelvingrove] Park.
The dividing fences have been constructed of a light character, and groups of trees and
shrubs have been placed on both sides of the fences at intervals, so that at a short
distance off there does not appear to be any dividing lines between the several
properties. S4

However, McLellan also pointed out that the fences were not always a deterrent.
In Overnewton and Oatlands Squares
the sward of grass is very good, but it is to be
...
regretted that thoughtless youths leap over the railings and break the trees and shrubs.
The seats in the concrete walk have been fixed against the railings, thus affording the
means of getting over the fence which otherwise could not easily be climbed. By
removing the seats back from the railings this means of access will be taken away, and,
after the broken trees and shrubs have been replaced, it is to be hoped that the public will
take a greater interest in protecting what is provided for their health and enjoyment. "

The definition of the parks as separate from other spaces, forms and structures within the
city, as well as areas within them, was an integral part of their design and production as
circumscribed spaces in which features and facilities were provided for particular purposes
in specified places. Evidence from photographs (figures 4.29 and 30) such as those below
of Richmond Park and the railings and gates of Alexandra Park substantiates the enclosure
and delimiting of public parks and illustrates, indicating how much fencing was sometimes
considered necessary to ensure that the appropriate use and access to the parks was
observed.

Figure 4.29: The fences and railings of Richmond Park "`'

84 D. McLellan, Superintendent Parks, ReimorttJ
of
RsIbid.
p. 13.
86Gilmour, 19%,
op. cit. p. 77.

i the Public Parks and Soua es of GlaS2ow, l2.

pp 4.8.
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Figure 4.30: The imposing gates and railings of Alexandra

Park 8'

4.5: Conclusion
This chapter has provided details of how Glasgow, `the Dear Green Place' of popular
affection, was provided with a network of public parks using an interpretive typological
schema to illustrate their production within the context of the growth of the city and the
evolution of its municipal administration and service provision. A number of features of
the socio-spatial

development

of

the city,

as well

development of its space economy, were highlighted

as the historico-geographical
through the analysis of the

chronology, distribution and design of the parks. That is, when the parks were produced
(the periodic process of development) indicates how public parks production combined
with both the expansion of the city and the economic and social necessities of (sub)urban
development. Individuals who were instrumental in public park acquisition (municipal
purchase or private gift) emphasised how properties adjacent to public parks were viewed
as having increased value due to the aesthetic worth of proximity

or views of such

important amenities as green spaces in the city. Therefore, processes of city growth, the
evolution of a planned approach to the enlargement and regeneration of the urban
environment, entailed the organisation, structuring, location and arrangement of interlinked features and elements. The commitment of the local state in Glasgow to the
provision of a large number and variety of planned recreational spaces is indicative of
processes of urban capital investment in the development of a necessary social and
physical infrastructure conducive not only to the production needs of capital, but also to
the social relations necessary for that production to occur and develop efficiently the
maximisation of surplus value. When and where the parks were located illustrates aspects
of the spatial development and organisation of the city, in that the availability and cost of
87Ibid.
p. 8.
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land and the categorisationof the surroundingarea,for exampleas working or middle class
residential areas,industrial, commercialetc, were inter-linked factors in the production of
individual parks as well as the developmentof the network of parks as a whole
The number and variety of public parks produced in the city from 1850 onwards
demonstratesthe municipal commitment to providing a multiplicity of spacesfor various
social functions serving a number of separatecommunities.The size, dimensions,design,
and the featuresand facilities included within individual parks exemplifies the diversity of
spacesthat could be consideredas parks, as well as aspectsof the spaceeconomy where
cost was a limiting factor in the developmentof public parks, competingfor public money
with other socially necessarymunicipally provided services.The variety of park types and
designs(formal gardens,recreationgrounds,preservedor constructed`nature', etc) was the
result of an evolving processof conflict and negotiation,promotion and propaganda,from
a variety of sourceswithin the city, which took up the argumentsof the advocatesof the
urban parks movement and applied them, over time, to the context, the physical as well as
the socio-political terrain, of the city of Glasgow and the needs of its different
communities.
The need to provide different types and kinds of spacesfor different activities and
communities in locations across the city was also reflected in the organisation and
regulation of the parks, as well as in their design. Form and function combinedto produce
public parks that were considered as essential elements in the physical, social and
environmental infrastructure of the developing city of modernity. They were promoted,
following
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chapter will investigate the diversity of discourses through which the parks were
representedand how these representationsfunctionalised the space of the public parks.
Such discoursesprovide a key to understandingthe commitmentof the local authority and
civic society in producing such a network of public parks and open spacesin the city, an
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CHAPTER 5: THE DIVERSITY OF DISCOURSES IN THE REPRESENTATION
OF THE PUBLIC PARKS
5.1: Introduction
The previous chapter detailed the origins and development of the public parks
network in Glasgowthrough the analysisof various typologies (chronological, distribution
and design). The development of the public parks network in the city was inherently
related to those processesof capital investmentin the social and material infrastructureof
the city that was considerednecessaryfor the reproduction of the relations of production
necessaryfor the successof urban capitalism.The role of the local statewas fundamental
to providing those services, facilities and amenities, such as public parks, which were
beneficial to all but too costly for individual capitaliststo provide. Thus there was a public
investment in parks to be collectively consumed. The pattern of chronological
development,the distribution and the design of the parks was discussedin relation to the
evolution of the administration of the city's spatial and demographicgrowth that required
in
increasingly
interventionist
This
the particular
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an
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municipal strategy.
forms and locations that evolved into the park network over time. This investigation was
grounded in the analytical foundation of Lefebvre's first necessaryelement, the social
production of spaceor spatial practice, as extrapolatedand illustrated by Harvey's analysis
of the political economy of urban spaceproduction. The public parks were establishedas
specific spatial forms that embedded,internalised and manifestedthe practices of spatial
production within the overarchingstructureof 19thcentury urbandevelopment.
However, parks are also the product of particular social relations that expressthe
economic, political and cultural priorities, aspirationsand ideals of a civic and social elite
in the city of the 19thcentury. Thus, the public parks as public spacesneed to be analysed
as produced, shaped,moulded and designedwithin the historical specificities of the city
Lefebvre's
in
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and society
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mid-20th century.
second `necessary'element, that of representationsof space,what Gregory refers to as
"constellations of power, knowledge and spatiality - in which the dominant social order is
materially inscribed (and, by implication, legitimised)".' Representationsof space are
describedas the dominant spacein society, the realm of expert knowledge conceptualised
and discursively constructedby "professionalsand technocratssuch as planners,engineers,
developers, architects, urbanists, geographers it is always a conceived and abstract
...

1D. Gregory,Geggav_

Imp

s. Oxford,Blackwell 1994,p.403.
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space since it subsumesideology within its practice."' In representingspace the social
order seeksto create material landscapesin which they representthemselves,their ideals
and values. For Lefebvre, "any representation is ideological if it contributes either
immediately or `mediately' to the reproduction of the relations of production. Ideology is
therefore inseparablefrom practice."' It is then through representationsof spacethat the
operation of processesof power seeksto create and to define the meaningsand values
attached to space. Therefore, knowledge of space is fundamental to how space is
represented,by whom and for what purposes,and is essentialfor its production, designand
ultimately use. Foucault's proposition of a dispersed system of spatial sciences that
emergedin 18thand 19thcentury Europe as part of a generalsystemof knowledgebasedon
medical and administrative necessityprovides a useful insight into the means by which
such bourgeois hegemony was establishedthrough and in space.The administrative and
bureaucraticorganisationof technologiesand practicesof power soughtto rationalise,that
is to delimit, design, and formulate spacefor specific, functional requirements.Through
the rational regulation of movements in space,the space of the prison, the school, the
barracks and, by extension, the other buildings, streets and open spacesof the city and
town, including the public parks, "the individual, with his [sic] identity and characteristics,
is the product of a relation of power exercised over bodies, multiplicities, movements,
desires,forces."4 Thereforeknowledgeof and the exerciseof power over spacethrough the
operation of procedures within it attempted to limit, regulate and control movements,
choices, behaviours etc. in spaceto promote the internalisation of bourgeois `civilising'
valuesand the creation of a `moderndisciplinary society'. As Foucaultputs it,
The bourgeoisie is perfectly well aware that a new constitution or legislature will not
suffice to assureits hegemony;it realisesthat it hasto invent a new technologyensuring
the irrigation by effects of power of the whole social body down to its smallestparticles.
And it was by suchmeansthat the bourgeoisienot only madea revolution but succeeded
in establishinga social hegemonywhich it has never relinquished.'

The origins of the public parks in Glasgow and elsewhere,it has been argued, were
explicitly linked to national and local debatesconcerningthe medical and moral health of
the city. They were an attempt to ameliorate the perceived dangers and negative
consequences,inherent in the fundamental changes wrought by industrialisation and
urbanisation.There was a complex coalescenceof concernspreoccupyingmedical, moral
and social reformers, planners and administrators, as well as industrial, commercial and
financial capital, centredon the necessityfor investing in the economic,social and physical
2A- Merrifield, "Place
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infrastructure of the city. The municipal public parks were "constellations of power,
knowledge and spatiality", the product of dispersed practices of power disciplinary
discourses,in which the need to create, define, manage,organiseand control these new
urban spacesfor particular functions and useswas fundamentalin their representationas
`necessary' (socially, politically, morally, medically, culturally) beneficial spacesin the
burgeoning city of the 19'h century. In short, the public parks were representedas
`disciplinary spaces',ordered, maintained and regulated in accordancewith the `habitus',
that set of `classificatory practices' and `ultimate values' belonging to the increasingly
dominant, predominantly bourgeois, paternalistic and interventionist municipal
administration and civil society. The parks were representedas facilitating the good, moral
ordering of the city and society, that had social, economic and political benefits, through
the creation, cultivation, instillation and propagationof `civilised', bourgeoisvalues.They
were part of a concerted campaign to improve not only the physical environment and
aesthetic appearanceof the city, but also the medical and moral health of the city
population by providing parks as leisure spacesdesigned, organised and regulated to
ensurethe most effective, `rational' use of `free' time for the benefit of a more orderly and
civilised society.6
The public parks were constructed, designed and identified as specific spacesof
leisure, pleasureand relaxation that offer the potential of a respite from the stressesand
strains of everydaycity life, that is, from the myriad pressuresof over-crowding,pollution,
and the functional perquisitesof work-time. As Lefebvre writes, "[t]he stressof `modem
life' makes amusements,distractions and relaxation a necessity..."' so much so that, as
Harvey emphasises,"[t]he social spacesof distraction and display becomeas vital to urban
culture as the spacesof working and living. "' The parks were spaceswhere form, structure
and function were intimately related, not directly with production per se, as in `work' or
`labour', but with the reproduction of the relations of production through the regeneration,
that is the re-creation of the labour force by the healthy use of leisure time. However,
"relations of leisure cannot be studied meaningfully in isolation from the power structure
of capitalist society"," and the necessityfor `social spacesof distraction' suchas the public
parks cannot be divorced from the perceptions and representationsinvolved in their
production which are intimately connected to the development and transformation of
leisure practices and popular recreationsthat began to arise with the developmentof the
6 Katz

and Kirkby succinctly summarise this relationship in which... "Urban parks were established in conceit with the rise of industrial
capitalism, a corrective to denseurban settlement, which provided open spacesas,... 'pleasure grounds..' C. Katz and A. Kirkby. "In the
Nature of Things: the Environment and Everyday Life, Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers 16,1991, p. 266.
Lefebvre, 1971, op. cit., p. 53.
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modem metropolis. 1° This is a point that Frisby makes clear in relation to Simmel's
treatment of leisure: "The organization of leisure, however individual its form, was also
permeatedby the objective, material culture, by the social."" It is therefore appropriate,in
this context of the representationof public parks as a very public manifestation of the
desireto provide `necessary'social spaces,to considerthe coterminousdevelopmentof the
`rational recreation movement', whose influence and role in promoting beneficial leisure
and recreationalpursuits is crucial to such representationsof the parks as regulated and
controlled `licensed spaces' where appropriate leisure forms and activities occur. As
Duncan and Ley make clear, "... the reproduction and transformation of social relations
1112
must take place somewhere.
Leisure in the 19thcentury increasingly becameviewed as a right of all and not only
a privilege for the few: "The old idea of keeping the peoplemoral by keepingtheir nosesto
the grindstonewill be abandoned.As things are going, peoplewill, and, what is more they
development
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all the greater number - `the crood brings the crood' - the lighted street demandsno
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were playgrounds, sites for entertainment, sport and leisure and locations for cultural and educational institutions. They provided
accessto an albeit sanitised and constructed nature which was increasingly difficult, for the urban massesas the city spread inextricably
out from its medieval core. As Greenbie emphasises:'Tor urban residents of all agesand classes,small and largeparksoffer contactwith
nature, animal, vegetable and mineral. They provide the opportunity to have a good time just being alive in an approximation of our
original environment of earth and sky, plants and water, with spaceto run in or simply reflect in". B. B. Grecobie, Soap: Dimensionsof
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admissionmoney,and so they come in droves."

The rational recreation movement constituted an attempt to `educate' leisure
experienceswithin an encompassingsocial order by the developmentof appropriateforms
of leisure that were viewed as safe, escaperoutes for the passions,nervous excitements,
and the violent and dangerousforces that were consideredconcentratedin modem urban
society." At the core of the rational recreation movement's philosophy was the need to
provide leadership,education and instruction, by the moral organisation,managementand
regulation of alternative rational forms of leisure, entertainmentand leisure activities that
would provide a civilising influence to the massesand lead them away from the temptation
that was perceived as existing in most popular recreations.There was little doubt in the
eyesof reformers as to the necessityof suchattempts:
It is a great fact -a practical proof that the people, if encouraged and assisted by those
who are able to serve them, would choose the good before the evil, and turn their
No more satisfactory indication need be required that with
opportunities to account
...
means of exercise and rational recreation within reach, the people with rare exceptions,
would not sodden themselves with drink even it were placed before them ... but the case
is different when the inborn universal craving for relaxation, amusement, and variation
has no vent save in places where drink is in the ascendant, sometimes accompanied by
questionable music, nauseous performances and coarse songs. This question of popular
play and amusement is really amongst the most pressing as well as the most important,
with which we have to deal. We cannot postpone it without dangers to ourselves. If only
on the pure (or impure) ground of selfishness, we must grapple with it. Its bearings go to
the root of the social tree, to the deepest foundations of the political fabric. Looking
beyond the restricted vista which great subjects are sometimes unwisely narrowed, it
would be seen that probably the primary cause why our jails, asylums, and workhouses
are so full, and why, notwithstanding the peculiar prosperity of the lat few years, crime
stalks so rampantly generally in the neighbourhood of abject misery - is because the
people have neither been taught or enabled to play and recreate properly. 16

There was no doubt as to the spiritual mission in which rational recreationists saw
themselvesengaged.The attemptto civilise leisure activities, times and spaceswas a moral
duty as well as a social necessity:
In advocatingrecreation here as a religious duty - that meansa duty necessaryfor the
right development of our being - we do not mean the encouragementof public
exhibitions, becausethese mainly trade on mere nervous excitement in seeing feats
performed beyond our own capability of performance;but we mean that harmonising
agencybetweenlabour and rest which must enter into our daily life, and which by doing
so will lose that dangerouscharacteristicnow bestowedupon many ideasof pleasure`The throwing off restraint and letting the passionsloose, whatever form these may
representin the individual. The more we encouragerational recreation,the more we
14J.H. Muir, Glasgowin 1901.Oxford,White Cockade,2002, 185-6.
p.
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audiences were essentially working class. For the urban bourgeoisie, the changes wrought by the Industrial Revolution
representedgreater wealth, freedom of choice and mobility to a wider range of recreational and cultural experiences.However,therewas
another side to the coin in the working class districts of the towns spawned by the Industrial Revolution. Here the was remarkable
squalor, ugliness and poverty... To many politicians, industrialists, philanthropists andreligious leaders,the lcistve time world constituted
by the urban proletariat featuring on the hedonistic pleasure of pub, music hall, brothel and the like - appearedwanton, irrational and
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study it, the more we train our children to be capable of it, the more we place its means
in the path of our youth of both sexes, the nearer we bring it to our adults; the more we
lessen sexual license and its evil consequences, excessive alcoholic consumption, the
delight at immoral exhibitions, the admiration for torturing animals dependent on us for
protection; and, above all, the more we diminish the number of human beings that
pander to the false pleasures of those who can or will pay for and buy them
rational
...
recreation ... will drive away evil desires that prey upon society by self-indulgence, and
it will purify our being by keeping off that devil of temptation that Luther dreaded so
much. "

The pursuit of rational recreationwas not only to be consideredas a religious duty, it
was also the mission of the middle classesas social reformersto take it to the most needy.
The public parks were promoted asjust such placeswhere healthy pursuits and beneficial
pastimescould be organised.
The want of placesin which a population so large, and so much confined in workshops,
might healthfully and morally exercisethemselves,has been long and deeply deplored
Thus, the mechanicsand artisan have been left to their own resources,have had to
...
satisfy that part of their nature which asks for and requiresrelaxation, recreation,and
amusement,by such meansas offered themselves.It neednot be said that these,for the
most part, have beenof a natureneither conduciveto health nor to morality.'B

Whilst many of the original rational recreationists were explicit in their aims at social
engineering," middle classreformers were not the only onesto embracethe philosophy of
appropriate and beneficial leisure and recreational pursuit. Many of the skilled working
classesfound the appeal of clubs, societies and self-help groups in which improving as
well as enjoyableleisure activities could be combined.Similarly, the role of the statein the
provision, managementand regulation of leisure facilities was a crucial feature of this
process of rational recreation. Thus, `rational recreation' was promoted and perpetuated
not simply as a repressivemethod of class control but as the replacementof principally
violent means of control with a more psychological processwhich sought to internalise
self-restraint through education, training, drill, spiritual teaching, the love of Nation and
Empire, the constitution of family life, etc. This is a point that Rojek makesexplicitly:
Rational recreation must be consideredas another front of regulation. Through it the
bourgeoisiesoughtto bring aboutmoral improvementnot by physicalrepression,but by
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leading role in providing respectable and rational leisure pursuits and pastimes, as a national priority for social order and imperial
Prosperity.
"Neglect of our countrymen's pleasureshave devolved on us a great deal to undo as well as to do. Let us provide them with amusements
of the right sort; let us take away the temptation - the cruel compulsion (for it is substantially this)- which, asit wme, faces themto seek
enjoyment through the only resorts - coarse, low, and base- in which they can at present be obtained; and we shall find that the better
influences will gradually displace the bad, even amongstthose whom it is the custom to designatethe depravedand irreclaimableclass. "
Fuller, op. cit., p. 747.
"If we ourselves were more earnest in our citizenship, more resolutely bent upon extending downwards the quietjoys ofnational sobriety,
industry, thrift and social justice, we should be able to find more efficient instruments
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example and persuasion... Construction rather than redemptionwas the real object of
rational recreation. It was part of the phalanx of nineteenth-century regulative
mechanismsformed to createan obedient,able-bodied,law-abiding and docile classof
`working people'... From the late 1860's the idea of `civilising a rough' through
organisedand edifying recreationbecamemore popular in middle-classcircles. Typical
forms of rational recreation were physical exercise, educational instruction, craft,
musical training, excursions, and games. The aim was to instil habits of saving,
'o
in
hygiene,
the
temperance
perseverance,
poor.
and self-control

Therefore, there is a tension between the control and regulation of some leisure and
recreation activities and behavioursand the encouragementof others.The municipal urban
public parks were constructed within this context of concern with the appropriate and
beneficial use of leisure time that was fundamentalto the rational recreationmovementand
was an essentialelementthat was expressedin the design,location and organisationof the
parks and the features and facilities that were included in them. Different parks and
different areaswithin the parks provided facilities for different functions, from the quiet,
passive contemplation of `nature' to active sporting pursuits. The population of the city
was actively encouragedto use the parks in the manner for which their designershad
intended. As such, they were highly organised, supervisedand regulated leisure spaces
designed for specific functions and uses that were intended to improve the population of
the city. These functions and uses were the product of disciplinary discourses that
represented the parks as having the potential for exerting a `civilising' influence by
providing opportunities to instil, inculcate, propagateand cultivate the social norms and
moral values of dominant elites within society. As such, they were represented as
`licensed' leisure spacesin that ideological concernsover what they should and should not
be used for were of paramount concern. The permission and restriction given to certain
political, leisure and recreationalpractices and social groups over others made the public
parks a contestedarena where normalising values were pursued through the disciplining,
ordering and regulation of space against the exuberanceof many popular practices and
pursuits. The valuesand meanings,regulation and control that was attachedto and exerted
over particular parks and spaceswithin them by dominantrepresentationshad the potential
for conflict with popular understandingsand the everydayusesand practicesto which the
citizens sought to use them. As such, the parks representan everyday arena where the
production of spaceinvolved relations of power, materially inscribed on the landscape:a
dynamic processin which conceptions,perceptionsand experiencesrepresenteddiffering
and potentially conflicting values,meaningsand uses.
What follows is a discussionof a number of discoursesthat reveal the complexities
involved in the representationof the parks as well as in their subsequentmaintenanceand
20C. Rojek,Ways Escape.London,Macmillan, 1993. 32,34.
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regulation. These discoursesinvolve the description and delineation of the spaceof the
parks as intrinsically associatedwith discursive practices.That is, the parks are subject to
the application and operationof knowledgeand power that producedominantdiscoursesin
which particular practices,functions and usesare ascribedand privileged. The parks, then,
are representedin various diverse expositions that prioritise and characterisetheir value,
worth and benefit through their role and statusas necessaryand advantageoussocial spaces
for appropriate uses and activities. It is important to view these discourses as not
necessarily mutually exclusive and without overlap but as discursive practices for
understandingthe parks, as the product of knowledge in which the overarchingtheme of
the representationsapplied to them is their practical utility. Whist the discourses are
necessarilypresentedwithin the structural constraintsof a written paper, no significance,
or hierarchy of importanceis attachedto the sequencein which they appear.The selection
of the order, whilst not arbitrary, is not designedto impart more relevanceto one discourse
over anotherbecauseit is addressedfirst.
5.2:The Medical Discourse
Foucault's work on the subject of space forms an important foundation in
formulating the medical discourse on the origin and development of the public parks.
Foucault's proposition is that, in 18th century Europe, and as part of a generalsystemof
knowledge, a dispersed system of spatial sciences emerged based on medical and
administrative necessity. This was responsible, in part, for the creation of a `modern
disciplinary society' that included technologies of surveillance, regulation, and control.
Doctors, it is argued,were central in this process.
Doctors at that time (circa 1800) were among other things the specialists of space
doctors were, along with the military, the first managers of collective space [they
...
...
were] concerned to think of the space of habitations and towns ... In fact if the
intervention of the doctors was of capital importance at this period, this was because it
was demanded by a whole new range of political and economic problems, highlighting
the importance of the facts of the population. "

This conception of doctors as being concerned with space as an element to be
studied, understoodand manipulated for medical and administrative ends emphasisesthe
role of the medical profession as agents in the reconstruction and reorganisation of
industrial society." In Glasgow, the concern of doctors with the collection of statisticson
the health of the population datesto at leastthe end of the 18thcentury.For example,James
21M. Foucault, PowedKnowledee. C. Gordon
(ad.), London, Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1980, p. 151.
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Clelland produced statistics as evidenceof the medical condition of the city in much the
way that Foucault describes.,,The concern of the medical profession, social and moral
reformers, and official enquirieswith the consequencesand conditions which the majority
of the population had to endure under industrial capitalism is evident from a number of
sources.The medical professionswere at the forefront of attemptsto amelioratethe worst
of the conditions, consequences,and dangersof the industrial city through reform of the
environment and the provision of a basic sanitary and health infrastructure. Government
for the `common good' was a much-vauntedprinciple of the 19a`century `triumph of
liberalism'. Major health, social and environmentalproblems occurred in Glasgow in the
19thcentury that were sufficiently recognisedand acknowledgedto have acted as major
factors in the conceptionand implementationof an interventionistmunicipal programmeof
public service provision that made Glasgow a model of municipal socialism, as discussed
previously. The municipal authority's commitment to providing such a wide range of
social amenities and sanitary services was not a wholly altruistic or benevolent
philanthropy. Elements of self-preservation and self-interest were recognised by
contemporarycommentatorssuchas Bell and Paton:
All sanitary organisation, it is true has its foundation in enlightened selfishness. If
infectious diseases had in them no more menace and danger to the community than
pleurisy and bronchitis, then it is no doubt that to the present moment the poor would
have been left to battle with their ailments unaided by legislation and municipal
organisation. "

The provision of public parks and open spacesfor recreational,leisure and health
purposes must be viewed within this context of the wholesale municipal provision of
services.They were, in Glasgow, part of an overall strategyto develop the city in such a
way that it would be a safe and healthy urban environment as well as a source of civic
pride. The medical profession in Glasgow,it will be arguedbelow, madean important and
influential contribution to the argumentsthat were promulgated as a justification for the
necessaryexpenditure of public funds on municipal public parks and open spaces.The
medical benefit of public parks was a recurrent theme in the public parks movement's
campaign for the provision of open spacesin cities and towns. The mental and physical
health of the population of cities was seenas a prime motivation for the developmentof
municipal parks programmes.The public parks in Glasgow as elsewherewere variously
representedas `Lungs of the City', as `FreshAir Reservoirs', as a meansto combat threats
from water-bornedisease(e.g. cholera), pollution (Smoke'), population density, etc. The
perceivedmedical benefits of public parks were basedon the restorativeand health-giving
23SeeJ. Clelland,StatisticalfactsDescriptive
of the FormerandPresentStateof Glasgow.Glasgow.Bell andBain. 1837.
24J. Bell
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properties that were accordedto the relatively fresh air and exerciseto be had in them. The
need for placesin which the human being could be re-created,to be fit, able and willing to
return to the serious business of work was emphasisedby many contributors? For
example, CharlesH.J. Smith in 1852 stressedthe benefits to be had in public parks by all
classesof the population:
in the public park, the pale mechanic and the exhausted factory operative might inhale
...
the freshening breeze and some portion of recovered health; the busy shopkeeper and the
more speculative merchant might enjoy relaxation and bracing exercise in temporary
seclusion from their toils and cares; and that the family troop, the children with their
nurses, or the sportive juveniles in the company of their staid seniors might take their
walk or spend their play-time apart from the bustle of the streets, and secure from the
accidents to which, in crowded thoroughfares, they are necessarily exposed. Without
doubt it is also good for the mental health of those who are habituated to the wear and
tear of the busy haunts of men to be brought face to face with the tranquillising as well
as the suggestive works of God in the world of nature. `

Whilst the Corporation had been given the necessarypowers in the Parks Act of 1878 to
provide parks in all areasof the city and for all of its population, it took until the end of the
19`t'century to achieve a comprehensivenetwork of parks, playgroundsand open spaces
for leisure and recreationalpurposesacrossa wide spectrumof the city's communitiesthat
would provide "... spacein which the populace could look on green grass,growing trees
and shrubs,and which they could call their own" 27It was not until Governmentrecognised
the "... benefits to the health of the working man that parks began to be built at public
expenseto alleviate the effects of the Industrial Revolution.""
The commitment of one of Glasgow's most important sanitary reformers, J.B.
Russell, Medical Officer of Health from 1872-1899,was crucially important in the city. He
was responsible for many of the schemesadopted by the Corporation that sought to
improve the health of the city.21Russell's commitment to public health was promoted
zealously through a number of pamphlets,lecturesand reports. He was concernedthat the
environment of the city had a deleteriouseffect on the health and well being of the city's
population, and in particular, the working classes.Russell's concernwith the inadequacies
of the city's housing stock30was rooted in his belief that the environment had a serious
impact on the health of the city's inhabitants. The Corporation acknowledgedthat poor
u Simmel
makes the point that leisure and by extension leisure spaceshave been generally considered only in the context of work and
labour, so it may be said of the medical benefits of the public parks. They were promoted becauseof recognition of the ill health of cities
and their populations. "Just as it has been said that the peculiar thing about the history of women is that it is not the history of womenbut
of men, so one can say that the history of recreation, of games and amusements,when viewed more closely, is the history of work and
serious things". G. Simmel, "Infelices Possidentesl (Unhappy Dwellers)", D. Frisby, & M. Featherstone,(eds.), Simmel On Culture,
London, Sage, 1997, pp. 259-60.
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housing had a negativeeffect on the health of the population: "Various portions of the City
of Glasgow are so built, and the buildings so denselyinhabited,as to be highly injurious to
the moral and physical welfare of the inhabitants."" As well as collecting statistics on the
population (births, deaths, diseases,casestreated etc.), Russell also collected together a
number of first hand accounts from doctors and other medical practitioners issued in
pamphlets or as evidence to Royal Commissions of the deplorable conditions which
existed in Glasgow from the period of 1818 to 1850. Russell sought to transform the city
by removing the slum housing and replacingit with decentand affordablehabitations:
It is proved beyond question that a considerableproportion of the population lived in
districts in which the houseswere so crowdedupon the soil asto be beyondthe reachof
sun or air, and to leave no more spacethan was necessaryfor accessof the residentsto
the recessesof those continuous massesof building, that those houseswere crowded
without considerationeither of health or decency,and their inhabitantsleft uncaredfor
and so shut out from all chanceof cleanlinessof life asto havereachedthe lowest depth
of physical and moral degradation.3?

While it may be fair to say that Russell was ultimately unsuccessfulin his attempt to
improve the housing conditions for the bulk of the most needy, he was successful in
promoting a number of measuresthat had a direct effect on the quality of life of the city's
poorer inhabitants.Russell's concernwith the quality of the city's air as a consequencesof
smoke and pollution from the city's many industries on the health of the city's poorer
population in the form of lung diseaseled him to advocatemeasureswhich he believed
would help make the city ashealthy as the countryside.
We must purify the that vast canopy of smoke which envelops our towns and even
invades the country, not only directly injurious to the lungs but perhaps even more
injurious indirectly by cutting off the sun.33

Russell's campaign to improve the public health of the city needed to persuade
middle-classopinion and the municipal authorities for the need to invest in measuresthat
would continue to provide public health benefits. Russell was concernedto attack the
causesof diseaseand infection whether they were located in the denseover-crowdedslum
housing stock or in the behaviour and attitudes of the population. Russell promoted other
measuresto the Council that attempted to reduce the density of the housing stock and
improve the provision of health care services.The widening of the streetswould facilitate
the flow of fresh air revitalised by parks, squaresand green spaceswhich would allow
children placesto play which were more healthy environmentsthan the dirty and confined
back closes, stairways and busy streets. Russell's recognition of the medical benefits of

31Bell
andPaton,op. cit., p. 218.
32J.B. Russell,TheEvolution the Function PublicHealthAdministrationGlasgow,Hodge Co., 1895, 23.
of
p.
and
of
33J.B. Russell,"The First Principles Cleanliness
of
asregardsEarth,Air, andWater.lectureto Amirie andFlowcrhill parishes'Young
Men's Society,Nov. 1878",printedin TheSanitaryJournal.Januaryl,1879,pp. 340-41andcitedin Robertson.op. cit.
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parks and open spacesis clear in his writings and repeatsthe argumentsused by earlier
social reformers and advocatesfrom the public parks movement.He considered
flowers and music which attract people thither, every open
the
every
public
park,
and
...
space and children's playground, every cricket and football field, every gymnasium and
drill ground, is a precaution against Consumption. "

Russell was a zealouscampaignerfor public parks for the massesthrough the publication
of pamphletsand public lecturesin which he soughtto give practical health advice as well
as campaign for improvementsin the city's environment.He sought to shapeopinion by
appealing to the conscience as well as the self-interest of those whose views were
important in influencing civic policy:
Have we not all beenchildren? Are our Members of Parliamentand Town Councillors
some strangeorder of beingswho spranglike Minerva, full grown, into life, and had no
experienceof nurseries,or playgrounds,or cricket fields. "

Russell was fundamental to the revision of policy that sought to provide parks and
playgrounds in the poorer parts of the city. His criticisms of the design and landscapeof
the parks led him to question the Council's investment in the suburban parks of
Kelvingrove, Alexandra and Queens,which were, he claimed, "useful for the cultivation of
aestheticsenserather than the improvementof health".'6 This distinction will be considered
later. However, Russell was concerned to improve the accessand availability of open
spacesfor relaxation and recreation in and near to the residential districts of the working
classes:"The importance of finding free spacefor amusementswithin a moderatedistance
of their dwellings is yearly increasing for the poorer classes."" As such he sought to
persuadethe municipal authorities to acquire land, lay out and design of new parks and
open spacesin areaswhere they were most needed:"It would be a matter of lasting regret
if the opportunity was lost of securingsome land on the summit of the surroundinghills as
fresh air reservoirs for the densepopulation which crowds the valley, and is compelled to
breathe a smoke-laden air and otherwise tainted atmosphere.
"',' Russell took every
opportunity to applaud the Corporation for their achievementsand also to remind them of
their responsibility in acquiring and laying out parks for all of the people:
In this period [1890s] systematic efforts were for the first time made to provide
Children's Playgrounds.The city has always been supplied with suburbanparks. The
historic Glasgow Greenwas purchasedat various times in the 17'hand 180,centuries,It
remainedthe sole park until 1854, when the West End Park was obtained,and several
34Russell, 1895,
op. cit., p.564.
35J.B. Russell, "The Children
of the City", No. 6 in the Seventh Series of Health Lectures for the People, delivereduukx the auspicesof the
Edinburgh Health Society, in Russell_ 1895. op. cit.. p. 320.
36Russell 1878, in First Principles
, 341.
op. cit., p.
,
...
37Corporation Glasgow, Report by
Dr. JB Russell and Mr J Carrick On Sanitary Aspects of the Proposal to Acquire A PublicParkin the
of
IndsofRuchil__. 22 NOV 1887,

39Prof.J. Carrick A.B. Macdonald,Repart Parks
dated1/5/1885on thedesirabilityof a PublicParkatRuchillParis
to
and
sub-committee.
Dept.RecordsD-Pk 37/1.
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new parks and large additions to old ones have sincebeen acquiredfrom time to time.
Still no provision had been made near to tenementhousesin the shapeof pro indiviso
gardensor pleasuregrounds.GeorgeSquare,St. Enoch Squareand St. Andrews Square
are examplesof spacesleft near the housesof the wealthy of former generationswhich
remain for the use of the many.... Power was obtainedin 1878to lay out the and throw
openthe graveyardswhich had beenclosed.Six of thesenow furnish attractivespacesin
the midst of crowded localities in the oldest partsof the city, and makeone thankful that
the necessityof 'the provision of a burying place' preservedfrom the builder of former
generations some space for the living now to enjoy the reversion. Since 1892 the
Committee on Health has madeit a part of its ordinary businessto secure,as opportunity
offers, play placesfor the children of the poorer and more crowded localities. There is a
special Sub-committee for the purpose. The noblest of the acquisitions hitherto is
`Phoenix Square', which, in place of being one of the grimiest, most repulsive spotsin
the city, now smiles in the sunshineand echoeswith the laughter of happychildren. 39

But Russell also appealeddirectly to the ordinary peoplethemselves.He implored them to
recognise their own needs and not to accept the limitations imposed by the design of the
decorative landscapesof the Corporations showpieceparks in the developing suburbsof
the city:
My warning is that you workingmen should remember that for you the most useful open
spaces are those which are close to your dwellings. Observe I do not object to those
distant parks in themselves, but solely as substitutes for the occasional simple
playground in the heart of the city. Both together form a complete provision for your
children whenever they can venture out during a sunny hour, as well as for yourselves
on Saturday afternoons and holidays when you can go to the park with your families. I
fear corporations have hitherto as a rule spent all their rates for open spaces upon these
parks, and have chiefly benefited suburban communities of wealthy people who have
congregated around them beyond the area of taxation. I praise and commend for
imitation by other cities the wisdom of the Corporation of Edinburgh in not only
providing parks, but also clearing and paving small areas here and there in the dense
portions of the city. There your youngest children can sprawl about in the sunshine, and
your older ones enjoy their games. See to it in the distant pleasure grounds the
flowerbeds do not usurp all the space, but that vacant areas are left for cricket and
football. There your young ]ads, who cannot afford to lease fields like the golden youth
of the wealthy, will have the same scope for wholesome recreation. Parks should not be
places for merely dawdling along looking at flowers or admiring grass through iron
railings. '0

There was eventually a shift from the neatly landscapedand decorativeparks of the
bourgeois suburbs towards the provision of pitches for games and play equipment that
would promote healthy exercise, and Russell's contribution to the developmentof this
strategyof comprehensivepark provision in the Glasgowshould not be underestimated.He
promoted the medical benefits of parks, playgrounds and open spacesand echoed the
concern expressedby earlier reformers for smaller, more accessibleparks that would be
equipped and designed to facilitate the needs of ordinary people. His concern with the
promotion of healthy exercisein parks, recreation grounds,playgrounds,and open spaces
represents an acknowledgementof the medical benefits of public parks provision. In
39 Russell, 1995,
op. cit., pp. 47-48.

40"The Children theCity, No. 6" in the SeventhSeries HealthLecturesfor People,delivered
the
of
undertheauspicesof theEdinburgh
of
HealthSociety,Russell,1895,op. cit., p. 321.
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Glasgow, the recognition of the need to provide for the sporting and recreationalneedsof
all of the city's population led to a comprehensivenetwork of variously designed open
spacesdistributed throughout the city. Russell's zeal and commitment was important in
forming and developing Corporation policy that made park provision more appropriateto
the aspirations,needsand benefit of the majority of the population of the city. This official
recognition of the medical benefits to be achieved form public parks is found in the
Corporation's records and official publication. SpringburnPark was describedin 1908 as:
"...a most excellent health resort for the daily toilers of that important and busy
manufacturing district". Similarly, Maryhill Park was considered"... a quiet retreat for the
old and young of the district"; ' words that Russell would have recognisedand warmly
welcomed.
5.3: The Moral Discourse
The awarenessof the medical and sanitarybenefits to be gained from the parks was
supplementedby a perception of the need to improve the moral well being of the city's
population. The provision of public parks provided an opportunity to apply a `civilising'
elementto the population, particularly the working classes,through accessto the moral and
social benefits of what were judged to be appropriate cultural, leisure and recreational
pursuits to be had in the parks. The role of the state in promoting, maintaining and
regulating the moral purpose of the parks is crucial to the representationof the parks as
moral landscapes.As Emile Durkheim recognised in Professional Ethics and Civic
Morals, the stateis "... above all, supremely,the organ of moral discipline" and as Rojek
,0
emphasises,"[t]he state in bourgeois society managedthe essentialeconomic, legal and
political framework which supported moral regulation ... However, the crucial
interventions were made at the municipal level through the initiatives of the local
authorities."" As has been demonstrated,the local state in Glasgow, the Corporation,
played a fundamentaland extensiverole in the interventionsthat were made in the social,
economic and physical infrastructure of the city in the 19`hcentury by the creation of a
huge range of municipally provided services. The state was also considered by many
advocatesof rational recreationas having a responsibility for the provision of facilities for
worthwhile recreation: "Government ought to createa fund in every departmentfor clubs,
readingrooms, and other social placesof meeting.""
Whilst the benefits of healthy exercisein the relatively purer air of `nature in the
41Noremac, The Public Parks Glasgow. Glasgow. Cameron,
1908, pp. 78,80.
of

42E. Durkheim,Professional
EthicsandCivic Morals London,Routledge,1904,p. 72.
43Rojek, 1993,
op. cit, p. 45.

44Lewis, 1871-1873,
op. cit, p. 349.
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city' had been a major theme in the promotions of the public parks movement,there were
concernsthat the parks as public spacesneededto be maintainedand regulatedto achieve
their most effective and beneficial useas moral spaces.The `surveillance'and `policing' of
behaviour
the
was a prime concern and
space
or
unruly
park
and
control of unacceptable
indicator of `official' attitudes to `rough', licentious, unruly and loud behaviour. That is
they were `licensed' spacesin which the state sought to cultivate, monitor and control,
through the imposition of rules and regulations regarding their use, the parks as moral
spaces.This discoursewas concernedwith the representationof the public parks as moral
landscapesthat acted as venuesand locations for and in which morally beneficial leisure
and recreational activities could be organised, supervised, controlled and promoted.
Therefore, the role of the state in creating the conditions and meansfor regulation will be
landscapes
in
by
the
the
as
organisations
other
consideredas will
representationof
parks
the city of moral benefit.
Whatever the origins underlying the construction of the parks, their statusas `social
is
`public'
`open'
(in
their
terms
that
access)
mitigated and
and
use
of
spaces'
are
and
maintained by ongoing oppositions betweenthose who seek order and control on the one
hand and those who seekplaces for unmediatedsocial interaction or activity on the other.
This raises questions as to the `ownership' of the parks in that they are public spaces,
owned by the public in the form of the local authority and as such may be consideredas
`open' in terms of their use. However, the regulation and control of thesesocial spacesand
the activities allowed within them is a fundamental feature of the representationof the
parks themselvesas moral spaces.Therefore, what is allowed or prescribed, when and
hypothetical,
by
for
to
the
opposed
real, as
where and
whom are essential questions
'freedom' that a public park implies. As Mitchell makesclear: "Public spaceis the product
free,
ideas
and
or
that
control
order
and
space of competing
about what constitutes
perhapsdangerous,interaction."45
From their inception in the 1850s, the city authorities in Glasgow displayed a
somewhatambivalent attitude towards the public parks. Whilst recognisingtheir value to
all sections of the population as a leisure and recreational resource, there were also
fundamental concerns expressedabout the potential for their negative use. The public
parks were subjectto the enactmentof specific byelawsthat soughtto maintain their status
in
beneficial
for
byelaws
These
the population.
as
were published and posted prominent
positions in each park and detailed the rights, obligations and duties of any visitor to the
Public
Glasgow
by
1859
bye-laws
The
first
the
park.
were enactedunder powers conferred
45D. Mitchell, "TheEnd PublicSpace?
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Parks Act, subsequently,added to by the 1866 Glasgow Improvement Act and 1878
Glasgow Public Parks Act, that gave the Magistratesand Council of the City of Glasgow
powers for the `Good Governance and Regulation' of the parks. The Byelaws for
Alexandra Park enactedin 1872 is reproducedin Appendix 3.
The byelawssoughtto imposeorder on the spaceof the parks by regulatingaccessto
them as well as activities that were deemedinappropriate,prescribing those activities and
behaviours that were not. The following examplesare taken from the Byelawsfor the
Public Parks, Recreation Grounds and Open Spaces produced by the Corporation of
Glasgow and published in April 1896. They are reproducedin Appendix 4 and illustrate
the extent to which the parks were subjectedto policing and surveillance.The byelaws
sought to delimit particular spaces within the parks that were designed for particular
activities. For example,accessto and the movementwithin greenhousesand plant houses
was strictly controlled (byelaw III). The ponds, lakes, and streamsin parks were protected
by byelaws (XXX), as was the ice that formed on them in winter (XXXVI). Accessto the
ice was controlled, one assumesfor safety reasons(XXXVII), as was the acceptableuse to
be made of it. Thus, ice-skatingwas permitted so long as "every skater going round must
keep to the right, and in the event of crowding, follow a regular courseround the margin,
so as to leavethe central areaclear for sliding and other authorisedpurposes,and no skater
shall go at a greater speedthan eight miles an hour. Not more than three personsabreast"
(XXXVIII). Curling was also an approveduse of the ice (XXXIX).
The use of the ponds and lakes for appropriate leisure activities also required that
they be `properly' protected - "No person shall throw or put sticks, stonesor substancesof
any description, into any water, or causethe water to be polluted" (XXXI) - and regulated.
Model yaught building and sailing was a popular leisure activity in Glasgow, a city that
had a world-wide reputation for shipbuilding, but the use of the water featuresin the parks
required restrictions and rules governing their use. "No person shall wilfully interfere with
or obstruct any yacht or boat belonging to anotherperson,and spectatorsmust keep back
from the water so as to allow the personsin chargeof the boats or yachtsto managethem"
(XXXII), and "No person shall sail any yacht or boat of any description of greater length
than sevenfeet six inches over all: and no personshall sail or causeany boat or raft on any
water, except suchas are speciallyset apart by notice for suchpurpose"(XXXIII).
The prescriptions of particular forms of behaviour were explicitly detailed in the
regulations governing the parks in an attempt to preserveand maintain them as safe, and
moral spaces.Theseare reminiscentof Foucault's analysesof the operation of the `Eye of
Power' in creating disciplinary spaces, in which the individual is not only externally
constrained but develops a self-control over their behaviour and actions. For example,
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official concern with the use of the parks for immoral or sexual activity was explicit in
byelaw VII that stated, "No male person shall molest or importune any female, and no
Other
importune
in
Park
loiter
the
person".
or
any
prostitute or street walker shall
behaviour and activities were also consideredas inappropriatefor the parks. Thus, being
drunk and incapable (X), "commit[ting] any nuisance, or jostle, trip or cause any
obstruction or annoyanceto any person"(XI), smoking in the greenhouses(XII), shouting,
making unseemlynoises or being engagedin `rough play' (XVIII), unauthorisedsinging,
preaching,lecturing (XIX), and the playing of musical instruments(XX) were all activities
that were deemedas having the potential to threatenthe serenity and morally improving
qualities that the parks were deemedas possessing.Likewise, "No personshall ... expose
or offer for sale, distribute or exhibit any articles, and no person shall solicit money or
alms, or exposewounds or deformity, or act so as to induce, or for the purposeof inducing,
the giving of money or alms" (XVI). Similarly, lotteries, betting or gambling in the parks
were also prescribed (XXIV). Riotous, disorderly, or indecent behaviour, or using any
breach
indecent
insulting
language
that
of the peace
a
may provoke
obscene,profane,
or
were officially frowned upon (XXVII).
Commercial activities in the parks were also deemedas bearing the possibility for
tainting the moral atmosphereof the parks. All vehicles with the exception of cabs or
drives,
the
from
carriage
the
and
using
parks
private carriageswere prohibited
entering
thus ensuringthat hawkers and vendors of refreshmentsor of merchandisewere restricted
from using the parks as markets for their wares(IV). Similarly, "no personshall carry large
baskets, packages, or other large articles" (IX), presumably for the same reasons as
by
the
in
The
regulated
the
commercial vehicles.
parks was also strictly
control of animals
byelaws. Livestock, whether horses,cows, sheepor cattle, were prohibited from the parks
(VI)
dogs
been
had
for
they
were allowed as
and
except where
engaged grazing purposes
long as they were "led by a cord, strap or chain and kept on the walks" (XXVIII). It was
bird
ill-treat
interfere
birds
"...
or other
any
to
nest, or molest or
also an offence
with any
animal, or instigate or take part in any dog fight or other fight or battle, or snareor catch,
`proper'
The
(VII).
for
bird,
fish,
trap
such
purpose"
or
any animal,
or
or use any appliance
byelaws:
"No
by
features
the
facilities
the
encouraged
use of
actively
park's
and
was also
fences,
lean
or
or
the
trees,
posts
railings,
person shall
gates
against,sit on, or climb any of
stand, lie, or place anything on the seats"(XXI). The natural featuresand fabric as well as
the buildings and equipmentin the parks were also protected: "No person shall touch the
do
flowers
labels,
injure
turf,
deface
any
or
tress,
plants,
shrubs, grass, or
or
any
or
or
damage to any of the buildings, fountains, monuments, seats, walks, fences, or other
property" (XXII), and "No person shall walk upon any flowerbed, vergeborder, shrubbery,
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sloping terrace, or plantation, or go over or through any fence or railing. No person shall
walk upon any grasslawn on which a notice is placedrequestingpersonnot to go upon the
same" (XXIII). Whilst the byelaws allowed "Chairs on wheels and perambulators,moved
by hand, with invalids or children", they were to be kept on the walkways and paths
(XXIX). The use of the parks for drilling "military evolutions" was not allowed except
without the written permissionof the Corporation (VIII). The peaceand quiet of the parks
was not to be disturbed by the discharge of "any firearm or fire-work, or ... any fireballoon" or by the lighting of bonfires (XIV). Similarly, the beautyof the parks was not to
be defaced by "any rubbish, paper, or other substance"or by unauthorisedpicnics or
luncheonparties (XV).
In addition to these byelaws, specific spaceswithin the parks such as children's
playgrounds were subject to supplementaryregulation (see figure 5.1) and supervision,
often by employing an elderly person to monitor the behaviour and activities of young
people using the facilities. Figure 5.2 illustrates a playground and gymnasium showing
both the superintendentand an example of an `Old Man's Shelter', as discussedin the
previous chapter. Of interest is the authority given to the `caretaker' to superviseand to
regulate the spaceof the playground. They would be responsiblenot only for the opening
and closing of the gates, thus limiting access,but also for its proper use. This included
ensuringthat no damagewas done and that the children behavedin a proper and respectful
manner. It is interesting to note that the offences listed as potentially resulting in children
being ejectedfrom the playground and possibly reportedto the police for prosecutionor `a
clip round the ear' illustrates that the issue of problem children and bad behaviour is not
only a contemporaryone, but was neededto be addressedby the provision of separaterules
and regulations for playgroundsin parks at the end of the 19`hcentury. Also of note is the
upper age limit restricting the use of the playground equipmentto children less than twelve
years of age. After reaching this `maturity', children were no doubt assumedno longer to
need or to want such `childish things', and would `graduate' to youth groups such as the
Boys and Girls Brigades, the Scouts and Guides for more appropriatetraining in rational
recreation. This aspect will be discussedbelow. What is also important to recognise in
theserules is the gender segregationthat was applied after children reachedthe age of six.
Such segregationno doubt was applied in sucha manneras to reinforce genderstereotypes
that limited girls' access to some equipment and activities whilst encouraging others
deemedmore suitableand appropriatefor prospective`young ladies'.
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responseto the perceived dangersor threats of such new leisure and recreationalpursuits.
For example,the craze for cycling that sweptthe country in the 1890s4e
led to prescriptions
controlling the speed and movement of cyclists in the parks (see Appendix 5 for poster
giving Notice as to Cycling in Kelvingrove Park). Similarly, the specific topography of
some parks or the restrictions that were detailed as conditions of the gift from private
individuals resulted in specific regulationsand notices being producedand adoptedto meet
these circumstances,as demonstratedby The Regulations for the Cathkin Braes Park
reproducedin the Appendix 6.
The necessaryprovisions for the regulation of the parks as moral spacesis illustrated
by the detailed byelaws and underlines the extent to which they were `licensed spaces'.
The sanctions and penalties that accompaniedthese prohibitions and prescriptions were
contained within the Public Parks Act and are reproducedbelow, and state clearly how,
and by whom, transgressorswere to be apprehendedand punished.Authority was given to
the Police and Parks Departmentemployeesto summonhelp from the public to apprehend
anyonewho contravenedany of the byelaws.The punishmentof a fine of 25 shillings was
increasedby the end of the century to a maximum fine of five pounds,a not inconsiderable
sum.
N. B. - The officers of Police, Rangers, and other Servants will take notice and act upon the
following provisions of the Statute:

Sec. XII. "Any person contravening any part of the 8`h Bye-Law, shall, be liable to a
...
penalty not exceeding Five Pounds for each offence; and for contravening any part of the
other Bye-Laws above specified, to a penalty not exceeding Twenty shillings for each
offence; the above several bye-laws to be enforced before the Magistrates of Glasgow, by
imprisonment or otherwise... "
Sec. XXII "It shall be lawful for the Officers of Police of the City, and for the Rangers,
Officers, or servant to be appointed under this Act, to cite parties charged with breaches
of, or offences against such Bye-laws, to appear before the Magistrates of the City, or any
of them, to answer to such charge, and to summon witnesses to give evidence in respect
thereto".
Sec. XXIII "Such Officers of Police, Rangers, Officers, or Servants, and all persons called
by them to their assistance,may seize and detain any person who shall be found in the act
of committing any breach of or offence against such Bye-laws, and convey him, without
undue delay, before any one or more of the Magistrates of the City, sitting in any of the
Police Courts thereof, without any other warrant or authority than this act. "
Figure 53: Extract from the 1878 Glasgow Public Parks Act

The byelawswere an attempt to addressthe concernsof city authorities to monitor
and maintain public order, public morals and public decencywithin the public spaceof the
municipal parks. What is demonstratedis that the public parks were clearly delimited and
ordered spaces that were highly regulated and controlled and served an explicitly

48A fascinating
account of the inventor of the world's first pedal bicycle, Kilpatrick Macmillan, including his inauguraljowney to Glasgow
in June 1842 can be found in ß. Irving, The Devil on Wheels. Alloway Publishing, Ayr, 1986.
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acknowledged role in providing spaces where `civilised' leisure habits, behaviours,
practices and activities could occur and be inculcated into the mass of the urban
population. In Foucault's terms, they may be viewed as `disciplinary spaces' in which
`Power' sought knowledge of that space to control the activities within them for the
purposesof producing a healthier, fitter, more able, efficient, obedient,moral and docile
population. The state'srole was thus not only the production of the parks as leisure spaces,
but also their regulation and maintenanceto enabletheir representationand use as moral
spacesin which a particular type of personwas to be created.
The state was assistedby a large number of voluntary and charitable organisations
whose guiding principles were founded on the needto provide alternativeforms of healthy
and beneficial leisure and recreation through which the good habits, attitudes and
behaviours could be instilled. The dominant strandsof the rational recreation movement
were aimed particularly at protecting children from the evils and dangersof popular leisure
and recreationalpractices by providing more healthy and moral alternatives.As such, the
role of the pioneering organisationof the youth movement,that of the Boy's Brigade, the
promotion of physical gamesfor the young, and the concernswith the ill effect of drink
will be considered as having particular interest and concern with the role of Glasgow's
parks as moral spaces:
There seemslittle doubt that someof the activities brought in were part of an exercisein
social control, in the sensethat many of the initiators of activities aimed at the working
class had fears of unregulated popular pursuits. Social reform groups were at the
forefront of providing alternativeleisure activities Young idealistsamongthe middle
...
classessaw a needto encourageworking men to participatein organisedactivities. This
would be a way of bringing the classestogether; it would help bring healthinessto an
obviously unhealthysectionof the population; it would introducepotential leadersof the
"
habits
the
to
working class
of organisationand what was called self-government.

Working class children were the focus of attention of a large number of organisationsthat
soughtto protect their morals from the degradinginfluence of the streets,the drinking dens
and immoral exhibitions and attractions.
The desire to imbue children's out of school life with a moral purpose was evident in a
wide range of religiously inspired initiatives
of youth organisations
a
plethora
...
mounted an offensive against the street-comer boy. S°

Whilst the parks were not necessaryfor their existencethey were widely used by various
organisationsthat promoted `outdoor pursuits' as investing the user with a moral purpose
to their leisure time. Thus they were venues for events and activities that required open
spacesfor organisedgames,sportsand physical exercises,as well as for numerous`social'
events such as organised picnics, musical performances,regattas, fairs and organised
09W.H. Fraser,"Developments
in Leisure",W.H. Fraser &RJ Moms, (eds Edinburgh,JohnDonald,1990,p. 25).
50J. Heeley,"Leisure
andMoral Reform",LeisureStudies.5,1986, p. 59.
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sporting events. One of the most important of these organisationsfor representingthe
desire of middle-classevangeliststo `educate' 19thcentury youth in respectableChristian
values and behaviour was the Boys Brigade. William Smith, the founder of the Boys
Brigade in Glasgowin 1883, was concernedby the absenceof discipline that had hindered
his ability to teachhis SundaySchool class.
Smith had been an officer in a Volunteer regiment, militias that had appearedas a
result of a perceivedexternalthreat to Queenand country from a Frenchinvasionin 1859."
These Volunteer militias were in addition to the garrisons and arsenalsstationed within
most cities and towns, including Glasgow, and provided for the internal and external
security of the country. They provided an opportunity for young men of all social classesto
drill, practice healthy exerciseand becomemore valuable membersof society. They also
provided statusand social contactsin addition to physical improvementand comradeship.
Smith soughtto provide the sameopportunitiesfor boys that he had found beneficial in the
Volunteers. The object of the Boy's Brigade as recorded in its Constitution was "The
Achievementof Christ's Kingdom amongBoys, and the Promotion of habits of reverence,
Discipline, Self-Respect,and all that tends towards a true Christian Manliness"." Smith
was explicit in both the goal and meansby which he aimedto shapethe physical and moral
lives of boys by providing spiritual instruction combined with enjoyable pursuits that
would createa more civilised and moral adult.
By associatingChristianity with all that is most noble and manly in a boy's sight, they
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The successof the Boys Brigade in Glasgowwas soon followed by the establishment
It
in
the
Brigades
throughout
country.
towns
and cities
of other
and similar organisations
included
Boy's
the
large
for
that
provided a successfulmodel
number of similar ventures
a
Club Union, the Boy Scouts,the Army CadetForce, the Church Lad's Brigade, the Roman
Catholic Boy's Brigade and the Jewish Lad's Brigade. In Glasgow, the Brigades used
portions of the parks to practice their drills; for example,Cathkin Park was useduntil 1906
and QueensPark RecreationGround was first used in 1907 and becamethe regular venue.

51 For
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The Boy's Brigade (B. B. ) used the parks to practice their drills, for physical education and
for and practices and performances (see figure 5.4 of the 1" Glasgow Company of The
Boys Brigade, pictured outside the Kelvingrove Museum and Art Gallery in 1912). The
Boys Brigade also formed the Honour Guard to line the route for the opening Great
International Exhibition 8`h May 1888 and similarly for the 1901 Exhibition. The Brigade
held their annual reviews and special celebrations in Glasgow's parks. For example, the
Semi-Jubilee celebrations in Queens Park in 1908 were reviewed by HRH Prince Arthur of
Connaught and consisted of 10,528 officers and boys formed up in fifteen battalions. The
Jubilee Review of 1933 is illustrated in figure 5.5 and consisted of 32,520 Officers and
Boys on Parade.

Figure 5.4: 1" Glasgow Company,

The Boys Brigade, 1912, .tt the helvingrove
Gallery 54

Museum and Art

The Boy's Brigade, combined gymnastics, team games and military obedience with
religious education. It emphasised cleanliness, obedience and love of country, as well as
extolling the virtues of hard work, self-reliance and thrift, all of which were cornerstones
of the rational recreation movement and which reiterate Foucault's analysis of the training
of the body through repetitive exercise. The Boys Brigade was also responsible for the
establishment of organised sport as "a means of friendly intercourse between Companies
during the summer months". Football predominated but there were also sponsored cricket
matches and swimming galas." The Girls Guildry was founded in 1900 and was the
pioneer of organisations catering for girls. It was organised by a B. B. Officer, Dr. W. F.
Somerville, who had been a Captain in the B. B. for seven years in Glasgow and received
encouragement and practical help from Smith: "We have often said would it not be a good
thing to start a Girls' Brigade on the lines of the Boys' Brigade to do for the girls what the

54Gibbon,
op. cit p. 65.
55J.B. Shaw, Glasgow Battalion

of the Boys Brigade. 1883-1993, Edinburgh, Saint Andrew's press, 1983, pp. 20-1.
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B. B does so well for boys.-6

Figure 5.5: Boys Brigade Jubilee Review of 1933 57

The combination of military discipline, religious instruction and leadership, and
healthy recreational pursuits proved highly successful and was recognised as providing a
model for the development of other youth organisations. This ethos was acknowledged and
promoted as necessary to maintain the prestige and power of Britain in the world. Thus,
moral discipline and physical exercise was promoted as a patriotic duty as well as a
necessity for the continued economic and political success of the country and the Empire:
it is an established truth that physical is not less important than intellectual education
...
in
healthy
body,
that,
and normally
short,
a
and
waked-up,
vigorous
active,
alert
developed, is the necessary complement of the trained and educated intellect which must
be possessed by the modern citizen if our country is to maintain its position in the
Commonwealth of Nations... Then there is the large mass of well-conducted industrious
youth who are without means of recreation, and whose education has rarely fitted them
for the keener competition with the foreign workman which is nowadays demanded of
them. Military drill attracts and occupies young people, it associates them in a manner
which enables them to feel the invigorating influence of comradeship, of esprit de corps,
it enables them to take the part in the defence of their country by land or sea; in short, it
endures them with the virtues which are essential to a good citizen. "

The importance of organised games and sports as rational alternatives to unhealthy
forms of leisure and recreation was an important and enduring feature of the use of the
parks. The benefits of games for health, moral and physical, and as means of giving the
masses something to do was recognised both by proponents within the public park
movement as well as municipal officials. Sport was considered a healthy and beneficial
pastime, especially for those the young and the `lower orders', and needed to be

encouragedand promoted:
S6Gibtxm,
op. cit., pp. 138-9.
57Ibid. 113.
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be constructedfor the youth of both sexes(it is always
gymnasiums
separate
should
...
well to give loiterers somethingto do), andbowling greensshouldbe formed for persons
of more advancedyears.59
Their love of out-door sports is one that is healthy, both mentally and physically, and
60
which is especiallyantagonisticto alcoholic intemperance.

Someparks prohibited sport and organisedgamesaltogetherbecauseof their design
and landscaping,but their benefits was eventually acknowledgedas popular aspectsin the
appealof the parks. For parks to be useful spacesfor rational leisure and recreation,they
needed to include facilities for active as well as passive recreations. The eventual
commitment of the Corporation in providing recreation grounds, bowling greens,tennis
courts, golf-courses, football pitches etc. was a recognition of this. Thus parks were
representedas placesfor moral and healthyplay wheregames
if wisely and systematicallyconducted, may powerfully influence character and
...
conduct, aid in healthy body-building, and assistin future citizen-making by implanting
early the social significance of play and the value of co-operationfor a commonend. Its
ethical importancecannot be under-estimated.As a test of true discipline, good play well orderedand directed- is as good as ordinary work.6'

However, such games as were allowed had to be rigorously organised and regulated to
ensuretheir most beneficial and worthwhile effect:
The regular practice of Organised Games under right conditions and sympathetic
leadership and direction, will also improve health and ability to resist disease, develop
growth, stature, stamina, physique and staying power, and prove a potent factor in the
rearing of a future and desirous Al population, especially in the congested areas and
often uninviting surroundings in big industrial centres... "

The parks becamerepresentedas moral spacesby their inclusion of organisedgames,
sports and the facilities that these required. William Mitchell, a Glasgow solicitor, was
responsible for producing the rules and regulations for bowling. Such an organised
recreational activity in its early days emphasisedthe friendship and fellowship to be had
from playing the game in an organisedand regulatednetwork of clubs. Somesports were
particularly promoted as having a beneficial effect on moral improvement.For example,
the GlasgowHerald informed its readersin 1869 on the `Moral Usesof Croquet':
For success at croquet the moral qualities demanded are command of the temper in the
widest use of the word, patience, courage and calmness under momentary defeat, due
subordination of means to ends, a habit of sacrificing brilliancy to security: in other
words, the repression of vanity and sanguine impulses, and the power ofconcentration. 63

But football was by far the most popular of sports and its increasingregularisationas a
59 Smith,
op. cit., p. 161-2.
60Retort On Sanitary A.
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1877 Mitchell Library Archive.
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professional and spectatorsport also led to the organisationof someparks and recreation
grounds to include the need for the massparticipation in the game.Many of the parks were
given over almost entirely to playing fields with the exception having no pitches or areas
for gamesand sport.
The role of the many temperanceorganisationsand associationthat flourished in
Glasgow in the 19th century must be mentioned as proving of influence to the moral
regulation and appreciation of the parks as rational alternatives to the debilitating
degradationsheld to be found in the popular pursuit of drunkenness.Many in all classesin
Glasgow were concerned at the ill effects that drinking had on the physical and moral
health of the population. The TemperanceMovement's attempt to wean the working
classes away from drink through education and healthful pursuits provided drinking
fountains in some of the parks as well as musical entertainmentsand sporting and cultural
events. The parks were viewed as providing alternativesto drink and were representedas
places where, given the regulations that the Corporation imposed on inappropriate
behaviour, the whole family could recreate safely. Temperanceorganisations of many
varieties formed to offer alternative entertainmentsand recreationsto the demon drink as
well as campaigningfor reform of the licensing laws. The ForbesMackenzie Act became
law in Scotlandin 1854, and its provisions sought to limit the selling and consumptionof
alcohol by grocers.The openingof Hotels and pubs to non-residentsand travellersneeding
refreshmentto sell intoxicating drinks was restricted to after eight in the morning and not
Sabbath,
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drinks
the
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throughout
to
the
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sold
evening.
were
except in hotels, and theseonly to lodgers and bona fide travellers. Supportfor temperance
on Glasgow Council was strong, including three Lord Provosts in 30 years as prominent
supportersof the movement.Theseincluded Sir William Collins (1877-1880), Sir Samuel
Chisholm (1889-1902) and Sir Daniel Macauley Stevenson(1911-1914). Such powerful
and influential supportershad a direct influence on how municipal property, including the
parks, should be used.6' Collins, an ardent Temperancecampaigneras well as a publisher
summedup the problem of drink as follows:
So much has spirit drinking become associated with customs in and practices in
Scotland, that there is scarcely an event in life, scarcely a circumstance that occurs, not a
transaction can be done, or a change can be effected, with which spirit drinking is not
associated: it is associated with our births, and with our deaths, with our marriages and
baptisms; it is associated with a man's entry on any employment, with his
apprenticeship, with his change in employment in the same work; it is the symbol of
hospitality where friends meet, and forms the complementary usage of life among the
middling an lower orders; it is employed in making bargains, at the payment of
is
life.
And
fairs
the
that
of
accounts, at
and roups, and every possible circumstance
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greatestdifficulty we have to contendwith: it struck its fibrous roots into everythingso
deeply, that to tear up the spirit-drinking practicesis like tearing up the whole social
systemof society.65

It should be noted that Temperanceprinciples were not only a bourgeoisor elite concern.
There was a strong radical temperancemovementthat developedmany different forms and
included Chartist, Socialist, Liberals. Many famousGlasgowlabour leaders,including Keir
Hardie, Willie Gallagher, and David Kirkwood, it is claimed, had their first political
experiencesand educationwithin Temperanceorganisations.1
The parks were createdas social spacesby the commitmentof the Corporation of the
city that recognisedthe need for places where healthy leisure and recreationalactivities
could be pursued. As such the Corporation sought to police them by the institution of
byelaws and regulations that attemptedto preservetheir heightenedstatus and beneficial
aura. Whilst it may be concededthat all public spacesneed rules by which the safety and
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which park visitors must play use
aims sought the promotion of certain activities and proper conduct that perpetuatedan
ideological ethos of hegemonicpower through the promotion of `civilising' and virtuous
use.
5.4: The Cultural Discourse
The public parks were also perceived in a number of ways, as cultural spaces.They
health
for
of the
the
moral
and
medical
served and were representedas necessaryspaces
in
landscapes
but
the city that provided
they
also were representedas particular
population,
the opportunity for the display of ideals, tastes and values that not only demonstrated,
through their embodiment in the landscapeof the parks, elite notions of art, culture and
nature, but were also regarded as serving a `civilising' purpose through their educational
and didactic value as aestheticspaces.The representationof the parks as cultural spaces
involves
in
here
an
the
spaces
cultural
employed
context of the public parks as
understandingof the role of culture in the hegemonicoperation of power that sought to
inculcate civilised virtues and values, as well as the amelioration of class conflict, by
exposureto and appreciationof the `finer things in life'. As Mathew Arnold states,culture
doesnot try to teachdown to the level of inferior classes;it doesnot try to win them
...
for this or that sectof its own, with ready-madejudgementsand watchwords.It seeksto
do away with classes;to make all live in an atmosphereof sweetnessand light, and use
ideas,as it usesthem itself, freely, - to be nourishedand not bound by them... This is the
social idea; and the men of culture are the true apostlesof equality. The great men of
65William Collins,Parliamentary
Papers1834viii 402 in King, 1979,op.cit.
66See,E. King, E., "PopularCulturein Glasgow",R.A. Cage,(ed.) TheWorkingClassin Glasaow_
Croomllclm, London,1987.
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culture are those who have had a passion for diffusing, for making prevail, for carrying
from one end of society to the other, the best knowledge of all that was harsh, uncouth,
difficult, abstract, professional, exclusive; to humanise it, to make it efficient outside the
clique of the cultivated and learned, yet still remaining the best knowledge and thought
of the time, and the true source, therefore, of sweetness and light. 67

The creation and representationof the parks as symbolic landscapesimbued with the
ideals of a cultural, social and political elite had both functional intentions as well as
in
interpretation
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the landscapeddesignsof the major bourgeoisparks and developedin the civic spacesof
the municipal parks the ideas and influences that had been employedin the private parks
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Repton and Capability Brown, who had createdthe `ideals' of the aestheticsof landscape
design, found expression in the designs, features and facilities within the 19`hcentury
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developingindustrial cities. In themselvesthey were designedlandscapesrepresentativeof
landscapedesignswithin a historical tradition in which the aesthetictastesand opinions of
designs
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in the city. Particularly in the major parks the landscapedesignsemployedwere intended
to emphasisethe values and virtues to be had from accessto the `natural' environmentof
the parks, to provide; "... spacein which the populacecould look on green grass,growing
trees and shrubs,and which they could call their own"." The extensiveuse of walkways as
the meansof traversing the park was intended to highlight the specimentrees, shrubsand
flowerbeds to be found there. Such specimenswere labelled to provide an educational
function as well as an appreciationof the variety and beauty of nature. The large number
in
be
the city
to
that
provided
came
and variety of public parks, as greenand open spaces,
were viewed as adding to the aesthetic appearanceand appeal of the predominantly
industrial city. They were viewed as a means through which the image of the city of
Glasgow as an industrial `great wen', an unhealthy and unpleasant environment with
concomitant problems of poverty, pollution, diseaseand deprivation, could be contrasted
with the vision of the green city, with a large number and variety of parks replete with
museumsand galleries and leisure amenities that provided the cultural context of civic
commitmentto the promotion of economicopportunity and development.The necessityof
providing such aestheticallyappealingspacesof refuge from the increasinglypopulousand
developing industrial city was a feature of the role of public parks expressedby such
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organisations as that of the Kyrle Society, inspired by the social reformer Octavia Hill
which shedescribedas one formed for giving pleasureto the poor;
We are getting more and more quite necessarily, but rather sadly - in our parks to
regard as too rare and costly to step on ... The space, the quiet, the sight of grass and
trees and sky, which are a common inheritance of men in most circumstances, are
accepted as so natural, are enjoyed so wholly in common, that, however largely they
were given, they could be only helpful. Have you ever thought what the sense of quiet is
to the member of a poor family? Many of them have never for years been alone, hardly
ever been in silence: crowd, noise, dirt, confusion all round. "

This view of the uses and benefits of culture was emphasisedby Robert Crawford, a
Councillor and Chair of both Health and Museums Committee in the Corporation. It is
worth quoting at length Crawford's explicit linkage of the role of the municipal authorities
in providing not only the material and social infrastructureof the city but also opportunities
and facilities for the recreationand leisure of the populationof the city.
As Chairman of the Committee of Health, including hospitals, cleansing service, and
sanitation generally, my duties bring me in view of the awful moral and material waste
and refuse of a great city, and some of the vast problems involved in our modem
civilisation, as they are presented in this crowding, struggling mass of human life called
Glasgow
Can any popularly elected administrative body - sensitive to all the
...
constantly changing breezes and currents of public opinion - fight and struggle with
gross material conditions, with vested property interests, with filth, laziness, ignorance,
crime, disease, with strength enough to encourage among the people the love of Art, the
cultivation of taste and refinement, and appreciation of the purest pleasure? ... From
simply ministering to the elementary necessities of public life and social organisation,
we have gradually discovered the inclination and ability to rise to higher things; from
mere police and repressive functions, from dealing mainly with the delinquent and the
defaulter, we have risen towards treating with the man and the citizen. We have found
that, municipally, we can in some ways help the feeble, lift many obstructions from the
paths of virtue and rectitude of personal life; that we can even throw some gleams of
sunshine into the grey life of the mass of the people, and offer them some opportunities
By legislation and by active enterprises we and all other
of enjoyment and happiness
...
municipalities have earnestly striven, and do yet strive to secure for the people decent,
clean and healthy homes; we have provided them with ample means of cleanliness in
their person and clothing, we defend them with successagainst the ravages of epidemic
disease, we see that the food supplied to them is sound and wholesome in quality; in
fact, we touch the citizen beneficially in his whole round of physical existence. But
rising still higher, we cater for the recreation and enjoyment of the citizen, we lay out
and we decorate for him such parks and pleasure grounds as could only be privately
obtained by the expenditure of a princely income, and in these and in other places we
provide the free enjoyment of excellent music. '°

The public parks in the city can also be consideredas cultural spacesin the sensethat
they becameused as the locations for public art, memorials and sculpture.In the previous
chapter some details and descriptions was given to the design of the parks that also
included a number of referencesto water fountains, statuesand memorialsthat were found
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in various parks. The architectureof the city, and in particular new civic buildings such as
the imposing City Chambersin George Square,openedby Queen Victoria on the 60' of
October 1883, and the Kelvin Hall openedin 1927 by King GeorgeV, as well as Glasgow
University's neo-gothic Gilbert Scott building in Gilmorehill in the west end, openedin
1870, promoted an image of successboth to outsidersand to the population of the city. In
the 19thcentury the public spacesof cities increasinglycameto be used for the location of
public art and statuary,
which had previouslybeenconfined predominatelyto church crypts,graveyardsand the
private property of the landed classes,spreadinto the arenaof public secularspace...
Monuments were not just decorative appendageserectedto beautify cities and towns,
and their location within public spacewas no historical accident.They representedselfconsciousattemptsto solicit public participation in the politics of the day. "

Therefore, the public art and monumentsfound in such public spacesas the public parks
was indicative of their existenceas symbolic landscapesin which culture is implicated in
the dynamic process of hegemonicpower. Culture, politics and the spacesand places in
which such art is located are inter-related elements in the establishment of the
representationof views and ideals that seek to educate,promote and inculcate `civilising'
and politically cohesive cultural traditions, histories and ideals. The parks servedas ideal
locations for public art, as Charles Mulford Robinson, one of its foremost supporters,
wrote:
Modern civic art finds in the open space an opportunity to call the citizens out-of-doors
for other than business purposes. To keep them in fresh air and sunshine, and in their
most receptive mood to woo them by sheer force of beauty to that love and that
contentment on which are founded individual and civic virtue. 72

The public art, monumentsand statuesto be found in the public parks thereforerepresent
the `great and the good' of civic society, municipal successand benevolence,the heroes,
martyrs and exploits of Nation and Empire and leading local luminaries in the fields of
knowledge and literature. As Baudelaire lyrically attests,public statueshave the potential
for stopping the eyes of the presentin contemplationof the past, but few if any of these
great figures memorialisethe deedsand sacrificesof womenor the working classes:
You are passing through a great city which has grown old in civilisation, one of those
cities which harbour the most important archives of the universal life, and your eyes are
drawn upwards, to the stars, for in the public squares, at the comers of the crossways,
stand motionless figures, larger than those which pass at their feet, repeating to you the
solemn legends of Glory, War, Science and Martyrdom, in a dumb language ... Be you
the most heedless of men, the most unhappy or the vilest, a beggar or banker, the stone
phantom takes possession of you for a few minutes and commands you, in the name of
the past, to think of things which are not of the earth. Such is the divine role of
71N. J. Johnson, 'Sculpting Heroic Histories',
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sculpture. 73

On Glasgow Green can be found a number of drinking fountains donated by the city,
and by or in commemoration of leading citizens such as Baillie Sir James Bain, Sir
William Collins for his promotion of the Temperance cause, and Hugh Macdonald of
`Rambles Round Glasgow' fame (see figure 5.6). The Doulton Fountain (figure 5.7),
originally located in Kelvingrove for the Exhibition of 1888, was re-erected in the Green
and formally handed over to the city on 29th August 1890. Other parks such as Kelvingrove
had similar fountains that celebrated municipal achievements. Details of the Stewart
Memorial Fountain were given in the previous chapter.

Figure 5.6: The McDonald

Memorial

Fountain

Figure 5.7: '1he Uoullon l' o nu; lin "

The parks were important sites for locating art and memorials then, and were a public
manifestation of municipal investment and achievement that could be used to promote a
positive image that countered the all too obvious negative impressions and associations of
the city, its burgeoning population and administration. Kelvingrove Park, for example, still
today has a large number of sculptures and memorials that demonstrate that the choice of
subjects and material considered appropriate and suitable for public subscriptions and
display represented lofty ideals. There are statues to Lord Lister, Lord Kelvin and Thomas
Carlyle, representative of the important contributions to knowledge of these Glasgow
natives. Another important statue is that of the Bengal Tigress and her cubs designed by
Rosa Bonheur, a copy of the original prepared for the 1867 Paris Exhibition and donated to
his native city by an exiled Glaswegian John S. Kennedy of New York at a cost of £ 1000.
Russian guns captured at Sebastopol in 1855 and presented to the city by the Government
73Art In Paris 1845-1862 Salons And
Other Exhibitions Reviewed By C Baudelaire Tnmslated And @ditedBy Mayne, (bdürti, Phaidon
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in 1857 were erectedin the park in memory of the campaign.In addition, other military
sculpturesand memorials include the bronze statuesto the Cameronians(Scottish Rifles)
War Memorial unveiled by Earl Haig in 1924; the equestrianstatueof Field Marshal Earl
Roberts (1832-1914) and distinguishedin many campaignsincluding the Afghan and Boer
Wars; The Highland Light Infantry Memorial in sandstonecommemoratingthe soldiers of
the GlasgowRegimentwho died in the Boer War. Similarly, other imperial successeswere
incorporated into the landscape.The park's ornamentalpond was designedwith an island
formed in the shapeof Cypressin 1880 to celebrateits secessionto Britain from Turkey in
1878 and was until recently inhabitedby up to twelve speciesof duck and four of geese.In
a different vein the park still functions as the location for more modem memorials. On
Kelvin Way near University Avenue, the Suffrage Oak was planted on 20thApril 1918 to
commemoratethe granting of the Parliamentaryfranchise to women, and the Women's
Committeeof GlasgowDistrict Council erecteda plaqueon the 8a`March 1995.
The parks act as fora for the location of a variety of artefactsand monumentsthat are
imbued with the power of representationby the choice of subject, event, form and the
location of various memorials, sculptures,fountains, etc to provide an illustration of the
`civilisation' of the great and the good as well as their achievements.Thus, public art and
sculpture was situated in most parks and representedworthy figures from the worlds of
science,the military, educationand the law as well as municipal figures and memorials to
civic achievements.They were intended to provide the visitor with uplifting examplesof
achievementand order on which they could contemplate.Theseselectedexamplesserveto
demonstratethe use of the public parks as outdoor art galleriesthat would act to `improve'
the taste and cultural valuesof the masses.This use of art as a meansof `raising' the mass
of the peopleby exposingthem to the benefits of art was an explicit aim of somemunicipal
figures:
If the debasementor want of tastemanifestedby the peopleis to be cured, it can only be
done by opening up the waystowards a higher level of culture, by showing them what is
lovely and admirable,and putting them in the way of eliminating evil by living with the
7'
good.

The use of severalparks as the location for museumsand art galleries in which the
cultural and educationalbenefits of exposureto the varied cultural, scientific and social
collections of the municipality could be displayed for the benefit of the population is a
major element in the representationof the parks as cultural spaces.The need for such
facilities and amenitiesand their location in the public parks were clearly interlinked. The
location of galleriesin the attractive settingsof the parks was intendedto add to the appeal

75Crawford,
op. cit., pp. 11-12.
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of visiting both the parks and the galleriesand museumsthat were locatedin someof them.
In languagesimilar to that usedby Sir Patrick Geddesin his proposal for PittenweenPark
in Dunfermline, Robert Crawford, an influential Councillor, describedhow a museumin a
park was `a diamond set in pearls,Art and Nature entwined':
The essentialaim of a municipal art gallery and museum,in a crowded industrial and
commercial city, should be pure and elevating pleasureof the best and highest kind.
Provision for the study of form and design, natural history, antiquity, etc., is
unquestionablya great and absolutelynecessarypart of work which must be done, but
the primary elementmust be the popular one - namely,to provide suchmeansof artistic
cultivation and enjoyment as can be freely and fully partaken of by every citizen
according to his capacityto receive,from the wondering boy up to the aged and highly
cultivated man or woman ... Clearly, then, a first essentialis to attract. How is this
attraction to be obtained?In many different ways. Among these I place first the site attractive surroundings,fresh air, trees,grass,flowers, and birds; water if you can. Let
your building and its contentsbe a diamond setin peals,Art andNature entwined...I am
therefore, of opinion, that the people's parks are the proper situationsfor the peoples
galleries. 76

The selection of the public parks as the desired and ideal location for art galleries and
museumshas clearly resulted in Glasgow of a variety of galleries and museumslocated in
or on the boundariesof parks. Details and illustrations of thesemuseumsand art galleries
are given in Appendix 6. In Glasgow,municipal governmentinvolvement in the provision
of museums and art galleries began in 1855 with the acquisition of the private art
collection and galleries of Archibald McLellan. The museumsin the parks as well as the
parks themselves featured as focal points for visitors to the city. They representeda
positive image of the city as a place of cultural and artistic endeavourand appreciationthat
sought to counteractthe all-too often negative portrayals of the city. That is, the city as a
centre of industrial pre-eminence and concomitant decline into urban decay and
deprivation, poverty, sectarianism, drink and drug abuse, etc. They provided the
opportunity to display cultural and artistic artefacts that were deemedinstructive to the
population:
Therefore the assertionthat the massof the peopledo not carefor Art, if true, insteadof
being an argumentagainstthe establishmentof Art Galleries,is a strong reasonwhy the
authorities should by every meansin their power, seekto awaken,nourish and advance
that dormant faculty which is among the most glorious heritage's of our race -a right
appreciationof the beautiful. 77

One last example of the park being representedas cultural spacesis their use for the
staging of musical events. Indeed music was considered as an essentialelement in the
facilities and featuresthat neededto be included in public parks:
Already it has dawned upon people that a town is incomplete without its public park
But I would hold that a public park should be consideredincomplete without its
...
76Ibid. 17.
P.
77Ibid.. 10.
p.
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winter garden and music pavilion, and naturally the music pavilion is incomplete
without the music. It is well to have places where people may take the air; but it is better
still to attract them every summer evening into the healthy, airy park by the strains of
music ... I hold that musical cultivation is the safest and surest mode of popular culture;
and it is greatly to the low state of musical education among the masses of the English
population that I attribute their helpless state when seeking recreation. In the majority of
the Continental towns it is quite the rule to find a fair orchestra giving daily open-air
concerts in the public square or park. The merchant, the shopkeeper, and the mechanic,
as a matter of course, stroll down on a fine evening and spend a tranquil hour or two
with their families and neighbours. '

In Glasgow the Corporation built bandstandsand pavilions in many of the parks and
provided free musical entertainmentsoutdoors during the summermonths. In addition, the
winter gardens that were provided in many of the parks also staged musical events
throughout the year, unaffected by the vagaries of the Glasgow climate. This need for
municipally funded public musical performanceswas recognisedby the Corporation as a
role that the parks could provide as venues:
The people evidently desire that Music should, to a certain extent, be provided by the
municipality, and no doubt they are prepared to pay for it, either through the rates or for
value received. I am entirely of the opinion that such music as is provided by the civic
authorities should be free alike to all, and that, as far as possible, no competition should
be set up between our ordinary concert music and the people's music. '

The popularity of theseregular eventswill be consideredin the next chapterthat will detail
the use of the parks for such purposes.However it is clear that the popularity of music in
the parks was, in part, linked to the variety of causesto which it could be linked. Christian
and temperanceorganisationswere given permissionto stagemusical eventsin the parks
and the overall tone of most performancesemphasisedpatriotic and civilised themesrather
than the traditions of ribaldry and sensuousness
to be found in many of the musicalhalls in
the city despite the intentions of influential membersof the Council, such as those of
Crawford above. Music that was regularly performed in the parks was almost invariably
intended to inspire patriotism, religiosity and deference to bourgeois tastes and
sensibilities, and not the traditions of the music hall. This suggeststhat the music in the
parks was intendedto servea particular role in the promotion of meanings,valuesand uses
associatedwith the parks as cultural spaces.However, some parks, Glasgow Green in
particular, were used as the location for political meetingsin which bandsand music was
part of the celebration and promotion of working class consciousnessand solidarity that
may well have conflicted with the expressedintention and representationof the park
authorities:
If it were not heresy,I would advocatethe opening of all such institutions on Sundays.I
am quite sure that the citizens are entitled to use and enjoy their own property on the
78Jevons,
op. cit., pp. 502,504.
79Crawford,
op.cit., p.18.
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seventhday of the week as much as the first. When they want this, no doubt they will
say it so, and it is not easyfor any to say `Nay'.80

What is demonstratedis that the parks were representedas cultural spaces,media in and
through which art, and nature, culture and education,could be located and presentedfor
the benefit of civilising the population of the city by exposureto the refined and edifying
aestheticlandscapespopulated by improving art, sculpture and memorials to the inspiring
achievementsof previous generations.
5.5: The Political Discourse

A fourth discourseis political, both in the senseof parks as landscapesthat manifest
the hegemonicexerciseof power and as fora for conflict and contestation,The parks can
be understood as political spacesby reference to a number of interconnectedelements.
They are political spacesin that power is implicated in the production, representationand
regulation of the public parks as public spacesdesigned for specific activities that are
deemedappropriateand suitable.The parks are public spacesin which hegemonicpower is
manifest in the variety of designs employed in various locations with particular
communities of usersin mind. Thus the production of different parks, recreation grounds
and open spaceswithin particular areasand localesis a processin which the allocation and
distribution of resources provided in each circumstanceis indicative of processesof
political power; knowledge and spatiality become manifest in the forms, facilities and
featuresof the parks.
The parks are political spaces as arenas where political organisations could
demonstrateand representtheir support or opposition to eventsand the political process.
They were important, especially in the period before universal adult suffrage, as focal
points where collective or individual appropriations of space representedvery public
manifestations of the political will and power of groups and individuals who were
excluded from the franchise and the constitutional political process.The possibility of the
parks being used as a focus for public disorder and indecency,for political assemblyand
for popular culture, was viewed with alarm by the civic and police authorities. The parks
acted as sites for popular culture and political activity that had the potential for conflict
with authority over what were permissible,appropriateand legitimate activities and what
were not. The need to regulate and proscribe againstsuch a possibility may be viewed in
the developmentof byelaws proscribing meetings,orations, lectures, services,etc. unless
previous permissionhad been granted.Thus there was an attemptto permit somegroups to
use the parks for collective activity whilst others were banned.The designationof certain
80Ibid. 19.
p.
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activities and eventswithin the parks as appropriateand permissibleand the prescription of
other activities are representativeof the operation of power and for the potential of
conflictual relations betweendifferent groups, classes,and orders within society over their
use.
The parks were representativeof the hegemonicwill and power of a political elite
expressed through the aesthetic ideals and tastes of landscape design as well as the
operation of rules and regulations by which the parks were policed. The emphasison the
role that the parks could play in promoting medical and moral benefits by providing the
working classesaccessto constrainednature, as well as being venues for the display of
public art and as sites for cultural events and institutions, has been detailed previously.
Implicit in these discourseswas the creation of the parks as public spacesin which the
inculcation of values, behaviours, tastes and ideologies of proper conduct and civilised
activity were paramount in their representation.There can then be said to be a political
discourse to the representationof the parks through their promotion and regulation as
public spaces where these `socially beneficial' uses provided the opportunity for the
possibility of increasingsocial cohesionby social mixing and `learningfrom one's betters'.
The hegemonicpower of dominant bourgeois elites sought to representand regulate the
parks as a meansto amelioratethe potential for class conflict by providing opportunities
for peaceful, non-conflictual class relations through leisure, recreational, artistic and
cultural activities as arenaswhere pride in civic virtues, values and achievementscould be
promoted and celebrated.
The processesof park production suggestthat decisionsconcerningthe construction
and allocation of resourcesfor land acquisition, facilities and featuresrevealeddisparities
in provision based, in part, upon the socio-economic classification of the location and
likely or intended users and uses of the parks. They can therefore be considered as
illustrating an aspectof the political discourseof the pub lic parks. The chronology of park
development emphasisedthe provision of the earliest municipal parks as social amenity
spacesin predominantly bourgeois locations. Working class areasreceived parks at much
later dates as the result of a number of factors including recognition of the consequences
for the health of the population from the expansionof the city. Whilst it was recognised
very early that public parks benefitedthe working classesthe most, it was not until the late
19th century that parks, recreation grounds and playgrounds were provided in areasand
locations accessibleto and designed for working class play and recreation. The various
designs of parks created in the city have been illustrated and demonstratedifferences in
form, features and facilities based upon the location and more importantly upon the
perceived needs, requirementsand aspirations of the communities for which they were
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produced.What is suggestedis that it is possibleto differentiate individual parks as well as
the production of the parks network as a whole by the application of a class analysisthat
distinguishes the design, location, maintenance and regulation of parks spaces as
dependentupon the classof their intendedusers.The potential for the developmentof the
public parks network in the city being the focus for conflict and contestationthrough the
perception,real or imagined, that one classbenefitedin the provision of amenitiesand the
distribution of resources,at the expenseof others, was a very real manifestationof class
antagonismover the allocation of municipal resources.The following will demonstratethe
potential for class conflict over the production and developmentof the public parks as
municipally owned and provided open spacesin the city.
The first such `class' conflict revolved around the developmentof the first municipal
park. For centuriesthe public ownershipof GlasgowGreen and its free use by the citizens
of all classesof the city had led to conflict over the needto develop, provide and pay for
facilities as well as the control and regulation of activities that could occur within it.
Various 19thcentury schemesand enquiriesinto the possibility of extractingcoal and `fireclay' from under the Green never came to fruition after being met with vehement
opposition from the inhabitantsof the East End who fearedthat the Greenwould be lost or
severely damagedin the process. The most detailed schemeto mine the estimated 1Y2
million tons of coal depositedunder the Green was proposedby JamesCleland in a series
Whilst the schemewas not acted
of Reports to the Corporation between 1822 and 1836.81
upon at that time, in 1858 John McDowell, the owner of the Milton Iron Works, proposed
that Cleland's schemebe re-introduced to allay the cost of purchasingand laying out the
land for the West End and South Side Parks as well as the new Art Gallery to be built to
house and display the former Provost McClellan's art collection, which he had donatedto
the city. The motion was approved by a majority of the Council that the schemebe
implementedto more than offset the costs incurred by these developments.The resulting
subsidencecausedby the mining of coal (estimatedat a one foot drop for every two feet
excavated),it was argued, could easily be filled by Glasgow's rubbish. The plan was then
to turn GlasgowGreeninto a public rubbish tip for a generationin order to pay for parks in
the richer parts of the city. A wealthy tea merchantand East End Councillor, Bailie James
Moir (known as the `GallowgateSlasher' becauseof his low prices), led the opposition to
st Cleland
produceda numberof reportsto theCouncilin respectof theminerals,includingcoal,thatwereto befoundundertheGreenas
well asthe feasibilityandconsequences
of miningthesereserves.
SeeJ. Cleland,Reenort
Resnectina
in the Greenof Glasgowwith anAccountof its Minerals.1828.
the Improvements
Cleland, J. Boring for coal in the Green Report to the Hon. the Lord Provost, magistrates,and Council ofGlasgow.Glasgow,Cu pomtion
of Glasgow, 1822, (Mu24-y. 19).
Cleland, J. extracts From Dr. Cleland's Rehort Of Improvements In The Public Green Of Glasgow, submitted to membersof Council, in
reference to Mr. Hugh Tennent's motion as to working the coal in the Green, Glasgow. Corporation of Glasgow, 19..4. (Mu 2-g. 43).
Cleland, J. Account of the Minerals etc in the Public Green. Easter and Wester Common. Petershill etc Bdk ngiiiu to the Ccxtxxnttonof
Glasgowwith the Reports of the Various Engineers Emoloyed to Examine Them. Glasgow, CorporationofGlasgow, 1836.(Mu22-& 16).
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the plan to deprive the poor to pay for the privileges of the rich. Popular sentimentand
anger at the plan was expressedin contemporarysongspublishedin the eastend. One such
known as `Aire John'82(John McDowell's nickname) clearly expressedthe working class
opposition to the plan to build a park for the rich in the West End at the expenseof the
poor of the east whose only accessto open spacewas the Glasgow Green. It reads as
follows:
Aim John
Airn John, since that's your name,
Let me say this to thee;
Ye'd better try some ither scheme,
An' let the green a be.
Look at it yourself John
Is't no dishonest wark
O you, to sell the Glasgow Green
To pay the west-end Park.
But honest men like you, John,
Are unco faith to steal
Frae big folk like ye're sell' John
Ye'er unco laith at weel.
Ye'd rather skin the puir, John
Who has nae second sark
Ye'd pu' the buttons aff oor coats,

To pay the west-end park
If ye mann sink a pit, John,
Sink it in George Square,
Or sink it in the crescentsJohn,
Amang the rich folk there,
An' they'll be highly pleased, John.
To seesic noble wark,
Gaun on amang thesel's, John,
To pay the west-end park.
If ye come to the Green, John,
Ye may expect a (echt
For a' the folk in this gate-en,
III stan' oot for their richt.
Wi' sticks an' stanes, we'll come John
An' (echt while we've got spark;

Ye'll never get the Glasgow Green
To pay the west-end park.

Other epistles in favour of the Green can also be found that demonstratedthe anger and
antipathy of many working classcitizens to plans to developsuburbanparks at the expense
of the PeoplesPark of GlasgowGreen,suchas that below:
Glasgow Green,with her beautiful walks, her refreshingsprings,her traditional sights,
her splendidviews, her grandeurand majestic worth is sheto be broken up, annihilated
and swept from the face of the earth forever? No! It cannot be. Surely they will not
deprive the citizens of Glasgow of the Green,which for centuries,has proved so much
benefit to them as a place of resort for pleasure;where youth can freely gambol, sport
and play, where age can slowly bend their peaceful stepsand breathethe fresh air of
heaven.When our humble artisan,after a day's incarcerationin the foul and poisonous
air of the city, finishes his daily toil and bethinks himself for a stroll, where can he go
but the Green?If it were but for this alonethe Greencould standunmolested,for were it
not for the working man, there would be no West End Park ... Taking all the benefitsof
this noble place into consideration,we think it highly improbablethat the authoritiesof
Glasgow will touch it, savefor its improvementand cultivation.°

The threat of violent resistanceto the schemeto mine coal was also backedup with threats
to invade the genteel surroundings of the West End park by the angry and embittered
residents of the East End, Glasgow Green's most vociferous defenders.The following

82'Aire John', 12June1858,in the PoetsBox Collection,Mitchell Library
citedin King, op. cit. 1985,p.30.
" The Diggingsin GlasgowGreen',Y April. 1858,in
thePoetsBox Collection,Mitchell Library,citedin King. 1985,op. cit, p. 31.
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lengthy extract from the Glasgow Daily Herald of Wednesday, 18th July 1860,
demonstratesthat the potential for conflict over the parks was recognisedas rooted in the
disparate class experiencesand perceptionsof Glasgow's population. The Herald author
makes clear that regardlessof Moir's intention, the threat to `fair and reasonableuse' to
Kelvingrove Park was a threat of destroying "the beauties,the attractionsand the positive
usefulnessof Kelvingrove Park ... [as] ... a flower garden and ornamentalpolicy" that,
does not apply to the unrestricteduse of the Green.There is then a clear distinction made
betweenthe Park and the Green,one that is heavily inscribedwith classperspectives:
The beautiful grounds of Kelvingrove have not been infrequently in the mind and voice
of the community since the beneficial project was started of converting them into a
public park ... Our people are proud of this Park; it is pleasing and health giving to
ourselves, and it is a feather in our cap in the eye of strangers, for there is little so good,
and nothing superior to it, in connection with any large town in the kingdom. But just
when provision has been made for payment of all the bills, and when everything has
been made compact and comfortable, the Park runs the various risk of being damaged
by a gentleman who has the best intentions in the world. Mr Moir, we observe, has given
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this project wears an amiable and benevolent aspect; but a very little consideration may
show that should this motion be carried, the beauties, the attractions and the positive
usefulness of Kelvingrove Park are likely tobe affected in a most prejudicial way ... But
the cases of Glasgow Green and Kelvingrove Park are materially different. The former
extends to upwards of 100 acres, the latter to barely 45. The Green is generally a flat,
open expanse, to which the inhabitants have had almost unrestricted access for
generation. But the Park may be fitly termed a flower garden and ornamental policy ...
The Park itself, as we all know, is laid out in a series of terraces, descending gradually
from the summit level to the Kelvin. There are no fewer than eighty seats, or benches,
set down in the shade of the trees, on which the aged or tired may rest and repose; and
Now, being honestly
the springs rival in purity those of the Banduaian fountain.
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beautiful face and rut its sward by beaten track in all direction - may trample upon its
flower beds, and scramble thousands strong amongst the branches of its trees, and
damage, if not obliterate those features for which we prise Kelvingrove so highly. As it
is, this Park or parterre is an honour to the city, and surely the citizens may enjoy all its
blessings, and admire its foliage, its flowers and its verdant sward without asking liberty
to lie on top of them. But until Mr Moir felt himself moved by the spirit of benevolence
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been requisite alike for the enjoyment and the preservation of the place. We have not
heard in this instance of that free expression of opinion, the birthright of every Briton,
which works itself out in an indignation meeting with a tail, a powerful resolution, to be
followed by a deputation which presents to the Municipal Conscript. Rather something
which looks quite as much like a threat as a petition. On the contrary, we have reason to
believe that the Park as it stands, and as it is now regulated, is admired and appreciated
by the whole body of the people as well as the patrician who looks down upon it from
his Italian mansion in the Terrace, as by the humble artisan who works in Anderston or
Cowcaddens; and it is a matter of fact that, when the `summer days are prime', these
same artisans, with their wives and little ones, take their pleasure in it to the amount of
20,000 on a single Sunday. They find its walks, cut out in all directions through scenes
of freshness and beauty, are quite enough for them. "

84GlasgowDaily Herald Wednesday,
186'July 1860.
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The whole episode involving the coal extraction schemeemphasisedthe class divisions
involved in the creation of the first public park, seenas a bourgeoispark, at the seeming
expenseof the People's Park of the Green.The city authoritiesfaced with such opposition
dropped the plan to mine for coal on the Green but it was resurrectedin 1869 and 1888,
again without coming to fruition. The seemingclassdisparity in the provision of parks was
ameliorated somewhatin the period after the 1878 Glasgow Public Parks Act eventually
be
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argued that it took concerted pressureand campaigningboth from advocateswithin the
corporation as well as the public itself before accessibleand appropriatelydesignedpublic
parks were comprehensivelyprovided for working class communities. For example, as
mentioned previously, J.B. Russell,the secondMedical Officer of Health, campaignedfor
improvementsin the city's environment.Through the publication of pamphletsand public
lectures he sought to shapeopinion by appealingto the conscienceas well as the selfinterest of those whose views were important in influencing civic policy." The eventual
provision of parks for and in working classcommunitieswhilst not being investedwith the
same status as well as facilities as the wealthier suburbancommunities,did seek to meet
the needs and wishes of the majority of the population by providing areasfor sport and
recreation. Somecontainedbandstands,winter gardens,statues,fountains and galleriesand
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healthy pursuits. However, despitethesepositive developments,there were still objections
raised as to the unbalancedprovision of amenity spacesfor the working class citizens of
the eastend at the turn of the century. The acquisition of Tollcross and Richmond Parksin
1897 and 1898 respectively was acknowledgedas attempting to meet these demandsfor
parity and were accompaniedby a statementof municipal intent that recognisedpublic
criticisms of their park provision policy:
Residentersof the eastend have no reasonto grumble at the provision madefor them by
the Corporation in the matter of parks and open spaces.It is well that this is so, as the
great massof the population in the eastend is of the working class,who haveneitherthe
time nor the money to seekthe advantagesof the fresh breezesfurther afield. To have
beautiful flowers and green fields at the door is an inestimableboon. To `Let Glasgow
Flourish' might be added Let Glasgow's Parks Flourish and increase in number, a
sentimentthat has many adherents."

This recognition of the need to provide parks and open spacesspecifically for working
class communities was an acknowledgmentthat their need for open spacewas as great if
not greater than their more affluent neighbours. In the 20'11century the widespread
Is "Have
we not all beenchildren?Are our Membersof ParliamentandTownCouncillorssomestrangeorderof beingswhospranglike
Minerva,full grown,into life, andhadnoexperience
or cricketfields." J.B. Russell,'Inc Childrenof the
of nurseries,or playgrounds,
City". No. 6 in the SeventhSeriesof HealthLecturesfor thePeople,deliveredundertheauspices
of theEdinburghHealthSociety,in
PublicHealthAdministrationin Glasgow.1895,p. 320.
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development of new housing schemesincluded within or near them parks, recreation
grounds and or playgrounds as an integral part of their construction. These parks and
amenity spacesvaried enormously in size and in the facilities and the featuresthat were
included within them. They could be comprehensivelyplanned and equippedfor a variety
of sports and recreationsor amount only to areasof grass,trees and shrubs.What can be
concluded is that in the history of the origins and developmentof the parks network, it is
possible to identify individual and types of parks that represent class interests, tastes,
aspirationsand perceivedneedsdesignedor containing featuresand facilities that can be
associated with class interests and the perceived leisure activities and pursuits of
perspectiveusers.The maintenanceand regulation of these different park spacescan also
indicate the planned activities and pursuits for which they were designed,and thesemay in
turn serve as indicators as to the class association of the park(s) in question. The
representation of parks as spaces designed to fulfil a number of diverse functions is
reflected in the discoursespresented.This designedintention, it is demonstrated,had the
potential to lead to conflict over the meanings, values and uses that were attached to
individual parks.
The byelaws adopted by the Corporation and reproducedhere as an appendixmake
clear that policing the parks was a seriousconsiderationin their provision as public spaces.
As such, transgressionsof the byelaws were dealt with rigorously in accordancewith the
penalties and sanctions allowed by the legislation. The problems of the control and
regulation of urban populations, for example from threats to public order and decency,
seem inherent in the provisions of a number of the byelaws as they relate to the public
parks. The possibility of political assemblyand activity provided by public parks, which
served as a focus for large number of people, was viewed with alarm by the civic
authorities.
Glasgow Green is well recognisedas the most important gatheringplace in the West
of Scotland for the public to expresstheir sentiments.Demonstrationsin support of the
Chartists, temperance,electoral reform, Irish Nationalists, Orangemenand radical causes,
as well as a host of other political events,have taken place on the Green.This role and the
affection in which the people of Glasgow hold it was emphasisedin many accountsof the
Green:
It may be regardedas the central park of the city, and on every side it is surroundedby
densepopulation. The Green is esteemedas peculiarly the birthright and propertyof the
people, and the eastenderwatchesover it with a jealous care which is almost savagein
its manifestations.By use and wont, rights and privileges have beenestablishedon the
Green - as sacredin the eyesof their possessorsas they are shakyfrom a legal point of
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cannot be said the frequenters of its sward spend their time in hearing what is entirely
new. There the fervid Orangeman denounces unwearedly the Pope and all his doings,
and nightly he goes over, point by point, against his Romanist antagonist, the whole
argument of the well-thumbed `Hammersmith Discussion': there the blatant atheist with
ease bowls over the enthusiastic but simple minded soldier of the Salvation Army: there
the fiery radical pours withering scorn on the present Government; there the indignant
but long-suffering rate-payer - who probably dwells in a lodging house and who pays no
local rates, but who contributes liberally to Her Majesty's revenue - denounces the
blood-sucking Council: there the pure-minded teetotaller rails fiercely against the
whisky shop: there every faddist, every crank, and every quack finds a stand and an
audience. The Green area is a marvellous and valuable institution, giving free course and
comparatively harmless outlet to sentiment and opinions which otherwise might
sometimes attain explosive force. It is a safety valve which should find a place in every
community. '7

Glasgow Green was the principal meeting place for a large number of overtly
political events; for example 100,000 marched on the Green in 1831 in support of the
ParliamentaryReform Bill and 60,000 demonstratedthere in 1920 againstthe new Rent
Act as part of the National Rent Strike. The need to regulate and proscribe against the
possibility that unregulated political meeting could degenerateinto unlawful activity
appearedimplicit in the developmentof byelawsproscribing meetings,orations, lectures,
servicesetc. in the parks unlessprevious permissionhad been granted.Thus there was an
attempt to permit some groups to use the parks for collective activity whilst others were
banned. For example, the right of public assemblyon Glasgow Green was revoked in
1927 and was not restored until 1932. The overtly political use of the parks for meetings
in
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appropriation can be considered political if and when it conflicts with the designed
intentions or regulation of the parks. The power and authority of the Corporation to
regulate activities, especially political activities, was challenged both in the parks by
actions and activities that contravenedthe byelawsand in the courts by various groups and
individuals. The following is an account of just such a challenge made by individuals
expressingan explicit acknowledgementthat the power to delimit and regulatespacewas a
political power and that public parks were understood by different groups, classes,
organisationsor individuals as political spaces.
John Quinn, George Hepburn, and Guy Aldred, on the 6th of July 1924, and Peter
Colin Blair McIntyre, John Quinn, GeorgeHepburn, and Guy Aldred, on 13`hJuly 1924,
took part in a meeting of the ScottishWorkers' RepublicanParty at the Nelson Monument,
Glasgow Green, in which they addressedmembers of the public without the written
27 J. Paton, "A Peoples Palace', Museums Association Annual Report, 1898"
cited in King, 1985, op. cit., pp. 27-8. It was similarly

describedin a lateraccountof this role of thePeoplesParkas

"... the public forum where it is exercised that liberty of speechwhich is said to make for the safety of the realm. In this respectit maybe
called the Hyde Park of Glasgow, where on a Sunday the voice of the religious and political orator may be heard declaiming against
theories of life and conduct other than his own with the wisdom of a Plato and the eleganceof a Demosthenes."10. Kerr, (ed.), Glasgow
36-7.
1928)
Co.,
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authority of the Corporation, contrary to the byelaws for the `good government and
' enactedunder the
regulation of the public parks, gardens,recreationgrounds,open spaces,
powers conferred upon them by the Glasgow Corporation Parks Acts. Specifically, Byelaws No. 20 and 32,88in which eachwas liable to a penalty not exceeding£5, or in default
of payment to imprisonmentfor a period not exceedingthirty days. Aldred had published
an Open Letter, entitled "Glasgow Free Speech Fight", and arranged the meeting to
challenge the authority of the Corporation to make and enforce such byelaws that
interfered with the right of free speechin Glasgow Green on the grounds that the Green
was a common bequeathedto the citizens of the city, and as such was not a public park to
be regulated under the various Public Parks Acts appropriateto the city. Therefore, they
did not needprior written permissionto hold a meeting or addressmembersof the public.
Lord Anderson in the judgement in favour of the Corporation statedthat Glasgow Green
was a public park and that the byelawsin questionwere legal, and that
the paramountpurposefor which Glasgow Greenexistsis recreation,not the holding of
public meetings. If there be indiscriminate and uncontrolled assertionof the right of
public meeting,this would, or might, defeatthe paramountpurposefor which the Green
exists. Surely, then, it is proper that the magistratesshould decidewhen and by whom
the right of public meeting should be exercised."

Guy Aldred, in a similar challengeto the authority of the Corporation to regulatethe
Green for public meetings, organised a demonstration at the Nelson Monument on
Glasgow Green on the 5th July 1931. He had pleaded not guilty and after evidencewas
heard was fined £3, with the alternativeof twenty daysin prison, on the 40,August 1931 at
the Central Police Court in Glasgow. The facts of the casewere statedin the appealin the
High Court of Justiciary heard on the 5th November 1931 by the Lord Justice-General,
Lords Sandsand Blackburn, againstthe Corporation's right to regulatepublic meetingson
the Green:
On Sunday, 50' July 1931, a large demonstration consisting of five to six thousand
persons was observed by police officers approaching Glasgow Green, one of the public
parks of the city of Glasgow. The officers followed the demonstrators, who entered the
Green and proceeded as far as the Nelson Monument, where, from an improvised
platform, the appellant, as well as the other accused, lectured to the crowd. The accused
Andrew Reilly acted as chairman, and each speaker spoke from five to fifteen minutes,
the subjects being "Free Speech" and the "Imprisonment of the Tramp Preachers". The
meeting, which lasted from 3.15 P.M. until 5 P.M., was quite an orderly one, and during
its progress a collection was taken by means of a hat. The name of each speaker was
taken by the police officers, and all frankly admitted that they had not the written
88Byelaws20
and32 areasfollows:

20. No person shall, in any of the parks, sing, preach, lecture, or take part in any service, discussion, meeting, or demonstration, or hold
any exhibition or public show, for any purpose whatsoever, or play any musical instrument, except with the written authority of the
Corporation or the superintendent, and then only on such places as may from time to time be by the Corporation or the stpxxintettdentset
apart by notice for such purposes.
32. Every person contravening any of the foregoing byelaws, or of the notices before referred to, shall, for each offence, be liable to a
penalty not exceeding five pounds.

ý' Aldred Miller, 1925,ScotsLaw TimesReports CD, W.
GreenandSon,Edinburgh,pp. 33 - 39, p. 38.
v
on
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authority of the Corporation or the Director of Parks for the holding of said meeting as
Neither the appellant nor any of the other
required by No. 20 of the bye-laws
...
accused, with the exception of the accused Daniel Lanaghan, had ever at any time
applied to the Corporation or the Director of Parks for such a written authority. An
application by the accused Lanaghan to hold a meeting in the Green on Ist May last
under the auspices of the Irish Labour League was refused by the Parks Committee of
the Corporation. Lanaghan's object in going to the Green on 5th July 1931 was to
protest against this refusal. Between the years 1916 and 1931,116 applications for
permits to hold meetings in Glasgow Green have been made to the Corporation. Of that
number 94 were granted and 22 refused. 90

Lord JusticeClyde similarly statedin his judgement that
Broadly speaking, public parks are provided in the interests of the health of a city
population - as the city's `lungs', to use a common expression - and for recreation from
the crowded labours of an urban population. It is therefore inevitable that the power of
regulation should include the prohibition of the use of the parks for purposes which are,
or may be, inconsistent with, or detrimental or alien to, these general interests, or which
may be harmful to the parks themselves. The Corporation's bye-laws contain many
examples of prohibitory regulation of this kind besides Byelaw No. 20 - Byelaw No. 9,
for instance, which prohibits any person from bringing a dog into a public park except
on leash; and also many examples of prohibitory regulations which are subject to
exception by way of special permission - Byelaw No. 18, for instance, which prohibits
picnics in a public park without special permission. All these byelaws are, I think,
plainly intra vires of a corporation empowered to regulate, by byelaw, the public parks
under its administration and the public resorting thereto. 91

Lord Blackburn agreedand statedunequivocallythat the rights of the population to use a
city's public spaceswas not unlimited nor was it unreasonablefor the civic authorities to
seekto regulatethem for the benefitsof all:
The use of a public place in a great city is common to all, and is not confined to those
only who desire to hold meetingsand collect a crowd around them. It seemstherefore
very proper that the Corporation should have the power to regulateand control the use
of a public place for such purposesby individual membersof the public. I

The power to createthe `rules of the game' for the use of the public parks was thus
testedand found to be a legitimate political power that is expressedin the delimiting of the
spaceof the parks and in the control and regulation of activities within them. This power,
as illustrated above, does not go unchallenged.The selectionand implementationof rules
for the appropriateuse of the parks implies that all of the usersof the parks either can or do
know that the rules exists and accept that they apply to all. The Corporation sought,
throughout their existence,to educatethe public in the proper use of the parks. Thus, the
display of the byelawsand notices of regulationswere prominent in the parks and, with the
increasingpopularity of cinema, short public relations films were produced and projected
in cinemas throughout the city." However, these rules change and adapt in a dynamic
90Aldred tangmuir, 1931, Scots Law Tines Reports CD, W.
Careenand Son, Edinburgh, pp. 603 - 610, p. 604.
v
on
91Ibid. p. 608.

92Ibid. p. 610.

93One
such is "Our Public Parks", a silent black and white public Information Film from 1949 in which various examples of good and bad
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relationship with the changingneeds,expectations,usesand practicesof the population of
the city through time. For example,the Corporation in the first decadesof municipal park
provision sought to limit sport being played in the parks. By the end of the century the
Council becamethe most important provider of sporting facilities and the promotion of
sport as healthy recreation. As will be demonstratedin the following chapter, everyday
uses and practices of public spacecan subvert official, dominant representationsand lead
to changesin the meaningsand valuesthat inhere and attachto them.
5.6: The Discourse of Competitiveness
The public parks were important manifestationsof the commitmentof the municipal
authorities and civic society in the social and physical infrastructure and landscapeof the
city for the purposes of improving the medical and moral health of the people and the
urban environment. The parks were also important in projecting an image of the city that
was ultimately consideredbeneficial to the commercialsuccessof the city and its business
community. The promotion of competitivenessdiscourseentailedthe representationof the
parks as beneficial to the statusand image of the city, specifically the use of the parks as
venuesfor `great exhibitions'. Glasgowhosted four large-scaleinternational exhibitions in
1888,1901,1911 and 1938, all of which used public parks as venues. The first three
exhibitions were located in Kelvingrove Park whilst the latter was held in Bellahouston
Park. Each exhibition was a triumph of design and style and served a multitude of
functions. They promoted the industry and commerceof the city; they attractedvisitors and
encouragedtourism; they educatedand entertainedand projected the city's identity and
image to the world that sought to enhanceits prestige as `Second City of Empire' and
`Workshop of the World'. This was an important practical and pragmaticutilisation of the
spaceof the parks in the promotion of an image of the city to the outsideworld as cultured
and civilised as well as a successfulindustrial, manufacturingand commercialcentre.This
`selling of the city' through the staging of exhibitions was an important feature of interurban competition in the late 19thand early 20thcentury.
Details of each of Glasgow's Great Exhibitions will be given below but a brief
contextualisation of the phenomena of world fairs is pertinent to the experience of
Glasgow's staging of such events.The `Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of A11
Nations' in London in 1851 inaugurated the era of international expositions, Paxton's
innovative Crystal Palace provided the backdrop in which the attempt to exhibit the
international achievement of human ingenuity married the Victorian ideals of the
promotion of art and industry as indicative of the progress of civilisation to the tastes,
useof the parksis shownin an attemptto educatethepublic in their properuse,ScottishFilm andTV ArchiveRef No. 0300.
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values and attitudes of the increasinglypowerful dynamism of the middle classes.Thus
competitivenessand materialism were bound up with patriotism and imperial chauvinism
in the expectation of the commercial benefits to be accrued from the opportunity of an
international `shop-window' for goods, products and services. However, the 1851
exhibition also sought to educate and entertain the millions of visitors who attendedby
providing a forum for the dissemination of ideas and information on new products,
processes,art forms and architecture,as well as a certain anthropological element.After
the 1851 Exhibition in London, Dublin staged a great Exhibition of Art and Industry in
1853 and the International Exhibition of Art and Industries in 1865, following a further
London Exhibition in 1862. New York held the first American International Exhibition in
1853, but it was Paris that was to becomethe world's premier city for exhibitions in the
19thcentury. Major events were held in 1867,1878,1889, and 1900. Other cities staging
international eventsincluded Vienna in 1873, St Louis, 1904,Berlin, 1896,Dresden,1903,
San Francisco, 1915?' Such enthusiasmfor world fairs and exhibitionsis at leastin part, as
Simmel emphasisedin his considerationof the Berlin Trade Exhibition of 1896, a means
by which the city cameto representthe world and itself to the world through the collection
and display of the world's wares:
It is a particular attraction of world fairs that they form a momentarycentre of world
civilisation, assemblingthe products of the entire world in a confined spaceas if in a
single picture. Put the other way round, a single city has broadenedinto the totality of
cultural production. No important product is missing, and though much of the material
and the sampleshave been brought together from the whole world they have attaineda
conclusiveform and becomepart of a single whole. Thus it becomesclear what is meant
by a `world city'
[t]hat is, a single city to which the whole world sendsits products
...
and where all important stylesof the presentcultural world are put on display."

What will be demonstratedis that in Glasgowthe city authorities,businessand commercial
interests all enthusiastically embraced the ideals, goals and values inherent in the
production of such exhibitions as having a positive benefit for the city. Glasgow's four
exhibitions in 1888,1901,1911 and 1938 "shared the samemutually reinforcing aims of
all major exhibitions: to promote industry and commerce;to attract tourism; to educate;to
entertain; and in general to project the city's identity and enhanceits prestige"." Detailed
facts and figures for all four exhibitions are given in Appendix 8, but it is important to
provide descriptions and illustrations that demonstratethat the parks, albeit temporarily
transformed into spectacularand fantastic landscapes,were fundamentalin providing the
spacein which they could occur and representthe aspirationsand achievementsof the city.

94Furtherdetails
of chronologyof world fairs canbe foundin D. Benedict,TheAnthropologyof World'sFairs:SanFrancisco'sPanama
PacificInternationalEmsition of 1915.London,ScolarPress,1983:andJ. A1lwood,TheGnat Exhibitions.
StudioVista,L.auiai, 1977.
95G. Simmel,-ne Berlin TradeExhibition-,in Frisby
andFeatherstone,
op. cit., p.256.
P. Kinchin andJ. Kinchin,Glasgow'sGreatExhibitions.Oxford,WhiteCockadePublishing,1988.p. 13.
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This staging of the exhibitions in the parks also had implications for their eventual
development and layout after the events, as well as cementing in the minds of visitors,
Glasgow citizens and outsiders alike the fundamentalrole of the public parks as venues,
sites and fora for cultural and leisure pursuits that contrasted somewhat with the
promotional aims of the city authorities. The former will be consideredin the following
chapter.
The 1888 International Exhibition
Civic rivalry, particularly with Edinburgh, which had staged an International
Exhibition in 1886, and with Manchester,an industrial competitor whose Royal Jubilee
Exhibition of 1887 was a success,proved a spur to the city authorities to stage an
international exhibition in 1888. The statusof the city at the end of the 19thcentury as the
`Workshop of the World' and `SecondCity of Empire' was to be reinforced and celebrated
by the staging of its first exhibition. ' The generalstated aims of the Exhibition were "to
promote and foster scienceand Art, by exciting the inventive geniusof our people" and "to
stimulate commercial enterpriseby inviting all nations to exhibit their Productsboth in the
raw and finished state".98It was to be the largest exhibition held in Britain since the
London Exhibition of 1862, and the Prince and Princessof Walesconductedthe obligatory
Royal opening to the Exhibition on the 8th May. Whilst most of the visitors and
contributors to the Exhibition were expectedto come from the vicinity of Glasgow,it was
part of the intended aims of the organisersto encouragevisitors and tourists from further
afield.
The city's impressive and extensive communicationsand transport facilities and its
proximity to the newly popularised Scottish countryside were promoted as part of the
attraction of visiting the Exhibition. A further specific aim of the Exhibition was to raise
money to build a new Art Gallery, Museumand School of Art, seenas a necessaryadjunct
to the growing statusand prestige of the city. The municipal collection of fine art, natural
and industrial history had long outgrown the limited gallery and museumaccommodation
available in the city. Thus the ideology of Glasgow's 1888 International Exhibition was to
promote the general level of wealth and prosperity in the city through the display and
celebration of art, education and industry, by promoting the city as an internationally
successful, industrial and commercial city as well as a visitor attraction and base for
tourists to the nearbylochs and Highlands.

97Thanks
are due to Stanley K. Hunter for giving up his time and for busting me with a manuscript of his book, Kelvinerove and the 1888
E lth;,po1, and for allowing accessto his collection of ephemera from the exhibition.

98Kinchin
andKinchin, op.cit. p. 19.
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Figure 5.8: Plan of the 1888 International

Exhibition

"

The competition to design the Exhibition was won by a local architect James Sellars
who divided it into three main parts - an international industrial section, Fine Art and
Scottish Antiquities. The industrial section covered a range of manufacturing from heavy
engineering and chemicals to lace making and embroidery, with the bulk of the
contributions coming from local enterprises. The `international' nature of the exhibition
foreign
from
limited
Empire
the
contributors
of
mostly
number
was provided
with only a
including a few American firms, some French, Germans and Italians, Viennese, Dutch and
Danish. Thus there were extensive exhibits from Canada, India, Australia and South
Africa. The most truly international part of the Exhibition was the large Women's Art and
Industries section which was located near the Grand Hall and "adopted the serious aim of
promoting

opportunities

of gainful

employment for women, particularly

`educated'

women, displaying work in fields like typewriting, wood engraving and other crafts which
were now respectably open to them. """'

99Ibid,
pp. 23-4.
1°0Kinchin
and Kinchin, op. cit., p. 38.
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Figure 5.9: Cover of the Official

Catalogue for the 1888 International

Exhibition

""

Figure 5.10: Panorama of the 1888 Exhibition1i2

The exhibition site was dominated by Sellars `Eastern Palace' (or `Baghdad on the
Kelvin'

as it became universally known in the city) which adopted a Moorish style

complete with minarets, towers and a huge dome, made of iron, 80 feet in diameter and
over 150 feet in height. The Fine Art Galleries included exhibitions of watercolours, oil
paintings, sculpture, photography and architectural drawings which were on loan from
British and foreign collections, as well as articles for sale at the end of the Exhibition. The
Scottish Antiquities section was housed in The Bishops Castle, a re-creation made from
timber, plaster and paint of the demolished Episcopal residence that had once stood at the
101RePnxluction the
ý. ýtI KKKV tcrt_!
nl
of
onginal from the J. Kint honi, Centenary Celebration of ft
iihiL
___ý.
_
Art Galleries,

102Ibid.
p. 51.
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Cathedral. Its rooms were furnished and decorated in a number period of styles and were
filled with a huge variety of items lent by town corporations, museums and individuals
from across Scotland. The huge number and variety of the exhibits as well as the extensive
nature of the Exhibition required that refreshments were available in a variety of places and
forms. These were designed to cater for the tastes and budgets of all visitors, but, as
Glasgow was at the centre of the Temperance Movement in Scotland, only one licence to
sell liquor was given to a George Mackenzie, who profited substantially from his
monopoly. However, there were plenty of non-alcoholic alternatives including Jenkins
Temperance Refreshment Rooms ('Working

Men's Dining-Rooms'

on the Exhibition

plan), the genteel Royal Bungalow, a Bachelor's (men-only') Cafe, the large Bishop's
Palace Temperance Cafe run J. Lyons and Co., The Indian and the Ceylon tearooms, Van
Houten's

Dutch

cocoa house Lipton's

Working

Dairy

complete with

`scientific'

milkmaids. Also popular were two oriental kiosks on either side of the main bridge from
for
Howell
ices,
Mr
Mr
Assafrey
"provided
ban-buns
catered
and
whilst
which a
chocolate,
the smoker""" (see figure 5.11).
Figure 5.11: View North from the Main Building

The 1901 Glasgow International

showing the two `oriental'

refreshment

kiosks 10'

Exhibition

The second of Glasgow's `great exhibitions' was again held in Kelvingrove Park and
was intended to build on the success of the first as well as to inaugurate the opening of the
new Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum. The centrepiece of the Exhibition was to be
Simpson and Allen's new Art Gallery and Museum, and was hailed in the Official

103Ibid.
p. 46.
104
Ibid. p. 17.
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Catalogue as "one of the most elaborate edifices devoted to Art in Europe". "" The
beginning of the new century was considered an appropriate time for the celebration of the
city's status as `the first municipality in the world and the second city of the British
Empire', to demonstrate the progress in Industry, Science and Art of all nations in the 19th
century and from which the new century would hopefully build, held appropriately, in the
jubilee year of the Great Crystal Palace Exhibition. The 1901 Exhibition was to move
away from the traditional exhibition style of trying to house all of the exhibits under one
roof by the use of individual pavilions that emphasised new developments in presentation
and display, and was described as the "breaking away from the gingerbread show-case
style of design which has hitherto been considered elegant and appropriate, ... a happy
augury of the closer relation which may be expected to exist between Art and Commerce
in the new century". " The educational purpose of the Exhibition was unmistakably linked
to the commercial benefit of local contributors faced with increasing foreign competition,

following
illustrated
in
the
as
contemporarypressaccount:
Clyde
knows
The British workman is no dullard
that
workmen may
own
our
who
...
improve on the machines they will set here - and thereby bring credit and increased
be
Exhibition
the
The
cannot
to
of
our
grand
value
prosperity
old city.
educational
overestimated, and if it only has the effect of stimulating the energies of our workmen,
the Executive will feel that their labours have not been in vain. 107

Figure 5.12: Panorama of the 1901 Exhibition10N

Whilst the international element of the 1901 Exhibition was clearly more developed
than the 1888 event, there were some inevitable negative comparisons with both the
first
20`f'
1900,
Universelle
the
Paris
Exposition
the
of
previous exhibition and with
great
105Cited in Ibid.
p. 57.
106Studio,
no 23,1901, p. 48 in ibid. p. 67.
107John Shearer, Exhibition Illustrated 1, (4" May 1901) 15 in ibid.,
p. 79.
p.
108Ibid.
p. 58.
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century world fair:
Paris exhibition offered more to the public than the whole
the
every
section
of
...
industrial hall at Glasgow
International Exhibition? What a delusion!
Can a fair
...
...
be
There is nothing but a provincial exhibition of local,
taken seriously
of this nature
...
or perhaps national, Scotch interest, but foreign countries have sent nothing but marketware, stock things from Paris. "9
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Figure 5.14: Frontispiece

to the Official

Guide

to the Exhibition"'
119The Artist, Sept 1901,
pp. 26,28 in Kinchin and Kinchin, op. cit., p. 90.
110GUL Special Collections Mu 25a.29,
ttt Gi1L Special Collections Mu 25a.
29.
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Figure 5.15: A Daily Programme
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Two events somewhat clouded the timing of the Exhibition: the outbreak of the Boer
War in 1899 had dented the confidence of the imperial and military might of the Empire,
and the death of Queen Victoria in the January of 1901 cast a shadow over the months
leading up to the opening. There was thus, understandably, a considerable patriotic element
to the event, one that emphasised the relationship of the colonies to the `mother country'
and there was an extensive showing of a variety of products from Canada, Australia,
Rhodesia, Ceylon and India all housed in their own pavilions. The largest and most
admired of the international section was, however, that of the Russians. The complex
buildings of the `Russian Village' (figure 5.16) were built under the direction of the
architect Shekhtel (an admirer of Charles Rennie Mackintosh) by 180 Russians carpenters
in front of admiring bystanders and decorated in a variety of colours and extensively
gilded. The photograph of Shekhtel's Russian Village below gives some indication of the
elaborate construction, although, alas, the black and white print does not do justice to the
colourful impact that it must have made on visitors.

Figure 5.16: Shekhtel's

Russian Village "'

The most impressive building though, was the Grand Concert Hall (figure 5.17) that
Grand
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mothers with squalling infants' and nursemaids and to the suggestion that an additional
charge be levied. This only materialised for special concerts such as those of Dame Nellie
Melba who performed three times in September.
112Ibid.
p. 85.
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Figure 5.17: The Grand Concert Hall at the Exhibition

The Scottish Exhibition

of 1901'"

of National History, Art and Industry of 1911

Figure 5.18: Panorama of 1911 Exhibition

114

The success of the previous two exhibitions represented the zenith of Glasgow's
Victorian

self-confidence and growing economic and civic status both nationally and

internationally.

The Scottish Exhibition

of National History, Art and Industry was

somewhat of a departure from the previous two exhibitions in that its aim was to fund an
endowment of a chair of Scottish History and Literature at Glasgow University, and as
such the focus was on history rather than industry. As the Official Programme stated, "the
time has fully arrived when Scottish history should be placed on a different plane from that
which it had hitherto occupied in the education of the rising generations". '" Kelvingrove
Park was again used as the site for the setting of representations of Scottish History, Art

113Virtual Mitchell Image No. C550, Glasgow Museums
and libraries.
114Ibid.
p. 125.
115 Quoted in Kinchin
and Kinchin, op. cit., p. 95.
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and Industry, and the stated aims of the organising committee were that:
The Exhibition should be so designed as to create a greater public Interest in Scottish
History and Literature; should celebrate distinguished Scotsmen; and should represent a
realistic picture of Scottish Burghal Life in bygone times, exhibiting those Arts and
Industries in which the Scottish people are, or have been, pre-eminent, and encouraging
Exhibits from all sources for comparison and instruction, and for the stimulation of
national enterprise - due attention being given to Modern Art, Music and Out-Door
Entertainment. 16

Professor John Glaiser, in charge of categorising and displaying the thousands of artefacts
and exhibits, stated in the Official Catalogue that the Exhibition was to "keep alive, in the
breasts of all who reverently look upon them, the love of their native land - the ancient
kingdom of Scotland - and will sustain affection for those who have made their nation's
history that makes her loved at home, revered abroad". '" The result was a fantastic
recreation of archetypal scenes and sites of Scottishness that turned the park into a living
open-air museum and amusement park. The buildings and exhibits sought to relate not only
Scottish history and art but also the contribution that the nation had made in the world.
Figures 5.20 and 5.21 demonstrate that, despite their temporary construction, the building
appeared substantial and `real' recreations of `typical' Scottish architecture and design.

Figure 5.19: Postcard of the `Mercat

The Empire Exhibition

Cross' "8Figure

5.20: Colour postcard of the P ace of History

1")

Of 1938

The decision to stage an exhibition at a time of lingering economic depression, and
with political developments in Europe taking a militaristic turn, was a bold and courageous
one. The era of Glasgow's status as `Second City of Empire' and `Workshop of the World'
116Resolution
of a meeting held on 3rdMarch 1909, quoted in the Exhibition prospectus, cited m ibid. p. 97
7 Cited in ibid.
p. 100
118Virtual Mitchell Image No. C4474.
119Virtual Mitchell Image No. C552.
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had diminished as the city's reliance on heavy engineering and foreign markets had
suffered a major collapse during the recession. Despite some recovery as a result of
investment in re-armament, The Empire Exhibition of 1938 was seen as a bold strategy to
inspire confidence in the city's industrial and manufacturing industries and as a muchneeded catalyst, after years of economic and civic stagnation, to promote once again the
image of the city internationally. Unfortunately, the outbreak of war in the following year
dashed this optimistic hope.

Figure 5.21: Cover page of the ILN
featuring the Exhibition'20

The high ideals of the Exhibition,

Figure 5.22: The Ship's prow inspired
design of the Atlantic Restaurant 121

its `five objects' as stated in the Official

Guide,

represented a mix of traditional exhibition goals as well as concerns with the international
situation:
1. To illustrate the progress of the British Empire at home and abroad.
2. To show the resources and the potentialities of the United Kingdom and the Empire
Overseas to the new generation.
3. To stimulate Scottish work and production and to direct attention to Scotland's
historical and scenic attractions
4. To foster Empire trade and a closer friendship among the peoples of the British
Commonwealth of Nations.
5. To emphasise to the world the peaceful aspirations of the peoples of the British
Empire. 'u
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Figure 5.23: Birds-eye view of the Exhibition"'

The site for the 1938 Empire Exhibition was in Bellahouston Park. Kelvingrove Park,
although more central and accessible, was considered too hilly for the proposed extent and
design of the exhibition. The Exhibition was opened on 3"d May 1938 by King George IV,
at which Lord Elgin, President of the Exhibition, expressed the sentiments associated with
it:
Scotland is proud to have the privilege of staging this symbol of unity of the British
Empire. In Bellahouston Park, Glasgow, there have been gathered together exhibits
illustrating the resources of the whole British Empire, resources which are limitless,
which are produced and directed by a people whose capacity for work is also limitless,
whose capacity for play at the proper time is boundless, and whose desire is for peace. 124

A striking feature of the architecture of the exhibition that was found throughout the park
was the emphasis given to modernism. The Paisley born and Glasgow educated architect in
chief of Exhibition, Thomas Smith Tait, created in the designs and ornamentation of the
buildings an optimistic modern image of Empire. This was evident in the many pavilions
of the Commonwealth contributors, but perhaps most striking was 'Tait's Tower', which
stood at three hundred feet. The 1938 Empire Exhibition, as those before it, sought to
combine business and commercial interests through the collection and display of goods,
products and services from throughout the Empire, which also served to promote and
project the city. The aim of educating those who attended the exhibition was married to the
need also to entertain them, and as such a large amusement park was built on site.
Each of Glasgow's `great exhibitions' was a triumph of design and style that served a
variety of functions: commercial, industrial, civic promotion and celebration, patriotism,
leisure, etc. The use of the parks for the staging of the Exhibitions was fundamental to their
123Virtual Mitchell hnage No. C645.
124Cited in Kinchin
and Kinchin op. cit. p. 136.
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financial successand huge popularity, as well as enabling the city to project its image
nationally and internationally by its involvement in hosting international exhibitions.
Though most visitors to the exhibitions came from the west of Scotland people from
further afield, both in Britain and abroad,were also actively encouragedto visit. Tourist
guidespromoted attractionsin the region as an adjunct to the attractionof the exhibitions.
The temporary transformation of the parks from `natural' retreats from the built
environment of the city into phantasmagoricalshow grounds and pleasureparks had a
lasting impressionon the landscapeof the parks themselvesas well as on the citizensof the
city. The parks becameassociatedwith leisure and pleasure,culture, art and amusementof
a not necessarilysedatenature in the imagination and experienceof the city's population.
They subsequentlycameto be viewed as a meansto promote the city as a visitor attraction
and as a good place in which to live, invest and do businessin, as well as spacesfor
beneficial recreation. They also became inextricably considered as spacesfor play, fun,
amusement,entertainmentand distraction. These aspectsof the use of the parks will be
consideredin the next chapter.
5.7: The Gender Discourse
The final discourseto be addressedin relation to the representationof the parks is
that of gender. Without seeking to engage in an analysis of the creation of the
public/private sphere dichotomy as a consequenceof the operationsof capitalism in the
modernity of the 19A century city, it is appropriate to consider a gender discourse as a
factor in the creation and representationof the public parks as leisure spaces.The public
spaceof the city in the early 19's century was increasinglyconsideredinappropriateif not
downright dangerousfor bourgeoiswomen.As Rojek confirms:
The metropolitan street was regarded as a place of menace. Unchaperonedwomen
tempted fate by going out alone. Poorly lit, unpaved and littered with nuisances,the,
metropolitan streetwas also seenas a place where injury and diseasemight befall `the
angel of the house' ... The bourgeois association of menace and plague with the
metropolitan streetwere also symbols of deeper,class basedfears of degradationand
pollution. For the streetwas the habitatnonpareil of the working class.It was part of the
`exterior', part of the unnatural,chaotic world of societyand its inhabitantswere seenas
nomads,wanderersand primitives.121

The city was then increasingly viewed as a physically, morally and sexually
dangerousenvironmentthat required `respectable'women to remain in `safe' spacessuch
as the home, unless accompaniedby a responsible adult male. Whilst working class
women had more freedom of movementand their visibility on the streetswas in relation to
their life and work needs,there was little concern expressedfor their `safety'. The street
125Rojek, 1993,
op. cit., p. 79.
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and public life was portrayed as potentially degrading, demoralising and debasing for
bourgeois women, and at least until the mid-century the family and the home became the
centre for most leisure activities. This is a point that Wilson makes clear:
Women of the bourgeoisie had already begun to withdraw from commerce and other
employments in the eighteenth century. Now the trend accelerated. It became
undesirable and even indecent for a lady to walk in the streets unless she was
accompanied by a husband, father, brother or at least by a male servant. These rules
were strictly enforced so far as young unmarried women were concerned. Once she had
passed the age of thirty, the marginal, single women might gain a small measure of
freedom, but this was double edged as it signalled that she was `on the shelf", and had
dropped out of the marriage market. Governesses, too, were granted this rather
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The development of the department store in the city of modernity (the Bon Marche in
Paris opened in 1852 is generally agreed to be the first in Europe) is credited as providing
the opportunity for shopping to become a social and leisure activity for women. They
became `temples' of fashion in which shopping was a leisured and civilised activity in
which `respectable' women could participate unchaperoned and in public. Access to
department stores became increasingly easier with the development of safer, policed and lit
streets and pavement, as well as transport services. The commercial benefits were not lost
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the freeing of middle-class women from the shacklesof the home. It becamea place
where women could meettheir women friends in safetyand in comfort, unchaperoned,
and to which they could repair for refreshmentand rest."

Two reports in the Glasgow Herald commenting on the opening of Argyle Arcade
emphasisedthe European dimension of this new safe spacefor women to gather and to
enjoy the benefits of an indoor promenadein addition to the developmentof department
stores:
The situation is admirably adapted for an establishment of the kind, being a
communication between Argyll and Buchanan Streets, two of the leading or principal
Streets in Glasgow, form an obtuse angle at the centre, running in from Argyll Street
half the extent of the passage, and then turning into Buchanan Street. The idea of the
thoroughfare appears to be taken from the many passage of a similar description in
Paris, other cities on the Continent, and the Burlington Arcade in London; but for
simplicity of style, elegance, and lightness, we believe the Argyll Arcade exceeds and
that have yet been completed. The Burlington is larger, but two or three feet narrower,
and the roof is more enclosed, there being only about one fifth of the whole glass;
whereas the Glasgow Arcade is almost entirely one sheet of latticed glasswork, and the
ventilation very complete; so much so, that from its construction it forms the coolest
Shade in summer, and will be comfortably sheltered in winter
When the whole is
...
finished and painted, we have no doubt but it will become one of the most frequented
places of business in Glasgow, from its cleanness, the comfort of shopping under cover,
in all kinds of weather, and the regulations for the attention of the gatekeepers and
watch, preventing many obstructions and inconveniences to be met with in the open
streets. We understand the shops are nearly all let; and there is such variety as almost to
preclude the necessity of leaving the Arcade for any article that may be wanted.
Glasgow Herald ]'July 1828

The Argyll Arcade where, in particular, the comfort and convenienceof Ladies who
...
resort to it hasbeenso much studied,and where amusementis combinedwith utility, we
have little doubt but it will be found attractive. The place will form an agreeable
promenadein every kind of weather.Those arriving in carriagemay be set down at the
one end, and the carriagesbe sent round to pick up the companyat the other. Glasgow
Herald 14`hJuly 1828129

What the example of the department store demonstratesis the ambivalence in the
development of the city and of public spacesin the city as `free' and accessibleto all
genders and classes.The potential of the city as a liberating arenawas enhancedby the
creation of such spacesas the departmentstore where women could freely go without fear
for their safetyand reputation.
Yet the city, a place of growing threat and paranoia to men, might be a place of
liberation for women. The city offers women freedom. After all, the city normalises the
carnivalesque aspects of life. True, on the one hand it makes necessary routinised rituals
of transportation and clock watching, factory discipline and timetables, but despite its
crowds and the mass nature of its life, and despite its bureaucratic conformity, at every
turn the city dweller is also offered the opposite - pleasure, deviation, disruption. In this
sense it would be possible to say that the male and female `principles' war with each at
the very heart of the city. The city is `masculine' in its triumphal scale, its towers, and
vistas and and industrial regions; it is `feminine' in its enclosing embrace, in its
128E. Wilson,Adornedin Dreams:Fashion Modernity.London,Virago,1985, 150.
p.
and
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indeterminacyand labyrinthine uncentredness.''
Contemporaneous to the development of the department store was the beginning of
other spaces for leisure, pleasure and recreation. The development in the urban modernity
of Glasgow of a municipal commitment to the production and provision of a public parks
network represented an expansion of leisure spaces in the city. It is appropriate to consider
the parks therefore as `new' public spaces in the city of modernity that were designed,
ordered and regulated as `safe' and moral spaces that women could and did use in large
numbers (see figures 5.25,5.26

and 5.27). It is thus possible to identify the parks as

gendered spaces in that bourgeois women in particular were actively encouraged, by the
policing and regulation of the parks, to use them as spaces for recreation that provided a
haven from the `threat' of the city streets and the closed security of the home. The parks as
public havens of nature held more promise of pleasurable encounters and enjoyable
deviations than the private gardens to which many middle class women from respectable
families would have had access. The public parks were not private gardens where access
and opportunities for social mixing were limited by the private control of visitors to the
extended outdoor family space. As Wilson alludes, the development of new public spaces,
such as the public parks, particularly those in the new bourgeois suburbs, presented an
albeit temporary `way of escape' for bourgeois women in the city:
The protection and control over women have everywhere gone hand in hand, but cities
have posed a challenge to men's ability to retain their hold. The city is a zone of
individual freedom. There the ties of family and kinship may be loosened and avenues
of escape may open up. "'

Figure 5.25: Woman walking

Wilson, 1991, op. cit., p. 7.
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The public parks network in Glasgow began with the development of three parks all
situated in the newly established bourgeois suburbs of the city. Intrinsic to their
development was a consideration of the need to maintain and regulate them as spaces
where the medical, moral and recreational benefits of access to the relatively purer air of
these designed aesthetic spaces could be appreciated by all. Thus the authorities, as has
already been described, were intent on ensuring the prescription of acts and behaviour that
could cause offence or threaten the peace and security, the `good governance' of the parks.
This has a particular resonance with the expressed concerns of the bourgeoisie about the
negative influences that were perceived as belonging to the city street. It is in this sense
that the gender discourse of the parks shall be presented.

Figure 5.26: Women entering

Bellahouston

Park from Dumbreck

Figure 5.27: Women in Rouken Glen Park 1'

133 Ibid.
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The public parks as social spaceswere perceivedand representedas arenaswhere the
potential for inappropriate, deviant or immoral activities could occur. Fear of such
activities was considereda potentially limiting factor to women's use and accessto the
parks. Many of the byelaws enactedto police the parks prohibited accessof the public at
times when suchbehaviourwas less susceptibleto surveillance,suchas during the hours of
darkness. The need to protect `respectablewomen' from unwanted advancesand from
exposure to perilous or improper contact with persons, classesacts or behaviours was
acknowledgedin the byelawsthat made specific referenceto women. Respectablewomen
neededprotection from inappropriatemale behaviour, particularly if it was of a sensuous,
libidinous, `rough' or crude nature. Women were also perceivedas having the potential for
civilising the male users of the parks. Where women were lacking these `natural' skills
and abilities they were to be educatedand trained to carry out this socially useful function:
If our object is to increase happiness, to lessen grief, and mitigate suffering, I contend
that gentleness, kindness and good nature, thus instilled and strengthened, will richly
repay our efforts, and be the best fruits of education. Girls, afterwards to be the
affectionate wives and mothers of our workmen, will thus early learn the arts of
softening sorrow and disarming harshness by gentle words of solace; will learn how
valuable is self-control; sometimes by a kind answer' and sometimes by no answer, to
an angry question, to disarm and conquer violence. 1'

Whilst women were encouragedto view the parks as safe spacesfor their enjoyment,their
presence was understood by the parks authorities as having a functional and socially
beneficial consequenceon other, especially, male users of the parks. Women's role as
paragonsof virtue and goodnessin Victorian society would, accordingto this patriarchal
paternalism,calm the passionsand provide a socially useful role in providing an example
of respectableand civilised benevolence:
Because `women' as a category have not been perceived as an urban problem, park
policy makers have used females primarily to help ameliorate other problems which
disruptedsocial order, suchasalcoholism,prostitution, psychologicalanonymity,lossof
community, physical degenerationdue to lack of exercise,disease,delinquency,and the
absenceof a sharedcivic order. ''

In recognising this role there was a need to provide facilities for women's comfort and
enjoyment of the parks. The Corporation provided toilet facilities for women and in some
parks there were refreshmentrooms. The parks may be representedas gendereddomainsin
a number of ways. The use of the parks by different groups and gendersat different times
of the day and days of the weeks was mitigated by the functional requirementsof labour.
Freedom for leisure in the parks or for utilising its space as an outdoor nursery or
134Ibid, 78.
p.
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playground was determined by the interlinking of class and gender. Paid employment or
domestic labouring responsibilities may not have provided much time for working class
women to access the parks during weekdays, but they were safe playgrounds for working
class children whose only alternatives were the overcrowded tenements, closes and
backyards or the dangerous streets. It is possible to view the parks as gendered domains in
which the majority of users during the daytime hours of the working week were women
and the children associated with their nurturing and domestic responsibilities. Whether
these were governesses, nannies or mothers, the parks were represented and regulated by
park managers and designers as occupied during the daytime hours of the working week
predominantly by women (see figure 5.28). In the evening and at weekends a more evenly
balanced gendered usage of the parks was the norm, with a blend of families taking the air
and the benefits of the healthy 'lungs of the city' after a day or week of labour.

Figure 5.28: Pram pushing in the Botanic Gardens "'

However, with the increased promotion of the parks as spaces for active recreation, in
particular sport, at certain times the parks were predominately male spaces. Massey, in
recalling her childhood in Merseyside, illustrates how the use of parks can clearly be
viewed as gendered space that could inhibit women's access at certain times and places.
She writes in Space, Place and Gender:
I can remember very clearly a sight which used to strike me when I was nine or ten
years old. I lived then on the outskirts of Manchester, and `Going into Town' was a
relatively big occasion, it took over half an hour and we went on the top deck of a bus.
On the way into town we would cross the wide shallow valley of the River Mersey, and
my memory is of dank, muddy fields spreading away into a cold, misty distance. And all
of it - all of these acres of Manchester - was divided up into football pitches and rugby
137Gilmour,
op. cit, p. 26.
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pitches. And on Saturdays, which was when. we went into Town, the whole vast area
would be covered with hundreds of little people, all running around after balls, as far as
I remember all this very sharply. And I remember, too it striking
the eye could see
...
me very clearly - even then as a puzzled, slightly thoughtful little girl - that all this huge
stretch of the Mersey flood plain had been entirely given over to boys. "'

The public parks becamethe primary venuesfor the playing of sport and active recreation
by the end of the 19thcentury. However, as Rojek makesclear, this was not a processthat
openly welcomed women's involvement: "'Few types of male public space in early
capitalism were protected more exhaustively and fiercely from female entry and
participation than sport." 39Girls had been increasingly encouraged to participate in
physical activity at school, and by the end of the 19thcentury by an increasingnumber of
voluntary and charitableorganisationssuchas the Girl Guides,who expressedthe need for
rational recreationfor girls. Indeed the organisationof gamesfor girls was viewed by some
as more necessarythan for boys:
Girls even more than boys, need to have active and concerted games provided for them
in school hours, for it is probably the only time when the majority have an opportunity
for combined and recreative play, says Mrs Alexander, a well-known authority on
Physical Training. "At home they have far more calls upon them than boys. Numberless
household duties await them, and when they are performed, they often lack the
necessary energy to make their games a reality, even if they attempt to play at all ...
Often when left to themselves, girls lack the craving or the power to organise or initiate
games in the recreative period set out on the school timetable. Such time is often spent
in chatting, aimlessly wandering arm in arm, or in merely rioting and screaming to pass
the time allotted. Though shouting is to a certain extent beneficial, yet it may lead to
vulgarity and coarseness if indulged in too freely and frequently". 10

Yet there was a certain ambivalence expressedtowards adult women participating in
organised sports. The prevailing male wisdom was that "women who played men's game
would jeopardisetheir femininity and physical and moral health.""'
Victorians developed a series of myths centred on two main themes: women were
physically and emotionally unfit for sport and sport was unsexing. Moral judgements
supporting traditional ideasabout propriety and innatefemale weaknesswere presented
as medical, historical and aestheticevidence.12

McRone details some of the argumentspresentedfor limiting women's active sporting life.
For example, cycling becamea national passion of both sexesby the mid-1890s due to
technical innovations that produced the chain-driven, safety bicycle with pneumatictyres
that increased the comfort, safety and ease of use. Women cyclists were branded as
"ungainly, fast, indecorous, conspicuous,unsexing, and dangerous" and would produce
heart
"bowleggednessand unnaturally large lower leg muscles
the
and
endanger
...
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hardening of the arteries, emphysema, insomnia, asthma,
produce varicose veins
...
anaemia, epilepsy, rheumatism, obesity or pelvic disease."'°' Football for women was
damned as "dangerous to the reproductive organs and breasts because of sudden jerks,
twists and blows. Competitive rowing and swimming were condemned as bad for the heart.
Swimming when overheated was blamed for turning the hair white. "'" This received male
medical opinion reinforced social values and norms concerning the appropriateness of
physical activity for women. However, there was certain ambivalence towards the benefits
of female sport, and pressure for active participation in sports did effect change in attitudes
towards sports women and in the provision of facilities that permitted and encouraged
them. Hargreaves sums up this ambivalence:
The story of women's sport and physical recreation during the latter part of the
nineteenth century comprises themes of continuity as well as change; contradictions and
ambivalences, advances and compromises characterised the complicated processes of its
history. The biologically determined stereotypes existed along with the more vigorous
model of the sporting women. There continued to be common opposition to sport for
women because of its believed negative effects on sexuality and childbirth, at the same
time, as it became increasingly popular and acceptable pursuit. By their actions in sport
women were effecting a change in public opinion about their physical image at the same
time, as they were having to accommodate to social pressures.14`

As the century progressed, the demand for access to more active recreational and sporting
activities created tensions and conflict over the gendered nature of some park space.
Women increasingly became involved in tennis, bowling, croquet and hockey as well as
using the parks carriageways for cycling. Therefore women, through their demands for
participation in active sports, challenged not only the gender stereotypes that were applied
to them but also the representation of the parks as highly gendered domains.

Figure 5.39: The Ladies First Team of Newlands Lawn 'Tennis Club, 1913. NS
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5.7: Conclusions
What this chapter has sought to demonstrate is that a number of inter-related
discoursessought, in various ways, to depict the public parks as socially necessaryand
beneficial spaces, in which processesof knowledge and power were involved in the
creation of dominant representationsof the parks as disciplinary spaces.Tluough the
delimiting of the spaceof the parks and the control and regulation of the activities that
could occur within them, attemptswere made by the municipal authoritiesto influence, at
the least, the behaviour of those who used them. Thus, the parks were variously
representedas medicinal, moral, cultural, political, promotional and genderedspaces.In
some respects, these discourseswere concerned with the justification of investment of
public monies in the acquisition of the land for the parks as well as the necessarydesign
and landscapingthat were required. In such a fiscally prudent era as the mid to late 19`h
century, public money not only neededto be spent well it also neededto be seen to be
spent well. Such public spacesas the parks could be used to demonstratethe commitment
of the Corporation to providing a very wide range of necessaryand beneficial servicesthat
were less conspicuousand attractive and thus harder publicly to celebrate.The parks were
highly visible municipal achievementsthat could be used to promote a positive image of
the city both to its own citizens and to the outside world. That such services were
supported by a wide range of civic and social reformers both within and without the
Corporation would, no doubt, have contributed to the zeal with which Glasgowadopted a
very interventionist policy of municipal services provision. Such representationswould
have provided more `grist for the mill' for those who advocated the need for a wider
variety and distribution of municipal public parks.
The discourses discussed above presented arguments pertaining to the positive
benefits to be securedfor the city and its population by accessto and proper use of the
public parks as open spaces.The parks were very public and prominent manifestationsof
the will and power of the municipal authorities to intervene in the social and spatial
infrastructure of the city. They were also attemptsat intervening in the everydaylife of the
population. By representingthe parks as `licensed' leisure spacesin which there was the
need to control actions, movements,behaviours,etc., they were also `disciplinary' spaces
in which attemptswere made, through the manipulation and control of space,to transform
the popular habits, customs and recreations of the populace. Such attempts at social
engineering were couched in the language of social, moral and religious reformers
concerned at the negative consequencesthat industrialisation and urbanisation had
wrought. But, there were also political considerationsto be taken into account. Whilst it
was hoped that the parks would provide opportunities for social cohesion through the
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mixing of the classesin healthy leisure and recreation, they also highlighted the clearly
delineatedfault lines in which disparitiesin wealth and opportunity were displayed,if not
flaunted. That the parks were also spacesin which the massescould gather in huge
numbers for political or cultural activities was also potentially a serious threat to public
order that neededaddressingby the civic authorities. Thus, surveillanceand `policing' of
the parks was a fundamental element in their representationthrough such discoursesas
well as in their maintenanceas socially useful and beneficial urban spaces.
The public parks were therefore not simply social spaceswithin the city, but also
representationsthat sought to mould and shapethe usesand activities that occurredwithin
them through surveillanceand regulation. But they were also new public spacesin the city
that provided opportunities for leisure and recreation that had previously not existed, or
had either occurredin private or in locations of dubiouspropriety. The public parks can be
perceivedas spacesin which a gendereddiscoursewas applied in that they were createdas
`safe' public spacesfor `respectable'women who were encouragedto use them and from
whom a `civilising' influence was to be imparted to the male users of the parks. Whilst
many assumptionsconcerning women's accessto and use of public spacecan be made
concerning the patronising and paternalisticprevailing attitudes of the time, the parks did
provide hitherto unavailable opportunities for leisure and recreation, such as in the
development of women's participation in sport. What all of these discourseshave in
common was their emphasison processesof power that sought to createand representthe
parks as valuablesspacesfor the city and the citizens through the particular functions that
they could or should serve. The extent to which the everyday use of the parks by the
population adheredto these deigned intentions of thesedisciplinary discourseswill be the
subjectof the next chapter.
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CHAPTER

6 -"WALKING

ON THE GRASS" - (MIS)USING

THE PARKS

6.1: Introduction
The public parks havebeenconsideredin previouschaptersasproducedspaceswithin
the developing spatial structure of modem urban capitalism in which, through a variety of
interlinked disciplinary discourses, they become invested with values that privileged
particular meanings and functions as appropriate and apposite.Knowledge of space,for
Lefebvre, must take account not only of the social and economic materialism of its
production and its ideological representationbut also the way in which spaceis used in
everydaylife. This triad of necessaryelementshighlighted a dynamicand reciprocalprocess
in which production, representationand utilisation influence and impact the others. This
the
chapterwill addressLefebvre's third necessaryelement,that of spacesof representations,
space of everyday life in which commonplaceand ordinary uses and practiceshave the
potential to ascribedifferent values and importancethat can conflict and contrastwith the
priorities and plans of designers,architects,planners,officials and administrators.Spaceis
inhabited by peoplewhose own actions and activities invest meanings,valuesand symbolic
significanceto it that can challengethe authority of thosewho seekto delimit and to regulate
it. That is, in everydayuse, spacebecomesinvestedwith meaningsand valuesthat contest
the operationof hegemonicpower andits production of spatialforms and structuresin which
the dominatingpriorities andrepresentationsof discursivediscoursesfunctionalise,organise
and regulateit for permitted, appropriateand `respectable'activities, usesand practices.
For Lefebvre, everydaylife is "... madeof recurrences:gesturesof labour and leisure,
mechanical movements both human and properly mechanic"' in which the potential for
unreservedparticipation could provide a counterto the dominatingand alienatingpractices,
strategies and techniques of the hegemonic perception and conception of the space of
capitalism. Everyday use of spaceoffers the potential for its reappropriationthrough the
popular practicesand activities that celebratethe opportunity and promiseof play, of games,
of the enjoymentandjoy of unmediatedsocial interaction.
Fairs, collective games of all sorts, survive at the interstices of organised consumer
society, in the holes of a serious society, which perceives itself as structured
The space of play has coexisted and
systematically and which claims to be technical
...
still coexists with spaces of exchange and circulation, political space and cultural space
To inhabit fmds again its place over habitat. The quality which is promoted presents
...
and represents as playful?

In The Practice of Everyday Life De Certeau provides an analysis that similarly considers
I H. Lefebvre,EverydayLife in
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everydaypracticesand activities, suchas walking in the city, as isolatedindividual actsthat
resist the dominating schemesand designsof the imposedsystemsand ideologiesof power
that exist in plannedspace,in that there are "... innumerableways of playing and foiling the
others' game [that] characterise the subtle, stubborn, resistant activity of groups, which since
they lack their own space, have to get along in a network of established force and
representations. "3

Simmel's micro-sociologicalanalysis"... of finding in eachof life's detailsthe totality
of its meaning" supportsthe examination of the fragmentsof everydaylife and activity,
within space,as a meansof theorising the usesand popular practicesof the public parks.
Benjamin echoesSimmel's interest in the microscopicdetail of everydaylife, its activities,
settings and situations and his investigation of the `fleeting, the fragmentary and the
transitory' experienceof modernity was, as detailed earlier, focussedon the streets and
collective architectureof the city as the `home of the dreamingcollectivity'. These'dream
houses',in which the phantasmagoriaof modernity hasits fullest effects,it was argued,have
resonancewith the produced spacesof the public parks.They are ideological landscapesin
which upon entering one has passeda threshold to a new domain where experienceis
heightenedand concentrated.This analysishas an obvious affinity with Foucault's concept
of heterotopiasin which, "... despiteall the techniquesfor appropriatingspace,despitethe
whole network of knowledge that enablesus to delimit or to formalise it, contemporary
spaceis perhapsnot entirely desanctified."5 The specialmythic quality of Foucault's `other
spaces'haspertinencefor the analysisof public parksasproducedand separatedsemblances
of nature in the city, symbolic landscapesrepletewith a variety of meaningsand valuesthat
are creatednot only by the dominant discoursesof power but also by the everydayusesto
which they are put. The parks as `social spaces' were conceived, designed, organised,
regulated and supervisedfor sanctioned`licensed' activities. They were spacesin which
`rational' alternativesto disorderly social, moral and political activities in the city could be
provided and controlled, and were createdas
an institution of `rational recreation' to direct the working classes from their `disorderly'
leisure pursuits... [and]
the tension between non-organised and organised and
...
informal leisure patterns, and the `proper' use of public space forms a central and
unbroken thread in the history of the public parks, and the same theme recurs in the
policing of other public spaces. 6

The parks offered the opportunity for those who had no other spacesfor leisure and
recreation,exceptthe potentially dangerousstreets,crampedclosesand back courts,to take
advantageof the relatively fresherair and open spaceto be found in the parks. The massof
3M. de Certeau,ThePractice EvervdayLife.
London.Universityof CaliforniaPress,1984,p. 18.
of
4

G. Sinn], The Philosophy of Money. translated by Frisby D. and Bottomore, T., London, Routledge, 1990, p. 55.
5 M. Foucault,
`Of Other Spaces'. Diacritic spring 1986, p.24.
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the population may have had to use the established forms, features and facilities that existed
in the parks, but could create their own meanings and values by subverting and challenging
the regulations and limits imposed on that space. The parks became the playgrounds of the
people and the range of everyday practices for which the people sought to use them for could
conflict with the dominant representations of the designed intentions of the municipal
authorities that provided them. The subversion of dominated, rationalised, disciplinary
spaces by everyday activities, uses and practices invest and confer on the parks a symbolic
and authentic status and reality in the experience and imagination of those who make use of
them. That is, everyday life invents new meanings and activities that can conflict and
contrast with those sanctioned `official' uses and representations of space. Therefore, the
everyday activities, uses and practices that occur in and to which the parks, as lived space,
are put by the population create new understandings and definitions of them. Such practices
in space challenge the functionalised, structured, delineated, delimited and regulated space
through which hegemonic ideology seeks to dominate it by disciplinary discourses. The
Corporation exerted its authority over the spaces of the park through its park keepers,
gardeners and attendants who, generally speaking, sought to deter unruly or inappropriate
behaviour or unregulated activities in unsanctioned areas of the parks. A range of byelaws
and regulations were deployed to police the parks and to punish those who contravened the
authority of the Corporation in organising and administrating the activities that occurred
within them. This aspect of the parks as regulated and supervised space needs to be
emphasised in considering them as the setting and arena for the expression of popular
cultural and leisure activities. The parks were rule-governed spaces in which all aspects of
their use were subject to supervision and control.

This chapterwill presentthe parks as social spacesin which a number of useswere
planned and promoted, but which existedalongsideand sometimesin conflict with popular
manifestationsof celebration, carnival, festival or holiday, as well as with more mundane
and prosaic aspectsof games,play and the commonplaceexuberanceof the everydaylived
use of the parks. What follows is not an exhaustivelist of all those usesand practicesto
which the parks have beenput, but illustrative examplesof how popular everydaypractices
may subvert the designedintentions of such functionalisedspace.The parks as necessary,
social, lived spacesof leisure,pleasureandrecreationin the city offered the potential for the
reappropriation of the meanings,values and symbols associatedwith them. However, in
analysing everydaymundanepractices,there is a difficulty in accessingevidencefor such
activities. Whilst written documentaryrecords exists for official accountsof the use and
representationof spaces,there is a limited amount of evidencefor the everydaypractices
6 J. Clarke
andJ. Critcher,TheDevil MakesWork - Leisurein CapitalistBritain.London,MacmillanPress,1985,p. 125.
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through which individual resistance,transgression,subversion, etc. has arguably been
performed by ordinary, relatively powerlesspeople. Such difficulties in investigating the
everyday acts and practicesthat form an accountof resistanceto totalising practicesis that
they rarely leave suchwritten records.These`hiddentranscripts' or `theunwritten history of
resistance' can then only be inferred and interpreted, as much by their absenceas their
presence,in secondaryaccountsas "forms of silent and anonymousclassstruggle".'
The following will present examples of everyday practices and activities that
demonstratethe (mis)useof the parks through the subversionand transgressionof the rule
governed space of the parks, as well as of the `official' events and activities that were
organised,allowed or licensed within them. The activities and practicesthat occur in the
parks ranged from formal, scripted eventsto the more ad hoc, impromptu utilisations of
parks as spacesfor play, for fun, for relaxation and the escapefrom the stresses,strainsand
pressuresof employmentand domesticdutiesandresponsibilities.Therefore,the structureof
the accountsof the use of parks spaceswill begin with examplesof those large organised
events in parks and how they were appropriated.Following this will be a considerationof
more commonplaceand individual activities and practicesthat also exhibited the potential
for conflict and contestationthrough the inhabitationof spacein the lived experienceof the
population of the city who usedthem for their leisure and pleasure.
6.2: The Glasgow Fair
Public parks as large open spacesare prominent featuresof the landscapeof the city
and their use as sites for the public display and exhibition of goods, services and
entertainmentshas been a highly visible and extremelypopular feature of their traditional
use, in Glasgow as elsewhere.The parks were a spatial resourceused for the staging of
annual festivals, specialeventsand exhibitions. One suchhistoric festival that is associated
its
had
Fair
Glasgow's
Glasgow
is
Green,
origins as an
the
which
with
oldest open space,the
annualmarket reputedto date to the 12thcenturywhen the then Bishop of GlasgowJocelyn
secureda Charter from King William the Lion to hold a fair on the Greenin around 1190.
Up to the 18thcentury the Fair combinedthe traditions of a market wherebypeople from all
parts of the West of Scotlandwould congregatein the first week of July to buy and to sell
produce and goods, as well as to meet old acquaintancesand to take advantageof the
entertainmentsthat were an integral part of the Fair. These `shows' were a mixture of a
theatre,music, dance,acrobatics,tumbling, freak showsand exhibitions of `exotic' animals
and freaks of nature. An 18thcentury song, The Humours of the Glasgow Fair, ' gives an
accountof the festivities:
7 J.C. Scott, Weapons

of the Weak -Everyday Foramsof PeasantResistance. London, Yale University Press, 1985, p. 36.
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Twas there the funning and speoting
Eh, Lord! What a swarm o' braw folk;
Rowly-powly, wild beasts,wheel of fortune,
Sweetytan's, Maister Punch,and Black Jock

The Fair was also traditionally an annualholiday, "... the chief featuresof which were
the shows and booths of a somewhatvulgar and rude character",9 in which the ordinary
people had the opportunity for suspendingthe pressuresof work and indulging in the typical
excessivepleasuresof a Bacchanaliancarnival,in which the world, in Bahktin's description,
was `temporarily, turned upside down'." The fair as a popular festival for all the citizens of
the city was rooted in traditional entertainmentand popular leisure activities with the
centrality of drink, excess,and rough, sensuousspectacleemphasisedfor a short period of
time." However the potential for disorderthat inheredin large crowds intent on making the
most of their free time, whilst not necessarilycharacteristic,was a recognisedfeature of
annualfairs and Carnivals:
The most that can be said in the abstractis that for long periodscarnival may be a stable
and cyclical ritual with no noticeablepolitically transformativeeffectsbut that, given the
presenceof sharpenedpolitical antagonism,it may often act ascatalyst andsite ofactual
and symbolic struggle. 12

Many accountsof the GlasgowFair emphasisethe celebrationof opportunity and excessthat
the annualholiday provided. The illustration (figure 6.1) gives anindication of the popularity
of the showsthat took place at the fair in 1825.Therewas also much disapprovalexpressed
concerningthe `entertainments'to be found, as Smoutrecords,in the accountof a fictitious
highlander, `SandyMcalpine', who describeda visit to GlasgowFair:
Ther wuz the usual quantity o' shows, cirkuses, an' magic temples, wi' the usual
quantity o' undecent strumpery, coorse buffoonery an' brazen-faced quackery
exheebetedootside; then wuz the penny an' tuppenny theatres,twa or three galleries
bizness.
did
that
roarin,
a
rowsi',
stamp
o'mur'rers and murd'resses ... everything o'
The musick salloonsan' the whisky palaces did ther wark bravely. "
...

The GlasgowHerald publishedvariousaccountsof the Fair that give the flavour of the event.
In July 1844 the Fair was describedas
In CA Oakley, The Second City. Glasgow, Blackie and Son Ltd, 1948, p. 140.
Bell and Paton, op. cit, pg. 332.
to "As
opposed to the official feast, one might say that carnival celebrates the temporary liberation from the prevailing truth of the
established order it marks the suspension of all hierarchical rank, privileges, norms and prohibitions". M. Bakhtin, Rabelias and His
World. Cambridge MA, M. LT. Press, 1968, p. 109.
There are other analysesof the role and importance of Carnival in pre-modern societies as a ritual celebrationthat temporarilyrevermednot
'esof
only hierarchies of power but also moral constraints on behaviour, thrift and consumption. Seein particular A. J. Gurevich, Ca
Medieval Culture Routledge, London. 1985; Medieval Popular Culture. Cambridge UP, 1988: Historical AnthronoJosty.Polity Press,
Cambridge, 1992.
"Carnival was a holiday, a game, an end in itself; needing no explanation or justification. It was a time of ecstasy,of liberation
...
Carnival was, in short, a timeof institutionalised disorder, a set ofritaals of reversal (where) the rules ofculture were suspended"P.
...
...
Burke. Eqpnlar Culture in Early Modern Europe. Aldershot, Seolar Press, 1994, pp. 186.190.
12P. Stallybrass, &A. White, The Politics
Romans.
Carnival
E.
Ladurie,
14.
1986,
London,
Methven,
at
Poetics
Transgression.
p.
of
and
London Penguin, 1979, gives such an account of the violence that erupted at the Carnival at Romans. The combination of politics,
material conditions, 'the grotesquerealism' of the carnival caricatures, the ribald insults, the ritual violence of festival games,too nwch
drink, was a recipe that ended in many deaths.
13William Walker, `Glaiska' Fair'.
Fontana,
no date, p.4, quoted in T. C. Smout, A Century of the Scottish People. 1830-1950 London,
1987, P. 150.
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1870 these netted revenue of £590 for the Corporation. 14

Figure 6.1: Glasgow Fair, 1825

The Fair as a festival appears to have gone into decline somewhat during the mid- 19th
due to a combination of factors. As the 19th century progressed, the criticism of the
century
behaviour of those attending the Fair, as well as of the quality of the entertainments on offer,
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the
take
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issued
Herald
dire warnings of what to expect:
Glasgow
Saturday night last appears to have been a productive one for the group of idle
blackguards infesting the vicinity of jail Square, and preying upon those who are foolish
enough to congregate at this spot to gaze upon the tomfoolery of the show men. No
fewer than six tradesmen were relieved of their watches on this occasion, not to speak of
numerous petty thefts and attempts that occurred, and which, to save the parties trouble
were never reported to the police. Truly, cautioning people against wasting their time at
14Glasgow Herald, 10 July 1844.
15",Cartoon of the Glasgow Fair from the Roof of the Court I louse" in Northern Looking Glass Vol. l no 4 1825. also used as the Cover
Illustration for F. Wordsall, A Glasgow Keck Show, Glasgow, Richard Drew Publishing, 1981.
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the shows seems to have no effect; and so long as the authorities permit exhibitions to
exist at this season, so long as the authorities permit exhibitions to exist at this season, so
long will crime continue to increase. It is a well-known fact, that yearly many youths of
both sexes date their ruin from the Fair - police cases of every sort are augmented police officers are overworked- and the persons who obtain most benefit are the
mountebanks, thieves, and gamblers, who look forward anxiously to this annual
gathering, from which they reap a rich harvest at the expense of the simple. "

What is clear is that in the period after mid-century the Fair was regarded as having
reached its peak in terms of popularity and in the quality and appeal of its attractions. The
correspondent whose account in the Glasgow Herald 16thJuly 1864, Glasgow Green - What
1 Saw When I Walked The Fair, describes the Fair as in the `last stage of decline' and,

although still crowded with the `poorer classes',it lacked appealfor the more refined tastes
and pleasuresof the bourgeoisieand the more respectableworking class:
Glasgow Fair is evidently in the last stage of a decline. It is afflicted with old age and
poverty, and the "'ill matched pair"' are laying the very deuce with the time-honoured
carnival. It is getting more ragged, dirty-looking, and disreputable year after year, and to
all appearance the beginning of the end is at hand The booths, as a general rule, consist
of rickety erections of bare fir deals, covered with patched and rotten canvas, instead of
the bright yellow painted caravans, with their magnificent pictures of wild beasts,
dwarfs, and giants that were wont to fire the youthful imaginations, and fill the heads of
old and young with exaggerated ideas of the sights to be witnessed within. The jokes
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shapes and dimensions, and the medley of tunes torn and twisted out of these
instruments by men and boys, almost black in the fact with blowing, is positively
sufficient to drive a sensitive person mad And then the touters and tumblers, in stage
dresses of many colours sailed and threadbare, are yelping, shouting, cutting capers, and
doing their very best to attract attention, and get people with pennies in their pockets to
"walk up and be in time
The brass bands are tearing away at a variety of tunes;
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breath of air, and the sun is glaring in the heavens. I am perspiring copiously outside,
and dry as dust within; so, in these circumstances, I take leave of the Fair, and the reader
at the same time, and - that's all. "

The rowdiness and uncouth activities associatedwith Glasgow Fair as an annual
carnival and popular festival were perceivedas being somewhatoutdatedin the developing
city of modernity. The Fair offered an albeit temporarycontrastinguse of the Greento the
organisedand regulated`normality' of the sedateappealof its greenwalks and river views.
In 1871 the Council prohibited the pitching of the showson the Greenand the truncatedFair
16"Thieving
at the Shows" - Glasgow Herald 2d July 1855.

17"GlasgowGreen WhatI SawWhenI WalkedTheFair", GlasgowHerald 160'July 1864.
-
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moved to Flesher's Haugh, a smallerareaof the Green.The GlasgowFair from the 1850s
onwardsbecameassociatedwith the annualcity summerholiday and "the better order of the
working classes,insteadof gazingafter childish and senselesssightswasmaking trips to the
country and the coast".'° The era of the steamertrips `doon the wafter' to the seasideresorts
of Rothesayand Dunoon, and eventuallythe seasidespecialsto Blackpool, Scarboroughand
the like, was beginning and markedthe end to the traditional Fair on the Greenas the city's
great holiday event, but not to the use of the parks as sites for the setting of large public
events.The potential for suchcarnivalsto provide a disruptionand distractionto the serenity
and peaceof the park is well documented.The need for such collective celebrationsis, as
Lefebvre and de Certeauboth stress,an essentialaspectof everydaylife that is increasingly
threatened by the rationalising processesof urban capital. However, opportunities for
revelry, entertainmentand amusementfind their expressionat the edgesand boundariesof
other events in the parks whose endeavoursare aimed at other more `serious' affairs than
pleasureseeking.
6.3: Glasgow's Great Exhibitions
The decline of the traditional annualfestival on the Greendid not end the use of the
parks as venuesfor large events.From the late 1880s to the beginning of World War II
Glasgowstagedfour major exhibitions that usedthe spaceof parks asvenues.The following
will examinethe Exhibitions as demonstratingmanyprominentand significant aspectsof the
developing use of Glasgow's public parks that were associatedwith the popular experience
of the Exhibitions, in particular, their associationwith leisure and pleasure.Whilst these
were included in the official aims of the Exhibitions, they were somewhatsecondaryto that
of the promotion of the image and statusof the city, as detailed in the previous chapter.
Simmel, in his considerationof the Berlin Trade Exhibition of 1896, demonstratedthat the
simultaneityof the assaulton the sensesof sucha numberand variety of products,collected,
displayed and presented in such a concentrated experience, was crystallised into an
inevitable experienceof entertainmentand amusement:
In the face of the richness and diversity of what is offered, the only unifying and
colourful factor is that of amusement. The way in which the most heterogeneous
industrial products are crowded together in close proximity paralyses the senses
-a
veritable hypnosis where only one message gets through to one's consciousness: the idea
that one is here to amuse oneself
It is on the architectural side that this exhibition
...
reaches its acme, demonstrating the aesthetic output of the exhibition principle. From
another point of view its productivity is at least as high: and here I refer to what could be
termed the shop-window quality of things, a characteristic which the exhibition
accentuates. The production of goods under the regime of free competition and the
normal predominance of supply over demand leads to goods having to show a tempting
exterior as well as utility. Mere competition no longer operates in matters of usefulness
is Oakley, op.

cit, p. 140.
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and intrinsic properties, the interest of the buyer has to be aroused by the external
stimulus of the object, even the manner of its presentation. It is at the point where
material interests have reached their highest level and the pressure of competition is at
an extreme that the aesthetic ideal is employed. The striving to make the merely useful
visually stimulating - something that was completely natural for the Orientals and
Romans - for us comes from the struggle to render the graceless graceful for consumers.
The exhibition with its emphasis on amusement attempts a new synthesis between the
principles of external stimulus and the practical functions of objects, and thereby takes
this aesthetic superadditum to its highest level. The banal attempt to put things in their
best light, as in the cries of the street trader, is transformed in the interesting attempt to
confer a new aesthetic significance from displaying objects together - something already
happening in the relationship between advertising and poster art. 19

Similarly, Benjamin, in his analysesand interpretationof the Paris exhibitions emphasised
the fetishisation of the commoditieson display in the fantasticalspectacleof the exhibition
as acting as a training ground through which the massescould be educatedand entertained
by the seeminglimitlessnessof technologicalinnovation and production,the aestheticisation
of consumption,and the celebrationof civic, nationaland/orimperial power and status,amid
the vicarious experienceof the pleasurepark. In these`folk fairs of capitalism' the seeming
distraction of the amusementpark andthe entertainmentswere an inherentcomponentof the
propagandarole of the exhibitions:
World exhibitions are places of pilgrimage to the commodity fetish
It arises from the
...
wish "to entertain the working classes", and it becomes for them a festival of
emancipation. The worker occupies the foreground, as customer. The framework of the
entertainment industry has not yet taken shape; the popular festival provides this
...
World exhibitions glorify the exchange value of the commodity. They create a
framework in which its use value becomes secondary. They are a school in which the
masses, forcibly excluded from consumption, are imbued with the exchange value of
commodities to the point of identifying with it: "Do not touch the items on displayl"
World exhibitions thus provide access to a phantasmagoria which a person enters in
order to be distracted. Within these divertissements, to which the individual abandons
himself in the framework of the entertainment industry, he remains always an element of
a compact mass. This mass delight in amusement parks with their roller coasters, their
"twisters" their "caterpillars" in an attitude that is pure reaction. It is thus led to that state
of subjection which propaganda, industrial as well as political, relies on.20

Each of Glasgow's exhibitions demonstratedto a greateror lesserdegreethe enthusiasmof
visitors for the amusementsthat were increasingly fundamental to their popularity and
success. The attractions specifically provided in the 1888 International Exhibition in
Kelvingrove Park were segregatedfrom the main site and included a switchbackrailway that
proved immensely popular to Glaswegians and created an enduring memory of the
Exhibition. There was also a captive air balloon, a military range and a shooting gallery.
Sport was also a popular entertainment,with a numberof events,including football matches,
rugby, cricket, athletics, cycling, pedestrianism,highland gamesand military tournaments,
19G. Simmel,"The Berlin TradeExhibition"
in SimmelOnCulture.D. FrisbyandM. Featherstone,
(eds.), I.rnldom,Sage,1997,pp.255,
257.Fora fuller examinationof Simmel'streatmentof ExhibitionsseeFrisby.Citysanesof Modemity.PolityPress,Camtsidgc.
2001.
20W. Benjamin,The ArcadesProiect
translatedby H. Eiland and& IC McLaughlin.London,TheBelknapPressof ia yard University
Press,1999,pp. 7,18.
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taking place in the University Athletics Ground. The River Kelvin was used for swimming
regattas, as well as for a range of pleasure craft, electric and steam driven, including an
imported Gondola from Venice, complete with genuine gondoliers.

Alongside the attractive winding walkwaysbesidethe small lake and the banksof the
River Kelvin, the extensivegrounds included the fountains, flower plots and borders, and
specimentrees, all of which added to the recreationalvalue and enjoyment of the event.
There was a daily programmeof music in the Grand Hall, and in the bandstandswithin the
park grounds featuring British and Continentalbands,which left a considerableimpression
on the population of the city. This introduction of music in the open air would lead to the
parks becomingpopular venuesfor music in the yearsthat were to follow the Exhibition. An
innovative feature of the exhibition was the extensiveuse made of electricity, to light the
exhibition halls by day, but also to illuminate the park and many of its amusementsand
attractionsby night. The most spectacularuseof electricity wasthe illumination of the `Fairy
Fountain', whose 150 feet jets of water were lit at night by 18 arc lights coloured by glass
slides to create "numberless dancing molehills of varied rainbow taints and exquisite
beauty'1.21
This was one reason,presumably,that led someto claim that within the park, for
the duration of the exhibition, Glasgowbecamea cosmopolitancity of comparablestatusand
esteemas that of Paris:
By day, with bandsplaying and well-dressedcrowds of promenaders,the sceneis one of
gaiety and bright- ness,and when night falls, and the electric light shinesbrilliantly, and
from the fairy fountain the many-colouredwaters climb into the sky, the sober-sided
citizens of Glasgow can hardly believe that some spirit of enchantment has not
transformedtheir own grey, steady-goingtown into the likenessof Paris on a fine day.12

The successof the 1888 InternationalExhibition is attestedto both by the number of
visitors that were attractedto it and by the profit that wasrecordedafter all the bills had been
paid (see Appendix 8). The original intention to stagethe exhibition as a meansof raising
funds for the building of a new art gallery and museumwas provided with seedmoney by
the successin the organisationof the 1888 eventand the art gallery and museumwas to be a
permanent reminder of the exhibition. The profits were more than doubled by public
subscriptionand the Corporation gavepart of the Kelvingrove Park as a site for the building.
The publication of a popular history and guide to the city to coincide with the 1901 Glasgow
International Exhibition included an appreciationof the experienceof the previous event.It
incorporated an appealto the Corporation not to neglect the true and lasting benefits that
suchgreat exhibitions had to thosein the city much in needof wholesomeentertainmentand
amusement.The expectationof the delights and benefitsto be obtained from suchan event
was clearly expressed:
21P. Kinchin
and J. Kinchin, Glasgow's Great Exhibitions Wendlcbury, White Cockade Publishing, 1988, p. 43.
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The years after their last Exhibition the people of Glasgow began to turn uneasily in
their heavy sleep of the provinces, and dreamed of enjoying life in the open air, of
spending summer evenings in amusements less monotonous than listening to voluntary
bands. And, thirteen years after their last one, comes this opportunity of acquaintance
with gracious things in life, to which formerly they were strangers. This, far more than
the gigantic advertisement of manufactures, will be the merit of the Exhibition. The
costly apparatus seems designed to obtain a more imposing result, but, in truth, nothing
short of it could have produce, the result at all. And it will be something if the people
have pleasure strewn before them, which are denied to them in ordinary summers. Their
lives will blossom like "roses in a dessert place, and they who took their pleasures dully
will, with zest, enter into new delights". It must needs be that they wi 11be instructed
also. Machinery will teach them, foreign contrivances will teach them, and colonial
produce will correct their ideas of climate. But the main lesson will be that their lives in
other years lacked charm and grace, and that, even without an Exhibition, the town
could do much to afford them both. "

Despite the increasednumber of locals using the Exhibition as a summeramenity,no great
increasein facilities for refreshmentwas provided, leading to complaintsconcerningprices
and queues.Similarly, the organisingcommitteeunderestimatedthe interestin amusement,
notwithstandingthe aboveplea. The most popular new attractionswere the CanadianWater
Chute and a miniature railway that did a circuit round the RussianVillage. The amusements
that had beenpopular in 1888 proved so againin 1901and includedthe VenetianGondoliers
and various launches,the switchback,the shooting`jungle', rifle range,andpenny-in-the-slot
biographs: The switchback claimed to have attracted 1,111,000 passengers,and the water
chute (see figure 6.2) 651,000. Glasgow's 1901 Exhibition was relatively deficient in
entertainmentsand various private enterprisestook advantageof the gap in provision by
setting up sideshowsjust out of boundsof the Exhibition site. The ScottishZoo and Variety
Circus supplied some interestsand an aquaticpanoramacalled "The River", which floated
visitors past scenesof different lands was openedin June.The building of a new stadiumon
the University grounds with a bankedcycle track and grandstandcateredfor the increasing
popularity of sport. This was used for athletics and cycle racing and also for the novelty of
automobile trials. The decision to stage an exhibition match between Glasgow's great
football rivals, Rangersand Celtic, on the opening day was no doubt intendedto stimulate
interest in the Exhibition amongstGlasgow's working classmales. However, the sectarian
rivalry betweenthe clubs and their supportersmadethe matcha potentially fraught affair for
the police and Exhibition organisersasonly the worst publicity could be achievedif violence
broke out at the game.The popularity of the amusementsand entertainmentson offer at the
in
Provost
his
Lord
The
fears
exhibition raised
of general unruliness and petty crime.
messageto Glasgow citizens on the closing day of the Exhibition thanked them for their
`splendid order, decorum and mutual courtesy' (seeAppendix 13), and the Exhibition was
again deemeda successwith record numbersof visitors and a healthyprofit.
22The

rt touu L No. 6, p. 5, cited in Kinchin and Kinchin, op, cit. p 49.

23JamesHamiltonMuir, GlasgowIn 1901.Wendlebury,White CockadePublishing,2001, 229.
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Figure 6.2: The Water Chute on the River Kelvin 1901 A

Figure 6.3: One of the Amusements in 1911 - Flying Across the Kelvin on the Aerial Railway

24 Moss & Hume,
op. cit., plate 19.

25Kinchin
and Kinchin, op. cit., p. 118.
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As with the previous two exhibitions, the aims of the Scottish Exhibition Of National
History, Art And Industry of 1911 was to encourage education and industry, promote the
image of the city and to attract visitors. Thus there was, in common with all exhibitions, the
recognised need to provide amusements as a way of appealing to visitors and keeping their
interest once in the park. There were historical pageants held on the Kelvin using model
ships and the organisers had allowed, unlike at the previous exhibitions, the construction of a
substantial amusement area at the north end of the park that included such distractions as the
Mountain Scenic Ride, an improvement on the switchback, a Mountain Slide, the Tumbling
River Ride, the Joy House or Hall of Illusion, camera obscura, jungle and military shooting
ranges. The most genuinely novel attraction was the Aerial Railway invented by W. L.
Hamilton that utilised a gas-less dirigible suspended on cables that flew above the River
Kelvin, (see figure 6.3). Music was again an extremely popular entertainment and lavish
provision was made through the building of a Grand Amphitheatre that had a seating
capacity of 10,000. Another bandstand and amphitheatre was built that was designed to
remain in the park as a gift to the Corporation from the Exhibition organisers (see figure 6.4).

Figure 6.4: Music at the Exhibition

Bandstand

The Empire Exhibition of 1938, whilst it sought to celebrate and to promote the
achievements and progress of the city, the country and the Empire, recognised the need for
entertainment as a fundamental part of the attractiveness of the event. Thus, while there was
a Palace of Art and a representation of a 'typical'

Scottish village, 'the ('lachan', a

comprehensive amusement park what was billed as 'the biggest and most original
amusement park in Europe' was also constructed. " The Butlin's amusement park included a

26Ibid.
plate 22,
z7Ibid, 159
p.

2')7

mile-long switchbackride, various rides and side-shows,as well as a West African Yoruba
village and an Indian Theatre, as well as a number of restaurants, cafes, and souvenir shops.
The amusement park proved again to be one of the most popular aspects for visitors to the
exhibition. Figure 6.5 and 6.6 below show an early version of the dodgem cars and 'an ultramodern' roundabout in the amusement arcade at the 1938 exhibition.

Figure 6.5: The Amusement

Figure 6.6: The `Ultra-Modern'

Arcade at the 1938 Exhibition

Roundabouts

at 1938 Exhibition

-"

"'

Glasgow's Great Exhibitions represent a continuation of the carnival experience of' all
the fun of the fair', using new technological developments for the more sophisticated
`modern tastes and appetites of the public' that subverted the expressed ethos of the aims and
ideals of the organisers of Glasgow's world fairs. These events transformed the space of'the
parks into gigantic phantasmagorical pleasure grounds and amusements parks and, liar a
while, through the experience of the spectacular and the fantastic, they were temporary
utopian escapes from the commonplace. This was what was popularly remembered by most
29Virtual Mitchell Record No. C
1894
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who visited the exhibitions, and this association of the parks with leisure, pleasure,
entertainmentand fun was an important considerationin the developmentof facilities and
featureswithin the parks that appreciatedtheseaspectsas fundamentaland intrinsic factors
of park enjoyment. The pleasure seekers as well as the sedate promenaders and
contemplatorsof nature all neededaccommodationwithin the confines of the spaceof the
parks.
6.4: Tourism And The Parks
Public parks as prominent social spacesin any city offer the potential for a variety of
uses and practices to local inhabitants and to visitors. As such, the extensivenetwork of
parks hasplayed,and continueto play, an important role in representingto the outsideworld
an image of Glasgow as a `green and pleasant' cityscapethat contrastswith the dominant
and usually disparaging views of the city as an industrial `great wen', an unhealthy and
unpleasant environment with concomitant problems of poverty, pollution, disease and
deprivation. In essence,parks are placeswithin the city that are intrinsically associatedwith
the consumption of leisure time, as opposedto work, with processesof reproduction not
production. They are produced social spacesin which the creation or preservation of
`natural' spacesin the city provides opportunities for locals and visitors to experiencea
temporary escapethrough leisure from obligations and pressuresof work and home. They
provide, as Urry describes in the Tourist Gaze, aspectsand opportunities for solitude,
contemplation,privacy and a spiritual appreciationof an albeit produced nature which is
characteristicof the `romantic' gaze. They are also public placesdesignedto attract and be
used by large numbers of people engagedin social activities and interactions that are
fundamental to the organisation and design of the features, facilities and events that are
possible within such public space. That is, they are collective spacesto be consumed,
admired and appreciatedby collective associationsand the consumptionof the spectacleof
the mass.
It is not the intention hereto presenta detailedaccountof the historical developmentof
tourism or to provide a thorough theoretical analysisof the topic. What is pertinent here is
the analysisof the public parks as spacesin the city that servedas amenities,`greenoases',
for visitors that provided an aestheticand physical escapefrom the built environmentin a
semblance,a manufactured,versionof `nature'. Thesesites,it will be argued,were important
landscapesin the city for visitors in which, within someof the parks,were locatedsignificant
art galleriesand museumsthat were attractionsin their own right. The parks also cameto be
cultural and symbolic landscapes within the city to be promoted and consumed as
29 P. Harris,GlasgowSince1900.
ArchivePublications,1989,Plate 130.
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representingboth the experienceof the city at play and temporaryescapefrom it. As such,
they arise as spacesthat provide facilities for amusement,distraction and the potential
opportunity for mixing betweenthe social classes,betweeninsiders and outsiders,between
the genders.They provide a meansof observingthe locals at play, taking their leisure, in
which the tastes,culture, customsand traditions may be observedand participatedin. The
parks were also venues for large-scaleevents, such as the great Exhibitions previously
discussed,which were organisedspecifically to encouragevisitors.
What follows are brief accountsfrom a variety of sourcesthat demonstratethe parks'
role as visitor amenity spaces.The parks appearas a common feature in the descriptive
narrativesof the experiencesof visitors to the city in the form of publishedmemoirsof tours
of Scotland.Theseusually include visits to Loch Lomond, a prime tourist attractionthat, due
to its close proximity, facilities and transportlinks, sawGlasgowusedas a baseor a stop en
route. The attractivenessof green spacesin the city as pleasantand attractive featureswas
well recognisedby thoseseekingto encourageor to conveytourists.Therefore,the universal
inclusion in tourist guides of the city of imagesand descriptionsdetailing the park network
will be discussedas illustrating the importanceof the public parks in attemptsto `sell' or to
promote an impression or representationof the city as having the necessaryinfrastructure
and interestsfor visitors. Similarly, the parks network featuredin official publicationsabout
or by the city detailing the history of the developmentof the city, its municipal services
provision and economic and social profile, and such publications characteristically
highlighted the prominent use of parks for leisure and recreation and as adding to the
aestheticattractivenessof the city.
Whilst the developmentof masstourism did not take off until the extension of the
railways network in the mid 19thcentury,Glasgowhad many visitors prior to this, whetherin
the city for businessor embarkedon tours of the country. The city, in closeproximity to the
beautiful sceneryof Loch Lomond, the Trossachsand beyond,madeit an ideal stagingpost
for travellers, who left accountsof their impressionof the city and its parks as they passed
through on their way to the more rugged countrysidebeyond. Loch Lomond has long been
recognisedas an important leisure andrecreationalamenityresource,a particularly beautiful
and picturesquesite that hasbeenan important, valuableand enduringattractionfor tourists.
Its inclusion herein this discussionis for two main reasons.Firstly, visitors to Loch Lomond,
in particular, and the Trossachs,Highlands and Islands,often madeuseof the transportand
communicationsservicesprovided in the city. Secondly,the recognitionof the importanceof
accessto Loch Lomond for Glasgow citizens as well as to visitors was instrumentalin the
decision by the Corporation in1915 to use public funds to purchasethe Balloch Estateas a
public park. Such investment in land for a public park at such a distancebeyond the city
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boundarieswas clear recognition of the importanceof Loch Lomond to the populationof the
city.
An early account of Glasgowby a foreign visitor is that by B. Faujasde Saint Fond,
whosegeological surveyof Britain in the last quarterof the 18thcenturyfeaturesdescriptions
of the types of stone, lava, schist, etc. as well as interesting geological features of the
landscape.He did also record his observationsand impressionof the `beauty'to be found in
the streetsand on GlasgowGreen:
I was most astonished, in a climate so cold and so moist as that of Glasgow, to see the
greater part of the lower class of women, and even many of these in easy circumstances,
going about with bare feet and bare heads, their bodies only covered with a bodice, a
legs;
descends
their
to
their
the
of
middle
part
petticoat and a cloak of red stuff, which
fine long hair hanging down without any other ornament than a simple curved comb to
keep what would otherwise fall over their faces. This garb of the females, quite simple
as it is, is not without grace, and since nothing impedes their movements, they have an
elegance and agility in their gait so much the more striking, as they are in general tall,
well made and of charming figure. They have a bright complexion, and very white teeth.
It is not to be inferred because they walk bare legged, that they are neglectful of
feet
facility,
both
for
it
frequently,
their
they
and with equal
cleanliness;
appears
wash
and their hands. In a word the women of Glasgow will be always seen with pleasure by
the lovers of fair nature. 30

Dorothy Wordsworth, in memoirs of her tour of Scotlandwith her brother, William, also felt
compelledto write down her impressionsof GlasgowGreenas well as the shops,streetsand
housesof the city:
Tuesday,August 23. A cold morning. Walked to the bleachingground [Glasgow Green],
a large flat field bordering on the Clyde, the banksof which are perfectly flat, and the
field,
Glasgow.
This
face
the
in
is
the
the
of
general
of
country so nearly
neighbourhood
whole summer through, is covered with women of all ages,children, and young girls
be
it
bleaches.
The
linen,
it
very
their
must
scene
spreading out
and watching while
linen
fine
day,
but
it
though
there
there,
was
and
cheerful on a
rained when we were
spreadout in all parts, and great numbersof women and girls were at work, yet there
happy,
have
day,
have
been
fine
they
appeared
would
and
would
many more on a
insteadof stupid and cheerless."

In keepingwith many tourists, her stayin Glasgowwas a precursorfor furtherjourneys. She
had, as the following extract illustrates, fore-knowledgeof Loch Lomond but still managed
to convey the awewith which her trip to the Loch inspired in her:
The reach of the lake is very magnificent... On a splendid evening, with the light of the
lake,
broad
diffused
islands,
hills,
the
distant
the
with
of
the
expanse
sun
over
and
whole
its creeks, bays, and little slips of water among the islands, it must be a glorious sight
What I had heard of Loch Lomond, or any other place in Great Britain, had given me
...
have
idea
like
it
beheld:
might
scene
we
no
of anything
was an outlandish
what we
believed ourselves in North America. 32

William Cobbett visited Glasgow,on 19P October 1832 and was impressedby the
30B. Faujasde SaintFond,A Jou
nepJ rouglhEnglandandScotlandto theHebridesin 1784Vol. 1.translatedbyA CieikieI fugteI kipkins,
Glasgow,1907,p. 201.
31D. Wordsworth,Recollections Tour in Scotland.AD1803_C.J. Sharp,(ed), EdinburghTheMerestPress.1981.pp. 53-4.
of a
32Ibid.,
pp. 64,69-70,73.
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appearance and activities, both commercial and industrial, that he found in the city as well as
including a positive mention of Glasgow Green:
And now what am Ito say of this Glasgow, which is at once a city of greatest beauty, a
commercial town and a place of manufactures also very great? It is Manchester and
Liverpool in one (on a smaller scale) with regard to commerce and manufactures; but,
beside this, here is the City of Glasgow, built in a style, and beautiful in all ways, very
little short of the New Town of Edinburgh
By the side of the river, above the bridges,
...
there is a place modestly called Glasgow Green, containing about a hundred English
acres of land, which is in very fine green sward, and is at all times open for the citizens
to go for their recreation. 11

By the end of the century the increasingcommitment of the municipal authoritiesto
the provision of a wide range of services and facilities, including the public parks, was
acknowledgedand appreciatedby visitors as a welcomedevelopmentthat was increasingly
necessaryin the expandingcity. J.J. Dunstonedelivereda lecture in 1874that applaudedthe
Corporationsefforts in creatingthe parks:
In this neighbourhood there has recently been laid out an extensivepleasureground.
And if there is anything which the municipality has displayedsagaciousand economic
foresight, it is the purchase of these large open spacesfor public uses, whilst still
existing asrural territory. To buy suchimmensetracks in the centreof town, or when its
circumferencehas reachedthem, would demanda king's ransom;and, by the time the
Alexandra Park is in the city, it may be fairly computedthat Glasgow will contain at
least a million of inhabitants.34

One last interesting example of a travel memoir is that of Max and Marianne Weber who
took an extended break in 1895 to visit the `solitude of the Scottish highlands' before
travelling on to the west coastof Ireland. Whilst thereis no mention of Glasgow'sparks,the
Webers must have passedthrough the city on their way to Luss on the banks of Loch
Lomond and of which Max left an accountin a letter to his mother.
To Helene, Weber'smother: Luss on Loch Lomond,August 14,1895.

When we started out the sun was shining but, as it goes in this country, the next thing
you know a few clouds come rushing along over the mountaintops, and then it is as
though someone were squeezing out a sponge. However, by now it already is part of the
scenery, at least for me. As you walk you hardly pay any attention to whether or not it
rains for five minutes, and on one day - almost regularly - one experiences the gamut of
weather ... There really are but two basic colours, green and steel grey, but there are
countless combinations. The mosses and the ferns that cover the always moist rocks up
to the summit, interrupted only by heath, are brownish green, yellowish green, bluish
green; the little rivers that flow through the meadows catlike and swift as an arrow are a
brownish grey. Lead grey is the colour of the lakes, which seem incapable of strong
undulation. And on top of it all there is a gentle, variously thick haze through which the
sun shines ... But all this is only incidental to the great, wonderful solitude that forces
itself into the foreground of feeling and seems to mark the landscape
This morning
...
we travelled by 'coach' over the mountains to the Trossachs - the only forest worth
mentioning - on Loch Katrine. It is strange how lead grey the foliage of the Holm oaks,
the chestnuts, the larches, and the plants with thorny leaves are; with their tangle of
curiously deformed branches they make up the major part of these bushy copses. Of
33W. Cobbett,Cobbett'sTour Scotland
D. Green(ed.), Aberdeen,AberdeenUniversityPress,1984,pp. 5455.
of

34J.J. Dunstone,
Reminiscences of Glasgow by an EnalishmmmA Lecture Delivered At the Literary Institution of the Glasgow Young
Men's Christian Assmiation Glasgow, Robert Lindsay Publishers, 1874, S.
p.
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coursethere was a tremendoussuddendownpour lasting for fifteen minutes,and then it
rained on the trip to Loch Lomond. But when we were on the lake the suncameout, and
in the afternoon there evenwas the rare spectacleof an almost completelyblue sky and
sunshine, with the kind of heat that is customary here: moderate and wonderfully
comfortable, moist and yet fresh. During the trip and on a walk afterward, the lake
showed itself to us in its full splendour.'s

Theseadmittedly highly selectiveaccounts,in effect literary postcards,are evidenceof
the importance of open spacefor the tourist and traveller. The public parks provided an
appreciated resource and amenity for those who visited the city and recorded their
impressionsboth of the landscapeand of the peoplethat inhabitedit. The commonfeatureof
these accountsis their use by visitors for walking and as an acceptedmeansof taking in
sights of the city that was distinct from the buildings and streetsbut consideredan essential
part of the visitor's itinerary. The use of the public parks as visitor attractionsin this way is
demonstratedin their universal inclusion in the many guidesto the city and the country, in
particular those produced by 19thcentury railway companies(see Appendix 14 for some
examplesof these railway guides). The descriptionsin these guides of the facilities to be
madeuse of when visiting the city on businessor for pleasureemphasisesthe public parks as
indicative of the statusand successof the city. They often describedin detail the featuresand
facilities worthwhile visiting in the parks, how to get to them, regular events,as well as
significant cultural resources, such as museumsand galleries. The following are some
examplesof the descriptionsof the city parks to be found in thesetourist andrailway guides.
The Scottish Tourist from 1838 describedGlasgowas
Metropolis of the West, a city of great elegance it is the first city in particular
the
...
...
of population in Scotland and secondonly to London in Great Britain; and is the chief
seat of the manufacturing classes and community of Scotland ... The Botanic
Gardens... is situated about a mile and half westward, and consists of nearly 6 '/2
Scottish acres.Though formed only 12 yearsago, it is alreadyalmost unrivalled for the
by
Strangers
its
times
an
all
tropical
at
are admitted
richnessand variety of
productions.
order from a proprietor.31
33 Marianne Weber, Max Weber A Bioeranhv.
1988,
208-9.
In
Books,
Oxford,
Transaction
Zolm,
by
IL
pp.
an
translated
edited and
interesting and illuminating admission, the Webers only seemto have relaxed and enjoyed their visit to the Loh whet theymet up with a
German acquaintance and could indulge themselves in both conversation and ample food - something which they had seemedto have
been denied on their trip previously.
"Incidentally, the world is a village in Great Britain, too. Would you believe that we met acquaintancesfrom Berlin here? When we were
taking the steamer to Loch Katrine I suddenly noticed on the "peer" among the pinched English mouths of thoserunning to get aboard,
the Germanic bard's face of Gierke. We then travelled together as far as Loch Lomond, where our ways parted Mooting a compatriotdoes
affect one strangely. Ordinarily we have become acclimated to the point where we have adopted the general custom of speaking in a
whisper. We act as if we did not see the people to the right and to the left of us. We answer only when asked, and then briefly and very
politely. We always eat less of everything tluut we would like to, open our mouths as little as possible, and even when our stomachs
rumble audibly. We splash about in the soup with our spoonsas if we didn't care about the grub. But no soonerwere Germans nearby
than there was such an outburst of laughter while we were waiting for the 'coach' that all the English came rushing up to we the
barbarians, and in the 'coach' I overheard someonesay'meny Germany.' Before we parted, we had a' lutsch' that the waitersthe wwt't
soon forget. G. began to eat as though we were in the Teutoburg Forest, and l joined in. When everythingkept disappearing,the perplexed
'waiters' finally brought superhuman quantities of "roast beer' (sic), salmon, etc., presumably for fear that otherwise we were going to
bite people. Three of them stood around our table and they stared aghast at the debris of their property. They were obviously relieved
when a signal finally came from the steamboat and put a stop to the meal. To the astonishment of the waiters, we also drank - G., the
terror of all temperance hotels, out of conviction and Ito keep up with hire -I don't know how many decantersof water." Ibid. p. 209
36R. B. Stirling, The Scottish Tourist 7a Edition, Kenney
ScottishTourist'
and Co. Edinburgh, 1838. pp. 136,139. Oliver and Boyti'a'The
edition of 1860 similarly promotes Glasgow as a vigorous manufacturing and industrial city and specifically mentions the parks as
attractive for the visitor to the city.

the
"The Greenof Glasgowis a largepark on thenorthbankof the river, at the south-eastern
cornerof the city, andnotwithstanding
frequentmurkinessof theatmosphere
fromsmoke,hasconsiderable
beauty.It containsanareaof about136acresof grassandpleasant
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The 1842 Guide to Edinburgh and Glasgow Railways extols the virtues of Glasgow
as a city
whilst mentioning the beauty and benefits provided by Glasgow Green.
If wealth, population, industry and intelligence, constant improving, Glasgow, though
In no district of the British
not a metropolis, is certainly the first city of Scotland
...
Islands has the importance of this manufacture been more sedulously or more
Right in front
successfully cultivated, than by the inhabitants of the Scottish Venice
...
of the Jail is Glasgow Green, a feature of the town which every true son of St Mungo
honours with a special admiration, and so indeed he may; it is a Truly noble possession.
Skirting the stream of a peculiarly fine river, traversed by fine walks and rides, open to
the general public without limitation or condition, and containing a space upwards of
100 acres in extent, it cannot fail to form an object of great attraction and advantage. To
any densely populated city, the privileges of such an open space would naturally be of
much importance to the public health, but to one so eminently manufacturing, and with
so extensive a population as Glasgow, the benefits must be incalculable, affording the
means and holding out, as it does, the inducement to healthy recreation, it is no wonder
that the Green is assembled in the minds of the Glasgow inhabitants with sensations of
delight and is spoken of in terms of affection and triumph. 37

Black's Picturesque Tourist ofScotland of 1855describesGlasgowGreenwhilst mention is
also made of the new park in the West End of the city:
Glasgow Green is the Public Park of Glasgow. It is diversified with walks, some of
which are shadedby rows of trees, and is the common property of the inhabitants.A
carriage drive, about two miles and a quarter in circumference,extendsaround it. An
obelisk, 143 feet in height, is here erectedto the memory of Nelson. When the tide is at
its full, the Clyde appearsat this point to great advantage,and there is a fine landscape
view down the river, with the various bridges in the distance, and long ranges of
buildings, public and private, on the oppositebanks
Part of the picturesquelands of
...
Woodlands, Kelvin Grove and Gilmore-hill, occupyinghere both banks of the Kelvin,
have beenpurchasedby the Corporation at a cost of £60,000, to form a west-endpark
for the free use of the public. This place of recreation has now been laid out, and is
named `Kelvin Grove'. The Botanic Gardens(GreatWestern Road) are of considerable
extent, and occupy a site along the banksof the Kelvin. Of foreign plants there is a very
complete collection, and the grounds are beautifully laid out. "

What is clearly expressedin the tourist guides is the promotion of the parks as places of
interest and entertainmentfor visitors to make use of during their stay in the city. They are
consideredas valuableamenitiesthat add to the attractionof the city and asrepresentativeof
a positive aspectof its developmentand experience.Glasgow Corporation produced their
own publications that gave detailed itineraries of the parks in the city, their featuresand
facilities, as well as spelling out where,when andhow to accessthem via the city's transport
system.Theseguidesappeardesignedto lead the visitor in an exploration of the city via its
parks and sightsof interest.The 1905 Official Guide To Glasgowand/is Neighbourhoodby
the Tramway Car Routes (see figure 6.7 of the 1905 Guide as well as figure 6.8, a 1960s
Official Guide to Glasgow)provided descriptionsof the following parks:
walks.A conspicuous
objectis anobelisk,erectedin 1806,at a costof £2000,in honourof Nelson...TheBotanicalGardensaresituated
to theNorthWestof thecity, ontheGreatWesternRoadon thebanksof theKelvin,whichis easilyreached...Theyareopenfreeto the
operativesin the weekof the GlasgowFair in July,Mr Camphillof TillichewanCastlehavinggivenES00for this yearlyboon." Oliver
andBoyd'sThe ScottishTouri ' Edinburgh,1860p. 100.
37JohnWilcox, GuideTo Edinburgh
Johnstone,1842,pp. 97,103-4,108-9.
GlasgowRailways.Edinburgh,Johnstone
and
and
33Black's Picturesque
Touristof Scotland11" Edition,Edinburgh,1855.pp. 99,104.
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Springbure Public Park

Sunday, or when a kindly wind blows the smoke veil
a
on
...
aside, one may stroll up there and cast one's eyes over the noble panorama and which
the Springburn weavers used to enjoy... With its bandstand, winter gardens, and modelyaught pond, the park forms a pleasant breathing-place for the hard-working artisan ..
Arn's Well on the Green was then a fair trysting place for lovers. In their stead, of a
Sunday evening, the region is now haunted by a hundred orators, each holding forth his
own gospel on some point of morals or politics ... Queen's Park is by far the fairest
belonging to Glasgow
In Kelvingrove Park, the Great Exhibitions of 1888 and 1901
...
were held. Their gay pavilions, cupolas, and minarets have disappeared, but a permanent
memorial remains in the fine Art Galleries, built from their profits ... These Botanic
Gardens, were once privileged and exclusive, are now the property of the city... The
Kibble Palace, of glass and iron, was once the wonder of the town. "'

Figure 6.7: Frontispiece to Todd's 1905
Official Guide To Glasgow and Its
Neighbourhood by the Tramway Car Routes 41

Figure 6.8: 1960's Official Guide
to Glasgow 40

Loch Lomond features prominently in many guides to the city and is included here
because of its close proximity to the city and becausethe Corporation had invested heavily in
the purchase and maintenance of Balloch estate as a park for the city's population. Loch
Lomond has long been a popular tourist attraction, and Black's Guide of 1855 recommends
it as "unquestionably the pride of Scottish Lakes" and the opportunity to view the "..,
scenery of Loch Lomond has been rendered so accessible by the opening of the
Dumbartonshire Railway, that tourists will

in many instances prefer visiting it from

Glasgow". Details of a round-trip from Glasgow were provided that gives the flavour of the
advertising techniques of the time, as well as of the sites and scenery to be enjoyed:
Proceed from Glasgow by one of the Castle steamers to the new railway pier at
39George Eyre-Todd, Official Guide To Glasgow
and Its NeighbourMx
y the Tramway Cur Routes, Corporation of (; Insgo", Macl.ehose
and Co., 1905, pp. 5,10,12.16.
°° Corporation Glasgow, Getting Around Glasgow Official Guide, 1960s.
of
41George Eyre-Todd,
op. cit.

Bowling, and from thence to railway station adjacent. The new quay at Bowling will be
found exceedingly convenient at all states of the tide. The train stops at Dumbarton,
Renton and Alexandria stations. On reaching Balloch, the quay is on a level with the
terminus, and the steamer is on a level with the quay, so that no effort is necessary to
step out of the carriage into the Loch Lomond steamers. As soon as the passengers are
on board, the steamer sets off, along the eastern shore of the loch, threading her way
amongst the picturesque wooded islets which dot the lower expanse of the Queen of'
Scottish Lakes. The steamer calls at Tarbet, the landing place for Inverary, and
Inversnaid, the landing place for Loch Katrine and the Trossachs, after which it proceeds
to the head of the loch (Ardlui Hotel). By returning to Glasgow the same way, one is
enabled to visit Loch Lomond, and enjoy the beauties of the lovely and picturesque
scenery between Glasgow Bridge and the base of lovely Benlomond, in seven hours. '

.;

Us

Figure 6.9: Henry Lynn and his steam launch the Lomond in 1907 41

Loch Lomond continued into the 20`h century as an important and popular attraction
for day-trippers from Glasgow as well as for tourists from further afield. As of July 2002 it
has finally been opened as Scotland's first National Park. The development of a whole range
of facilities for visitors to the loch side villages, particularly in Luss and Balloch, in the early
period of the 20th century is indicated in the poster advertising 'Loch Lomond (Queen of
Scottish Lakes)' reproduced in Appendix 15. As well as details of the topography of the
loch, tearooms and hotels are advertised, but a particular focus is, unsurprisingly water sports
and boating trips. The most prominent entrepreneur in this field was 1lenry Limn of Balloch,
pictured above in figure 6.9, on his steam launch the `Lomond'. He continued to hire boats
on the Loch until the late 1930s.
The public parks in Glasgow also featured in many official publications, variously
described and illustrated as attractions in the city, and used as a means of promoting an
image of the city that contrasted with more popular conceptions that have variously
represented it as a dirty and polluted industrial centre with bad housing and health and a
population besotted with drink and/or drugs, divided by sectarian hatred and prone to
violence. Whilst there is no doubt that the parks were used to promote the image of the city
42Ülack's Picturesque Tourist
of Scotimid 1It° Edition, [: Sinburgh, 1855, p 254.
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to the outside world, accountsof tours and activities recorded in memoirs substantiatesthe
assertionthat the detailedleisure,cultural and recreationalpursuitsandactivities to be found
within them that the parks were well usedpopular attractionsfor tourists and visitors. What
tourists did in the parks may have been little different from that of locals enjoying their
leisure time, that of taking advantageof all the featuresand facilities that were to be found
there and enjoying the opportunity to socialiseand interact in the openair. The outsidermay
view and compare these facilities with those that they have experiencedat home or
elsewhere or appreciatetheir novelty or impact with a more open mind not dulled by
familiarity or clouded by an awarenessof the historical, political and economicarguments
associatedwith their development.The explorationand experienceof the city by tourists and
visitors has been enhancedand promulgatedby the information found in the guides that
detailedthe leisure and recreationalvalue of the parks.The useof the parksby visitors is still
an important element in their maintenanceas well as regulation. The economic value of
tourism to any city or region requiresthat the necessaryprovisions be madeto ensuretheir
safety, comfort and enjoyment. This ensured that the high status parks and those that
included important museumsor galleriesin particularneededto accommodatethe changing
Such
local
the
the
those
park.
the
of
tourist
user
of
needs and priorities of
as well as
considerationsreinforce the appreciationand understandingof the parks as specialspacesin
the city.
6.5: Sport
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changedcircumstancesand requirements
industrial society has been consideredin a number of studies." In general,the development
of codified and organisedsport in the 19thcenturywas part of strategyin which someforms
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football and rugby, with associatedorganisations,rules and regulationsfor its pursuit. There
was then an encouragementof participation in some organised sporting activities whilst
43A. Taylor& B. Osborne,TheLennoxAlbums Trans
-
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others were discouragedor prohibited. This aspectof the `civilising process',as applied to
sport in the parks, will be consideredbriefly below as concerningthe gradualacceptanceof
the benefits to be had from sport leading to its promotion as a fundamentalfacility and
feature of municipal parks.
Municipal public parks have become closely associatedwith the playing of sport,
which, in part, was a manifestationof municipal enthusiasmand commitmentto providing
the means,spacesand facilities, for rational recreation.However,the original three parks of
Kelvingrove, Queensand Alexandrawere designednot for `wanton' and unregulatedgames
and sports that could, through the excitation of the passions,lead to violence and disorder,
and the embarrassmentor discomfiture of `respectable'families, but for passive,orderly
recreation. As such, they were carefully designedfor walking and promenadingpast the
carefully tended floral displays and statuesto local, national and imperial worthies. A
number of byelawswere enactedthat soughtto preservethe peaceand orderlinessof these
public parks from the potential disorder of disorganisedgames.
Whilst Glasgow Green was regularly used for a variety of sports there was concern
expressedat the damagecausedby unlimited and unregulated sporting activities on the
fabric and appreciationof the park. For example,in commentingon the improved regulations
and Byelaws drawn up by the ParksDepartmentin 1881to limit accessto sport on sections
of the Green,DuncanMcLellan, the Superintendentof Parksnoted that that:
These have proved of very great use in contributing to the comfort of visitors and in
preservingthe amenityand generalappreciationof the whole park, asall gamesare now
confined to Flesher's Haugh, and certain other restricted portions. So long as games
bare
the
the
could
prevent
unsightly,
nothing
were allowed over
park,
whole area of
patchesappearinghere and there, which gave an untidy and ragged appearanceto the
whole park.45

However, it was not until the 1890s that the Corporation generally accepted sport as
appropriate,healthy and beneficial recreation in the parks, as long as they were suitably
organisedand regulated,and beganto provide spaceand facilities for sport and organised
games with the construction of more parks and recreation grounds in working class
communities.This occurred after the Corporationhad conducteda numberof enquiriesinto
the provision for sport in Glasgow parks comparedwith other cities in Britain and Europe.
As such, JamesWhitton, the Superintendentof Parks,was commissionedto inspect and to
report on parks in Liverpool, Birkenhead,Birmingham, London, Manchesterand Leedsand
reported as follows:
In comparing the facilities enjoyedin thesetowns with those of our own, it is apparent
to an impartial observerthat any schemefor the extensionof our presentarrangements
I eisurein CapitalistBritain_London.MacmillanPress,1985.
ýsCorporation Glasgow,ParksDepartment,Report
of
um the PublicParksandSaums of Glasgowfor theveer1882.p. 2. (Mitchell
Library ArchiveLP 4/48).
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must be consideredwith a due regard to the obvious difference in the temperamentand
tastesof the averageEnglish population and those of our own city. This is as much in
the predilection of the former for outdoor gamesas in other points of character One
...
point, which I would like to emphasise,is the systemof park ranging. In nearlyall cases,
a special staff of constablesis regularly employedin that duty. Consequently,the men
are familiar with the requirementsof the park, and are imbued with an interestin it. By
thesearrangements,the parks are controlled in a most satisfactorymanner.'

Similarly the provision of facilities for recreation in continental city parks was also
investigatedwith a view to assessingthe quality and extent of that provided in Glasgow.In
reporting on the featuresand facilities to be found in the cities of Hamburg,Hanover,Berlin,
Potsdam,Frankfurt, Cologne, Amsterdam,Rotterdam,Antwerp, Laekenand Ghent in May
1899, Whitton made some illuminating comments on the needs and requirements of
Glasgowcitizens for outdoor recreationsrelative to their continentalbrethren:
Our own much-abusedclimate demandsmore vigorous forms of exercisethan what
could be borne in a hotter country, hencean active, energeticspirit is inbred in our race;
our requirementsare different, even in parks, from those of a warm climate, where the
tendencyis to avoid any active form of exercisewhich would further exhaustthe system
alreadyenervatedby the labour and heat of the day. There being then little necessityfor
the class of outdoor gamesdear to the youth of our city, our continental friends do not
make the sameprovision as we do for them; in fact our impressionis that any form of
amusement likely to interfere with the amenity or the peaceful enjoyment of the
frequentersof the park is not favoured One of the featuresof most continentalparks
...
we do not possessviz. refreshmentrooms; but we do not think that restaurantsof the
continental type would ever be a successin public parks in our country, at least not in
Glasgow, as the actions and habits of the peopleare so very different. But we are not to
saythat refreshmentrooms would be a failure. Much dependson their management"

By this time, at the end of the 19thcentury, many popular sports had becomeincreasingly
codified and organisedinto rule bound gamesof teamsand leagues.Thus,whilst someparks
were still consideredas placesdesignedfor a family stroll and appreciationof the flora and
statuaryon display,more emphasisand appreciationof the needfor sport becameincludedin
park design and maintenance.The relationship between sport and the public parks was
thereforeone of changeand adaptation.The Corporationreactedto populardemandfor sport
in parks and also acceptedthe social and medical benefits of organisedsport. Thus, initial
resistanceon the part of the municipal authoritiestowards sport being played in parks gave
way to the provision of facilities, equipmentand areaswithin parks,specifically allocatedfor
a wide range of designatedgamesand sports.This representeda changein parks designed
primarily for passive recreation to those designed for active participation in which the
functional delimitation of park spacesand activities, with concomitantrules and regulations
enactedand enforced,produced a tension betweenorganisedactivity and ad hoc, everyday,
spontaneous,informal and impromptu games. Some consideration of this tension and
46Corporation GlasgowParksDeparhnent,
Reportby the Snnerintendent
of
of Parkson thelins ectionof S nnePublicParrkiin Fne1nt
Oct 1895.pg 26-7.(Mitchell LibraryArchiveMP 28 pp 668-695).
47Corporation of Glasgow ParksDepartment, Re
=49-k=-

gbbyJamesWhittonSuperintettdentofParksonhisVisittoContinentalPut&Gardens
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conflict will be given below alongside an account of the development of organised spoiling
activities in the parks. However, given the nature of informal games and everyday play, it is
difficult to provide direct evidence, with reference to specific accounts.
It is appropriate to begin the examination of sport in parks with football due to its
position as the people's game and the particular popularity, intense aftlections and loyalties it
has inspired in Glasgow. Glasgow Green has long associations with the game and it is worth
noting that both of Glasgow's most famous football clubs, Celtic and Rangers, had their
origins on the green sward of the Green.41However, Queens Park, formed as an amateur club
in 1867, was the earliest and had its origins in the south side park and was instrumental in
founding the Scottish Football Association, responsible for formulating the rules and
regulations of the game in Scotland. With this codification of the game the antipathy towards
the playing of football in the parks gradually subsided and with the establishment of
recreation grounds and parks in working class areas of the city by the 1890s, there was a
considerable degree of investment made in providing pitches and facilities. Table 6.3 is
reproduced from Corporation

Parks Department records and illustrates the extent of

provision for adults and for youth in the city's parks by 1909.

Figure 6.10: Football on the Geren c. 1900 "'

Figure 6.11: Glasgow Green Football c. 1910 "'
48Brother Winifred founded Celtic in 1887
as a meansof raising money to give free meals to poor Catholic children in the Fast 1?nd of the
city. Rangers were founded in 1872 originally for men from the West highlands
49Gilmour,
op. cit., p. 43.
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PARK

No. of
Pitches
2

Size

Kelvingrove Park
100 x 50 yds
Adults
(Bunhouse)
Kelvingrove Park
2
70 x 40 yds
Juveniles
(Bunhouse)
Glasgow Green
Adults
6
100 x 50
Glasgow Green
Juveniles
70 x 40
4
Alexandra Park
Adults
3
100 x 50
Alexandra Park
Juveniles
3
70 x 40
S rin burn Park
Adults
2
100 x 50
S rin burn Park
Juveniles
70 x 40
2
Ruchill Park
Adults
1
100 x 50
Ruchill Park
Juveniles
1
70 x 40
BellahoustonPark
Adults
100 x 50
3
BellahoustonPark
Juveniles
2
70 x 40
QueensPark
Adults
7
100 x 50
Park
Juveniles
4
70 x 40
__Queens
Table 6.1: Size, Number and Types of Football Pitches in Glasgow Parks, 1909 "

The requirements insisted on before pitches could be hired illustrates how the
Corporation sought to regulateaccessto the useof football pitches in municipal parks. For
example, the playing seasononly ran from November to April, and priority was given to
"such clubs as are properly constituted under the rules of any league or association in
Glasgow. The clubs must have a duly electedPresident,secretaryand treasurerand have a
membershipof not lessthan 25".52The chargesfor the useof the marked-off pitchesandgoal
postswere as follows: "Adult Club Teams,3s 6d per game;Junior Club teams,Is 6d; Casual
Adult Teams,3s; CasualJunior Teams, is 6d; and ElementarySchool Teams,6d."53There
was in the provision of thesepitches an emphasison their use by clubs properly organised
and affiliated to leaguesand associationswhoserules and regulationsfor proper conduct, it
was hoped, would minimise any potential disorder amongstplayersand spectators.There is
no doubt that participation in organisedfootball matchesin the parks was a highly popular
and pleasurablepastimefor Glasgowmales,as figures 6.10 and 6.11 illustrate.
However, football is a relatively simple game that, despiteits rules and regulations,
`need' for laid out pitches, goal-posts,and team strips etc., can be played by anyonewith a
ball and a couple of jumpers. The enthusiasmfor using the park green spacesfor football
therefore could not be limited, despite the regulations,to specific areasand seasons.The
commonplacesight of boys and youths enjoying a kick-about was often accompaniedby the
similarly routine intervention of park staff seekingto preservethe peaceand quiet, flowers
and shrubs,disruptedby unruly gamesof fitba'. Figure 6.12 showsboys playing football in
Govanhill Park in 1910, and demonstrateshow gamescould springup anywherewherethere
S0GlasgowMuseums,People'sPalace
Bookof C1aso CentenaryF..
dition, Edinburgh,MainstreamPublishing,1998.p. 16.
51Corporation GlasgowParksDepartment,
in Parksfor FootballandOtherGang Corpomtiatof
Rulesfor theUseof SitesandSpaces
of
GlasgowReports,12Feb. 1909,p. 813,(Mitchell Library RecordsC2 1.9).

32Ibid.
p. 813.
331bid. 814.
p.

was spaceand whenevera ball was aroundto be kicked.

Figure 6.12: Boys Playing Football in Govanhill

Park, 1910 "

Other sports popularly played in the parks included golf, which had been played on
Glasgow Green for centuries before municipal provision of golf courses began in the late
19`hcentury. Like football, although possibly more potentially hazardous, hitting balls long
distances with a stick does not necessarily require an organised and delimited space. Any
relatively open space, such as the parks, provided ample opportunities fror practicing the
game that caused conflict with officials and other park users. Cricket, whilst never as popular
in Scotland as in England, was played on the College Green of the University and municipal
provision of cricket pitches was provided in a number of parks. Similarly, croquet, hockey,
shinty, rugby, putting, and pitch and putt, although provided for in a number of parks, could
also be played in unauthorised and regulated spaces, which again offered the potential for
conflict with park authorities. A popular sport in the I9`h century, which has become a
museum exhibit, catered for in the parks by the municipal authorities despite claims about its
resistance to middle-class attempts to civilise it, was the game of quoits, a hoop and ring
game which, according to Tranter,
thoroughly working-class game in
more so than soccer or any other sport
a
was
...
composition, practice and outlook, with none of the hostility towards professionalism
among its players and gambling among its spectators, which characterised the early
evolution of sports like athletics, rowing and soccer. Most striking of all is the fact that
of all sports which attracted working-class participation quolting alone seems entirely to
have escaped the efforts of middle-class society to fashion a sporting culture based on
strictly amateur ideals according to which wining mattered far less than the joy of'
simply taking part. "

One sport that becameincreasinglypopular and associatedwith public parks is that of
54Gilmour,
op. cit., p. 53.
55N. L.Trunter, Organised
Sport and the Working C lassesolTentnd Scotland, 1820-1900:the Neglected Sportol'(auoittttg ', to RI loll (ul. )
Sport and the Workingcluss in Modern Britain, Manchester, Mimchester university Press, 1990. p 61
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bowls. Whilst bowling is an old game,its modem manifestationwas the result of the needto
have some form of uniform and universal laws by which teamscould play eachother. The
Scottish Bowling Association met in 1892 and appointed William Mitchell, a Glasgow
solicitor to draw up the regulationsand rules of the modem gameand what was emphasised
was the "contribution that bowling madeto the developmentof fellowship, and this was to
be a recurrent theme in much of the early organisedrecreationalactivities. In a world of
increasing individualism, fellowship and conviviality in a safe regulated network was
important."" The increasingpopularity of bowls as a participation sport in towns and cities
in the late 19"`centuryled to the establishmentof private clubs and the eventualdemandfor
the municipal provision of bowling greensin the city. A report to the Parksand Galleries
Committee of the Town Council of Glasgow by the Superintendentof Parks, Duncan
M'Lellan, dated 17thOctoberl 892, statesthe following:
After visiting and carefully inspecting these various public parks in Scotland and
England, I am of the opinion that, however much has beendone in Glasgow during the
last 40 yearstowards providing out-door amusementfor the generalpublic, we are still
far behind England in the way of bowling, lawn tennis and gymnasia.The greensthat I
inspected were not expensively made - local turf, in all cases, being used. Strict
regulations were enforced for the preservationof the turf, which, in most caseswas in
wonderfully good order, consideringthe fact that it was towards the end of the season
when my inspectionwas made ... I take the liberty, therefore,of suggestingto you that,
as an experiment,bowling greens,lawn tennis groundsand gymnasiamight be tried in
several of the parks here, to be conductedalong the lines of those in Newcastle and
Bolton. In both Queens and Alexandra Parks, there is fairly good turf available for
making greens."

Whilst this recommendationappearsto havebeenaccepted,the provision of bowling greens
in parks was a gradual process.For example,Alexandra and QueensParks bowling greens
were added in the period 1905-1924,as were tennis courts in theseand other parks at this
time. Whilst the provision for sportssuchastennis,bowls, football, rugby, etc is now seenas
almost quintessentialfeaturesof public parks, it was not until the first quarter of the 20th
century that they becameregardedas fundamentallynecessaryfacilities. A comprehensive
list of the sporting facilities provided in 1970 by the Corporation and the chargesfor using
them is provided in Appendix 11. Similarly, someexamplesof sportingactivities in Glasgow
parks are illustrated in Appendix 12.
Sport as an organisedand regulatedactivity appearsto have beengradually accepted
and accommodated in Glasgow by the city authorities, as well as influencing the
development and design of the parks. However, it is also a social activity that can be
performedand take placein areasoutwith the control and regulationof the parksauthorities.
As such the potential for creating unofficial pitches and arenaswhere gamesare played
36W.H. Fraser,'Developments
IL 1830-1914.
Fdintxngh
In Leisure",in W.H. Fraser& R.J. Moms, (eds.), PconlcAnd SocietyIn Scotland
JohnDonaldLtd. 1990,p. 244.
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illustrates the way in which sport as an everyday activity can challenge the dominant
representationsand organisation of the space of the parks. Such recreations can have
associatedmeaningsof the parks that are fundamentallydifferent from that of those who
produce, maintain and seek to regulate them, and which in turn has to be acknowledged
when considering how such social spacesdevelop over time, for as Lefebvre makes clear,
"space is permeatedwith social relations: it is not only supportedby social relations but is
also producing and producedby social relations".58
6.6: Art and Culture

The parks as aesthetic,designedinterpretationsof nature in the city was discussed
previously as a cultural discourse,they also functioned as green spacesfor play, recreation
and relaxation that offered a welcomebreak from the `built environment'. Details of the art
and sculpture to be found in the parks has been discussedpreviously in relation to the
exhibition of the ideals and tastes of hegemonicpower seeking to representworthy and
important figures and events in the history of learning, the city and the empire. To what
extent theseart works and public memorialswere appreciatedand veneratedby the populace
is open to question. Whilst Glasgowwas proud of its role in the Empire, as evident in the
naming of streetsas well as monumentsto colonies and military exploits, there is also a
radical and popular tradition that pokes fun at the elevation of individuals to the seeming
mythic status of an elevated stone plinth. Clearly, the ideological intentions behind the
aestheticdesignsand the location ofpublic art andsculpturein the parksneednot necessarily
be one that wasadoptedor acceptedby all the communitiesandtraditions that usedthe parks
for their leisure and recreation.
A discussion of the role of the parks as sites for the location of museumsand art
galleries as an aspectof the cultural discoursewas consideredin the representationof the
parks.GlasgowCorporation viewedthe municipalprovision of art galleriesand museums,as
well as parks, as providing a potentially civilising influence on the population of the city, as
well as being emblematic of the status of the city. Robert Crawford, an influential Town
Councillor, chair of both the Health committee and the committee for Galleries and
Museums,put the paternalisticbourgeoisperspectiveon the function of culture in his address
to the Ruskin Society of Glasgowin February1891:
The Art Museum and the Picture Gallery is therefore a recognition on the part of the
authorities of the lofty function of Art, and an expressionof their faith, that thosewhom
they serve, are, or may become, sufficiently cultivated and refined to enter into the
enjoyment of the kingdom of the beautiful ... [A]Il that Art and healthy recreationcan
do should be done with much faith and hope, that under such fostering care the people
DuncanM'Lellan dated17'"October1892.
(Mitchell LibraryArchivesD-Pk1).
seK Lefebvre,ThePmduction Space.
Oxford,Blackwef.1991,p. 286.
of
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will come to understand and enjoy the higher forms of pleasure. In my opinion, it is one
of the departments of municipal work in which it is our province to lead and educate the
peoples'

Such lofty ideals were clearly associatedwith the provision both of the parks and the
museumsthat cameto be located in them. Appendix 7 provides details and descriptionsof
the museumsand art galleriesthat have a close associationwith the city's public parks.It is
not possibleto define or to clarify the direct relationshipbetweenthe useof the parks andthe
museumslocated in them. Both the museumsand the parks were attractions in their own
right and they mutually reinforced the experienceor opportunity offered by a visit to either.
Similarly, the differencebetweenmuseumsandthe collectionsthey displayed,whetherlocal,
historical, individual, natural history, etc. makesit difficult to assumethe universality and
homogeneity of acceptanceof the values and objects that they displayed. However, the
popularity of the museums can be attested to by the visitor figures that are available
(provided in Appendix 7). Clearly, the location of museumsand gallerieswithin the parks
provided anotheraspectof the useof the parks that differentiatedthem from the surrounding
built environmentof the city andreinforced their statusas special,other realms.
6.7: Music In The Parks
A fu Cherpopular feature in Glasgow parks, adding to their `romance', was the free
open-air music concertsheld at bandstandserectedin many of the parks during the summer
seasonof May until the end of August (seefigures 6.13 and 6.14 below). The free provision
of musical performancesin the public parks beganon a small scaleand in an experimental
manner, and was consideredas "an inducementto the citizens to resort to the open air for
exercise and recreation"60and, as such, was deemed a worthwhile expense by the
Corporation. The cost of providing music in the parks for the year 1895-6 is recorded as
£2139 OsI Od,an increasein from the previousyear of £152.
At first, about the year 1883, only a few performanceswere given, principally by local
volunteer bands, in the principal parks, and the expenditure in the form of the actual
outlay and gratuities to performers was very modest. But the demand for such
performancesincreased;the appreciationof public music grew apace,and the service
was organised on a scale adequate to the requirements of the City. Now varied
performancesare given almost nightly in one or other of the parks; and on Saturdaysin
them all; and during the seasonbandsof the highestreputationare occasionallybrought
from London and other centres.61

Freeopen-airconcertsaddedto the attractionof the parksfor the populationof the city. They
provided the opportunity not only for fresh air and exercisebut also for social interaction
39R. Crawford,Speechto the RuskinSociety
of Glasgow.`PeoniespalaceandtheArts , Feb 1891,pp. 8,10. (GUL Spec.Coll. Ma.22d. 17).
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across the genders as well as the classes, although many well-ofl' middle-class fäämilies

departedthe city to stay in their summerresidencesalong the Clyde Coast.Nonetheless, the
concertsin the park were an enjoyableand memorableactivity for city dwellers during the
summer and were the subject of popular humorous publications featuring poems, stories and
illustrations of characters to be seen at the concerts (see illustrations in Appendix 9). The
popularity of the parks with the population of the city can be gleaned from the estimated
audience figures for the year 1894, given in table 6.2 below.
PARK
Botanic Gardens
Kelvin rove Park

NO. OF
PERFORMANCES
36
33

TOTAL
ATTENDANCE
87,55()
199,000

AVERAGE
ATTENDANCE
2.432
6,03O
4,315

Queens Park
Glasgow Green

33
32

142,400
204,000

Alexandra Park
Phoenix Square
Maxwell Park

16
15
14

15,900
15,000
9,150

1,000

S rin burn Park

14

14,840

I 060
,

14

6,100

436

13
13

3,790
45,800

292
3,523

7

12,900

1,845

3
2
245

1,5()()
12,450
770,380

50l)

Possill Park
Bandstand
Mat hill Park
Hutcheson Square
Pollock St. Band
Stand
Cathkin Braes
George Square
TOTAL

6,375
ß)q4

-

654

6,225

Table 6.2: Estimated Attendance at Band at Band Performances Given in the Various
Parks and Squares During the Season of 1894. '

Figure 6.13: Bandstand at Rocken Glen '

The Corporation produced programmes for each season that included details of the

62 MacLellan,
63 Gilmour,

op. cit., p. 155.
op. cit., p. 80.
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bands that were to play as well as the venues and times (see Appendix 10 for examples). The
Corporation was proud of the number and variety of musical performances that they staged,
but the type of music featured was predominantly light entertainment brass bands from
various industries and services playing a mix of popular and patriotic medleys. What were
actively discouraged were the songs from the music halls with their more overtly sensuous
and scurrilous lyrics and sentiments, deemed inappropriate for the rarefied air of the mixed
companies of the parks performances. What is also evident in the choice of music is perhaps
the class bias and bourgeois sensibilities of those who licensed and organised the music in
the parks. There is a clear sense that sanctioned musical entertainments became established
as an attractive adjunct to the facilities and features provided in the parks but were enjoyed
passively. However, whilst organised `official' musical performances were encouraged, the
desire to participate or `make one's own music' was considered as inappropriate to the
enjoyment of the parks and prohibited by the byelaws regarding the unauthorised playing of
instruments or of singing. Technological

developments after WWII

provided more

opportunities for satisfying the desire for music through cheaper and more widely available
phonographs, stereos, tapes machines, etc, not only making music possible at home but
allowing the portable and personal choice of the individual to be carried into the streets and
parks. Similarly, youth cultures and the musical genres that are associated with them made it
more difficult to appeal to the tastes and styles of all ages. The provision and popularity of
music in the parks has therefore declined along with the material fabric of the bandstands.

Figure 6.14: Victoria

64The

Park Bandstand c. 1913 °'

refurbished Victoria Park Bandstand that attracted audiences of 107,51x1 in the season of 1') 11, "inch included 2; Ix7fixnuumns
following year after the outbreak of war attendances had dropped to 59, (XX) for the same inunhet of per linnumces Ibld p 91

Ilk
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6.8: Parades And Marches
In the previous chapter, the representationof the parks as political spaceswas
consideredin relation to a dominant discoursein which power was manifestin the creation
and regulation of the parks as social spaces.This ideological imperativeproducedparticular
forms and designs as well as operating to limit and to restrict the social relations and
activities that could occur within the parks. In particular, the local statehad the power to
police the parks and soughtto control any useof the parks for political purposes.The parks
were therefore subjectto the dominating influence of hegemonicforcesthat seekcontrol of
the use of the spaceof the parks. The reappropriationof the spaceof the parks though
political activities, suchasmarches,demonstrationsandrallies, can contestand conflict with
the dominantmeaningsand symbolsattachedto the parksashegemonicspacesproducedand
representedby power. If, as De Certeau claims, walking as an everyday activity has the
potential to challenge and usurp the control of designedand dominated space,then such
political collective acts, political walks, as it were, can similarly take over, however
temporarily, the parks.
Glasgow Greenis the foremost political spaceand has beenthe most widely used for
suchevents,due to its central location, reputationandpopular affection asthe people's park.
Demonstrationsin support of a huge rangeand variety of causesand campaignshave taken
place on the Green. The need to regulate such uses of the parks may be viewed in the
development of byelaws proscribing meetings, orations, lectures, services etc. unless
previous permissionhad beengranted.The possibility of the parks being usedas a focus for
large-scalepublic disorder and indecency,for political assemblyand activity, was viewed
with alarm by the civic and police authorities. Indeed, the right of public assemblyon
Glasgow Greenwas revoked in 1927 and was not restoreduntil 1932. The parks thus acted
as public fora for popular culture and political activity that had the potential for conflict with
authority over what was permissibleand what was not. The following includes only a few
examplesof those large-scaledemonstrationsthat have used the parks. Demonstrationsin
favour of Burgh reform and the extensionof the franchisewereorganisedin the 1830sby the
Liberal Party. They have been described as essentially pageants demonstrating the
respectability of the reform movement as well as its popularity. A crowd of 100,000 is
reputed to have marchedon the Greenin 1831 in supportof the ParliamentaryReform Bill
and again in 1867 and 1884.King describeshow a senseof participation in a greathistorical
struggle was evident in the pride and ingenuity in which participants sought to represent
themselvesand their trades:

six
the Glasgow Upholsterers in 1884 carried a full size bed, `the death bed of the House of
Lords' while potters carried model kilns on poles stuffed with smoking rags
The
...
Handwarpers had a rhyme on their banner: `We warp the web and will not stand an
intermeddling lordly band, their web is warped, their lease is ta'en, The House of Lords
shall not remain'. 65

In 1920,60,000 demonstrated on the Green against the new Rent Act as part of the National
Rent Strike. This campaign is credited as being crucial for the development of Glasgow's
reputation as `Red Clydeside', a hotbed of socialist radicalism. The use of Glasgow Green
for a large number of trade union and industrial demonstrations has continued to the present
day. May Day festivals were and are held annually on Glasgow Green (see figure 6.15 of the
1934 May Day March on its way to Glasgow Green), seeking to celebrate the historical
legacy of union and socialist activism. The use of Glasgow Green for Trades Union rallies
and meeting is a legacy that continues. The organisers of the famous work-in by Upper
Clyde Shipbuilders regularly held rallies on Glasgow Green to garner public support for the
cause of heavy engineering on Clydeside (see figure 6.16). A host of other causes, ranging
from Temperance Societies, the Orange Order, Irish Republicanism, to CND, Gay Rights,
Women's Rights, Animal Rights, etc. have held rallies and demonstrations on the Green. In
addition, the parks are also the venue for large-scale events such as music concerts, pipe
band championships, flower shows, and, famously, Bellahouston Park was the venue for
Pope John-Paul II's visit and celebration of mass in Glasgow (see figure 6.17)

Figure 6.15: 1934 May Day March on route to Glasgow Green. showing Communist
Party banners opposing the rise of fascism °"

65L. King, The People's Palace
and Glasgow Green, Pdinburgh, Chaunbers,19S5,pp 14.16
66Evening'Fimes Millennium Memories
Part 7 Celebration City, EIPM7004(1p. 13
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Figure 6.16: The Upper Clyde Shipbuilders

Rally on Glasgow Green in June 1971 °'

Figure 6.17: The Pope lands in Bellahouston Park in June 1982 to meet 250,004) worshipers
who had gathered to meet him °"

The use of public parks for overtly political demonstrations represents all example of
the reappropriation of their space that can challenge the authority of those who seek to
regulate as well as to maintain the form, structure and organisation of the parks. When large
groups of people are gathered together in pursuit of a common aim or goal, the potential is
for not only the spatial form and fabric of the park being disrupted but also the memory of
events creating associations with the space that have a lasting symbolic significance for those
who attended.
7 1rv_oüngTime Millennium
Memories Part 6 Worksop of the World Photo E M6004R, p. I ).
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6.9: Love, Romance And Sex
However, the parks are also used for more pleasurableencounters.They are places
wherethe opportunity for escapefrom the pressureand stressesof everydaylife, whetherthe
timetabledactivities of employment,or the routinesofdomestic labour, or the surveillanceof
bosses,parents,family, are provided by the parks as landscapesin the city in which nature
has beenconstructedand representedaccordingto some `romantic' ideal. The public parks
were arenasnot only for the mixing of the social classesbut also of the genders,and the
potential for meetingand socialisingwith potentialsexualpartnerswaspopularly recognised.
Thus, activities in the parks could provide the meansby which the young in particular could
congregateand, through promenading,display themselvesto their peers.Onceintroductions
were made and mutual interest was expressed,the parks provided a spaceaway from the
policing surveillanceof the family but one which offered a certain security in being public,
regulated space.The notion of being `private in public' that is often associatedwith the
romantic assignationwas provided in the parks as venuesfor romantic liaisons,sitesfor the
amorous rendezvous, and the location for pre-arranged`dates'; all were popular if not
universal features of park use. The sight of courting couples or groups of young people
promenading under the watchful eye of an older chaperone,or seeking out the secluded
corners, glades, wooded and riverside walks, demonstratedthat the parks were not only
romantic scenerybut were the backgroundin which romanceitself wasperformedand acted
out. The parks were well known and used by the public as just such places for romance,
which added to their attraction as leisure spacesin the city, particularly in past times when
more rigid controls operatedover the display of sexuality,and when elaboratelyconstructed
codes sought to maintain standardsof public decencyand moral probity. The parks had an
aura of romancethat madethem,particularly during the more clementseasons,a resourcein
which popular sentimentattachedstrong emotionaland symbolic value.Thus,popular songs
such as that of Kelvin Grove69reproducedbelow reflected the associationsof the parks as
romantic and potentially sexually chargedspaces,a popular associationand use that could
well prove problematic in attempting to maintain the parks as `civilised' and 'safe' havens,
for the young and impressionable.

69Evening Times Millennium
Memories Part 7 Celebration City. ETM70051, p. 17.

691 Pitmen& C. Brown,(eds.), Songs
of Scotland.Vol. 1. London,BooseyandCo.LW., 1877,p. 15.
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Kelvin Grove
Let ushasteto Kelvin Grove,bonnielassie,0,

But thefrownsof fortunelour,bonnielassie,0

Let uswanderby themill, bonnielassie,0,

Fromthis landI mustaway,bonnielassie,0.

Through its mazeslet us rove, bonnie lassie 0,
On thy lover at this hour, bonnie lassie 0
Where the rosesin their pride deck the bonnie dingle side,
Where the midnight fairies glide, bonnie lassie, 0
Ere yon golden orb of day
wake the warblers on the spray,
To the cove besidethe rill, bonnie lassie, 0,
Where the glens rebound the call
of the roaring waters fall
Through the mountains rocky hall, bonnie lassie, 0,

O Kelvin banksarefair, bonnielassie,0,

When the summer we are there, bonnie lassie, 0,
There the may-pinks crimson plume
O,
throws a soft but sweetperfume
to the fragrant scentedbriar,

Roundtheyellowbanksof broom,bonnielassie,O.

Then farewell to Kelvin grove, bonnie lassie, 0,
And adieu to all I love, bonnie lassie,0
To the river winding clear,
Even to thee of all most dear, bonnie lassie,0.

Whenupona foreignshore,bonnielassie,0,
ShouldI fall midstbattle'sroar,bonnielassie,
As the smile of fortune's thine, bonnie lassie,O,
Then, Helen, shouldstthou hear of thy lover on
his bier,
To his memory sheda tear, bonnie lassie, 0

Though I dare not call thee mine, bonnie lassie, 0,
Yet with fortune on my side,
I could stay thy father's pride

As the song indicates, for those who had nowhere else to go and whose desire for
relative privacy, away from the prying eyes of family or of society, the parks provided
secluded spacesfor romantic assignationsand/or engagementin sexual activities. Young
people in particular used the parks as a romantic backdropto their sexualexperimentation.
This feature of park use was recognisedby the city authorities, who sought to keep illicit
sexual activity under control and out of the parks. The explicit referencein the byelawsto
streetwalkersand prostitutesbeing prohibited from plying their trade in the parks illustrates
that the parks provided in the more secludedor isolated areaspotential opportunities for
commercialsexualactivities to occur.
As the 19thcentury progressedand technologicaldevelopmentsimproved the quality
and quantity of street lighting, making the streetsof most advancedcities more visible to
surveillance,the parks becameone of the few dark areasof the night left in the modem
metropolis. As such, they were viewed with suspicion by the municipal and police
authoritiesbecauseof the potential for public disorderor moral disreputabilitythat residedin
them if they were open and accessibleto the public during the night. As Schior puts it, in
Nights in the Big City, "The dangerof the developmentof uncontrolledspacesincreaseswith
darkness"," a point that Simmel emphasisedin his analysisof how the characterof a crowd
its impulsiveness, enthusiasm, susceptibility to manipulation is connected to the
unaccustomedexperienceof being in the open or in a large space.This effect is heightened
evenmore so in the dark:
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The darkness gives the meeting a quite special spatial frame, which brings the
significance of the narrow and the broad into a peculiar unity. By being able to survey
only the most immediate environment, with an impenetrable black wall rearing up
behind it, the individual feels closely pressed together with the most immediate
surroundings;the delimitation againstspaceoutsidethe visible surroundingshasreached
its limiting case:this spaceseemssimply to have disappeared.On the other hand, this
very fact also causesthe actually existing boundariesto disappear;fantasyexpandsthe
darknessinto exaggeratedpossibilities; one feels surroundedby a fantasticallyindefinite
and unlimited space.Relieving the fearfulnessand insecurity that are a mutual part of
darknessthrough that tight crowding and mutual dependenceof a multitude gives rise to
the feared excitement and incalculability of a large gathering in the dark, as a quite
unique elevation and combination of the enclosing and expanding aspectsof spatial
limitation. "

Other scholarshave undertakenthe analysisof the symbolic and mythic characterof the
night in urban history and the developmentof public lighting in the cities. However, the
experienceof Glasgow mirrors that which is detailed in Schivelbuschs'saccount of the
industrialisation of light, DisenchantedNight, in which he states:"... the police conquered
and controlled the night by installing street lighting". n The first gas streetlights were
introduced into Glasgow in September1818 when 1,472 were installed. By 1914, the city
had 19,437 gaslampsin the public streetsaswell as 1,541electric lampsoperatedunder the
auspicesof the Corporation's Police Department, employing some 1,050 attendants.In
addition, there were over 6000 gaslampsin private streetsand courts and some 126 electric
lamps."
The closureof the parks at night through the locking of the gatesat duskwas at leastin
part an attemptto ensurenot only that their featuresand facilities were not damagedunder
cover of the night, but that they also could not be used for unregulated,immoral, illicit or
inappropriatesexual activities. There was thus recognition that the parks were likely to be
usedfor sex and were in needof protection from the threat to public decencythat may occur
within them either from sex-workersor from the overly passionateembraceof young love.
What is important is the recognition by the authoritiesof the perceivedneedto limit access
to spaces such as the public parks becauseof this potential for disorder, disarray or
disreputableactivity taking place under cover of the night. The parks were clearly bounded
spaces,separatedfrom the built urban environment around them by the use of hedges,
railings and gatesthat controlled the accessand egressof the public.
Fundamentalin the move to relatively unrestrictedand open accessto the parks after
dark was the removal of the gates and railings of many parks, during World War II as a
contribution to the war effort (seefigure 6.18) melting down and usefor the manufacturing
of armaments.This had the effect of removing the physicalbarriers from around the parks
70J. Joachim,Nights in theBig City. London,Reaktion
Books,1998,p. 35.
,,I O. Simnel, "The Sociology
Space"in D. Frisby,andM. Featherstone,
Simmelon Cu!lture. 1997,pp. 145,146.
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n
W. Schivelbusch, Disenchanted Niaht" Then
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that ensured their closure to the public. The only park that still has an intact boundary and
which locks the gates each evening is the Botanical Gardens. A second factor involved the
reorganisation and restructuring of local government. The parks had always been viewed as a
service to the community, not part of the statutory responsibilities of the local authority, and
the merging of the Parks Department with that of Leisure Services therefore led to a loss of
identity

and the problem of competition

for public

fiends to maintain the parks.

Consequently, the park keepers and gardeners who were identified, located, worked with,
and in some cases also resided in individual parks were lost in an ongoing process of
economic rationalisation. The centralisation of park maintenance services and the personnel
who provide them has engendered the sense that the parks have declined in status as they
have become isolated and neglected. No longer are the parks protected from the unobserved
activities of the public at night but the public had free reign to use the parks for their own
purposes.

Figure 6.18: Cutting

down the park railings in 1939 '4

Some parks in Glasgow have developed a not unwarranted reputation as sexual arenas
for homosexuals to engage in `cruising' and `cottaging'. With the removal of railings,
Kelvingrove,

Queens and Strathclyde Parks became well-known and popular meeting

grounds for Glasgow's gay community. However, police harassment and opprobrium by
sections of the public, although diminished with the development of more liberal attitudes
towards sexuality, has been a very real, and potentially dangerous problem for homosexuals
using the parks. The dangers involved in approaching strangers in the parks at night are
highlighted by the prevalence of `queer-bashing'. "
73Corporation
of the City of Glasgow, Municipal Glasgow: Its F.volutio and k:ntcnx'ixg, Glasgow, 1914. pp. 114-8
74B. Osborne & R. Craig
(eds.), Scotland - 1939, Motherwell Scottish Library Association. 1989, p. 34.
75When different
night-time users of the park occupy the same spaceand time tragic consequencescan prevail On the night of 2" of Junc
bashing rampagein Queens Vark Itelive the
1995, a gangof three boys, aged between 14 and 20, and a 14-year-oldgirl went on a clue.
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6.10: Walking,

Strolling and the Promenade

Probably by far the most popular use of public parks is as spaces for walking, relaxing
and historically, as a means of temporary escape from the stressesand strains, dirt, noise and
pollution of the built environment of the city streets and pavements. In a city infamous for
the appalling state of its over-crowded housing stock and where the bulk of the population
worked in confined offices or noisy and dirty factories, Glasgow's network of 19thand 20th
century public parks provided some of the few accessible spaces in the city where relative
peace and quiet provided breathing space and elbow room to experience restful relaxation.
The design, the regulation and restrictions, such as `keep of the grass', were vigorously
enforced in parks such as Kelvingrove and the Botanic Gardens, and characterised the
priority given to their use as places to take a stroll, a walk or a promenade, as illustrated by
figure 6.19 below, which would not be interrupted by boisterous games or raucous sports.
The creation of winding walkways stressed their use for promenading and was intended to
emphasise the appreciation of the arrangement of floral displays, specimen tress and public
statuary, best seen from the paths. The walk, the stroll the promenade in the park provided
the ability to see, and to be seen, in a representation of `nature' provided specifically for
recreation. This aspect of the promenade has similarities with the description of the,/luneur
observing life on the streets and boulevards of the city, as described by Benjamin, with
perhaps the suggestion of a more morally and medically healthier pastime.

Figure 6.19: Taking the Air -A
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However, walking, as de Certeau demonstrates, is an everyday activity that can
challenge the spatial forms and structures and structures of the produced space of the parks,
as well as their representations as civilised, humane, moral and medically beneficial spaces.
night had ended they had critically injured one man, cracked the skull of another belore they utlackcd and mortalh wounded li-vexu-4ild
Michael Dorian. He received 83 blows to the face that broke every bone in his hued I Ic was rcimmtcdlystabbedui the lam" Infixe he wits
left to die, choking on his own blood in the hushes. Such a brutal killing, however, rare in the extreme. highlights the pcrspuatvcthat the
parks are dangerousplaces aller dark.
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The restriction in the byelaws on accessing or using various sections of the parks, to keep to
the paths, keep of the grass, etc., demonstrates this understanding of the power of walking to
subvert the hegemonic organisation and representation of the space of the parks. In walking
there is the possibility of making new trajectories through the park and its landscapes that
produce new vistas or views, as well as routes that are not possible by staying on the paths.
By subverting the structured order of the organised promenades and walkways, the
possibility of creating and recreating the space of the park in ways not intended or envisaged
by their designers illustrates the potential for conflict with the park authorities.

Figure 6.20: Taking a rest in Phoenix Park 1911 "

The location of benches and seating, strategically placed, accommodated the observer
of park life and allowed for the weary to take their rest from the stressesand strains of work
in
busy
beauty
in
the
their
`nature'
to
the
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the
contemplating
or
park, whilst
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world of the humanity of the modem city. Figure 6.20 illustrates that all classes could make
use of the seating arrangements in parks, whether `dressed' for the occasion or making their
way home from a day of dirty toil. Whilst such figures would have been more or less
common sights in working class parks, their unwashed appearance and the ease of their
posture could have been considered an affront to the gentility and respectability of the
bourgeois parks. From their inception in the mid 19thcentury the city's parks proved popular
amenity spaces for leisure and recreation, of which walking was, and still is by far, the most
practised activity. Table 6.3 provides a snapshot of the number of users of the parks on a
particular Sunday in the summer of 1893.

76M. Moss, & J. Hume,
(eds.), Glasgow As It Was Vol. II, Lancasltire, Hendon I'ubhshmg CO. 1975, plate 27
77Ibid.
plate 51.
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Table 6.3: Census of Visitors to the Public Parks on Sunday. 6'h August 1893 "

Glasgow Green

78,420

Ruchill Park

3,790

Kelvingrove Park

48,175

Springburn Park

2,097

Queen's Park

43,300

Cathkin Braes

2,725

Alexandra Park

15,810

Maryhill Park

1,081)

Maxwell Park

9,500

Total

204,906

6.11: Children And Play
The parks are also widely associated with their use as play spaces for children. The
creation of specific spaces for children's recreation was a prominent aspect of the
justification

for public parks. What was emphasised and recognised in the provision of

playgrounds was that children needed space and opportunity for safe outdoor play to
encourage healthy mental and physical growth through the exercise of the bodily. It was also
viewed as necessary to provide areas in the city where children could play safely considering
the dirty and dangerous streets and closes, derelict sites, and such potentially hazardous areas
as canals, rivers and reservoirs. The parks were produced, organised and maintained, in part,
to provide access to `nature in the city' and its quiet contemplation which was considered as
educationally as well as morally beneficial to the growth and well-being of children. Family
outings to the parks were common and popular uses of leisure time, and provided the
opportunity for `treats' such as that of the ice-cream vendor pictured below at Hogganfield
Loch (see figure 6.21).
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The parks were also used as venues and sites for children's fairs, carnivals and
festivals; for example, the municipal authority sponsored or organised various children's
days that were held annually in the parks during the summer. Similarly, charity and church
organisations regularly held picnics, fairs and events for children in the parks in the summer
months (see figure 6.22 of the Children's Day in Alexandra Park, in 1900, and 6.23, the
Sunday School outing in Kelvingrove Park, 1900). Youth groups such as the Boys Brigade
and the Scouts also held regular events in the parks, from organised sports meetings, band
practices and performances, and drilling, to fair days, jamborees and competitions (see figure
6.24, Scouts Soap Box Derby in Glasgow Green in 1952).

c

Figure 6.22: Dancing round the Maypole at the
Children's Day in Alexandra Park, 1900 ß0

Figure 6.23: Sunday School children at Kelvingrove
Park's Bandstand 1900 "'

Figure 6.24: Boy Scout's `Soap Box Derby', Glasgow Green, 1952. "2

Also included in many parks were paddling pools, which were especially popular and
79Moss &I fume,
op. cit., plate 5.
80Gilmour,
p. 5.
H1Gilmour
p. 56.
82Kenna, R., 1996, Scotland's Children in Pictures, Caledonian Newspapers, Glasgow, p 44
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appreciated during the summer holidays by families who could not afford vacations or
regular day trips to the seaside. The paddling pools and sandpits in the parks could not
compete with the experience of a day `guddling' by the shore, but they did provide a
substitute that was a pleasant and enjoyable feature of the parks in summertime, (ligures 6.25
and 6.26 demonstrate the popularity of the park's paddling pools). The paddling pools were
also used throughout the year for other activities. Many a Glasgow schoolchild practised the
sailing of their first model boat in the paddling pool before graduating to the model yaught
pond where adult craftsmen sailed their lovingly created reproductions of ships built on the
Clyde.

Figure 6.25: Children in the paddling pool, Glasgow
Green, late 1920s 8' (the sandpit and pool, known
as the Sannie Pon', was built in 1914)

Figure 6.26: Paddling Pool and Sandpits in
Elder Park, 1936 14

However, the common and innocuous practice of bringing a picnic to eat could well have
conflicted with byelaws prescribing refreshments and sitting on the grass. Whilst picnics are
no longer considered a `problem' for park discipline, the newly reconstituted prohibition of
alcohol consumption in public spaces by the city authorities applies to the parks and
represents a return to the original regulations regarding the policing of the parks. This
least
by
in
to
the
not
authorities,
commonplace activity results
a almost continual challenge
those who consider its application as being somewhat selective. A family picnic that
included a bottle of wine is less prone to attracting the attentions of the park rangers or police
than a group of youths enjoying a `cant'-out' of cheap beer or alcopops, not to mention
Glasgow's other favourite

tipple, Buckfast fortified

wine. Similarly,

the increasing

acceptance of public displays of semi-nudity, in the form of bikini-clad sunbathers and the
naked torsos and legs of men, has challenged the austere and tbnnal modesty and gentility
X1W. Gilmour, Keep
of the Grass, (khiltree, Ayrshire, Richard Stenlake Publishing, I99, p )R.
84R. Kenna, Scotland's Children in
Pictures, Glasgow, Caledonian Newspapers. 1996, p 11
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that was attached to the ambience of what was considered appropriate park use. This
represents an example of the developmental aspect of rules and regulation concerning the
government of the parks as a consequence of social changes in respect of the expression of

sexuality in public.
Whilst the above are examplesof facilities being provided or made available for
organised,supervisedor formal play, somemention must be madeof the useof the parks as
playgroundsand spacesfor lessregulatedrecreations.The provision of equipmentin formal
playgrounds often included some form of supervision to ensure that disorderly or
unregulatedplay would not disturb the peaceof the park for other users.For generationsof
Glasgow's working classes,particularly the young, the parks haveprovided areasof escape
from the confined and congestedstreets,closesand back yards of the tenementcity, aswell
as providing areasof seclusionand relative privacy awayfrom the eyesofauthority, whether
this is parents,adults or the police. The appealof the variouslandscapeswithin the parks,the
large grassy swards,wooded areas,water featuresetc, gave the opportunity for collective
games,sportsand pastimesthat had little opportunity for expressionelsewhere.This access
to nature fed the imaginativeplay of children who could invent in their gamesnew worlds of
meaning in the parks not associatedwith dominant representationsand discourses.For
example, gamesof `cowboys and Indians' or `playing soldiers' renamed or made use of
featuresand aspectsthat took on different understandingsasthey were usedand renamedas
the `last outpost', `frontier post', castleor battleground.The park was a strangedomain, an
exotic location for gamesand playing, far removed from the streets,alleys and closes.It is
little wonder that the park offered a temporary utopia, filled with interesting places and
things to play on and with, and which could be adaptedto any number of usesthrough the
imagination of children inventing worlds to be in. The common shout of `the parkie's
coming' testifies to the regulation of children's over-exuberantplay or unsupervised
activities in areasof the parks deemedunsuitableor inappropriate.
The appealof the parks to children as wide open grassyspacesto play on with treesto
climb, as well as the formal playgroundequipmentand boating ponds (seefigures 6.27 and
6.28), is understandableand constantvigilancewasconsiderednecessaryto keepchildren off
the grass and to prevent damageto trees, shrubs,fences,statues,flowers and playground
equipment.The Corporation also adaptedits meansof getting the messageacrossof how to
behave appropriately in the parks. Originally posters and notices would be prominently
displayed on boards at the entrancesto the parks detailing the rules and regulations
governing the parks. However, with the popularity of the cinema in the city, they also
produced their own public information films that were shown in Glasgow cinemasin the
interwar years that sought to educate the population, through examples of proper and

improper uses of the parks.
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Figure 6.27: Boating Pond in Alexandra

Park'
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Figure 6.28: The Boating Pond in Maxwell

Park'

Another activity, associated with Glasgow's parks, both historically and in more
contemporary experience is as meeting places and `theatres of war' for youth from different
areas in the city. Such violent confrontations are an obvious threat to the policing of the
parks. One such infamous and best-selling fictional account of Glasgow gang violence, No
Mean City, used Glasgow Green as the stage for a set-piece encounter between two gang
leaders

Razor
King
the
Big
McLatchie:
and
-

Just across the Clyde from the Gorbals lies Glasgow green, the city's most frequented
park. There, in a triangular patch on the bend of the river between the King's Street and
St Andrew's bridges, is an open air gymnasium much frequented by the youth of the
slums and, occasionally, the battleground of conflicting gangs .A crowd numbering
close upon a thousand assembled on Glasgow Green to watch the fight between Razor
$5 W.

Gilmour,

K(c ep of the Grass, Ochiltrce, Ayrshire, Richard Stenlake Publishing,
used the pond in the summer of 1878 according to a Corporation report
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King and big McLatchie. Lizzie, as good as her word, had musteredabout a hundred
young women from the Gorbalsdistrict, andthe Townheadlasseswere presentin almost
equal strength ... Now the ring was set not far from the gymnasiumitself, where the
grassslopesaway a little towardsthe river ... Traffic had come to a standstillon Govan
Street Bridge that overlooks the Green.The parapetwas black with spectatorsand the
trams queuedup one behind the other until therewere five or six of them on the bridge
itself. There were police, who saw and hurried away to fetch reinforcements.But the
confused volume of sound from the bridge was lost in the frenzied yelling of the ring
itself."'

Whilst sucheventsare relatively rare, they do representan aspectof park usethat challenges
the representationand regulation of the parks as `civilised' spacesfor rational recreationand
peacefulpleasure.
6.12: Conclusion
The parks are complex multi-faceted social spacesproduced and designedto fulfil a
number of functions. As suchthey wereprovided with a number of featuresand facilities to
encouragetheir `appropriate' and beneficial use. The amenity value of the walkways, the
flower-beds,treesand well-kept lawn wereno doubt highly appreciatedby the population of
such an industrial and manufacturingcity as Glasgow.The provision of music in the parks
likewise addedto the attraction of parks as placesfor entertainmentas well as leisure.The
children's playgrounds, gymnasia,boating ponds and sports fields similarly added to the
formal, organisedand thusregulatedactivities that wereon offer in the parks.However,such
rules and regulationsnot only limited accessand use but also defined and delineatedwhat
was acceptablewithin thesespacesin the parks.The ubiquitous signsto `keepoff the grass'
and the fines that could be imposed for picking the flowers or damagingthe tress,benches
and fences etc. were intended to preserve a certain dignity to the parks as spaces for
`rational' and healthyrecreations.
What the parks provided, and what they have beenusedfor by generationsof Glasgow
citizens and visitors, was the opportunity to escapefrom the hustle and bustle of the streets
and pressuresand strainsof everydaydomesticand work commitmentsand responsibilities
and to engagein someform of active recreationalactivity or to listen to music, stroll around
and admire the flowers and treesor simply to sit in the suncontemplatingone's lot or place
in the grand schemeof things. The public parks, despiteor becauseof their being licensed
leisure spaces,provided opportunitiesfor recreationor enjoymentof a speedof life that was
different from that usually experienced. This use illustrates the notion of Foucault's
heterotopic spacesas having attributesthat define them as `other' and special,entailing the
potential for imagination and experienceto combine to produce new meaningsand values
associatedwith that space.Similarly, Benjamin's `dreamhouses'appearas architecturesof
' A. McArthur,& H. Kingsley-Long,No
MeanCity. London,CorgiBooks,1956,17' edition1983,p.28,121,
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the imagination in which aspects of the experience of modernity are more fully experienced.
They point to the use of the parks as leisure zones where the heightened simultaneity of
existence is provided with an antidote in the slower, rhythms and sensory experiences of the
textures, smells, sounds etc that are to be found in the parks but not in the streets and
buildings of the city. Such a juxtaposition

of experiences existing in close proximity,

separated only by a hedge, a fence or a row of trees, illustrates in Simmel's analysis the
importance of the boundary and of location, which for Foucault, is a fundamental
characteristic of the heterotopia.

However, as has beendemonstratedabove,the potential for a variety of leisure uses,
activities and practices offered the potential to subvertthe regulated`disciplined `spaceof
the parks. At various times and places within the parks, the popular everyday uses and
practices of the population could conflict with the dominant representationsand designed
intentions of the parks authorities. Such appropriationsof spacehave occurred from the
practice of such ordinary, everyday activities as an individual not heeding the signs and
proscriptions for walking or sitting on the grass,or by children fashioningnew playgrounds
in the shrubs, bushes and trees, or by the spontaneousenjoyment of a game in an
unauthorised area. The `natural' sceneryof the parks provided a backdrop for romantic
encountersand liaisons that createddifferent associationsof their spacethan thoseintended
by the park plannersand authorities.The sexualisationof someparks as `meeting-grounds'
for homo and heterosexualactivities hasfashionednew meaningsand valuesfor someparks.
The appropriation of the parks by youth, particularly at night for a variety of practices,has
subvertedthe dominant representationsof the parks as safe, healthy spaces.Events in the
parks such as the `Great Exhibitions' were stagedand promoted with particular designed
intentions and aims. The popularity of the associatedentertainmentswas such that they
subvertedsomewhatthe more `lofty' and commercialpurposesof the organisers.
There was a degree of evolution in official attitudes to the uses of the parks,
particularly in relation to sport and to the opening up of the lawns for use. Some of the
pleasuresoffered in the parks are a timelessexpressionof the needto be out of doors in good
weatherand as breathingspacesprovided much neededelbow room in a crowded and busy
city. Other activities and recreationalpursuitsallowed or enjoyedin the parkshave suffered
the vagariesof fashion as well as developmentsin leisure practicesand pursuits that have
curtailed previously popular events such as music concerts or the mass participation in
weekendsports.Nonetheless,somerestrictionsand prescriptionshaveremainedan enduring
feature of the policing of the parks,for examplein the licenseduseof the spacefor political
activities and in the restrictionson drink and rowdiness.However,both of theserestrictions
have been and still are generally subvertedby an insistenceon using the parks for public
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events, whether permitted/licensed or not. Similarly, the love of an alcoholic refreshment
imbibed in the pleasant surroundings of a park, particularly in the summer months, is one
pleasure that, despite recent changes in attitudes to alcohol, is a continual source of friction
and contestation.

The variety of usesand leisure practicesto which the parks have beenput illustrates
their importance to the population of the city as recreational spacesas well as their
complexity in having to fulfil competingand potentially conflicting functions.The everyday
use of such inherent and commonplacesocial spacesas public parks illustrates that the
production and representationof designed and formalised, delimited and functionalised
space also needs to account for how that space is used by ordinary people engagedin
ordinary practicesand pleasures.Such imaginativeusesof spaceprovide an antidote to the
potential of overwhelmingdiscoursesof domination,designand the functional prerequisites
of experts and officials. By using them as popular play and pleasuregrounds, as sites of
protest, fun, leisure and recreationetc., by inventing new rules for their use,or by ignoring
the regulations that are enacted for them, the parks become inhabited, colonised and
appropriatedas everydayspace(s).
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CONCLUSION-PARK

SPACES: LEISURE CULTURE AND MODERNITY

Public parks are commonplace,everyday spaces.Their ubiquity as intrinsic features
of the modem urban environmentmakes their analysisboth complex and challenging as
they encompasscomplementaryand competing elementsand features of the social and
spatial development of the city as the locus for modem capitalism. The modem city
concentratedprocessesof production, consumption,communication, population, leisure,
art, culture, and education. Such a complex of services,features,facilities and functions
required the production, organisation and regulation of a spatial network that provided a
framework for such processes to be accommodated.Space is not `natural, neutral,
objective or dead'. It is not simply an object, a thing, a product created, shaped and
moulded by social relations. It is also a processwithin and through which social formations
and interactionsoccur and thus changeit. The analysisof a specific examplesuchas public
parks can inform and illuminate the processesoperativein the production and reproduction
of the space and the social relations of the modem urban environment. Therefore, the
analysis of public parks elucidates the production, expansion and experience of the
developmentof modernity.
The analysis of public parks as specific forms of space, whose origins and
development occurred at a particular time in the developmentof modem urban society,
requires the considerationof the essentialrole of space,its significanceand importancein
the historical developmentof modem social relationsand structuresthat characteriseurban
modernity. Public parks representan active intervention in the landscapeas well as in the
social and physical infrastructure of the city. Their production and distribution within the
city reflect processesof urban capitalism's enlargementand expansion. The parks as
specifically designedspacessymbolisedand manifestedthe aspirationsand intentions of a
dominant hegemony in attempting to shape the leisure and cultural practices and
experiencesof the population, as well as the aestheticappearanceand imageof the city.
The conclusionsdrawn from this thesisfalls into two categories.The first concernsa
critical analysisof the veracity of existing social theories of spaceand spatial theories that
was used to synthesisethe syncretic conceptual framework that has been applied to the
comprehensiveinvestigation and analysis of the specificity of particular forces of space.
The second category of conclusionsis concernedwith the application of this theoretical
framework for the substantive historical and social analysis of an example of such
particular forms of space,namely a casestudy of Glasgow'spublic parks. Therefore,what
follows is a considerationof both the theoreticalanalysisand the substantiveinvestigation.
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A fundamental starting point for the analysis employed in this work is an
engagementwith the importance of Henri Lefebvre's reinvigoration of the importance of
space in the analysis of the developmentand perpetuation of capitalism as a mode of
production. Lefebvre's triadic conceptualisation of the dynamic interplay of three
necessary elements in the production of space provided an initial framework for the
analysisof the historical specificity of park production as specific forms of spacethat were
created within the developing social and spatial relations of modem urban cities.
Lefebvre's project, culminating in the seminalwork, TheProduction of Space,reprioritised
spaceas essentialfor understandingthe survival and perpetuationof capitalism.Lefebvre
provides an initial conceptual framework for exploring and understandinghow spaceis
produced in eachhistorical epochaccordingto the needsof the mode of production of that
era. In particular, Lefebvre's analysis of the developmentof modem cities as produced
spatial formations in which the concentrationof the meansof production producedspatial
forms that influenced the social relations that developed within them emphasisesthe
complexity involved in understandingthe spaceof modem capitalism.
Thus, Lefebvre's `elements' of spatial practices(or what I have termed production),
representationsof spaceand spacesof representationallows the creation of a conceptual
framework for analysis that could be adapted and applied to the substantive analysis.
However, Lefebvre's theory of spaceis an overly abstractconceptualisationthat provides
only a limited understanding of the applicability of each of his elements to the
investigation of particular forms of space.Lefebvre's accountof the production of spaceis
grounded in a historical-materialistanalysisin which the conceptof fetishismis spatialised
and applied to the analysis of the social relations necessaryfor the production of space.
That is, instead of treating space as simply existing outwith the means and mode of
capitalist production, Lefebvre prioritises the spacein and through which social relations
are structured, organised, perceived, experienced, represented, imagined and used.
However, Lefebvre provides little in the way of concrete illustration or substantive
exploration of the veracity of the conceptual understandinghe has constructed for the
analysis of the fetishisation of space. Lefebvre's overarching theory provides key
analytical insights to understandingthe fundamentalimportanceof the considerationof the
spatial in the analysisof the social, but is limited in the exploration of its applicationto the
spaceof the modem urban that he identified as the key producedspacefor the survival of
capitalism. Although Lefebvre's triadic framework provided the structurefor analysis,this
deficiency required the consideration of other theoretical `lenses', which provided more
concrete analysesof spacethat would go beyond this conceptualapproachby addressing
the material and ideological basisfor the production of space.
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David Harvey's project of historical-geographicalmaterialism provides a useful and
insightful adjunct to Lefebvre's first conceptualelement,that of the production of spatial
forms and structures.Harvey provides an explanationof processesof urban capital creating
an urban form that is conduciveto the needsof production and the accumulationof surplus
value. Thus, the city was the product of the need to create the conditions for the most
efficient organisationof production and, by extension,of the social relationsof production.
As capitalism concentratedproduction, consumption,circulation, educational,artistic and
cultural institutions and leisure etc. in the city, the form and spatial arrangement,
distribution and location of thesenecessitatedan investmentand active involvementof the
local state in the production of the social and physical infrastructure of the city. Such
processesHarvey identifies as `circuits of capital' were fundamentalin shapingthe way in
which urbanisation and industrialisation took form within specific cities. Fundamentalto
any urban spatial form was the inclusion and creation of socially necessarypublic spaces
for the beneficial use of non-work time. That is, spacesfor leisure and pleasure,recreation
and play were an inherent part of the spatial and social framework necessaryfor the
efficient operation and perpetuation of capitalism. However, Harvey's analysis of the
processes of capital in the production of the urban lacks an adequatediscussion or
elucidation of the role of the public sphere and civil society by and through which
networks of spatial forms, such as public parks, were promoted, createdand represented
not only as essential for the efficient organisation of the processesof production and
consumptionof urban capitalismbut also for the developmentof other aspectsof the social
and physical environment of the city. As such, the contribution of Jurgen Habermaswas
essentialin initiating the debateand analysisof the specific bourgeoishegemonythat could
be applied to the public spherein Victorian Britain, and it was necessaryto contextualise
these circuits of urban capital as an ideological as well as material contribution to the
for
This
essential
was
processesand consequencesof urban growth and city enlargement.
the analysis of the specific experienceof 19thcentury urban and industrial growth and
development in Glasgow, in which the primary role of the local state in the creation of
Glasgow'spublic parks network was fundamental.
Public parks are multifaceted spaceswhose origins reside in a complex of interrelated material, historical and ideological factors. Public parks are specific examplesof
the production of forms of spacewithin the overarching processesof urbanisation and
industrialisation that drove the production of an urban spatialenvironmentto becomea key
site of modernity. Lefebvre's secondnecessaryelement emphasisesthe role of specialist
knowledge in creating representationsof space that functionalised and commodified it.
Such representationsare expressionsof how knowledge of space createsthe means by
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which power can be exercised over space and Michel Foucault provides, through an
analysis of disciplinary spaces, an understanding of the representation of how such
knowledge and power is exercisedin specific spatial formations. Thus an understandingof
the institutional spaceof prisons, schools,military barracks,monasteries,etc., provides an
analysis of how power operatesthrough and in spaceby creating dominant meaningsand
discursive practices.Foucault extrapolatesthis understandingof institutional spacesin his
consideration of doctors as the `first specialistsof space' who sought knowledge of the
space of cities, and of the populations who inhabited them, to organise, control and
regulate them as a means of limiting or preventing disease.Foucault's epistemologyof
`disciplinary discourses' provides the basis for an analysis of the interconnectednessof
knowledge and power at both the micro and macro level that provided a rationale for the
local state to intervene in the production of social and material servicesand facilities that
included the commitment of public money to park construction. Thus, various
representationsor `disciplinary discourses'were applied to the public parks that reflected
their promotion and endorsementas functional spaces.These included medical, moral,
cultural, political, symbolic, and genderedrepresentationsof the public parks as beneficial
spaces.However, such dominant meaningsand associatedprivileging of their functional
use as disciplinary spaces required their surveillance and policing. Therefore the
investigation of the regulation of parks spacesby which power, through the local state,
for
delimit,
delineate
functionalise
the
to
the
particular,
parks
sought
spaces of
and
sanctioned, licensed and appropriate activities illustrated the relationship between the
organisation of spaceand its representationby discoursesof power and knowledge. Such
an understandingof disciplinary discoursesemphasisesthe importance of meaningsand
values being attached and applied to spacesin an attempt to produce an environmental
deterministic effect through its functional prerequisites on the behaviour and social
relations of the population who accessand usethem.
The third element of Lefebvre's triad of necessaryelementsfor `true knowledge of
space' is that of spacesof representationor the directly lived, everydayexperienceand use
of space.Lefebvre posits that the forms and structuresof dominatedand organisedspaces
not only produce social relations, but that social relations also produce space.It is usesof
space in everyday life that Lefebvre suggestscan subvert and challenge such dominant
representationsand formations, and he specifically notes the essentialneed for spacesfor
the creative expenditure of accumulatedenergiesin play and recreation, that is, social
spacesfor reproduction not only production. Lefebvre only hints at what such spacesentail
and how everydaypracticesand activities can createnew meanings,valuesand worth. It is
in the work of Walter Benjamin and Michel Foucault that the elaborationof thesemythic
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or `other' spacesis found. Benjamin in his analysisof the `dreamhouses' of everydaylife,
such as the streets, shopping arcades,railway stations, etc. reflects the need to consider
public spacesin the city as essentially social spaceswhere interaction, experienceand
possibility is heightened.Foucault's conceptof heterotopiasreflects a similar concernwith
the survival or creation of mythic spacesin urban modernity that have different qualities
and characteristicsfrom those that surround them and which are the dominant forms of
productive space. Benjamin and Foucault provide the context for considering specific
spacesas having qualities and featuresthat provide the potential to createmeaningsand
values that emphasisetheir use as reproductive rather than productive space.Whilst still
being regulated and organised, designed and maintained, such a conceptualisationof
special spacesprovides an essentialcomponentfor the analysisand understandingof parks
as specifically social spacesused for leisure and pleasure. It is Michel de Certeau who
provides a clarification for Lefebvre's insistence on the potential subversivenessof
everydaylife. In small individual acts of resistanceto rules, the ignoring of regulations,the
remaking of routes and trajectories in the practicesof everydaylife, the forms, structures
and patterns of space can be remade and reused to reflect the values and concerns,
meanings and ideals of ordinary, relatively powerless, people. This understandingof
everyday life provides the conceptualfoundation for the analysisof the usesand practices
to which public parks have beenput in the everydaylife of the population in contrastto the
designedand intendedusesof plannersand architects,police and officials.
The availability for the first time of an English translation of Georg Simmel's
Sociology of Spaceprovide useful insights into a number of factors that are important for
developing the conceptualframework for the substantiveanalysisof the social spacesof
interaction that are the public parks. Whilst not an overarchingtheory of space,Simmel's
five `aspectsof space' presentkey areasfor the considerationof how certain qualities of
space such as mobility in spaceand the proximity or distance to an object or activities
fixed or associatedwith particular framed and bounded spacesare details that need to be
addressedin consideringpublic parks as producedspatial forms that are located within the
nexus of the structuredand organisedspaceof the city. Public parks can thus be conceived
as pivots around which certain social interactions occur. They are nodes for leisure
practices. Where they are located affects the ease of access,and use of these social
amenities.
The abovereiteration of the theoriesof spaceand spatialtheoriesconsidered,adapted
and applied in this work emphasisesthe difficulty of investigating spacein social enquiry.
What has been achieved in the critical examination of these various approachesis,
hopefully, sophisticatedunderstandingof the importance of a comprehensivetheoretical
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analysis of the role of the spatial in social relations and formations. In attempting to
reconcile supposedlyconflicting theoretical traditions and perspectivesthat are at times
presentedas mutually exclusive paradigms,what is achievedis a heterodoxy in approach
that seeks inclusivenessrather than exclusivity. Rather than carrying `the baggage' of
internecine disciplinary `ownership' of the subject or ideological allegianceto a tradition
or school, what is important is the need to provide a comprehensiveunderstandingthat
addressesthe multivariable issuesof producedspacesfor leisure and culture within modem
urban capitalism. What appearsas the combinationof somestrange`bedfellows' - Simmel,
Foucault, Lefebvre, Harvey, Benjamin and de Certeau - is the result of the limitations
encounteredin the analysisof those theories addressed.Since no one theory provides, on
its own, an adequateexplanationfor the analysisof the origins, developmentand praxis of
the complex, multifunctional social spacesof public parks, it is necessaryto combine a
variety of approachesand perspectives.Therefore, what is applied in this analysis is a
framework, based on Lefebvre's abstract triadic `skeleton' that is `fleshed out' by the
adoption of more concrete analysesof space,to provide a `body of knowledge' of space
that could be applied to substantiveanalysis.Sucha syncreticformulation was necessaryto
provide the flexibility for a comprehensiveapproachto the analysisof the complexity of
public parks as forms of space that come in many shapes,sizes and designs, that are
distributed acrossthe whole of the areaof the city, servea multitude of functions and uses,
and have conflicting and contrastingvalues and meaningsattachedto them. This approach
is a reflexive responseto the need to operationalisetheory in the pursuit of knowledge of
the empirical reality of social spacesin the modem city. It is this conceptualframework
that is used to structurethe substantiveanalysisof Glasgow's public parks network within
the historical contingency of the experienceof urban expansionand industrial growth in
modernity.
The substantive analysis of the case study of the origins and development of
Glasgow's public parks applies the syncretictheoretical perspectivedescribedabove.That
is, the production of the parks as a network of social spacesin the developingnexusof the
enlargementof the city is investigatedthrough the application of a number of typologies chronological, distribution and design.The representationof the parks is analysedthrough
the consideration of a number of inter-related discourses,that of the medical, moral,
cultural, political, the promotion of the statusof the city, and gender.Finally, the everyday
usesand practicesto which the spacesof the parks were put is examinedin relation to the
designedintentions of the park plannersand administratorsas well as the more mundane
and popular activities of the population at play. A number of conclusionscan be drawn
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from this substantiveanalysisthat illuminate and illustrate the parks as spacesof leisure
and culture in the city of modernity.
The public parks in Glasgow were products of a complex coalescenceof local
conditions and historical processesthat led to the growing awareness,recognition and
acceptanceof the concomitant negative consequencesthat arose from rapid urban and
industrial expansion. The parks were produced over time as the city expanded,spatially
and demographically,and they were spatially located and distributed within processesof
industrial and urban developmentthat waspart of an overall commitmenton the part of the
local state to invest in the material and social infrastructure of the city. The parks were a
very visible manifestation of the commitment of the local state in Glasgow developing a
form of municipal organisation and administration in which the provision of a large
number of public services were an attempt to ameliorate the consequencesof the city's
rapid expansionin the 19thcentury.
The complex of forms, structures and designs employed in the production of the
large number and variety of public parks in Glasgowrepresentedthe multi-functional roles
that they were intended to serve. That is, they were produced spacesof `nature' that
manifested in the physical landscapeof the city the ideological ideals, values,ambitions,
concerns and priorities of the ruling bourgeoishegemony.The public parks provided the
opportunity for the ruling elite to create landscapesthat were designed,constructedand
representedas serving a number of beneficial functions. They were an exampleof the local
state's attemptto createspecific spacesin the city in which leisure and recreationcould be
combined with instruction and education to promote the rational and `appropriate' use of
leisure time and imbue a particular emphasisto dominantcultural values.
The parks were an attempt at environmentalor spatial engineeringthat was intended
to have a beneficial effect on the social, economic,moral, medical and political well-being
and prosperity of the life of a modern city. They reflected and representedgrowing
concernswith the deterioration of the quality of the physical landscapeof the city through
rapid industrialisation and urbanisation,alongsidethe concomitant problems of pollution
and an inadequate infrastructure to cope with the rapid rise and concentration of
population. The parks also representedan attempt at influencing the life, habits and
popular practices of the population of the city by exposingthem to the benefits to be had
from accessto rational forms of leisure and recreation,and from the `improving' influence
of approved public art and culture through the use of the parks as locations for events,
institutions and artefacts.However, a clear distinction can be madebetweendifferent types
of parks. For example, Kelvingrove Park was designedas a flower garden with riverside
and tree-lined walkways specifically for the recreation and leisure of the predominantly
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middle-class population of the new `West End' suburb and was a qualitatively different
park space from that of the more sparseand utilitarian grassy swards of the `recreation
grounds' that were produced in other areasfor working class leisure. The parks retained
their social differentiation and reinforced classand social division in the city. Someparks
were therefore used for the location of public statues and memorials that celebrated
individual and municipal achievementsas well as the exploits and successesof empire.
Thus, these parks were symbolic spacesthat were themselvesrepresentationsof `nature',
tamed, idealised and landscapedto reflect the ideals of a dominant ideology. Other aspects
of the operation of dominant representationsof the functionalisation of the spaceof the
parks are detailed below. However, the ideals of the male, middle class hegemony of
social, political and civic elites were onesthat were not necessarilyuniversally sharedor
acceptedby other classesand genders.
The parks were designed to improve the physical environment of the city, as
`breathing spaces'or `lungs in the city', areasof `naturein the city' that would benefit the
health and sanitary conditions of the city and the population. This medical discoursewas a
prominent theme in local and national debatesconcerningthe efficacy and value of urban
public parks and was promoted within the local authority in Glasgow by prominent
campaignersfor public health such as the influential Medical Officer of Health, Dr J.B.
Russell. Such medical benefits to be had from accessto and exercisein the fresher air of
the parks combined with their representation,organisation and control as `disciplinary'
spacesmaintainedand regulatedas placeswhere `appropriate' forms of leisure,recreation
and culture could be introduced, propagated,cultivated and hopefully inculcated into the
experienceand popular practices of (particularly the working classes)population of the
city. They were an attemptto instil the dominantvaluesand ideals,habits and behaviourof
`civilised', bourgeois hegemonic society into a dangerousand potentially insurrectionary
working class.
The parks also functioned as a meansfor the planneddevelopmentof the city. Their
construction provided the opportunity to limit the scope and enlargementof the initial
suburbanexpansion by specifying the type of developmentthat could occur in the area.
This provided economic benefits both for the local authority and for those whose
residential properties were located near or overlooking the parks. This aspect of park
developmentis evidence of how processesof urban capitalism included the local state to
provide a necessarysocial infrastructure as well as the planned developmentof the city.
The provision of open spacesand parks as necessarysocial amenitieseventuallycame to
be consideredas essentialelementsof new housing schemedevelopmentin the city.
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The parks were representedas a meansto enhancethe statusand esteemof the city
and reflected the moral, cultural and artistic valuesand ideals of the ruling elite. The space
of the parks was utilised in the stagingof large-scaleeventsthat were designedto enhance
the reputation, image and prestige of the city. Similarly, the parks were also the location
for a number of artistic and cultural institutions that not only enhancedthe statusof the city
as a cultivated and civilised place to live and do business,but also provided the opportunity
to educateand instruct the population in the valuesand benefits of `high' art and culture.
These aspectsof the use of parks as leisure and cultural resourcesalso emphasisestheir
role in the marketing of the city as a masstourist attraction. The exampleof the city's great
exhibitions demonstratestheir use as venuesfor eventsthat were designedto attract large
numbersof visitors. Similarly, the successand appealof cultural institutions locatedin the
parks, such as Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museumand The Burrell Collection in Pollock
Park, illustrates the multifaceted attractionsand facilities within the parks that were and are
used to promote the city as a tourist attraction. The appeal of Loch Lomond as a visitor
attraction is well documented,and the city's investment in Balloch Park representedan
acknowledgementon the part of the Corporation of the benefits and value of accessand
ownership of a leisure resourcethat emphasisedthe consumptionand experienceof nature
through a romantic gaze on the undisputedbeauty of the loch. Whilst a key justification
inherent in many of the discourses used to justify the Corporation's ownership and
maintenanceof the city's public parks network emphasisedthe benefits to be had from
accessto `nature in the city', what is also suggestedis that some parks at least cateredfor
`outsiders' as much, if not as well, as the `insiders' of the city. The parks were also
representedas genderedspaces.They were `new' spacesin the city where women were
encouragedto take advantageof the safety of their policed and regulated features and
facilities. This provided opportunities for a variety of leisure practices and activities that
previously had been denied or limited to working and middle class women. Thus, a range
of sports became available for women as well as participation in musical and cultural
activities that provided the potential for social interactionsof an educational,entertainment
as well as sexualnature.
The above examplesillustrate representationsof the parks as 'disciplinary spaces'in
which the population was encouragedand `policed' to use the parks for appropriateuses
and practices. The parks were used for a large variety of activities that ranged from the
relatively formal, organised and thus 'approved' events and activities such as the `great
exhibitions', to commonplace and everyday individual actions such as walking or
sunbathing or for a variety of collective games and play. A number of activities were
detailed that explored the potential subversivenessof everydayactivities and practicesthat
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could subvert the dominant discoursesand representationsappliedto the spaceof the parks
and thus appropriatethe parks through their useasplay and pleasuregrounds,as the setting
for romanceand sexualencounters,and for the `disorganised'playing of sportsand games.
Such flaunting, disregard or ignoring of the rules by which the parks should be used
invested them with new meanings and values that recreated the form and structure by
which the space of the parks sought to influence social relations. Thus, the changing
popular use and practicesof the parks influenced and affected the way in which they were
organised, maintained and regulated through time and, as such, their form and structure
had to adaptto changesin the natureof popular leisure and recreationalpractices.
The substantiveanalysisof the origins and developmentof Glasgow's public parks
network highlights their variety of form, structure and location within the context of the
developmentand expansionof the city. The relationship betweendesign and functionality
is explored and illustrated through the examinationof a number of discursive discourses
that represented the parks as having beneficial utility for the city and its increasing
population. The potential conflict betweenthe organisationand regulation of the parks as
disciplinary and functionalised spacesin the city and their ubiquitous, everyday use as
social and leisure spaces is examined through the analysis of a variety of common
activities. This disparity betweenthe designedand intendeduse of the parks as represented
in a variety of discoursesillustrates aspectsof class conflict over the appropriateuse of
leisure time and also cultural conflict over the valuesand meaningsattachednot only to the
spaces of the parks but also in their organisation and maintenance.This substantive
examinationof Glasgow's public parks reflects the complexity involved in their analysisas
produced spacesof urban modernity, and of the significanceof spacein the structuring and
experience of modern social relations and formations. The modern city provides
opportunity for a cornucopia of experiencesin a plethora of placesdesignedand provided
for a variety of functions and uses. The study of public parks provides the prospect of
investigating conflicting and competing meanings, values, functions, uses and practices
that is characteristicof the expansionand colonisation by capitalism of the intimate, the
personal and the private through the increasing commodification of leisure times and
spacesfor play, enjoyment and pleasure.Urban public parks are social spacesspecifically
created in the city that reflect processesof urban capitalism and the experience of
modernity in their location and design,in their multi-functional representationas well as in
the changing and conflicting everyday practices to which they have been put as popular
cultural and leisure spaces.
The syncretic construction of a conceptual framework, one that uses and adapts a
number of theoretical perspectives and applies it to the substantive analysis of the
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particular circumstancesand experienceof Glasgow as a case study, provides a strong
analytical basisfor the considerationof the complex featuresand multifunctional spacesof
the parks. Lefebvre's triad of necessaryelementsfor the production of spaceprovides a
valuable structure to the substantiveanalysis. In particular, the considerationof various
interconnected factors and aspects involved in understanding space as both objective
materiality and social process is an important insight in seeking to clarify the various
aspects involved in understanding the origins, development and use of the parks.
However, Lefebvre's theory of space proved to be limited in its applicability to the
concrete analysis of the specific context of the parks in Glasgow. What is necessary
therefore, is the expansionof this framework through the considerationof other theorists
who make available insights and examplesof forms, structures,processesand experiences
of spacethat could be adaptedand applied to the analysis of the public parks. What the
substantiveanalysis shows is that such an approachwasjustified in that the complexity of
forms, designs, regulations and activities associatedwith the parks is reflected in the
historical contingencyof park production,representationand usein the city of modernity.
The origins and developmentof the network of parks in the city reflects recurrent
themesin the analysisof the experienceof modernity. The growing awarenessof the need
to provide public parks in modem cities was an acknowledgementand recognition that the
processof modernity had consequencesthat neededto be addressedby the concertedand
continual investmentby the local state in the social and physical infrastructureof the city.
The location, distribution, design and chronology of parks in the city illustrate the
developmentalapproachthat was applied by the state as it came to terms with the spatial,
demographic,economic, social and political growth, expansionand influence of the urban
sphere.The local state was essentialto the production of a structuredand organisedurban
space in which capital could operatemost effectively, and illustrates the developmentof
local governmentservice provision and control in the city of modernity. The provision of
urban public parks were variously representedas important elementsin the creation of a
healthy, fit, able and willing labour force that was necessaryfor the successof a capitalist
city. Such ameliorative benefits of bringing `nature' into the city were also perceived as
providing an aestheticbenefit to the image and status of a predominantly industrial and
manufacturing city, especiallywhen combinedwith such important cultural institutions as
art galleries and museums.This production of such necessary`natural' spaceswas also
indicative of the consequencesof the growing separationof the country and the city. As the
urban spread enveloped the surrounding rural areas, arguments for `green belts' and
country parks reveal similar concernsas were expressedby the public parks movement.
The increasing importance of leisure time and the concern with its appropriate use in
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modernity is also emphasisedin the study of the public parks. The parks were social spaces
specifically provided for leisure and recreation and designed,maintainedand regulatedto
be accessible to all classes, ages and genders. This universality has perhaps been
challenged by the increasing privatisation and commodification of leisure in which the
many communal events, entertainmentsand activities that were previously a mainstayof
public park life have becomeless important and popular. Similarly, changesin travel and
tourism have made the use of urban parks less important to the city dweller as private cars
have opened up the countryside and package tours have made foreign lands a more
accessible and exciting use of holiday and leisure time. This is also illustrated in the
development of Strathclyde Country Park, designed to be almost wholly accessibleby
motor transport and provided with features and facilities that reflect changesin sporting
and leisure activities. The origins and developmentof the public parks in Glasgowreflect
the changingneedsand priorities of the organisationand structureof the city, the changing
leisure and recreation practices of the population, and the importance of creating and
sustaining an image of the city in modernity as a good place to live, visit, invest and do
business.
In order to provide a comprehensiveanalysis of this complexity involved in the
origins and development of Glasgow's public parks as a case study, it is necessaryto
investigate the historical context for the developmentof such forms of spacein the city.
This requires an understanding of the demographic, spatial, political and social
developmentof the city as it experiencedrapid urbanisationand industrialisationin the I9'ß'
century. Whilst the experience of Glasgow is considered here in some detail, the
justifications that led to the provision of the largest network of open spaceand parks in
Britain and Europe were underpinnedby processesand conditions that were not unique to
Glasgow. There is then in this approach the abstraction of the salient features and
characteristicsof a casestudy that can be used as an analytical tool for the investigationof
the generality of the phenomenaof urban public park production, as well as for other
empirical instances or investigations. That is, the approach developed here could be
adopted for the analysisof the production of parks in other cities, not only in Britain but
elsewhere in the world. The extent to which it is possible to extrapolate from the
conclusions based upon the evidence for Glasgow would need to ensurethat there was
enough convergence of factors, both within the historical experience of the city and
society, to make such inferencesvalid and sustainable.However, further research,taking
accountof cultural and historical variables,would test the veracity of such generalisations.
Similarly, processesof park production in capital cities would need to take into account
their specific conditions and statusas national centresof government,the arts and culture,
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entertainment, etc. For example, the existence of royal parks in London and the
preponderanceof aristocraticestatessubsumedand maintainedunder statecontrol in many
Europeancities are not presentin Glasgow.Glasgow's public parks, whilst including gifts
of private land to be used as public parks, were a manifestation wholly of municipal
endeavour,within the context of an extremelyinterventionist and civic-minded local state.
Whilst this should not affect the applicability of the analytical framework nor the method
employed,further researchis required.

APPENDICES

1. MAP! : Glasgow'sPublic ParksChronology and Distribution
2. Glasgow's Public Parks
3. ByelawsFor AlexandraPark, 1872
4. Bye-Laws For The Public Parks, Recreation Grounds And Open Spaces Corporation Of Glasgow,April 1896
5. Poster Giving Notice Of RestrictionsApplied To Cyclists In Kelvingrove Park,
1897
6. RegulationsFor The Control Of Activities Specific To Cathkin Braes
7. MuseumsIn The Parks
8. Glasgow's Exhibitions - FactsAnd Figures
9.1889 Souvenir Of Band Nights
10. Excerpt of Programmesof music in the Parks, 1908
11. List of RecreationalFacilities availablein the parks as well as chargesin 1970
12. Sporting Activities In GlasgowParks
13. MessageFrom The Provost To The Citizens On The Last Day Of The 1901
InternationalExhibition
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APPENDIX 3: BYELAWS FOR ALEXANDRA PARK. 1872
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APPENDIX 4: BYE-LAWS FOR THE PUBLIC PARKS, RECREATION GROUNDS
AND OPEN SPACES - CORPORATION OF GLASGOW, APRIL 1896
L

No person shall enter or leave except by the gates, and personsshall only remain in
the Park during the time the sameis open.

H.

The Parks shall, except as aforementioned, be open to the public as follows, viz.: During the months of November, December, January and February, from 5.30 o'clock
am to 6 o'clock pm; and during the other months of the year from 5.30 o'clock am to
10 o'clock pm, or at such other hours during the year as may from time to time be
stated in the notice after mentioned ... A notice stating the precise time of opening
and closing for the day will be posted near the entrance gates.

III.

Persons visiting any planthouse of greenhouse,which the Corporation may at any
time open to the public, must pass through it in the direction indicated by notice
boardstherein, and must not causeany obstruction to other visitors or to employeesof
the Corporation.

IV.

Except as provided by articles No. 27 and 29 hereof, no vehicles, other than cabs or
private carriages, shall enter the Park, without the written authority of the Corporation.
No person shall ride or drive any animal except on the roads, if any, laid out and
marked as carriage-drives. No persons shall allow any animal belonging to him or
under his charge to stray into or in the park, and stray animals may be seized and dealt
with according to law.

V.

No person shall recklesslyor furiously ride or drive any horseor other animal.

VI.

No person shall, without the written authority of the Corporation, exercise, train, or
exhibit with a view to sale, any horse or other animal. No cattle or sheepshall, without
the consentof the Corporation, be taken into the Park, exceptfor the purposeof going
or returning from any part thereof which may be let by the Corporation for grazing
in
No
lead
stable clothing or
nor
ride
any
animal
purposes.
person shall
any animal
without a saddle.
No person shall interfere with any birds nest, or molest or ill-treat any bird or other
animal, or instigate or take part in any dog fight or other fight or battle, or snareor
catch, or trap any animal, bird, or fish, or use any appliancefor suchpurpose.
No male person shall molest or importune any female, and no prostitute or streetwalker shall loiter in the Park or importuneany person.
No person shall carry large baskets,packages,or other large articles.

VII.

VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.

No person who is drunk and incapableof taking care of himself shall be allowed to
enter or remain in the park.
No person shall commit any nuisance, or jostle, trip or cause any obstruction or
annoyanceto any person.

XII.

No person shall smokein any of the plant or other houses.

XIIL

No person shall drill or practice military evolutions except under written authority etc.
interfere
or obstruct the
with
and
unnecessarily
no
person
or
shall
wilfully
...
movements of any authorized persons drilling or practicing military evolutions.

XIV.

No person shall except etc.... discharge any firearm or fire-work, or set off any fireballoon, or make any bonfire, and no person shall throw any stone, snowball, or other
missile.

XV.

No person shall throw down or leave any rubbish, paper, or other substance,or take
from
in
luncheon
time to time be
place
as
may
part any picnic or
party, excepton such
set apart by notice for such purposes.
distribute
for
No person shall except etc.
or exhibit any
sale,
or
offer
expose
...
articles, and no person shall solicit money or alms, or exposewounds or deformity, or
act so as to induce, or for the purposeof inducing, the giving of moneyor alms.

XVI.

XVII.

XVIII.
XIX.

XX.
XXI.
XXII.

No person shall beat, shake or clean any carpet or other articles, or dry or bleach any
clothes or other articles, except at such place, if any, as may from time to time be set
apart by notice for suchpurposes.
No person shall shout or make unseemly noises, or indulge in any rough play or
unseemlyconduct.
No person shall sing, preach, lecture or take part in any public service or discussion,
or meeting for any purpose,without the written authority of the Corporation, except
on suchplace as may from time to time be set apart by notice for such purposes.
No personshall play any musical instrument,exceptunder the written authority etc...
No person shall lean against,sit on, or climb any of the trees,gates railings, posts or
fences,or stand,lie, or place anythingon the seats.
No person shall touch the plants, flowers or labels, or deface or injure any tress,
shrubs, grass, or turf, or do any damage to any of the buildings, fountains,
monuments,seats,walks, fences,or other property.

XXIII.

No person shall walk upon any flowerbed, verge border, shrubbery, sloping terrace, or
plantation, or go over or through any fence or railing. No person shall walk upon any
grass lawn on which a notice is placed requesting person not to go upon the same.

XXIV.

No personshall take part or engagein lotteries,betting or gambling.

XXV.

XXVI.

XXVII.

No person shall be riotous, disorderly, or indecent in his behaviour, or use any
obscene,profane, indecentor insulting language.No personshall usewords or behave
in a manner fitted or intendedto provoke a breach of the peace,or whereby a breach
of the peacemay be occasioned.
No person shall play at any game,or take part in any sport, race or gymnastics,except
on such place, if any, as may from time to time be set apart by notice for that purpose,
and then only in conformity with the Bye-laws and Notices applicableto such games,
sports,racesor gymnastics.No personshall play at any gameon Sunday.
No velocipede, bicycle or tricycle shall be used or driven except on the carriage
drives, or on such place, if any, as may be set aside, by notice, for cycling, and shall
not be driven at a speedexceedingeight miles an hour. No personshall cycle except
during hours to be mentioned in notice. Cycle rider must dismount when the drives
are crowded.

XXVIII.

No person shall cause or allow any dog belong to him or in his charge to enter or be in
the Park, unless such dog be led by a cord, strap or chain, and kept on the walks.

XXIX.

Chairs on wheels and perambulators, moved by hand, with invalids or children, are

allowed, but must be kept on the walks. They may, however, be taken on to such part,
if any, as may be set asideby notice as a recreationground.
XXX.

No person shall use any pond, lake or streamfor any purpose or at other times than
those statedfrom time to time in notice.

XXXI.

No person shall throw or put sticks, stonesor substancesof any description, into any
water, or causethe water to be polluted.
No person shall wilfully interfere with or obstruct any yacht or boat belonging to
another person, and spectatorsmust keep back from the water so as to allow the
personsin chargeof the boatsor yachtsto managethem.
No person shall sail any yacht or boat of any description of greater length than seven
feet six inches over all: and no personshall sail or causeany boat or raft on any water,
exceptsuch s are specially set apart by notice for such purpose.

XXXII.

XXXIII.

XXXIV.

The Corporation may grant any club permission to sail or race or hold a regatta, and
said club shall have the exclusive use of the pond, lake or stream for the time specified
in such permission, and no person shall interfere with or impede the sailing of boats in
such races or regattas.

XXXV.

All clubs desiring permission to sail races or hold regattasmust make application to

the Superintendentof Parks not later than the fifteenth of April in each year. After
said date no application for special days will be entertainedfor the then ensuing
season.Forms of application will be supplied by the Corporation, on requestfrom the
Superintendentof Parks.
XXXVI. No person shall throw or put on any ice any stick, stone or any substanceof any
description;nor shall any unauthorizedpersonbreak, cut, or in any way injure the ice.
XXXVII. No person shall go upon any ice until a notice intimating that the ice is safe is posted
nearthe place.
XXXVIII.
Every skater going round the ice must keep to the right, and, in the event of
crowding, follow a regular course round the margin, so as to leave the central area
clear for sliding and other authorized proposes,and no skater shall go at a greater
speedthan eight miles and hour. Not more than three personsshall skateabreast.
XXXIX. The Corporation may grant permissionto any club to curl on nay part of the ice.
XL.

No person shall cross any curling rink during a game, or in any way impede the game,
or interfere with the players.

XLI. - LX. Thesebyelaws specifically relate to the playing of Gold in CorporationParks.
LXI.

In the event of any dispute arising in connection with the sailing of yachts, boats or
rafts, or the playing of any game, the officer of the Corporation in charge will decide
the same.

LXII.

Every written authority required by these Byelaws must be exhibited on demand to
any Police Constable,or to any officer of the Corporation.

LXIII.

Nothing in these Byelaws shall interfere with, or prevent the carrying on of the work
of the Park by the employeesof the Corporation.
The Corporation may, from time to time, issue notices as to the placeswhere and the
times at which any form of recreationor amusementmay be played.
The word `Notice' in theseByelaws shall mean a notice issuedby the Corporation in
virtue of theseByelaws, and postednearthe placeto which the samerefers.

LXIV.
LXV.
LXVI.

Every person contravening any of the foregoing Byelaws, or of the Notices before
referred to shall, for each offence, be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.

LXVII.

The existing byelaws shall be repealed as from the time when these Byetaws come in
to operation.

Signed and sealed,in terms of "The Glasgow Public Parks Acts, 1878to 1895", at Glasgow, the
fifth day of March, EighteenHundred and ninety-six years.
WM. Pettigrew,Acting Chief Magistrate
Walter Wilson, Magistrate
William Bilsland, Councillor
J.D. Marwick, Town Clerk

APPENDIX

5: POSTER GIVING NOTICE OF RESTRICTIONS
PARK, 1897
CYCLISTS IN KELVINGROVE

APPLIED

TO

;ýI. -,

Corporation
of Glasgow-ParksDepartment.

NOTICEAS TO CYCLING
IN

KELVINGROVE

PARK.

THE CORPORATIONOF THE CITY OF GLASGOW,acting under
" The Glasgow Corporation Parks Acts, 1878 to 1895," and
in pursuance of the powers conferred by the Bye-laws made and
enacted by them on 5th March, 1896, for the good government
and regulation of the Public Parks, Recreation Grounds, and
Open Spaces, which were confirmed by the Sheriff of Lanarkshire on 26th April, 1896, DO HEREBY GIVE NOTICEThat veloelpedes, bicycles, and tricycles (which must be provided
with alarm bells or other means of warning pedestrians, and also, after
sunset, with efficient lamps) may be used or driven on the roads in
the park marked as carriage
drives between sunrise and 2 o'clock
p. m., provided, however(a) That there shall be no time restriction
as regards the use of
drive from
such veloeipedes. bicycles, and tricycles on the carriage
University
Avenue via the circular
plot in said drive known as the
Fairy Fountain, the Iron bridge across the Kelvin, the south side of
the City Industrial
Street. but said
Museum, to the gate at Kelvingrove
carriage drive shall, after 2 o'clock p. m., be used for through traure
only. and cyclists in passing the said circular plot must keep to the
east of lt; and between 2 o'clock p. m. and sunset no person shall use
drive.
or drive a velocipede, bicycle, or tricycle
on said carriage
oftener than once In fifteen minutes ; and
(b) That velocipedes, bicycles, and tricycles (which must be provided
as aforesaid) may be used or driven between sunrise and sunset on the
portion of the carriage drive in the Park on the south side of the River
Kelvin between the south and of the bridge opposite Radnor Street and
the top of the incline near the entrance to the Park at Partiok Bridge.

The use of velocipedes, bicycles, and tricycles except as allowed as
above renders the offenders liable In the penalties provided for In the
Bye-laws.

The Notice dated 15th July, 1897, Is withdrawn.
ct5th s'
J. D. MARWICK, TOW"kk.
ausaý
JÖ 1899.
EXTRACT

FROM

BYE-LAWS.

COPY BYE-LAW No. 27.
" No velocipede, bicycle, or tricycle shall be used or driven except
"on the carriage
drives, or on such place, If any, as may be set
by notice for cycling,
"aside
and shall not be driven at a speed
No person shall cycle except during
"" exceeding eight miles an hour.
"" hours to be mentioned in notice.
Cycle riders must dismount when
`" the drives are crowded. ',

APPENDIX 6: REGULATIONS
FOR THE CONTROL OF ACTIVITIES
SPECIFIC
TO CATHKIN BRAES

REGULATIONS
FOR THE

iTHNII

ThePublicwill beallowedtheuseof thisPark subjectto the
followingconditions,,
whicheachvisitor,by his enteringthe Park,
will beheldto haveagreed
to:--

i. Persons must only enter by the torneblig
orýates, and no cli.mbin on, or going over, any
be
the
fences
allowed.
walls
will
or
of
2. No person shall damage any of the walls or
fences, or break off branches from, out or otherbushes,
injure
trees
the
or out or
or
any of
wise
deface any of the seats.
3. No fires shall be allowed on any part of the
Park.
1
4. No football, cricket, or shinty shall be played
on any part of the Park. '
5. No person shall molest, or otherwise interfere
with the battle or other animals, or the birds.
6. No article shall be taken into the Park for
the purpose of being, or shall be, sold there.
Parties contravening the above Regulations
the
from
be
liable
inn
be
to
will
ediately ejected
Park, and tö be proce d against as trespassers,
besides being held. liable for any damage they
have
done.
may

J. D.
MARWICK,
'1'DW.C1Ark;Gla$gUw.

APPENDIX 7: MUSEUMS IN THE PARKS
The appendix provides details of a museums and galleries that have a close
associationwith the public parks of Glasgow.Whilst all of thosemuseumscited below are
found within the parks this is not a comprehensivelist of all of Glasgow's museumsand
galleries. Only those museumsthat have an associationwith the city's parks are included
here. The location of the parks as sites for thesemuseumswas consideredin both chapters
4 and 5, as part of the fulfilment of ideological and aestheticconsiderationsby both park
designersand municipal officials. Many of those in the public parks movement such as
Charles H.J. Smith and Sir Patrick Geddes avowed the advantagesof museums and
cultural institutions in the public parks whilst the moralising and pedagogictendenciesof
municipal officials and councillors was clearly expressed in their pronouncements
concerning the benefits of museumsin Glasgow'sparks. There is a symbiotic relationship
betweenthe museumsand the parks in which the enjoyment and attraction of one appears
to add to the appreciation of the other and vice versa. The city has an internationally
renowned collection of art that is displayed in various instititutions and those museums
cited below were and are well patronisedby Glasgowcitizens as well as visitors to the city
and they make an important contribution to the cultural life of the city as well as to the
image of the city as a place of culture.
THE PEOPLES PALACE AND WINTER GARDENS, GLASGOW GREEN
The Peoples Palace on Glasgow Green was opened by Lord Rosebery on the 22
January 1898 and was the first purpose built municipal museum in the city. The aims
behind Glasgow's PeoplesPalace were similar to those institutions found in other cities:
"the common purpose was cultural provision for the working class people of the East
End".' The PeoplesPalacewas an instant successand still ranks as one of the most visited
museumsin the city. It housesan eclectic collection of artefacts and examplesfrom the
city's political, economic and social history. In the Winter Gardenspublic lectures and
musical performanceswere held including the world famous GlasgowOrpheusChoir. See
Overhead of smoky audience."During the opening year it was visited by some 770,800
persons,while in the next two yearsthe numberof visitors averaged500,000",
The plan to construct the Peoples Palace and Winter Gardenson the Green was
initially conceived in 1866 when £2500 was realised from the sale of the old Bridgeton
bleaching green. With the Corporation involved in solving numerous other social and
sanitation priorities, work did not begin until April 1895 and was eventually completedat
the end of 1877.
King, 1985.pg. 13.
2Noienwc,1908,PG 27.

The building of the Peoples Palace was inspired by the construction of similar
institutions elsewhere, in particular the Peoples Palace opened in the Mile End Road in
London in May 1897.' The aims of the Glasgow Peoples Palace were the same as the
London one, to provide for the "cultural provision for the working class people of the last
End". ' Bailie Bilsland, the chairman of the committee supervising the work and an ardent
campaigner for free museums, galleries, libraries, parks and recreation grounds explained
this purpose at the opening ceremony performed by Lord Rosebenry on 22 January 1888.
The general idea is that the permanent collections to be performed should relate to the history
and industries of the city, and that some space should be set apart for special sectional
exhibitions to be held from time to time, in connection with such prizes as may be awarded
for works of special excellence. While primarily serving as a conservatory and a place of
attraction during the shorter days, the Winter Garden portion has been designed and arranged
to serve also as a hall where musical performances can be given to large audiences One
element of originality in the way of municipal enterprise that can be claimed for this
institution lies in the combination, practically under one roof, of a museum, picture gallery,
winter garden and music hall. So far as we are aware, no municipality in the kingdom has
provided an institution combining all these features. '

Peoples Palace and Winter

Garden"

A. B. Macdonald, the City Engineer designed the Peoples Palace in the French
Renaissance Style with a frontage measuring 100 feet with a depth of 40, built in red
sandstone and decorated with figures representing shipbuilding, mathematics, science,
engineering and the textile industry. The Winter Palace was designed partly by William
Baird of the Temple Iron Works and measures 180 by 120 feet with a height of 60. The
design is traditionally held to represent the upturned hull of Lord Nelson's flagship, the
Victory because of the Gardens proximity to the column in the Green that was first public
memorial erected in Britain. The role of the Peoples Palace and other cultural institutions
3 For

an analysis of the rise and fall of the Peoples Palace in l ondon, as well as the[ Olc of Waiter Ilrwud, ax Joyce,S hustles m Ike Au
The Peoples Palace,Cultural Reformism, and the Fast End Working Class, Victorian Studies, Su nnxr I.
19, I9 S- pp S11 S18
,
4King,
1985, pg. 13.
Glasgow Herald 24" January, 1898 cited in King, 1985 p. 15.
6 McLellan Glasgow's Public
Parks p. CHECK

located in the parks will be considered in detail later, in particular with respect to debates
concerning the education and moral improvement of the working classes. Lord Rosebery
opened the Peoples Palace and Winter Gardens on Glasgow Green on the 22k" of January
1898. The aims behind Glasgow's Peoples Palace were similar to those institutions found
in other cities: "the common purpose was cultural provision for the working class people
of the East End". ' The Peoples Palace was an instant success and still ranks as one of the
most visited museums in the city. It houses an eclectic collection of artefacts and examples
from the city's political,

economic and social history. In the Winter Gardens public

lectures and musical performances were held and "During the opening year it was visited
by some 770,800 persons, while in the next two years the number of visitors averaged
500,000"g

reople s rauacc, iYVt.

The Staff in the winter Gardens of the Peoples Palace c. 1900

7 King, 1985, 13.
p.
s Noremac,
1908, p. 27
9 Peoples Palace Book
of Glasgow, p. 10
10Glasgow
As It Was Vol. II, 1975 Moss, M. & flume, J., Hendon Publishing Co.. Ilarkn

Mill, I.nncs,'Jure. plate 28

BOTANIC

GARDENS

Whilst the Botanical Gardenssituated in the West End did not contain a museum
until very recently when a small room has opened exhibiting aspects of the Gardens history
specialist plant collections housed in a number of glasshouses ensured it was a popular
visitor attraction. However, in 1871 the Directors of the then private Gardens arranged for
the transfer and re-erection of a huge glass conservatory from the grounds of a garden in
Coulport owned by a Glasgow businessman, John Kibble. The Kibble Palace as it is known
is now a well-known Glasgow landmark and has been used for a variety of concerts,
meetings, flower shows, exhibitions and lectures including those of the famous American
evangelists Moody and Sankey who preached, to appreciative crowds both inside and
outside the Kibble Palace in May 1874. The Kibble Palace and the greenhouses provided
comfortable and pleasant surroundings in all weathers and were popular attractions for
visitors in themselves.

Cartoon of Sundays at the Botanic Gardens"

11Curtis, E.W., 1999, The Kibble
Palace, Argyll Publishing, Glendarucl, Argyll, p. 59.
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Music Recital in Kibble Palace, 1876 12

Moodey and Sankey Preaching in the Botanic Gardens, May 1874

CAMPHILL

HOUSE MUSEUM,

QUEENS PARK

The acquisition of the grounds of Camphill estate to extend Queens Park also
included the mansion house that was subsequently turned into a district museum. ('aamphill
House Museum was opened in Queens Park on the 3' of June 1896 with a successful
inaugural photographic exhibition and later was to display objects lent by the Victoria and
Albert Museum as well as modern paintings and a small collection of natural history.
KELVINGROVE

PARK, THE ART GALLERIES

AND MUSEUM

Kelvingrove House, (built in 1783 for the Glasgow merchant Patrick ('olquoun, ) the
original mansion of one of the estates purchased with the land that was to firm the park
1" Curtis, E.W.,
1999, The Kibble Palace, Argyll Publishing, Glendaruel, Argyll, P 45
13Curtis, E.
W., 1999, The Kihble Palace, Argyll Publishing, Ulendaruel, Argyll, p 39.

was opened as the City Industrial Museum in 1870 and remained an attraction until it was
replaced by the Kelvingrove Art Galleries and Museum were opened in 1901. In 1856 the
Council acquired the large art collection of Baillie Archibald McLellan. As it outgrew the
unsuitable setting of the Kelvingrove Mansion, (built in 1783 for the Glasgow merchant
Patrick Colquoun), it was proposed to stage an International Exhibition in 1888 whose
final aim was as a means for raising the funds for the new Art Gallery and Museum. The
building of the Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum and the People's Palace was the
direct result of an explicit commitment to "...

bringing to the doors of our teeming

industrial population, in some measure at least, the means of refined recreation, and of'
stimulating their own intellectual and artistic sense"." The Kelvingrove Art Galleries and
Museums were opened in 1901, and were built, in part, from the proceeds from the 1888
Exhibition.

The Exhibition

of 1901 was organized to inaugurate the opening of the

Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum. The Scottish Exhibition of Natural History, Art and
Industry held in 1911 can be said to have achieved the "... mutually reinforcing aims of all
major exhibitions: to promote industry and commerce, attract tourism, to entertain, and in
general to project the city's identity and enhance its prestige."" In the first year of it's
opening, that is 1903-4, Kelvingrove Gallery and Museum attracted 1113,688 visitors and
in 1907, the total number was 720,985. '6 In the first year of it's opening, that is 1903-4, the
Gallery and Museum attracted 1,113,688 visitors and in 1907 the total number was
720,985. " In considering the various representations and uses of the parks this aspect will
be considered in detail in later chapters.

A 1910 Postcard of Kelvingrove

Art Galleries and Museum

14Richmond 1). 1899,Corporation
of the City of Glasgow. Notes on Mwucipal wtAs fron November 1976 to Novenhm 1899, Rohal
Anderson Glasgow, p. 65.
) SKinchin
& Kinchin, pg 13.
t6From Noremac, 1908, PG
35.
17FromNomnac,
1908, PG 35.

The Architects J. W. Simpson and E. J. Milner Allen built the museum in a Spanish
Baroque style and following the Glasgow tradition used red sandstone throughout. Its main
entrance faces on to the River Kelvin and the University buildings whilst the most
accessible and used entrance faces onto Sauchiehall Street and gave rise to the mistaken
belief that the Galleries were built the wrong way round.

A contemporary

VICTORIA

photograph

of the Galleries

PARK AND FOSSIL GROVE

Victoria Park was begun by the Burgh of Partick when they feued land from J.
Gordon Oswald of Scotstoun in 1886. It was named to celebrate the Queens Jubilee and
opened to the public on the 2 July 1887. As the result of a periodic downturn in the main
industry of shipbuilding, many workers had been laid off in 1886 and were used in much
of the work of laying out the park. In the Quarry Knowe area of the park, a WE

Morrison

discovered the fossilised remains of trees and the area was covered over to protect the
unearthed specimens. The resultant Fossil Grove became and has remained an attraction
for visitors. In the Quarry Knowe area of Victoria Park a Mr T. Morrison supervising the
construction of a pathway in the new park discovered the fossilised remains of tree stumps
dating from 350 million years ago. The area was covered over to protect the unearthed
specimens until a suitable glass-roofed building

with an observation plattimn

was

constructed. The resultant Fossil Grove Museum was opened sown after and became and
has remained an attraction for visitors and includes educational material relating to the
geological and natural history of the Carboniferous period. "
1sAn
excellent pamphlet detailing the specimens found in the park is The Storv of Fossil Grove twublisiietitongmallN in PHS br Mimm

The Visitors Gallery in Fossil Grove, Victoria

TOLLCROSS

HOUSE MUSEUM,

TOLLCROSS

Park.

"

PARK

The museum was opened in Tollcross Park on 23"º June 1905 utilising the mansion
house in the park and was intended to be a children's museum whose intention was "not so
much to communicate knowledge as to excite interest, awaken curiosity, and attract the
attention of the young by the exhibition of interesting and beautiful object. ""' Other
museums opened in Glasgow parks at the turn of the nineteenth century included Tollcross
House Children's Museum in Tollcross Park, opened 22 Jan 1905 and
MOSESFIELD

HOUSE MUSEUM

AND READING

ROOM, SPRINGBURN

PARK

This facility was opened in Springburn Park on 13 October 1905 being the gift of
Mr. Hugh Reid, of Hydepark locomotive works with the expressed aim of providing a
place of rest and relaxation for the people of Springbure and surrounding areas. The space
in the museum was described as limited with the walls displaying pictures and engravings,
and tables and chairs for the reading of magazines, journals and newspapers. Mosesfield
House Museum/Reading Room in Springburn park, opened on 13 Oct 1905.
AIKENFIELD

HOUSE, KINGS PARK

This was a local museum located in the Kings Park and is described as opening some
time in 1925. It was closed in 1942 for `war work/reconstruction'

and did not re-open.

There was also Aikenhead House opened in the 1920's in King's Park. It closed in 1943
for war work and never reopened to the public.

MacGregor and John Walton and reprinted and revised in various editions by Glasgow limed
Recreation.
19Gilmour, 1996, 94
p.
20Municipal Glasgow:
It's Evolution and Enterprise, 1914, p. 45.

Council's Department of Parks und

POLLOCK PARK AND THE BURRELL COLLECTION
Whilst the Burrell Collection in Pollock Park is a late addition and falls slightly
outwith the timescaleof this study it does continue the tradition of locating important art
collections in galleries located in the city's public parks. Sir William Burrell, ship owner
and eclectic art collector, gifted the Burrell Collection to the City of Glasgowin 1944.The
collection was finally openedto the public in 1983 after much public wrangling over its
location and display, in a purpose built gallery within Pollock Country Park. William
Adam designedPollock House in 1752, for the Stirling-Maxwell family and it was gifted
along with Pollock Estate to the city of Glasgow as a park in 1967 by the MaxwellMcDonalds. Pollock House was openedto the public on 22`d December1967.The Burrell
Collection was gifted to the City of Glasgowby Sir William Burrell, ship owner and art
collector, in 1944 and located, after much wrangling, in a purposebuilt gallery also within
Pollock Country Park. The collection was finally openedto the public in 1983and is a very
popular tourist attraction.
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APPENDIX 8: GLASGOW'S EXHIBITIONS - FACTS AND FIGURES

1888 -THE GLASGOW INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION
OPENED
CLOSED
SITE
ARCHITECT
ADMISSION
ATTENDANCE
PROFIT

8 May 1888 by the Prince and Princess of Wales
10 November 1888
Kelvingrove Park, approx. 60 acres.
James Sellars
1 shilling, children 6d; schools 2d; 21 tickets £1; seasonticket 1
guinea
5,748,379 (including attendants)
£41,700

1901 - THE GLASGOW INTERNATIONAL
OPENED
CLOSED
SITE
ARCHITECT
ADMISSION
ATTENDANCE
PROFIT

EXHIBITION

2 May 1901 by the Duke and Duchessof Fife
9 November 1901
Kelvingrove Park, 73 acres
James Miller
1 shilling; under 14,6d; 21 tickets £1, seasonticket, 1 guinea
11,497,220 (including attendants)
£39,000

1911 - THE SCOTTISH EXHIBITION OF NATIONAL
HISTORY. ART AND INDUSTRY
OPENED
CLOSED
SITE
ARCHITECT
ADMISSION
ATTENDANCE
PROFIT

3 May 1901 by the Duke and Duchessof Connaught
4 November 1901
Kelvingrove Park, 62 acres
RJ. Walker
1 shilling; under 16 6d; seasonticket 15 shillings
9,369,375
approx. £20,000

1938-- EMPIRE EXHIBITION (SCOTLAND)
OPENED
CLOSED
SITE
ARCHITECT
ADMISSION
ATTENDANCE
LOSS

3 May 1938 by King George IV and Queen Elizabeth
29 October 1938
Bellahouston Park, 175 acres
Thomas S. Tait
1 shilling; children 6d; season£13s Od
12,593,232
£128,000

Source: Kinchin and Kinchin, 1988, White Cockade, Wendlebnry, Oxfad.

APPENDIX 9: 1889 Souvenir of Band Nights"
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APPENDIX 10: Excerpt of Programmes of music in the Parks, 1908 1
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CHARGES

FOR RECREATIONAL

Weekdays

GOLF:
9-Hole Courses
Adults
per round
tJuveniles
*Old Aye Pensioners
..
Courses
19-Hol
Adults
tjuveni3es
'Old Age Pensioners
--TENNIS:
Adults
per gerne of 30
Juveniles
Hire of Rackets
Hire of Bells
-BOWUNG:
P! e are
per hour
'Old Age Pensioners
Hire of Overshoes
.,
PITCHING

FACILITIES

---"1d
--------..

6d
8d

"

minutes

3/_
1/-

---

Sundays

(7 )
(3p)
(3p)

Z/2/2/-

(1(6p

4/-

J.
(

(5p)
r3p
id

3d

' id

(3p

56d

------------

3d
¬1pl
11ßd
ip
3d (4pl
3d
lp

"

end PUTTING:

9-Hole Courses

Adults
Juveniles

per round

äe

-"--

MINI GOLF :
per

round

-

----

Old Age Pensioners
PUTTING and CROQUET:
18-Mole Greens
Adults

Juveniles

per round

Old Age Pensioners
At G olf Courses-per

ro

---

4p

4d

Zp .

3d
' '
Yd

-und of 9 or 18 Holes

3d

"

--

1/-

par 20 mina.

RUNNING and CYCLE ? RACKS
Per Session
Season Ticket
---

playing

--

3d
4d

.

Ip

(6p)

-any forenoon

RUGBY and SHINTY :
match
S atur d ay mornings (Schools)
_per

per match
....
per match

9d

4p

6d

(3p;

3d

(1p)

1/-

(
(Ip
(2p

4d

3d
4d

(5p)
()
(tp)
(2p)

(2

With

match
on
....

8d

(5p
3
(pj

1/-

13p l
tp
p

Hot

per

t4P)

öd (3p
5/(ZSpj

CHILDRENS PONY RIDES --

HOCKEY PITCH :
School Teams

9d
4d

6d

BOATING :
Rowing Boots per person per ; hour
Motor Boots
Adults
per ti p
-Juveniles
Children's
Peddle Boats per child

FOOTBALL :
Adult Pitch
Juvenile
Pitch
Teams
School
excepted)

8d

?P

----

Pensioners

Adults
Juveniles

'

"6Q

.,

(3°aI

S?
t P

----

*Old Age Pensioners .,
18-Hole Courses

Adults
Juveniles
*Old Ape

09
10p
lop

----

---

-

-.

Water
17/6d ( Sfp)

..

10/-

10/"
(holidays

50p)
(Sop)

3/Sd
3/-

17p
(16p)

(37p)
(20 p

--

7/8d
4 /-

-

7/Sd ( 37D;
3/15p

---

Without
Ho t
Wat "
7/6d ( 37p

(37p)
7/6d
CRICKET PITCH :
..
....
(sop)
CYCLE POLO: per match
10/
..
..
" Only during certain hours.
1 Under 16 years; between the hours of 11 a. m. and 5 p. tt1. on Mondays
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MESSAGEFROMTHE
LORDPROVOST
....
TO THE CITIZENS..
LAST DAY
of

THE

Glasgow
Exhibitioa,
3ntcnitionaI
röj

'0ý1901.
',-ET

heartily

me most
the

congratulate

Citizens of Glasgow on the

unexampled

success

has

which

attanded the Great Exhibition from
the day of its opening till

th. s city

on

tuhien it is to be closed.
I express my wormest

SPLENDID ORDER, DECORUM, and
COURTESY which
of the

vast

of eager

day, when

on the lost
excitement will
a very

have prevciied

crowds

of the

appreciation

MUTUAL

on the part
visitors;

enthusiasm

to

and

doubtle..s run high, I make

earnest appeal to every visitor

maintain

and

the end that

reputation

to
for

ORDERLYand COURTEOUSDEMEANOURwhich
has been so deservedly won. Where the aim
of each is to make others feel comfortable
and happy, the enjoyment of all is at its
highest.
SAMUEL
qrr CMArru"
/OA N&M, hab..

(. I

r:.ý"ý.. uENww.,,au.
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Loyd Proro4
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Various Plans
Blueprint of Old men's Hut for Kings Park
Plan of CaretakersShelter
Plan of ProposedBowling Pavilion, BellahoustonPark
Plan of Shelter,Pollock Park
Plan of ProposedShelter, ParksDept
Ditto.
Blueprint of New Bandstand,Victoria Park

June 1934
Jan. 1934
March 1937
Aug 1927
Dec. 1925
Oct. 1934
Feb. 1930

Plan of Toilets at Ardgoil

Feb. 1930

Plan of Bowling and Tennis Pavilion, Auldhouse Park

Nov. 1923

Plan of Tennis Pavilion, Maxwell Park
Plan of Hut, Alexandra Park
Site Plan of PaddlingPool, Richmond Park
Plan of New bandstand,Victoria Park

May 1925
April 1928
May 1925
Feb. 1930

Plan of new Bandstand,RoukenGlen
Plan of new Bandstand,Glasgow Green
Plan of New EntranceLodge, Loch Lomond Park
Plan of New Bowling Pavilion, Richmond Park
Plan of New bandstand,Tollcross Park
Ditto, Glasgow Green
Plan of new ladiesRoom, Kelvingrove Park
Plan of New Greenhouses,Kelvingrove Park
Plansof New PaddlingPools for Elder
and Richmond Parks
Ditto, Kelvingrove
Plan of New Bandstand,Victoria Park
Plan of New Boating Pond Boathouse,Rouken Glen
Plansof PaddlingPools, Alexandra,
and Richmond Parks
Plansof Working Men's Cottages,Ardgoil Estate
Plan Showing Layout of Old Hospital Site,
BellahoustonPark
Plan of Bandstand,Alexandra Park
D-PK6.
D-PK S.

MP3
MP32
MP3
MPS
MP 25

MP 28

March 1929
June 1929
March 1926
Jan. 1938
Feb.1928
May 1925
March 1929
June 1925
June 1925
Feb. 1930
April 1924
June 1925Elder

March 1936
Feb. 1924

Photographsof Park Visits by ParksCommittee
Plans 1-15 of Glasgow Greenincluding Carnival Layoutsfor variousyears 1930's
- 1940's.
QueensPark Bye-laws, 1863 (pp.320-323).
Regulationsfor Children's Playgrounds,1899(p. 839).
Kelvingrove Park Notice - Damageto Park at 1888 Exhibition, 1888 (p. 323b)
Report on Open Spacesand Children's Playgrounds,1892.
Minutes of Committee on Park Accommodation in Northwest of the City, 1890.
(pp.269-274).
Committee on Park Accommodation in Northwest of the City, 1891 (pp. 275276).
D. McLellan, Superintendentof ParksReport Upon the Public Parksand Squares
of Glasgow, 1882 (pp 668-695).
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